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P. 426, line 21, should read "There is no regularity in their number in relation

to the chromatic segments which are formed later.
>>

P. 426, lines 20 and :?i from below, and page 427, line 7, for fusion read iission.

P. 427, line 7, from below, for zooglaea read zoogloea.

P. 427, last line, for flagellae read flagella.

Volume XL.

P. 12, line 6 from below, for were read are.

P. 23, line 13, for cup read cap.

P. 35, line 13, for Wolf's read Wolff's.

P. 40, Hne 3, for cun^e read curved.

P. 43, reference 7, to Untersuch add ungen.

P. 44, reference 2^, for Janxe read J.\xse.

P- 49, line 3 from below for figs, j, 2h. read figs. 7, 36.

P. 53, Hne 17, for /r, head read i, beard.

P. 69, line 7, for of read on.

P. 69, line 12, for Peack read Penck.
P. 70, line 9, for direction read directing.

P. 70, line 14 from below, insert comma after algae.

P. 70, line 9 from below, insert parenthesis after etc.

P. 71, lines 7 and 19, for imperial read Imperial.

P. 71, line 15, for Systematischen read systematischen.

P. 71, line 20, for seed-control read Seed-control

P. 71, line 13 from below delete special.

P. 71, line 10 from below^, for Commission read commission.
P. 72, line 3, for for read from.

P. 72, line 6, delete a before new,
P. 72, line 2 from below, for Commission of read Commission on.
P, 100, line 9 from below, for second in read on.

P. 103, line 6 from below, and p. 104, Une i, for axial read axile.

P. 113, line 2, for on read in.

P. 113, line 4, for infold read unfold.
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P. 113, line II, delete sentence "Experiments, etc/' C/. line

P. 115, line 3, after with insert water.

P. 128, line 3, for biruet read biuret.

P. 152, line 21 from below, for losetes reads Isoctes.

P, 156, line 13, insert the word geotropic before response.

P. 157, line 22, for cell read wall.

P, 180, line 7 from below, for former read latter.

P. 236, line 24, after paper read on geotropism.

P. 384, line 10, for Cystisus read Cytisus.

P. 479, foi" R- C. read R. G,
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VOLUME XL NUMBER I

Botanical Gazette
JULY, igos

UNDESCRIBED PLANTS FROM GUATEMALA AND OTHER
CENTRAL AMERICAN REPUBLICS. XXVII/

JohnDonnellSmith.

Porcelia stenopetala Donn. Sm.—Folia maxima obovato-oblonga

vel oblonga siibcaudato-acuminata basi obtusiuscula vel rotundata

supra glabra subtus pubescentia, nervis crebris parallclis subrectis.

Pedunculi ex ligno vetcre prorumpentes fasciculati vel approximati.

Petala linearia multoties longiora quam latiora.

Arbor, ramulis petiolis gemmis pedunculis floribus fusco-velutinis. Folia

papyracea, juniora obovato-oblonga, provectiora oblonga 26-31^^ longa 8-9^""

petiol mm

longis. Inflorescentia tantum in trunco {de Tuerckheim in schedula) vel in ramis

crassis defoliatis obvia, pedunculis 8-i5-subaggregatis i-S-a'^^ longis. Sepala

deltoidea vix 3^"^ longa patentia intus glabra. Petala imbricata aequalia utrinque

pubescentia atropurpurea 6-6. 5*^"^ longa 4-5^"" lata acuta. Stamina numerosis-

sima cuneato-quadrata i"^^ longa compressa. Torus hemisphericus. Ovaria

9-12 oblonga 3-4'""' longa inflata sericea, stigmate sessili capita to, ovulis biseriatis

8-12. Bacca ignota.—Ad P. Nicaragnenscm Benth. et Hook, staminibus ova-

riisque arete accedens inflorescentia petalisque longe distat.

Cubilquitz, Depart. Alta Verapaz, Guat., alt. 350"^, Mart. 1904, von Tuerck-

heim, n. 8496 ex PL Guat. etc., quas ed. Donn. Sm.

lonidium Thiemei Donn. Sm.—Fruticosum nanum pubescens.

Stipulae minutae- Folia alterna ovalia apice rotunda in petiolum

angustata crcnulata- Pedunculi singuli foliis breviores uniflori.

Petalum inferum sepalis subaequalibus integris altero tanto longius,

lamina suborbiculari.

lign

^ cum petiolis pedunculfsque ferrugineo-pubescens. Folia approximata 23-2 7"^^

longa 17-19'^"^ lata supra pilis conspersa subtus nervatione pubescenda, petiolis

I Continued from Box. Gaz. 37: 423- 1904-
»

\
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circa S™"" longis, stipulis lineari-lanceolatis 1-2™"" longis persistentibus. Pedun-
culi capillacei 12-16™'" longi. Sepala ovato-Ianceolata 3™'" longa pubcsccntia.

Petalum inferum 6™™ longum basi gibbosum, lamina ungucm oblongam aequante,
ceteris oblongis nervosis. Antherae subsessiles in annulum connatae, nicmbrana
terminali semiorbiculari. Capsula glabra.

San Pedro Sula, Depart. Santa Barbara, Honduras, alt. 400"^, Jun. 1SS8,
C. Thieme, n. 5628 ex PI. Guat. etc., quas. ed. Donn. Sm.

Rourea Hondurensis Donn. Sm. (§Dalbergioide.\e Planch.)—
Folia 4-5-juga, foliolis discoloribus marginatis supra glabris subtlis

pubescentibus obovato- vel elliptico-oblongis apice rotundis vel sul>
acuminatis basi rotundis vel acutiusculis, infimis orbiculari-ovalibus.

Paniculae folia subaequantes breviter parccque ramosac, pediccllis
brevissimis. Capsula castanco-vclutina bis longior quam crassior.

Frutex scandens ut videtur, ramis petiolis panicuHs ferrugineo-pubcscentibus.
Petiolus 2-3.

s<^'" longus, folii rhachi 6-8<^>« longa, foliolis subcoriaceis aequilater-
ahbus ad costam et nervos laterales utrinque 6-9 subtus ferrugineis, terminali
obovato-oblongo 4.5-?'^'" longo 2-3-"^ lato brevissime acuminato basi acute,
laterahbus oppositis per paria deorsum decrescentibus 3.5-5^'" longis 1.5-2'='"
latis utrinque rotundis vel basi subacutis, infimis 22'"'" longis i;'"'" latis Pani-
culae singulae aut binae 8-13- longae, ramis simplicibus 0.5-1.5- i^^gis.

longis. Capsula valde arci

longiore. Flores deficiunt.

pedicellum

quam

(n. 240).
Jan. 1003, Percy Wilson

Machaerium

5

Jrapazense Donn. Sm. (§ Reticulata Bcnth.)
bcandens merme. Folia petiole subdimidio longiora, foliolis .
rotundo-ovatis vel ovalibus utrinque obtusis supra glabrcsccntibus
subtus puberulis. Racemi solitarii petiolos subaequantes, pediccllis
plun-fasciculatis quam flores parum brevioribus. Stamina mona-
delpha. Ovula 2-4.

Caulis ramosus cum petiolis ^labrescens, stipulis aristulato-lanceolatis 2-?--
longis. -Folia petiolo

6-7-r)cnninerv
latis, kterahbus opposit.s 4-5.5^™ longis 2-3.5- latis basi rotundis vel levissime
retusis, petiolulis incrassatis f^^ 5-6
3-4.5 ato basi _obtusmsculo, petiolulo 1-1.50^ i„^g^_ r^^^^j ^^^^^^^^

pedicell
bracteoUs hnean-lanceolatis 23-- longis, floribus violaceis, ut videtur, 6-7™"^
longis. Calyx ecalyculatus pubescens hemisphericus 2-- altus truncatus mucrun-
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culo-denticulatus. Petala subaequilonga unguibus ciliata, vexillo orbiculari

extus cano-sericeo. Stamina omnia in vaginam totam fissam usque ad duas partes

connata 5"^"^ longa, antheris versatilibus. Ovarium cano-sericeum clavato-

lineare 5"^"^ longum in stipitem i"^"^ longam disco brevi circumdatam attenuatum,

dimidio inferiore 2-vel 3-vel plerumque 4-ovulato, dimidio supcriore applanato

vacuo, stylo decurvo 2"^"^ longo. Legumen ignotum.—Species ovub's anormalis.

Cubilquitz, Depart. Alti Verapaz, Guat., alt. 350"^, Jan. 1904, von Tucrck-

heim^ n. 8508 ex PL Guat. etc., quas ed. Donn. Sm.

Pithecolobium macrandrium Donn. Sm. (§Chloroleucon Bcnth.)

Pinnae io-17-jugae^ foliolis 16-40-jugis. Pcdunculi ad axillas

singuli ad apicem ramulorum racemosi et fasciculati spicis elongatis

densissimis parum longiores. Stamina corollam calyce quinquies

longiorem 5-6-plo superantia usque ad medium connata.

Arbuscula 5-metralis, ramulis angulatis uti rhachis foliorum et pedunculi

glabrescentibus fuscis, aculeis stipularibus binis rectis 4-10"^^ longis. Folia

petiolo 3-8^^ longo addito 16-46^"^ longa, glandula inter pinnas scutelliformi

inter foliola stipitata, pinnis 5-12*^"^ longis, foliolis subsessilibus 9-18"^"^ longis

oblongis apice obtuso apiculatis basi subtus glanduligera semicordatis supra

praeter costam glabris subtus glaucis. Pedunculi 5-12*^^ longi, spicarum rhachi
^-gcm longa et floribus pubescentibus, bracteolis ovatis 2"^^ longis intus glabris

induratis spinula apiculatis calycem campanulatum triangulari-dcnticulatum

aequantibus. Corolla infundibuliformis i*^"^ longa usque ad primam tertiam

partem lobata, lobis ovatis acutis. Stamina alba indefinita, antheris eglandu-

losis. Ovarium sessile pubescens. Legumina (juvenilia tantum suppetentia)

oblonga leviter curvata plana.—Stamina magnitudine ea fere omnium aliarum

specierum superant Calliandram referentia.

In silvis ad Cubilquitz, Depart. Alta Verapaz, Guat., alt. 350"^, Jul. 1902,

Nov. 1904, von Tuerckheim, nn. 8193, 8667 ex PI. Guat. etc., quas ed. Donn. Sm.

Miconia Hondurensis Donn. Sm. (§Tamonea Naud.)—Fere

glabra. Folia opaca lucida lanceolato-elliptica contracto-acuminata

basi acuta integerrima triplinervia, venis transversalibus simplicibus

rectis. Calyx subsessilis obconico-oblongus Umbo subintegro dila-

tatus. Stamina glabra.

Ramuli ad apicem versus obtuse tetragoni cum gemmis petiolis peduriculis

leviter fusco-furfuraceis. Folia subcoriacea in sicco utrinque ^'iridia apice ipso

^^ obtusiuscula disparia, altero 13.5-15^"^ longo 5-5.5*^"^ lato, altero 8-10.5^™

st' longo 3 5-4 -5^"^ lato, venis subtus conspicuis, venulis supra obsoletis subtus

. grosse reticulatis, petiolis canaliculatis i-i.s'^"^ longis. Thyrsus terminalis et

subterminalis paniculiformis pedunculo 2.5-4.5^"^ longo adjecto folia subaequans

faxiflorus, pedicellis vix ullis minute bibracteolatis, floribus saepius temis 5-meris.

Calyx viridis vIx pulverulentus 3.5"^"^ longus lo-costatus, limbo membranaceo
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undulato 0.5^"^ lato. Petala siccitate simul flavicantia ct ru]:>cscentia extus vix

pulverulenta obovato-quadrata 4"^"^ longa rctusa reflexa. Stamina disparia

y_Qmm longa, antheris filamenta paulo excedentibus falcatis, connectivo infra

loculos haud producto basi antice biauriculato et ibidem rubiginoso-glanduloso.

Ovarium paucio\TiIatum, stylo 8-10"^"^ longo, stigmate capitate. Barca nondum

visa.

—

M. aureae Naud. proxima.

Prope Puerto Sierra, Honduras, Febr. 1Q03, Percy Wilson (n. 575).

Miconia oinochrophylla Donn. Sni. (§Seriattflorae Naud,)

Glabra. Folia lanceolata vellanceolato-elliptica supcrne subsensini

acuminata basi acuta subtus vinicoloria et cretacco-punctulata adjccto

nervulo utroque submarginali 5-ncrvia margine denticukito sctulifcra.

equalia 6-

Thyrsi rami semel 2-3-iidi, floribus sessilibus.

Ramuli obtuse tctragoni. 'Folia in eodem jugo paulo in

longa medio 5-9^"^ lata, setulis marginalibus rigidis, pctioHs 2.5-6*^™ longis.

Thyrsus terminalis 8-10*^"^ altus, ramis primariis decussatis praeter infimos

trifidos bifidiSj secundariis divaricatis, fructifcris i.5-2.5<^^ longis sulcatis pur-

purascentibus, bracteolis deltoideis i"'"' longis ciliolatis, floribus secundis 5-meris.

Calyx teretiusculus 2.5"^"^ diametiens ecostatus, ore subintcgro, Petala late

oblonga 3"^"^ longa asymmetrica apice saepius emarglnata. Antherac lineares 2^^^

longae filamenta aequantes uniporosae. Ovarium apice tantum libcrum 5-locu-

lare, stylo crassiusculo 3"^"^ longo. Bacca nigra 4"^"^ diametiens.

Prope Livingston, Depart. Livingston, Guat., Febr. 1905, von Tiicrckhdm,
n. 8684 ex PL Guat. etc., quas ed. Donn. Sm.

Hamelia patens Jacq.,var. coronata Donn, Sm,--Calycis scgmenta
patentia oblonga 4"^"" longa tubum aequantia obtusa ciliata ccterum
glabra, Fnictus scgmcntis calycinis paulo auctis persistcntibus

coronatus.

Folia plerumque quaterna glabrescentia axillis subtus barbata. Stipulae

setaceae.

Cubilquitz, Depart. Alta Verapaz, Guat., alt. 350"^, Aug. 1903, von Turrck-
heim, n. 8532 ex PL Guat. etc., quas ed. Donn. Sm-

Hoffmannia calycosa Donn. Sm.—Glabrcsccns. Folia inter

minora lanceolato-elliptica deorsim sensim superne contractius
acuminata. Cymae aggregatae petiolo brcviores densiflorac, pcdun-
culis pediccllisquc brevissimis. Calycis segmenta linearia tubo bis
et ultra longiora patentia. Corolla rotata, segmenti
aequantibus.

Suffrutex, ramis teretibus, novelHs bifariam puberulis. Stipulae triangulares
contracto-acuminatae i"^^ longae. Folia nasccalia nervis subtus puberula,

cem sub
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provectiora glabra g-iS^'^ longa 3.5-5.5*^"^ lata, nervis utrinsecus 6-8, petiolis

glabrescentibus 8-15"''" longis. Cymae 6-10"^"^ longae, pedunculis pcdiccllisque

j_2mm iongis crassiusculis pilosiusculis, floribus tetrameris. Calycis pilosiuscuH

tubus obpyramidatus 2^"^ altus tetragonus, segmcnta 4-5^^^ longa acuta carinata,

sinubus parce glanduligeris. Corollae glabrae segmcnta lineari-lanceolata.

Stamina ori corollae inserta, antheris subsessilibus segmenta corollina fere aequan-

tibus. Ovarium biloculare, stigmatis lobis libcris vix 0.5"^"^ longis. Bacca

desideratur.

Cubilquitz, Depart. Alta Verapaz, Guat., alt. 350^^, Maj. 1901, von Tucrck-

Jieim, n. 7912 ex PI. Guat. etc., quas ed. Donn. Sm.

Hoffmannia lineolata Donn. Sm.—Rami crassi teretes glabres-

centes. Folia maxima oblanceolato-elliptica acuminata in petiolum

gracilcm longe attenuata membranacea utrinque lineolata praeter

nervos subtus ferrugineo-pubcrulos glabra. Cymae aggrcgatae

petiolo 2-3-plo breviores pcdunculatae cincinnales, pedicellis brevibus.

• Corolla rotata. Stamina sinubus coroUinis inserta, antheris sessilibus.

Frutex, ramis digitum crassis fistulosis. Stipulae deciduae. Folia opposita

24-30^"^ longa 6-12'^"^ lata discoloria cystolithis linearibus farcta subtus -passim

nigro-punctulata, nen-is latcralibus utrinsecus 14-17? petiolis 3-7^"^ longis.

Cymae 1.5-2.5^"* longae quandoque semel vel bis dichotomae cum floribus

4-meris ferrugineo-puberulae. Calyx 2"^"^ altus pedicellum subaequans, limbo

siuuato-dentato. Corollae tubus cylindricus 2"^^ longus, segmenta lineari-

oblonga 4"^"^ longa acuta. Antherae 3"""^ longae. Ovarium biloculare, styli

antheras pauIo superantis lobis cbnnatis i^"^ longis. Fructus globularis rubro-

punctatus, seminibus rubellis.

- Cubilquitz, Depart. Verapaz, Guat., alt. 350™, Maj. 1902, von Tuerckhem,

n. 8227 ex PI. Guat. etc., quas ed. Donn. Sm.

Psychotria pleuropoda Donn. Sm. (§Mapouria Benth.)—Praeter

stipulas bracteas bracteolas fernigineo-ciliolatas glaberrima. Folia

lineari-lanceolata internodiis multoties longiora- Stipulae majus-

culae connatae bifidae, laciniis lineari-setaceis. Pedunculus axillaris

gracillimus. Cyma pedunculi dimidium subaequans pyramidalis,

ramis ramulisque quaternis, floribus confertis. Corollae lobi tubo

subaequilongi.

Suffrutex metralis dichotomo-ramosus, internodiis 1-3^'" longis. Folia

12-18^"^ longa 2-2.5^"^ lata utrinque deorsum autem longius attenuata, venulis

subobsoletis, petiolis 5-10"^^ longis. Stipulae utrinque solitariae in vaginam

plus minus connatae 10-13"^'" longae, parte inferiore ovata herbacea laciniis

fuscis parum longiore. Pedunculi ex axillis perpaucis orti 7-8*^"^ longi, fructiferi

reflexi. Cymae rami complanati, infimi 1.5^"^ lon^, pedicellis 0.5-1.5"^"^
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longis, bracteis bracteolisque minutis, floribus 5-mcris glabris. Calyx bracteo-
m

latus campanulatus ultra ovarium productus 2"^"^ altus, lobis ovatis 0.5"^"^ longis.

Corollae tubus cylindricus rectus 3"^"^ longus, lobis oblongis 2.5-3"^"^ longis

reflexis apice cucuUatis. Stamina annulo cano-pubescenti i"^"^ infra orem

corollae inserta, antheris subsessilibus 1.5"^"^ longis. Stylus 5"^"^ longus. Fruc-

tus ovalis 5-6"^"^ longus, pyrenis 4-carinatis facie ventrali baud sulcatis.

Cubilquitz, Depart. Alta Verapaz, Guat., alt. 350"^, Aug. 1903, von Tucrck-

heinty n. 8529 ex PI. Guat. etc., quas ed. Donn. Sm,

Otopappus syncephalus Donn. Sm.— Folia perclongate oblongo-

ovata acuminata basi subtruncata vel rotundata subtus setulosa.

Paniculae pleistocephalae; capitulis discoideis inter minora 3-6-

aggregatis sessilibus.

Rami validi cum petiolis paniculis capitulis leviter puberulis. Folia crassa

subintegra 12-17^"^ longa 4.5-6^""^ lata supra scabrida subtus sctulis scabriuscula,

petiolis 1.5-2^"^ longis. Paniculae foliis breviores, caj)itulis 5-6"^"^ altis et

diametientibus 15-20-floris, involucri 3"^"^ alti bracteis 4-seriatis ovalibus obtusis

scariosis, paleis oblongis acuminatis exai)i)cndiculatis parce puberulis, corollae

3
mm

perantc

0. rohiisto Hemsl. proximus.

Cubilquitz, Depart. Alta Verapaz, Guat., alt. 350", Apr, 1904, von Tiicrck-

heim, n. 8694 ex PI. Guat. etc., quas ed. Donn. Sm.

Echites Cobanensis Donn. Sm.— Folia lincari-lanccolata basi

rotundata vel retusa subtus incano-tomentosa, nervis latcralibus

crebris. minutis. Corolla calyce multot

longior, faucibus tubo bis brevioribus paulo latioribus. Antherarum
appendiculae obtusae adnatae. Discus lobatus.

Folia discoloria supra uti caulis et racemi fusco-puberula S-io*^*" longa
I .$'='" lata supeme sensim acuteque angustata, nervis lateralibus utrinsecus 18-22,

petiolis 6-8™™ longis. Racemi 6-10^™ longi, pediccllis 1.5^™ longis, bracteis

subulatis 2™™ longis. Calycis intus basi pluriglandulosi segmcnta ovata 3'"™ longa.

Corolla 2^^™ longa, tubo 16™™ longo, faucibus leviter ampliatis.

8709

400™, Aug. 1904, von

Echites Rosana Donn. Sm.—Glabra. Folia subsessilia lanceolata
cordata subtus albicantia et fusco-reticulata, nervulis basalibus
utroquc latere binis. Racemi fojiis longiores, pediccllis gracilibus

bracteas calycemque subaequantibus. Corolla hypocraterimorpha,
tubo laciniis calycinis bis fere longiore medio staminifero. Anther-
arum Disci squamae distinctae.

4

1
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Folia 7-12^"^ longa 1.5-3^'" lata superne sensim acuteque attenuata
vel sursum nervulis basalibus brevissimis, pctiolis 3-4"^"^ longis. Racemi
i2_i6cm longi^ pedicellis 9-11"^"^ longis, bracteis lineari-lanceolatis. Cal)TC intus

basi glandulosus, laciniis lineari-lanceolatis 7"^"^ longis. Corolla 2*^"^ longa, tubo
subaequaliter cylindrico.

000
n. 4540 ex n. Guat., etc., quas ed. Donn. Sm.

Rhabdadenia macrantha Donn. Sm,—Glabcrrima. Folia corl-

acea oblonga apice rotunda ct cuspidata basi acuta. Pcdunculus
gracilis biflorus. Calyx pcdiccllo paulo brcvior, segmcntis oblongis

apiculatis. Corolla amplissioia, tubo calycem sesquiaequante fauci-

bus bis breviore. Antherae acutae dorso superne barbatae. Disci

squamae scmiconnatae rotundatae.

Volubilis ut videtur, internodiis 2-5^™ longis. Folia juniora glaucescentia

aetata provectiore nitida 7-9 •5'^"' longa 3-3. 5^"^ lata abrupte minuteque cus-

pidata, nervis supra impressis suLlus tenuibus subarcuatis, venis minute reti-

culatis, petiolis 1.5-2^-^ longis. Pedunculus ex axilla suprema ortus 3-4.5^
longus, pedicellis binis 10-14"^"^ longis, bracteolis minutis triaugularibus, floribus

glabris. Calycis segmenta eglandulosa 9-10"^"^ longa 3.5"^ lata obtusa nervata

reticulata. Corolla in hcrbario aurantiacea, tubo cylindrico 18"^"^ longo ad
apicem plaga staminifera cano-hirsuto in fauces 3.5^^ longas sensim ampliata,

lobis dolabriformibus 2*^"^ longis. Antherae lanceolato-linearis 4-5"""^ longae,

filamentis complanatis paulo longioribus quam latioribus. Disci squamae
carnosae 1.5"^"^ longae ovaria sejuncta orbicularia aequantes, stylo 2.5*^"^ longo,

jmatibus apice peniciUatis, n

R, bifiorae ^luell. Arg. affinis.

FoUiculi ignoti.

(n. 244)

prope Puerto Sierra, Honduras, T

Marsdenia laxiflora Donn. Sm.—Glabcrrima. Folia subcoriacea

nitida lanceolata vel lanceolato-oblonga sensim vel abruptius acumi-

nata ad basin obtusam supra pluriglandulosa. Inflorescentia uni-

axillaris folia subaequans laxe cymosa, pedunculo ramis pedicellis

filiformibus. Corolla subrotata. Coronae squamae gy^nostegium

aequantes.

_ Suffruticosa volubilis ramosa. Folia 7-12^'" longa 1.5-3.5"" lata, nervis

., lateralibus utrinsecus 7-9, pctiolis 5-10"^"^ longis. Cymae flexuosae pauciflorae,.

^,auj

"

pedunculis 4-6^"^ longis, ramis 2-4'="^ longis, pedicellis 2-4-nis basi minute pluri-

tiesU bracteolatis 1-2*^"^ longis, floribus totis praeter calycis corollaeque margines

^\:^ ciliolatos glabris. Calyx prope sinus uniglandularis, segmcntis ovatis obtusis
mm longis. segmenta

":
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ymm longa obtusa.. Coronae squamae planae membranaceae sejunctae oblongo-

elliptlcae obtusae ad quartam partem liberae 3"^"^ longae basi auriculatae.

Pollinia erecta ovoidea. Discus stylinus pulvinatus. Folliculi ignotf.—Tnflores-

speciem bene sign

O'Ad Rio Dolores, Cubilquitz, Depart. Alta Verapaz, Guat., alt. 350"^, Au

1903, von Tuerckheimj n. 8558^ ex PL Guat. etc., quas ed. Donn. Sm,

u Ipomoea Tuerckheimii (Vatke incd.) Donn. Sm. (§Stroph-

IPOMOEA, Infegrifoliae, Hastatae. Peter in Engl, et Prantl Nat.

Pflanzenfam. IV. 3^ 30.)—Folia longe acuminato-co diformia

basalibus brevibus rotundatis, sinu acuto, margine subintcgro vel

sinuato dentato. Pcdunculi cymoso-pluriflori. Sepala acqualia dorso

tuberculata. Corolla parva, limbo cacmlco.

Caulis cum petiolis et foliis novelHs pubescens. Folia aetate provectiore

praeter marginem glabresccntia 6-8^"^ longa 3.5-4.5''"' lata mucrunculo apiculnta

usque ad quint:im partem bilobata, petiolis 3.5-6^"^ longis. Pedunculi 2.5-3^"^

longi 2-7-flori. Sepala oblongo-ovata 4.5"''" longa glabra, costa extus tuberculis

rubris prominente. CoroUae circa 2^^"" longae limbus fide cl. repertoris in vivo

caeruleus. Capsula ovoidea i^"' longa brevitcr cuspidata bilocularis quadri-

valvis, seminibus 4 vix puberulis.

Cobdn, Depart. Alta Verapaz, Guat., alt. 1400"^, Nov. 1886, von Tiicrck-

heim, n, 386 ex PL Guat. etc., quas ed. Donn. Sm.—CL Hallier In Durand et

Pitt. Prim. Fl. Cost. Fasc. III. 203 exemplum Tucrckheimianum sub nomine

/. Tweediei Hook, incaute ut videtur citavit.

Brachistus physocalycius Donn. Sm.—Folia dimorplia, altero

lanceolato-oblongo alteram ovale multotics superante. Flores gcmini.

Calyx subinteger, fructifcr valde auctus. Corolla infundibularis

quarta parte lobata. Filamenta filiformia anthcris longiora. Bacca

calyce tota inclusa.

Fruticosus. Folia disticha membranacea supra glabra subtus cum ramis

petiolisque pubescentia, majore 16-22^"^ longo 5-6.5*^"^ lato inacquilaterali

sursum subsensim longeque acuminate basi inaequali plus minus acuto, petiolo

0.5-1 .5"^^ longo, folio minora 1.5-6^^ longo 1-3.5*^"' lato ulrinque obtusiusculo,

petiolo vix uUo. Pedunculi cernui 4-6*^"^ longi. Flores toti glabri 12"'^ longi.

Calyx campanulatus sub anthesi 3^"^ altus mucrunculo denticulatus. Corolla

alba e basi pauUatim ampliata, lobis ovatis erectis. Stamina 2"^"^ supra basin

corollae affixa, filamentis 3"^"^ longis basi baud dilatatis, antheris oblongis 2

longis. Stylus 9"^"^ longus. Bacca globosa 7""^ diametiens, seminibus com-

planatis suborbicularibus 2^"^ diametientlbus in utroque loculo circiter 16.

B, oblongifolio Miers proximus differt insigniter calyce augescente Athenacam

simulante.

mm
/
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mm

In silvis udis umhrosis ad Cubilquitz, Depart. Alta Vcrapaz, Guat., alt.

350"^, Oct. 1903, von Tuerckhei?)!, n. 8553 ex PI. Guat. etc., qtias ed. Donn. Sm.

Columnea calotricha Dona Sm, (§Stygxaxtiie Bcnth. ct Hook.)

—Undique pilosa. Folia Icvitcr disparia oblongo-clliptica utrinquc

acuta subintegra. Pedunculi pctiolis breviorcs. Calycis scgmcnta

sejuncta spathulato-oblonga. Corolla subclavato-tubulosa cal}-cc

3-plo longior. Disci glandula unlca.

Fruticulus saprogenus e basi rci>ente ascendens in exeniplis suppetentibus

5-16^"^ altus simplex caule pctiolis foliis nasccnlibu? floribus crinito-hirsutus,

pilis articulatis rubro-tlnctis. Folia subtus vinicoloria utrinquc pilosa margine

ciliata 5-8.5^"^ longa 2-3'''^ lata, pctiolis 11-14"'"' longis, intemodiis 5-15

longis, Flores solitarii 40-4 2"^"" longi, pcdunculis 6-8"^"^ longis. Calycis

scgmenta subacqualia 13-15"^"^ longa obtusa. Corolla rubiginosa recta e basi

gibbosa pauUatim leviterque ampliata faucibus baud constricta ore subobliqua,

lobis 4^"^ longis inaequilatis. Bacca rubra oralis 16"^"^ longa.—C. moestae

Pocpp. et Endl. proxima differt autem inter alias notas glandula disci solitaria,

Cubilquitz, Depart. Alta Verapaz, Guat., alt. 350"^, Jul. 1903, von Tuerck-

heim, n. 8542 ex PL Guat. etc., quas ed. Donn. "Sm.

Adenocalymna macrocarpum Donn. Sm. (IHaxburyophytox

Bur. et K. Sch.)—Glabrum. Folia conjugata, cirrho simplice vol

plerumque dcficicnte, foliolis cllipticis vel oblongo-cllipticis apice

subabrupte acuminatis basi acutis pcnninerviis subtus glandulari-

punctulatis. Thyrsi dcnsiflori, rhachide pedunculum altcro tanto

excedente. Corolla anguste infundibularis. Stamina medium cor-

oUae vix attingentia. Capsula linearis perclongata, seminibus

latissimc alatis, nucleo tenui.

Frutex scandens, caule verrucoso ceterum glabro. Foliola 7-11'=°^ longa

3.5-4.5^™ lata coriacea supra sicco saturate viridia subtus pallidiora pallidius

marginata basi complicata, nervis lateralibus utrinquc circiter 5, petiolis 12-16"^"^

longis, p3tioluIis 8-12°^"^ longis utrinque incrassatis supra canaliculatis. Thyrsi

axillares et terminales bracteis foliaceis 1.5-2^"^ longis suffulti glabri, pedunculo

^-^cm longo, rhachide 6-8"^"^ longa, ramis primariis oppositis 1.5-2^"^ longis

erecto-patentibus dichasia gerentibus, bracteolis lincaribus minutis, pedicellis

0.5-1*^"^ longis. Calyx eglandulosus pulverulentus campanulatus 6^^ altus

mucrunculis denticulatus. Corolla flava pulverulenta

basilar! cylindrico 1-%^^ longo subsensim ampliata ad 6^"^ supra basin staminl-

gera et ibidem pubescens, lobis inaequalibus 1-1.5*="^ longis. Stamina majora

2imm longa, minora 16"^"^ longa, staminodio 5™™ longo, antheris divaricatis nudis

lincaribus 3"^"^ longis. Discus pulvinatus 2"^"^ altus 3^"^ latus. Ovarium

6-6

um cm
crra
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cm

^mm longis. Capsula generis adhuc longissima 29-52*^"^ longa 1.5^"^ lata valde

compressa eglandularis apice attenuata basi obtusa, valvis crasse coriaceis planis,

nervo mediano percursis seminibus biseriatis pro loculo 20-25 alis hyalinis adjectis

4,5-5.5^"^ latis 1.5^"^ altis, nucleo i*^"! diantcticnte valde compresso.

Tecoluca, Depart. San Vincente, El Salvador, alt. 70"^ Jan. 1893, Shannon^

n. 5055 ex PI. Guat. etc., quas ed. Donn. Sm.—Cubilquitz, Depart. Alta Verapaz,

Guat., alt. 350"^, ann. 1900, von Tiierckheiyyi^ n. 7759 ex PI. Guat. etc., quas ed.

Donn. Sm.—Eandem plantam in ditionibus Mexicanis collegit Pringlc (n. 3898).

—

Haec exempla omnia sub Cydista aeqiiinoctiali Miers, var. {Bignonia sarmentosa

Bertol.), olim distributa sunt.

Cornutia cymosa Donn. Sm.—Ramuli tcretes. Folia ampla ovalia

vel suborbicularia utrinque rotundata. Cyma dichotoma corymbi-

formis 'latissima, Drupa generis adhuc maxima deprcssb-globosa,

putaminc osseo profunde exsculptato lacuna basali bifido.

Arbor, coma rotunda {Tonduz in schedula), ramulis petiolis cymae axibus

pubescentibus vel glabrcsccntibus, gcmmis fcrruginco-pilosis. Folia 14-27

longa 13-20^"^ lata utrinque minute strigillosa siccitate bullata, costa nervisqiie

validis, his utrinsccus 7-10 patulis sub margine junctis, vcnis transvcrsis parallclis,

venulis minute reticulatis, petiolis 2.5-4^™ longis. Pedunculus 3-10^"^ longus,

cyma sexies-decies dichotoma 10-14^"^ alta 16-23*^"^ lata laxe floribunda,

axibus robustis subangulatis, pedicellis 2-5"^"^ longis. Calyx fructifer pubescens

planiusculus 6-7"^"^ latus, lobis ovatis. Drupa transversim leviter compressa
g-jjnim longa 10-15"^"^ lata, putamine sulcato et foveato a basi usque ad medium
versus excavato abortu biloculari, seminibus lineari-oblongis. Flores ignoti.

In pascuis ad La Palma, Prov. San Jose, Costa Rica, alt. 1460"^, Sept. 1898,

TonduZy n. 7383 ex PL Guat. etc., quas ed. Donn. Sm. (n. 12555 herb. nat. Cost.),

Trophis macrostachya Donn. Sm.—Folia maxima oblongo-

tlliptica longe tenuiterque caudato-acuminata basi rotunda vel acuta

supra medium rcpando-denticulata vel subintegra. Spicae mas-

culinae dichotomae, femininae longissimae, perianthio fnictifero

sessili vel breviter pediccllato.

Arbor, ramulis novellis cum petiolis stipulis spicis pubescentibus. Folia

coriacea supra glabra subtus nervis venisque pubescentia 15-22*^'" longa 6-9^"^

lata, acumine caudiformi 2-3^"^ longo, nervis lateralibus utrinsecus 12-14 juxta

marginem junctis, petiolis 1-2^"^ longis, stipulis ovato-lanceolatis convolutis

^_5mm longis. Spicae masculinae bis furcatae continuatim densitlorae 5.
5*^"^

longae, perianthii segmentis imbricatis 2'"'" longis bracteolas et stamina aequanti-

bus. Spicae femininae plerumque binae, floriferae 4-6*^"* longae, fructiferae

10-13*^"^ longae, bracteolis rotundis 0.5"^™ longis ciliatis, perianthiis floriferis

compactis, fructiferis laevibus pubescentibus ovalibus vel ovoideis 8-10"^"^ l<^rigis,

pedicellis interdum 1-3^"^ longis raro ramosis, fructu apice ipso tantum libero,

semine 6"^"^ longo.

^

I.
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In pascuis ad Las Vueltas, C. R., Nov. 1898, Tonduz, n. 8124 ex PI. Guat. etc.,

quas ed. Donn. Sm. (n. 12802 herb. nat. Cost.).—In silvis ad Palmar, Costa Rica,
]Mart. 1892, Tonduz (n. 6751).—Tufs prope

Rica, alt. 620™, J —In silvis ad Tufa, Prov. Cartago,
C. R., alt. 650™, Oct. 1897, Ttnuhiz (n. 11357).

Sahagunia urophylla Donn. Sm.—Practer perianthium glabra.

Folia Integra oblongo-clliptica vel late ovalia caudato-acuminata basi

acutiuscula vel rotunda, ncrvis luteralibus utrinsccus 6-8. Pedunculi
feminini solitarii aut gemini. Penanthiuni fructui pcndulo infra

apiccm adnatum, pericarpio cartilagineo.

Folia subcoriacea supra saltern in sicco obscura subtus viridia, nunc 13-20^™
longa in medio 5.5-8.5'-'" lata basi subacuta, nunc e-S^'" longa 4-5'^'" lata basi
rotunda, nervis venisque utrinque praesertim subtus manifestis, venulis grosse
reticulatis, petiolis i-ls^-" longis, stipulis lanceolatis 2-3"^"^ longis caducis.
Pedunculi feminini 3-4™™ longi, fructibus 2-4 capitatis, addiiis floribus nascenti-
bus nonnullis. Perianthium crasso-camosum fusco-velutinum ovale la*"™
longum collo subintegro apiculatum, fructu subgloboso 6-7"'"' diametiente, stylo
3«™ longo, semine infra apicem affixo rufescente scrobiculoso. Florcs utriusque
se.xus deficiunt.—Haec species generis tertia adhuc edita ab S. Mexkana Liebm.
glabritie et foliis pro rata latioribus caudatis paucinerviis, ab S. strcpitante Fr.
Allem. foliis integris pedunculis saepe binis fructibus minoribus inter alia difTert.

prope Puerto Sierra, Honduras, Jan. 1903, Percy Wilson (n. 54).

^ / Coussapoa oligocephala Donn. Sm.—Folia oblongo- vel subovato-

9-1

elliptica apice obtusiuscula et apiculata basi rotundata et emarginata
discoloria supra glabra subtus arachnoidca. Cyma brevissime bis

en-e dichotoma, capitulis paucis subglabris. Stamen perianthio
lobulato bis longius, anthera quadrlloculari.

Frutex epiphyticus (fide oculatissimi repertoris supra Achras Sapota L. re vera
parasiticus), ramulis novellis stipulis petiolis jx^dunculis cum cyma pilosis. Folia
lo-ie^'" longa 4-7^"^ lata, nervis lateralibus utrinsecus

ipso terminatis, imis e basi extrorsum ramosis, petiolis i .5-2 .
5^« longis. Pedun-

culi masculini solitarii vel gemini 2-2.5^™ longi, capitulis 3-5 circa 4"^"^ diameti-
entibus, bracteolis tenuissime spatulatis. Perianthium turbinatum vix i^^
longum, lobulis brevibus rotundis incrassatis uti bracteolarum apex ad lentem
puberulo-punctulatis. Capitula feminina non vidi.

Cubilquitz, Depart. Alta Verapaz, Guat., alt. 350™, Apr. 1904, von Tuerck-
hcim, n. 8659 ex PI. Guat. etc., quas ed. Donn. Sm.

Baltimore.



THE DEVELOPMENT OF ROOT HAIRS.

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE HULL BOTANICAL LABORATORY.
LXXIV.

L A E T I T I A Morris Snow.

(with plate I AND SIX FIGURES)

INTRODUCTION.

Experimentation upon the effect of external agents on the

development of root hairs is complicated by the fact that when

external conditions are varied the internal factors are disturbed by

an unknown amount. The varying of only one condition, which

is the essential feature in accurate research, was thus extremely

difficult, if not impossible. Therefore, the results to be set forth

here are understood to be tentative. The last experimental work

upon the immediate subject is that of Schwarz (75), to which the

reader is referred for most of the earlier literature. Apart from three

or four papers, the references to the causes for the development of

root hairs are found incorporated, here and there, in reports on root

studies, and as a rule are merely casual observations. The work

here reported has been an endeavor to add some facts and sug-

gestions as to the causes for the production of root hairs, variations

structure

LIGHT AND DARKNESS.

In view of the fact that in darkness there is generally an increase

in the length of the axial organs and of their component cells (47)

p. 64; 37, p. 254), and because authors differ as to the effect of light

and darkness upon the development of root hairs, it seemed best

to reinvestigate the matter. Schwarz (75, p. 163) reports no effect;

Went's (85, p. 8) experiments were not very convincing one way

or another; Devaux (10, p. 306) finds that light retards growth

and favors the development of root hairs; Pethybridge (63a,

p. 235) reports that light retards the production of hairs upon the

roots of oats and wheat growing in water cultures. The last experi-

ment was repeated several times, but very little difference w^as noted

12 [J^^i-^
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between the jars, the roots showing individual peculiarities of growth

under both conditions. In one experiment the general growth in

length seemed to be a little less in light, accompanied by a shght

increase in the length and thickness of the hairs. In others no

difference was noticed. No zonal arrangement was observed, as was

mentioned by Devaux (ii). According to MacDougal (47,

p. 246) the development of hair upon aerial organs in response to

light conditions varies greatly, some plants having a tendency to

decreased hair production in darkness, and others showing no change.^

A. Seedlings.

Preliminar}' experiments showed that the primar}' roots of seed-

Hngs of Triticum vulgare^ Zea Mais^ Pisiim sativum^ Cucurhita Pepo,

Vicia saliva^ Helianthus annuus, Brassica alba, and Raphaniis

sativiis produced hairs, for a longer or shorter zone, in air or water

'regardless of the light conditions. This is attributed by Schwarz

measure

independent of external conditions for their existence.

Seeds of wheat, corn, pea, and squash wxre sprouted upon moist

filter paper under ilkmiinated and darkened bell-jars. On plants

of the same age the hair zones were measured. No decided difference

was found, though the hair zones averaged somewhat longer in dark-

ness. The influence of the light was not strong and was probably

indirect, through its effect upon growth.

An attempt was next made to compare the increase of surface

millimeter Seedlings of sun-

flower, white mustard, and radish were attached to pine bars by means

of filter paper and rubber bands, as described by Newcombe (55,

p. 150), and placed in glass jars, one set being illuminated and the

other darkened. The measurements were taken in all cases, as nearly

as possible in the zone of best average development, near the top

of the root. The closeness of the hairs varied in different parts of

the root, but the average of the numerous counts was probably not

far from fair. The increase (in sc^uare millimeters) per square

I In connection with the experiments here reported, the condition of the hairs
w

on the epicotyl of etiolated and normal seedlings of Helianthus were compared. In

the former case the cells were longer and the hairs were not only thus farther separated,

but fewer cells produced hairs.
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millimeter was calculated by multiplying the average length by the

average width by the average number of hairs per square millimeter

by TT. Scrutiny of the results in the sunflower shows that for

equally long roots the increase of surface varies, but that there is a

slight predominance in the average increase of plants in dark (14.8)

over those in light (14.02), and that this is entirely due to the greater

average number of hairs per square millimeter (395 as against 373)-

The individual measurements for w^hite mustard and radish show

a like fluctuation of increase, but this time with a predominance

in the average of light over darkness. =* This is probably due to the

fact that these are small seeds with little reserve food, and soon begin

photosynthetic work in the light, while the plants in darkness have

no such advantage. No evident difference in the length of hairs

was observed in dark and light, as was noted by Benecke (5, pp. 28,

29) for rhizoids of Lunularia.

B. Older roots.

Under ordinar}^ conditions corn plants one or two weeks old,

with roots growing through the bottom of the pots, did not produce

hairs in water, whether illuminated or not. Devaux (10), on the

other hand, found that light favored hair development on the roots

of corn two months old growing in water. These plants, however,
had been subjected to the rather severe operation of having all the

roots cut off to one centimeter from the base, after which they were
plunged into water. Upon repeating the experiment it was found
that the plants in a day or so became yellow and unhealthy. In
light five apparently healthy adventitious roots developed, and
produced several isolated patches of hair, usually at the same time

on all the roots, generally covered with a film of bacteria. In the

darkened jar only three apparently healthy roots and two diseased

ones were developed. No hairs or bacteria films appeared, although
the odor of the culture betrayed greater decomposition than in the

illuminated jar. Too many factors are involved to make the experi-

ment, in its present form at least, of much value.

» Thus, mustard showed average increase, dark 41.33, light 44.11; and the radish,
dark 29.44, light 32.09. Here al^ number of hairs, 321 to 344 and 345 to 357, accounts
for the increase.
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I
r

Went (85, p, 8) found in aerial roots that light was not favorable

to hair production except in very damp air, which makes it appear

that with aerial roots in general moisture is of much more importance

for hair development than hght (Pfeffer 64, p. 130).^ .

When seedlings of corn were allowed to send their roots through

the bottom of the pots into moist chambers, one darkened and one

left in diffuse daylight, little difference was observed between them,

some roots in light producing more hairs and some less than those

in darkness. There seemed a slight tendency for the hair to be

thicker in light. Mer (51, p. 584) found variation in the appearance

of hairs on the different roots in the same culture, and considers

*^cette inegalite d'apparition des poils dans un meme milieu est bien

propre a montrer que leur developpement est etroitement lie a la

constitution particuliere de chaque radicelle." No zonation such

as Devaux (ii) reports was noted in these cultures. In some

cases, w^heat, corn, and sunflower produced hairs in irregular zones,

which however could not be traced to the effect of light and darkness.

Any one of the many causes which may result in irregular growth

might have been responsible. Where there is any effect on the

development of root hairs produced by light, it appears from the

above consideration to be due to the indirect effect upon growth.

It does not appear to have the direct retarding influence as found

by.VocHTiNG in the case of the growth of willows and the develop-

ment of new organs (83, pp. 152-162).

TEMPERATURE.

The effect of high and low temperatures upon growth has been

studied by many investigators (64, pt. 2), with the general result that

increase of temperature favors growth on account of greater or

more, rapid absorption, Ktrchner (29, pp. 353-355) reports

growth increased by high temperatures; Nemec (54a) found longer,

thinner cells in warm water than in cold; Popovici (67, pp. 37, 88)

states that high temperatures {^:f C.) diminish the zone of elonga-

tion, while low temperatures, just above the germination minimum,

increase it, although the total growth is less. Kosaroff (32a)

3 For numerous instances of hair production on aerial roots touching a support,

S32 the bibliography in Went's paper.

- 1
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and Krabbe (33, p. 474) found roots to absorb less \Yatcr at low

temperatures. Van Rysselberghe (70a) considers that merely

the rate of absorption is afFected by the impermeability of the proto-

plasm. Devaux (ii, p. 52) considers temperature to be of great

importance in the production of root hairs, but has as yet merely

-made that preliminary statement. Schwarz (75, p. 158) reports

that optimum temperatures (27-28° C.) do not overcome the inhib-

itory effect of water, as the roots grow smooth.

A comparison of the increase of surface in the cases of mustard
and radish shows that temperature variations of small amount
have no appreciable effect. The effect of greater changes was tested

with seedlings of wheat and corn. These were placed in water at

temperatures of 33-38° C. No hairs appeared on the parts in

water, while the parts in air, as the height of the water varied a little,

produced a few hairs.

Wheat seedlings in warm water, in water at room temperature,
and in cold water, grew in all three conditions, and gave the following
results

:

I

I

Condition Temperature Duration

Cold

Medium

Warm

11.6°

Result

4-5-i5-.S° av.

(once 22.5)

16.0-29.5° av. 23.7°

27.0-48.0° av. 34.5°

Dec. 8-18

Dec. 8-21

Dec. 8-14

Haired to the tip, long and close

set

Hairs not so good, long bare
spaces at tip

Only two lived, smooth

Corn seedlings at temperatures of 29-37^ (av. 33.4^) produced
no hairs; while control plants at 16-27° (av. 22.9°) were haired at

first, but later the root assumed its usual water type. This experi-
ment was repeated many times with various modifications, and gave
the same results.

That the smooth condition was due to the growth, rather than to

the direct action of the heat upon the epidermal cells, was suggested
by the following experiment. Corn seedlings were fastened in tap
water of temperature 18-20° C, which was kept flowing in a very
small stream from a rubber tube reaching the bottom of the jar.

Under these conditions all the roots grew smooth and straight, omit-
ting the seedling zone of hairs. WTiether this was from the constant
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supply of oxygen or on account of rhcotropic stimulation by the rising

{h The experiment was con-

tinued by var}^ing the temperatures in the cold jar from 4-26"^, giving

very short hairs on one healthy root and on portions infested with

bacteria. Once or twice a tuft of hairs was produced when seedlings

were changed from cold to warm
water, due possibly to retardation

(AsKENASY 2, p. 70; True 80, p,

.

400), but more probably to the more

rapid adjustment and stretching of

the epidermal cells in the warm

water than of the inner cells- Kirch-

NER ^(29, p. 353) found that 4^ C.

allowed of little or no growth of corn

roots, while wheat elongated at o^C,

,

which may partially account for the

differenj: hair conditions in the two

plants in cold water.

Wheat was planted in a pot of
,

garden soil, and the roots allowed,

to come through the bottom and

water, of tempera-
r

tures varying from 27-33*^ C. The

roots were smooth at 2i2>^y
had scanty

arm

and irregular hairs at about

and were more or less hairv'

Fig. 10.—Corn roots growing

in flowing tap water.

30

27 As this was tried repeatedly

with the same result, it seems that for wheat, under these conditions,

30° C. is about the, limit of hair production.,

During a period of high temperature in the room, Elodea roots

growing in soil were observed to be straight and smooth instead
,

of kink}' hairy W
normal point, about 21° C, the roots assumed their usual aspect.

In one case measured, the root growing in ground quartz at 27-34'

C. elongated 4"^"" in five days, and was curved and piliferous. The

heat was not able under these conditions to suppress hair develop-

ment. Another plant of Elodea growing in a glass cylinder had
w

accumulated a little organic matter in the bottom of the vessel, not
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enough to make a layer, and consequently not enough to offer any

appreciable resistance to root growth. The roots growing along

the bottom in this debris curled and developed hair in some places,

but were smooth where they curved up into the water.

CONTACT.

Concerning the effect of contact upon the production of root

hairs authors differ.
.
Schwarz (75, p, 160) offers no explanation

for their production in the case of water roots of Nuphar or Elodea

they due to contact.

chemical stimulation, or retardation of the growth of the root. On
air, roots of aroids and orchids dry contact produced no hairs, nor

was he able to cause them on Elodea (presumably in water) by con-

tact with glass beads or ground glass. ' In air roots he speaks (p. 120)

of the suppression of hair by too close contact. 37)

makes the statement that "for the formation of root hairs on the root

tendrils (of Vanila) moisture is essential, darkness and contact

accelerating, and light and dryness retarding it." Pfeffer (64,

p. 156) denies the effect of contact, attributing the hair development

to greater moisture near the support. (85

moisture and absence of

In the experiments here reported there was a production of hairs

on the roots of Elodea not only when the root grew into the mud at

the bottom of the aquarium, but also when ground quartz was sub-

mud
produced Several of these straight, smooth roots

were allowed to grow into ground quartz, and the tips were found

much

made

measured. The averages were:

Medii'm

Av. LKNGTH IN MM. OF CELLS

Of epidermis Of cortex

Condition

Water

.

Quartz
Soil...

o. 104
0.091
0.06S

0,160
O.IIO
o. 100

Smooth
Hairy
Longer hairs
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There seems, therefore, to be a decided shortening of the cells

in the substratum. As the mud at the bottom of the aquarium was

of closer texture than the quartz, it probably offered greater resist-

ance to the growth of the root. If the statement made by Haber-
LANDT (22, p. 188) concerning Elodea—"denen die Wurzelhaare

in Wasser vollkommen fehlen, wahrend sie beim Eindringen dcr

Wurzeln in Erde sich reichlich einstellen"—means that the resist-

ance of the substratum is instrumental in bringing about the pro-
^^ r

duction of root hairs, these results agree. The possibihty of the

chemical stimulus of the soil has been mentioned.

It does not seem probable that surface contact is a factor in the

production of root hairs in soil, for when the earth is saturated the

hairs on corn seedlings disappear, and those on wheat seedlings

are decreased, although the soil particles are still there. This was

stated by Schwarz (75, p. 160). In order to test the effect of con-

tact with a smooth, soHd body upon the epidermal cells of the root,

corn seedlings were grown with their roots between glass plates,

and in glass tubes open at the end. Where the roots filled the diam-

eter of the tubes or the space between the plates, hairs were absent,

both in air and water. On the sides not touching the plates hairs

appeared nearly to the tip in air, and in the upper portions in water,

as they do under ordinary conditions. Thus the contact on two sides

of the root has no apparent effect on the hair production on the

other two sides. Where the root did not fill the tube, hairs appeared

in the usual zone in water and bent against the glass.

RETARDATION OF GROWTH.

It is of importance when speaking of the effect of growth upon
the production of root hairs to indicate the effective stage. When

statement is made

(5

either to fewer cell-divisions or to less elongation of the cells.

A . Rate of growth in air and water.

According to Mer (51, 52, 53, p. 1279), retardation of the growth
of a root produces or increases hair development, Thus lentil roots

(52, pp. 665-6), growing straight and smooth in air, became pilif-

erous when their growth was checked by the earth. Also, when

^
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these roots and those of corn were papillate in air, passage into

water checked their growth, caused curves, and made the hair longer

at first, after which the roots grew smooth. Swellings and curves

are generally covered with long hair, for which he offers the following

explanation

:

Lorsque les substances plastiques ne sont pas entiercment utilis&s par

rextrcmite vegetative, ainsi que cela arrive quand raccroisscment de cette demiere
est entrave par une cause quelconque, elles se portent sur les elements voisins

et principalement sur les cellules epidermiques dont les parois librcs pcuvent
se developper plus facilement.

SCHWARZ (75, p. 140)

poiils.

does not consider Mer's results trust-

worthy, and thinks that the checking of growth cannot cause develop-

ment of hairs; but on the other hand that hair production goes with

energy 155). Mer
with the same resuhs (51). Sachs (71, p. 410) found that the

SCHWARZ (75,more

p. 154) reports slower growth in water than in air or earth, with a
consequent decrease of hairs. Rapidity of growth caused by optimum
temperature, however, was not able to overcome the inhibitory effect

of water (p. 155). The following quotation is not quite in harmony
with his criticism of the explanation offered by Mer: "Am langsten
werden die Wurzelhaare im feuchten Raume, und wenn das Wachs-
thum der Wurzel durch Nutation u.

erleidet.
>»

s. w. besondcre Hcmmung

I...
II...

III..

IV..

V...
VI..
VII.
VIII
IX..

24 HE PERIODS

Average

Growth in 24 hrs.
(mm.)

Water

32.0
« ft

14.0

4-5
« V

6.0

15.0
30.0

16.9

Air

21

5

7
• t

« m

« »

II

Jar I.

Growth per hr. (mm.)

Water,

* • *

0.58

o. 19

0.25
0.65
1.2::

0.71

Air

88
4 «

20

29

* 4

46

Temp i

i

12'

II

14

19
18

18

12

• »

Condition

Hairs half way down
One tuft

No hairs

Hairs back to one tuft

Doubtful hairs at top

Evident hairs at top
No "hairs
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Jar 2.

24-HR. PERIODS

Growth IN 24 HRS. QpQ^VTH per hr. (mm.)
(mm.)

Water Air Water Air

Temp CON^DITION

I

II

Ill ^

.IV
r h

V
VI4

VII....
VIIls
IXs

Average
1

•

7

IS

5

« *

6

0.63

10

« #

10

+ •

« •

12.^

4 •

TO

6

0.20
m *

0.6;?

0.84

*'

^ *

0.2
t 4

0.42

4 «

0-54

8.4

m

0.42

0.42
0.25

12'

II

14

19

18

18

0.52 0-35

12

18

12

Few towards top

No hairs

No hairs

Hairs back to last air

period

No hairs

Abundant in air, none
in water '

Little c\'idence at top

Abundant
Good hairs

•%
)

An attempt was made to ascertain whether the difference m rate

of growth of corn seedHngs in air and water could be the cause for

medium. The seeds were planted

snlall

the roots allowed to pass through the bottom of the pots.
" By placing

the pots in the tops of wide-mouthed bottles half full of w^ter, the

roots hung in moist air, and by changing the level of the water,

alternating conditions of air and water were brought about. The

roots were allowed to remain in each medium for twtenty-four hours.

It will be seen upon examination of the above tables that there

was a general tendency to produce hairs in air and to cease their

development in water. The effect of the air was not lost imme-

diately, but in some cases the hairs extended a short distance into

the water. tisfactory

of hairs in the first air nleasurement in far 2. Lack of energy from

low temperature appears to be the most simple explanation. The

short growth in the following water period was still in the elongation

phase when placed in air, and hairs are developed by differential

elongation. Other ekperiments not recorded here gave the same gen-

eral results.

4 Grew into water and the different rates could not be calciilated; so that as two

assumed

calculation.

5 M;^;*'ii'rc-m;^nts of a root at the top of the jar.
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Medium
Av. growth per
day in mm.

Av. growth per
hour in mm.

Av, length of cells

m mm.
Approximate no. of

cells per day

Air...

Water
8.6

II. 2

0.36
0.45

0.067
0.08^

128

132

lengths of the cells are averages from measurements

same

Wethe average growth per day in the respective medium.

^__ „^^ m of the number of cells formed per day

gives about the same result for the two media; consequently the

difference in length of the roots and in the rate of growth is due to

the greater stretching of the cells in the case of the water roots.

B. Retardation by mechanical means.

Concerning the effect of retarding growth by mechanical means,

ScHWARZ (75, p. 159) thinks it is impossible to produce hairs in this

manner. He was not able to cause them to develop by stopping the

growth of the root by wire gratings, nor in general by narrow tubes.

mi

of He
resistance of the earth to be a cause for hair production (p. 160),

but states that it results in developing hairs nearer the tip. While

this may not be due to a greater number of cells producing hairs,

it at least indicates the favoring effect of resistance, in that hairs

elongate in a region which otherwise only shows the papillae.

A pot of corn was placed in the top of a glass cylinder, with the

roots passing through the bottom and entering the water. One

be

kinked and hairy. from

day

May
On May 12 the root

[ hairs. The jar was

smooth vertical root.

fig May
swung free and was growing smooth. A plaster cap was unsuccessful,

as it killed the tip of the root. With the death of the tip many laterals

grew out producing hairs, some touching the glass and bending,

and some becoming kinky in free water.

fig The glass rod was
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f-

placed under a smooth straight root, but in twenty-four hours the

root had curved and grown past the surface, a tuft of hairs on the

curve indicating that some retardation of growth took place. For

over a WTck the curling and hair production continued, then the root

grew horizontally and struck the glass side. It became kinky and

hairs continued to be formed for five days.

The fact that kinking takes place in free water

shows that some other factor or factors besides

resistance must be acting, but the facts brought

out in the two experiments make it appear possible

that resistance may be a partial cause for the

kinking and hairiness of roots.

As the plaster cup in the preceding experiment

w^as unsuccessful, glass tubes were tried. They

were of sufficiently small bore

to prevent a relief of pressure

by too great bending. Smooth

roots of corn were repeatedly

Fig. 1 1.-Diagram allowed to grow into glass

of apparatus to stop (fig Usually the

by a glass rod.

the growth of a root ^jp became more or less

swollen, nearly or quite filling

the tube. Primary roots showed kinking at the

bottom, and hairs appeared in diminishing

to the top. Only a fewfrom the bottom

hairs appeared on the adventitious roots. When
kept at high temperatures (24-34^0) the roots

grew smooth, although bent and curved. If

the resistance were relieved by allowing the roots

to cur\'e above the tube, hairs ceased to appear,

conforming with the statement of Mer (51, p.

Fig, 12.—Diagram

of apparatus to stop

by a glass tube.
584) that feeble retardation is not able to produce the growth of a root

hairs. In one experiment the growth appeared

to be so great that the roots were crushed and broken, producing

no hairs on these portions.
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C. Wounding.

5B)

cutting 'off the roots 2-10"'"' from the tip, nor by burning the tip

with caustic. In my experiments the resuUs were Various according

to the conditions. If the wound were not of sufficient depth to retard

growth, if it were beyond the elongating zone, or if the plants were

grown in warm water^ no swelling or hairs appeared; otherwise
^ m*

hairs were produced. Thus in corn seedlings the tips of primary

roots werc*pinched off about i""^ from the tip. One showed hairs
^

upon the swollen tips; another sent out a tuft of hairs and then

grew smooth. In the latter case fhe wound was not of sufficient

depth to more than slightly retard the growth. Of roots cut and

burned, several showed hairs^ the burned ones curving; several

simply stopped growing and produced laterals; while others showed

no effect. The cut tips of corn roots growing in air and producing

short hairs became slightly swollen in twenty-four hours, and long

hairs appeared above the cut. Both in light and darkness hairs

were produced above the cuf, whether the swelling appeared or not.

This may have been due to the appearance of new hairs among the

th

more

when the operation was performed. Devaux (io, p. 308) states
r

that new hairs may appear among the old ones, but appearances

which might be interpreted in that manner might be due to arrested

development of some of the hairs. This w^ould be difficult to

decide, unless hairs were actually seen to originate between others

(fig. 2). ScHWARZ (75, p. 165) and Haberlandt (75, p. 187)

state that hairs are always produced in acropetal succession.

D. Medium.

Sachs (71, p. 410) found that roots of land plants grew more

rapidly in soil than in air or water, and his results have been con-

firmed by Wacker (84, pp. 109-115). The latter, however, found

that in slimy soil the growth was retarded more than in water, and

the denser the material the slower the growth. Pfeffer (66, p. 320)

says the rate of growth is not affected by the density of the medium,

roots growing as rapidly in fluid clay as in water. These conflicting
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results arc due probably to the different amounts of water in the

soils used. -

Roots of corn grown in ground quartz, garden soil, and air gave

these results: in quartz, av. length 19.5"^"^, hairs abundant; in soil,

-22.3"^"^, hairs good; in air, 50"'"', hairs poor. From these figures

it seems that the resistance of the substratum bears direct relation

to hair production; but the factor of \vater_ supply has undoubtedly

an important influence, the quartz being less compact and therefore

drier than the garden soil. Other experiments showed slower growth

in air and quartz than in soil or water.

The behavior of roots of Elodea in the substratum has been men-

tioned, with the suggestion that retardation due to the soil particles

was the principal factor. It will be shown later that a diminution
- * I-

of oxygen supply has a tendency to suppress hair production. There

is less oxygen in the substratum thanMn the freely flowing water

above it. It appears, therefore, that retardation, whether from soil

resistance or cheniical influence, must be the chief factor in producing

the kinking and the hairs. Whether the hairs are due to the kinking,

or both are due to the retardation of growth, cannot be stated. The
production of hairs by retarding growth with glass tubes took place

at times without kinking, though in the majority of cases the two

results were associated. Schwarz (75jP- 159) considers ''nutation'^

(kinking) the most potent factor in the production of root hairs,

but it seems as if they might both be referred to unequal retardation

of the growth of the root. Measurements of the epidermal cells of

roots of Elodea give the following averages in millimeters:

Medium
I

Smooth
- i

Haired

Water.
Quartz
Soil . .

.

0.104^
o. no
O.T28

0.077
o . 065

Here the soil roots show better hairs than the quartz, and have

the shortest cells when hair}'. As will be seen later, however, the

comparative lengths of cells of different roots can only be taken as

supporting not as decisive evidence.

Gom seedlings were allowed to send their roots between ctln^<;
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was

thewith dune sand^and ground quartz, Th
was smooth; the roots running over the

places producing hairs; and the one on the quartz kinked with

sand

(fig from the

Fig. T3.-Corn seedlings growing In water in a glass jar between parafTincd
glass plates, on which was spread in the center a laver of coarse ground quartz; on

the right IS dune sand; on the left is clean paraffin.'

wandered into the paraffin section, curled, and developed hairs.

This appeared at the same time as the curling of the main root and

may have been correlated with it. A second experiment with the

sections horizontal also showed the laterals wavy at the same time

that the main root kinked nn fhn r,i,Qr+-.

WATER CONTENT.

According to several investigators (Wiesner 88, p. 149; PrEiTER
64, p. 100; Talladin 59, p. 371 ; Brenner 7, p. 435; xMacDougal
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47, p. 64; et aL) the attenuation of the axial members of etiolated

plants, where it occurs, is due, in part at least, to a lack or diminu-

tion of transpiration. A greater proportion of water in etiolated

plants is reported by MacDougal (47, p; 64), Palladin (60a),

JUMELLE (28, p. 386), et aL
m

Whether turgor is the cause or the result of growth, elongation

of a cell is directly connected with its turgescence, greater water

content producing greater elongation. Besides instances of etiolation,

this is shown by the curling of roots which rest on the surface of

water (Sachs 71, pp. 398-9); by the rounding up of filamentous

algae (Livingston 43, p. 308; 44, pp. 310-312) and of fungi

(Raciborski 68, p. iii) upon withdrawal of water by osmotic

solutions, and by the tendency of cells to stretch radially from loss

of water by transpiration (Kohl 31a, p. 297)-,, The more turgid

a cell becomes, therefore, the greater the tendency to stretch in a

longitudinal direction. The water content of the root cells may be

affected by changing the moisture content of the air, by altering the

water content of the soil, or by surrounding them with solutions of

higher osmotic pressure.

A. Transpiration.

It is well known that aerial transpiration favors the production

of hairs upon aerial organs, Wollny (89, pp. 418-435) reporting an

increased number of piliferous cells by count. On the other hand,

some hairy-leaved plants grown in an aquatic habitat become smooth

(CosTANTiN 8, p. 40), and many have noted the absence of hairs

on roots in water. Experiments to determine the effect of transpi-

ration from leaves upon the development of root hairs gave negative

results. Roots grown in saturated air at various temperatures

showed few or no hairs, and any change that reduced the moisture

content favored their development. Control plants showed that

the temperatures used could not alone produce the results.

F

B. Saturated soil.

For these experiments corn and wheat were chosen because the

former is very sensitive to the inhibitory effect of water, and wheat

readily develops hair in that medium.
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Corn roots grown in garden soil kept moist were found well

covered with hair after seven days. Other pots were submerged
in water for eight days. The uninjured primary roots showed long

bare spaces and the laterals were nearly or entirely bare. One
plant was allowed to dry out and the roots again became haired.

Wheat was grown in garden soil in pots, one of which was placed
in water and the other watered a little every day. After a week's
growth, the plants were found to have abundant hair on the roots

passing through the pots into water, only zones of papillae on the

dry The
•zones may correspond to the drier conditions when the water fell

below the bottom of the pot. In a control experiment' precautions
were taken to obviate the possible effects of a lack of mineral salts
in the water on account of the absorptive action of the soil particles,
It seems therefore that something besides lack of nutrient
(probably lack of oxygen) must' in this case be the important factor.

C. Osmotic solutions.

In connection with the experiments with osmotic solutions, cleaned
sand was saturated with solutions of lactose, saccharose, and glucose
of a concentration which allowed the zone of hairs to form. In
lactose and glucose the hairs were much reduced and their presence
m saccharose was extremely doubtful.

The effect of solutions upon the growth of plants and plant organs
has been extensively investigated, but many of the results reported
are of little use on account of a failure on the part of the investigators
to distinguish the physical effect due to the osmotic action of the
solution, and the chemical effect of the ions (Livingston 44, pp.

ct ah) think
124-7). Many authors (Noll 57a, Gerneck 18, .. .. ,

the characteristics of water roots to be due to the lack of nitrates

showing that roots were richly haired in CaN03 solution, while the
usual number of hairs or less were developed in KNO, solutions,

in the culture. The results of Gerneck and Krassnow

and
absence of nitrates may not be the only factor to be considered in
connection with the form and structure of water roots. Mere specu-
lation on the subject, however, is of little value; careful physical
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and chemical experimentation is necessary. Schwarz (75, pp.
156-7) reports a cessation of hair production in "concentrated"
solutions (15 per cent. CaCl, and KNO3 and 10 per cent, nutrient

salts), but no distinction is made between the physical and chemical
effects of the solutions. Pethybridge (63a, p. 235) found root

hairs more or less variable in his cultures of inorganic salts.

The results of my experiments are too incomplete and inconclusive,

to warrant, detailed pubhcation.
. Many of the plants died, and often

an experiment when repeated did not give exactly the same result

as before.
, Some factor or factors seem to have escaped observation.

A possible variable factor is suggested by the variable results obtained
by Benecke (5, p. 24) with Lunularia buds, when he used ditlerent

kinds of glass for the vessels. Considering such sources of error

my results could only be considered as suggestions for further inves-

tigation.

Among non- electrolytes, lactose, saccharose, glucose, glycerin,

and mannite were used, in normal solutions (i gram-molecule to i

liter of water). Dilutions were made from this, sometimes with

tap water boiled and cooled in the air and shaken to renew the oxygen
content, sometimes with unboiled tap water, sometimes with distilled

water, and sometimes with distilled water redistilled from glass.

The most convenient method of experimentation proved to be to

nearly fill stcnder dishes with the solutions and to float upon the

surface of the liquid round cakes of paraffin about one-quarter of

an inch thick with funnel-shaped holes in which the seeds were
firmly wedged. This method avoids pins and the cakes in a measure
protect the solution from bacteria. They were easily kept clean

and could be remelted for each experiment. .

In ten experiments with lactose (nine with sunflower and one

2-0

th

once were papillae found under the microscope. . The seedling ^onc
of hairs grew best in water Und diminished with increasing concen-

tration.
i

In five experiments with saccharose two sunflowers gave 0.5 N,
one 0.4 N, and one 0.2 N (with boiled tap, water) as the limit for

hairs; but the growth was not good. Allowing sunflower roots to0.v.,,wx „^^ x.w, ^wvyva. ^ixxwnii.^
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grow through pots into water and solutions made with tap water, the

6,5 N solution produced the best hairs. Corn roots growing through

pots into water and solutions made with redistilled water showed

hairs for the first three days; then they began to grow smooth,

probably having become accustomed to the solution (Wieler 87

p. 376), as the strongest solution was the last one in which they

became smooth. The pots were then transposed in various ways

to test the effect of change. A transfer from a low concentration

to a high one does not seem to be so favorable to hair production as

the reverse. The roots seemed to be able to bear higher concentra-
r

tions of saccharose than of lactose or glucose (cf. Livingston 44,

p. 295).

In three experiments with glucose in boiled tap water, sunflowers

N
0.1 N the limit for hairs.

In two experiments with glycerin in boiled tap water with sunflow-

N and the second in 0.2 N .>a:

tion. In the latter case one jar had roots haired nearly to the tip. ,

In two experiments with mannite, sunflowers showed very poor

growth, with o.i N limit for growth and hairs.

• The only electrolytes used were the salts of Knop's solution, and

potassium nitrate alone. The modified Knop's solution "D," used

by Livingston (43, p. 299), was used for two experiments with

sunflower seeds.- The best hairs appeared in 0.2 N, where they grew

to the ends of the roots. The limit for growth appeared to be 0.4 N
and the limit for hairs 0.3 N solution. Sunflower roots passing

through the bottoms of pots gave very good hairs in o. i N solution,

but were not healthy in 0.3 N solution. The unmodified Knop's
solution made up with redistilled water was used in various dilutions,

0.1 N being made with distilled and also with tap water, 0.2 N and

0.3 N with tap water, while cultures in redistilled water were used

for control. After ten days all but 0.3 N showed some hairs, the

best appearing in 0.2 N. The redistilled water gave the zone of hairs

which appear in tap water.

- In two sets of experiments with potassium nitrate,o.oi6N solution

gave the best hairs on corn roots. The roots were inclined to be

knobby and swollen in the stronger solutions, and the 0.008 N acted
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much as water did. Vicia saliva seemed more sensitive than corn,

for in one set of experiments, performed at the same time as the

above, 0.016 N solution killed the root tips and 0.008 N gave the

best hairs. Sunilower roots allowed to grow through the bottoms
of pots into water and various KNO3 solutions made with tap water
grew best (in average length of roots) in 0.05 N and o.i N, 0.4 N
entirely stopping the growth of roots. Hairs appeared on all parts

of the roots in 0.2 N solution, and more or less on the roots in all the

solutions in which the roots grew (Jig. 14).

«%, •

H.O o.oi 0.03 0.05 0.1 0.2 03 0.4
w

Fig. 14.—Seedlings of sunflower growing in a series of KNO3 solutions

The ill effects of distilled water on living protoplasm has been
shown by Lyon (46) and Loeb (45, p. 67). In my experiments

with distilled water the behavior of roots was irregular; sometimes

m

wheat. As

:he primary roots would not grow into it, for example

rule, however, distilled water and water redistilled

In one or two experimentsfrom glass gave less hair than tap water,

with wheat the tips of the roots stopped growing when they entered

the water, and laterals were sent out (the longest nearest the tip)

hairs. This peculiar branching was also observ^ed

m several cases of corn in distilled water and sunflower roots growing
mto KNO. solution, and ovrn

some

more
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seedlings from which the seeds had been removed, and which were

growing in water culture (fig. j). In this last case the laterals were

very long. It seems probable that in each of these instances we have

to deal with a problem of nutrition, but how cutting off the supply

of stored food can cause the tip to branch, as it does when the growth

is checked, is not evident.

- A

FOOD.

(79

+

The possible effect of the quantity of food in the seed upon the

development of the zone of hairs in water has been mentioned.
ScHWARZ (75, p. 162) found that if the food were taken away (how
he does not state) or used by acceleration of growth by heat, the hair

production ceases sooner than usual, the length of the zone depending
on the size of the seed. Several experiments were performed to test

the effect of removing the food supply from seedlings. Seedlings of

sunflower were cut off at different distances from the tips of the
cotyledons and then placed on floating cakes of paraffin so that the
radicles passed through into the water. Mirny died, but of the num-
ber which survived the best hairs grew on those with the longest
cotyledons. According to Towxsend
of a plant causes disturbances in others, and the fact that the seeds
were mutilated may have had a harmful effect on the root; but from
the whole set of experiments it seems fair tc

food supply the better the hair development.
Among the seeds which show the zone of hairs in water may be

mentioned sunflower, corn, white lupine, pea, squash, etc. Others,
as oats, wheat, mustard, etc., continue to produce hair in water until
the food IS exhausted and the plants die. In the case of the plants
which form the zone, the cessation of hair production may be due to
the hydrostatic pressure of the water; to lack of mineral salts, oxygen,
or transpiration

;
or to the stimulating effect of the water upon growth

ot the root. Hydrostatic pressure can hardly be the cause when corn
roots produced hair continuously in dilute solution of presumably
the same pressure as tap water.

greater

OXYGEN.

and
oxygen to growth, here as elsewhere little has been done lipon root
hairs. The statements of Vochting, Persecke, and Schwarz seem

i
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to be the only available information on the subject. Persecke

(62a, p. 548) considered the development of root hairs to depend

upon the amounts of air and water in the interstices of the soil.

WiELER (86, pp. 223-4), ScHAiBLE (74a), €t al, report an increase

in the growth of roots as a response to a decreased oxygen pressure.

Arker (la) found that by passing air through water or soil, or by

diminishing the air pressure above the soil or water, the roots grew

faster. This he thinks was due not to the greater quantity of oxygen

but to its greater mobility. The quantity of oxygen necessary for

growth according to Wieler (86, pp. 213-4) is ver}^ small and

varies with the plant. He found optimum pressure for Vicia

Faha to be 5-6 per cent., for Helianthus 3 per cent., a retardation

of growth taking place at 0.14^ per cent, according to the

to the plant. Vochting (82, p. 94) found the roots of potato tubers

to cease producing hair when the oxygen pressure fell to 3 per cent.

The growth was slow, therefore the absence of hairs could not in this

case be attributed to rapid growth of the roots. Vochting also found

(83, p. 132) in experimenting with willow twigs that there was

sufficient oxygen in water to support life, but not enough for the
r

production of new organs, a supply from above the surface being

needed for the production of roots and shoots. . Wacker (84, p. no)

considered that Lupinus albus and Vicia Faha died in saturated

earth on account of the lack of oxg}Tn and the presence of harmful

disintegration products, and beheves land plants not to be able to

supply oxygen to the roots by way of the aerial organs. Schwarz

(75 > P- 160) tried to overcome the inimical effects of water upon root

hair production by passing oxygen through the culture fluid, but did

not succeed in producing hairs, and came to the conclusion that other

must

medium

proves itself an important factor. Comparing corn and wheat in

their ability to produce hair in water, we find that under apparently

same

duces long and abundant hairs. We may be dealing with the indi-

vidual abiUty of the two plants to make use of the same amount of

oxygen in a dissolved form, or with the individual needs of the plants

for oxygen. Besides, one plant may be better able to supply its roots
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with oxygen from the aerial parts than the other. Several experiments

to show the effect of diminished oxygen pressure upon the production

of root hairs gave similar results and only one need be reported.

A pot of corn, the roots passing through the bottom, was sealed

into the top of a jar half full of a solution of pyrogallic acid. The
surface of the soil was also covered and sealed with paraffin, leaving

a ver>' small hole for watering. Any oxygen entering this hole had to

pass through the moist soil before it entered the jar, where it would
be absorbed by the acid. In some cultures this hole was plugged
up with paraffin without altering the results of the experiment. The
oxygen pressure started at normal at the sealing and was gradually

lowered to a possible zero. By twenty four hours the roots were
growing smooth, while those in the control jar showed good hairs.

The growth was slow, consequently the lack of hair was not due to

the rapidity of growth.
' Suppression of hair was the result when the

CO, was also absorbed (by KOH), showing that the relative increase
of that gas was not the cause of the cessation of hair production.
Wheat roots proved to be very sensitive to the lack of oxygen. Several
experiments set up as above, but substituting wheat for corn, did not
give any result because the roots quickly turned brown and died'
In one jar, however, several of the roots lived for a dav, elongating?
in that time from o to 4--. These living roots showed no hair for

some distance above the tips.

The experiment with corn was varied in the following manner,
to see if the vapor of the pyrogallic acid had the effect upon the hairs.

The pot was sealed in as before, the jar, however, being half full of

water, boiled and cooled, covered to prevent as much as possible the

absorption of oxygen. Air was forced through two jars of pyrogallic

acid, finally passing through the water to wash it of any vapor. The
apparatus was arranged as shown in fig. 15. The jar was measured
previously and equal contents marked. The water at first was at a,

and then the air was passed over slowly, displacing the water to h.

If the air coming over were entirely free from oxygen, the per cent,

in the jar would be half the normal amount. As the rate of passage
would determine in great measure the completeness of the extraction
of oxygen, an analysis of the oxygen content was not attempted, the

aim being more to do awav with i'^f' anW\ ;r, fi,^ ,-„^ „„^ +„ „^f o Iacc;

«
^

f
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complete extraction of oxygen than in former experiments, than to

obtain quantitative results. The oxygen pressure was considered

approximately one-half, and the roots indicated about the limit of

hair production, sho\\ang irregular patches and scattered hairs with

bare spaces. Repetition of the experiment showed the same condition

of hair production. The

temperature varied from

20-24°, which was proba-

bly not sufficiently high

or low to effect hair pro-

duction.

Willow twigs set up in

Wolf's flasks in the same

manner in about half

oxygen content, with their

lower ends in water, after

three days showed hairs

on the laterals in both

jars. In seven days there

was decidedly less air in the partial pressure jar. Left about two weeks

longer, the hairs were better in both jars, appearing better in water

than in air. This may be on account of accommodation to lack of

oxygen (Pfeffer 64, p. 2), or more probably to an increase in the

supply by the green bark and the chlorophyll appearing in the roots.

Fig. 15.—Diagram showing apparatus for

diminished oxygen pressure; the air passes through

two jars of pyrogallic acid solution before entering

the experiment jar.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

Many writers (Kraemer 34; Leavitt 40, 41; VanTieghem 78;

JUEL 27a; Sauvageatj 72, p. 5 for Naias and possibly for other

formsj 73, p. 169) associate short cells with root hairs, in most of the

cases mentioned the cells being preformed. From many measure-

ments of sections cut from roots grown in these experiments there

appeared to be a relation between the length of the cells and the

growth of hairs, but there was no evidence of the preformation of the

pilifcrous cells. No definite length of cell can be given as the limit

for hair development, either in general or in a single species; the

piliferous cells of one root may be longer than the smooth cells of

another root of the same species. But an average derived from many
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measurements of epidermal cells of roots grown under conditions

producing hair is likely to be less than a similar average from the roots
j

of the same species grown under conditions unfavorable for hair pro-

duction. In the same root the average length of piliferous cells is less

than that of smooth cells. Schwarz makes the significant statement

(75, p. 177) that if in the roots of Elodea and Nuphar the short cells

do not produce hairs, in time the difference in length is lost, thus

indicating that the short cells stretch out if they do not grow into

hairs. Leavitt (41, p. 300) reports the same condition for Nym-
phaea dentata. In Sagittaria Eatoni (Leavitt 41, p. 292) and Phrag-

mites (Kraemer 34, p, 22) the difference in size remains when no

hairs are formed. The various statements concerning the condi-

tion of the root epidermis and the appearance of root hairs in the

latter form are far from clear.

From fig. 4 it will be seen that in corn root the origins- of the

hairs appear quite near the tip of the root, where the cells are isodia-

metric (Olivier 58, p. 72). The statement that hairs appear in the

zone w^here the cells have undergone considerable extension (Leavitt

41^ p. 274) or are just ceasing to elongate (DeBary 3, p. 57) does

not seem to be true generally. A probable explanation of the con-

ditions observed by these authors is thaf the growth energy of the cell,

after elongation has ceased, finds its expression in the rapid growth

of the young papilla, which then takes on the typical appearance of

a hair. By marking the roots of a series of corn seedlings growing

in moist air, hairs visible to the eye w^ere in several instances observed

in the zone of elongation.

As mentioned above, in the plants studied there was no evidence

of preformed piliferous cells ; all the epidermal cells seemed capable

of producing hair, and in corn at times did so. Leavitt (41, p. 296)

hole

crmisbe piliferous. If each cell of the root epic

a hair, what prevents such an outgrowth from taking place? In

much
and narrow. This characteristic extends inward through the cortex

to the central cylinder, showing that the cells within as well as without

are turgescent and stretching nearly equally. Fig. 5 is a longitudinal

section from a root of this water type. If, on the other hand, we
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examine a root grown in air, we find the cells shorter and thicker,

but not equally so, the outer ones, in all but a few cases to be con-

sidered later, being longer and thinner than those near the central

cylinder, showing that the former are stretching more strongly than

the latter. Fig. 6 represents a section of such a root, grown in the

same experiment as that from which fig. 5 was taken. Tested with

KNO3 solution, the outer cells of an air root vvere plasraolyzed in

0.2 N, while the inner cells showed no shrinking, thus indicating that

the latter had more concentrated cell-sap and less water. In water

roots the epidermal cells were plasmolyzed in 0.2 N and the cortical

cells shrank, but the protoplasm did not leave the walls. Pfeffer

(66, p. 301) reports the turgor of the cortex cells of corn roots in air

to be greater than that^of the epidermis. In the air roots the epi-

dermal cells seem to have more water, and to be able to stretch more

than the inner ones. This can take place to a certain extent, but

the inner cells cannot keep pace with them, but hold back the epi-

dermal cells from their full elongation, and the growth energy finds

an outlet in the direction of least resistance, i. e. the free outer wall.

A similar occurrence is noted when Spirogyra is held in a plaster cast

(Pfeffer 66, pp. 240, 385), or when Stichococcus is made fast at

the ends (Klercker 30, pp. 94-5)-

This bulging takes place in corn near the tip of the root, while

the cells are isodiametric, and nearly the whole wall curves at first

{fig. 7), but with the continued stretching of the cell this primary

bulge becomes a papilla. The lagging behind of the inner cells of

the cortex during the elongation period allows this papilla to become

a hair. It seems then that hairs represent the ratio between the

capacity of the epidermal cells to elongate and their ability to do

so. If the capacity be the greater, the hairs will be produced; if

equal to or less than the abihty to elongate, no hairs will be developed.

This would limit the statement of Schwarz (75, p. 155)—"bei dem

Maximum der Wachsthumsgeschwindigkeit und unter den g

gungcn bildet die Wurzel to the

epidermal cells.

Testing this explanation in the different cases reported here, I

suppose first, in the corn roots growing with diminished oxygen

ciiTM-.lxr fVirit tVip ffrnwfVi of the enidermal cells is decreased. The
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inner cells on the other hand may obtain oxygen from the aerial parts,

wi

'ells growing with more moisture and less oxygen. In ordinary air

the moiisture and the oxygen reach the epidermal cells more abundantly

than the inner ones, consequently the numerator of the fraction is

increased as well as the denominator decreased^ and hairs are devel-

oped. Upon the upper side of a corn rootUpon the upper side of a corn root growing along the surface

of water abundant hairs were developed, while the under side

remained smooth. The difference in length betw^een the epidermal

cells and those of the cortex on the haired side was 20fij and on the

smooth side 6fx. Kraus's tables (37, p. 254) dealing with the lengths

of epidermal and cortical cells in relation to hair production are not

ver>' complete, and it seems useless to attempt to harmonize the

results with those here reported.

KiLVBBE (33, p. 491) reports the inner cells of pith to be less

turgescent than the outer ones when placed in water at i-2°C, on
account of the resistance to the passage of water offered by the proto-

plasts. According to van Rysselberghe (70, p. 103) the influence

of temperature is exhibited not in the total amount of water taken up,
but in the rapidity of its passage. In w^arm water, therefore, the water
reaches the inner cells and allows them to elongate sufficiently rapidly
to keep pace with the epidermis, which is thus allowed to elongate
to its full capacity and shows no hairs.

r

In the zone of hairs on seedlings in water cultures the available
energy and the temporar)- retardation of growth (evidenced by the
short outer and still shorter inner cells, and by the curling of many
roots) combine to produce hairs. Also the presence of food may
act as a stimulus to cause the cells to divide rapidly and form a thick
root, whose inner cells do not get sufficient water, or oxyc^cn, or
both, to allow them to elongate as rapidly as the outer ones. Later

com
les

oxygen. These are therefore better able
to elongate, they are carried further from the food supply, diviision

roots

inner eel s mcreascs, still grcaler elongation takes place, and the
epidermal cells are allowed to stretch to their full capacity. Accom-
modation to a decrease of oxygen is mentioned bv pj.^.. ,f..
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p. 70), and Mer (53,

tomed to the medium.

Miss

(6) not aerotropic. Beauverie (4) considers the turning up of

water roots to be due to negative hydrotropism, for by using physio-

logically dry solutions he was able to get them to grow downw^ard.

In an experiment in which a slow stream of tap water was passed

into the bottom of a vessel in w^hich the roots of corn seedlings were

growing, ever}^ one turned down, and grew straight and entirely

smooth. may
have been the presence of fresh aerated water w^hich caused the

omission of the hair zone.
w

An apparent exception to the explanation offered appeared in

one root of sunflow^er grown in 0.5 N saccharose solution, in which

the epidermal cells were shorter than the inner ones and still pro-

duced hair. Close to the tip, how^ever, the papillae w^ere found on

cells shorter than the cortical cells, which makes it seem probable

that the epidermal cells on the upper part of this root were shorter

than the cortical cells from the start, as is the case with Elodea.
I

In this plant the epidermal cells at the tip are \ery much shorter

than those of the inner cortex, and the difference does not entirely

disappear as the root grows older- Consequently there is not the

same relation between the epidermal and cortical cells when hair is

produced, as there is in corn. Measurements of the cells of roots

of Elodea growing in soil, quartz, and water give the following

averages in mihimeters:

Medium Cortex Epidermis Difference

Soil . .

.

Quartz
Water.

o.ioo
O.IIO
o. 160

0.068
0.077
o. 104

0.032

0.056

f-

Upon examination of the table the greatest relative length of the

inner cortical cells is seen to be in water, and the least in soil, with

the hairs in inverse relation, as was the case with corn.

On the concave side of curved roots of corn the epidermal cells

are shorter than the inner ones and at times show more hairs (Jig.

\
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5). Here the retarding action of the inner cells upon the epidermis

about bv the curve, Sachs

(71, p. 466) has shown that the average length of cells in a curve

less root. MacDougal (49,

pp. 352-3) criticises Sachs' methods and reports the cells on both

con T^

normal straighl root. His statement that the hairs are "abundant

on^thc regions apical and basal to the region of greatest curvature,

but are also wholly absent from the region exhibiting the shortest

nidius of curvature," seems to mean that the roots geotropically

stimulated elongated at the curve and ceased to produce hair. In
cuning roots of corn growing in water, the epidermal cells appear

restricted in their elongation, for curving almost invariably

causes hair to develop. Schwarz noted this and called it
" nutation "

(75 > P- 159)- This term did not seem appropriate, and for want

be

better

osmotic

high osmotic pressure appears to withdraw so much water from the

epidermal cells that they do not grow into hairs. When the re\'erse

order is followed there is a better chance for the epidermal cells to
absorb water and to grow before the inner ones, and in this case
some hairs appeared. The problem" of the effect of osmotic solutions
upon roots is quite different from that relating to filamentous algae
and fungi. In the last two cases each cell is bathed in the solution
to be tested, while with roots the action of the neighboring cells
influences the epidennis, and on account of the thickness of the root

If a solution
inne

could be made which by its osmotic strength or chemical composition
would retard the growth of the inner cells and allow the epidermal
cells to grow, hairs might be expected. In one or two instances

pidermal
.2N

solutions seemed to become accustomed to the solution before the
inner cells, and thus were able to grow out as hairs while the growth
of the deeper cells was still retarded.

of h^t'on7^"f """J
»f diminished food supply on the production

of ha,r on the .nternodes of the stem of potatoes is reported in a short«ote by KR.U-S (38). In experiments with half seeds, one or Z
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cases occurred in which the central cylinder was torn apart at regular

intervals by the stretching cortex, the epidermis bearing no hairs.

The food supply seemed not enough to give the cells of the central

cylinder sujEficient strength to retard the stretching of the outer cells.

No change in turgor is needed to explain the appearance of root

hairs, for according to Pfeffer (64% p. 29) there is no change when

growth is accelerated by a rise of temperature or by absence of light, or

when growth is retarded by lack of oxygen or (66, p. 296) by pressure.

In the first three cases hairs disappeared or were diminished, while

in the last they appeared.

An interesting relation was noticed between the epidermal and

the hypodermal cells of some corn roots. In roots growing in the

air and producing hair, the nuclei of the hypodermal cells were

(fig

hypodermal

the outer cells, the starting of the lateral growth thus initiating a

movement of material in that direction. Sauvageau (73, p. 171)

reports small h}^odermal cells under the piliferous cells in Zostera.

This demand for food by the outer layer would decrease the supply

may for the inverse relation

between root hairs and lateral roots, noted by Lesage (42, p. no),

CosTAXTiN (9, p. 149), Mer (52, p. 666; 53, p. 1278), Sachs (71,

p. 589), ei al. In Eichhornia the lateral roots extend nearly to the

tip, but there are no root hairs. This activity of the central cylinder,

contrasted with that of the epidermis, is in harmony with the results

of the experiments here reported.

In spite of the structural and functional similarity which often

exists between root hairs and rhizoids, it does not seem appropriate

to consider them together. rpho

logically similar, rhizoids being of gamctophytic origin and root hairs

developing from the sporophyte. The fact that rhizoids arise usually

from a rather small gametophyte, all the cells of which retain in large

measure their primitive condition, may account for the irritability

they display toward geotropic, phototropic, and thigmotropic stimuli.

Root hairs, on the other hand, are developed on a highly differentiated

organ of a highly differentiated sporophyte, and are not thus sen-

sitive, a difference pointed out by Haberlandt (22, pp. 194-5)-
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It would be well to limit the term "root hair" to hairs borne by

morphological roots only.

SUMMARY.
m

1. Light and darkness appeared to have only an indirect effect,

through their influence on growth.

2. High temperature with sufficient moisture tended to decrease

hair production by increasing the elongation of the internal cells.

3. The slower the growth in air the better the hair development.

4. Retardation of growth by glass tubes, by wounding, or by
resistance of the substratum favored hair production.

com
possibly because of the retardation of growth by the diminution of

oxygen or its presence in the dissolved state. Later the roots grew
straight and smooth, either on account of accommodation to the
oxygen supply or because the gas was supplied by the aerial parts.

6. Saturated air with high temperature tended to suppress hair
development (cf. 2). •

7. Saturated soil tended to suppress hair in corn and wheat,
but other factors must be considered when Elodea develops hair in
the substratum.

ery

some undiscovered disturbing factor.

9. Less hair was developed in distilled water than in tap water.
10. Air deprived of oxygen stopped hair production and retarded

growth.
t

11. Curves and swellings had a favorable effect upon hair develop-
ment, probably because they represent the retardation of the growth
of the root.

*

12. In all these examples of retardation favoring hair develop-
ment, not the mere rate of growth, but the differential elongation
of the inner and outer cells was of prime importance. Hair produc-
tion depends on the ratio between the capacity of the epidermal
cells to elongate and their ability to do so.

13
be

to the activity of the central cylinder, lateral roots often appearing
when hairs are suppressed, and vice versa.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE I,

Fig. I. Longitudinal section of a com root, grown in a glass tube: a, X4S;

by two hair-producing cells lapping over the other epidermal cells, X220,

Fig. 2. a, Longitudinal section of a com root, grown in air; the section

shows more than one line of epidermal cells with long and short hairs; X75. -

b, rounded surface of a living root of com, grown in redistilled w^ater; the out-

lines of the epidermal cells were very indistinct; the only case observed where

the difference in size was so great; X45.

Fig. 3. Roots of wheat plants which had been cut from the seeds shortly

after sprouting; water culture; Xj.

Fig. 4. Longitudinal section of a root of com, grown in air, showing the

origin of hairs from the region where the cells are still short; X220.

Fig. 5. Longitudinal section of a root of com grown in water, in the same

experiment with the root shown in fig. 6; X45.

Fig. 6. Longitudinal section of a root of com grown in air, in the same

experiment with the root shown in fig, 5; X45.

Fig. 7. Longitudinal section of a root of corn grow^n in air, showing the

beginning of the hairs; X 220.

Fig. 8. Longitudinal section of a corn root curving on the surface of water;

X34.

Fig. 9. Longitudinal section of a corn root grown in air, showing one of the*

large nuclei of the hypodermal cells; X220.
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, A CONTRIBUTION TO THE LIFE HISTORY OF
APOCYNUM ANDROSAEMIFOLIUM.

Theodore C. Frye and Eleanor B. Blodget't.

(with plate ii)

It appears that not one of the Apocynaceae, a family of about looo

species, has ever been studied carefully in reference to the minute

morphology of the flower. Considering this in connection with the

fact that the family stands near the Asclepiadaceae, with their peculiar

pollen and stigma, it was believed that it deserved investigation.

Buds and flowers of Apocynum androsacmijoimm L. were collected

in various stages, and the results of their investigation are herewith

described.

The order of appearance of the floral whorls is centripetal. The

calyx shows no peculiarities other than a ruffling of the epidermis

on the abaxial surface near the base, suggesting a mechanism for

the folding of the sepals.

Each petal of the campanulate corolla has on its inner surface

near the base a ridge (fig. i, r) running from the midrib diagonally

outward and toward its base. It is highest at the midrib, and undoubt-

edly functions as an aid in compelling cross-pollination- The ridge

arises from the more superficial cells of the leaf, and does not affect

the course of the veins. Its meristematic crest forms the cells for its

enlargement.

The stamens are peculiar in form, adjusting themselves neatly

in a ring rather closely appHed to the stigmatic head (fig. j, s\. At

the base of each are two long auriculate appendages (figs, i, 2, j, ap)

extending downwards dorsal to the filament. The sporangia are

above the insertion of the filament, and do not extend into the appen-

dages. The loculi open on their inner surfaces, somewhat laterally,

by longitudinal slits, and immediately beneath them is a beard of

epidermal hairs extending transversely across the faces of the anthers,

forming a ring around the stigmatic head (figs, i, 2, 6). These hairs

meet similar ones from a ring around the head, thus preventing

pollen from rolling into the base of the flower,

i|=5] 49
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In the development of the stamen the enlargement of the tip, fore-

shadowing the formation of sporogenous tissue, occurs just about

the time the carpels appear. The hypodermal layer gives rise to a

primary parietal layer, and another homologizing with what is ordi-

narily the primar}^ sporogenous layer (fig. 4). The former divides

once; the latter also divides, forming the tapetum and primary

sporogenous cells {fig. 5). This has been observed in a few plants

only (i), the tapetum usually arising from the primary parietal layer. .

The primary sporogenous cells elongate as they do in Asclcpias

{fig, 6) J but divide into a mass of mother cells, thus reinforcing the

presumption that in Ascelpias this stage is simply omitted. The

pollen is in the mother cell stage when the ovules appear. The

rounded mother cells do not always divide simultaneously. Division

of the two daughter cells is simultaneous or nearly so {fig. 5), and

almost so in all the daughter cells of a sporangium ; but not in different

stamens of the same flower. Sometimes one daughter cell fails to

divide, and three microspores instead of a tetrad is the result {fig. p)-
«

Occasionally some of the pollen grains near the tip of the sporangium

disintegrate after tetrad division, probably serving as nourishment

for the others. The whole tapetum also disintegrates soon after

tetrad division.

The microspores remain in tetrads in maturity, and their arrange-

ment with relation to each other is various. In fact, one can find

all stages grading from the bilateral to the tetrahedral arrangement.

Fig. 10 evidently resulted from the spindles in the second division

being somewhat at right angles in the same plane, and is like a group-

ing found by Wille (2) in Orchis mascula. Usually the four spores

are in the same plane, but their arrangement with regard to each

other varies; in jig. 11 four pollen grains meet at a point on each

side of the group; in other cases there are four on one side and three

on the other; in still others only three meet at a point on either side.

The pollen grains in a tetrad are often plainly unequal in size. In

such a group as is represented in jig. u, suppose the upper half

(cells a and b) were revolved on the lower half 90°, with xy as an axis;

if then they adjusted their form to fit each other the result would be

the prevailing dicotyl grouping—tetrahedral. Figs. 11, 12, ij

are three members of a series grading from the bilateral to the tetra-
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hedral form, varying only in degree of rotation and in mutual adjust-

ment.' Both forms may thus occur in the same plant. However,

the tetrahedral form is not common; most of the groups are like

f^gs. II and 72, similar to those found in Typha latifolia (3). A
case Hke Zostera (4), with its long pollen mother cells dividing length-

wise, makes it doubtful w^hether pressure is much of a factor in deter-

mining the direction of the spindles. The spindles in the microspore

daughter cells of A. androsaemijolium seem to lack dcfiniteness in

direction.

The formation of the generative and tube nuclei occurs when

the ovules are in the sporogenous cell stage. The division is not

simultaneous in the same sporangium, nor even in the same tetrad;

the division is complete by the time the embryo sac has reached

its 8 celled stage. The generative cell is lenticular or fusiform, as

in Asclcpias. Two spherical male cells are formed about the time

the embryo sac is ready for fertilization, and while the pollen is still

in the anther. Strasburger (5) observed a small and a large nucleus

in the pollen of Vinca major, and again found both nuclei in cultures

of the pollen tubes. If these were tube and generative nuclei, Vinca

differs from A. androsaemijolium in the time of the division of the

generative cell. Strasburger also observed (5) a tube nucleus

and two smaller ones, probably male cells, in Amsonia salidfolia,

which seems to indicate that this one agrees with A. androsaemi-

jolium in the time of male cell formation.

At the base of each petal and alternating with the stamens are

five glands resembling those in Asclepias. They originate shortly

The two carpels unite at their tips formed

and just after sporogenous tissue appears in the stamens. The

tips form a rounded lump or head with glandular epidermis over

large portions of it, as in the Asclepiadaceae. The ovules are arranged

in the same way as in the family just mentioned, and have the same

form. The archesporial cell is of hypodermal origin and does net

divide to form a primary parietal cell {jigs. 15 and 7^). A single

integument deeply buries the nucellus and primary sporogenous cell.

The latter divides into four megaspores, any one of which may become

the embvro sac. In iig. ig the innermost spore becomes the sac;
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in figs, 1/ and i8 it is hard to tell which spore will dominate; and i

other cases the spore nearest the micropyle functions. The embr}^o

sac passes through the regular stages to the eight-celled stage. Bii-

. LINGS (7) figures an embryo sac of Amsonia saUcijolia wAxh endosperm

surrounded by an absorbing layer, and states that Apocyniun andro-

saemijolium has no such layer, which we confirmed. A section

through the ovules of -4. androsaemijoUum can hardly be distinguished

under the microscope from a similar one of Asclepias, so great is the

similarity in minute detail.

The pollen rolls out of the anthers upon the head, but is pre-

vented by the pericephalous beard from reaching the stigma which

is imincdiatcly beneath it. An insect having pollen on its proboscis,

reaching after nectar, must insert it between the bases of the anthers,

on account of the ridges on the corolla and the basal appendages

of the stamens. The proboscis in withdrawal naturally slips into

the crevices between the stamens and the head. The sticky, glan-

dular stigma holds some of the pollen, while the pericephalous beard,

acting as a brush, increases the probability of pollen remaining

at the stigma (fig. i). The head above the beard is glandular and

the pollen sticky; therefore as the proboscis is withdrawn through

.
the hairs it picks up a load of pollen for the next flower (fig. i).

KuNTH (6) gives a short account of the manner of pollination.

The chief facts are the origin of the tapetum from the homologue

of the primary sporogenous layer instead of the primary parietal

layer; the gradation between bilateral and tctrahedral microspore

arrangement; the absence of a primary parietal cell in the ovule;
V

the single layer of cells composing the nucellus; and the great similar-

ity in the internal structure of the flowers of Apocynum and Asclepias.

State University, Seattle, Wasii.

I.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE IL

AH figures were drawn with a camera lucida unless otherwise stated, and a

Leitz 1-12 oil immersion objective was used for all figures requiring high magni-

fication. The figures have been reduced to one-half the original drawings,

to which the indicated magnifications apply.

Fig. I. Longitudinal section of the flower, semi-diagramatic: ca, caly^t;

CO, corolla; r, ridge; g, gland;, s, stamen; ap, appendage; sp, sporangium;

6, beard; h, head; 5/, stigma.

Fig. 2. Abaxial view of stamen: ap, appendages; without camera lucida.

Fig. 3. Lateral view of stamen: ap, appendages; h, head; without camera

lucida.

• Fig. 4. Longitudinal section of anther showing origin of primar}' parietal

layer. X,i8oo.

Fig. 5. Longitudinal section of anther: 5, primary sporogenous cells; t,

tapetum. X2650.
sporogenous

Xiiio.

Microspo X 3300.

Microspore daughter cells in simultaneous division. X3300

Fig. 9. Three pollen grains from a mother cell. X2250.

Figs, ia-13. Various arrangement of pollen grains in tetrads. X2250.

Fig. 14. Pollen grain: /, tube nucleus; g, generative cell. X2650.

archesporial

sporogenous

X2270.

fig, i§; integument closing. Xr4oo.

gaspores; first and third disintegrat

end. X3300
megaspores

ii^
Fig. 19. Four megaspores and nucellus; first three disintegrating. X3300.



CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE ROCKY AtOUNTAIN
HERBARIUM. VI.

AvEN Nelson.

M
John K, Small published ''Oenoth

gates/" much of the

species

generic Hmitations which were again 'revived in that paper. In

this group of genera, the species of which seem particularly suscep-

tible to differences in environment, we may expect great variation,

and therefore naturally differences of opinion as to specific limitations.

This has resulted in a rather extended synonomy, which makes

studies in the group more than ordinarily difficult. It is not the

purpose of the writer to review these genera, but simply to put on

record a study of the species of Sphaerostigma, made necessary

by the attempt to name some material that came into his hands for

examination. more

plete, was extended to the collection of the Missouri Botanical Garden.^

WTiile listing all the species, there is no necessity for attempting a

complete synonomy. Small's paper, cited above, will furnish

references to all the important literature on this genus, except that

of Leveille.3 I give therefore only the first use of the present

I BulL Torr. Eot. Club 23:167. 1896,

* Acknowledgment is here made of the uniform courtesy and kindness of the

Director, Dr. WILLIA^f Trelease, in permitting the examination of these valuable

specimens—some 200 sheets.

3 **Monographie du Genre Onothera." I will not attempt to review this very

elaborate paper, but since LfiVEiLLE*s notions of generic limitations arc so completely

out of harmony with the now accepted ideas of American Ixitanists, it may be per-

missible to relist the species of the American genus Sphaerostigma. The specimens

of Sphaerostigma in the Mo. Bot. Garden Herb, were examined by him and bear

his annotations. It is extremely difficult to believe that his grouping of the specunens

can stand, especially when one finds that the annotations do not harmonize with the

final published list, and that the nomenclature of the illustrations in some instances

does not coincide with that of the text.

54
[jvtr
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combination and a reference to what seems to be the first pubhcation

of the species or variety.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.

*

Flowers yellow, sometimes turning red or green.

Capsules straight.

Fusiform I. 5. andiniim.

la. S. ardiuurn Hilgardi.

lb. S. f Idinum minutum.

Narrowly linear 2. S. ^Mjorme.

Capsule more or less curved or contorted.

Narrowly linear, cylindrical or nearly so.

Curved but not contorted.

Ascending. ,

Flowers minute.

Capsule short (less than 2^"^)
. . 3. 5. Nelsonii.

Capsule long (more than 2^"^). 4. 5. chamacncrioides

Flowers i^"^ or more in diameter.. 5. S. campeslre.

5a. S. campeslre helianihemiflorum,

5b. 5, campeslre minus,

5c. S. campeslre mixlum.

Refracted 6. S. rejractum.

More or less contorted 7- ^^ conlorlum.

7a. 5. contorlum ftexiiosum,

7b. 5. contorlum pubcns.

7c. 5. contortion Greenei.

S. niiidum.

Broadly linear, more or less 4-angled.

Whole plant glabrous 8.

Plant not wholly glabrous.

Flowers small (i"^"^ or less broad).

Stems virgate, fructiferous to the base.

Stem leaves ovate-triangular.. . 9. 5. arenicolinn,

S. hirtelliim.

5. micranlhum.
Stem leaves oblong-lanceolate . 10.

Stems branched from the base.. . . 11.

iia. S. mkranlhum Jonesi.

lib. S, micranthiim exjoliatum

Flowers large (more than i^"' broad).

Leaves canescently pubescent.

Narrowly oblong or oblance-

olate 12. 5. hislortiim.

12a. 5. histortum Veitchianum.

4 The following species are not included in this table: S. angelorum (Wats.),

S. pUrospcrmum (Wats.), 5. riitUum (Davids.).
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Ovate to orbicular , ... 13. S. spiraJe.

13a. 5. spitale viridescens,
ft

13b. 5. spirale clypeatttm.

Flowers white or rose color.

Leaves glabrous or nearly so.

Bark of stem shinfng and shreddy 14. S, decorticans.

Bark of stem green.

Capsules evenly distributed 15. 5. torlum.

15a. S. tortum Eastwoodae,

Capsules interruptedly crowded 16. S. tortnosum.

Leaves not glabrous.

Villous or tonientose 17. 5. ulaheuse.

More or less pubescent but not tomentose.

Capsules enlarged at base.

Bark glabrous and shreddy. .* 18. S. BoolhiL
r

Bark hirsute, not shreddy 19. 5. Lemmofii:
Capsule not noticeably enlarged at base.

Branches paniculately branched

above 20. S. Hitchcocka.
Branches simple above 21. 5. alyssoides.

2ia. 5. alyssoides macrophyllum.

I. S. ANDiNUM (Nutt.) Walp. Repert. 2:79; Oenothera andina

Nutt., T. & G. Fl. N. A. 1:512.—Not often collected but no doubt

of frequent occurrence from western Wyoming westward and north-

ward to Nevada and Washington, where it passes into
la. S. ANDixuM Hilgardi (Greene), n. comb.; Oenothera Hilgardi

Greene, Bull. Torn Bot. Club 10:42.—There is no possibility of

maintaining this as a distinct species. No differences except a slightly

greener hue and somewhat greater size in all of its parts is perceptible.

These differences may well be due to the more vigorous growth

induced by the greater moisture and higher temperature in the range

of the variety.

lb. S. ANDiNUM minutum, n. var.—A very diminutive form

related to 5. andinum, with minute flowers, obovate petals, ver)'

unequal stamens (the one set almost rudimentary), calyx tube nearly

wanting, and the capsule somewhat clavate, taperin^^ to a short

pedicel.
°

The type of this variety is in herb. Mo. Bot. Card., without data. With the

specimens are pencil drawings, showing the above characters, made by Dr.

Oeo. Engelmann, and bearing the herbarium name Oenothera mintita. Pos-

sibly future collections may show this worthy of specific rank.
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2. S. filiforme, n. sp.—A diminutive annual 3-5^*" high, with

filiform stem drooping at summit, and the filiform leaves and'capsulcs
more or less secund; ciliate-pubesccnt throughout; the diminutive
flowers yellow; tube of calyx wanting; capsules erect, straight,
pubescent, filiform, 1-2'='" long.

Type in herb. Mo. Bot. Gard. from Xew River (Reese's River), Utah, May
2?>, 1889. Collector not known.

3. S. Nelsonii Heller, Muhl. i:i; 5. viinor A. Nels., Bull. Torn
Bot. Club 29:130.—Though Leveille has seen fit to reduce this,

a re-examination of the material at hand simply increases my belief
in its validity.

4. S. CHAMAENERioDEs (Gray) Small, Bull. Torn Bot. Club 23

:

189; Oawlhera chamaenerioides Gray, Pi. Wright 2:58.—This is a
strongly marked species that seems never to be confused with any other.

5. S. CAMPESTRE (Greene) Small, Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 23:189;
Oenothera dentata Wats., Bot. Cal. 1:216.—Variable as to the'

cur\'ature of the capsule, which is often greatly flexed. The large-

most

follows.

5a. S. CAMPESTRE helianthemlflorum (Levi), n. comb.—This is

the form of the species which is often distributed as Oenothera dentata
grandlflora Wats. See plate in L^vl. Monog. opposite 178.

CAMPESTRE

Wats Often
distinguishable from the species with difl[iculty. Its stricter habit,
smaller flowers, and more glabrate stems are characters usually
mentioned.

5c. S. CAMPESTRE mixtum (Levi.), n. comb.—Two specimens in
herb. Mo. Bot. Gard. have been designated as forms mixta and
permixta by Leveille, Monog. 180. There seems to be no difference
between them except the smaller flowers of the former. Since the
former is a much older plant, it may happen that the later blossoms
are small. Believing them to be the same, they are here given
varietal rank. This variety may be known by the dark green,

crowded and seemi

prostrate branches.

very
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6. S. REFRACTUM Wats., Proc, Am. Acad. 17:373.—Quite distincl,

and well-developed specimens are readily recognized.

7. S. CONTORTUM (Dougl.) Walp., Repcrt. 2:78; Oenothera con-

torta Dougl., Lelim. in Hook, Fl. Bor. Am. 1:214.—Why Leveille

rejects this and a succession of available names, which he cites as

synonyms, does not appear in his monograph. He figures a variety

of O. bistorla (O. chelranthifolia) as contorta Dough, but even if he

were right in thus referring the name given by Douglas, there are

yet several other available names. It still remains to be proven,

however, that 5. contortiim is not a valid name for Oenothera strigii'

losa T. & G. Fl. 1:512.

7a. S. CONTORTUM flexuosum, n. var.—Small, about i*^"" high;

branches few, divaricate ascending, usually a pair near the base:

leaves linear: flowers yellow; calyx tube obconic: capsule cylindri-

cal, sessile, Hnear, 2-3'''" long, variously curved, usually deflexed

and again upturned, producing S-shapcd forms: seeds smooth.

^'

osum.

1898.

J

J

J

Wilcox, 602, Pacific Creek, Wyo.
June 17, 1889; Merrill and

7b. S. CONTORTUM PUBENS (Wats.) Small, Bull. Torr. Bot. Club

23:189; Oenothera strigulosa pubens Wats., Proc. Am. Acad.

8
:
594.—Ver>^ diverse forms are distributed under this name. The

variety probably shades into the species by imperceptible degrees.

7c. S. coxTORTUM Greenei Small, Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 23:189;

Uenotliera strigulosa epilobioides Greene, Fl. Francis. 216.—No speci-

mens have been seen by me.

8. S. NiTiDUM (Greene) Small, Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 23:190;

Oenothera nitida Greene, Pitt. 1 : 70.—Perfectly distinct and not

to be confused with any other unless it be with 5. spirale, the

canescence of which serves at once to separate them.

9.. S. arenicolum, n. sp.—Annual, with one main virgate erect

stem and 2-4 slender simple ascending-erect branches from near

the base; the purphsh stem and branches sparsely cihate-pubescent:

leaves crowded, triangular-ovate or narrower, sessile and somewhat
clasping by a subcordate base, 1-2^"^ long; root-leaves longer,
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oblanceolate and tapering into a slender petiole; all of them liirsute

with white spreading hairs: flowers axillary from the base up; calyx

tube very short, the lobes lance-oblong, 3-4"^"^ long; petals broadly

ovate-oblong, tridcntate at the nearly truncate summit, about twice

as long as the calyx-lobes, exceeding the longer stamens and about

equalled by the pistil: capsules purplish, small and slender, less than
^cm long, variously flexed and somewhat angled: seeds small, pale,

+

smooth, usually oblique at base and obliquely pointed at apex.

I name as type A. D. E. Elmer's no. 3192, Monterey, Cal., distributed as

S. micranlhum. No. 5099, by C. A. Purpus, seems to be the same.

10. S- HiRTELLUM (Greene) Small, Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 23:190;

Oenothera hirlella Greene, Fl. Francis, 215.

—

Leveille in his mono-

graph reduces this to a form of S. micranlhum^ but this does not

seem to be justified by his specimens.

11. S. MiCRANTHUM (Hornem.) Walp. Repert. 2:77; Oenothera

micraniha Hornem. Hort. Hafn.—That Leveille should take up

the much later name O. hirla^ and then reduce to this species stich

distinct forms as S. hirteUum^ and S. Nelsoniij seems a little strange.

However, he has described a very good variety which may be written

iia. S. MICRANTHUM Joncsi (I.evL), n. comb.—Taking as the

type the first number cited, viz. Hansen's 543, Amador Co., Cal.

1892, I would name as a close dupHcate C. C. Parr}^'s specimens

(in the Missouri Botanical Garden) simply labelled ^'Oenothera.

June 1889. Cal." Blanche Trask's Avalon specimen, cited by

Leveille, seems rather to belong with the species itself. It is quite

probable that the species as it now stands is an aggregate.

lib. S- MICRANTHUM cxfoliatum, n. var.—Branched from the

base, the stems stoutish, the bark white, shreddy, and exfoliating in

thin sheets, giving the plant the appearance of S. decorticans: pubes-

cence of the stems ciliate, that of the leaves and fruits closer and

somewhat appressed: capsules sharply angled, contorted.

I cite here the following specimens: C. R. Orcutt, Colorado Desert, April,

1889; C. A. Purpus, no. 5083, Erskine Creek, Cal., 1897.

12. S. BiSTORTUM (Nutt.) Walp., Rcpcrt. 2:77. Oenothera

historta Nutt., T. & G. Fl. N. A. 1:508.

T2a. S. BISTORTUM Veitchianum (Hook.), n. comb.; Oenothera

historta Veitchiana Hook., Bot. IMag. pL 507^.—The characters
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which were supposed to distinguish this variety sufficiently from

S. Ustorta and to constitute it a species become less well-defined

the larger the series of specimens. Even the greater length of capsule

and beak seems to be a variable quantity.

13. S. SPIRALE (Lehm.) Fish. & Mey., Ind. Sem. Hort. Petrop.

2:50; Oenothera spirale Lehm. in Hook. FL Bor. Am. 1:213.

—

Assuming it to be a fact that this Californian plant is distinct from

5. cheiranthifolimn of South America, the specific name as given by

liEHMAN in Hooker's Flora is the next available one.

13a. S. SPIRALE viridescens (Lehm.), n. comb.; Oenothera

viridescens Lehm. in Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 1:214.—I^ this be a good

species, it certainly is very difficult to distinguish from the preceding.

It was given only varietal rank by Watson in his revision (Proc.

Am. Acad. 8:592), under the name sufjrutescens—the woody base

somew
J

being the characters that he used. But even in these respects the

species and the variety seem to grade into one another.

13b. S. spirale clypeatum (Levi.), n. comb.; Oenothera clypeata

Leveille, Monog. Oenothera, 222.— Distinguishable by the broad,

shield-shaped leaves which are densely canescent, and by the large

flow^ers (often 4^"^ across).

14. S. DECORTiCANS (H. & A.) Small, Bull Torr. Bot. Club

23:191; Gaura decorticans H. & A. Bot. Beech. Voy. 343.

—

Small

seems to be well within bounds when he assigns priority to the

name of Hooker and Arnot. The species, though apparently

greatly variable, is so merely before it begins to blossom when quite

small, at which time it is smooth and erect. With age it becomes

large, more spreading, and roughened with the loosened shining

shreddy bark. Watson's characterization of the seeds as ''cellular-
i

pubescent" is a good one.

15. S. tortum (Levi.), n. sp.; Oenothera chamaenerhides torta

Levi., Monog. Oenothera, 230; O. alyssoides minutiflora Wats.,

mos

Proc. Am. Acad. 8:591.—Branched from the base a

becoming at length nearly prostrate; leaves glabrous,

oblanceolate and tapering into slender petioles: capsules about 2^"*

long, cinereous, variously contorted.
X

L£veill£ is right in allying this with 5. chatnaenerioides , but on habit alone,

to say nothing of the fruits, it is entitled to specific rank.

\
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Follo\ving are specimens illustrating: Jones, 5548, Manti, Utah; Nelson,

4691, Granger, Wye; Cusick, 2515, Malheur River, Oregon; Trelease, 4435,

Shoshone, Idaho; Nelson, 4707, Green River, Wyo.; Godding, Milford, Utah.

15a. S. TORTUM Eastwoodae, n. var.—Leafy throughout, the

leaves oblong-linear: flowers very small: capsule tapering into a

slender beak, spirally coiled at base.

This is probably a good species. Only one specimen is before me: Alice

Eastwood, Grand Junction, Colo., May, 1892.

16- S. TORTUOSUM A. Nels., Proc. Biolog. Soc. 17:95. 1904;

'flora caput-medusae Levi., Mono
to

Leveille^s plate. shows only a single branch from Lemmon's

specimens.

17. S. UTAHENSE Small, Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 23:191.—Whitened

with a tomentose pubescence, branching from the base upward,

15^"^ or more high (the plants in hand are all young): leaves ovate,

obovate, or oblanceolate, 2-4^"^ long, generally tapering to a ^liort

petiole: flowers crowded in terminal somewhat cor}'mbose racemes,

white; calyx-tube longer than the lanceolate lobes; petals obovate,

2
mm

iQYig^ longer than the stamens but surpassed by the x»istil: cap-

sule linear, less than 2^"" long, more or less contorted.

The specimens before me were collected by L. N. Goodding at Milford, Utah.

As the original description calls for yellow flowers I thought at first Goodding's

specimens were another species, but agreeing in most other respects I am going

to assume that ''flowers yellow '^ was a clerical error.

18. S. BooTHii (Dougl.) Small, Bull Torr. Bot. Club 23:191;

Oenothera Boothii Dough, Lehm. in Hook. Fl. Bot. Am. 1:213

Seemingly seldom collected. Typical specimens by L. F. Henderson,

Belong

July, 1897. Many of the specimens referred

19. S. Lemmoni, n. sp.—Branched from the base up, 2-3"^"" high,

stem and branches rather stout, crinkled-hirsute ; branches divari-

cate-ascending: leaves rather large, variable in size, 2-5'="' long,

mo
^H ^^L ^^^

hirsute-ciliate especially beneath: ilowers in a crowded terminal

short-hirsute raceme, lengthening into a bracteate fruiting spike;

calj'x tube but slightly enlarged upward, scarcely as long as its

narrowly lanceolate lobes; petals broadly obvate or suborbicular,
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about 7"""" long, slightly longer than the calyx lobes and stamens,

equalling the style; stamens similar and equal: capsule slender,

tapering to summit, ascending, somewhat bent or contorted, about

^cm long.

This has passed as S. Boothii Dougl. Similar as the descriptions seem, the

two plants are quite distinct in appearance. 5. Booihii is glabrous and with

shreddy bark on the older stem; it branches mainly near the basCj the branches

also branching; its flowers are much smaller, and the capsules are shorter and

more contorted.

J

Mo1875. Two good specimens, both in herb,

20. S. Hitchcockii (Levi), n. sp.; Oenothera gauraeflora Hitch-

cockii Levi, Alonog. Oenothera, 226.—Softly hirsute or ciliate,

branched from the base, 15-25^"^ high; branches slender and more

or less paniculately branched above: root leaves oblong, irregularly

dentate, about 3''™ long, tapering into a petiole one-half as long;

stem leaves smaller, bract-like, sessile, broadly linear or lanceolate

:

flowers crowded in bracteate secund racemes; calyx tube slender,

scarcely enlarged at summit, as long as the linear-lanceolate lobes;

petals white, obovate, 3-4"^'" long, scarcely longer than the calyx

lobes and the stamens; style slender, longer than the petals: cap-

sules slender, 12-18'"™ long.

Garden.
upon

from the same collection.

July 6th, 1859 ( ?)," and in pencil

ank, but both look as if thev were

21. S. ALYSSoiDES (H. & A.) Walp., Repert. 2:78; Oenothera
alyssoiJes H. & A., Bot. Beech. Voy. 340.

2
1
a. S. ALYSSOIDES MACROPHYLLUM Small, BuU. Torr. Bot. Club

23:192; Oenothera alyssoides villosa Wats., Proc. Am. Acad.
8:591. .

r

The following are, so far as the writer knows, still unknown except
from the original specimens and descriptions. So far as one may
]udge from descriptions, they are vahd and will no doubt again
come to light.

S ANGELORUM (Wats.), Oenothera angelorum Wats., Proc. Am.
Acad. 24:49.

-t

Ji:
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cm

S. PTEROSPERMUM (Wats.) ; Oenothera pterosperma Wats., King's

Rep. 112.

S. RUTiLUM (Davids.); Oenothera riitila Davids., Erythea 2:61.

cooper's COLORADO COLLECTIONS.

In the summer of 1904, Mr. William S- Cooper, a student in

Alma College, Michigan, spent some weeks in Colorado collecting

in the vicinity of Estes Park and upon Long's Peak. He secured

over 300 numbers, many of them of great interest. The following

1 will characterize as new:

Oreocarya pulvinata, n. sp.—Cespitose-pulvinate, practically

stemless, the small cushions a few centimeters across and about i

high; flowers as well as the leaves Involved in the soft villous pubes-

cence: leaves crowded, broadly linear, less than i"^"^ long: flowers

few, glomerate at the summit of the reduced stems (the stems scarcely

rise above the matted leaves): calyx-lobes linear, nearly equaling

the corolla tube: corolla white; its tube dilated, subspherical, about
2mm

\^Y\g^ the broad throat only partly closed by the conspicuous

crests; the lobes of the limb suborbicular, about as long as the tube:

stamens small, included, inserted near the middle of the tube; fila-

ment almost wanting: style short, rather thick, equaling the stamens.

This species so closely simulates Eritrichium aretidides (before the flower

stalks of that species have developed) that one would almost certainly pronounce

it an Eritrichium at the first glance. The pubescence and pulvinate habit are

similar, but a glance at the flowers does not leave one in doubt very long.

The type material, no. 278, is very scanty, but so characteristic a species

cannot be ignored.- Collected on Mummy Mts., Estes Park, Aug. 12, 1904,

alt. 12-13,000'^.

Chrysopsis Cooperi, n. sp.—Whitened with soft loose long-villous

pubescence throughout: stems low, spreading, more or less decum-

bent at base, 1(^15^™ high, leafy throughout: leaves narrowly

oblanceolate, tapering into a margined petiole-like base, from 2-5'''"

long, middle and upper stem leaves usually longer than the basal

:

heads solitary, terminal and axillary; terminal head large, 12-14'"™

high and considerably broader, subtended by some foliar bracts

which are long-ciliate on the margins; axillary heads reduced down-

ward, on successively shorter leafy peduncles, usually only the

2 or 3 uppermost developing, the others becoming sessile and aborted
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in the axils: involucral bracts narrowly linear, acute, midrib green

mm
and the margins scarious: rays 15-25, orange-yellow, ligule 12-15

long; disk corollas numerous, with very slender tube which is shorter

than the narrowly tubular throat; teeth short, lanceolate, erect:

pappus dingy, equaling the corolla: akene short-linear, minutely

silky-pubescent.

This is probably to be compared with C. alpicola Rydb. and C. Bakeri Greene,

but it is far more silky-hirsute than either. It seems to be unique in the axillary

heads, which though usually aborted can be detected in the axils nearly down to

the base of the stems.

Cooper's no. 50, Long's Peak, near timber line is the type; August 11, 1904.

Chrysopsis alpicola glomerata, n. var.—Closely resembling

the species and like it nearly devoid of basal leaves at anthesis : heads

several, closely glomerate at the summit of the simple stems.

Founded on Cooper's no. 174, Estes Park, August, 1904.

Aster Cordineri, n. sp.—Spreading by horizontal rootstocks, dark
green and seemingly glabrous to the unaided eye, under a lens minutely
but very sparsely scabrous (mostly on the margins of leaves and
involucral bracts)

: stems ^-6^^ long, generally simple below, race-

mosely short-branched above, decumbent at base and either widely
spreading or nearly erect, often puberulent especially upward, very
leafy; leaves broadly Hnqar, crowded, spinulose tipped; primary ones
4-7"'" long, 4-6'"'" broad; secondary ones similar but smaller, more
or less fascicled in the axils: heads solitary at the ends of the short
leafy axillar}' racemosely disposed branchlets, rather large: involucre
nearly i^- high, somewhat broader than high; bracts erect, glabrate,
dark green on the spatulate-linear blade, lighter at base, spinulose
tipped: rays 20-30

gy

pappus rather coarse

A very characteristic species related to A . commutatus. Readily distinguished
Dy Its glabrate dark green appearance and the relatively few large solitary heads.
The branchlets are strictly racemose, only 3-50^ ^ ,,,j ,^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ,^,^3,

ppearanceTwo collections are at hand. The first was secured at Myersville, Wyo., on the
S.eet..ater, Sept.

5, X894, by Mr. George Cordiner, the writer's first enthusi-

Aug II liT
"''' ""''"^ '' ^'"^'''' ^"- '^' ^'^^^ ^'^^ Estes Park,

he wL^liSnf't'''''
^t^^^^'-^'lj' k^»^d in X895 by a falling wall at a fire where

assmmg. I nam, this plant in memory of a young life of great promise.
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tipped

Crepis alpicola (Rydb.), n. sp.—Caudex short, vertical, semiflcshy:

leaves glabrous, rosulate on the crown, Hnear-oblong or oblanccolate,

acute at apex, sessile or tapering into a short margined base, entire

or saliently toothed or even subruncinate, 3-6^"^ long: stems scapose,
simple, glabrous, with one or two linear bracts, 10-20^*" high, usually
monocephalous

: involucre about 14"^"^ high, dark green, clammy or
glandular pubescent; its bracts in 3 or 4 successively shorter rrws:
ligules 2^^"^ long: akenes short, fusiform, shorter than the fine white
pappus.

This is probably C. runcinata alpicola Rydb., Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 24:299,
although the above description does not quite tally with the brief diagnosis of
the variety. A reasonable amount of variation will account for any differences.
It is to be compared, however, with C. riparia, because of its large heads and the

' pubescence on the involucre. It is distinct from that species in
Its small glabrous leaves, its one-flowered stems, its involucre of 3 or 4 rows of
bracts, and its short fusiform akenes. Cooper secured it in an alpine meadow
(11,000

f')
on Long's Peak, Aug. 3, 1904, no. 218.

MISCELLANEOUS SPECIES.

Gilia exserta, n. sp.—Biennial, 2-3^"^ high: stem single at

base but branched from near the base upward; branches mostly sim-
ple and moderately divaricate, almost equaling the main stem,
mmutely pruinose-viscid : leaves 2-^^"^ long, somewhat pungent,
linear, entire or simply pinnatifid, with few to several linear lobes:
flowers in small bracteate cymes forming narrow panicles: calyx
membranous, narrowly campanula te, about 4°^"^ long, merely prui-
nose; Its teeth very short, green, triangular-subulate, and minutely
pungent: corolla white, purple dotted, ia-12'""^ long, somewhat
trumpet-shaped; tube surpassing the calyx; its lobes elliptic-oblong,
acute, almost as long as the tube: stamens noticeably exserted;
style scarcely so: ovules about 2 in each cell; seeds destitute of
mucilage.

The type is no. 538, by C. F. Baker, Pagosa Springs, Colo., July 28, 1899.
It was distributed on Greene's determination as G. multijlora Nutt., which it

certainly cannot be. It seems nearer C. stenothyrsa Gray of the section Gili-
A^^RA (Syn. Fl.).

*^ Amelanchier oreophila, n. sp.—A low scraggv-branched shrub,
^igh, growing mostly in close clumps: young leaves, petioles,

and twigs more or less lanate-pubescent, some of the pubescence
persisting till maturity, especially on the lower face of the leaves:
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leaves ovate, obovate, or broadly elliptic, rather small, not more than

2-_|Cm ]Q^g gy^j^ ^|. maturity, incisely small-toothed from the middle

to the obtuse or rounded apex, on petioles usually less than half as

long as the blade: racemes short and dense: calyx-lobes subulate-

triangular, lanate-pubescent on the margins and inner face, the

pubescence persisting nearly or quite till maturity: petals spatulately

oblanceolate, short (about 8"^"^): pome globose, purpHsh black, devel-

oping but little pulp, and remaining rather dry and insipid, maturing

late (September ?).

This is a segregate from A. aimfolia Xutt. I think most collectors must
have felt that either A, alnijolia was unusually variable or that some segregation

ought to be made. After many years' observation in the field and the study of a

large series of specimens, I am satisfied that two valid species exist and can be
readily distinguished. Nuttall's A, alnijolia is the widely distributed glabrous
shrub of the creek banks, moist caiions, and snow slopes. At maturity it is

perfectly glabrous and is quite glabrous from the beginning upon the calyx lobes.

The leaves are larger, coarsely serrate, often suborbicular or with a tendency to

truncateness at base and apex. The petals are much larger (12-15"^"^ long).
The fruits become much larger, are purple, with bloom, juicy and well flavored,

to the altitude.

July

A, oreophila is a smaller shrub, scraggy-branched, usually in dense clumps,
occumn

It IS never wholly glabrous, and the fruit is of h'ttle if any value. Many other
differences are brought out in the characterization. Much of the material dis-
tributed from the Rocky Mountains belongs to this species. I may cite the
following as at hand.

1456, Camp Creek, Routt Co., J
p2 umow Creek, Routt Co., July 25, 1903; Rydberg and Vreeland, 6030,La \eta, May 18, 1900; K. K. MacKcnzie. ..,0 Rr..t»n.;^„. a..„ ,....

m;
acKCQzie,

2jip

Wyo
mixg: By the writer, 2954, Evanston, May, 1897; 117, 6^68, and' 6^ .Albany

p!;: ^; ."1;?^. Ĵt^
Elk Mt. Aug. 3x, x9oTrMerrell and Wilcox, 458,

me 17, 1901. The following are allied, but when better knownJ

species
X.O.. 94U ana 1002; Mrs. R. W. Summers, specimens
March, 1903.

Amelaachier elliptica, „. sp.-A low shrub or more rarely a small
e growmg mostly as scattered individuals rather than in clumps:

. theIn K .
"'^' '"^" ='™'^" ^"'' willow-like, grav except at

the up. which are purplish-black with an inconspicuous beady resin:
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most of the leaves elliptic in outline, incisely serrate, with rather small

teeth extending to the middle or sometimes nearly to the base, nearly

glabrous above from the beginning, lightly floccose woolly beneath
when young as are also the slender petioles : inflorescence few-

flowered, quite open in blossom and more so in fruit : calyx somewhat
woolly-pubescent, its lobes deltoid- triangular, shorter than the tube,

lanate on the inner face: petals narrowly oblanceolate, 12-15"^"^

long
: mature fruit not known, the half-grown fruit spherical.

. This will also have to be considered as a segregate from A. alnijolia, from
which it difiFers noticeably in its elliptic leaves, the teeth of which are smaller
and sharper and point toward the apex. The woolly pubescence of leaf and
flower at once calls attention to this as distinct from the thick-leaved glabrous
A. alnijolia. A. elliplica seems to be a species of w^et places in the mountain
parks and open stream banks. The species is again noticeable because of its

few large flowers which are well exs^rted from the leaves. It is as handsome

A. Cusickii.

alnijolia as is .i. fl<

I take as the type L. N. Goodding's no. 1447, Beaver Creek, Larimer Co.,

Colo., July 4, 1903. The following also seem to belong here: Giiodding, no.

J026, Milford, Utah, June 5, 1902; Baker, Earle, and Tracy, no. i^. Bob Creek,

Colo., June 28, 1898; possibly the following also: Jones, no. 1447, City Creek
canon, Utah, June 5, 1880; Baker's West Central Colorado Plants, 1901, nos.

47 and 260 (in my set distributed unnamed).

The RocfCY Mouxtain Herbarium,
Laramie, Wyomi.vg.

-^



BRIEFER ARTICLES.

THE VIENNA CONGRESS.

The second International Botanical Congress was held at Vienna,

June 11-18, 1905, and was highly successful in every way. There was a

large and unusually representative attendance, the hst of members con-

taining about 600 names. Deducting ladies registered with husbands or

relatives, and the considerable number of amateurs from Vienna and the

neighburhood, it is certainly safe to say that there were present nearly

400 professional botanists. Of that number nearly one-half would be

kno^^•n by name to any one familiar with botanical literature, and among

these were many whose reputation is world-wide. Naturally Austria

was most numerously represented, but Germany sent a large contingent,

and nearly all the European countries were represented, except perhaps

those of the Iberian and the lower Balkan peninsulas. The English were

few—a half dozen at most. Sixteen American botanists were present:

Arthur, Atkinson, Barnes, Barnhart, Blakeslee, Britton (Mr.

and Mrs.), BRo\v?r, Campbell, Coville, Duggar, Robinson, Shear,

TfiELEASE, Underwood, and Woods. But American societies were

sadly negligent, and many were unrepresented which might have delegated

authority to some of the sixteen.

The Congress was opened in the Festsaal of the University by Wiesner,
with addresses of welcome by the minister of agriculture, speaking for the

emperor; by the burgomeister, for the city; and by the rector for the

university. Bonnet, secretary of the Paris Congress, gave a historical

statement of the organization of the present congress, and Reinke (Kiel)

delivered an address on Hypothese, Voraiissetzjingen, Probleme in der

Biologic.

In the afternoon the Nomenclature Conference organized in the hall

of the Museum m the Botanical Garden by electing as president Fla-
hault; as vice-presidents Rendle and Mez; and three secretaries;

received the report of the standing committees and of the Rapporteur
general

^
(Briquet); and adopted rules of procedure. The report of the

Commission was presented as a quarto of 160 pages, having the text of

the code of -1867 in the first column, the new formal proposals of various
bodies in the second, notes by the Rapporteur in the third, and the text
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recommended by the Commission in the fourth. This texte synopfique

was the work of Briquet, whose arduous labors for the past five years

thus made possible the revision of the rules of nomenclature by this Con-

gress. His untiring industry, unfailing patience, unifgrm courtesy and
impartiahty, as well as his linguistic facihty w^on the admiration of all.

Afternoon sessions thereafter, from 3:00-7:00 or even later, were

devoted to the discussions and actions of the texte synoptique.

Morning sessions and on some days also afternoon sessions, w^hich were

held in the lecture-room of the Engineer-Architects Club, were devoted

to addresses upon special topics. Thus on Tuesday there were six papers

on the development of the European flora since the Tertiary period; two

introductory, on the geographical problems by Peack (Vienna) and the

botanical problems by Engler (Berlin), while Axdersson (Stocl^holm)

spoke specially for the Scandinavian peninsula, Weber (Bremen) for the

north German lowlands, Drude (Dresden) for the mountainous region

of central Germany, and Briquet (Geneva) for the alpine reigon.

On Thursday the topic was the present position of the doctrine of

photosynthesis, Molisch (Prag) speaking of photosynthesis in chloro-

phyllous and Hueppe (Prag) in chlorophyll-free organisms, Kassowitz
(Vienna) giving a short talk on photosynthesis from the standpoint of

metabohsm. After a brief intermission the general problems of regen-

eration w^ere discussed by Goebel (Munich), Lopriore (Catania) pre-

senting a more special paper on the effects of wounding on regeneration

of stems and roots. In the afternoon there were papers by Arthur
(Lafayette) on the classification of the Uredinales; by Istvanffi (Buda-

pest) on the life histor}^ of Botrytis cinerea, and by Pettkoff (Sofia) on
the algal flora of Bulgaria.

On Friday Scott (Kew) spoke on the fern-like seed plants of the car-

boniferous flora; Lotsy (Leiden) on the influence of cytology on tax-

onomy; and Hochreutiner (Geneva) on the Botanical Garden at

Buitenzorg.

In the afternoon and on Saturday papers were mostly ecological: Beck
(P^^g)j the significance of the Karsiflora upon the development of the

central European flora; Drude (Dresden), suggestions for an agreement

upon the terminology of phytogeographical formations, and terminology

used in the cartography of plant formations; Wille (Christiania), Schu-

beler's theory as to the changes which plants undergo in acclimatization

at higher latitudes; Tanfiljeff (St. Petersburg), the Russian steppes;

Pschermak (Vienna), the production of new forms by crossing; Ada:u:o-

^^c (Belgrade), phytogeography of the Balkan penmsula; Palacky
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(Prag), genesis of the African flora;- Kurtz (Cordoba), the fossil flora of

Argentina; BorbXs (Klausenburg), the stipas of Hungary; Hua (Paris),

report on the estaWishment of a new international organ for the publica-
tion of new names; Schindler (Brunn), regulatory processes in the plant
body in relation to cultivation.

On Wednesday a meeting of the Association Internationale des Botan-
isles was held, at which reports of the treasurer and secretary were pre-
sented. The most important action taken, by an overwhelming majoritv,
was the direction of the Executive Committee, as soon as the present con-
tracts permit, to print all resumes in

the attempted discrimination. The ]

pellier in igo8. The new officers are ^^ ettstein, presidentT FlIhault,
vice-president; the present secretary and treasurer were re-elected.

typ

Mont

:position

Fed the Orangery at Schonbrunn, the emperor's summer palace on theoutto of the c,ty. The horticnitural exhibit was open only during thewek of the Congress, but the other exhibits remained for two weeks,

intrjr
'" '"''°"™'.^'^«'°"' """Pri=^»g books, atlases, original draw-

ngs, engravings, portra.ts, busts, herbarium specimens, instruments, and

^^':^T-!^ "/'"»">• *^ --' '"'Port-t contributors were the

botanical
Museu

modem
for instruction and research W th manv nf ^ •

appliances

tions were given dailv (lo-i:^ Tn .V
^

.
'
instruments demonstra-

of al.ae fnn' " ... i.^^' ^" '^'' ''""'''^ ^'^'^ ^^own living culturesof al'^np fnn(Ti ot.^ k * • ,

^^^^ "^^^ ^^i'JVMi living cultures

^"^l"!*'-' "^-^^ -' rai„,ing3;tr:Hlnr !
'"1=

current

instruction, *' whosepurpose," the exhibitors sav ^^U t. . I
,''^''' instruction, -whose

advance which botanical ini' . .
^ '''' ^^^ ^>'^^ ^^ ^^sitors the

inasmuch as the pL::ir;::t Lrbe b*^ 'r f^''^^« and understanding of pupils'ther stand in
,;"^°" ''"^'° "^^ "'"-

play the apparatus for condmtinr
foreground of the dis-

brcak ,he path for tl e u, de"s Li??,"?*l '" P'^"' P'^^^'"'"?)', which
tn,derstand,ng of biological processes. Then come
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models and preparations for elucidating the anatomical and morphological
features " This exhibit shows clearly ho^y thorough and wise the
courses are. The equipment puts to shame all of our high schools and
nine-tenths of our colleges.

The unique mechanical balances of Nemetz; the Hving alg^l cultures
of the Biological Station in Vienna; the apparatus and methods of the
imperial Seed-control Station in Vienna, and of the Imperial Forestry
Station in Mariabrunn ; and the display of pure cultures of fungi by the
bureau established for this purpose by the Association Internationale des
Botanisies (in Utrecht, in charge of Professor F. A. F. C. Went) deserve
special mention. The attempt of the Association to secure an exhibit of
separates and works of many writers was practically a failure, only eleven
sending papers. As a whole the exhibition was highly interesting and
useful.

The third meeting of the Freie Vercinigimg der Systematischen Botani-
ker und Pfianzengeograph en also occurred on Wednesday, at which, in

addition to a considerable list of papers, there was held a discussion on the

mtroduction of a uniform nomenclature in phytogeography.
On Friday the agricultural botanists came together in the imperial

Station for seed-control, in the Prater. No papers were read, but discus-
sions were held on several.topics, such as: methods of investigating sugar-
beet seeds; weighing methods in determinations of germinative capacity;
organization in seed-control stations; culture and study of barley; etc.

The actions on nomenclature are too extensive to summarize, and only
a few of the more important decisions can be mentioned here. The word
laws IS to disappear, rules and recommendations taking its place. The
rules for nomenclature of "cellular cryptogams," i. e., the Brj-ophyta and
Thallophyta, are remanded to a special commission of specialists, which
is to present recommendations to the Congress of 1910, to be held at Brus-
sels. In like manner a report on rules for the nomenclature of fossil plants
»s to be made by a Commission of paleobotanists. The word ordo (order)

displaces cohors, recommended by the Commission for a group of families;
but the American proposition to substitute phylum for divisio was lost,

he date 1753 Linn. Sp. Plant, ed. i. was adopted by a vote of 150 to 19.
A vote on an article permitting laxity in the application of the rule of
priority to generic names, and providing for a list of genera to be main-
tained en tons cas, was 133 yeas, 36 nays. Later, Harris's Hst of such
genera (400 and over) was adopted by a vote of 118 to 37. This list had
een referred to a committee composed of Bonnet, Harms, Britton,
RAIN, and Briquet, and was recommended (by a majority) for adoption.
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Some amusement was caused by the proposal of two corrections by the

author while the motion to adopt was pending.

The proposition to except some old family names for the rule requiring

such names to be derived from an important genus was carried by only

161 to 62.

The voting in regard to publication of a new species by plates and

exsiccatae was confused, and the article was referred back to the Com-
mission for editing. It is intended to exclude as valid pubHcation in

fntiire^ plates without diagnoses, and past plates (without diagnoses) which
contain no analytic drawings. Citation in synonymy and accidental men-
tion are also declared invalid as publications. It was agreed (184 to 2)

to adopt the compromise reported by a conference committee requiring the

name of a section or species when transferred to another genus, or the name
of a variety when transferred to another species, to be preserved or re-estab-

lished; but when the rank is changed the preservation of the name is

optional, and if not preserved its later re-establishment is not permissible.
This is accompanied by a recommendation to preserve the primitive name
whenever possible.

The vote on the use of double names (like Linaria Unaria) was unex-
pectedly close; 116 against them and 72 in favor. Generic names differ-
mg merely by their last syllable and even by one letter will be retained
Only typographic or orthographic corrections may be made in generic
names.

January
so a close

vo e, ,05 to 88, deeded on Friday. A vote to reconsider was made on
Saturday but <vas lost, 125 to 36. The metric system is recommended,
and It IS declared that "the foot, inch, line, pound, ounce, etc., should be
r,gorou.ly exc uded from scientific language." Fathoms, knots, andmanne nnles hke«nse fall under the ban. Authors are requested tj indi-
cate clearly the scale of magnification of fi.'ures

On the whole the action of the Congress was consen-ative from the

cZTr / "'"' r "''''^ «™' P"8^^'= '™"d - Stable nomen-
Our European fnends have not yet grasped the idea of generic™ -"^ «^'>"g to genera will doubtless bo the next region of
"Tien the final editing is accomplished and the new code is

until ahZ ""
•

.''"^^^'''y "P«' *e rules to be generally followeduntil a lurther revision is possible.

'^Z^^'^ZTTZT- ""^ !?"" P"^"'^ -" -'-b'k.ss be prosecuted

clature.
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DeToni, Chodat, Farlow, Arthur, Magnus, Saccardo, Patouillard,
Jaczewskt, Marshall-Ward, Vuillemin, Atkinson, Bresadola, Clem-
ents, GoLENKiN, HuA, Malmo, Zahlbruckner, Schiffner, Stephani,
Levier, Evans, Cardot, Brotherus, Fleischer, :Mrs. Britton, Salmon,
and a few others whose names could not be secured. Some others could
profitably be added to the list.

The entertainments, excursions, and visits to various institutions were
numerous and attractive. A reception by the emperor was arranged, but
the death of Grand Duke Josef on Tuesday estopped that, as well as a
reception by the burgomeister at the Rathaus. Various long excursions
after the Congress were provided, and all were sufficiently patronized to be
undertaken.

The Committee of organization and the various local committees are
to be congratulated on the success of their arrangements. These quin-
quennial international Congresses may now be considered a fixed feature
of the botanical world.—C. R. B.

ANOTHER SEED-LIKE CHARACTERISTIC OF SELAGINELLA.

_

Two species of Selaginella {S. rupestris and S. apus) form embryos
m the autumn which may resume growth after a period of rest. I left

plants of these two species in a shallow box out of doors during the months
of November and December, 1903. They were frozen and thawed several
times during that time. In January the box was
tory, the plants watered thoroughly, and allowed to thaw gradually. At
the expiration of three or four days, the vegetative parts of the plants
indicated a resumption of growth. Upon examining the strobili, young
sporophytes were found thrusting roots and cotyledons from the female
gametophytes. Selaginella r,

ion m the number of megaspores, which are retained throughout germina-
lon, and even until the young sporophyte is well advanced.—Florence
^YON, The University of Chicago.

pestris
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CURRENT LITERATURE.
BOOKREVIEWS.
North American Flora.

Such is the title of the most extensive systematic work hitherto undertaken

in America. It is to contain all plants growing without cultivation in North

America, which includes Greenland, Central America, Republic of Panama,

and the West Indies, except Trinidad, Tobago, Curasao, and other islands off

the northern coast of Venezuela, whose flora is essentially South American. The

work is published by the New York Botanical Garden, ^vith Professors L. M-

UxDKRWOOD and X. L. Brjtton as the committee in charge. The names of

the advisory committee are Atkinson, Barnes, Coulter, Co\^LLE, Greene,
Halsted, and Trelease.

The plans for such a publication have been under consideration for a number
of years, and such large cooperation has been secured that there is every assurance

of a completed work within a reasonable time. The plan includes the publication

of thirt\' volumes, each to contain four or five parts; and in this way any part of

any volume can be published rs soon as it is ready. The volumes are assigned as

follows: I. Mycetozoa, Schizophyta, Diatomaceae; 2 to 10, Fungi; 11 to 16,

Algae; 14 and 15, Bryophyta; 16, Pteridophyta and Gymnospermae; 17 to 19,
Monocotyledon es; 20 to 30, Dicotyledones.

The first fascicle has been issued recently,' dated May 22, 1905. Its typo-
graphical appearance gives abundant evidence of the great care that has been
exercised in the selection of type and the arrangement of material. For example,
the order with each species is the name and citation, description, type locality,
distribution, and illustrations. The contents are as follows:

J. K. Small gives
a description of the order Rosales and a key to its twenty-four families; G. N.
Nash presents Podostemonaceae, with five genera and ten species; N. L. Brixton
and J. X. Rose contribute the Crassulaceae, occupying the bulk of the fascicle,
twenty five genera being recognized {Oliveranthus, CorynephvUum, Cremnophila,
Sedastrum, and Tetronim being new) and 284 species (twenty-nine being new);

assiaceae
species

ihe .New \ork Botanical Garden and American botanists are to be congratu-
lated upon the mception of this great work.—J. M. C.

'Xurth American Flora. Vol. 22. Part i. Rosales, John Kunkel SMALt.
Podostemonaceae George Valentine Nash. Crassulaceae, Nath.^niel Lord
Britxon, Joseph X elsox Rose. Penthoraceae, Parnassiaceae, Per Axel Rydberg.
8vo. pp. 80 New lork: The New York Botanical Garden. 1905. Subscription
price Si . 50 for each part.
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Studies in general physiology.

The appearance of Loeb's Studies in general physiology'' should give new
impetus to the already active research in regard to the factors which control vital

phenomena. No one has emphasized more clearly the essential similarity existing

between the protoplasms of the two kingdoms than has this writer, and the present

work promises to be of great use to plant as well as to animal physiologists.

These two volumes, of the Decennial Series of the University of Chicago,

bring together in reprint the list of brilliant contributions which gave to the author
his prestige in protoplasmic physiolog>\ They consist of thirty-eight papers,

published through various channels and in two languages, between the vears

1889 and 1902. These are arranged in the chronological order of their previous

publication, beginning with those on Iropisms and ending with those on artificial

parthenogenesis and on the irritability of muscles. Some of them have been
somewhat shortened by the omission of repetitions which are unnecessary in the

collected series; those originally published in

translated into English by Dr. Martin Fischer, and considerable additional

light has been thrown upon certain points by appended footnotes bearing the date

German

1903

The author and the physiological world as well are to be congratulated upon

The volumes are printed upon a goodform

quality of paper, and in type which is easily read. Illustration is by means of
ver}' clear figures in the text, and the citations of literature are where they should
be, namely at the base of the page on which reference is made.

The only cause for regret to be felt by the reader of these volumes comes
from the thought of how much more valuable the work might have been had it

form
form

whole, but also would have been offered a better opportunity to give to the reader
the benefit of his broader view of the suggestions arising therefrom.—B. E. LmxG-
STOX,

NOTES FOR STUDENtS.
Items of xaxoxomic interest are as follows: F. S. Earle (Bull. N. Y.

ot.^Gard. 3:289-312. 1905) has published 7,^ new species of West-American
fungi and 19 new species of tropical (mostly Porto Rican) fungi.—J. K. Small
{tdem 419-440), under the title '^\dditions'to the flora of subtropical Florida,"
has published new species in Stenophyllus, Limodorum, Quercus (2), Phytolacca,
Aeschynomene, Linum (2), Polygala (4), Phyllanthus, Croton, Stillingia, Chamae-
syce, Gaura, Proserpinaca, Adelia (2), Rhabdadenia, Jacquemontia, Helio-
^opmm, Lantana, Verbena, Scutellaria, Ruellia, Ernodea, Melanthera, and
arduus.-^P. A. Rydberg (Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 32:123-140. 1905), in his

h
^

^^
'
LOEB, Jacques, Studies in general physiology. Part I, pp. xiii + 42,^ Part

' ^^' -"^^ + 425-782. Decennial Publications.The Universitv of Cliicago 1905.
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14th paper entitled "Studies on the Rocky ^Mountain flora," has described new

species in Machaeranthera (3), Xylorrhiza, Erigeron (7), Antennaria, Helianthus,

Tetrancuris (2), Artemisia (3), Pyrrocoma, Tetradymia, Arnica, Carduus (5),

G.iertncria, Crepis (5), Agoseris (5), and Taraxacum.—H. D. House (idem

139-140) has described two new species of Convolvulus from the western United

States.—M. L. Fern'ald and C. H. Kxowltox (Rhodora 7:61-67. pi. 60.

1905), in presenting Draba incana and its allies in northeastern America, have

dcscrifjcd two new species.—C. K. Schxeider (Bull. Herb. Boiss. II. 5:335"35°-

1935) his published a synopsis of the species of Spiraea (Euspiraea), recognizing

57 and describing S as new.—G. Lixdau {idem 367-374), in his fourth paper

on American Acanthaceac, has described a new genus {Diateinacanthiis) from

Honduras, and also 9 new species.—C. K. Schneider {idem 391-403, 449-464),

in continuing his synopsis of Berberis, includes 53 species, 12 of which are new

C. DeC.wuolle {idem 417-427) has published an account of the Alcliaceae of

C >na Rica, recognizing 23 species, 15 of which are described as new\—R. Chodat
{idem 4^1 506), in continuing his publication of Hassler's Paraguay collection,

has described a new genus {Aporosella) and 16 new species of Euphorbiaceae.

A. \V. Ev.\xs (Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 32:179-192. pi. 5. 1905) has described

3 new liverworts from Florida.—Alice E.\stwood {idem 193-218) has described

new western species of Clematis, Aquilegia, Myosurus, Horkelia, Astragalus,

Vicia (2), Lathyrus, Therraopsis, Rosa, Heuchera, Lithophragma, Jepsonia,

Arctostaphylos (2), Cpoglossum, Crj-ptanthe, Phacelia, Polemonium, Pentste-

mon (6), Orthocaq)us (4), Castilleia, Antirrhinum (2), Collinsia, Chrysoma (2),

Raillardella, Hieracium, and Lessingia.—J. M. C.

Proteid syxthesis in developing peas forms the subject of a paper by
ZALE3KI.3 In one series of expermients the ripening seeds were cut in halves
and kept several days in either a dry atmosphere or one saturated with water.

In either rn>e the analyses of the seeds at the beginning and end of the experi-

ment showed that there was an increase in the proteid content and a correspond-
ing decrease in the content of asparagin, amido-acids, and hexon bases. When
A^hole peas were used for the experiments, the analvses show that in place of the

proteid increase there is a decrease, with the formation of crjstaUine nitrogenous
denvatives. Experiments were carried out to determine whether or not the

proteid synthesis was due to enzyme action. Finely ground developing peas
were treated with solutions of ammonium sulphate or asparagin and allowed
io stand with antiseptics for var)-ing lengths of time. In all cases there was a

dL"ri;'",^'''''''J
'""^'"^ ^"""^^'^^ ^y ^ ^%ht increase. In none of the tests

did^the final quantity of proteid nitrogen equal that at the beginning of the experi-

Zale^S study of the proteid changes in ripening seeds showed that these

Bcr 'oeul^h'''^^^^^
^^nniui.s der Eiweissbilduug in reifenden Samen.'

Dcr. ueutsch. Bot. Gesells. 23:126-132. 1905.

I'
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organs contained proteolytic enzymes, and in a second paper* he gives the
results of his study of the protease in ripening peas. Autodigestion experiments
were carried out w-ith freshly ground developing peas, with a powder prepared
by drying the tissues at 35-37° C, and with a powder made from ground peas
in a manner analogous to Albert's acetone method for making zymase prepara-
tions from yeast. Evidence of proteolytic activity was furnished by analyses
showing a diminution of the proteid as the digestions progressed. The enzymes
of peas in the earlier stages of development caused a much more active proteolysis
than those from the seeds in more advanced stages. This greater vigor of the
enzyme of younger tissues is brought out in experiments showing the influence
of strong sugar solution and of potassium nitrate. These agents had little effect
on the progress of autodigestion with young peas, but caused a noticeable inhi-
bition in the tests with older ones. The proteolysis is hurried by the presence
Of a trace of alkali, but retarded by stronger alkalis and by acids. The optimum
temperature lay between 40 and 50° C. The enzyme acted vigorously on Witte
peptone.—Arthur L. Dean.

Miss T^itmess has tested the sensibility to differences of environment of
several fluctuatmg characters in each of several species grown under more and less
favorable soil conditions. Of the fifteen characters studied, fourteen agree with
the experience of others who have studied the influence of nutrition on fluctuation,
in showmg a shifting of the cur%-es to the left when the plants are grown on poor
soil; but, as would have been expected, the corresponding characters in the differ-
ent species and the different characters in the same species show considerable
differences of sensibility, some being relatively stable, others showing a very
marked response to changed conditions. As a measure of variability, the author
tollows Verschaffelt in using the quartile (Q) divided by the mean instead of
the standard deviation (<r) divided by the mean, which is used by English and
merican biometers. In comparing the sensibility she employs a'new measure,
e sensibility-coefHcient," which is the difference between the well-fed and

poorly-fed plants with reference to the character in question, divided by the con-

in ^^h

^^ ^^^ ^^'^p-^ed. It is obvious that this measure can be of use only in allow-

^g
the comparison of different characters in a single series of observations such
ose presented, and not as an absolute measure of sensibility which would

Pennit comparison with the sensibility-coefficients for the same characters under

cha^
^"^^'^'°"^-

.
-^^ ^^^ well-fed plants the coefficients of variability for all the

sJ'^-^^^!!^
^^ ^ ^^^^" species were found to be nearly alike, though the several

Sml h^^ "markedly from each other in this regard; but in the poorly-fed

sompt;ll
y^"^^^^^^>' ^^ *^^ several characters was ver)- differently affected, being

p imoo
, sometimes decreased.

Bpr T\ ^^' ' ^^^ Kenntniss der proteolvtischen enzyme der reifenden Samcn.
Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 23:133-141. 1905.'

.
•

^^^s, TiXE, On the influence of nutrition on the fluctuating variability of

#

P ants. Koninklijke Akad. Wetens. Amsterdam 7:398-411. pi. I. 1905
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Miss Tammes'^ has also studied the periodicity in the occurrence of super-

numerary leaflets in Trijolium pratense quinquefolium DeVries. She finds that

there are two concurrent anomalies, nan:ely, a division of the lateral leaflets and

a division of the terminal leaflet. The former is much the more frequent and

reaches its maximum development belov^r the middle of the primary branches,

while the latter reaches its maximum also on the primaiy stems but on the upper

half near the inflorescence. Few supernumerary leaflets occur on branches of

second, third, and fourth orders.—G. H. Shull. •

LuxBURG^ has presented some experimental data and a ver)- able discussion

to show that our views of the distribution of growth in geotropically stimulated

organs, based largely on the experiments of Sachs, are no longer .tenable. After

applying more approved methods in a reinvestigation of the results obtained

by Sachs and Noll especially, he finds it no longer permissible to regard any

position as leaving the organ insensible to the geotropic stimulation. The thesis

maintained by Noll that the normal vertical position of an organ furnishes

it a condition of indifference to geotropic stimulation is regarded by the author

as a striking examj)]e of the overestimation of the value of curv-ature reactions

as mdicators of the perception of stimulation by gravitation. The absence of

a cun-ature response by no means implies that the stimulus is not perceived.

IIerixc's results whh inverted organs are regarded as rendering a perception

m the erect position very probable; the absence of a curve means merely that an

asymmetrical growth was not induced. The author advances the theor}- that

geotropic curvatures are accomplished by two different but as yet not separately

obsened processes, whose concurrent operation involves an alteration in the rate

of growth and an asymmetrical distribution of growth. That favorable objects
may be found in which these two processes ordinarilv combined may be separately
observed is regarded as not impossible. The theory advanced is supported
chiefly by the study of organs for which a resumption growth is a prerequisite
to cun-ature. The reaction of organs in the position of normal equilibrium, in

Which case a cur^'ature does not appear, is to be distinguished from that in which
curv-ature does occur merely by this, that an asymmetrical distribution of growth
necessar>- to produce the cur^e is not induced.-RAYMOND H. Pond.

CoRRENsS has published ten letters written by Gregor Mendel to Carl

^«m"« r^^?'
P""^^ "^ ^lENDEL's greatest activity in the study of hybrids

nirr i\r
''"' '^' recognized authority on Hieracium hybrids In

[^ature^^MKXBEL wrote him careful accounts of the progress of his e.xperi-

r>e\ nJs^^'T't' 7'T'fi^'"
^''^"^""^ ^""^ Kenntn-S3 von Trijonum pratense qumquefolim

LuxBc

Bot.Zeit. 62:211-225. 1904.

egu Jahrb.\Viss.Bot. 41:399-457. ^905

Wachstumsverlauf bei d^"^

.rag ™ Z vi; ,T '"*'' ''™'' >" Carl Nagcli ,8(56-1873. Ei„ Xa*

t

J
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ments, and also sent him mucli of his artificially produced hybrid material, par-
ticularly of Hieracium.. The letters were written with great care, and as they
report many hybrids that were not mentioned in Mendel's published works,
they are an important addition to the literature of hybridization. COrrens
has carefully annotated the letters and added two appendices, in the first of which
he discusses the bearing of parthenogenesis upon ISIendel's results in Hieracium,
pointing out that these letters can leave not the slightest doubt that true hybrids
were secured, but inferring from the constancy of the hybrid forms in successive

generations that there is no reduction division, and that consequently, following

Strasburger, we should speak of apogamy rather than parthenogenesis in Hier-
acium. In the second appendix Correns considers the question whether sexual
characters are inherited according to Mendel's principles, such a possibility

having been suggested in one of these letters. After examining the various pos-
sible assumptions as to dominance and the purity or the hybrid character of the

gametes with respect to sex, he concludes that sex-determinants are fundamentally
unlike the ordinary character-units and incapable of being satisfactorily explained
by the laws of dominance and the segregation of parental gametes.—G. H. Shlt-l.

I

Lewis 9 has investigated the development of Phytolacca decandra, his main
purpose being to follow the origin and fate of the endosperm, with special reference
to Its behavior during germination. The development of the microsporangium
follows the usual course, the tapetal cells perhaps deserving mention in that
they sometimes contain six nuclei, the average number being four. In the

megasporangium one and sometimes two archesporial cells appear, and a tapetal
cell IS cut oil. The endoSDerm CTOW?^ raniHlv. ''formincr a c^r witVi a orpnf rpntral

vacuole.' perm
divide amitotically. The embr>'o sac finally becomes the extensive cavity char-
acteristic of campylotropous ovules. Walls later begin to appear

rm
• — — --J J rf-

- - i

IS completely cellular except for a mass of cytoplasm at the chalazal end of
ne sac. The embryo in its early stages consists of a well-developed suspensor
and a many-celled, undifferentiated, spherical embr)^o. Starch is obser\'ed to

accumulate in the perisperm, notably next to the concavity of the curved embryo,
which disorganizes the endosj^erm almost completely. In germination the

embrj'o elongates, and the radicle is pushed through the endosp<^rm cap and
e seed coat. The cotyledons continue to elongate until the stem tip is free,

and the cells of the thick endosperm cap remain turgid, persisting "as a thick
^^ng of tissue clasping the bases of the cotyledons and stopping the opening
^ade in the seed coat at germination.^'—J. M. C.

Lewis, I. F., Notes on the development of Phytolacca decandra L. Johns Hop-
k^ns Univ. Circ. No. 17S. pp. 35-43. pis. 3. X905.



NEWS.

J. Frankun Collins has been appointed assistant professor of botany at

Brown University.

Dr. Karl Fritsch has been appointed professor of systematic botany at

the University of Graz.

DcRixG the last year 59,349 specimens were added to the Herbarium of the

New York Botanical Garden.

Professor Adolt- Exgler will attend the meeting of the British Associa-

tion in South Africa, whence lie goes to East Africa for further study of the flora.

Sadebeck

Hambu
diseases, died recently at the age of 64 years.

J. N. Rose left Washington June 21 for the "cactus fields" of southern

Mexico, expecting to be gone about four months. .... ^..^.. .. .. .

only herbarium specimens, but also material preserved in formalin and living

purpose

plants.

THE June Convocatio ferred the degree of
PK -n

vucAiiu.N, me university of Lhicago conferred the degree 01

Ih^D. upon H. Hasselbring, the title of the thesis being "Carbon assimilation;"
and upon Etoile B. Simons, the title of the thesis being "A morphological study
of Sargassum filipendula:'

The
f ,,

'^ ---ji:-v^x= iur me two annual Walker prizes in 1900 are as

louows: An experimental field study in ecology, A contribution to a kno^vledge
ot the nature of competition in plants, A physiological life history of a single
SFCics of plants, and Phylogeny of a group of fossif organisms.

lncn!!l ^w'''''''
^^^ ^^"'''' ^^^''''^' ^^ ^e^^^ed the establishment of a bio-

Ztt ""
,' ''''""^ '^ ""''''' ^^'^^^^^ Greenland, latitude 70°. The

CornhLn''"^. r^ ^'^""' ^^'°°) ^^ gi^'^n by Justitsraad HoLCK, of
Copenhagen, and the Danish government has promised Maintenance.

80 [jrLy
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This Means **Good.**
In an early form of Egyptian wrUinff

the pictograph above means •*GOOD<"
Had the ancients been familiar with
Dixon's Eterno, they would have simpli-
fied their art of writing and left a much
more complete record of their time.

-c

* '!

'^i

\

F fr.

?.i

•writes blaclc, copies purple, and Is good^
the writing behig practically indestructible-
It furnishes a much better copy tlian copy-
ing ink. The leads are tough, take a sharu
point, and answer every nse of pen and ink
where haste Is imperative and future refer-
ence demanded.
Sola by all stationers, with or without

nickeled i>oint protector.
Dixon's Pencil Guide, ijufejred by voca-

tionsj teils the pencil for your special use.

Bentiree if you write and mention this puiv
llcatlon.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,

Jersey City, N. J.
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FORTY YEARS
of EDUCATION

in tlie Piano business

f We ought to know something about Pianos*

Others think so, for we do the largest retail Piano
business in the world,

H We are agents for 24 different makes of Pianos
and have over 600 individual Pianos on our floors.

1 The prospective purchaser can make compari-
sons here that would be impossible elsewhere.
Then, too, we can meet your views in regard to
price, for we have Pianos from I125.00 up.

1 We sell Pianos on such terms of payment that
no home need be without this necessary and
artistic acquisition.

A Good New
MontH

1 Let us send you our handsome Pi
is free for the asking. Write today.

36 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO

Carbon

' I

FOR

PEN
PENCIL

TYPEWRITER
A special lot of No. i quality, ligM

weight, purple Carbon Paper

8x13 or 8j^x II

PRICES
Prepaid to any part of United States

I Dozen Sheets, either size .

100 Sheets, either size

500 Sheets, either size

1000 Sheets, either size .

kT

$0.30

If

5,00

19

5. D. CHILD5 & CO
STATIONERS

200 Clark Street CHICAGO

THIS
A Great Combination for

SUMMERf VACATION
The Canadian Rockies

I

the grandest scenery in the world— unapproachable in
^

L

t

magnificence and majesty and

The Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition
AT PORTLAND. OREGON

This will be

Through Service

th popular trip th mm
St. Paul and the Pacific Coast

S^nd/or handsome booklet " Challenge ofthe Mountains
I*

CANADIAN
SHAW

PACIFIC Rt I

232 South ClarK Street
% CHICA^C
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Wagner
Composed

PArsifal

THE
OLD
RELIABLE

PIANO
f -

n ^

IV^ik''

^^^*r. -

rc^

5ay that YOUR.5 is a

The
((

Old Reliable" Piano
and you will have convinced any competent
critic of the soundness of your judgment.

Catalogue No, lo free

Warerooms, Aeolian Hall, 362 Fifth Ave.
NEW YORK

QUAUTY REMEMBERED

long after price is forgotten

^M.
OLATC

Pill

^^

PflEMlUM^CHOCOLXTE

The Only

Cocoa& Chocolate
^

OF WHICH THIS CAN TRULY

BE SAID IS

>

«

SOLO BY GROCERS & DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

&

"FOLLOW
THE FLAG"

Summe Tours
Write today Tor a Free copy
T WABASH Summer Tour

y,^^
'®°5, outlining many

ve'7
attractive summer vaca-

"°" *np8, with rates, etc.

Write us about any tour you

^ cT, ,7t
'° contemplation.We shall be glad to assist you.

<*»•*" CnV P- A. PALMER.
•^^^ CHICAGO

^.:*<i',v>^"v.

TOOTH
PASTE

Differs from tbe ordinary

dentifrice in. minimizing

tbe causes of decay. En-

dorsed by thousands of

Dentists. It is deliciously

flavored, and a delightful adjunct to the den-

tal toilet. In convenient tubes. For sale at

drug stores, 25c. per tube.

AVOID SUBSTITUTES

DENTACURA COMPANY.
Newark* N* Jm U» 5. A.

*
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THE CHICAGO & ALTON
runs the largest passenger engines

In the world
They keep the trains on time

Between Chicago*
Sim Louis,
Kansas City and
Peoria

Geo. J. Charlton, General Passenger Agent
CHICAQOi ILL.

>^,

/.

^- -

r-y
i^.

JJ'-

\
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rem Point sf View
THE

Remington Typewriter

IS THE BEST INVESTMENT

It leads in durability, reliability,

permanent excellence of work,

adaptability to all classes of work,

,
speed and convenience

^
of

operation, and economy in service.

Remington Typewriter Co.

325-327 Broadway, New York

Portlan and Return

56.50 52.50 4b

^53.50 Saved $49.50 Saved * 1

between
tennial rate* for round trips between Chicago and
t^uis and Portland, as shown above, is a notable savu

^^k D *^?^ tbese lower rates are for the v<

another

and the present "Lewis and
Portland at

saving. Equally i

ry best of train service ^

and connections agoing

iportant

Write to-day for a special

Lewis and Clark folder.

P. S. EUSTIS, Passenger Traffic Manager,

209 Adams St, Chicago.

1

1

* *



*I4 Preserve
' ^

azmes
TO THE

* f

MINUTE
;^.

BY USING

Practical, Durable and Reliable

Standard of Perfection.

Unconditionally Guaranteed.

Have them bound in Cloth

or Leather. It will improve
4

the appearance of your

Library at a small expendi-

ture. The University of

Chicago Press has a well-

equipped job bindery and
4

will be pleased to quote
I

prices ^. ^- ^. *

All dealers, or catalogue of 100
styles for the asking.

BOX G-ii BLOOMSBURG, PA,

i

The University of Chicago Pi^

Hfg. Dept. Bindery »

THE

the DEAN of American Pianos
Established in 1823

Manufactured the First Upright in 1830

^EW

QUARTER GRAND
rtuflitvlnTr,?.;^-^-"

'°"^' ^ ^'- 3 '"• ^"^^- Remarkable for beauty of design, volurn^-
quality and subtaming power of tone. SOLD FOR THE PRICE OF AN UPRlGH^-

CI.AYTON
Chicago

SUMMY

Import^

F
220 WABASH
KURTZMANN, MATHUSHEK AND GABLER PIANOS

We Sell all Pianos at Definite Prices

CO

Dealers in Music of the Better Class :: We Publish a Number of

W(Mis for School Send for Descr^tive Circulars
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A Short Cut
to Comfort
The "Long Distance" HYLO
(shown in the illustration) is
just right for the man who
reads in bed. ^ Cord snaps

on like a glove
fastener. Any-
body can put it

in place without
tools. The porta-
ble switch turns
the light hiph or
low or entirely
out. Switch lasts

indefinitely. On-
ly the lamp needs
to be replaced
when burned out.
Cords can be any
length desired.

s

, \
V.

-^- V^^^k^*'

Look for the
name HYLO
and refuse im-
itationSm

/

THE
106 STATE

Twelve styles of HYLO lamps.
Send forCatalogue and booklet
"How to Read Your Meter."

COMPANY
DETROIT, U. S. A.

History
Matrimonial
Institutions
CHIEFLY ENGLANDAND THE UNITED STATES

George ElliotOi^^aril
^'ofemr ofInstitutional History in the

University ofNebraska

"Pon every problem '?if
''^'*=?"'^<=. "nd legal, touches

•xl its opti,S s,-c ddus In
"* "^^P'n^ ="d divorce,

?' 'fue ">terpreut?o„ "f
,"'

•
"l""' '° harmony with

^' wcial de"e opment of r°'u-'°J'^'7
f""=' concerning

^* extreme adS's If
""^•'"'^- l^-^^nXA be well if

MonnonophobiacT^MM •
'^'^°''<=* reform" and the

- ^ iyatian. ° "uwnere else obtainable.—

^"
ftfo^

VOLUMES IN PAPER Hnv--,__^«' net, postpaid $fo 7;
°°^'

^«iCAGOa„dLVrfr*^"'CA«o Press
_ »n<l 156 Fifth Avenue NEW YORK
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wHat we claim
at our expense

There is only one way to prove any-
thing about a typewriter, and that is

an actual test of the machine itself in
yotiv own office.

That is what we want, every possible
purchaser of a Fox Typewriter to do
before he buys.

When we say the Fox Typewriter can
be operated with from 25 to loo per
cent less energy than any other type-
writer, it doesn't mean anything to you
unless we can show by this saving that

it will enable you to reduce the cost of

typewriting in your office, give you a
better grade of work and save you a vast

amount of worry about repairs'. When
we show you that, you are interested.

We have proved this to some of the

most discriminating buyers in the coun-

try. Seventy-five per cent of our sales

are made under just such circumstances.

If we can prove it to you, you want
our machine.

Remember we prove this at our ex-

pense. All you have to do is say you
are interested, no matter where you are.

Write us today.

Fox Typewriter Co.
Executive Office and Factory

560-570 Front St., GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Branches and Agencies in Principal Cities,



The New Hammond Typewriter

r

i

For AH Nations and Tongues and used by All Classes of People,

THE BUSINESS MAN - Because the New Hammond is the Best Letter

Writer, Manifolder and Tabulator.

THE SCIENTIFICMAN- Because the Hammond has a practically unlimitefi

range of service.

THE LTTERARY MAN - Bec^nst the Hammond allows the use of several

styles and sizes of type.

THE LINGUIST Because on one Hammond machine more than

THE LADIES .

twenty languages can be written. •

Because the Hammond has a beautiful Script typ«

and others in preparation.

E V E R Y B D Y -

sfyle of {ype

Hammond 'will <=a)rHe anything in^

direction

color of ink, on ^

THE HAMMOND TYPEWRITER COMPANY
69TH TO 70TH ST5.. .Ho E,ST R.VEH NEW I

N.V'



No Remedy of Ordinary Merit Could Ever
Have Received Indorsations from

BngM's Disease
and

Albuminuria

4 Pregnancy

In Stone in ffie Biad
w, Renal Calculi,

and

Mflammatioii

of the

Bladder

Men Like These

P^S^n^'^}r9u'J-n^^^?''' '^•.^' W. D., M.R.C.P., London,
Professor of the Prtnctpies and Practice of Medicine ank Clinicai
Medtctne tn the College ofPhysicians and Surgeons, San Francisco.
Dr. Wm. H. Drummond, Professor Medicalfurisprudence.

Bishop's University, Montreal, Canada.

r-^y^?; Edson, A. M., M. D., Health Commissioner Nearork Ctty and State, President Board of Pharmacy, New York
City, Examining Physician Corporation Council, etc.

n^?^** v. Shoemaker, M, D., LL. D., Professor Materia
Medica and Therapeutics, Medico-Chirurgical College, Philadelphia.

Or. George Ben. Johnston, Richmond, Fa., Ear-President
Southern Surgical and Gynecological Association, Ex-President
Medical Society of Va., and Professor ofGynecology andAbdominal
Surgery, Medical College of Va,

_-pr, A. Gabriel Pouchet, Professor of Pharmacology and
Materia Medica ofthe Faculty ofMedicine, Paris.

Dr. J. T. LeBlanchard, Prof Montreal Clinic,SM.,SN,,V.U.
Jas. M. Crook, A. M., M. D., Professor Clinical Medicine

and Clinical Diagnosis, New York Post Graduate Medical School.

Louis C, Horn, M. D., Ph. D., Professor Diseases of Chil-
dren and Dermatology, Baltimore University.

Dr. J. Allison Hodges, President and Professor Nervous and
Mental Diseases, University College ofMedicine, Richmond, Va.

A

In 6ouf

nneumati

and
sm

Brie Jcid

venditions

^PMet telHag ,,Bat these

Dr. Robert Bartholow, M. A., LL. D., Professor Materia
Medtca and General Therapeutics, fefferson Medical College, Phila.

Dr. I. N. 'Lq^c, New York City, Former Professor Diseases of
Children, College oj Physicians and Surgeons, and in Marion Sims
College ofMedicine, St. Louis.

Hunter McGuire, M. D., LL. X>.. Ex-President American
Medical Association, Late President and Professor Clinical Sur-
gery, University College ofMedicine, Richmond, Va.

_Pt, Alexander B. Mott, ofNew York, Professor ofSurgery,
Bellevue Hospital Medical College, Surgeon BellevueHospitaL

BiffVAlA I 5i_ *** *°* many other of the leading medicalmen of the day say of the value of

" '"«5n?ffi?^!?^ SJ^^"j::?oa=V=^"BdiebloLrmuiWHiHi ^^ general Drug and Mineral Water trade.

PROPRIETOR BUFFALO LITHIA SPRINGS, VIRGINIA.
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Walter Baker& Go

Chocolate

& Cocoa

Kitchens, Bath-rooms and ce

can be kept free from odors and

ease germs by an occasional use of

'
I

i^
f

t

f- r

t

pro-

It is a perfect food, highly

nourishing, easily
gested, fitted to repair

wasted strength, pre-

serv-e health

long life.

A new and handsomely
illustrated Recipe Book sent free.

Walter Baker& Co. Ltd.
E*tablUh«d 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.

45 Highest Awards
In Europe and America

THE HOUSEHOLD

LOOK FOR THIS
TRADR-MAHtC

An odorless, colorless liquid, which destroysJo

and disease -breeding matter. When diluted with ttf

of water Jor household use, it costs less than 5
«

quart. Sold everywhere in quart bottles.

PREPARED ONLY BY

HENRY B. PUn, New York & Monl

SUMM
TMr^i^i^^^'

GOLFING, AUTOMOBILING, FiSfi

M^t; .t FT ^''''^ ^"* ^^^ necessitate a visit to the tub.

no?. !.^ i^l^ ^ pleasure by using Hand Sapolio, the

only soap that removes
dying outer skin, and
assimilate new life.

scurf, casts off the constantly

gives inner skin chance to

.^^^^^'3^^^',^° ^eep in good trim, must look well to the

condition of the skin houlc
be ii^pH ,« fKo,- ^ M T^ this end. Hand Sapolio
the nnU 1 ' ^^'^^ ^^^^^- ^^ liberates the activ..

uncfion of ?h^T'f ^^^^^^^ circulation and helps every

^^lii?il°V.^.^ ^°^y' ^^^^ the action of the muscles to the

digestion of the food

^w'^^°
Y°" WIN PLACE. occKWe can not undertake the former task

out.

yourself
The safest soap

Be clean, both
that

but the latter we can aid with Hand SapoliO

Test it yourself

^U %b I -.o ^-

PIANOS
Write lor Cataloe^je l> ^d exphTat

have been established over S^ ^^^^rCi^^
payments every family in moderate ^^f
a VOSE piano. We take old ii»tru^^— — * tp ^ II ^ - ^ ^^ ^ ^- ™ ^ —

deliver the new piaao In youi

ions
VOSE & SONS PiAMA CO., !6o Boylstofl St., Bo*to^

Ii^
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Vol. XL No. 2

THE

August
I 1905

Editors: JOHN M. COULTER and CHARLES

CONTENT^:
Sporogenesis in Pallavicinia

Regeneration in Plants. I

On Proteolytic Enzymes

Contributions to the Biology of Rhizobia

Briefer Articles

The Vitality of Seeds

Some Mexican Species of Cracca, Parosela, and Meibomia

A New Krynitzkia

Current Literature

Andrew C. Moore

William Burnett McCallum

Arthur L. Dean

Albert Schneider

W. J. Seal

J. N, Rose and Jos. H. Painter

J. M. Greenman

IfewS

The University of Chicago Press
CHICAGO and NEW YORK

William Wesley and Son, London
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Any baby will

Pea

is a healing balm to all scalds and
which make baby uncomfortable

chafing

and peevish

By the contitiued use of Pears' Soap the tender
of the infant becom
^low ith health and beauty

smooth and soft as velvet

Si

^

The reason

no poisonous

is that Pears^ Soap is pure cont
i

or irntatm
impossible for Pears'

ingredients. wou
Soap to be other than healtf'^

AUrigh'
Of all Scented Soaps Pears' Otto of Rose is the best



XEbe Botanical easette
/Bo

^FMitccI by John M. Coulter and Charles R. Barnes, with the assist;
botanical staff of the University of Chicago.

Vol, XL, No, 2
Issued August 16 f J 905

CONTENTS
SPOROGENFSIS IN PAI LAVICINIA. Conxktbutions .kom thk Hull Bota^^ical Lab-OKATORY. LXXV (with PLATES III AND IV). Audrcu' C. Moore - ... 8i

'''''''''^'^OR^lSxVW.vJt'''^'-
' CON-TRIBUTIONS TROM THE HULL BOTANICAL LAr.ORA-

^.. ^
TORW.XXVI (\MTH FOURTEEN FIGURES). WHliam Bunutt McCallum . . . aiON PROTEOLYTIC ENZYMES. IT. Arthur L. Dean .... 'J'''''''^

VanTJl™ iI'InI'^E
?7^^^^ ^^ RHIZOBIA. IV. Two Coast r'hizob'ia ofVANCOLVER Island, B. C. (with three figures). Albert Schneider - - - - 13.;

BRIEFER ARTICLES.
The Vitality of Seeds. W. J. Bcal. ....
rT^^S:TaZeT^'''^'

f'' ^-''^''?' ^•^^°^=^-^' ^-^^ Meibomia." /. N. Rose and Jos'.

'°

A^New Krynitzkia. /. M. Greenman
'

- I T I I T I I - ^6
CURRENT LITERATURE.

BOOK REVIEWS - - . . ------ 148
THE ORIGIN or SPECIES AND VARIETIES BY MUTATION.

MIXOR XOTICES - - - -..-..
^'OTES FOR STUDENTS - - . .

' ^1^

l^EWS . . ,

.----- 151

-.-16b

^ SSuJSfare r^au^S^J*""
^'"^^ be addressed to them at the University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

to follow the form shown^rn tL t
scientific and proper names with particular care and in citations

Separates if H ^V ^u^^^
°^ ^^^ Botanical Gazette.

^^icles (without coveJiwiirK^f ^i^T^ '"• ^^^'^"^^ ^f publication. Twenty-five separates of original
^t cost. The tab e beW how/r''^^^^^

^'''''- Additional copies and covers (if desired) will be supplied
engravings. The actuTrS^r °PP^°^^^^te cost of separates consisting of plain text or te.xt with line
'n re-making the naif nt^ f

^^ ^^^ ^^°™ 1^"^ ^8"^^^^ gi^^n, and will depend upon the amount of work
^expected to cSSmTd?^^' "^T^

'^°"^'
^^^^l' binding, etc. Separates containing half-tones may

aad the amount of wSk requLd I
'^''' ^^'"' *^^ ^""'^'' depending upon thi number of cuts

Numb

Lett

50

I.«te,.Er2' i" _! pages or less

xoo ISO 300

$1.30
1.80

3.20
.80

1.20
-'-thUUe (paper likrcTATXEcoveV)

sSriptSn"""^^''''^^^ ^^^^^d b^ addressed

f
options in the Unite? ^'l ^' o" ^^'^^'^ ^^P^^^

t^^^a, Hawaiinn T^ ^^^^^^' Canada, Me^rico,

J'^ims for miss nsr nZh' ^^^
. ^"1^ ^^^ P^^^^g^ s^^^ld be

$i.6o
2. 20
4.00
1. 10
1.60

$1.80
2.50
4-65
1-35
2.00

$2.00
2.80
5.20
1,60

3.40

to The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IlL
50 cents. Postage prepaid by publishers for all sub-

^ Sov

Zone, Repu
^ *-!- For all

added to the subscription price,

thirty days after the date of publication.
ex

E^tercdAugust,,
,

ascription Si a^ /
uciore imriy aays auer trie date ot publication.

St., Strand' T ^nTi ^^l
^^^^ (postage included), should be remitted to William Wesley^'^uu, i.ondon, European Agent^.

.ate P^stOffice at Chicago, as second-class matter, under Act of Congress. March 3. 1879.copyright, 1905. by the University of Chicago.
i- /v
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The
New Reflecting

Lantern
For brilliantly projecting on the screen In

?Jfili""'ii'
c<?'"" photos, engnivlngs, sketches,

^?i/<fi=J""J,"^''''.
*'"'*?''*' specimens, inechaulcai

r.MltH,^",^ ^'m^^
in books. Also shows lantern

iantern!
^'' ^^^''''^^^^^ »« ''"y electric

Lautorii siiile* on Geocrapliy
LuMtLrn Sliat'1,01. Geoloirj nud nofany.
Lantern ^-Udfaoii Natural llUtopy.

llVtlll sJm'^*
"" Astronomy and Anatomy,

I^antern Slldenon Amirkan JIlHtory.
I^iittrru Siidvn on P«yo!iolojcv

Inntern SIUU, Illu.truti..s ,„u„r other M.bjeet..
^^ 6 rent slides at low rates. Send for listsnaming particular subject of interest.

'

mLUAMS. BROWN 4 EARLE.
uepu -54 918 Chestnut St_ Phn=

AN INDISPENSABLE BOOl

FOR STUDENTS OF BOTAK:

Methods in Plant Histoli

"By CHARLES J. CHAMBERLAIN,K
of the Department of Botany in the

University of Chicago
m

^^i^HIS BOOK contains directions for collecting and pre:

/ I plant material for microscopic investigation. It is

^^^ upon a course in botanical micro-technique, and is Gir^

^^^ complete manual to Vie published on this subject. Its'

resu't of several years* work with classes in residenceatfc

versity of Chicago and with University Extension classe'^

from the University. It aims, therefore, to meet the ffi^

ments. not only of the student who has the assistance ofi:^

structor in a fully equipped laboratory, but also of the 3^

who must work by himself and with limited apparatus-
]

hand sectioning, the paraffin method, the celloidin metr *

the glycerin method are treated in considerable detail,
j^

chapters specific directions are given for making such r
tions as are needed by those who wish to study ^'^^.P'^i^

dom from the algae up to the flowering plants. Special aBff

is paid to the stainjng of karyokinetic figures, becau«W;

dent who masters this problem will find little ditr-

diiferentiating other structures. Formulas are ff>*'fVL

reagents commonly used in the histological imi>-

Si. 50, net; Si*59 postpaid

THE UNIVERSITYOF CHICM-

Dr>r7CO CHICAGO and t56 FJ'r

PRESS A-v enue NEW Y Ql

Physical Chemistry
Service Sciences

^^
-^"'Sif

"•
X-'"''

'"^ "*'"' P'-^f^ssor at the University of Berlin
gush version by Alexander Smith, Professor at the University of Chicago

In Four Groups Typ le^vs

PHYSICAL
CHEMISTRY

as related to

I. Pure Chem-
istry

a. Industrial

Chemistry

Physiology

4. Geology

in C^l
'='e'>* '««»re.s presented In tills volume liave already appeared

Wore us I

""'"^ '" "^^ •'''"™=''' ^4. -17 (tQo.). The volume

^^^Z'::::T^tr:' °"^' ""^"^ -''- ^ -'-^ '''-' ^°

lectures *p,. . • ,

'="'"' ^'°"' '^^ f^ct, probably, that the

ZlZlLr' '
'"'"

'" ^"^''^^' "^'---- --ds n,ore Smoothly

-t find in thetr"'T "'
't™" P**^^^^^- = '^'^-- ^^'"^^ <>- ^^^

latter.- 7cnr>,^! cf the A.nerican Chemical Society.

firs. .0 Us?
'"

'"r"='y
^"''^ble book, interest being sustained fr«m

Panicularj ime^est^rr
"
^""'T^'

"^'"^'^'^ ^^^ Physio,o,y" are

sures. and fheTp^cS; ^n "of 1
'''
T"^'

""' ''°^"'°"' °^-°'"= P^^^"

the second chame ,1 .
"""' '°''' ^° '^^ P'^y^'"' metabolism,

catalytic agents iL^"^ "' '^*= ^"'^^'=" «' ^^^^ ^^^ '^e- -«-Ct as

on Geolo8T«r IT'V"'"'^'^
equllibnum. 1„ the chapters

•:on and ^u" ^ I
" '"'""'^^ °* ''P^" '^ '^'='="-^-d, .he forma-

tions in , rpe^u^
''°"''^"'" ^^"^' --J "'^ '°«-ace of heai and varia-

Hy ,„chers and advanced students.- The Techmcal World.

g^Se anfbttaits Of ffibicaso press

Of IntMt

,r

Manu:
y

tnicWf:

Pbysio'

physici^

156 Fifth Avenue
*=^"^C^S?WYOB^



P U B I^I C A.T I O N^ IN the:

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
BOTANY

The Role of Diffusion and Osmotic Pressure in

Plants, By Burton E. Livingston, xiv

-[-150 pp., 8vo, cloth; net, 3 1.50; postpaid,

;;i.6i.

** An excellent and much-needed general treatment of the

diffusion of osmotic pressure in plants. The treatment of
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SPOROGENESIS IN PALLAVICINIA.
CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE HULL BOTANICAL LABORATORY.

LXXV.

Andrew C. Moore.

(with plates III AND IV)

The presence of a quadripolar spindle in the division of the
spore mother cell of Pallavicinia decipiens was announced by Farmer
in 1893, and in 1894 he published his detailed studies upon the same
plant. The m6st remarkable feature of these papers is the significance
which the author attributes to a quadripolar spindle as a means
or the simultaneous distribution of the chromatin to the four daughter
cells which become the spores.

According to Farmer's account (5, 6), the structure in question is

•
eye oped quite early, before any evidence of approaching division is

visible m the nucleus. Later the nucleus becomes lobed, and finally
our chromosomes make their appearance. The number is increased
^y^dnision to eight,^ which point off in pairs to the four lobes of the

e mother cell "A further doubling of the chromosomes occurs,
t at four of these bodies .... go to form the nucleus in each

spore.
much

som
^
^^"^^^'^^'""^

^° ^^^ ^"^ '' and even after the exodus of the chromo-
"^s, traces of it can still be seen converging to the original center."

surprising

nn!^/^'^^^^^'
^^ad"Polar, and multipolar spindles have been fre-

quently described by
t' ^

tures
struc

figur

^^^^^^^^^ ^^"^^y stages in the development of the achromatic
""e and later become normal bipolar spindles. The peculiar

81
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interest attaching to the structure described by Farmer is the reported

distribution of the chromatin simultaneously to the four daughter

nuclei. If his observations and his interpretation of the spindle

are correct, Pallavicinia occupies a unique position among plants

and animals.

Farmer (7) sought through a study of other liverworts to throw

further light on this subject. He found the quadripolar spindle

present in Aneura pingnis, A. mullifida, Scapania undulata, Fossom-

bronia, and in other types of the Jungermannialcs, but in no case

did he find it persisting and functioning, as in Pallavicinia, in the

simultaneous distribution of the chromatin. In these forms, accord-

ing to his interpretation, the ends of the quadripolar spindle fuse in

pairs and the distribution of chromatin takes place in the usual

manner through two successive mitoses. While not directly con-

firming his resuhs on Pallavicinia, Farmer thinks the conditions

found in these plants strengthen his position. He regards them as

representing transitional stages between the normal type of division

and the ver>' unusual t}-pe which he reports in Pallavicinia. Camp-
bell (i) and other authors generally have accepted Farmer's
account.

Davis (4) from an investigation of Pellia was led to question

Farmer's conclusions. He regards the quadripolar spindle as.

a

condition of prophase, and believes that it is always followed by two

successive mitoses after the usual manner in the spore mother cell,

normal
(8)

exclude the four-rayed figure from the spindle apparatus or to employ
the term spindle in the restricted sense of Davis ; but the main fea-

tures of the discussion are not the questions as to when the achromatic

structure

matter of usage—points upon which authors may readily disagree.

Davis
lie in the history of the quadripolar spindle, and the method by which

the chromatin in the spore mother cell is distributed to the four

spores. Farmer positively asserts that the quadripolar spindle

retains its form and that the chromatin is distributed .simultaneously

to the four daughter nuclei. Davis believes that the quadripolar

spindle is a condition of prophase which is followed by two successive
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mitoses, each with bipolar spindles, by which the chromatin is dis-

tributed in the usual way within the spore mother cell. Apart
from the rapidity of the two mitoses and the prominence of a four-

rayed achromatic figure in the prophase of the first, the latter author

holds that there is no essential difference between the processes of

sporogenesis in Pallavicinia and in other liverworts and higher plants.

Davis (4a) further maintains these opinions in his recent review of

the events of nuclear division within the spore mother cell.

In view of the unusual character of Farmer's results and of the

fact that doubt has been expressed as to the accuracy of his observa-

tions and their interpretation, I have undertaken an investigation

of Pallavicinia LyelHi, believing that evidence obtained from the

same

my

mature

up the disputed points. Some (

published, and they do not confirm Farmer in his main contention,

namely, the simultaneous distribution of the chromatin.

Pallavicinia Lyellii is a cosmopolitan species which I have found
growing abundantly near Columbia, S. C, and in the vicinity of

Woods Holl, Mass. The young sporophytes make their appearance

about the first of April. The material

was fixed in chromo-acetic acid and stained with saffranin and
gentian violet alone, or in the triple combination of saffranin, gentian

violet, and orange G. Iron-alum haematoxylin was also used after

the method of Haidenhain. Upon the whole the last-named stain

has given the best results. The fibrillar structures are not so well

brought out by it as by the gentian violet, but the chromosomes are

much more clearly differentiated.

The spherical resting nucleus occupies a central position in the

distinctly four lobed spore mother cell. It enlarges considerably

preparatory to division and becomes somewhat angular, extending
into the lobes of the spore mother cell. At the period of synapsis
t e nucleolus is consj^icuous for its size and prominence {-jig. i),

as IS also the confused tangle of chromatic threads. The spore
n^other cell is not so deeply lobed as Farmer (8) figures for Palla-
•^"^cinia decipiens, and Davis (4) and Ch.\mberlain (2) for Pellia.

Farmer did not observe the spirem of Pallavicinia decipiens.

' ^y^^^ii it is exceedingly well-developed, and immediately after
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synapsis is observed as a very definite linin thread in which deeply

staining chromatic droplets (fig. 2) occur at intervals. This spirem

is loosely wound in many convolutions through the nuclear area and

shows no signs of fine anastomosing filaments uniting its parts.

The nucleolus is not so conspicuous as in the preceding stages of

synapsis.
3

The spirem thread shortens and thickens and the chromatin

granules become larger and less numerous {fig. 3). This process

continues until the length of the whole thread is not more than that

of the circumference of the nucleus, though it docs not always occupy

a peripheral position. During the latter part of this shortening

crum
of its chromatin granules. This condition is of comparatively short

duration and It is at this point that I obser\'ed the first evidence of

a double thread {figs. 4 and 5).

The thread presently segments into eight chromosomes which lie

scattered about in the nucleus in the form of a ring. These eight

irresular

clearness that they are not homogeneous masses, but made up of

individual parts. I was at first in much doubt as to the number
of parts, but subsequent study has convinced me that there are four,

and that we are dealing here with tetrads. Farmer (7) shows

very clearly by his figures of Fossombronia that he saw a similar

arrangement. He says "sometimes four such aggregations could

be seen in each chromosome, but the number was not sufficiently

constant to aflford very secure ground for theorizing." However,
he expresses the opinion that we have here a double longitudinal
split, m which the chromosomes are already prepared for the two

succeeding divisions.

The tetrads are clearly shown in fig. 8. The appearance of

several of the eight chromatic masses suggests very strongly that they

are made up of four parts, while the evidence presented by the one

m the center Is conclusive. Here there is present the ring form,

and the four elements of the tetrad are quite distinct. Several of

the forms assumed by the tetrads are illustrated in fig. jo, viz., crosses,

Ys, Ts, and nngs. The fourfold nature of the group is most clear

m the nng form. In fig. 10 a the four dauiihter chromosomes of the
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tetrad are shown entirely separated from one another. Fig. 11

illustrates another case where the daughter chromosomes of the tetrad

are separated. In this figure the two groups are drawn in correct

relative positions, the one showing an almost homogenous mass, the

other four daughter chromosomes. The fourfold character of the

chromatic masses is most evident immediately after the segmentation
of the chromosomes. Very soon they become more compact, and
while they continue to show irregularities in outline, up to the meta-
phase of mitosis, they are not so evidently composed of four elements.
Fig. g presents a stage somewhat later than )ig, 8.

I have not been able to determine the origin of the tetrads with
any certainty. Fig. 6 would seem to indicate that the elements
of the tetrads are formed previous to the segmentation of the spirem
and that these in some way become properly grouped. The large

number of chromatic elements, together with the differences in their

size and shape in this figure, are no doubt to be correlated with the

different degrees to which the aggregations have progressed in the

formation of the tetrads. In fig. 7 the number of masses has been
reduced, their size is approximately uniform, and the time has almost
arrived for the segmentation of the chromosomes. Until the origin

of these tetrads can be made out definitely, it would be useless to

theorize concerning them.

While the foregoing changes take place within the nucleus, the
outer form of that body is altered. It becomes strongly lobed, often

assuming a tetrahedral form, one angle projecting into each lobe of

the spore mother cell. Farmer (7) describes a similar form in

several of the Jungermannlales studied by him, and attributes it

to a pull by the four centrosomes which he finds in the four lobes
of the mother cell. In describing the process for Fossombronia he
says "the nuclear wall is not broken, although it becomes greatly

pulled out beneath each centrosphere, and thus the quadripolar
spindle is so far a nuclear distortion."

While the tetrahedral form is perhaps the most usual at this

\^^^' ^*- ^^ by no means the only one. Frequently there are more
than four projections. h

more In
any cases the lobes of the nucleus are rounded and do not indicate
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that they are caused by a pull upon the nuclear membrane {fig, 3),

Besides, the membrane in sections can be seen to be wavy, showing

that it is not under tension from a dynamic center. The lobing

occurs long before fibrillar elements are visible, and if the assumption

that fibers are the expression of lines of force be true, then such lines

of force do not exist at this time, and hence the irregularities in the

shape of the nucleus cannot be attributed to a pull by them. It

would seem much more probable that they are due to an amoeboid

movement of the nucleus. It is well known that the nucleus of

certain cells possesses this power, and observers have noted the

phenomenon in living cells. It has also been noted that there is

in a measure a correspondence between the shape of the nucleus

and that of the cell to which it belongs. When the cell is much

attenuated the nucleus is greatly elongated. In fig.
28 is sho^^^l

a resting nucleus from an elater of Pallavicinia. Miss Merrima!^

(14) discusses this question in relation to the differentiation of tissues

from the meristem in the root tips of Allium and attributes to the

nucleus the power of amoeboid motion. Korschelt (12) describes

in the egg of the water beetle Dytiscus a nucleus with pseudopodia-

Hke processes extending out into a mass of granular food particles.

As previously stated, the resting nucleus of the already deeply

lobed spore mother cell is spherical. In preparation for division

the great changes which take place in its size and in the character

of its contents must be connected with great metabolic changes

going on within it. The materials necessary for the supply of this

demand must come from the cytoplasm, which in this case consists

of four masses occupying the four lobes of the spore mother cell,

a tetrahedral form.

mig

of approaching division. He says the first evidence noted in the

nucleus itself was the collection of four chromatic droplets in the

center at a time subsequent to the appearance of the four-rayed

structure. In Pallavicinia Lyellii, as has already been pointed out,

the changes which take place in the nucleus itself indicate approaching

division before any structure makes it«, n nnen rn n r^ which could be

interpreted
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Farmer does not discuss the origin of the achromatic spindle,

evidently regarding that as a matter of minor importance as compared

with its later behavior in his account of the simultaneous distribution

of the chromatin. The study of the origin and development of the

achromatic structure of Pallavicinia Lyellii is attended with consider-

able difficulties, owing to the large number of chloroplasts in the celL

However, it seems to conform in general to the type described by

Davis (4) for the corresponding phase of Pellia. He finds that

kinoplasmic caps form over the lobes of the nucleus and extend down

over it, finally forming fibrillae which enter the nuclear area. In

5

asm

formed

protruding Farmer (8) has recognized in

structure

quadripolar spindle.

structure

by Farmer, but his figures do not distinguish clearly the spindle

fibers from the nucleus. My preparations show a decided lobing of

the nucleus, but w^ith very slight indications of differentiated fibrillar

protoplasm over the lobes. I find no astral rays and no evidence

whatever of the existence of centrospheres or centrosomcs. Davis

(4), Chamberlain (2), and Gregoire and Wygaerts (9) find

asters and kinoplasmic caps well developed in other periods of ontog-

eny, but do not find them so prominent, if at all, in the spore mother

cell. Farmer indeed does not mention the presence of asters; in

Pallavicinia, nor does he figure them. Davis (3) in his investigation

of Anthoceros w^as the first to question the presence of centrosomes

in the spore mother cell of liverworts. My studies lead me to hold

similar doubts and to believe with him that the spindle fibers in the

spore mother cells of liverworts develop independently of centro-

somes, so that multipolar stages in spindle formation may be expected,

as OsTERHOUT, MoTTiER, and Juel established in 1897 in the

pteridophytes and spermatophytes.

Ch.\mberl.\in (2), who studied the germinating spore of Pellia

with special reference to the centrosome problem, describes a peculiar

structure in the form of a vesicle fitting over the end of the nucleus.
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and in this he is confirmed by Gregoire and Wygaerts (9).

This vesicle, which he interprets as a Hautscliicht, resolves itself into

fibers and furnishes at least a part of the material for the spindle. I

find distinct from the nuclear

membrane, but I find strong evidence that the nuclear membrane

.itself becomes resolved into fibers. This view is quite compatible

with the generally accepted theory of the nature of a plasma mem-

arebrane, and the, evidence is presented by such appearances as

shown in ^gs. 12-14. In fig. 12 we have a nucleus which in one

plane shows a number of prominent lobes. A few fibers are visible

over one lobe, and at several other places the nuclear cavity is

apparently bounded by a weft of fibers. These are either derived

from a layer of kinoplasm which closely invests the nucleus or

from the nuclear membrane itself. The fact that the nuclear

membrane disappears as these fibers come into view would lend force
\

to the latter supposition. In
fig. ij fibers are shown over one

f

be
fig

In the latter .

case the nuclear membrane persists in" several places, seeming to

merge gradually into the fibrillar condition. The fibers appear to

conform to the irregularities of the surface, giving strong indications

that they are derived from the nuclear membrane.

membranes
fibers in Er}^siphe, where, in free spore formation in the ascus, the

fibers which mark out the boundary' of the future spore fuse side by

side to form a plasma membrane. membrane
aUy believed to be of kinoplasmic origin, and so are the fibers of the

achromatic spindle. Evidently then, the transition from the one

to the other may be easily accomplished.

.
^°^" ^f^er the appearance of the first fibers, the number is greatly

increased, but I have not been able to determine the ori-in of the

emamder. The completed spindle is bipolar, and

r; '^^
f

^^"^t
(fiS- 16). The ends may terminate near ox a.

^

extenT- ^ ''^^ ^'^^^' ^' ^Wcns frequently that one end

theTnf ir.'
' ?^' '^ '^^ ^P«^^ "^^^ther cell, and the other abuts on

the infolded wall betweoT. t].« .„,. „ j: , , • , _._„^ ..nosed

may oe puin^e"

to

{fig

uch
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At the completion of the achromatic spindle, the chromosomes
are found grouped in a ring at the equatorial region of the structure.

-ment of the chromosomes at this staj»e.

P^i- ^5 gi^'es a side view, slightly obhque, of the chromosomes at

metaphase of mitosis. Five chromosomes are in view and the other

three are hidden or have been removed by the razor in making the

section.

I have not been able to make out satisfactorily the details of the

separation of the daughter chromosomes. The distribution is efifectcd

cry

very

Little indication is given as to the exact manner in which the separa-

tion takes place. A few instances of chromosomes as they are pulled

apart are shown in jig. 77. The appearance of the chromosomes
indicates beyond doubt that they are plastic bodies subjected to a pull,

and that they are being halved ; but what real relation this distribution

bears to the original tetrads is left in doubt. In jig. 18 we have shown
anaphase in which the chromosomes are somewhat scattered upon
a verj- broad spindle. There are five near each pole and one almost

half way between. It is evident that the remaining chromosomes are

upon another section.

During telophase the chromosomes are found arranged in compact
nngs at the two poles. When one end of a spindle abuts on a dividing

wall between two lobes, the ring at that end sometimes lies very close

to this wall, partially surrounding it {jig. ig).

There is no resting stage between the first and second mitoses.

Ihe chromatic elements of the nucleus do not resolve themselves

mto a reticulum and the chromosomes do not lose their individuaUty.

I he rings of chromosomes which have been formed at the telophase of

the first division merely alter their positions, so that their planes

he at right angles to one another. It is evident from jig. 20 that the

chrom form
lose their identity. This is the nearest approach to a resting stage I

reconstruction

the nucleus to proceed even this far. No nuclear membrane is

formed

n a few instances granules were seen across the equatorial portion
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and in this he is confirmed by Gregoire and Wygaerts (9).

This vesicle, which he interprets as a Haulschicht, resolves itself into

fibers and furnishes at least a part of the material for the spindle. I

do not find such a vesicle separate and distinct from the nuclear

-membrane, but I find strong evidence that the nuclear membrane

.itself becomes resolved into fibers. This view is quite compatible

with the generally accepted theor}' of the nature of a plasma mem-

brane, and the evidence is presented by such appearances as are

shown in figs. 12-14. In fig. 12 we have a nucleus which in one

plane shows a number of prominent lobes. A few fibers are visible

over one lobe, and at several other places the nuclear cavity is

apparently bounded by a weft of fibers. These are either derived

from a layer of kinoplasm which closely invests the nucleus or

from the nuclear membrane itself. The fact that the nuclear

membrane disappears as these fibers come into view would lend

to the latter supposition. In fig. ij fibers are shown over oni

of a nucleus which is very much elongated, and in fig. 14 they may

be seen at both ends of a similarly elongated nucleus. In the latter

case the nuclear membrane persists in several places, seeming to

merge gradually into the fibrillar condition. The fibers appear to

conform to the irregularities of the surface, mvinp- strong indications

force

lobe

membrane
ARPER nd

fibers in Erysiphe, where, in free spore formation in the ascus, the

fibers which mark out the boundary of the future spore fuse side by

side to form a plasma membrane. The nuclear membrane is gener-

be

achromatic spindle. Evidently then, the transition from the one

to the other may be easily accomplished.
Soon after the appearance of the first fibers, the number is greatly

mime the ongm 01 ui^

tedremainder. The completed spindle is bipolar, and may be poin

(fig- 15) or blunt
(fig. 16). The ends may terminate near or at a

distance from the cell wall. It happens frequently that one end

extends into a lobe of the spore mother cell, and the other abuts on

the infolded wall between the two adjacent lobes which stand opposed

to it, thus producing a ver>' much flattened pole or even a forked one

{fig. 16).

\
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At the completion of the achromatic spindle, the chromosomes

are found grouped in a ring at the equatorial region of the structure.

Figs. 8 and p show the arrangement of the chromosomes at this stage.

Fig. ij gives a side view, shghtly oblique, of the chromosomes at

metaphase of mitosis. Five chromosomes are in view and the other

three are hidden or have been removed by the razor in making the

section.

I have not been able to make out satisfactorily the details of the

separation of the daughter chromosomes. The distribution is effected

very quickly, for great numbers of nuclei in metaphase have been

observed and a great many in telophase, but very few in anaphase.

Little indication is given as to the exact manner in which the separa-

tion takes place. A few instances of chromosomes as they are pulled

apart are shown in fig. 17. The appearance of the chromosomes
indicates beyond doubt that they are plastic bodies subjected to a pull,

and that they are being halved; but what real relation this distribution

bears to the original tetrads is left in doubt. In fig. 18 we have shown
anaphase in which the chromosomes are somewhat scattered upon
a very broad spindle. There are five near each pole and one almost
half way between. It is evident that the remaining chromosomes are

upon another section.

During telophase the chromosomes are found arranged in compact
rings at the two poles. When one end of a spindle abuts on a dividing
wall between two lobes, the ring at that end sometimes lies very close
to this wall, partially surrounding it {fig. iq).

There is no resting stage between the first and second mitoses.
The chromatic elements of the nucleus do not resolve themselves
into a reticulum and the chromosomes do not lose their individuality.
The nngs of chromosomes which have been formed at the telophase of
the first division merely alter their positions, so that their planes
le at right angles to one another. It is evident from fig.

20 that the
chromosomes come in contact and form a thick spirem, but do not
ose their identity. This is the nearest approach to a resting stage I
^ave been able to find, and I believe it is unusual for the reconstruction

fo

^ ^,^^^^^"^ *° proceed even this far. No nuclear membrane is
^^rmed at the end of the first mitosis and no cell plate is laid down.

a ew mstances granules were seen across the equatorial portion
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of the spindle, but the process of forming a wall seems to go no further;

indeed, it very seldom proceeds to this point.

That the second mitosis succeeds the first very closely is attested

by the fact that examples of both divisions are frequently found

in the same capsule. The spore mother cells of a given capsule are

in division at the same time, though not exactly in the same phase

of mitosis. Occasionally cells are found which lag considerably

behind or precede the majority in division. Such cases are of great

value in determining stages with certainty.

The spindles for the second mitosis make their appearance very

suddenly, and I have not been able to determine their origin. They

are quite strongly developed, and as a rule arc longer and narrower

than the spindles of the first mitosis. The passage from the meta-

phase to the telophase is almost as rapid as in the first division, and

no additional evidence is afforded as to the manner in which the

chromosomes separate. Fig. 21 illustrates mctaphase of the two

spindles, showing a polar and a side view. In this example the poles

of the spindles are sharply pointed. In fig. 22, which represents an

anaphase, the poles are blunt. The chromosomes pass rapidly to

(fig'

(fig'

very

passed anules

le iU'
* * * J. K^

24). These become divided and a cell plate is laid down between

them {jig. 25). Meanwhile the nuclear membrane is formed and the

chromatic elements pass over into the reticulum characteristic of the

resting state.

Finally, the new cell plates unite with the folded walls between

the lobes and the separation of the spores is complete {fig-
26).

The

contiguous walls split apart and the spores become free. The)

becomins: almost

(fig

germinate
of

Pellia. Soon after being shed, they increase greatly in size, stretching

the wall, as is clearly shown by the separation of the points upon »

surface. After the cell has attained a size several times that of

^'
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original spore, the first mitosis of the gametophyte generation takes

place.

I have not been able to contribute much to a knowledge of the

behavior of the nucleolus. It stains like the chromosomes most of

the time, and when the latter are differentiated it becomes difficult

to identify the nucleolus w^ith certainty. During synapsis the nucle-

olus is a very large and conspicuous body (fig, i). It is not so large

during the later spirem stages, but still quite prominent {fig^* 2 and

j). At the time the spirem is ready to segment, the nucleolus shows

a slight difference in staining reaction from the chromosomes. With^.M.^ v^.*.v.xv,..^^ XX. ^ccvxxxxx^w

the saffranin and gentian violet combination it takes slightly more

gentian violet, and with the iron-alum haematoxylin it stains less

intensely than the chromosomes. At this time it shows signs of

fragmentation (jigs. 6 and p).

Various theories regarding the constitution of the nucleolus have

been advanced: one that it is achromatic and contributes to the forma-

tion of the spindle; another that it is chromatic and contributes to

the formation of the chromosomes. Wager (18) in a recent paper

attributes to it important functions in the organization of the chromo-

somes and in the transmission of the hereditary substance. Its

staining reactions would seem to ally it more closely with the chro-

matic elements of the cell. If the nucleolus plays a part in the forma-

tion of the achromatic spindle in the first division of Pallavicinia,

it certainly does not in the second, since there is no reconstruction of

the nucleus and the nucleolus is not reformed. Upon the whole the

evidence, though by no means conclusive, indicates that the nucleolus

in Pallavicinia may be regarded as contributing to the chromatin.

Farmer (6) states that there are four chromosomes in Pallavicinia

decipiens. In P. Lyellii I find eight as the reduced number in the

spore. The count is very easily made when a polar view is obtained,,

and the compact form of the chromosomes makes the task an easy

one. The chromosomes are in most favorable position for counting

when viewed from the poles during metaphase and early telophase,

as the figures clearly show (figs. 8, p, 21, 2j).

In
fig. 23 it will be observed that there are nine chromosomes

in one group. It is possible that the sister group would show only

seven. In the same figure, upon the conspicuous spindle which is
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cut longitudinally it is uncertain to which group the chromosome
lying near the middle belongs. Fig. i8 sho^^s that the chromosomes
do not always pass simultaneously to the poles, and it is possible that

the distribution is not always equal. I have frequently been able to

count only seven chromosomes in a group, but such evidence is uncer-

tain, since there is always the possibility that one has been removed
by the razor in making the section. In case the number exceeds

eight the difficulties are fully as great, since there is always the possi-

bihty of a tetrad being broken apart. It is true that in such an

example the size of the bodies is some check, but still there is great

uncertainty. Also the nucleolus, which as has been stated stains

as the chromosomes, is to be reckoned with, if the count is made at a

stage when that body is present. However, I believe that while the

number of the chromosomes is normally eight, occasionally a variation

from this number will be met, due no doubt to an unequal' distribution

dunng division.

^

The number of chromosomes in the sporophyte is undoubtedly
sixteen, though I have not made an actual count. Figs. 29 and jO

represent the two parts into which a single cell of the seta has been

It will be obser\'ed that the spirem is just segmenting into the

Lted chromosomes; two nucleoh are still visible {fig. 29). The
count cannot be made with absolute certainty, but the number is

approximately sixteen. Fig. jj shows one section of an early telo-

phase from a cell of the seta. There are seven and eight chromo-
somes at the respective poles. The other section of the same ceU

shows about the same number of chromosomes in each group, but

the masses are too confused to admit of an accurate count. I have

observed figures in dividing spermatogenous^ cells, and here also

the number of chromosomes is without doubt sixteen.

_
1 seems desirable to point out that my final conclusions agree

cut.

elong.

with

mm t ARMER's views in the fundamental feature of his account
ot rallavicinia-the simultaneous distribution of the chromatin to

the four daughter nuclei through a quadripolar spindle. It is per-

chromosomes
Lydlii are distributed by two successive mitoses, each with well

chromosomes
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as tetrads just before the first mitosis. The achromatic structure

which corresponds to Farmer's quadripolar spindle appears during

the prophase of the first nuclear division, and is followed by clearly

defined bipolar spindles of the two successive mitoses with no evidence

of accompanying centrosomes. The events of sporogenesis in Palla-

vicinia LycUii present then no fundamental differences from those of

other liverworts and higher plants, the chief peculiarity being the

rapidity with which the second mitosis follows the first.

SUMMARY.

I . The resting nucleus is spherical in shape and centrally situated

in the spore mother cell. The spore mother cell is deeply four-

lobed at an early period in its history.

2. During synapsis the nucleus, containing a large and conspicuous

nucleolus and a contracted chromatic thread, enlarges and becomes

irregularly lobed.

3. There is a distinct spirem stage in w^hich a clear cut linin thread

bears deeply staining chromatin granules. The thread shortens

and thickens and at the same time the granules become larger and

less numerous.

4. The first evidence of a double spirem is observed just previous

to the segmentation of the thread.

5. The spirem segments into eight tetrads, which may be in the

form of rings, Xs, Ys, Ts, or irregular masses.

6. ^\hile these changes are taking place within the nucleus, the

membrane becomes strongly lobed. Frequendy, though not always,

the form of the nucleus is tetrahedral, the angles projecting into the

respective lobes of the spore mother cell.

7. There is no direct evidence of centrosomcs or centrospheres

and the indirect evidence is against their presence.

8. The lobing of the nucleus is due to amoeboid motion in

response to nutritive stimuli.

9- The achromatic spindle originates in kinoplasmic caps to

which the nuclear membrane contributes material.

10. The distribution of the chromatin is effected through bipolar

spmdles in two successive mitoses.

11. There is no resting stage between the first and second mitoses.
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12. The two bipolar spindles of the second mitosis are strongly

developed and stand at right angles to each other.

13. After the second mitosis, cell plates are formed and the nuclei

pass into a condition of rest in the usual manner.

14. The spores do not germinate in the capsule before its rupture,

as do those of Pellia.

15- The nucleolus is more closely allied to the chromatic than to

the achromatic material of the nucleus.

16. The number of chromosomes for the gametophyte is eight

and for the sporophyte sixteen.

Thi^ ...^ nder

Bradley M. Davis, to whom I desire to acknowledge my indebt-

edness for valuable criticism and suggestion; as well as to Professor

John M. Coulter and Dr. Charles J. Chamberlain.
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Columbia, S. C.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES III AND IV

AH figures except fig. 28 were made with a Zeiss 2™"^ apochromatic objective

and a no. 12 ocular. Fig. 28 was made with the same objective, but with no, 8

ocular. A Bausch and Lomb camera lucida was used for all drawings. In fig. 2

all the plastids of the cell are shown; in other cases only those immediately sur-

rounding the nucleus.

Fig. I. Enlarged nucleus of spore mother cell in early stage of preparation

for division; the nucleolus is conspicuous and the appearance and arrangement

of the chromatin indicate the condition of synapsis.

Fig. 2. Spirem condition, showing linin thread loosely wound with deeply

staining chromatic droplets at intervals.

Fig. 3. Thicker and shorter spirem; chromatic droplets fewer and larger;

lobes of nucleus distinctly rounded.

Fig. 4. Spirem further shortened; chromatic droplets crowded together;

the thread appears double.

Fig. 5. Ends of spirem thread, showing that It is double.

Fig. 6. Aggregation of chromatic droplets just previous to segnientation of

chromosomes; probably time of tetrad formation; the nucleolus seems to be
fragmenting.

Fig. 7. Later stage than fig. 6.

i'lG. 8. Equatorial plate stage, showing group of eight tetrads.

Fig. 9. Equatorial plate stage, later than fig. 8; tetrads not so clearly defined;

nucleolus fragmenting.
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Fig. 10. A group of selected tetrads, showing rings, crosses, Ys, and Ts; d,

tetrad resolved into its elements.

Fig. II. Neighboring tetrads of an equatorial plate; in one the fourfold

character is clear, while in the other it is obscured.

Fig. 12. Prophase of first division; nucleus many-lobed; fibers over the

largest lobe and at other places on the surface of the nucleus.

Fig. 13. Spindle organizing for first division; spindle fibers prominent

one end, approaching bipolar condition.

Fig. 14. Bipolar spindle of first division; nuclear membrane resolving into

spindle fibers.

Fig. 15. Oblique side view, metaphase of first division; end of spindle

pointed.

Fig. 16. Metaphase of first division, showing one very flat and one forked pole.

Fig. 17. Dividing chromosomes.

Fig. 18. Anaphase of first division, showing chromosomes scattered.

Fig. 19. Telophase of first division, showing grouping of chromosomes in

rings at the poles.

Fig. 20. Beginning of reconstruction of daughter nuclei at completion

^ ^

of to

division; the chromosomes do not lose their identity and no nuclear membrane

I,

is formed.

Fig. 21. Metaphase of second division, showing side view of one spindle an

polar view of the other; in the side view the poles are seen to be pointed and in

the polar view eight chromosomes appear.

Fig. 22, Anaphase of second division, showing blunt poles.

Fig. 23. Telophase of second division, showing nine chromosomes in the pola^

view of one of the spindles.

Fig. 24. Telophase of second division, showing beginning of cell plate mone

spindle and transverse section of fibers in the other.

tbict:-

Fig. 25. Formation of cell plate.

Fig. 26. Completed spores with resting nuclei and separating walls.
^

.
Fig. 27. a single spore which has increased in size and has attained its

ened and roughened wall.

Fig. 28. Resting nucleus of elater. '
.

.

^

Fig. 29. Segmenting spirem of cell from seta of sporophyte, showing

chromosomes.

Fig. 30. Remainder of the same cell, showing seven additional ^^^^^^.^.^^j'^

making sixteen in all; chromosomes diflfer in shape from those of the diM

spore mother cell.

Fig. 31. Early telophase of cell from seta; only half of the cell is

there are eight chromosomes at one end and seven at the other; the neig

section makes it evident that the total number is sixteen at each end.



REGENERATION IN PLANTS. I.

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE HULL BOTANICAL LABORATORY
LXXVI.

William Burnett McCalltjm.

• (avith fourteen figures)

introduction.

somew

come to be used by most botanical

lat indefinite application. Its essen-

tial feature, however, is the replacement of an organ or structure

that has been removed. This is accomplished in a variety of ways.

Prantl (9) first found and later Simons (ii) determined more accu-

rately that if the tip of a root be cut off not more than 0.75"^"^ from
the end there is a complete restoration of the part removed, a new
tip forming out of the tissues at the cut surface. Goebel (3, p. 503)
has shown that if the young apex of the frond of Polypodium be cut
in two lengthwise, the remaining embr}'onic tissue on each piece will

completely reform the half that has been removed. The same is

true of the growing point of a fern prothallium, although the older
parts are not replaced. These phenomena arc quite homologous
with regeneration as it occurs in animals. If we cut off the root tip
somewhat farther back, however, a new tip is not organized at the

more
organized, and these take the place of the main root. Or if we cut

March
(12), the tissues at the cut surface will not develop, but there will
arise from apparently mature and differentiated cells back of the cut
new outgrowths of thallus which again will complete the plant.

If the shoot with all the buds be severed from the root of Tar-

maturer 1
-v.,,^x ^w.Yii ixKjuL Lilt. iiiaiUlC LlbisUeS

ine cortex. Many fleshy roots have this capacity, and if cut into

shooT T.1 ^''''' '""'^ ""^'^^ ^'-^^^"^ "^^^' primordia and develop

(6) h
^^ ^'''''''^ ^^''"' ""^ Convolvulus, Linaria, and other plants

nil
' ^""'^ ^'^^''' ^^^ cotyledons, there will arise on the sur-

97
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n

face of the hypocotyl outgrowths which develop into new shoots.

These shoots also arise from mature cells which in the normal course

of events remain as permanent tissue. Nor is this power of organ-

izing new shoot primordia confined to the stems and roots, but is

also possessed by many leaves, as in the well known cases of Begonia,

Br}^ophyllum, Cardamine praiensis, Tol-

miea Menziesii, and many other plants

{jig. i). Many steps, probably the

majority, if removed from the root sys-

tem and kept moist will produce new

roots* In a few cases, as in Salix, there

may exist on the stem primordia already

organized, but in the great majority of

stems these are not present. If a portion

of the stem of Salix be cut out from the

moist on

)it both roots and shoots, each arising

however, from buds already laid down.

In the axils of the leaves of many annual

shoots are very minute bud primordia,

normallv do develop. If the

Fig.

shrubs the bu(

following year;

top of the plant be cut off, these at once

form new shoots. In our trees and

durin

b
the top, at once develop shoots.

We have in these cases at least three seemingly diverse phenomena:

(i) the part removed is entirely restored by the growth of the cells

immediately at the cut surface; (2) there is no growth of embr)-onic

tissue at the wounded surface, but at a greater or less distance froi«

it the organization of entirely new primordia which develop organs

that replace those removed; (3) the organ removed, e. g., the shoot,

IS restored by the development of already existing dormant bu*.

Between these no hard and fast lines can be drawn, for they all exhibit

case the deintergradations, and betw^een the third
latent buds—and normal vegetative growth no sharp separation

can
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be made, for occasionally in some species, e, g., Salix, the axillary

buds on the first year's growth instead of remaining dormant until

the following spring will develop at once into shoots.

It will be quite apparent that as regeneration merges so insensibly

into ordinar}' vegetative growth, the necessary limitations as to the

use of the term must be entirely artificial. Pfeffer (8) restricts

the term to those cases where an organ directly replaces that portion.

of itself that has been removed; all others he would call mere repro-

duction. GoEBEL, Klebs, IMoRGAN, KusTER, and most Other writ-

ers on the subject, give it a broader meaning, so as to include the

replacement of parts or organs, w^hether by means of entirely new
growths, or from the development of latent buds. The advantage in

having some general expression to cover all these phenomena, and
the fact mentioned by Morgan, that they all accomplish the same
result and are probably due to the same cause, make it ;a matter of

convenience to use the term in its wider application.

A certain amount of confusion has arisen because it has not
4

been kept clear that regeneration is not really different from ordinary

vegetative growth. Most plants naturally tend to grow and branch
indefinitely, the new members arising usually In definite places, the

shoot primordia, for example, in the embr}'onic parts of the shoot,

and the root primordia ordinarily in the younger regions of the root.

rule h.£

membe As a
r

matter of fact, the ability to produce new members is distributed

throughout the plant body, and in many even of the higher plants
almost any part is able to produce any other vegetative part. Nor
is this abilitv liV-iIforl f^ 1—

.

: .^ r' - : many
IS exercised by the older cells, as in the production of shoots on roots
of Taraxacum or on leaves of Begonia. That certain conditions
are necessary to bring this latent ability into activity does not make
It m the least different from ordinary vegetative growth, for the latter
also is dependent on definite conditions.

The
mosses and liverworts, and manv

stems, and leaves of the vascular plants have this capacity, and it

Quires only the proper conditions to become manifest.
In snifp f\f fU/^ —.i ?__ • ,• .. •..-,'
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as they have throughout the greater part of the plant kingdom, our

knowledge of what these conditions are is very obscure. We know

concerned
I

V

at all definite about the internal ones. When a part of the plant

body is removed, many factors are :iecessarily disturbed. The nutri-

trive conditions may be profoundly altered,

as also may be the water relation. The

influence of the wound itself may be impor-

tant, and independent of these the mere

absence of the organ may in itself be of far

reaching influence. How far any of these

Fig.

may I

clear.

regeneration is not

been ')

but none have as yet been supported by

adequate experimental evidence.

Intimately associated with this problem

of regeneration is that of polarity, for almost

invariably the new structures occur in sucn

a manner as to exhibit this remarkable

phenomenon
{fig. 2), and if we can deter-

of

roots or shoots in an isolated piece of Sal«

stem, for example, the reason

development at certain places only may

apparent. At present we are blocked a

1 : nf l^nc;t under

for their

be

rhicli

this

analysis.

the outset by not knowing, at least

most circumstances, the stimulus ^^

incites their development at all.

In conducting some investigations in

subject it soon became evident that the bes

method of attack would be to take all the

possible factors and work on them sepa

)ne at a time, to a more exact physiologic

4

made
cause m any given case of regeneration necessary of the

i

stimulus, by endeavoring to devise conditions under which the regene^

ation could be induced to occur in its absence. By this process
r
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exclusion the essential factor might be isolated. Experiments were

conducted on Phaseolus, SaHx, Helianthus, Taraxacum, Tolmica, and

other plants.

If the common scarlet runner bean, a variety of Phaseolus muh
tifloruSy be cut off any place along the epicotyl, there arise from

within the cotyledons tw^o shoots, which grow

vigorously and may attain the size of the

(fig Sometimes

one of these may grow weakly, or even be

entirely suppressed. These arise from

minute

the axil of each cotyledon. Of the many
hundred plants under observation scarcely

a case was seen in which these primordia

remov

every

off they developed. Though less than a

millimeter in length, in three or four days

after the stem is removed they appear above

the cotyledons, and in a week are often 6^^"^

long. Growth is then very rapid, and in a

month they may be 60 or 70''"' high. In the

axils of each of the foHage leaves on the plant

there is, as usual, a bud. These under the con-

dition of my experiments rarely developed.

If the plant be allowed to grow until the

second internode is formed, and this be cut
off, these dormant buds in the axils of the

leaves at its base will at once become active

and give rise to two shoots ; or if the plant
form several internodes and the upper one
be removed, the buds of the nodes below (not necessarily the first

one) at once will develop shoots.

Fig. 3

most

stimulat ould

otherwise be dormant primordia. But this same removal or isolation

<5f a part is followed by the growth of organs where their primordia
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do not exist; for if the stem of the bean be severed from the root

system and kept moist, new roots appear along the stem. Similarly,

when many roots and leaves or other parts are cut away, new shoot

primordia are organized from cortical or other tissues, and it seems

quite probable that the same stimulus which starts the development

of many latent primordia will in many cases w^here they are absent

incite their origin from already differentiated tissues.

What now are the possible factors operating in these cases?

The various theories and possibiUties suggested fall naturally into

a few general classes : (i) wound stimulus; (2) disturbance in nutri-

tive relations; (3) changes in water content; (4) accumulation at

certain places of definite formative substances; (5) correlation; (6)

relative age and degree of maturity of the different parts of a member;

and (7) growth tensions. Each of these will be discussed in connection

with the experiments relating to them.

Unless otherwise stated, the plant used was Phaseolus, and in

every experiment a sufficient number of plants were used to insure

reliability of the result, and check experiments were always carefully

arranged. Where there was any diversity in the result the experi-

ment was always repeated. Of the total number of experiments

only the more striking ones will be described, and for convenience

in the discussion these will be numbered in the order in which they

are presented.

DISTURBANCE IN NUTRITION.

When
andwould have been used by it may now be unused in the plant,

may be accessible to other parts. If during the spring the tip of ^

shoot of almost any tree be removed, some of the buds which would

otherwise lie dormant until the next year develop into shoots (^^^•

6 and 7). Here, and in Onoclea where Goebel (2) secured the

metamorphosis of sporophylls into foliage leaves by the continued

remo\ Klebs (5) sees an essential factor in the

disturbance occurring in the nutritive conditions. In the axils of the

cotyledons of Juglans regia there are a number of buds which, as

Goebel (4, p. 209) has pointed out, do not develop unless the ter-

minal bud be removed. This arrest of these buds is due Goebel

says "to all the available food material beins devoted to the clevel-

V
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opmcnt of one terminal bud.'' Many tuber- and bulb-fonning

plants do not normally produce seeds, but, as in Lilium camlidum^

Lachcnalia liiteola^ etc., if the bulbs be cut away and prevented from

forming, seeds will be produced. "In the normal condition," Goe-

BEL says, *'seed formation is hindered because the plastic material

which might be used for seeds streams

into the bulb." The inference is that

this material, prevented from going to

the bulbs, will flow to the seeds. This.

conception plays a fundamental part in

Goebel's explanation of how^ the

removal of one part may start the

development of another. Sachs (10)

gives a similar explanation for the

development of the cotyledonary buds

in Phaseolus, stating that it is due to

increase of food resulting from the

removal of the main axis. To demon-

strate this it must be shown that these

lateral buds, though in intimate con-

tact with large cotyledons, remain

undeveloped because of lack of food,

and further that when the terminal bud
is removed they will not develop if the

possibility of an increased amount of

food is precluded.

The attempt is made in the follow-

ing experiments to determine this experimentally. The plants used,

Fig. 4

Iunless otherwise stated, were seedlings, the epicotyl varj^ing from

tog^^^long, with the first pair of leaves not yet fully opened, and

the cotyledons still full of food [jig. 4).

If an increase of nutritive material in the axial primordia, due to

the removal of the parts using this while the source of supply is still

active, is the cause of development of these structures, then while

removing the central shoot, if we at the same time remove the source

of the food, there should be no development of the primordia.

Experiment J.^Twtlve plants were used, the epicotyl was cut
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off about the middle and the cotyledons left intact. The axial buds

developed in all (fig. j). This was repeated later for different pur-

poses on scores of plants, and the result was always the same, except

that occasionally only one shoot would develop.

Experiment 2.—Twelve plants were used, the epicotyl was cut off,

and one cotyledon was removed. In all cases shoots developed from

both axils.

Experiment j.—Seven plants were used, the epicotyl was cut off

and both cotyledons were cut off but left in their natural position

so as not to introduce other factors, as light, air, or moisture from the

soil. All developed shoots from both axils. This was repeated on

many plants with similar results.

Experiment 4.—Three plants, almost mature, 40-50^"^ high and

with 6-8 internodes, were used. The cotyledons had been used up

and had dropped away; the lower part of the stem had become quite

hard, almost woody, and hollow. The plants were cut off a few

)

shoots.

Here

from th(

five of

the young buds to develop. In the next three experiments the

attempt was made to remove the terminal bud and at the same time

diminish the nutritive supply of the other buds even to the point of

starvation.

Experiment 5.—Five plants that had been grown with their roots

in tap water were transferred to distilled water. All the cotyledons

were cut off and also the epicotyl. All five of the plants slowly but

completely regenerated. Here all supply of food from the sub-

stratum, from the cotyledons, and from the leaves is removed. ^
experiment and others a large number of check plants showed

that

buds if the primary axis was left intact.

Experiment <5.-Four seeds just germinating were taken, the

between
stem

tifl

The cotyledons were forced open

and root. The plants were then

and
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days. Both stem and root elongated rapidly, at the expense of the

food in the young plant to start with, so that part, probably most, of

the food was used up, and the rest was distributed throughout the

now much larger plant. Then the stem was cut off as close as possi-

ble to the buds, and two of the plants were placed in the dark and two
in the light. All four regenerated slowly.

Experiment 7,—Twelve young plants were used as follows: a,

two were cut oflF between the point of attachment of the cotyledons

and the buds in their axils, so as to cut away the cotyledons and
hj-pocotyl, leaving epicotyl with apex intact and primordia at the

base, and set in a moist chamber; b, from ten plants the cotyledons

were removed and the stem cut off close above the primordia, then

the hypocotyl was cut off immediately below the primordia, leaving a

small piece of the stem (average 8™^ in length) with the primordia

attached
; five of these were set in darkness and five in light in a moist

chamber, with the base of each piece resting on wet filter paper. In
a there was no development of the buds; in b, of the buds in the dark
those on four plants grew to be 1-2'^'° long and then died, presumably
from starvation; while those in the light developed slowly at first

and faster as they formed chlorophyll, finally forming shoots.

These experiments show conclusively that when the young shoot

IS removed the removal also of the food supply does not hinder the

development of the buds at the base, and that it occurs when there

IS not only no increase in the food, but when the primordia and the

surrounding parts are in a condition of starvation. Plants were

grown in the most favorable conditions of rich soil, inorganic nutrient

solutions, light, and moisture, so that vegetative growth was luxuriant,

but only the removal of the apex had any influence in inciting the

growth ery

food

growing

tive relations constitute an essential part of the stimulus.

In Br}'ophyIlum Goebel (3, p. 420) says that the vegetative

pomts ser\'e as " centers of attraction for the constructive materials."

Those on the shoot, according to him, because of their more direct

connections with the conducting system act as stronger attractive

centers than those on the leaves. Of the buds on the shoot the
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terminal one exerts a stronger attraction than the lateral ones. If

we cut off the terminal bud the lateral ones develop, and Goebei

(3, p. 418) has shown that if we" cut off all the shoot buds those on the

leaves develop. His explanation is that the stronger points of attrac-

tion being no longer active, the "building material" is drawn toward

the points of "weaker attraction," i. e., the growing points of the

leaves.

Such a conception is scarcely in harmony with the principles

that control the movement of materials. in plants. Any substance in

solution in the plant necessarily follows the general laws of solutions,

and will diffuse toward any point only when there is less of it there

than at the place from which it moves. A movement of constructive

materials from the leaves or cotyledons only occurs when there is

more of it in solution there than elsewhere, and if the flow is directed

toward the terminal bud it is only because that is the point of least

concentration. If at any time there were less in the lateral buds than

in the terminal one, it would diffuse into the former. The fact of

any food material moving toward the terminal part and past the

lateral buds is positive evidence that the terminal bud contains less

of this in solution (and it is only in solution that it would be available)

than the others. There is no evidence for assuming that the food

is "attracted" into certain buds in sufficient quantity to start growth

and not into others ; for until growth starts all will contain an equal

amount, and afterwards, if food continues to move toward certain

buds and not toward others it can only be because growth (or some

other cause) keeps the amount in the former constantly less than in

the latter.

pposition that the buds that

applied with food after they

Thus there is no ground for the su^
^

develop in regeneration are any better siipph^u ^..u.. .wv.

start to sprout than before, and that when they do not develop

GoEBEL's hypothesis implies, it is because of lack of food. Fre-

quently they are stored with food and will begin to develop so soon

as isolated from the parent plant. Starvation, as we know, will not

more
likely

to be on any well-nourished plant; and, as J^Iorgan (7, P-
2/)^^^

pointed out, animals regenerate even while starving to death.

Experiment 5.—From young shoots of Salix and Lycium the ter-
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minal bud and all the leaves were removed, and thc"shoots,"separated

from the parent plants, were placed in the dark. The axillar}- buds
started to develop and continued until all the nourishment in the

shoots were exhausted.
w

T

Roots of Taraxacum were cut into several pieces, and on each

piece new shoots arose. We cannot say that each piece was cither

better or more poorly nourished than before. A Marchantia thallus

grown in very weak light and plainly in a^semi-starved^condition

regenerated when cut across transversely.

It seems clear from the experimental evidencejhat,''atleast in the

plants mentioned, there need be no increase^in nutritive conditions to

occasion regeneration, and we must'look^elsewhere for the stimulus.

DISTURBANCE IN WATER CONTENT.

\\ hen the leaves or other transpiring surfaces of a plant are

removed, there is often opportunity for a better supply of water in

the remaining parts. The profoundrinfluence of water as a factor

m growth is too well known to needjemphasis. If the leaves of many
trees or shrubs be removed early enough, the axillary buds will

develop shoots instead of remaining dormant until the next year.

DeCandolle (i) attributed this to the "sap" being no longer drawn

the buds by the leaves. Wiesner (15) thinks that the

young buds arc hindered from developingl^ecause the water is with-

from

from In isolated

pieces of Salix stems Vochting (i3)^believes that water is the factor

that determines the appearance of roots,' and Klebs (5, p. 104) had
experimentally proved this to be true in at least some species. Wak-
KER (14) obtained buds on leaves of Br}'ophyllum by submerging
them, and thinks it due to disturbances in the water current. Goe-

J

^^^ (3) p- 393) obtained buds*on'^lcaves''of Ancimia rolundijoUa by

very also on

pratensis
nioist air. Klebs attributes this to the checking of transpiration

and consequent abundance of water in the leaf. By surrounding a
portion of an uninjured stem of Salix by a glass cylinder filled with

^ater, Klebs
(5, p. 104) foundfthat^roots develop upon that part,

ther plants, especially those whose natural habitat is in wet places.
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possess this ability to produce roots along portions of the stem that

are kept wet. SometimeSj as in Veronica anagalliSy the root primor-

dia are already laid down, but in most plants these are not present.

Klebs believes that in these cases the development of the roots is due

to the increased absorption of water, and holds this factor to be of

great importance in other regeneration phenomena. The follo'^ing

experiments will throw light upon this.

The question was attacked by two opposite methods: the effect

was determined of (i) growing plants without injur}' or any removal

under such conditions as would increase the water in the plant to the

highest amount possible; (2) of supplying the other conditions for

regeneration and at the same time decreasing the water content of the

plant to the least possible amount compatible with actual existence.

Experiment p.—Six plants in pots were placed under bell jars,

whose inner surfaces were lined with wet filter paper. The plants

grew rapidly, but no regeneration occurred.

Experiment jo.—The same experiment was repeated with five

other plants, with the same result. While this usual method of

forming a moist chamber gives an atmosphere that minimizes trans-

piration, it docs not aUogethcr inhibit it. This objection was over-

come in two ways (experiments 11 and 17).

Experiment 11.—Two plants were set in a large bell jar, and this

was set over a vessel of water so that the bottom of the bell jar ^ as

just below the surface of the water. This water was heated to and

kept at a constant temperature of 33°. The air of the greenhouse

averaged 18-20°, while that in the bell jar was 24°, a good growing

temperature for this plant. The air surrounding the plant was thus

saturated from a water surface whose temperature was f higher than

the temperature of the plant, which entirely inhibits any evaporation

from the latter. The plants grew rapidly, but the primordia at the

base showed no signs of developing'. Pie re the plant is
undoubtedly

saturated with water.

Experiment 12.—Attempts were made to prevent transpiration
d]

covering the leaves with vaseHne, cocoa butter, or soft wax, but m no

bv

case was the development of the buds produced.
^

Experiment ij.—ln the moist chambers described the whole V^^^_

was in the moist air. Two plants were next arranged, each in a g
lass
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q^linder, so that the lower part of the stem of each plant passed

through a rubber stopper inserted in the bottom of the cyHnder.

Thus the stem and foliage were in the cylinder, the cotyledons were

below in the air, and the roots hung down into a nutrient salt solu-

tion. The cylinder was lined with wet filter paper and covered at the

top. The plants grew rapidly, but the basal primordia did not develop.

Experiment 14.—Three other plants were arranged in the same

way, except that the cylinders were fjlled with water instead of moist

air. The stems grew rapidly for a few days, then the growth gradually

decreased, and finally ceased entirely. No development of the basal

buds occurred until growth ceased, when they developed. This was

repeated by inverting three plants with their foliage in a large aqua-

rium, with the same result. When the shoots were killed by the pro-

longed submergence, however, the basal buds developed shoots.

Experiment 15.—All the foliage was cut from five plants, thus

removing the transpiration surface, and no development of basal buds

followed. All the leaves and also the cotyledons were removed from

three other plants, with the same result.

Experiment 16.—Five large plants, with six to eight intemodcs

and a large display of foliage w'ere selected. The vegetative tip was

removed from each and also the buds in the axils of all the leaves.

In four of them the basal buds developed. Here the disturbance in

the water content could only have been trifling, for careful deter-

mination before and after cutting off the tips showed no appreciable

diminution in the amount of transpiration.

Experiment ij.—A second moist chamber that kept the plant

saturated was formed in the following way: a glass tube was drawn

to a fine end with a capillary opening and through this a fine jet of

water was forced, which struck a small piece of ground glass held

obliquely to it and was scattered into a fine mist. In this mist five

plants were set, the fine spray continuously settling on ever}' part of

the plant, not only the upper but also the under surface, for it cir-

culated freely on the slight air currents always present. Here the

plants were covered constantly with a thin layer of water, which com-

pletely checked transpiration, but the excellent aeration allowed a

liealthy growth. All the plants grew rapidly, but there was no

development of the buds at the base.
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The experiments thus far show that the maximum amount of

water in the plant will not induce the basal primordia to develop.

The opposite method was then tried, i. e., supplying the other pos-

sible factors in regeneration and at the same time withdrawing water

from the plant.

Experiment i8.—Eight plants were used, the soil allowed to dr)'

until the leaves wilted, and the stems then cut off a few centimeters

above the ground. No more water was added and the soil became

quite dry. The remaining part of the stems \^ilted and the cotyledons

began to shrivel. In spite of this the primordia developed on six of

the plants ; on the other two they started but soon withered com-

pletely. The six that developed grew vcr}' slowly and apparently

suffered severely from lack of water. Three of them were then

watered, and at once recovered turgidity and grew normally. On

the other three the young shoots reached an a^crage length of 3

and then died. Here the buds started to develop with a turgidity

much below the normal, and continued slowly against a decreasmg

turgescence until the death point was reached. This part of the

experiment was repeated on several occasions and always with the

same result. Check plants under the same conditions, but with the

stems not removed, showed no development of the buds. The fol-

lowing more accurate method was then used.

Experiment ig.—To the weak nutrient salt solution in which the

plants were frequently grown was added KNO, to make up solutions

cm

of the following gram-equivalent proportions: §, i, ^, I, h h ^^ »

Si IT- To each of these were transferred plants whose roots had

been grown in the usual nutrient salt solution. In four days^ the

roots in the
f, J, and ^ gram-equivalent solutions were entirely

plasmolyzed and killed, and the stems and leaves wilted. In the

i solution the roots were partially plasmolyzed, though not killed,

and the leaves were just flaccid. In the | solution the roots seemed

quite healthy, and also the shoots, but growth was ver}' slow. I^ ^

the other solutions the plants were vigorous and grew rapidl}^

Another set of these solutions was made up, and in each were
place

plants with vigorous roots that had been developed in nutrient sa t

solutions, and each stem was cut off. As before, those in the

and I solutions were killed by . plasmolysis ; in the \ solution
the

^

r

J'

'^

1

1

r
r.
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roots at the end of the week were killedj but the stem was still alive,

though wilted, and the buds were developing; the cotyledons were

much shrunken from loss of water which had been drawn out by the

strong solution. The plants lived for several weeks, the young sliuots

slowly developing, and then died as the solution became stronger

through evaporation. In the \ solution the development of the buds

was slow but normal. In all the others it was quite active.

Experiment 20.—The nutrient salt solution mentioned was made
up in concentrations which approximate the following: -^Yf^ AVt 'utu

AV> iWt toV? tVo. iVV> t/o . tVV gram-equivalent solution. These

concentrations are only approximate, for probably ionization is not

complete in any, certainly not in the stronger solutions, and also

sufficient KOH was added to make them neutral. As it is only the

relative strengths of solution that are required, it was not necessary

to determine the actual osmotic pressure. One plant was used for

each solution, and as before the roots were in the solution and the

cotyledons and the rest of the plant in the air. Each plant was cut

off a few centimeters above the cotyledons. In the three strongest

solutions the plants were entirely killed, wiUing ver}' rapidly. In the

tVo gram-equivalent solution, after two weeks the roots were still alive

but ver}' much twisted and contorted, and so far as could be seen no

growth had occurred in them. The development of the buds was

slow but complete. In the next solution below this the growth of the

buds was considerablv faster, and in all the others it was normal.

Similar plants with their shoots and leaves intact were put in the jVV
^"^^ Af solutions and in two days the leaves had wilted down.

'Experiment 2/.—The last experiment was repeated by cutting off

not only the stem but also the cotvledons. The result was the same,
*

new shoots slowly forming while the water was being withdrawn.

The result of these experiments shows (i) that the buds in the

axils of the cotyledons will not develop under the influence of maxi-

nium turgidity of the cells so long as the upper part is still function-

ing, and (2) that if the stem be cut off the buds will develop against

a partial plasmolysis of the plant. With the shoot intact no change

in the water content will start the buds into activity, so that the

stimulus to their development does not need to include any change

m the water content of the cells. The factor that is constant in all

the cases is the removal of the growing points above.

-.^
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If Wiesner's conception that checking transpiration and con-

sequent accumulation of water is the cause of the development of

buds when the leaves are removed is correct, we should expect to
t

*

used,

water without the removal of the leaves. But this does not happen.

Experiments were conducted on young shoots of Salix, Populus,

Cornus, Ulmus, Sohdago, Silphium, and other plants. These need

not be described individually, it being sufficient to say that when

grown in the moist chambers described above, including the one in

which the chamber was filled perpetually with fine spray, the

showed no tendency to develop. In some cases cuttings were

and in others plants with roots in soil or in nutrient water cultures.

No loss of water was possible anywhere, and every part of the plan

capable of taking in water was doing so. On the other hand, as \vill

be discussed later, the buds promptly develop even when very plaml)

suffering from lack of water, if the tip of the shoot be removed.

Roots of Taraxacum with all buds removed were left in ratner

damp air, but yet allowing a slow evaporation of water from the sur-

face. While thus slowly drying they all regenerated new buds and

shoots. Wakker obtained buds on leaves of Br}^ophyllum when

submerged, but, as Goebel has mentioned, we do not know "v\

other factors come into operation in the course of such drastic tr

ment. One of the most striking cases of the direct influence of wa
1 • 1- AC

in inciting regeneration is that of Cardamine pratense, wnic ,

t-

'11

Goebel (3, p. 425) showed, produces shoots on the leaves while sti

intact, when the plant is placed in a moist chamber. Bud prin^o

in this case are already formed on the leaves, and in their moist s a

habitat in nature, where vegetative growth is luxuriant, deve F

abundantly, so that here we are probably only dealing with the us

precocious vegetative growth of this plant.

It is in the case of root production that we get what at first se

^

to be the most striking examples of the direct influence of wa e

the origin of new parts. It is well known that many stems
^

^^

roots when cut off and placed in water, and Klebs, as men 10

^^

above, has shown that in Salix the appHcation of water to loca ar^^

of the stem, without any wounding, is followed by a copious app
^^

ance of roots. But even here a closer analysis of the condition
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reveal other factors than those which have been considered the most

important. Experiments on this connection are to be mentioned.

Klebs (5, p. 109) says that when through wounding or separation

roots or shoots either infold themselves or are produced entirely anew/

it is because through this separation just those conditions are brought

about in the cells which under all other

circumstances would start into operation

the same "building processes;" and this

condition in Salix he asserts lies in the

necessary accumulation of water in the

parts concerned. Experiments in this con-

nection are to be mentioned. Vochting

(13), in his classic experiments on Salix,

obtained roots on pieces of stem when

placed in moist air, and concluded that the

cause of root development was the increased

moisture. This assumes that the stems

absorbed moisture from the atmosphere,

and also that if they had not absorbed this

the roots would not have developed.

Before we can attribute a result to any

factor it is necessary to show (i) that that

factor is always present when the result

occurs, and (2) that when it is absent the

result will not occur. Will roots of Salix, for example, develop on

the stem only after "the necessary accumulation of water;" or can

we produce them without this, or with even a decrease of water m
the parts producing them ? The following experiments were to deter-

mine this. For convenience, those on Phaseolus will be described first.

Fig. 5

)
F

These arise

If the stem of this plant be cut off anywhere and plai

roots come out abundantly at the lower end {fig. 5)-

from the pericycle entirely anew, no root primordia existing anywhere

on the stem.

Entire plants, with roots in soil or water cul-

the three moist chambers described above.

Exp<

tures, were placed in

They grew rapidly and no roots formed on the stems. There can be

stems ere entirely saturated with water

J»
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Experiment 2j.—Plants with roots grown in water culture were

placed in water so that the stems were submerged. From several the

cuticle and outer part of the cortex was peeled off, so that water

would enter freely, and in some the foliage was enclosed in a moist

chamber. No roots developed.

Experiment Stems with roots intact were submerged as in

the last experiment, but some of the stems

were slit through the middle longitudi-

nally, while from others a slice out of the

side the length of the internode and one-

third the diameter was taken. Thus free

Fig. 6

^

absorpt

Fig. 7

but no roots

developed. If, as will be discussed again, the cut be a transverse

one, severing some of the bundles, roots promptly develop just above

this
;
or if the roots be removed new roots form along the stem.

Experiment ^j.-Stems with roots intact below were surrounded

,, and the cortex

If, however, as

by water in glass cylinders (fig. 6

as to allow free absorotion. No
in

fig. from the root
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system had been removed, roots promptly came at these watered

areas.

Fig. 8

These experiments show that contact with or the free absorption

of water by the stem, or the complete saturation of the stem and

whole plant, will not induce root development on the stems when the

roots below are intact.

On the other hand, the roots may develop when the

parts from which they arise not only do not absorb any

water, but are actually wilting. From a considerable

number only four experiments will be mentioned.

Experiment 2<5-—Plants were cut off near the base and

the w^hole plants placed in damp air, the lower free end of

the stem being suspended in the air and not in contact

with water. A slow transpiration necessarily occurred and

the plants gradually wilted. The lower end of the stem

became quite dry, yet from it roots arose.

Experiment 27.—Three pieces of

intemodes wxre placed in damp air.

They wilted until there was a conspicuous shrink-

age, and yet at the basal end of each roots de-

veloped. The weight of the pieces at the begin-

ning of the experiment w^as 8 . 7^^ and eight days

later, w^hen roots had just appeared, 7.9^^

Experiment 28.—Stems were cut off near the

base, and a portion of the upper part of the inter-

node was surrounded by water, as shown in pg. 8.

The lower part projected downward through a

hole in a glass plate and was in the rather dry

air of the laboratory; while over all the rest of

the plant was placed a bell jar to keep the air

moist so that the plant w^ould not wilt. Roots

soon came out from the. part of the stem sur-

rounded by w^ater. The basal end projecting

down into the air became somewhat wilted, especially toward the base

where the end for about i^^ was completely dried up. In spite of

this, roots formed just above this dried portion, and broke through

the epidermis but could not continue in the dr}^ air.

Fig. 9
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StemsExperiment 2g —

in water. Above the water a deep notch was cut in each stem. Roots

developed abundantly at the lower end in the water, and also just

above the notch. being cut

d shrunke

Fig. lO

dry .5

more I
^mm

j^^t if the air is

ih If, as stated, a

stem

appear [on this part so long as the roots are intact

below ih but if the latter are cut off, roots

appear at the former place as well as at the place

below from which they were removed. But the cut-

ting off of the root system in this case cannot influ-

ence the amount of water in the stem, unless it be to

diminish it.

Experiment jo.—The plant was fixed as sho\^Ti

in fig. 10. Below the cylinder of water surround-

ing the][stcm a notch was cut about one-third the

way through the stem; This severed the connection

with the root, along these bundles, from this point

upwards. ^^ Roots appeared in the water above, on

the sidejdirectly above the notch, and from the

bundles [severed by it. Here
a

of the notch had any effect on the amount of water

in the part of the stem

only be to diminish it, yet its effect was to produce

roots there.

Experiment ji (fig Both portions a and J

are in the water, and if there is any difference a h^?

better

produces roots.

Experiment 32 {fig. J 2).—The apical end

and- the basal

air, but allowing considerable evaporation.
No

the former, but c

formed and break

the
lattef

rhtlie

-^i icA, ana a tew grow out into the air. If the air be kept sdiu-

or the end surrounded by water, many roots grow out vigorously-

ated.'
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These experiments all show, at least In the bean, that an increase

forma

be

ng norm

external

Their

Fig. II

prevent them from wilting.

In SahX
1

root primordia

are laid down early along the

stem in the vicinity of the

buds. In some species, at

least, contact with water, as

Klebs has shown, will incite

these to active growth. It
'Tr *

does not necessarily follow,

.'however, that this is due to

the increased absorption of

Fig. 12

water by these cells, as Klebs maintains. The following experi-

ments throw some light on this.

Experiment jj.—Three pieces of Salix glaucophylla stem two

years old were cut off from plants which were growing in pots in the

greenhouse and weighed. The aggregate weight was 27.58". These

were placed horizontally in a chamber where the air was just moist.
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In less than a week roots had appeared on all three near the base.

The weight now was found to be 26^, a loss of i . 5^^, most of which

certainly was water. Another piece at first weighed 10.5^; and

when the roots coming out on it w^ere i^"^ long the weight was 10. i^.

ThuSj with the piece as a whole losing water, but with a moist atmos-

phere outside, roots develop-

Experimenl J4.—Two pieces of stem 30

were fastened with their basal ends connected with

the water faucet, so that the water was forced into

This pressure was
d
r

^

cm
long

them under high pressure

«

sufficient to cause water to ooze slowly from the

opposite end of the stem. The air surrounding the

stem was that of the laboratory. No roots any-

where enlarged enough to break through the cortex

to the surface. Here a greatly increased amount

of water in the stem docs not start the roots.

Experiment jj.—Stems growing with vigorous

roots in water cultures were selected. A few inches

above the water a ring of bark 5"^™ wide, cutting

into the wood, was removed. Just above this for

k

about i^*" the bark (/. e., all outside of the wood)

was plainly drier than at any other point, yet the

root primordia in this part in a few days enlarged

and broke through the cortex and epidermis, but

went no farther; but when one of the pieces was

put in moist air they grew out rapidly.

Experiment j6.—Five pieces of stem

Fig.

jragilis, each 30''™ long and one
13

of Sdix

and two years

ring

with roots in water.

old, were cut off from larger branches gro^\>|

bile

Two of the pieces bore young leaves,
'^

on the other three the buds had not yet opened. Each plece^

carefully freed from any water on the surface, was placed inside a

dry glass tube as small in diameter as would admit the piece (fS-
^3h

ndEach tube was sealed air tight at each end by a rubber stopper

wa.x. Here there was no possibihty of any absorption of nioisturer

on the other hand evaporation was constantly going on from the sur^

face of the stems," and the moisture condensed in little
droplets
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the inside of the tube. The air in the tube under these circumstances

must have been saturated with moisture, all of course at the expense

of the water in the stem. Within a week three of the stems and a few

days later a fourth showed vigorous roots coming out, which grew

rapidly and soon were several centimeters long. Here again the

stimulus certainly was not any in-

creased water in the stems. It seems

as though a moist atmosphere outside

of the stem can act as a stimulus with-

out any increase, in fact even a de-

crease, inside. How this could act

through the epidermal and outer corky

layers is not clear. At first it seemed

that the real cause lay in the removal

of the piece from all influence of the

roots below, but glass tubes similarly

placed around portions of longer pieces

whose roots were intact and active

below resulted in the production of

roots Just the same. Similar pieces covered with a thin coat of wax

to prevent any evaporation showed no signs of root development.

In submerged aquatics, where there is no current of water through

the plant, but where the absence of a cutinized epidermis allows

free diffusion in and out at every point, and where all the cells are

constantly saturated, the removal of a part of the stem does not

cause any change in the amount of water present. If such plants

regenerate it is not due to disturbances in the water content.

Experiment j/.—Portions of the stems of the extreme aquatic

forms of Proserpinaca pahistris and Ranunculus multifidus were

severed from the parent plants and left submerged. In all cases

new roots were at once organized and grew rapidly at or near the basal

end, and at the other end shoots started from the latent buds in the

leaf axils
{fig. 14). Isolated pieces of roots of Taraxacum, Rumex

crispus, and stems of Zamia all organized new shoots while they

Fig. 14

were still losing moisture. In cases like Salix there is no doubt that

contact with water will start the development of roots along the stem,

yet these can also be started by other causes while the cells are losing
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water. maj

however, it cannot be due to any disturbance in the amount of water

present in the parts concerned. Several leaves of Begonia and

room
in water. more

much in

moist

The results of experiments with the other factors mentioned ml

be presented in the second paper of this series.

The University of Chicago.
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ON PROTEOLYTIC ENZYMES. II.

Arthur L. Dean.

Since the writing of the previous paper' on the vegetable pro-

teolytic enzymes, an article by Vernon^ has appeared in which he
gives an account of his investigation of the distribution of erepsin in

the animal body. Comparative tests were made of glycerin extracts

from thirteen different tissues of the cat, eight of the rabbit, eight of

the guinea pig, seven of the pigeon, eight of the frog, seven of the eel,

six of the lobster, and three of the fresh water mussel. In every case
an erepsin was found to be present. The comparison of the activity

of the various extracts was effected by means of colorimetric estima-
tions of the intensity of the biuret reaction after certain periods of

digestion. arm
more active than those from the cold blooded animals; the extracts

from the invertebrate tissues had a relatively slight action. In the
warm blooded animals it is not the intestinal mucous membrane
which is richest in erepsin, but the kidney in the cat, rabbit, and
pigeon

It might be noted that Vernon gives no record of experiments
made with the various extracts to determine whether or not they are

incapable of digesting the proteids of the tissues in which the enzymes
occur. His experiments, being all conducted with Witte peptone
solutions, do not conclusively show that the enzymes whose activity

was observed are incapable of acting on any proteids except albu-

moses and peptones.

In a former communication evidence was given to show that

Phaseolus vulgaris contains in its seeds a fairly active proteol}'tic

enzyme. No
be dfmnncfi-^

Its power to act on Witte peptone as a whole,

shown.
be

:ermination
stages contained this ereptase and at no period of germination could

'Dean: Bot. Gazette 39:321. 1904.

ERNON

^905]
121
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any evidence of a tn^ptic enzyme be obtained. Further studies have

been made of this seed enzyme in the hope of throwing hght on the

processes occurring during germination.

FURTHER EXPERIMENTS WITH THE GER^nXATIXG SEEDS OF PHASEOLUS

VULGARIS

The following experiment was carried out to demonstrate the

action of the seed ereptase of the bean on the proteoses to be obtained

from phaseolin, the principal globulin of the seed. Phaseolin was

prepared according to Osborne's' method from white medium fiela

beans, the yield from two kilograms of beans amounting to something

over 758™. A small amount of phaselin was also obt.Ined by the

alcoholic precipitation of a part of the solution from w'hich the phaseo-

lin had separated on dialysis. This albumin gives a marked Adam-

kiewicz reaction.

By mixing a known weight of phaseolin with fifty times its weight

of 2 percent, sulphuric acid and heating for three and a half to four

hours in a steam sterilizer, a slightly brown gelatinous fluid was

obtained having the odor characteristic of acid proteid hydroly?is.

This fluid was cooled, diluted with water, and the gelatinous anti-

albumid removed by filtration. The filtrate from the anti-

albumid was neutral'ized with barium hydroxide and the filtrate

from the barium sulphate concentrated and treated with sev-

volumes of alcohol. The mixture of proteoses obtained in this wa}

was collected on a filter, washed with absolute alcohol and ether,

and dried in vacuo over sulphuric acid.
ted

clear.

To obtain an ereptase solution finely ground beans were extrac

with water and the extract filtered through pulp filters until nearj^

Ten cubic^centimeters of this solution were placed in eac

four dr)- test tubes and two of the portions boiled.
Solutions

\V itte peptone and phaseohn proteoses were prepared by dissol^-^

0.28^- of each preparation in 25'=<= of water. The test solutions
v.

made up as follows

:

I. 10 cc enzyme solution + io« phaseolin proteose solution + 9 drops of toluol.

2. Same as no. i, using boiled enzjone solution.
, ,

3- 10 enz>-me solution -f 10" Witte peptone solution + 9 drops of toluol.

4. bame as^no.|3, using boiled enzjTne solution. , ^ I^'

186/1^3'''''^' '^* ''^''"''''^ ^^^^ ""^ ^^^ ^''''"- ^^''' ^'^P^"'"""^
^'*"

^"^
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The corked tubes were kept in the incubator for six days, -At the

expiration of that time each digestion was boiled, acidified with a

couple of drops of acetic acid, and filtered. Ten cubic centimeters

of each filtrate were removed to a clean tube, and, after the addition

of
s'^'^

of 10 per cent, sodium hydroxide solution, dilute copper sul-

biuret reaction. Aftermaximum
biruet

compared. The comparison showed that a marked digestion of both

proteose mixtures had taken place, the one from phaseolin being rather

more vigorously attacked. The unboiled digestion with Witte pep-

tone gave a tr\^ptophan reaction with bromine wat^r, the other

unboiled digestion did not.
t>

made
prepared by heating phaseolin for a few minutes -^-ith dilute sul-

phuric acid. The results obtained indicated that the enzyme of the

seed had, at the most, but a feeble action on this body.

Various observers have shown that the antiseptics used in enzyme

experiments may exert an inhibiting effect on the action of the fer-

ment. Vines demonstrated that in papain digestions where sodium

fluoride is used the action goes but little beyond the stage where

albumoses and peptones are formed; whereas with other antiseptics,

hydrocyanic acid for example, a marked formation of amido-acids

takes place as shown by the production of tr}ptophan. It might be

argued that the toluol used throughout the experiments with Phase-

olus had an inhibiting action on the enzyme, so that it was unable to

attack the proteids of the seed and could only act on albumoses and

peptones.

that point

xperiments

Experiment 7.—Thirty-five grams of finely comminuted cotyle-

dons from six-day old bean seedlings were extracted for one and a

naif hours with 175" of water. The extract was fihered nearly

^lear through pulp filters and then forced through a Pa^teur-

^hamberland filter into a sterile flask. Three portions of 25'^'= each
;^<^ie measured with a sterile pipette into three small sterile flasks.

° "^- ^ nothing further was added; to no. 2 was added 0.07
^™

*^ stenle citric acid, making the solution — citric acid; the contents

25
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of no. 3 were boiled. The cotton plugs in the flasks were replaced

corks. After keeping the three flasks in the incubator

for forty-one hours, 20" of tannic acid reagent (7 per cent, tannic

acid in 2 per cent, acetic acid) were run into each. After standing

-a few moments the contents were filtered through dry filters and

duplicates of 20" from each filtrate analyzed for nitrogen by llie

Kjeldahl method.

Analyses of filtrates from no. i gave 0.0036s™ N
Analyses of filtrates from no. 2 gave 0.0036s™ N
Analyses of filtrates from no. 3 gave 0.0033s™ N

Experiment 11.—Another extract from cotyledons of six-day old

seedlings was prepared by treating 288"" of finely ground tissue with

140" of cold water for three hours. The extract was filtered as in

the previous experiment and 25'='= of the filtrate removed into two

sterile flasks. The contents of one flask were boiled and both were

corked with sterile corks and kept in the incubator for three days.

To test the ereptic activity of the bacteria-free filtrate 15 were

placed in a test tube with 0.5^"^ of Witte peptone and a little toluol.

At the end of the digestion period the fluid in this tube was found to

give a strong trj'ptophan reaction with bromine water, showing that

the enzyme had not been held back by filtration through porcelain.

The contents of the two flasks were treated as In the previous

experiment: .

Analyses of filtrate from unboiled digestion gave 0.0036s™ N.
gm

boiled and
these two experiments are so slight as to be within the limits of error

1 f the
of the method used and cannot be taken to show any hydrolysis 01

proteid in the cotyledon extract.

PROTEOLYSIS DURING THE GERMINATION OF VULGARIS

We have every reason for believing that the germination of

bean is accompanied by a hydrolysis of the proteids therein con

tained, a hydrolysis which our experimental evidence leads us

^

conclude must be started, at least, by some other agency than

^^
enzyme. That proteolysis does accompany germination of this s

^^

is shown by the following experiments, where the amounts
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coagiiable and non-coagiiable nitrogen were determined in the seeds

and in the cotyledons of young seedlings.

About 758;"^ of beans were soaked in water and the cotvledons

separated from the skins and embryonic plants. The cotyledons

after being washed were dried at 60° C. and ground in a hand mill,

yielding the preparation A. Another part of the same lot of beans-

was planted in the greenhouse and allowed to germinate for seven

days. At the end of this time the somewhat shrunken cotyledons

had been pushed above ground, had begun to turn green, and
were separating to allow the plumules to push out. These cotyle-

dons were removed from the plants, washed, and dried at 80° C,

\\ hen dr\- they were ground in the mill, giving preparation B. Por-

ru

mortar and dried at 100° C. to constant weight. Duplicate portions

of is"^ each of A and B were then weighed into small beakers, 15'^''

of water added, and, after bringing to a boil, 2 drops of 10 per cent.

acetic acid were stirred in. After allowiner the ro; gul

moment
ferred to a dry washed filter paper in a funnel held in a Kjeldahl

digestion flask. The washing of the precipitates and their quantita-

tive transfer to the filters was efTected by the use of six portions of

5" each of boiling distilled water. After thoroughly draining, the

niters with the contained precipitates were transferred to Kjeldahl
flasks; the precipitates and filtrates were then analyzed for nitrogen

with the following average results

:

Total nitrogen in J = o . 040jgm
'

' =4
Total nitrogen inB=o. 03962'" =

3
ercentage of nitrogen in A as coaguable proteids = 90

Percentage of nitrogen in B as coaguable proteicls = 6i

of nitrogen in A as soluble compounds = 9
of nitrogen in B as soluble compounds = 38

17 per cent.

96 per cent.

7 per cent.

4 per cent.

3 per cent.

6 per cent.

-0—^^ "iiivjgi^ji 111 ju as suiuuie coi
l^ereentage of nitrogen in B as soluble eor

^

It is worth noting that in the germination of the bean the consump-
tion of nitrogenous foods proceeds at practically the same rate as

materials
e percentages of nitrogen in the cotyledons in the various stages of

germ
nearly constant. After the cotyledons have become

cniptied the percentage of nitrogen changes, since the cell walls of
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the shriveled cotyledons make up so large a percentage of the dry

weight.

The experiment described above shows that proteolysis actually

does occur as a step in the process of the utilization of the stored

proteid. It is of interest in this connection to see if this process

occurs when the cotyledons are removed from the young seedlings

and kept under sterile conditions. A series of preliminary tests

showed that if the cotyledons of germinating beans are treated for

twenty mmutes with a 0.5 per cent, solution of mercuric chloride and

then repeatedly washed with sterile water and kept in sterile tubes

they will remain free from bacterial or fungal infection. The pro-

cedure kills the peripheral cells of the cotyledons, as shown by the

fact that they do not turn green if kept in the light ; whereas unsteril-

ized cotyledons show a gradual development of chlorophyll under the

same conditions of light and moisture. Comparative tests of the

sterilized and unsterilized cotyledons showed that both contained

ercptase, but that there was a noticeably smaller amount in the ones

treated with mercuric chloride. It is probable that the poison not

only killed the outer layer of cells, but also destroyed the enzymes

contained in them.

hed,

Three-day old seedlings of Phaseolus were removed from th

and the cotyledons separated. A quantitv of these were was
dried between 70° and 80° C, and ground in the mill, yielding prtv-

ration C. Ninety other perfectly sound cotyledons were selected,

forty-five placed in each of two previously sterilized flasks, and kept

covered with 0.5 per cent, mercuric chloride solution for twenty

minutes. After pouring off the sublimate solution the cotyledons

were washed five times with sterile water in quantities as great as

that of the mercuric chloride solution used. In pouring off the last

wash water sufficient was left in the flasks to keep the cotyledons

moist. The flasks were closed with sterile corks and kept at room

temperature-about 20° C. After three days one flask was opened

and the contained cotyledons dried and ground, giving preparation

^- The contents of the flask were judged to be sterile by the absence

of any foreign growth and by the results of a transfer of a drop of thj

fluid from the bottom of the flask to a sterile agar tube. The second

«ask was kept unopened for five davs longer and then the cotyledons

m It were treated as the other portion, yielding preparation E.

i
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Samples of preparations C, D, and E were finely ground, dried to

constant weight and estimations of the coaguable and non-coaguable
nitrogen were made in the same way as the similar determinations on

0.0426

A and B.

Total nitrogen in i^™ of C
Total nitrogen mis^ of D ^ ^ 5
Total nitrogen in is™ of E - - • 00432
Percentage of nitrogen in C as coaguable proteids - - - 81.7
Percentage of nitrogen in Z) as coaguable proteids - - - - S8.0
Percentage of nitrogen in £ as coaguable proteids - - - 79.9
Percentage of non-proteid nitrogen in C 18.
Percentage of non-proteid nitrogen in D
Percentage of non-proteid nitrogen in E

3

12.0

20.1

These resuhs would indicate that under the conditions of the
experiment there is no proteolysis occurring, although, as previously
stated, the cotyledons still contain ereptase. A small increase in

coaguable nitrogen was obser\Td, followed by a rise to about the
original amount. There seems to be no evident explanation for these

oxygen
hvmg cells in the interior of the cotyledons was probably curtailed by
the presence of the layers of dead cells on the surface; the correlation
of tlie parts of the organism had been destroyed and the influence of

metabolic The results
tend to emphasize the dependence of proteolvsis in this seed upon
the normal life of th e organs.&

r

mSTRlBUTION OF THE PROTEASES IN VARIOUS PARTS OF PLANTS OF

PHASEOLUS VULGARIS
A large number of qualitative tests for protcolylic enzymes in

various parts of the plants of Phaseolus were carried out, using the

^Optophan reaction as an indication of proteolysis. It seems
^arcely necessar}- to detail the methods and results in ever)- instance.

e experiments were conducted in a way analogus to those on the

°
:
^^^^ ^^ the various stages of germination, a full description of

ic^ was gn-en in a former paper. In testing for a tr\-ptic enzyme
e tissues were sometimes allowed to autolyze without the addition
anj, further proteid, but in most cases edestin, phaseolin, or unco-

g^ated egg albumin was added. In searching for evidence of
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tn^ptic action the filtrates obtained after coagulating the pioteids

of the digestion mixture were frequently tested with MilloTi'= and

the biruet reactions, as well as with the tr}'ptophan reaction. The

ereptic activity was tested with Witte peptone. The antiseptic used

was toluol. Tests were made of the following tissues:

. The embtyonic plants in the seeds (exclusive of the cotyledons).

.The hypocotyls and plumules from three -day old seedlings; the hj-p-

5 were from 2 to A^m innercotyls were from 2 to 4<^™ long.

seedlings.

pocotyls and plumules from six-day old etiolated

4- The roots, stems, and buds of seven -day old seedlings gtown in the light

were tested separately; the roots were copiously branched and the buds were just

opening from between the cotyledons.

seedlings.

e of cotyledons, of ten-day old etiolated

_ _ I"

6. The leaves and buds, and the roots and stems, of eleven -day old seedlings

grown in the greenhouse.

7- The leaves and b'lds, stems, and roots of thirteen -day old etiolated

seedlings.

8. The same tissues of fourteen-day old non -etiolated plants.

9- The leaves and the stems of plants twenty-two days old.
10. The leaves and buds, the upper parts of the stems, the stems from the

root crown to a cer^fimM^^ „t .-u r ., . , ,centmieter

II

^ -v..uiaiiCLcr aoove tne scars ot tfie cotyledons.
The roots, stems, and leaves of plants just coming into bloom.

•
The developing seeds and pods.

.

-^^ ^^'^^ case a good tr3'ptophan reaction was obtained when the

tissues were allowed to autolyze in the presence of Witte peptone In

no case, with the questionable exception noted below, could evidence

ohnT T''''''^
""^ """ ^''''^'^' ^''^'''^^^ ""^ attacking native proteidsl^e

o tn.n^rt Tj^^ Q^^^ exception was furnished by the tests
conducted

hypocotyls in which edestin w.-m added to the mixture of

minced tissues and water. In this case a very faint in^V^ovl^^'^

reaction was obtained, sufficient to raise the question of the existence

ot a tryptase in these tissues. Accordingly the following
expei^^

nient was carried out. Ten grams of minced hypocotyls (i to f
long) from four-day old bean seedlings were placed in each of t^'O

flasks and 25CC
of water added. One flask was heated for several

minutes in the steam sterilizer and then cooled. To each flask
wa^

added 0.5c.
,f ^^^^^^^^^ ^_^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^.^^ ^^^ ^,,^f toluoV

ihe corked flasks were kept in Hie incubator for three days. A^^^'

i
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the digestion the contents of each flask were strained through cotton

gauze, and 20'^^ of each fluid precipitated with an equal vohime of

tannic acid reagent. Duplicates of 15^*^ each from both filtrates

were analyzed for nitrogen.

Nitrogen in analyses of filtrates of unboiled digestion =0.00366^

Nitrogen in analyses of filtrates of boiled digestion =0.0035^^

It is therefore evident that no enzyme capable of acting on the native

proteids of the bean is present in the young hypocotyls.

COMPARATIVE CONTENT OF EREPTASE IN VARIOUS TISSUES OF

PHASEOLUS VULGARIS

In making any study of the relative quantities of ereptase in dif-

ferent tissues it is necessary to have some basis of comparison.

Manifestly the dry weight of vegetable tissues is not a very satisfactory

standard, since in many cases the cell walls constitute the greater

part of the dry weight. The ideal w^ay would be to use the weight

of protoplasm as a basis for comparison, but this is out of the ques-

tion. The best substitute seemed to be the quantities of the nitro-

gen in the tissues. The first measurements of the amount of ereptic

activity in the tissues were carried out in the following manner.

Xitrogen determinations were made on the fresh tissues to be tested,

and then portions of each tissue, of such a weight that each portion

contained 0.02^™ of nitrogen, were weighed out into small tared

flasks. Into each flask 10^^ of a 10 per cent. Witte peptone solution

were measured and the total weight of the digestion made up to

25^"" by the addition of distilled water. After the addition of i"

of toluol to each digestion the flasks were tightly corked and kept in

the incubator for twenty-four hours at 41° C, the contents of each

flask being shaken twice during that period. At the close of the

digestion each mixture was strained through dr}- cotton gauze, and

20" of each fluid mixed with 20^*= of tannic acid reagent. -The

precipitates were filtered off on dry filters and the filtrates analyzed

for nitrogen in duplicates of 15" each. Minor changes were made
Jn this procedure in the subsequent series of determination, so that

the results obtained thereby were not strictly comparable with the

first series; since it was impossible to test the same tissues again the

results of the first, and less satisfactory series, are nevertheless given:
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Tissue Percentage of N Weight of tissue

used

N in 15^"= of filtrate

from tannic acid

precipitate

Leaves of mature plants

Developing pods
Developing seeds

0.68

0-39
0-95

2,9418^
5-130"
2.10S

"

. 0204^^^

0.0240"

0.0283"

From such results as these it is impossible to tell how much of the

nitrogen found in the filtrates from the tannic acid precipitation is

J A 1 J*^ 1. * * ^ m 1 •

Witte

non-protcid nitrogen present in the tissues used. Moreover, Witte

peptone is not completely precipitable by tannic acid, certain of the

ver)' soluble peptones not being thrown down by that reagent. In

the remaining estimations of comparative ereptic power two diges-

tions were made with each tissue, one a boiled control. As before,

the quantity of tissue taken was that which should contain o.o2S'° of

nitrogen. The digestion mixtures were made up to 30^^ instead

of 25^"!, as this quantity was found to be more convenient,
ture determinations were also made on each tissue so that compari-

sons of the dry weights could be made. The results of this study are

given in the accompanying table.

The table shows that although the method is not absolutely exact,

yet fairly good duplicates are obtained in different digestions with

Mois-

the same tissue. number

more than half of the WitteJ — ,..,.xi ixiv iuuLi wnere more tnan nan 01 uic vv^llw ^-i

tone in the digestion mixture was hydrolyzed. • It should be said that

the roots bore a few small tubercles which were removed so far as

possible, yet the minute ones remaining may have had some influ-

ence on the results. It is suggestive to note that it is not the seeds

and cotyledons which contain the most enzyme per unit of nitrogen,

but rather it is those tissues where active mctabohsm is occurnng-

It 13 unfortunate that we are unable to use the weight of protoplasm

as a basis for comparison. The use of the nitrogen content as a

standard is well enough between the various active tissues, but ^vhen

tliese are compared with tissues gorged with storage proteids it i^

evident that the storage tissue contains far less protoplasm to a

given weight of nitrogen. The error which the presence of stored

proteids introduces into our comparative results is evident in the case
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of the emptying cotyledons. The cotyledons of ten-day old seedlings

contain much more ereptase than those of the three and five-day old

ones. The ten-day cotyledons were green, shriveled, and probably

contained no proteids except those of the protoplasm. As a conse-

quence, the number of cotyledons needed to contain 0.02 ^"^ of nitro-

gen was far larger, the number of cells used much greater, and the

amount of protoplasm probably far in excess of the amount in the

digestion with younger cotyledons and ungerminated seeds. It is

doubtful if there is any increase of ereptase per cell during the process

of germination; if that is the case, the amount of ereptase per unit of

protoplasm contained in the seeds and young cotyledons is much

more clearly indicated by the results obtained with the exhausted

cotyledons than by those obtained with the storage tissues themselves.

In many cases it is evident that there is no special quantity of ereptase

formed in the germinating seeds for the purpose of digesting the

reser\'e proteids. The unexpected activity of the root tissue is prob-

ably connected \\'ith some processes, as yet unknown, which occur

there and which are associated with the nitrogenous metabolism of

those organs. Vernon obtained just such a suggestive result with

the kidneys of several warm blooded animals ; it is probable that

there are processes occurring in that organ which are now unknown,

but which involve a rapid nitrogenous metabolism.

CONCLUSIONS.

The results of this study have shown that, as was to be expected,

the proteids of the seeds of Phaseolus vulgaris undergo proteolysis

durmg germination n^ 5, r^r^K^T^.^. *^ .u. *^.«or^^Hntinn of the

format""I'^ii 111 LiiL" lUlllltlLlUIl Ul ilCW ijiq""—
are three ways in which this process might be carried out : by the

action of a tr>^ptic enzyme; by the combined action of the protoplasin

and of an enzyme which is, by itself, incapable of carrying out the

^jholc process; or by the action of the protoplasm alone. The results

ot a study of the proteolytic enzymes of the resting and germinating

bean show that there is no enzvme present which is able to digest

he proteids of the seed. Ther; is present, however, an enzyme of

tne ereptase group which is capable of digesting the proteoses
result-

ing from the partial hydrolysis of the seed proteids. It may be,
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therefore, that the protoplasm of the cells starts the process of proteid

decomposition, and carries it to some stage at which the ereptase

takes up the work and completes the process. That the protoplasm

has some hand in the process is made evident by the fact that killing

the protoplasm is sufficient to stop the proteolysis, although the

means taken are those which do not inhibit the action of enzymes.

Moreover, when the cells of the cotyledons are placed under abnormal
conditions, the hydrolysis of the proteids ceases. It is, of course,

possible that the complete hydrolysis is carried out by the protoplasm
and that the ereptase has no share in it. There is something to be
said for either view. It might be pointed out that the ereptic activity

as shown by the tissues of the cotyledons when acting on Witte

peptone is quite sufficient to accomplish the ereptic part of the com-
plete proteolysis. Moreover, the very fact that an enzyme is present

which is capable of doing part of the work of cleavage would lead

one to infer that it had some part to play in the process. On the

other hand, it has been shown that the cotyledons contain relatively

ordinary

durin

ery

g germination

The investigation of the other ograns of the plant shows that

somewhat

most There is no evident

explanation for these quantitative variations, nor for the function

metabolism

ery
cell is intimately bound up with a round of chemical changes of which
one part consists in a cleavage of the protoplasmic proteids. It is

quite conceivable that the means "by which the cleavage is effected

niay var)' in different cells; in some the whole process may be carried

asm

may
proteoses from itself which are subsequently attacked by an ereptic

^nzyme and broken down to the amido-acids, hexon bases etc.;

mav
^^t by an enzyme or combination of enzymes. The bridging of the
gap between widely different forms by a series of small variations

\
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is a characteristic of the morphology of living organisms. That

same sort of bridging is no less characteristic of their physiological

stages of dependence uponprocesses. For example, ^\'e find all

oxygen, from plants which are killed by its absence to those which

are killed by its presence. It is not inconceivable that there exists an

analogous range of differences in the means which various plants take

to accomplish the cleavage of their metabolic proteids.

At any rate it has been shown by the researches of various inves-

tigators that enzymes are present in animal and vegetable tissues of

both the trj'ptic and ereptic type. There has not yet been found a

tissue which has been definitely shown to contain no proteolytic^

enzymes whatever, and which must therefore complete its processes

of proteolysis by the activity of its protoplasm. Our knowledge is

too limited to allow us to say that such tissues do not exist ;
that point

must be left for future investigations.

The investigation, of which this is a report, was carried out with

the assistance of a grant from the Carnegie Institution of Washington.

Laboratory of Plant Physiology,
Sheffield Scientific School,

; Yale University.



CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE BIOLOGY OF RHIZOBIA.
IV: TWO COAST RHIZOBIA OF VANCOUVER

ISLAND, B. C/
r

Albert Schneider.

(with three figures)

Leguminous plants are comparatively rare on Vancouver Island.

Two species, beach vetch [Lathyrus maritimus Bigel.) and beach clover

{Trijolium heterodon Gray), were more carefully examined with

regard to root nodule formation and proved rather interesting. Of

these two plants, the vetch is by far the more common and more

widely distributed. It is creeping, climbing, and spreading in habit,

thus being endowed with certain advantages in the struggle for exist-

ence. It climbs upon and spreads over the smaller and less fortunate

herbs, thus gaining access to the desirable air and sunlight. The

beach clover, in common with the majority of clovers, was originally

adapted to the sunht open ground, but the tree vegetation of the island

has compelled it to occupy an extreme shore position. In the struggle

for existence it has evolved into a hardy persistent plant, clinging

tenaciously to the scant soil in the crevices of rocky shore slopes,

approaching the high tide mark. During the often prolonged heavy

inland winds of the winter months, these plants are thoroughly

drenched by the salt waves and salt spray without suffering any

inconvenience whatever. In appearance beach clover is not unlike

our familiar white clover {T. repens); the plants however are larger,

and the flowers are larger and more showy.
The roots of both plants were well supplied with rhizobia-bearing

nodules. Sections were made of these and examined microscopically.

In the case of beach clover the rhizobia presented the general morpho-

logical characteristics of those found in the nodules of red and white

clover
{fig. I), That is, they were of the very characteristic Indian

club form, with very distinct bodies described by some as granules

'The work here recorded was done at the Minnesota Seaside Station, session of

1904.

^9051
135
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of amylodextrin or degenerate proteids, and which I have elsewhere

designated as sporoids. The etiology and function of these bodies

still remains to be determined. Some of the rhizobia showed distinct

traces of forking (Y -forms), but the majority were of the Indian club

form, derived from Y -forms, while a few were of uniform width,

evidently derived from simple

unbranched rod forms.

The rhizobia of beach vetch were

rather remarkable for their branching

{fig. 2). They present the general

morphological characteristics of the

rhizobia of sweet clover, bur clover,

and other vetches. The branching,

however, is more pronounced than m

any other form of this type hitherto

c7 "^

Fig. I.—Rhizobia from the

root nodules of beach clover {Tru
jolium heterodon Gray), showing
extreme form variation of R. miita-

hile, due to hyper-nutrition; same
organisms with the so-called spo-
roids.

examined. The branching is

dichotomous and may be either

unipolar or bipolar. The highly c;'^^^
refractive sporoids are not present, ^ ^
nor have they ever been observed in

rhizobia of this type.

It is highly probable that these

two rhizobia (of beach vetch and
beach clover) represent two extreme

^
/

f

m

»

Fig. 2.

form Rhizohium

-Rhizobia from the root

nodules of beach vetch {laAr"^

maritimus Bigel.), representing t e

mutahile {RJeguminosarum Frank).
form

simple

forms
bile, due to hyper-growth.

forms are the original normal types, we have m
rhizobia of beach clover (and in ,

deviation, apparently due to hyper-nutrition ; and in the rhizobia

the

form

of
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beach This

supposition is strengthened by the study of rhizobia in artificial

cuhure media. Grown in the same culture media the rhizobia of

sweet clover and red clover are morphologically identical. Whether
they are physiologically identical has not been determined, although

this is also probable according to the inoculation experiments of

NoBBE, HiLTNER, and HoTTES, of Germany, which are supported

Moore It

form
supply or nutritional changes, variations in the supply of oxygen and
moisture, variations in chemical reaction, temperature, light, and
other ecological factors. It is possible by means of special culture

media to augment very decidedly the branching in the rhizobia of

sweet clover and to induce other morphological variations, as has

frequently come under my observation. It should be noted that the

so-called sporoids do not appear in the rhizobia in artificial culture

media. This is of considerable importance, as it was once believed

that these bodies were of sufficient significance to be of specific rank.

It would appear from these observations that they are more likely

by-products stored within the cell, having perhaps food value, derived

from the host plant. If this supposition is correct, the theory- that

they are etiologically sporoidal in nature is untenable.

It seems ver}- probable, and wholly within the range of the possible,

that the two extreme form types here described are phylogenetically

denved from an original form type similar to, but not necessarily

identical with, the form found in Cassia Chamaecrista, Robinia

pseudacada, TrigoneUa joenum graecum, 3ind Amphicarpaea comosa,

which were formerly described as distinct species. From this it does
not follow form
tions of one and the same species, although the evidence thus far

deduced pomts in that direction.

Infectionsjaden was noted (fig
new regarding their significance was discovered, only I wish to state,

^
y way of readjustment of what was stated in previous papers, that

•n all probability these threads are merely a phenomenon dependent

^Pon the infection of the root cells by the rhizobium. The action

^he motile forms in the amVal ar^ nf the- root nodule Cformerly
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described as a distinct species, R. Frankii) causes the appearance of

the threads in a manner already explained.

The question of Rhizobia species is not yet settled, and cannot

be settled until our information regarding their biology is much

more complete. The fact that extensive research work has already

been done by a large number of investigators vt'ithout coming to any

conclusion regarding species should serve as a very suggestive lesson

Fig. 3.^Portion of longitudinal section of root nodule of beach vetch (^Lathy^"^

maritlmus Bigel.) sho\Ying lujeclionsfdden, more abundant in the apical area,

rhizobia are not shown; two starch -bearing cel^;.

to species hunters. In the case of R. mutabile, the question is now

arising as to whether it is a microbe (Schizomycete) or a hyphal fun-

gus, a question which we hope to discuss more fully in some future

paper. All investigators are agreed that R. mutabile is an organism

showing extreme polymorphism. It would appear to be an organisni

wonderfully adapted to test the De Vriesian theory of mutation as i^

applies to low organisms. At this time the only statement venture

is that apparently constant natural variations in R. mutabile, as abo^^

indicated, at once become transformed into "variable or unstable van-
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ability" in artificial culture media. It would appear that the newer

conception of species as based upon the facts of ecology; study of

mutation, constant and variable; crossing, artificial and natural,

etc., will necessitate a complete change in our present systems of

classification.

California College of Phai^macy,

San Francisco

¥

I

[<
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BRIEFER ARTICLES.

^

THE VITALITY OF SEEDS.

In the autumn of 1879 I began the following experiments, with the new

of learning something more in regard to the length of time the seeds of

some of our most common plants would remain dormant in the soil and

yet germinate when exposed to favorable conditions. I selected nfty

freshly grown seeds from each of twenty-three different kinds of plants.

Twenty such lots were prepared with the view of testing them at different

times in the future. Each lot or set of seeds was well mixed in moderately

moist sand, just as it was taken from three feet below the surface, where

the land had never been plowed. ' The seeds of each set were well mixed

with the sand and placed in a pint bottle, the bottle being filled and left

uncorked, and placed with the mouth slanting downward so that water

could not accumulate about the seeds. These bottles were buried on a

sandy knoll in a row running east and west, and placed fifteen paces nor
-

west from the west end of the big stone set up by the class of 1873-

bowlder stone barely even with the surface soil was set at each end oi

row of bottles, which were buried about twenty inches below the surface

of the ground. I should make an exception in the case of the acorn^,

which were placed in the soil near the bottles, and not inside bottles,

the end of five, ten, fifteen, twenty, and now twenty-five years, sets of t ese

seeds were tested fur vitality. The names given in the following

were those in use when the seeds were buried. Some of those marke

germinated; none of those marked germinated.
.^^

In all the species in the five tests made, eight out of twenty-two faile

germinate; and of the remaining fourteen, some of ten species ?>^^^^/^

often when they had been buried twenty-five years. The acorns bun

near the botdes were all dead at the end of two years. I soon began
^^^

experiments with acorns, and in addition planted some black walnuts -^

^^^

the acorns. On a sandy knoll these nuts were buried at
^'^""^^^^^Jjie^

in a hole the depth of which was equal to the length of a spade and han^^

some of them three feet or more below the surface. After they had rema^^^^

^

nearly two years, some of them were examined with the following res

^^
Some of the walnuts and acorns planted only a few inches beneath t e

^ ^^

face had come up the next summer after planting, while those P^^"^^^^^

140
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Names of seeds tested

Amaranthus retroflexus

Ambrosia artemisiaefolia

Bfassica nigra

Bromus secalinus

Capsella Bursa-pastoris

Erechthites hieracifolia

Euphorbia maculata
Ixpidium virginicum

Lychnis Githago
Maruta Cotula :

S[alva rotundifolia

Oenothera biennis

PJantago major
Polygonum Hydropiper
Fortulaca oleracea

Quercus rubra
Rumex crispus

Setaria glauca
Stellaria media
Thuja occidentalis

Trifolium repens
^^^bascum Thapsus

o
o
o
X

o
o

X

o
X
X
X
o

o
o
X
X

X
o

o

X

X
o
X

o
o
o
o
X
o
X
o

X
o

X
X

o

?

X
X
o

o

?

15th year 20th year

X X

X X

X X

X X

X
X

X X
X
X X
X X

X X

X

X X

X X
1

25th year

X
o
X
o
X
o
o
X
o
X
o
X
o
X
X
o
X
X
X
o
o
o

a depth of about eight inches to two feet or a little over had all decayed.

All the walnuts deeply planted had decayed, but some of the acorns planted

two or three feet below the surface were still alive, or rather the young

plants were alive. They had probably started soon after planting, as the

cotyledons were exhausted, their nourishment having been used in devel-

oping roots and pushing up an ascending axis.

On August 12, 1889, after a part of the nuts had been planted and

undisturbed for two months less than four years, I examined them. Eight

acorns were found alive, with the roots about Hke the roots of those dug up

two years before. The ascending axis in most cases was slender and

crooked, with a delicate white apex. In one case there was no ascending

axis, but a solid, fleshy root, apparently alive.

In all tests of the seeds buried in bottles, the resuhs have been indefinite

and far from satisfactory. I mean by this that I have never felt certain

that I had induced all the sound seeds to germinate. I moisten the sand

containing the seeds, and forthwith a goodly number germinate, and then

Aey come slowly straggling along. I dry the soil and wait a few days, and

after moistening, in a few days more seeds germinate. Why was I unable

to induce them to start when treated to various degrees of temperature

and moisture for seven months ?

We see this important point. It is to the advantage of the plants not

to shoot up all of their seeds at one time, but to retain a good portion alive
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Againin the soil to be ready for stocking the earth in successive years.

we must consider that it makes very little difference whether all the seeds

live over for a time or only a small proportion . of those which were pro-

duced, as a living seed now and then left Is enough to save the stock and

produce new crops of seeds.

The 894 were kept in trial until

to.'ni'nrrtViP rlrv <?anfl were set :November of that year, when the plates containing the dry sand were

away dry until the next spring, and kept in test for that year until Novem-

ber 1895. In this second year some seeds of eight species germinated.

In the sets of seeds which were put in condition, as I supposed, to

Jul)
seeds of

eighteen species grew during the following four months, when the plates

were set away till the next April (1900), at which time the sand was occa-

sionally wet. During this period, some seeds of mustard, mallow, shep-

herd's purse, and chickweed germinated.

In September 1882 I selected of the second crop of red^clover five plants

within a few feet of each other, which seemed much alike. The seeds

fifty good heads of each, containing 1260-1820 seeds, were .shelled, an

ever since, till tested, they have been kept, each lot by itself, in a two-

ounce bottle well corked. For a portion of the time they were exposed to

the light; for some years they have been kept in a dark closet. Near J

twelve years after collection, fifty seeds of each lot were tested for vitality,

with the following results:

Of no. I - - - • 24 germinated

it

it

Of no. 2 - - . - 8

Of no. 3 - - . .34
Of no. 4 r - - - 25

Of no. 5 - . . - o

Two weeks later another test of fifty seeds each was made

:

Of no. I - - -_ - 31 germinated

Of no. 2 - - . - 10

Of no. 3 . - - - -32
Of no. 4 - . - - 21

Of no. 5 - . - - 4

u

ti

u

ii

This is an average for both tests of ^^ 8 per cent. The difference

-•—•- -
«55 F

may be accountedgermination„ .v,.x jt^«.iv.i,iiuagc ui inese lots oi seeas pernaps "*"/ --

for by the presence of weevil in a few seeds; by difference in

^^^J^^^^
seeds, or the stage of maturity; by individual peculiarities of thediti

^^^
plants. By some means, since testing, the bottle no. 4,

containing

seeds, has been lost.
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On November 16, 1904, over twenty-two years from collecting, I began

100

Of no. I - - - . o germinated

Of no. 2 - -^ " -

Of no. 3 - - - - 5

iC

ii

Of no. 5 ^ - - - I " possibly a second one

W, J. Beal, Agricultural College^ Michigan,

SOME MEXICAN SPECIES OF CRACCA, PAROSELA, AND
MEIBOMIA.

- - - -

(with plate v)

The genus name Cracca of Linnaeus (1753) bas of late years been

restored in place of the Tephrosia of Persoon (1807), which is clearly a

sjTionym, as has been well pointed out by Mr. E. G. Baker.^

Dalea, although first proposed by Linnaeus in 1737, was reduced by

him in 1753 to Psoralea. It was not restored until after Patrick Browne
in 1756 had published his Dalea, and therefore the next available name,

Parosela, must be used.

The Meibomia of Adanson (1763) has properly been taken up in place

of Desmodium (Desvaux, 1813), which must be treated as a s^-nonym,

though there is some ground for regarding the two names as representing

•different genera.

An examination of these three genera bv Mr! Rose in connection with

his Studies of Mexican plants has showTi that they are greatly in need of

Tevision, and considerable work has been done with a view to meeting this

^vant. Mr. Painter has a revision of the Mexican and Central American

species of ^Meibomia well advanced. It was not the intention to publish

any notes on these genera until our revisions were completed ; but there has

"been considerable demand, both from general collectors and hony botanists

who have been working on Mexican fungi, for correct names for certain

species; and we have concluded to publish a few of the new combinations

and new species at the present time.

Cracca talpa (S. Wats.) Rose.—Tephrosia talpa S. Wats. Proc. Am.
-^cad. 22:405. 1S87.

Cracca macrantha (Rob. & Greenm.) Rose —Tephrosia macranlha

•Rob. & Greenm. Proc. Am. Acad. 29:383. 1894.
Cracca Pringlei Rose, sp. nov.— Herbaceous perennial much branched

-at base; branches 10. to 20^"! long, appressed-pubescent : leaflets 7 to 10

' Jour. Botany, Jan. 1900.
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pairs, oblong, 8 to 15^^"^ long, green above and with scattered hairs,

densely cinereous beneath, rounded and mucronate at tip: infioresence

short and compact, not much exceeding the leaves: calyx lobes nanow:

corolla purplish, the banner 15"^"^ long; ovary very hairy; pods (imma-

ture) 4^"^ long.

(no. 6741).

J

Type in the U. S. National Herbarium.

Parosela mutabilis (Cav.) Rose.

—

P
jg^. 1797. Dalea mutabilis Willd. Sp.

bi

Parosela acutifolia (DC.) Rose.—Z>a/m acutijolia DC. Prod. 2:245.

1825.

Parosela uncifera (Schlecht. & Cham.) Rose.

—

Dalea uncifera Schlecht.

& Cham. Linnaea 5 : 580. 1830.

Parosela triphylla (Pavon) Rose—Dalea friphylla Pavon, Linnaea

12:289. 1838.

Parosela procumbens (DC.) Rose.—Dalea prociunhens DC. Prod. 2:

246. 1825.

Meibomia (Heteroloma) Metcalfii Rose & Painter, sp. nov.—Her-

baceous, erect with ascending, striate branches: leaves trifoliolate, nar-

rowly ovate-lanceolate, 3 to ^""^ long, 0.6 to 1.5^=™ wide, obtuse at base, acute

at apex, margins revolute, upper surface sparsely hirsute with short hair?,

dark green, under surface lighter green and glabrous, veins more prominent

below than above; petioles angled, of lower leaves 3'='" long, of upper

leaves nearly wantbg; stipules deciduous: hiflorescence in open panicle?,

its racemes terminal and lateral: flowers small, on pubescent pedicel?;

bracts acuminate, pubescent, early deciduous : calyx purplish, of $
unequal

teeth: corolla small, purplish : ovarj' pubescent, stipitate; loment decided]}-

stalked, of 2 to 5 joints, these much longer than broad and covered ^vlth

uncinate hairs.

Collected by Mr. O. B. Metcalf in the Black Range, Animas Creek, Grant

County, New Mexico, on ditch banks, altitude 1,500'", July 13, 19^4 (°o- II37^

A species with the aspect of M. paninilatu (L.) Kuntze, but more cose)

related to M. Lindheimeri Vail.

Meibomia (Heteroloma) pinetorum Rose & Painter, sp.
nov.-Her-

baceous, stem glabrous, trailing, i to 2^ long, with ascending
branches-

leaves trifoliolate; leaflets i to 3.5cm i^ng, i to 3'='" wide, thin, broad^)

oval, obtuse and mucronate at apex, ver>' sparingly hirsute on the uppe^

surface with scattered appressed hairs, 'the lower surface lighter g«^^

with the primary veins prominait, covered with fewer scattered
appre^'

t;

i

)

1

*

I
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hairs; petioles i to 3^"^ long, glabrous; petiolules of lateral leaflets i to
7,^"^ long, of terminal leaflets 8 to is'""^ long, pubescent; stipules per-
sistent, small, long-acuminate, glabrous: inflorescence in a simple terminal
or lateral axillary raceme; flowers purple, on filiform pedicels; floral bracts

deciduous, ovate, acuminate, somewhat puberulent; calyx unequally
S-toothed, pubescent: loment 3 to 4, rarely 5-jointed, almost sessile, the
joints covered with uncinate pubescence.

Collected by Mr. C. G. Pringle about Trinidad Iron Works, Hidalgo, Mexico>
in pine woods, altitude 1650"^, September 15, 1904 (no. 8890).

Type in U. S. National Herbarium, no. 46138 I.

species IS nearest M
tinguished from that species by its obtuse, oval leaves, prostrate habit, and loment
more deeply constricted above.

Meibomia xylopodia (Greenman) Rose & ^^mitr.—Desmodium xylo-
podium Greenman, Proc. Am. Acad. 39:80. 1903.

Meibomia (Ch.4larium) pallida Rose & Painter, sp. nov.—Low,
shrubby, 20 to 30^™ high: leaves all unifoliolate, the lowest orbicular or
broadly oval, obtuse, upper oblong, mucronulate, all pale green, obtuse
at base, above covered with short uncinate pubescence, less so and
reticulate-veined beneath, midrib prominent, pubescent; petioles pubes-
cent, 2 to s^im iQj^g. stipules deciduous, ovate-acuminate, pubescent and
with prominent veins; stipels subulate, pubescent, i'"™ or less long: inflo-

rescence in a terminal simple raceme which is densely pubescent; flowers
purple; pedicels when fully matured 5 to 6"^" long, pubescent; bracts
deciduous, lanceolate-ovate, long-acuminate, ribbed: calyx pubescent, the
eeth unequal: ovary appearing spirally twisted, pubescent; loment about
S-jointed, the joints inflated, glabrous, reticulate-veined.

Collected by Mr. E. W. Nelson at Huilotepec, Oaxaca, Mexico, altitude 25
May4toii, 1895 (no. 2587).

m

40034

M
ut It differs in the glabrous loments and the paler green leaves.

Explanation op Plate V:

i)

§

Meibomia (Chalarium) rubricaulis Rose & Painter, sp. nov.—Low
^ rub, twigs reddish-brown, older ones with striate and whitish bark;
eaves small, trifoliolate, petiolate; petioles 5 to 12™'" long, covered with
^hort pilose hairs; terminal leaflets obovate, 8 to is'""^ long, 6 to 10"^™

^
'

the lateral leaflets mostly oval, at times somewhat obovate,
rounded, mucronulate at apex and rounded at base, upper surface minutely
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roughened with ver}- short hairs, beneath pilose, reticulate, the veins more

prominent beneath than above; stipules long-persistent, subulate ,

lanceolate: inflorescence terminal and lateral, of simple racemes; flowers

purple, on pilose pedicels (5"^"^ long) ; bracts lanceolate, early deciduous:

calyx lobes equal, obtuse, pubescent: ovary puberulent;- lament 2 to

S-jointed, decidedly stipitate, the joints reticulate-veined, 4"™ long and

^tnm
^.i(jg^ ^jtij ^ very narrow isthmus (not quite central) rarely half as

long as adjacent joints.

Talis

Talis

J. N. Rose & J

September 30, 1903 (no. 7492); and by C. G. Pringle on mountains about Etzat

Ian, Jalisco, October 2, 1903 (no. 11413; type, no. 460875 of the U. S. Nation;'

Herbarium).—J. N. Rose and Jos. H. Painter, U. S. National Museum.

A NEW KRYNITZKIA

extensive collections of plants in the northwest, more especially in

state of Washington, sent recently to the Gray Herbarium a consig

the

nment

.\mong
of specimens containing several species of particular interest,

these rarities is a Kr}-nitzkia which deserves an early record. Flowenag

specimens of this plant were first secured in the spring of 1901; ^^\
"

June of the past season fruiting material was obtained. These collections

have been placed at the disposal of the writer for study, and a care u

comparison with the entire representation of the genus in the Gray

barium shows that the Suksdorf plant is most nearly related to K. oxycarj^

Benth. and K. rostellata Greene. From type material of both t ese

species the Suksdorf plant differs in several important characters, an
^1^

seems best, therefore, to regard it as specifically distinct. The wnter ta

^
pleasure in dedicating the new species to its collector. The plant ma}

characterized as follows: .^,t

Kr3mitzkia ^ .

o . 5 to 1 .

5dm
high, simple or branched from the base,

canous-stngo^e-

leaves opposite below, alternate above, spatulate to linear, o
. 5

to i o
_

long, I to 3.5"^^ broad, obtuse, er*=- ..,T..r.r.r^=^pd-tuberculat

flowers small, sessile : calyx deeply 5
pubescent with spreading slightly curvea stiii nairs, pci^^— ---^

|^g

4^°^ long in fruit and surrounding the single mature nutlet; 1°^^^ ^jq
calyx linear, acute: corolla about 3™"^ in length; lobes subrotund, i

antheii:

becomin
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diameter: stamens adnate to the corolla-tube for about one-half its length;

anthers sessile: mature nutlets 'narrowly ovate, 2.5"^"^ long, acuminate,

smooth and shining, pale chocolate-colored, somewhat mottled with darker

spots; the ventral surface slightly flattened and the groove bifurcated at

the base.—Washington: on dry hillsides near Rockland, KHckitat County,

18 April 190I; Suksdorf^ no. 1495 (flowering specimen), and 8 June 1904

(fruiting specimen); on dr}^ hillsides near Dallas City, 17 April 1901,

Suksdorjj no. 2346 (flowering specimen). T}^e in herb. Gray.

This species differs from K. oxycarya Benth. in having shorter broader leaves,

somewhat larger corolla, more prominently beaked, darker colored and mottled

nutlets which are bifurcately grooved on the ventral side near the base. From
the Califomian K. rostellala Greene, K. Suksdorfii differs in having somewhat

smaller habit, shorter, broader leaves, much shorter branches of the inflorescence,

slightly larger corolla with broader corolla-lobes, and shorter calyx-lobes in the

fruiting state.—J. M. Greenman, Gray Herbarium.
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CURRENT LITERATURE.
BOOK REVIEWS.

The origin of species and varieties by mutation.

Professor DeVries' has hit upon a method for presenting his experiments

and theories to the English-reading public that is as hapi)y as it is unique. It is

commonly the fate of an epoch-making work, such as Die Mutaliofistheme has

proved itself to be, to undergo a translation into other tongues in the course of

three or four years, without alteration except for some inevitable changes for the

. DeVries has taken mto his own hands the preparation of the English

.^i^....w.x of mutation, and we have as a result a book that is written for a very

different audience, couched in dififerent language, and prepared in the light o

the experiments and discussions of the past four years. The investigator who

desires the minutiae of DeVries' experimental results will still have recouRe

for the most part to the earlier volumes, but as investigators are supposed to

conversant with the German language and with the technical terminolog}' t ere

employed, no difficulty results. The investigator, however, will

''^^^'^^J^^
present volume for the broader viewpoint, and for the contributions that a«

appeared since 1901. The great and undisputed field for the present
J^^"^^^^

the presentation of mutation to the large and important audience of inte igen^

people to whom German is a foreign language, and technical terminologj' m

worse

exposition

so.

based
ren at the

University of California in the summer of 1904, and was edited by D. !•

|^^^^

DouGAL of the New York Botanical Garden, whose experiments ^"'^^^"^^^g

tions have done so much to make Americans conversant with the work of
^

e

^^^
One of the most valuable and interesting of his lectures is the P'*^^^'"'"^^^^ -^

dealing with theories of evolution and methods of investigation.
Here

^^^

d of the relation that exists between his contnbutio
portray

DAR^V^N
Ited

but supplemented and strengthened; Darwin's comparative ^^^"^'*^

j^^ jj-s-

in the accumulation of a vast array of material, while DeVriks' work
^^^^ ^

tematlzed this material, and has given us an experimental basis for t e^
^^^^^

evolution. It is to be hoped that the perusal of this volume will put a^^^^^^^^

the notion, so widely circulated jn the newspapers, that DeVries is a

of Darwinism.

gdited hj

' DeVries, Hugo, Species and varieties; their origin by mutation^
p^yiiWng

D. T. MacDougal. 8vo., pp. xviii+ 847. Chicago: The Open Court
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The following lectures outline the characteristics of elementar)' species, both

in nature and in cultivation, and it is shown that natural selection must play a

large part in determining their sur\ival. Varieties are shown to differ from ele-

mentary species in not possessing anything that is really new, and in originating

commonly by the loss of some quality. Several chapters deal with the various

kinds of varieties, retrograde, progressive, and ever-sporting; in the same connec-

tion the subject of atavism is elucidated, as well as latent characters, and vicinism

or variation under the influence of pollination by neighboring individuals. The
lectures on mutations deal not alone with Oenothera, but as well with the peloric

toadflax, double flowers, and a great many wild and cultivated plants that are

supposed to illustrate mutation. A lecture that will be read with great interest

by paleontologists, as well as others, is the one ^hat considers the periodicity of

mutations, and the relation that mutation bears to the length of geological time.

The final lectures present the topic of fluctuating variations, and perhaps it is

here that Darwinians wall find least comfort in the work of DeVries. The
closing words of the book, quoted from Arthur Harris, will be recognized as

most apt: ^'Natural selection may explain the sur\-ival of the fittest, but it cannot

explain the arrival of the fittest."

In a review of Die Miitaiionstheorie (Box. Gaz. 33:236-239. 1902), it was

felt to be too soon to express an opinion concerning the place which that work

would occupy in the literature of evolution, although it was the reviewer's intu-

ition that this place would be very high. Of the permanent value of that work,

and of the work here under review^, there is now no doubt at all. "The greatest

contribution since Darwin" is the universal testimony, and there is a feeling on

all sides that the answ^ers to many evolutionary questions are close at hand, and

that through the application of experiment. To many of us the new volume

brings more than did the old, because we have now seen the author face to face,

and have perpetually in mind the modest, lovable man, as well as the renowned

investigator—H. C. Cowles.

MINOR NOTICES.
Emerson^ has published the results of experiments in the control of the rusL

and scab of apples. He finds that the rust of apples due to species of Gyr

angium can be prevented by spraying with Bordeaux mixture if the first appUca-

tion is made when the gelatinous spore-containing projections first appear, on the

"cedar apples." This spraying should then be followed by a second spraying

about ten days or two weeks after the iirst. He recommends also that the cedar

apples be removed from cedar trees near orchards in the winter or early spring,

and that where practicable cedar trees themselves should not be allowed to remain

within one mile of apple orchards. The scab he found could be prevented by

graying twice with Bordeaux mixture, once iust before the apple blossoms open

nospor-

and again just after the blossoms fall.—E. Mead Wilcox.

' Emerson, R. A., Apple scab and cedar rust. BuU. Nebraska Exp. Sta. 88:

PP- 21. figs. Q. 1905.
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Chkistensen^ has begun the publication of an Index Filicunt, ^*hich is

intended to do for ferns what the Index Kewensis does for seed-plants. The

book will contain a systematic enumeration of the genera, based upon Exglh

and Prantl's Pflanzenfamilicn; an alphabetical enumeration of species and

synonyms, which will include all names and combinations of names publislied

from 1753 to 1905 and also names of garden ferns; and an alphabetical catalogue

of literature containing critical notes and descriptions of new genera and species.

The work will be complete in eleven or twelve parts, and the entire manuscnpt

is ready for printing, awaiting only a sufficient subscription. The first fascide,

just issued, begins the alphabetical list of genera and species, closing with Aspi-

dium.—J. M. C.

Merrill^ has attacked the species
mumental

Flora de Filipinas, recognizing that they must be identified and made available

so far as possible. He has brought together these identifications in a conveniently

arranged bulletin, calling special attention to the species that are yet to be idenU-

fied. To give some idea of the results attained by this absolutely isolated worker,

Blanco

described 1127 species and varieties; about 623 of these were proposed as ntv^j

and 504 identified with species of other authors, 21Q of them correctly and 285

incorrectly. A large proportion of the new species remain unknown, and on y

90 are known to be valid.—J. M. C.

Hitchcock 5 has published an elaborately illustrated synopsis of the North

American species of Agrostis, recognizing twenty-seven species and descnbmg

three as new. It is announced as the intention of the department to pub^

occasional monographs of the larger genera of grasses.—J. M. C.

Husxoi 6 has published the first part of an illustrated synopsis of the Cyper-

aceae of France, Switzerland, and Belgium. This part contains Elyna, Kobresia,

portant

synonymIS

are illustrated.—J.

3 Christensen, Carl, Index Filicium sive enumeratio omnium
g'^'^^^^'^^Jf^fij

rumque Filicum et Hydroptcridum ab anno 1753 ad annum 1905 descriptorum a^ J

principalibus, area geographica, etc. Fasciculus i. pp- 64- ^'^P'^"
'

H. Hagerups Bogliandel. 1905. Each part 35 6J.

* Merrill, Elmer D., A review of the identifications r,f the species escn
^

in Blanco's Flora de Filipinas. Bull. 27, Bureau of Gov
Interior. Manila. 1905.

s Hitchcock, A. S., North American species of Agrostis. Bulletin 6S,

Labs

Industry pp. 68. ph. 37. 1905-

de Francs
.6HUSN0T, T., Cyperacees: descriptions et figures des Cyperacees d

^^^^^^_

Suisse et Belgique. Part i. pp. 48. pis. 12. Cahan, par Athis (Orne):_ t

1905- SM
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NOTES FOR STUDENTS.
4

Apogmiy in the genus Alchemilla has been investigated verj' thoroughly by
Strasbueger.7 The work was suggested by Murbeck's researches; and his

statements that the embryo of the Eualchemillae develops from the egg without

fertilization, and that there is no reduction of chromosomes in the life histor}', are

confirmed. On the other hand, Strasburger reaches a different conclusion as

to the origin of the embryo sac of apogamous species of Alchemilla, and has a

different theory as to the nature of the embr)^ogeny of these species.

More than forty species were studied. In the European species the pollen,

except in a few species, is abnormal, the development being checked at various

stages. The pollen mother-cells may disorganize or a tetrad may be formed, but

the pollen grains fail to be liberated from the mother-cell In some cases, the

division into tube nucleus and generative nucleus takes place, but such pollen

grains disorganize early. There are thirty-two bivalent chromosomes in the pollen

mother-cells, and sixty-four univalent chromosomes in the vegetative tissues. In

American and African species, an examination of herbarium material showed

normal pollen, and it is probable that fertilization occurs in the usual way.

In the ovules of apogamous Eualchemillae one or more megaspore mother-

cells appear. The nucleus passes through the prophases of the heterot}^pic

division up to the synapsis stage, but here the mode of development changes and

the nucleus divides by a typical vegetative division. Division in the embn^o sac

shows the sporophytic number of chromosomes, so that when the egg is formed it

contains the vegetative number of chromosomes. When such an egg develops

an embr}'o without fertilization, Strasburger regards the phenomenon not as

parthenogenesis but as apogamy. Strictly speaking, it would not be even a case

of apogamy, but we should have merely an adventitious embrj^o like one coming

from cells of the nucellus. There is not the beginning of a new generation.

The subniveal Eualchemillae which form normal pollen show a reduction

of chromosomes in the formation of the megaspores, and fertilization takes place

in the usual way. Those Eualchemillae which have not lost their sexuality

are chalazogams, and some of them form hybrids.

It seems probable that the extraordinary mutation of the Eualchemillae
has weakened the sexuality, and that the failure of fertilization has brought on

the apogamous condition.

Rubus and Rosa, which were also examined, have retained their sexuality

in spite of extensive pol>miorphism. The reduction division and fertilization

occur regularly.

Dioecism has in many cases given an impulse toward apogamous reproduc-

tion, since the separation of male and female individuals decreases the frequency

of fertilization.—C. J. Chamberl.ain.

7 Strasburger, E., Die Apogamie der Eualchemillen und allgemcine Geschichts-

punkte, die sich aus ihr ergcben. Jahrb. ^Yiss. Bot. 41:88-164. pis. 1-4. ig^S-
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Items of taxonomic interest are as follows: S. LeM. Moore (J

Botany 43:137-150- pi- 47^- 1905)? in describing numerous new Australasian

species, has described a new genus {Cratystylis) of Compositae (Inuloideae), with

3 species, and one {Nepenihandra) of Euphorbiaceae (Crotoneae).—H. Chuist

(Bull. Soc. Bot. France IV. 5:1-69. 1905) has published an account of the

Chinese ferns in the collections of the Museum of Natural Histor}-, Paris* desaib-

ing 41 new species and a new genus {Neocheiropteris), to replace Cheiropteris,

preempted by a genus of fossil plants.—M. A. Howe (Bull. Torr. Bot. Club

32:241-252. ph. ii~ij^ 1905) has described new species of Chlorophyceae from

Florida and the Bahamas in Halimeda and Siphonocladus, and has established

a new genus (Pelrosiphon) related to the latter.—H. D. House {idem 253-260.

ph. i6- Jersey, recognizes

speaes

one as new.— Mrs. E. G. Britton {idem 261-268) has proposed Pseudocryphaea

and Dendroahia as new genera of mosses, and has described new species in

Erpodium.—A. Engler (Bot. Jahrb. 36:213-252. 1905) has described the fol-

lowing new African genera: Spondianthus and Nothospondias (Anacardiaceae),

Magnistipula (Rosaceae), Prelreothamnus (Pedaliaceae), and Cycniopsh (Scroph-

ulariaceae).—M. L. Fernald (Rhodora 7:81-92. 1905) has begun the pub-

lication of a revision of the North American species of Eriophorum.—J. Cardot

(Rev. Br\'oI. 32:45-47- 1905) has published two new genera of acrocarjjous

antarctic mosses, naming them Pseiidodistichium and Skoltsbergia, the peristome

of the latter being described as most extraordinary.—A. A. Eaton (Fem Bulletin

^3:5i"53- 1905) has described a new

ington.— J. W. Blaxkinship (Montana Agric. Coll. Sci. Studies i:35-io9- P^^'

1-6. 1905), in his "Supplement to the flora of Montana," has published new

species in Sagittaria, Zygadenus, Salix, Arabis, Physaria, Sedum, Ribes, Saxifraga,

Astragalus (2), Lupinus (4), Impatiens, Ammania, Bupleurum, Carum, and

Petasites—Jessie Milliken (Univ. Calif. Pub. Botany 2: 1-71. pis. i-Ji- ^pof).

in a well-illustrated revision of Califomian Polemoniaceae, recognizes 6 species

of Polemonium, 5 of Collomia, 22 of Navarretia, 36 of Gilia, 31 of Linanthus, and 9

of Phlox, and describes new species in Gilia and Linanthus.—J. M. C.

Peirce^ has studied the dissemination and germination of the seeds of

Arceuthobium occidenlale on the Monterey pine {Pinus radiata) of California^

The structure and mechanics of the exploding fruit are described in detail; an

the seeds were obser^-ed in the laboratory to be thrown fifteen feet, sticking to

whatever they struck. The so-caUed seeds, by the way, are seeds enclosed m

the inner part of the ovary. The field observations indicate that the majonty

of seeds strike the leaves of the pine, either of the tree on which they grow of

one near by. In germination the root .„ ..^^ ^ ^
sensitive to contact. When growth is blocked by some obstacle the \^^^^^^
a thick foot-like holdfast, into which the material in the upper

^

» Peirce, George
J., The dissemination and germinatio

occidentale Y.ng. Ann. Botany 19:99-113. /,/j. j-^. 1905.

of Arceui^"'^''"'
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13 transferred, the seedling becoming mainly a foot. Vascular elements form

in the foot, and its central part grows out into the bark. Strands of infecting

cells grow toward the medullar}- rays of the host, through these to the cambium,

and finally eflFect an attachment with the young xylem elements. While the

parasite is thus establishing a connection with the young wood, the main part of

the haustorium forms a mass of parasitic cells in the cortex of the host. From

this cortical mass buds arise and develop into branches that grow out through

the bark into the air. The author remarks that 'Sve have here an instance of

regeneration without w^ounding, amputation, or other pathological stimulus.

The small part of the seedling which penetrates the host forms and develops

stem and leaves; a small part of one organ^—the root—develops into a complete

plant by forming the missing members."—J. M. C.

Steinbrinck 9 finds that AIez made a ver}- imperfect study of the absorption

hairs of Tillandsia, and that his erroneous conclusion could have been avoided

easily by reference to published investigations of the author. According to Mez
the four central and empty cells of the hair are free from air and collapsed when

dry; but when the thickened portion of the shield absorbs water the appressed

walls are forced apart, leaving lumina into which water passes because of negative

pressure. The author finds that negative pressure is not a factor at all, and bases

this conclusion upon a study of the mechanics of cohesion involved in the shrink-

age of artificial cells to which he finds natural cells are comparable. The author

first demonstrates that water exercises a cohesive power, which being so well

known is perhaps unnecessary. Next he shows that the shrinkage and collapse

of artificial cells occurs in a vacuum as well as under ordinary pressure; also that

the tension present in a membrane through which water is passing to supply

evaporation is independent of air pressure. In the latter case water placed on

the surface of such a transpiring membrane is quickly drawn inside because the

cohesion pull of the water already inside extends through the fine pores of the

membrane. Of course the greater the elasticity of the membrane the stronger

cohesion pull it will support and the greater its capacity for bringing outside

^'ater within the cell. It is in this relation that the thickened Deckel of the scale

plays a role and not as Mez found.—Raymond H. Poxd.

Krasnosselsky'° has made a study of the influence of injury on the activity

of the respiratory enzyme in the onion. In agreement with numerous other

investigators he finds that injur)- does increase the respiratory activity of vegetable

tissues, and points out that Stoklasa's failure to confirm this observation was

due to his not allowing his experiments to run for a sufficient length of time,

^nd that his behef that the results of other workers were due to bacterial con-

» STEiNBRLxcK, C, Einfuhrende Versuche zur Cohasionsmechanik von Pflanzcn-

wllen nebst Bemerkungen iiber den Saugraechanlsmus dcr wasserabsorbierendca

Haare von Bromeliaceen. Flora 94:464-477. 1905.

Krasnosselsky, T., Bildung der Amungsenzvme in verletzten Pflanzen. Ber.

Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 23 : 142-155. 1905.

10
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tamination is unfounded. Respiration increases gradually after injury, and it

is only after several days that the maximum activity is reached. From that

time the process goes on more slowly and finally returns to the normal. By

grinding the onions with sand and expressing the juice with a Buchner press,

he obtains solutions which liberate carbon dioxide, apparently through the

agency of an enzyme. After injury this respiratory enzyme shows an increase

in its activity, an increase which reaches a maximum somewhat later than the
|

maximum respiration of the tissues from which the extracts are obtained. Onions

whose cells are killed by freezing yield more active enzyme solutions than those

not previously frozen. These expiressed juices give the oxidase reaction with

guaiacum, the juices from injured tissues more vigorously than those from

uninjured ones.

—

Arthur L. Dean.

Vines'' has given the results of a number of experiments carried out for the

purpose of throwing light on the nature of the trj^ptic enzymes of plants. He

assumes that if the powers of a plant extract to convert native proteid into pro-

teases and peptones on the one hand^ and to reduce protones to the final cleavage

products on the other, do not vary concomitantly under the influence of outside

influences, then the two processes are carried out by separate enzymes. Expen-

ments were conducted with the enzymes of Carka Papaya, Ananas sativus

Saccharomyces Cereznsiae, Agaricus campestris, Hordaim salkum, Ilyactnlhis

orienlalis, and Nepenthes. The protcids used were blood fibrin as a native

proteid, and Witte peptone as a proteose and peptone mixture. The factors

used to produce variation in proteolytic activity w^ere changes in reaction. In

every case it was found that solution of fibrin and cleavage of Witte peptone

were affected differently by changes in reaction. Vines concludes that the

two processes are carried out by different enzymes; the first stage by enzymes

of the pepsin type; the second by those of the erepsin group. He is of the

opinion, therefore, that pepsin-like enzymes do occur in plants and that t e

tryptic action is due to the combined action of such enzymes and those of t e

erepsin group.—Arthur L. Dean.
"

m

^ilASSART's" interesting experiments with geophilous plants should ha\^e

been noted long since. In the case of the subterranean stock he sees a con c^

between the depth of its burial and the development of aerial shoots. In eac^

plant, therefore, there is a most favorable depth of the subterranean stock w
'^^

is secured and maintained. Experiments were performed involving about v^

hundred species of plants, well distributed throughout monocotyledons
an^

dicotyledons. Each species was treated in three lots: one lot very near

^^
surface; another lo^'" deep; the third 20 to 30™ deep. The results are out m^^

very briefly under two heads: methods of ascending when planted ^^"^'^j^^

.
normal depth

; and methods of descending when above the normal depth-

» Vines, S. H., The proteases of plants. III. Ann. Botany 19: lyi'^^^' '^^]"

" Massart, Jean, Comment les plantcs vivaces mainticnnent leur niveau so

rain. Bull. Soc. Roy. Bot. Belgique 41^:67-79. figs. 12. 1903.
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methods of ascending from too great a depth are stated in outline as (i) elongation

of internodes, (2) elongation of intemodes and position of buds; (3) localization

of buds, (4) curving of the rootstock, and (5) cur\'ing of the winter shoots. The

methods of descending to a greater depth are (i) localization of the buds, (2)

curvature of the rootstock, (3) curv'ature of the winter shoots, and (4) contraction

of the roots.—J. M. C.

JoHNSON'3 has published a preliminary note in reference to his study of the

Pipcrales. In addition to Peperomia, Piper, Heckeria, and Saururus, previously

studied, he has studied recently Anemiopsis and Houttuynia (Saururaceae),

and also representative genera of Chloranthaceae and Lacistemaceae. The

general result is a confirmation of the view that the development of the mega-

sporangium and female gametophyte of angiosperms is not a satisfactor}' index

of genetic relationship, for it may vary widely w^ithin a single family or genus.

In the genera of Piperales studied there is a variety in the development of the

apctum, megaspore, embryo sac, and endosperm nearly as great as can be found

in the whole range of angiosperms. The development of the seed, however,

suggests relationships of Piperaceae and Saururaceae to other dicotyledonous

families; and the author concludes from such evidence that the Piperales are not

\tTy primitive angiosperms, and that they are probably most nearly allied to the

four dicotyledonous orders with perispenn-containing seeds—Aristolochiales,

Polygonales, Centrospermales, and Ranales.—J. M. C.

Miss Riddle^** has investigated Bairachium longirostris, more often regarded

as one of the white-flowered species of Ranunculus. So many of the Ranun-

culaceae have been studied from this point of view that the essential features of

the family seem to be well in hand, and in no important respect does the species

investigated by Miss Riddle change the situation. In the development of the

microsporangium there is probably the interesting combination of parietal and

sporogenous tissue to form the tapetal layer. It is noteworthy, also, that the

male cells, or at least their nuclei, appear Just before pollination. In the develop-

ment of the megasporangium two or more archesporial cells often appear, and no

parietal cell is cut off. The antipodals have the character that belongs to the

family, retaining the primitive number, but increasing much in size. ^In the

development of the embryo the suspensor is short and somewhat massive, the

longitudinal division of the end cell of the proembryo occurring when it consists

of three cells.—J. M. C.
.

-- studied the development of the sporogonium of mosses with

the view of comparing it with the development of the stems of vascular plants,

'3 JoHxsoN, Duncan, S., Seed development in the Piperales and its bearing on

the relationship of thej order. Johns Hopkins Univ. Circ. No. 178. PP- 28-31- 1905-

^

'-» Riddle, Lumina C, Development of the cmbo'o sac and embryo of Bairachium

ioHirostris. Ohio Nat. 5:353-363. ^/j. 2^5-/. 1905-

•5 Sablon, Leclerc du, Sur le developpement du sporogone des mousses. Rev.

Gen.Bot.i7:i93_i97.
;?^^. J. 1905-
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point The

hygrometrica

was also studied. Sablox states that the first periclinal division of the apical

segments differentiates a cortical-epidermal region from a central cylinder.

The former region continues centrifugal periclinal divisions until the last or

so-called epidermal layer is differentiated. This late differentiation of the outer-

most layer Is a feature of the pteridophytes and not of seed-plants. The inner-

most or oldest layer corresponds to the endodermis of vascular plants. The

central cylinder, on the other hand, shows a centripetal succession in its peri-

clmal divisions, the outermost layer, gi\ing rise to sporogenous tissue, being

the oldest and corresponding to the pericycle of vascular plants.—J. M. C
Kewcombe'^ has applied three methods to the determination of the angle

for maximum response of primary roots and stems. The method of noting the

perception time did not give decisive results, although a shorter perception time

for a deviation of 90° was indicated than for 135°. The method of noting the

after effect did not yield satisfactory results. The method of alternate stimulation

at 90° and at 135° deviation from position of stable equilibrium gave ver>' positive

results in favor of the former angle. These results discredit the conclusion of

CzAPEK that the strongest stimulation occurs at a deviation of 135°. The author's

conclusion, recently announced, that orthotroi)Ic roots and stems do not receive

equal stimulation at equal angles above and below the horizontal, is withdrawn,

support

es above Raymond

the

FiGDOR'7 finds that the sheathing leaf base of grasses, in addition to protecting

and supporting the unfolding bud, performs the function of a guiding ors

While the growing apex of the young shoot is still enclosed by the cotyledon,

latter, being sensitive to light and gravitation, assumes a favorable position into

which the emerging leaf is directed. Coincident with the protrusion of the leaf

the growth of the cotyledon ceases and its sensitiveness to light and gravitation

disappears. This guiding function of the cotyledon is then assumed by the

sheathing leaf base, as the author f^nds, by ^nrtue of its sensitiveness to lighj

and gravitation. The blade is not sensitive to light, but the vaginal portions of

the sheath are and in such portions the sensibility is uniform. The evidence for

regarding the sheath as sensitive to gravitation might be more convincing-

R-niiOND H. Pond.

_ Highly specialized plant cells and their peculiarities are discussed by

i^Avis" in a continuation of his studies upon the plant cell. The forms con-

Botany 19: 3 „_323. j^J^

response
Anil'

'7 FiGDOR, W., Ueber Heliotropismus und Geotropismus der Gratnincer
Ber. Deutsch. Gesells. 23:T82-t9x. 1905.

^1 r ?T^''^
^" ^' ^^""^'^ ''°- *^ Pl=i"t «H. III. Section 3.

Highly spe

plant cells and their peculiarities. Amer. Naturalist 38:571-594. 725-760- ^9

i
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Sidered are the zoospore, sperm, egg, spore mother cell, coenocyte, and coenoga-

mete. Sperms and eggs are compared with the zoospores with which they are

phylogenetically related. After considering the literature of the blepharoplast,

the writer is inclined to the view^ that it does not represent a centrosome. The

statement that the synergid may possibly represent portions of a reduced arche-

gonium is somewhat surprising. The author believes that there is no qualitative

reduction during the mitoses in the spore mother cell. Pallavicinia receives

particular attention. About one hundred and twenty papers are cited in the

bibliography of this section.—C. J. Chamberlain.

Shreve^9 has investigated the morphology of Sarracenia purpurea. The

microsporangium passes the winter in the mother cell stage, a two-layered tapetum

is developed, the reduced number of chromosomes is twelve, and the tube and

generative nuclei appear before the shedding of the pollen. In the megaspor-

angium the integument is single, no parietal cell is cut off, and a linear series of

four spores usually appears, although there are variations in number and arrange-

ment. The functional megaspore (innermost one) destroys the overlying nucellar

layer at the micropylar end and comes to lie directly against the integument.

The endosperm has developed extensively when the embn^o is two-celled. In

germination the cotyledons act as haustoria, "and surv'ive as simple liguliform

leaves bearing chlorophyll."—J. M. C.

Fritsch^° claims that the cells of the Cyanophyceae are provided with a

delicate cell immediately investing the protoplast in addition to the sheath, which

IS characteristic of many forms or of mucilaginous envelops. The inner invest-

ment is regarded as a modified plasma membrane of a viscous gelatinous nature.

The outer envelop is called the cell-sheath, and is believed to be a modified inner-

most layer of the external mucilaginous investment. This view is quite different

from that of most algologists, who regard the sheath as directly derived from the

protoplast. Fritsch also believes that the intercellular protoplasmic connections

described by other authors are due to peculiarities in the staining of the gelatinous

partitions between the cells.—B. M. Davis.

The Laminariaceae pass through several phases in their life histories,

which have been grouped as the embr}'onal and the post-embr)onal. The

embr>-onal stages include the periods up to the time when the simple laminarioid

frond is developed; and the post-embr>'onal the later changes leading to the adult

condition which is so various in the different genera. Considerable attention is

ukely to be given to the post-embryonal stages of development, which promise

to throw much light on the problems of relationship. Yendo's work m 1902-3

on Echlonia, Eisenia, and Hedophyllum has recently been supplemented by an

'9 Shr£ve, Forrest, The development of Sarracenia purpurea L. Johns Hopkins

Univ. Circ. No. 1 78. pp. 31-34. 1905.
=° Fritsch, K., Studies on the Cyanophyceae'. II. Structure of the investment

and spore-development in some Cvanophvceae. Beih. Bot. Centralbl. 18:194-214-

/*' I- 1905.
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investigation of Setchell" on the last two genera and Thalassiophyllum.-

B. M. Da\^s.

' GwYNNE-VaUGHAN^^ has harl the nnnnrtunitv tn ^fur\v tVip nnatnmv nf flip

Chri

and GiESEXHAGEN. Only a single small specimen was available, but if it repre-

sents the structure of the larger stems, the genus has a simpler anatomical stnic-

turc than any of the other Marattiaceae. The" single internal vascular strand

characteristic of young plants of Angiopteris, Marattia, and Danaea, persists

in the mature stem of Archangiopteris, The sporangia were examined by Pro-

fessor Bower and reported as corresponding very^ closely in structure to those of

Angiopteris.—J, M. C.

In ax inv-estigation of the fluctuations in the number of ray-flowers of

Chrysanthemum segehim, Ludwig'^ has attempted to answer the question how

large a number of heads must be counted to insure trustworthy- detemiination

of the modes. By counting in lots of fifty heads and adding the results, he comes

to the conclusion that in this species 500 heads may be considered the lower limit;

that m most species 1000 counts are necessary; and in some 10,000 or even 20,000.

He deprecates the work done by American and English investigators who have

contented themselves with biometric analysis of a couple hundred observations.-

G. H. Shull.

Setchell'4 gives a brief account of several parasitic red algae found on the

coast of California and describes a new genus, Peyssonneliopsis epiphytka SetcheU

and Lawson, "growing in small dark red pustules scattered over the surface of

membranaceous Rhodophyceae, sending rhizoidal filaments deep inf^ ^^->!^««

of the host plant; antheridia and cystocarps unknown." The forr
differ from Cnioria "only in its parasitic habit and consequent p
rhizoidal filaments penetrating the host plant." It may perhaps be ,-

Whether such characters alone Justify the establishment of a new genus.-B. M.

Davis. .
t

q I

White>5 has narrated again for the benefit of the general public his inter-

esting experiences with tomatoes. He describes two separate instances in which

seed from the Acme variety of Lycopersicum esculentum produced only plants of

^ll^^Potatojeaved tomato, which he calls L. solanopsis, and the latter then bred

r

Vuh^Jf^'"'^^'^'''
^" '^' P«st-embr>'onal stages of the Laminariaceae. Univ. Calif

i-ub. Botany 2:ii5-x38.^/,.
3. 1905.

^^

aratuaceae. Ann. Botany 19:259-271. pi. 10. 1905.
^3 LxjDWiG, F., Zur Biometrie von Chrysanthemum segetum. Festschr. zu .'^cher-

> 70 stem GehnrRtn^ ^., -_^
'^ *

ssession of

i

-•».os.e.Geb„„s.a,;p:;;:;:.r7„:

59-^3- 1905.
California Nuova Notarisia. I

161. "^^^T^i' o^"

^'' ^^^ ™^*^^o"S of Lycopersicum. Pop. Sci. Monthly 67:15 I-
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true to its new characters. The author gives repeated assurance that the care

taken with these plants leaves no possibility of error. He does not consider the

theoretical possibility that his plants were the "extracted recessives" in second-

generation Mendelian hybrids instead of mutations.—G. H. Shull.

Steixer^^ has found intumescences on the leaves of Rucllia jormosa and
Aphelandra Porteana, and traced their development. Excessive humidity is

found to be the determining condition, as is already known in the case of several

other plants. Submersion and darkness each inhibit the appearance of such

swellmgs, while wounding or poisoning cannot be used to induce their formation.

The author has evidently overlooked Atkinson's work of several years ago, in

Raymon
portant

Barber^7 has given an account of the haustoria of the roots of Santalum
album. It seems that those in charge of sandal plantations were for a long time

uncertain as to the parasitic nature of this tree. There is a certain amount of

selection as to hosts, certain plants being much more efficient "nurses*' than

others. The haustorium arises independently of the presence of any foreign

rootlets. When there is contact with such a rootlet the haustorium applies itself

closely to its surface, enlarges, and assumes a "conical or bell-like form."—J. M. C.

-Miss BERiaDGE^* has discovered and studied two new specimens of the

Carboniferous strobilus described by Scott as Spencerites insigfiis, of which
only four specimens were know^n. In consequence, the original diagnosis is

considerably modified, but the relationship to other paleozoic Lycopods as

outlined by Scott remains unaffected.—J. M. C.

The fisher folk of the Hawaiian Islands apply the term "limu" to the

seaweeds of their coasts. They make use of a large number of forms as food
and garnishes with fish, shrimps, and limpets. Setchell^' gives a lengthy list

of the native names, identifying them in many cases with particular species.

B. M. Davis.

LEAnxT and Spalding3° have announced their determination of partheno-

genesis in Antennaria jallax and A. neodioica, and the great probability of its

occurrence in A. canadensis and A. Parlinii. A detailed account, with drawings,

^•ill be published later.—J. M. C.

Steiner, R., Uelier Intumeszenzen bei RueUia formosa Andrews und Aphel-
andra Porteana Morel. Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 23 : 105-112. pi. 2. 1905.

*7 Barber, C, A., The haustoria of sandal roots. Indian Forester 31:189-201.
Pl^- 14-19- 1905.

'* Berridge, Miss E. M., On two new specimens of Spencerites insignis. Ann.
Botany 19:2:^-,^^, pi,_ ,,_,^_ ^^^^_

•» Setchell, W. a., "Limu." Univ. Cali. Pub. Botany 2:91-113- I905-

«° Leavitt, R. G., and SPALDr>fG, L. J., Parthenogenesis in Antennaria. Rhodora
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II. S. Graves, School of Forestry, Yale University, has returned from astu
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Mr. Jesse M. Greenman, recently of the Gray Herbarium, Harvard Univer-
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Field Columbian Museum, J I.
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President of the University of Cl..«f

,
paper ;

postpaid, »5 «»«
,12 mo

University of Chicago

CHICAGO I L L I
NOlS

A Ccn,tMe Catalo^u, of Puilictions S«>'

T« Gallatin
A. W. ATWOOD. Manager
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70-72 WEST 46^H STJ,

BETWEEN 5TH AND 6TH'.

A modern, homelike hotel.
^^^^^^^homeliKe n-^--' 5,5

for the comfort 01 g"
^ « rl K

'g

$30 S?

at
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Cuisine of noted excellence;

white service; transients
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F you are having any trouble with the finish

on your floors, or are not entirely pleased

with their appearance, it is certain you have not

nsed LIQUID GRANITE, the finest floor finish

ever introduced.

It makes a finish so tough that, although the

wood will dent under a blow, the finish will not

crack or turn white. This is the highest achieve-

ment yet attained in a Floor Finish, and is not

likely to be improved upon.

Finished samples of wood and instructive

pamphlet on the care of natural wood floors sent

free for the asking.

BERRY BROTHERS, Limited.

Varnish Manufacturers.

liWYORK

USTON

PMUDELPHIA

BALmtORE

CHKAGO

CINCINNATI

ST. LOUS

SAN FRANCISCO

Office, DETROIT
Canadian

Through Pullman
Service

Virginia
VIA THE FAMOUS

Big Four C. & Route
Leaves Chicago i:oo p. m. dally.

"ONLY ONE NIGHT OUT."
All Meals in Dining Cars

AH Big Four Trains stop at Illinois
^entral 63d St. Station, Chicago,
J^ithin a few minutes' walk of the
University of Chicago.

°°ne?fni'-^'^
^'°™ ^^''"^^'^ a"d Peoria con-

ecting in same depot at Cincinnati with
trains of the

UM. 4 C, L & N. and B. 4 0. S. W. Railways

Chicago City
»38 Clark Street

Ticket Office
'Phone Harrison 4620

J;^C> TUCKER, General Northern Agent.

Bausch

icroscopes
are used in the majority of colleffe

laboratories because they are the
best, optically and mechanically.

Send for illustrated catalogue
and prices to schools.

Chemical Apparatus
Our stock of chemical apparatus is

complete and selected with the great-

est care. Our aim is to supply only

the highest quality apparatus at the

lowest cost consistent with quality.

II Our chemical glassware manu-
factured in oxir own factory in

Germany is stamped BALOC, a

guarantee of excellence.

Special apparatus catalogue

to schools on application.

Bausch& LombOptical Co
Rochester, N. Y.

New York Boston Chicago

San Francisco

Frankfurt a/M. Germany
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TWs illeans ^'GoodJ^
In an early form of Egvptian writing

the pictograph above means GOOD.
Had the ancients been familiar with

Dixon's Eterno. they would hayeslmpii-

fled their art of wrfting and left a much
mnre f>nmniete record of their time. v^:

I
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inif ink Theleads are tough, take a ^i^^rp
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where haste is imperative and future reier
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At the escritoire, The

PAUL WIRT
FOUNTAIN

is invaluable.
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Always ready to respond the in-
stant it touches the paper.
Reputation world-wide.

All dealers, or catalogue on application,

BOX G. n BLOOMSBURG, PA.
f*KS
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A Short Cut

to Comfort
The "Long Distancfi^HYU

(shown in the illusttatiat

just right for the nun ik

reads in bed ^ Cotdn^

on Uke a {ion
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m place wtkm

tools. Tbe|«»

hie switd tn
the light hiei*

low or cBtirtlj

out. Svitclilw

Indefinitely. 0»

ly the lamp«*
to be rtpl»c«^

whenbunicdfl*-

Cords csn be If

Unptli dcsiiBi

Look for *

and refm »
itaiions.

Twelve stylesofHYlOliiJ

7niir JttB:
Send for

""ow

THE PHELPS COMPANY

106 STATE STREET DETROIT^

THE

is the DEAN American Pianos
Established in 1823

Manufactured the First Upright in 1830
Originated the Full Plate Grand in '

^^''tj^ujMPH '"

QUARTER GRAND ..

A grand piano, 5 ft. long, 4 ft. 3 in. wide. Remarkable for beauty of de5ig^|^,Qf,T.

quality and sustaining power of tone. SOLD FOR THE PRICE Oh M^ ^

CLAYTON
ikkerliw & Sons. Boston, and are sold rn Chic^ "<

F. SUMMY CO

Publishers and Importers of Music

220 WABASH AVENL
KURTZMANN. MATHISHEK AND

We Sell all Pianos at Definite Prices

Dealers in Musk Better Class ^ \VePuWi*a

Desirable Musical Works School Send Descriptiv
Ci-culars



Books for Bankers

History of the Greenbacks
With special reference to the economic

consequences of their issue

By Wesley Clair Mitchell
fi/tke Department of Political Economy at the

University of California

This admirable treatise should be in the library
of every banker who would understand the his-
tory of our monetary system since the beginning
oi the Civil War, The causes leading to the
issue of the inconvertible paper, the immediate
and final effects of its circulation, the steps taken
toward its retirement are accurately set forth.
The book has received the unqualified approval
of the highest authorities in both America and
Europe,

594 PP-, $4-«>o net; postpaid, $4.24

Second Bank
the United States

By Ralph C. H. Catterall
ftke Department of History at Cornell University
The interesting history of this bank, on both its
economic and political sides, is presented heie
!|?^°"™P|ete detail and with absolute accuracy,
ine author had access to the private papers of

tK K 1
^*^^'^' ^or a long time president of

i ^^ A
^ ^^^^^^ ^^ information never before

^I
*^^ disposal oi the historian. Numerous

caaris. tables, and thirteen appendices add to

mf/
""^ o^ the book. It is quite impossible to

unaerstand why there is not in the United States
an institution like the Bankof England, the Bank
Lr.?^''^'}^^ Reichsbank oi Berlin, without a
careful study of this volume.

555 pp., $3.00 net; postpaid, $3.22

Tender
A Study in English and American

Monetary History
By SOPHOXISBA P. BRECKINRIDGE

01 the Department of Political Science at the

•pjj
University of Chicago

and na^r"7t' "I'sconception about the origin

general nfhr' H^^ '^"^^' "" 'he part of the

fhe suhW. " ^"^ 'h^ misunderstanding about

finanSi'",!?" '^^^ ^^nks of bankirs and
i"g of thuT'1

^e dispelled by a careful read-

'JeveLmP.^?^ 7^^ ^"'hor has traced the

and Sr" °* legal tender customs in England
•>" topic that' h» v.^^1 'P thoroughly mastered
It should fin^ ,

^°°'' '^ definitive and final,"ould find a place in every bank library.
200 pp., I2.00 net; postpaid, $2.13

PUBLISHED BY1*1, - ^""-lontij BY

1 he University of Chicago Press
CHICAGO and Z56 Fifth Avenu e NEW YORK
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Let lis prove
^vHat Ave claim
at our expense

There is only one way to prove any-

thing about a type^vriter, and that \%

an actual test of the machine itself in

your own office.

That is what we want every possible

purchaser of a Fox Typewriter to do

before he buys.

When we say the Fox Typewriter can

be operated with from 25 to 100 per

cent less energy than any other type-

writer, it doesn't mean anything to you

unless we can show by this saving that

it will enable you to reduce the cost of

typewriting in your office, give you a

better grade of work and save you a vast

amount of worry about repairs. When
we show you that, you are interested.

We have proved this to some of the

most discriminating buyers in the coun-

try. Seventy-five per cent of our sales

are made under just such circumstances.

If we can prove it to you, you want

our machine.

Remember we prove this at our ex-

pense. All you have to do is say you

are interested, no matter where you are.

Write us today.

Fox Typewriter Co-
Executive Office and Factory

560-570 Front St., GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Branches and Agencies in Principal Cities.
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For i4// JVa/ro/w and Tongues and used By Alt Classes of People

THE BUSINESS MAN - Because the New Hammond is the Best Letter

Writer, Manifolder and Tabulator.
M

THE SCIENTIFICMAN- Because the Hammond has a practically unlimited

range of service.

THE LITERARY MAN e Hammond allows the use of sev

styles and sizes of type.

THE LINGUIST - - - Because on one Hammond machine more

twenty languages can be written.

THE LADIES - - - _ Because the Hammond has a beautiful Script typ«

L

and others in preparation.

EVERYBODY- Because one Hammond <wiU ^rite anything (n^
^.a., or color of ink. on ^

'iyte of type, lang\

direction

HAMMOND TYPEWRITER COMPANY
69TH TO 70TH STS.. AND EAST RIVER NEW YORK.

'^^'



No Remedy of Ordinary Merit Could Ever
Have Received Indorsations from

Men Like These.

Bngbt's Disease
and

Albuminuria

Pregnancy

I

ta Stone in the Blad
sir, Renal Calculi.

and

iflfiammat

of the

Bladder

ion

Samuel O. L. Potter, A. M., M. D., M.R.C.P., London^
Professor of the Principles and Practiu of Medicine and Clinictd

Medicine in the College ofPhysicians and Surgeons, San Francisco,

Dr. Wm. H. Drummond, Professor Medicalfurisprudence.
Bishopss Utdversity, Montreal, Canada.

Cyrus Edson, A. M.^ M. D., Health Commissioner New
York City and State, President Board of Pharmacy^ Neio York
City, Examining Physician Corporation Council, etc,

John V. Shoemaker, M. D., LL. Dm Professor Materia,

Medica and Therapeutics, 3fedico-Chirurgical College, Philadelphia.

Dr. George Ben. Johnston, Richmond, Va., Ex-Presideni

Southern Surgical and Gynecological Association, Ex-President

Medical Society of Ta., and Professor of Gynecology and Abdominal
Surgery^ Medical College of Va.

Df. A. Gabriel Pouchet, Professor of Pharmacology and
Materia Medica ofthe Faculty ofMedicine^ Paris.

Dr. J. T. LeBtanchard. Prof Montreal Clinic,S3L,SN.,V.O.

Jas. M. Crook, A. M., M. D., Professor Clinical Medkini

and Clin ical Diagnosis, New York Post Graduate Medical School.

Louis C, Horn, IVi. D,, Ph. D., Professor Diseases of Chit

dren and Dermatology, Baltimore University.

Dr. J. Allison Hodges, President and Professor Nen-ous and

Mental Diseases, University College ofMedtcme, Richmond, i a.

In Goui

nheumaf

and
ism

llric Acid

Conditions

A

Dr. Robert Bartholow, M. A., LL. ^/K^fff^J^^^
Medica and General Therapeutics ,Jefferson Medical College, Phtla

Dr. I. N. Love, New York City, Former Professor Diseases a/

Children, College oj Physicians and Surgeons, and tn Marum Stms

College ofMedicine, St. Louis.

nunter ivicuuirei ivi. w., »-•-» *^«f j-,,,^^ run^r/ii <*«*-

Medical Association, Late President and Professor Camcal Sur

gery. University College ofMedicine, Richmond^ ^ a.

Dr. Alexander B. Mott. oTNew ^'^^^'^^'^fJZi^'^'
Bellevue Hospital Medical College, Surgeon BellevueHosp..uU

pMet telling wliat these and manv other of the leading medical men of the day sayRlt»l. ^^"^^ '^^t these and m^°^^ llTHIAWtoER

i

^t^ Buirato LfrmAVftTEB
tile general Drag and Mineral Water trade.

PROPRIETOR BUFFALO LITHIA SPRINGS. VIRGINIA.
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Walter Baker& Go

Chocolate

&Cocoa
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During Hot Weather sleepin.

kitchens and bath-rooms should k.

by the use of

i

i*^v

-**!

i It is a perfect food, highly

\ nourishing, easily di-

w gested, fitted to repair

wasted strength, pre-

serve health and pro-

long life.

A new and handsomely
illustrated Recipe Book sent free.

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
r-tablished 1780 BORCHESTEK, MASS.

45 Highest Awards
in Europe and America

LOOK FOR THIS
TRADK-MARK

odoriBSS

infcctanl
A colorless liquid, which instantly ..

foul odors and disease-breeding matter-

diluted with ten parts of water for

use, il costs less than 5 ^^^^ ^ ^'^

everywhere in quart bottles. Pref

by Henry B. Piatt, N. Y.

PLEASURES essentially
of-door

All the active sports make the bath a luxury;a. All inc acuve sports maKe inc ua.ui « i«— -v' , .

^^

..o delights by using Hand Sapolio, the only soap wu^^,

lifts a bath above a commonplace cleansing process, m
_^

every pore respond, and energizes the whole ^0^^'., / ^^^o

summer necessity to every man, woman, and cniia^^^

would be daintily clean. Keeps you fresh and swee
^^^

breeze; prevents sunburn and
yourself

ghness

THE PERFECT PURITY of Hand SAPOUom
^^^

It a very desirable toilet article; it contains no animci
^.

but is made from the most healthful of the vegetaoi

Its use is a fine habit.

Hand Sapolio is related to Sapolio only ^^^^^^^
made by the same company, but it is delicate, sinooi

,^^

, soothing, and healing
gue, Don't infer. Trv it!

the most tender skin

,j-fc^

have been established
jver^3« ei

PIANOSifeia^^
ielivet the new V^^

Write for Catalogtse D and explanations
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child ac-

customed

to Pears'Soap
has faith in its

charm.

Its power is in its absolute purity in containing

deleterious substances nor artificial coloring matter

0-

Pears' opens and cleanses the pores
venting the enlargement, tearinsf and irr€

of the skin, F

ularities so

caused by the injurious ingredients of some soaps

of which result in a rn^r^p mncrh and unhealthy'

the

izin

/tiicii result m a coarse, rough and unheaitny
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PUBI^ICATIONS IN THC

BIOLOQICAL SCIENCES
BOTANY

The Role of Diffusion and Osmotic Pressure in
Plants. By Burton E. Livingston, ^iv
+ 150 pp., 8vo, cloth; net, $i.SO; postpaid,
$1.61.

*' An excellent and much-needed general treatment of the
diffusion of osmotic pressure in plants. The treatment of
the whole subject is clear and concise, and forms an admira-
ble addition to the literature of physiological botany. It
will be found indispensable to all students alone these
liaes:'^P/ant World.
"Dire ^ue I'auteur a fait faire un notable progres ^ la

science, c est faire de son livre le meilleur eloge."— Z:^
mondedes piantes,
"This is a very interesting book, and can be commended

to physical ch^m\sr5,*'—Jo7trnaI of Physical Chemistry.
**Die Darstellung ist knapp und klar, so dass das Buch

seinem Zwecke in enviinschter Weise gerecht wird.''—
Flora.

Methods in Plant Histology. By Charles J.
Chamberlain, vi + 160 pp., 8vo, doth; net,
$1.50; postpaid, $1.59.

"While it is not so complete in some ways as Zimmer-
mann s work, yet it seems much better adapted to the use of
general students. The matter is well arranged and illus-
trated."—P/iiw/ World.
"Dr. Chamberlain's book must prove useful in histo-

logical work in botanical laboratories in high schools and
colleges. —Science,

Mitosis in Pellia. By Charles J. Chamber-
lain. With three lithographic plates. 18 pp.,
4to, paper; net, 50 cents; postpaid, 54 cents.

The Ecological Relations of the Vegetation on
the Sand Dunes of Lake Michigan. By
Henry C. Cowles. 118 pp., paper; net, 7^
cents; postpaid, 81 cents.

Oogenesis in Saprolegnia. By Bradley M.
Davis. With two lithographic plates. 34 pp.,
4to, paper; net, 75 cents; postpaid, 79 cents.

The Phylogeny of Angiosperms. By John M.
coulter. 6 pp., 4to, paper; net, 25 cents;
postpaid, 27 cents.

'

ZOOLOGY
The Development of Colors and Color Patterns

of Coleoptera, with Observations on the
Development of Colors in Other Orders of
Insects. By William L. Tower, Wit^h
three colored lithographic plates. 40 pp.,4to, paper; net, ^i.oO; postpaid, $1.05.

^
The Animal Ecology of the Cold Spring Sand

ta^t n'n ? ?'^^'^' '° ^^' theory of Adai^tation. By Charles B.Davenport. 22 0^4to, paper; net, 50 cents; postpaid, 55 cents!
Laboratory Outlines for the Study of the Embn^ology of the Chick and the Pig ByFrank R. Lillie. 48 pp., paper n;t 2;cents; postpaid, 28 cents ' ^ ^^'' ""^^^ ^5

BACTERIOLOGY
""oloS^^^^ % Edwin^. JORDAN. With two maps. 12 no dto
P^P^"'"^^'^5 cents; postpa'id, 27 ceTs.

' '

THE UNIVERSITY

PHYSIOLOGY
Studies in General Physiology. ByjACQiEs

Loeb. In two parts. 830 pp., 8vo, cloth:

net, ^57.50; postpaid, $7.90.

Physical Chemistry in the Service of tie

Sciences. By Jacobus H. Van 't Hoff.

Translated by Alexander Smith. xviii+

126 pp., 8vo, cloth; net,Si.50; postpaid, J1.61.

*• Lucid, terse, concentrated."~^;z^W^(//f and Scitn-

tific News ( London).
"The volume is an unusually elegant one» which mako

a strong appeal to the book -lover as well as to the chemist.

—Journal of American Chemical Society.

"This is an extremely readable hooVy-Ttcknuti

World.
, .^^

"Die Uebersetzung istausgezeichnet."—-?^i/^^«"^/>^

physikalische Chemie.

A Laboratory Outline of Physiological Chemis-

try. By Ralph W. Webster andWalde-

mar Koch, viii + 107 pp., 8vo, cloth; net,

%\.S^\ postpaid, ^1.60.

NEUROLOGY
Neurological Technique. By Irving Har-

DESTY. xii + 184 pp., 8vo, cloth; netji./j-

postpaid, ;S5l.85.

" We do not know any other book of its si" thats^
quite as complete and \x^\\y\:'—Journal of Amiru

Medical Association,
,

. i-a^iiV
" As a whole, we know of no similar

'^}ffl^:^^^
as valuable to the student of neurological tecnmqu .

American Journal of Insanity. . l—.

"As a succinct, but sufficiently
comprehensive n«-

ductionand laboratory guide to the subject, tneow

be warmly recommended/ '--^r///^/'
MedicaUourn

The Finer Structure of the Neuronesjn ^e

Nervous System of the White Rat_
ShinkishI Hatai. With four colored

2

14 pp. 4to, paper; net, 75 cents;
postpan^

79 cents.

ANATOMY
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Botanical Gazette
SEPTEMBER, igo^

TWO CONIDIA-BEARING FUNGL^

CUXXIXGHAMELLA AND THA:MX0CEPHALIS, N. GEN.

A. F. B L A K E S L E E.

(with plate vi)

CUNNIXGHAMELLA ECHTXULATA Tliaxtcr.

Oedoccphalum cchimdaium Thaxter, Bot. Gazette i6: 17. pi 4, figs. 8-11.

1891; Saccardo, Sylloge Fungorum 10:522; Lindau, Engler-Prantl's Pflanzen-

familien 1^:426. figs, 220 A-B,

Cunninghamella ajricana Matruchot, Annales Mycologici 1:45-60. pi /•

^903-

Cunninghamella echinulata Thaxter, Rhodora 5:97. 1903.
it T'Une Mucorinee purement conidicnne, Cunninghamella ajri-

cana'' is the title under which Matruchot (/. c.) has described an

Oedocephalum-like fungus which on morphological and physiologi-

cal grounds he considered was to be included among the Mucorineae.

The species had been previously described by Thaxter, however, as

Oedocephalum echimdatiim, and with this name has been included

among the Oedoccphalums in Saccardo's Sylloge, where the simi-

lanty to Choanephora is pointed out.

The mucors are typically coenocytes with a non-septate mycelium

at least in the early stages of development, with sexually formed

zygospores, and with the characteristic production of endogenous

non-sexual spores within sporangia. The absence of septa in the

hyphae of the species under consideration led Matruchot, despite

the lack of sporangia or zygospores, to believe that he' might be deal-

ing with a member of the Mucorineae. Piptocephalls, which is an

'This paper was written while working under a grant from the Carnegie

institution.
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obligate parasite upon various mucors, he found would grow on

Cunninghamella as host, but on none of a considerable number of

non-mucor forms from representative groups of the higher and lower

fungi. From the results of this ingenious test of parasitism, and

from the vegetative structure, he decided that Cunninghamella was

to be placed in a distinct group of the Mucorineae alongside of

Choanephora, where Oedocephalum-like fructifications occur in

addition to sporangia. The discovery of the zygospores of this

• >

,
that

species by the writer^ has established beyond question its position

among the Mucorineae, and renders not improbable that a further

cultural investigation may similarly give independence to others of

the Fungi mperjecti. Since the method of finding the sexual fonii

of reproduction in this species is that which recently the writer has

adopted in obtaining, among others, the zygospores of SyncepJm-

astrum, Ahsidia repens, TTelicosiylum, and Circinella umhelhla, for

which, with the exception of the last species, zygospores had never

been known, it seems not inappropriate to give a brief account^ of

their discovery- in Cunninghamella. It is believed, moreover

an application of similar methods may lead to a clearing up of some

of the present anomalies in fruit production encountered in other of

the fungi as well as in the algae.

According to their method of sexual reproduction, the Mucorineae

have been divided into two main groups, homothallic and hetero

thalhc, characterized respectively by bisexual and unisexual thalh.

In the forms known to belong to the homothallic group, zygospores

are produced along with the non-sexual sporangial spores un er

normal cultural conditions, and for this reason the majority of them

have been kept under cultivation with a constant production of zygo-

spores for many years. No new members have been added iQ t

^J

group during the present year's investigation, while the ^^^^^.^^°^

a number of forms to the hetcrothaUic group further emphasizes

^^

conclusion that this latter group comprises a \ery large ^^f";^.
the species. The (+ ) and (-) sexual strains of heterothalhc

^^
were first obtained analytically from those few fortunate

cultures

2 Sexual reproduction in the Mucorineae. Proc. Am. Acad. 40"-3i^- ^
. ^

3 Lflc. «V. and Zygospore formation a sexual process. Science N-

3

forms

> in

I

1904.
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which it had been shown, by the production of their zygospores, that

the two opposite strains were present together. By a sufficient

accumulation of material from different sources one may expect

eventually to obtain the two sexual strains, and by their synthesis

the zygospores as well of those forms in which the sexes are separate

on different mycelia.

Cunninghamella, although reported by only two previous investi-

gators, is not extremely rare. Atkinson writes that he has had the

species in cultures several times, and it has appeared occasionally in

the Harvard laboratory, especially on material from the tropics. A
pure culture of the fungus was thus obtained from dried flowers col-

lected by the writer in Venezuela, and when contrasted in a culture

between the { + ) and (-) strains of a test species was shown to be

( -f ) in character by the formation of imperfect hybrids with the ( -

)

strain tested (/. c. pi. 2. figs. 36-jg). Later a culture was secured from

Porto Rico, and upon being similarly tested proved to be (-). The

{ + ) and (-) strains thus determined were at once mutually con-

trasted and,- as was to be expected, yielded an abundant production

of zygospores. These cultures were made at laboratory tempera-

ture during warm weather in the latter part of July. In the fall the

experiment was repeated; but although the two (-f ) and (-) strains

separately continued to produce imperfect hybrids with (-) and (+ )

test strains respectively, yet when under the same cultural conditions

contrasts were made between the two strains themselves no zygo-

spores resulted. A series of cultures under various external condi-

tions demonstrated that with this species the temperature is one of

the most important factors to be considered in securing a formation

of zygospores. At 20° C. zygospores have not been obtained; but at

temperatures from 25° to 34° inclusive, zygospores readily form^ on

the usual culture media employed in the laborator\% It is certainly

remarkable that under any conditions the sexual response should be

less intense when the (+ ) and ( - ) strains of a given species are con-

trasted together than when they are contrasted against strains of a

different species, but Cunninghamella is not unique in this respect.

A like condition has already been noted in a species of the genus

Mucor (/. c. 308, diagram), and a number of other forms more recently

investigated show a similar behavior.

i
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Figs, i-j were taken from test tube material and illustrate stages

in conjugation. The progametes, as also the gametes, are fre-

quently unequal, but this fact, as in the case of Rhizopus (/. c. 269),

is. probably associated merely with an inequality in the amount of

nutriment received from the opposite zygophoric hyphae and has no

sexual significance. The zygospores vary in si^e from 46X40/^ to

80X63/X, and average about 70X58/^, with the longest diameter at

right angles to the suspensors- ik
nearly opaque and thickly beset with comparatively long spines,

seem

)

development, so that individual zygospores taken from the same cul-

ture may present a considerable difference in appearance. In\an

Tieghem cells, where the amount of nutrient is necessarily scant

conjugation has not been directly followed under the microscope.

In test tube cultures zygospores form chiefly in the lower parts of the

tube below the conidial fructifications, producing a reddish-brown

mass of minute specks which singly are hardly noticeable without

the aid of a hand lens. Hyphae from which progametes are devel-

oped do not as a rule take part in conidial formation, yet by a care-

ful search one may find instances showing the two forms of fructifi-

cation in direct connection with the same hypha (fig. 3)-
Whether

or not the zygophoric hyphae are mutually attractive, as is the case

with many forms, has not been determined. The contact, however,

of sexually opposite hyphae seems to be a stimulus to • an increased

branching, for in the region of zygospore formation the conjiigative

hyphae are much branched and closely entangled. A scalariform

arrangement of the zygospores is common, and progametes maj

occasionally form so close together on two adjacent
^^''^"^f^^/].^^J

give rise to twin zygospores {fig ^^
suspensors. Instances have also "^been observed' in which one side

alone shows an apparent forking of the suspensor, and in other ra^^

cases the suspensor of one zygospore has the appearance of a si

^
branch from that of another. The usual condition is that figurf^^

{figs. i~4), where the progametes are developed laterally from a ]

cent hyphae at their points of contact. One zygophoric hypha m

be laterally met by the termination of the other, but it is
certai

seldom the case that their contact is exactly terminal.
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In many heterothallic species the (-) is distinguished from the

(+) strain by any one of a number of different characters, which in

general indicate a less luxuriance in vegetative growth. No char-

acters have been found as yet, however, by which one can distinguish

between the sexual strains of Cunninghamella when grown apart in

pure cultures.

Sufficient material has not been investigated to enable one to

determine the relative abundance in nature of the strains of this

species. In addition to the two ( + ) and (-) strains from Vene-

zuela and Porto Rico already mentioned, a culture originally obtained

from horse dung has been kindly communicated to the T^^ritcr by

Atkinson, and the same species has recently been found on a speci-

men of dung kindly sent from the Philippines by Copeland. Of

these two latter, one is (-) and the other (+ ), so that in the four

cultures tested none are neutral, and the ( + ) and (-) strains are

equally represented.

THAMNOCEPHALIS o

borne

Vegetative hyphae fine, continuous, anastomosing. Fructifica-

tions erect, consisting of a main stalk supported above the substratum

by stout rhizoidal props and bearing a bushy crown of subdichotom-

ously branched fertile hyphae terminated by sterile branches. Spores

solitar}', borne on the surface of spherical heads. Heads

apex of short lateral stalks which arise at nodes from opposite sides

of the fertile hyphae at right angles to their planes of branching.

Thamnocephalis quadrupedata, n. sp.

Vegetative hyphae delicate, about 3/^ in diameter, branched and

freely anastomosing. Fructifications scattered, rose-brown, tree-

like, about 0.75"^°^ tall. Main stalk thick-walled, tapering from

about 15/* at base to about Sfi wide at apex, supported at matunty

by two pairs of stout rhizoidal props which are anchored to the sub-

stratum by branches given off from their lower ends. The shriveled

remnant of a fifth rhizoid hangs down midway between the two pairs

of props, and a beak-like projection occurs on the side opposite the

n^ain stalk as the remains of an abortive secondar>' erect stalk.

Hyphae of the crown 7-10 times dichotomously or subdichotomously

branched, the planes of dichotomy being successively at right angles

L

t
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to one another. At the first 6-8 nodes are laterally produced short

conical or barrel-shaped branches, generally septate at base and sep-

tate terminally at junction with sporiferous head. Heads spherical,

from about 19/^ in diameter at first node to about 13/^ in diameter

toward the periphery, produced in acropetal succession and bearing

the spores on slight papillae. Spores spherical, about 5.5M in diame-

ter, yellowish, thick-walled, very finely echinulate, ripening on the

different heads in acropetal succession. Ultimate branches cuncd,

sterile, often beset with protuberances on their convex sides, becoming

septate, shriveled, and frequently abstricted before spore maturation.

Hyphae of rhizoids, stalk, and crown becoming septate about the

.
time of spore maturation.

Growing in a gross dung culture on fresh sphagnum, Cambridge,

Mass.

undetermined

Harvard laboratory

j^.^— ^ ,— ^
lizing dish with fresh unstcrilized sphagnum, and yielded in the course

of time a scanty growth of mucors. Somewhat later the peculiar

fructifications of this species were found already covering the layer of

microscopic

asnum A lame variety

of substrata was tried in the attempt to obtain a pure culture of the

fungus; and mass transfers from the original culture, which for sev-

eral days continued to produce new fructifications, were made to dung

and to fresh sphagnum, but it seemed impossible to elicit a growth m

new cultures.

A few spore germinations were obtained in Van Ticghcm cells on

horse dung agar. The spores that germinated did so in two days,

emitting ^^^^-^^^^'i' a*Miu tuoe^?

simple or slightly branched. The longest germ tube obser^•e(I

reached but 170/i and no further growth could be obtained.
The

action of the fungus in the cultures attempted suggested that the

species might have been parasitic upon the scanty growth of mucor

which had developed in the original culture, and though it did not

seem possible to stimulate growth by an admixture of this saine

mucor, the frequent irregular behavior of Syncephalis under siiw ar

circumstances does not render such a condition entirely
improbable^

*,
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The origin of the fungus in the culture where it was found is

uncertain. It is possible that it w^as introduced along with the fresh

sphagnum, since its growth had no apparent connection 'with the

dung. Fresh sphagnum was accordingly gathered at a later date

from the same locality as before and used in unsterilized cultures,

but failed to give further rise to Thamnocephalis. The improba-

bility of finding the form again reconciles the writer to attempting to

patch together the history of development from the somewhat scanty

material at his disposal, which is especially lacking in young

stages. It is believed, however, that in the main the process can be

followed.

ih
ru

fructificat h
several representatives in the preparations saved, but the stages

h A com-

h
some giraflfe-like creature will furnish terms convenient for discussion.

Upwards of a hundred specimens near maturity have been examined

mam
observed. A short narrow body supported by fore and hind legs

bears on the dorsal side anteriorly a long neck supporting the fertile

head of branches and posteriorly a short erect tail; while an umbili-

cal cord connecting ventrally with the substratum probably senxs

as the chief channel for the influx of nutriment. It seems probable

that in fg. 7 we have represented the umbilical cord in the process

of giving rise by branching to the short body which in turn is further

dividing. Under this assumption the first branching of the stalk

arising from an anastomosis would give rise to the body, the second

to the neck and tail and to the short extensions of the body, from

which by a further branching the two pairs of legs are developed.

The tail becomes septate and shrivels at a very early stage, and in

none of the material at hand has it been found entirely filled with

protoplasm. {h
other the walls seem to be continuous around the end. This being

t^^e case, the tail arises from a branching of the same order as the

neck, but becomes funclionless; while the latter, perhaps because of
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priority in origin, takes the ascendancy and appropriates the proto-

plasm for the development of the sporiferous head.

That the umbiHcal stalk is formed directly from the stem arising

from an anastomosis and is at least the chief channel through which

the fructification receives its supply of nourishment is indicated by a

number of facts. Its base is at first in connection with the fine

anastomosing h}phae, but as the plant reaches its full size it shrivels

and usuallv leaves at maturitv little more of a remnant than shown

in fig. g. In cases in v;hich its base remains, it may be seen to be

somewhat raised above the attachment of the two pairs of legs, as if

it had been torn out of the substratum by the growth of these latter.

The legs are obviously a later production, as is seen by fig. 8, where

the anchoring rhizoids are just beginning to be given off toward their

bases. The legs, as may be seen in the left hind leg of the specimen

just mentioned, are supplied with rhizoids which at times certainly

are comparatively short and end blindly ; although in other cases a

few of the rhizoidal branches can be followed for a certain distance

into deHcate filaments characteristic of the mycelium. This latter

condition, however, is not so typical as for the umbilical stalk.

Neither the vegetative mycelium nor the hyphae of the fructifi-

cation are septate during growth. Septation regularly takes place

in the neck, legs, and branches of the head when the protoplasm

which they contain becomes used up in spore-formation, and mature

spores showing the characteristic cchinulations are to be found on

fructifications in w^hich no septa have as yet been found. The cross

walls are thin in comparison with the thick lateral walls and quite

irregulariy disposed. Often one connects the lateral wall with an

adjacent septum or extends as a shelf but part way across the hypha-

The branches of the crown easily separate at their septa, and by

judicious tapping with a needle the crown may be denuded of nearly

all its sporiferous heads and branches.

The only known form to which Thamnocephalis shows any close

relationship is Sigmoidiomyces dispiroides Thaxter,-* and the two

genera evidently form a group by themselves. The method of spore-

4THAXTER, R., North American Hvphomycetes. Bot. Gazette 16:22- t-^^^

figs. 15-18. 1891. Figures reproduced 'in Engler and Prantl's Pflanzenfarw

I'
= 427. figs. 220 C-H.
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formation on paired heads which are located at points of branching

of the fertile hyphae is essentially the same for both species. The

outgrowths on the convexities of the sterile branches in Sigmoidio-

myces are represented in Thamnocephalis by mere protuberances;

the spores and their echinulations are much reduced in the latter;

and the branches of the fertile hyphae are not markedly curved in the

mature condition. Sigmoideomyces fails, moreover, to show that

striking dilTerentiation into fertile crown, main stalk, and rhizoidal

props, which is a unique feature of Thamnocephalis. Sigmoideo-

myces was described from mature material, and it was not possible

to determine the nature of the mycelium nor the time of septation of

the fertile hyphae, but the similarity in the two forms would suggest

that much the same condition exists as in Thamnocephalis.

Matruchot has emphasized the systematic importance of non-

septate hyphae, and the condition in Cunninghamella shows that the

presence of sporangia is not a sine qua non for admission to the com-

pany of the mucors. The absence of septa in young growing hyphae

is a mucor character, but hardly less characteristic is their presence in

var}ing abundance in older hyphae from which the protoplasm has

been withdrawn. Cunninghamella is no exception to this statement

ih- 3), but perhaps PiptocephaHs and Spinellus macrocarpus immsh

as striking examples of septation in fertile hyphae as the group

alTords. The delicate anastomosing mycelial hyphae further remind

one of the similar condition in Syncephalis. Thaxter (/. c), Matru-

CHOT (/. c), and others have recognized the possibility of Rhonalo-

myces belonging to the Mucorineae. Without evidence from cuUures

the relationship of S

mucors must be left as only a suggestion.

^licroscopic preparations and herbarium material of Thatnno-

cephoHs quadrupedata have been deposited in the Cryptogamic Her-

barium of Harvard University.

Naples Biological Station.

gmoi

EXPLANATION OF PLATE VL

The drawings were outlined with the aid of a camera lucida with the com-

bination of Leitz and Bausch & Lomb lenses noted and have been reduced

about one-quarter in reproduction.
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Cunninghamella echinulata Thaxter.

Fig. I. Development of progametes'; obj. 7, oc. 3.

Fig. 2. Abstriction of gametes; obj. 7. oc. 3.

Fig. 3. Young zygote in connection with short conidiophore through hypha

which has lost its protoplasm and become septate; obj. 7. oc. 3.
+

Fig. 4. Mature zygospore; obj. 7. oc. 3.

Fig. 5. '^Twinned" zygotes; obj. 7. oc. 3.

Thamnocephalis quadrupedala^ n. sp.

Fig. 6. Hyphae of mycelium showing anastomoses; obj. 7. oc. 3.

Fig. 7. Early stages of development of fructification; obj. 7. oc. i.

Fig. 8. Young fructification showing basal portion and formation of sporif-

erous heads at first node of the crown; obj. 7. oc. i.

Fig. 9. Mature fructification from which many of the fertile branches and

spores have been shed; obj. D. oc. 2.

Fig. 10. Last fertile node of crown showing sterile terminal branches and

young sporiferous heads from which the spores have not yet developed; obj. n-

oc. 3.

Fig. ii. Fifth fertile node with sporiferous heads and spores; obj. h- oc 3-

i



THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE HETEROTYPIC CHRO-
^rOSOMES IN POLLEN MOTHER CELLS.

D. M. MOTTIER.

(preliminary communication)

The theory of a reduction division in the spore mother cells of

higher plants has gained considerable ground in the past two or

three years; so that at present probably the majority of obsen-crs,

who have devoted themselves almost constantly to the problems of

the chromosomes, seem firmly conAinced that one of the two mitoses

in the formation of the tetrad is a "reducing" division. There is

still, on the other hand, some diversity of opinion, and several years

may elapse before cytologists will be strictly in accord upon this the

most difficult of cell problems.

One of the most important facts brought out by recent investiga-

tions is the shifting of the point in the tetrad formation, at which the

qualitative separation of the chromosomes is held to occur, from the

second, or homotypic mitosis, to the first or heterotypic division.

Since it has been shown by Flemming and Meves for the animal cell,

and by Guignard, Strasburger, and the writer, for the higher

plants, that the daughter chromosomes of the heterotypic mitosis arc

split lengthwise as they separate in the metaphase, a more critical

study has been devoted to the prophase of this division, and much

light has been thrown upon certain obscure steps that have not as

yet been satisfactorily explained. This double nature of the retreat-

ing chromosomes was regarded as a second longitudinal fission, since

It could be seen that the spirem was double in a very early prophase.

This apparent second longitudinal division seemed to have proved

^eyond any shadow of a doubt that the second mitosis is not a reduc-

ing division, as has been so insistently maintained by many zoolo-

gists. Now that it has been shown that the homotypic mitosis in the

spore mother cells of plants is not a reduction division, the question

to be answered is whether in the heterotypic division the chromo-

somes are bivalent, or whether the segments of each pair separate

along the line of longitudinal fission.

1905]
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AmoncT those who arc convinced of the bivalent character of the

heterotype chromosomes, /. c, that this is a reducing division, two views

are held as to the manner in which these chromosomes are formed.

According to the view advanced by Strasburger ('04) and Farmer

('05), the chromatin spirem splits longitudinally, the two segments

or daughter spirems fusing again shortly afterwards, and segments

into pieces equal to two somatic chromosomes placed end to end.

Each piece, or double chromosome, folds, either during or after the

cross segmentation, to form the familiar paired rods, rings, loops,

etc., so often figured by the several observers. Consequently the

two segments of eaqh chromosome are not daughter chromosomes,

formed by a longitudinal splitting, but two somatic chromosomes

each of which is split lengthwise ; but, as stated above, this longi-

tudinal split is not usually recognizable until the meta- or anaphase.

Jut.es Berghs ('04, '05) and other students of Gregoibe assert that

the longitudinal fission, so readily observed in the spirem of the pro^

phase of the heterotypic mitosis, is not a real longitudinal fission of

the chromatin thread, but that, during the contracted phase of t e

nucleus, the so-called "synapsis," the double spirem is formed by the

approximation of two spirems, one being maternal and the e^

paternal. The chromosomes arc therefore bivalent, and as e)

separate in metakinesis each splits lengthwise. Berghs has s u
^

ConvallariamajaHs, Liliim speciosum, AUium fistulosum, ^'^'''^'^^'|'.|"

ossljragum, Hellehonis joetldus, and Drosera rotundijoHa, and v le

he has presented an apparently closely connected series m t e

tion of the chromosomes, certain very important steps see

have been omitted and others incorrectly inteq^retcd.
^ ^^

Strasburger ('04) has based his conclusions upon a stu )

Galtonia candicans, a species claimed to be unusuall} ^

^

because of the small number of the chromosomes m the p

ble

Hen

uc>^au5c ui uie small numoer 01 me cuiui"^^'^^"^^" _ r^^

mother cells, namely six. In this plant he finds that the
^V^^^^J^ ^

longitudinally in the early prophase of the heterotypic mi *
'

described by the writer several years ago, but the longitu m
^

lead

becomes

that later,
as

can

chro-

be seen. The spirem now segments transversely into the
^^_^^^^^^

mosomes, and each of these segments again, In a simi ar

t
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i

into two pieces of equal length. Thus arise twelve chromosomes

which come together in pairs to form the bivalent chromosomes.

Farmer and Moore ('05) in their joint publication have pre-

sented the results of their observations upon animals and plants.

Of the latter the familiar and oft studied Lilium candkiiim heads the

list, and to this form alone reference will here be made. As has fre-

quently been described, the chromatin ribbon of Lilium condidnm

splits longitudinally, and the halves usually separate more or less

widely from each other. Later the halves reapproximate, and the

split clones up again. At the same time the entire spircm shortens

and thickens. The contraction goes on rapidly, and the original

longitudinal split soon ceases to be noticeable, being visible in excep-

tionally favorable cases only. A rearrangement of the thread now

sets in, such that parts of the spirem become pulled into parallel

positions. This is well seen in those places where, at the bend of a

convolution, an attachment to the nuclear membrane has taken place.

In this manner, a close and parallel approximation of lengths of the

entire spirem is effected; and this parallel arrangement, it is stated,

has been commonly interpreted as representing the parallel split

halves of the spirem thread. As a consequence of this rearrange-

ment of the spirem, or parts which give rise to chromosomes, the

segments when isolated very often exhibit the form of a loop, open at

one end, with sides either parallel to each other, or more frequently

twisted over one another. All chromosomes are not formed m this

^vay however. Sometimes two, more or less straight, rodlets may

unite so as to give rise to figures of rings, ellipses, etc. The pomt

especially emphasized by the joint authors is "that the two rods,

sides of loops, or whatever other form the structure as a whole may

assume, represent, not the longitudinal halves of a split thread, but

the approximation of serially distinct regions of the spirem as a whole.

Thus each heterotypic chromosome is a bivalent structurj, and their

reduced number is due to the approximation and more or less mti-

mate, though temporary, union of the equivalents of pairs of somatic

chromosomes."

Allen ('05), who has made a ver}- detailed study of this mitosis

in Lilium canadense, does not conclude in favor of a reducing divi-

sion. He interprets his results as indicating that a longitudinal
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them

than that in the transformation of the net mto tne u
^^ ^^^

threads of consecutive meshes would be approximated.

to

(
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division of the chromatin precedes each of the two mitoses, the

second fission occurring during the meta- or anaphase of the first,

or heterotypic division.

In my first study of Podophyllum, in 1896, certain steps in the

development of the heterotypic chromosomes were never dearly

understood, and at that time the phenomena in question were attrib-

uted to poor fixation. On the appearance of Strasbueger's paper

on GaUonia candicans, I again took up the study of Podophyllum,

because of the facts just stated, and because the reduced number of

chromosomes in this plant is only eight. This study has resulted in

a clearer understanding of the phenomena in question, and for com-

parison my study is being extended to other plants, among

being Lilium candidum. Although my study is not yet completed,

and owing to the delay in publication which may ensue, it has been

thought best to make public a brief statement of the conclusions

reached in reference to the heterotypic chromosomes in the pollen

mother cells of Podophyllum peltatiim.

. It may be stated at the outset that my eariicr description of t e

resting nucleus in the pollen mother cell of this plant is substantia )

correct. The fine linin network contains many small chromatm

granules of uniform size and distribution. One or more nucleoU i^a}^

be present. Following this comes the contracted condition,^
0^

synapsis. In my earlier publication this condition was regar e

^^^

being due to the action of reagents, but I am now convinced t a^

^^^

phenomenon is normal. Following synapsis, the loosening up

^^^

contracted ball results in the chromatin spirem ;
and as soon

J' • r shorth' ^^^^

spirem has emerged from the balled-up condition, or s^

.^^^^^\^

wards, and has assumed a more regular arrangement, 1 1^

seen to be split longitudinally. I am not, at this writing, prfP^^^^

to state definitely whether the spirem is formed double as^c^^^^

^^

by Berghs and Allen, but in the contracted condition
p^^^^ ^^ ^

the threacTwhich occasionally extend out free from the ma
^^ ^^^^

loop could sometimes be seen to be double, or appealing
^^^^ ^^^^

lengthwise. After all this is not strange, when we ''^"^^"^

^^i^^ble

the spirem is derived from a network, and nothing is niore 1
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mc now, though the statement is made with reserve, that the double

m
is due to the phenomenon just stated, and not to the approximation

of two distinct spirems.

Omhting details, the next step of importance is the clear and

unmistakable manifestation of the longitudinal splitting of the

chromatin spirem. In Podophyllum the segments of the spircm do

not divaricate as in Lilium candidum, for example, but frequently

parts of the two daughter spirems do separate for considerable

stretches. The segments are more or less twisted about each other.

Following this stage, the spirem shortens and thickens somewhat, and

the longitudinal fission becomes less and less distinct, and finally

almost every trace of the double nature of the thread disappears.

The thread does not shorten nor thicken as rapidly, nor to the extent

that it is usually supposed to shorten and thicken, before its trans-

V chromosomes

the writer and many others have been led into error. The thread

does, of course, shorten and thicken to some extent, and as a result

its arrangement reaches its greatest regularity. This is the stage of

the loose or hollow spirem so frequently obsen'ed. However, there

is no well-marked regularity in the convolutions of the spirem through-

out its entire length; some of its turns follow the nuclear peripher>',

while others traverse the interior. In the nuclear cavity the

are often short and kinked. In sections including the whole nucleus,

it is not possible to follow accurately the entire thread, but it seems

turns

rare

longitudinal split discernible.

The stage of the loose and more regular spirem seems to persist

Thefor some time, as it is frequently met with in the preparations,

next step in the prophase has been one of the stumbling-blocks of

cytologists, and it is the one that the writer ascribed to poor fixation

in his earlier studies. It may be true that this stage is difficult of

fixation, and that, together with its short duration, has probably been

true

Just before the transverse segmentation of

differentiation into the chromosomes, the

^^gular arrangement it may have had and

i
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such that there is a parallel approximation of certain parts of the

spirem to form long loops; while other parts, especially those near the

center of the nuclear cavity, become knotted and entangled. In the

closely contracted and entangled parts of the spirem it is not possible

to make out clearly and definitely the arrangement of the chromatin

thread, but there is no doubt as to the true nature of the longer loops.

Sometimes the loops show a tendency to radiate from the more con-

tracted entanglement of the spirem. The arrangement of these

loops is very rarely so regular as figured by Farmek for Lilkm canii-

dim (I. c, fig. g). The parallel sides of the loops are usually twisted

upon each other, and the bend of the loop is often, though not always,

It is during this contracted and

entangled condition that the thread segments, either partly or com-

pletely into the chromosomes. After segmentation the chromo-

somes begin to contract and thicken more rapidly, and as a result

they become more scattered in the nuclear cavity, so that the rela-

tion of the two segments toward each other can be readily made out.

It is in this and the spindle stage that the chromosomes have been

most frequently figured. Those which show the greatest regulanty

give the impression that they have been formed by a long piece of IM

spirem folding over in the form of a loop and the parallel sides of

the loop twisting upon each other. Others appear as two paraUe

rods, which may or may not be twisted upon each other; and in sti

others the two segments are variouslv oriented toward each other, as

^ '1 And

has been figured time and again, and in the greatest profusion, by

different ob=er\'ers.

When one considers the chromosomes in this stage an

^

longitudinally split spirem of the early prophase, the most natura

conclusion is this, namely, that the two parallel rods, or the tw^ se^^

ments of each chromosome, of whatever shape, represent
adjacen^

and parallel parts of the longitudinally split spirem; that the spje^^

thus split merely contracted and shortened, so that the two r

^ ^^

thick halves of each chromosome seemed to owe their thic 'nes

^^^

contraction and shortening alone. As a matter of fact, ^^^^'^!^^'

^

longitudinal split o'f the thread in Podophyllum becomes o^^^^^^j^^^

scarcely a trace of the fission can be seen; and, as previous
y

s

during the formation of the loose and more regular spirein
ted

I

I

I
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in the foregoing, the spirem contracts and thickens much less before

its cross segmentation than has been supposed. The greatest con-

traction occurs after segmentation, and furthermore the two seg-

ments, or rods, of each chromosome do not represent tlie parallel

halves of the longitudinally split spirem, but the approximation of

serially distinct parts of the spirem as a whole. Each half of the

chromosome is consequently double, resulting from the early longi-

tudinal fission of the spirem, and this fission manifests itself during

the raeta- and anaphase. It is, therefore, the original longitudinal

fission which has been regarded as a second longitudinal splitting.

The heterotypic chromosomes of Podophyllum, therefore, are biva-

lent, and the first mitosis in the pollen mother cells is a "reducing"

division. This seems to me now to be the only proper interpretation

of the heterotypic chromosomes in Podophyllum. The writer has

been reluctant to give up the theory that a longitudinal fission

occurs for each mitosis, and he has done so only after a long and

careful study of many preparations.

Indiana University, Bloomington.

Allen, C. E., ^05:
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RELATION OF TRANSPIRATION TO GROWTH IN

WHEAT.

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE HULL BOTANICAL LABOR.\T0RY.

Lxxvn.

Burton Edward Livingston.

(with twenty-one figures)

introduction.

)Transpiration being a continuous phenomenon in living plants

and being at the same time readily measurable, it has been suggested

by Whitney and Cameron^ that here is a criterion for companng

the rates of growth of similar cultures made in different media. It

was found at the start that when two cultures of wheat seedlings were

prepared, exactly ahke except that one was in a good soil and anotner

in a poor, the total transpiration for a period of ten days or more

was invariably much greater in the former culture, the difference

between the two amounts of water lost being roughly equivalent

the difference between the agricultural values of the soils. It ^

deemed worth while to investigate this fact more carefully, and t e

present paper embodies the results of such investigations.
_

The Russian variety of wheat known as "chul" was used in

these experiments. The soil cultures were grown in wire bas'es

covered with paraffin, such as those described in the paper ci

above. For any one series the initial moisture content of all the soi

was the same, being about the optimum for plant growth under

^^
conditions of the experiment. The transpiration was deternii

^

daily, or at inten^als of four days or less, by the method of weig o-

and the necessar}' amount of water was then added to bnng
^^^

soil back to its original moisture content. The baskets of any i'S"^*

stood side by side in a plant house, being thus subjected ^ to exac
^.^

the same changes in temperature, humidity, light, and air curre

Six wheat seedlings were grown In a basket.

»Whitnt:y, M. and Camerox, F. K. Investigations in soil fertilitv.

Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Soils, Bull. 23. 1904. j^j-g

178
^''''
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Water cultures were grown in black bottles of about 50" capacity,

the seedlings' being first germinated in sand and then placed in cork

stoppers in the manner described by the authors just referred to.

Transpiration was taken by weighing, and the solutions were changed

every few days. Otherwise, these were grown under the same con-

ditions as were the basket cultures. Four wheat seedlings were

grown in a bottle.

At the end of an experiment the series was photographed, the

tops were removed by cutting just above the seeds, the leaf surface

was determined, and also the weight of tops and leaves. The deter-

mination of leaf surface was made in the following way, which is a

modification of that used by previous writers.' A plate of glass was

coated with dextrin mucilage and the latter allowed to become nearly

dr)-. On this was gummed the wheat leaves side by side, with their

edges in contact so far as possible. When the mucilage had become

thoroughly dry, but before the leaves had dried appreciably, a photo-

graphic print of the leaf outline was made by direct contact. For

this the developing paper called "velox" was used; after being

developed, fixed, and washed the sheets were squeegeed and dried on

ferrotype plates, face down, thus giving perfectly smooth, hard sur-

faces. The white area of a print so prepared is equal to the area of

one side of the leaves whose surface is to be determined. This area

was measured by one of two methods, which were found to agree

accurately: (i) it was measured directly by means of a planimeter;

(2) its area was obtained indirectly by cutting around its margins

's\-ith scissors and then weighing the white portion as well as the

whole sheet. The area of the entire sheet having been first obtained

from its dimensions, the required area of the white portion is easily

obtained from the known quantities by calculation, assuming that

the paper is uniform. The two weights were both obtained at the

same time after cutting out the white portion, in order to avoid any

errors due to changes in the moisture content of the paper. The

uniformity of the latterwas tested as follows: four rectangular pieces

of velox paper were developed, fixed, washed, and dried as in the

actual determination of leaf area. From each of these was deter-

= BuRGERSTEiN, A., Die Transpiration der Pflanzcn. Jena. 1904- ^p- 24,

'' ^fq-, and the references there made.
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mined, by weighing and measurement, the weight of i''^ ™ of paper.

The results are tabulated below:

Area, sq cm Weight gr,
Average weight

of isq cm

Sheet A
Sheet B.

Sheet C
Sheet D

229
109

70

49

852
650
992
210

3.642
1.772
1 .09S

0.771

0.01584
0.01616

0.01547
0.01565

A^'erage weight of
sq cm by all tests, 0.01573; greatest variation from

averagCj 0.00043; greatest variation from average in per cent, of average, 2.7 per

cent.

1
H^v.*.^^^

Fig. I

paper

From these figures and other similar ones it appears that t^'^^

so treated is uniform within 3 per cent, of error. "^^
r-f--^ ow Li..a.n.u IS uiiuurm wiinin 3 pei ctin- "^^ ~- ,.

the planimeter method gives approximately the same results as

by weighing, the two methods can be used interchangeably,

former is the more direct and consumes less time and energy, so

^^
where the instrument is at hand it should be used for this sort of ^'O''^^

In both soil and water cultures a number of duplicates were
0^^^

carried through so far as transpiration was concerned. ^^
^^^^_

cases, owing to the great amount of work involved, the other
^^^^^

urements were made for only one series and not for the d^P^^'^^^^^l

The experiments, results of which are recorded in the pre

'.

i
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paper, were carried out in the laboratories of the Bureau of Soils of

the United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

I am indebted to Professor Milton Whitney, to Dr. F. K.

Cameron, and to all the members of the laboratoiy staiT.for facilities

and assistance without which the work could not have been done.

Especially am I indebted to ]Mr. Frank
D. Gardner, in charge of the Division

of Soil Management, for cultures from

which a number of the series were

obtained, and for the data themselves

in case of Series IV to X inclusive.

EXPERIMENTS.

The cultures will be

described in the follow-

ing paragraphs. It is to

be remembered that for

any single series the only

environmental factors / jk«M_i»!

which were varied are '^'^'^"'^'^iii^^^j,^
^-0.99-^^04— r5^->^0.95 0.91 Ji? -f

r
0.02 62 vTi

119 4 5

Fig. 2

those connected with the
^'^'

' A t. ^ 1 t
*

nature of the medium in

which the roots were
growing. The criteria for comparing the growth of the diflferent

cultures of a series are (i) total transpiration during the period of

the experiment, (2) green weight of tops and (3) of leaves, and (4)

area of leaves. In these studies aerial growth alone is considered, the

investigations into the growth of roots being resen'ed for another paper.

Series I. ery

used in this series. Basket no. i contained the natural soil and the

others the same soil mixed with fermented stable manure in different
P

amounts. The plants were weighed at inter\'als of from one to three

days. expenment lasted from October 25 November

1904. A photograph of the series at the end of the experiment is

shown in fig. 7. Data for the series are given in the following table.

The baskets are arranged according to the total transpiration for the

period of the experiment.

These data are best presented in the form of cunes (fig. 2).
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Data for Series T.

Treatment

Takoma soil

No. of
basket

Total
transp.

(r)4

Leaf
area (A)^

Green wt
of leaves

A

u

u

ti

n
it

+ 5000 p. p. m.3 manure...
+ I 0000
+

I
5000

+ 20000

+ 30000

+ 40000
+ 50000

u

u

i

i

i

I

I

I

• * *

I

2

3
4
5
6

7
8

20

41

52

59

76
83
92

•7 27.

•9 42.
.6 45-

•5 50-

•4 62.

.2 83-

•7 85-

4 89.

657
182

392
658

304
207

982

372

0-51

0-73
0.87

0.99
1. 165

1-635
1.760

1.930

1.07

0.99

1. 16

1. 17

1.02

0.91

0.97

1-03

5«

57

60

60

S4

46

47

47

2

1
I

4

I

2

4

S

9

Abscissas are here taken proportional to the amounts of manure in

the different baskets, and a curv'e is drawn for each column of figures

in the table, these being first reduced so as to be mutually compara-

terms )

considered as unity. The numbers so obtained are plotted as ordi-

nates for their respective curves. Thus the curves all start at the

same point and their nearness to coincidence or parallelism is

the criterion for judging whether or not the dilTerent sets of meas-

urements vary in the same order. The derived numbers, from

which the curves are plotted, are placed upon them and need not be

tabulated. The basket numbers (which correspond to the treat-

ments, see the table) are placed below the curves in a horizontal line.

A symbol corresponding to a column in the table is placed at the right

of each cun-e and designates the particular set of data for which it is

drawn.

T
and

T
leaf weight, -^ transpiration per 2^^"^ of total leaf area,

transpiration per gram of green leaves.

It is seen immediately that the cur\^es for transpiration

weight, and leaf area all he quite close to one another. Judgii

relative growth of the different cultures by any one of these three

lly the same senes.

leaf

the

curves

3 p. p. m. will be used throughout to denote parts per million, by weig

* The transpiration figures are always in grams.
s Leaf area is given for only one side of the leaves, always in square centimeters.

6Tr, „,., _ .* In grams.

8 Transpiration per gram of green leaves.

7 Transpiration per 2^^'^'" of total leaf area.

i
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which is likewise the series obtained by arranging them in accord-
t

ance with the amount of manure added.

The two remaining curves indicate that both transpiration per

I

Fig. 3
J

unit area of the leaves and transpiration per gram of their green

^-eight are practically uniform throughout the series; their cur\-es

are nearly horizontal lines-

course this uniformity is due to the

nearness to coincidence of the other

three cur\'es and is a criterion

judging of the latter property. There

appears to be a very slight tendency

for the transpiration per

square centimeter to be

depressed in the better

soils, and a somewhat

more marked, but still

slight, tendency for the

other ratio tobe depressed

m the same way.

In the following de- 'o

scriptions of series, the

tables of observed data

will often be omitted, the

Fig. 4
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numbers placed upon the curves' showing their relative magnitudes,

which alone are of interest here.

Series IL—This series is identical in treatment with Series L It

lasted i8 days, from November ii to November 29, 1904.

The plants are shown in fig, j, and curves for the series are given

in fig, 4. It will be noticed that in this case both weight of leaves

and weight of tops are represented, the latter being denoted by WL

Apparently the former increases somewhat more rapidly than the

latter with increasing fertility of the soil. The curves of transpira-

tion, leaf area, and the other two cur^'es iust mentioned lie so

Fig. 5

close together that according to any one of them the several baskets

would fall into exactly the same series, which would again be iden-

obtained

increasing amounts of manure used. Transpiration per unit area

is fairly uniform throughout this series, but that per gram of green

tops decreases slightly with increasing fertility. The series is on the

The

The

If basket

Series

rmony with Scries

This series is another duplicate of Series I.

lasted from

omitted

fig. 5, and fig. 6 represents the curves. -^^
"

. .. ^.
, , .. . , _•...„ fi,ot its data

ibie to

determ

veiy erratic, though wherein the error lies it is
impossiwe^

l-mTnf»^ +Vi^ 1 1 . » ", If _- -» *v./AC(:^ nf Series

and II. It is again seen that the orde
2ts by amount of transnirafinn narP^Q

igement of the bas
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3.JZ

relative amounts of manure, leaf area, and weights of leaves and of

tops. Here the two low^er curves are again nearly horizontal lines.

There is a slight tendency for transpiration per unit area to increase

with increasing soil fertility, but this tendency is hardly shown at all

in case of transpiration per gram.

Series IVy 7, and VL—
These are duplicates of I,

II, and III respectively,

carried on at the same time

and in the same place.

While the three already de-

scribed are based on a single

basket of each treatment,

ttt

AM

T
Jj09

Fig. 6

those here presented are

based on four baskets, con-

taining in all tw^enty-four

plants. Only transpiration

and green weight of tops are

considered; the other deter-

inlnations were not made
here.

Curves for these three

At

1.00

I
6

senes are

8, and
figs

Fig. 7

p. In fig. 7 it is to be noted that culture 6, containing 30,000

P-p.m. manure in the Takoma soil, shows a discrepancy which was

liot found in Series I, of which this is a duplicate. No reason for

this can be given. It is obviously due, however, to soil conditions,

exhib
drop
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1

There are no discrepancies in Series V; the cun-es of jg. S

approximate each other throughout and agree very well with those

of Series II.

(fig

does not occur in Series III. This fall in transpiration is accom-

:^°, panied a ver}' much

diminished relative weight,

^6*^ although this does not

amount to an actual depres-

sion in the curve. Aside

from this culture the series
m

is in agreement with the pre-

ceding, and the two cunes

seen to be very closelyare

similar throughout.

Fig. 8

good

For the six similar series

so far described, it appears

that total transpiration is as

a criterion as green

weight for judging of the

relative growth in these

soils. The differences are

generally somewhat more
marked by the weight cri-

I

lA

Fig. 9

this, however.

of Series
ixception

to

Series F//.—This series Cecil poor with
various

treatments as given in the following tabic.

yv poOi """

The samples
whicl-

deredtlw

9 This soil is from near Statesville, N. C. It is a stiff reddish day,
^^^'^^^ r̂^^ **vjiA4 AAV.CAX OI.C&L\. a V iU^, i^ . K^9 -A l- *^ •* u~-- " 1 rtn

best soil of the Piedmont Plateau for general farming purposes. The g
^ ^^^

varieties are markedly different agriculturally, but appear to ba id.-ntica

analysis can determine.

as soa
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received fertilizers were mixed with the latter, moistened, and

allowed to stand several weeks with frequent stirring. The aerated

soil was treated in the same way. At the end of this time lime was

added to certain of the samples and the seeds were then planted.

The proportions of fertilizers added are stated under "treatment"

in the following table.

Where more than one

fertilizer was used,

each was in the same

proportion as when

I. £4 UtS

100

wf

o.aS

I M H IX

used alone. The
Fig. 10

amount of Hme added is given in the third column. Five baskets of

six plants each were used for each treatment. The experiment lasted

from November 19 to December 8, 1904. The data are given in

the following table. Only transpiration and weight are given. The
cultures are arranged in order of transpiration figures.

Data tor Series VII

Treatment Culture no,
P.p.m. lime

added

Green
weight of

tops (JVO

Total Iran

spiralion

iT)

Cecil day good added to poor
K) per cent. Cecil clay poor, aerated
Wa.N03. 127 p. p. m
Lime. 1000 p. p m
wpo^).. 77 p. p.'m'.v. .:::..;::
NaX0,+ Ca3(P04^,
Stable manure. 700c p. p. m
NaN03-fK,SO,+ Ca3(P04),

vvr. -^ poor, natural

5 xV^- ^51 pp.m
NaN03+ K,S0^

4000
none
2000

none
2000

3000
2000
2000

3000
none
4000
3000

The curves are shown in fig. lo. That of transpiration is practi-

^lly a straight line and is nearly horizontal. The weight cur^'e varies

on both sides of that of transpiration, leaving the latter as approxi-

mately the mp.nn nf i\x^ T^-^Tnfc r^f fVi^ fr^rmpr Nn marked iniDrove-

^^•nt of the soil by any of the treatments used is to be made out

AH variations here are comparatively ver}^ slight.

'° Only 29 plants; calculated numbers for 30 plants are: Wt, 7-8o; T, 349- 2-

\
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Series F///.—This is a series similar to the last described, and

carried out at the same time, but having as its basis another

natural soil, Leonardtown loam poor," For the treatments and

data see the following table, in which the system of notation is the

same as in the last. The cultures are again arranged by transpira-

tion figures.

Curves for these

tJ3
kVf

0.96

I lO II 12

Fig. II

ven in /f^.

II. They agree ver)*

well in all points with

the last series dis-

cussed.

IX o s

but is made from Leonardtown

Data for Series VIII

Treatment

Leonardtown loam poor, aerated
Leonardtown loam poor, natural
Ca3(P04)2. 77 p. p. m ,

NaN03+ Ca3(POJ,
K3SO4. 130 p. p. m
10 per cent. Leonardtown loam,

added to poor ".

NaN03. ^27 p. p. m
KNO3. 151 p. p. m ,

Lime. 1000 p. p. m
NaN03+ K2S04
Stable manure. 7000 p. p. m
NaN03K2S04+ Ca3(P04)a

of

and sodium nitrate was added at the time of P^^^*;^^^/^.^^ game

lime, as in the last two series. The system of notation is

^^^^^^^^

as above and the cultures are arranged as in the t\\

senes.

"This soil was collected near Leonardtown, Md. It i^ ^
vellow silty 10^-

It
occupiP^

closely resembling loess, and is considered a good soil for
g^^f^If^^^^i-y. The g<^

arge areas in Man-land and Virginia, and to some extent in Ken
^^^^^jj^lay.

andj)oor varieties of this soil are related in the same manner as t ose
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s

I

Data for Series IX

Treatment
Green

weight of

tops {WO

Total tran-

spiralioa

(T)

10 per cent. Leonardtown loam poor
added to good

Leonardtown loam good, natural
KNO3. i^i p. p. m
NaX03+'K3S04+Ca3(P04),. . .

XaX03+ K2SO4
Manure. 7000 p. p. m
Ca3(P04)2. 77 p. p.m
Lime. 1000 p. p. m
XaXOj+ KaSO;.
K3SO4. 130 p. p. m
Leonardtown loam good, aerated
XaXO3. 127 p. p.m

I

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
II

12

765
none
60613

382
none

637

none

255
none
none

8.80

7.40"
10. 10

11.00

10.50

11.70
10.40
10.70H
10.20

10.05

9.90
10.60

375-6
384.6
398.6
402.

1

406.1^4

410.

o

424.1
426.9
438.0
43^-4

The curves are given in fig. 12. With the exception of culture 2,

and perhaps also of the last three cultures of the serieS; in which

weight is low as com-

pared to transpira-

tion, these agree w ith
'

the last two series dis-

cussed.

Series X Thi s

6 7

Fig. 12

consists of five different natural soils and a rich garden soil from the

greenhouse. November

II to December 15, 1904. Weight of both leaves and tops as well

as transpiration and leaf area wxre determined. A single basket of six

plants was used for each soil. The data are given in the table.

The arrangement is by transpiration figures.

Data tor Series X.

Soil Basket
no.

Tota\
tran spi-

ralion

i.T)

Leaf
area {A)

Green
weight
leaves

Green
weight of

tops {Wt)

T
A Wl

Jecil clay poor
Takoma soil

Leonardtown Ioara"poor,
^ecil clay good
Leonardtown loam good
harden soil.

I

2

3
4

5
6

68.8

70.6
QO. I
w

90.

1

127.9
148.6

48.1
48.8
60.6
63.

S

74.8

95-4

0.70
0-73
0.97
1.02

1.24

1-54

0.86

0.73
1. 21

1.28

1-54
2. II

1.43
0.86

1.49
T.41

1. 71

1. 5*^

80.1
82.1

74-5
70.4
83.1
70.4

" Only 29 plants; calculated numbers for 30 plants are: 117, 7.65; T, 365. i.

'3 KNO3 ^n place of NaNOa-
'^ Only 29 plants; calculated numbers for 30 plants are: W7, 11 . 10; T, 420.0
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fig. IJ, and the curves in
fi^

Those

for weight, transpiration, and leaf area approximate each other very

well. With

somewhat more rapidly than the area, while the same function

increases somewhat less rapidly than the weight of tops. Thus the

Fig. 13

curve of transpiration per unit area rises slightly, while that

gram

both ;

The last two

2.*J. Series X/.-This is a

study of soil extracts made

from

X. The plants were gro^^ii

in bottles, as has ken

already stated,
^-bottle

0.93
0.99^

oTea

J09 T^

-.o.e* T
* wt

ji

containing four plant

used for each culture,

experiment lasted

November n to

Fig. 14 I, 1904 The ex

i

was

The

from

December

xtract
ffas

Hkenatthesame
changed every four days, and the transpiration ^^ ab w

^^^^^ ^^^.

intervals, beginning November 15. The plants were ^^^"^
^^j^^j^d in

old when placed in the bottles, the seeds having been ger

sand. data

A photograph of the series is given in fig-
i5

ed the criteria other than trans
piration

dis'
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Data for Series XI.

Soil extract Culture
no.

Total
transpira
lion (D

Green
weight
leaves

(HV)

Green
weight of

tops{W^O

T
A Wt

Takoma soil

Cecil clay poor •
.

.

Leonardtown loam poor
Cecil clay good
Leonardtown loam good
Garden soil

1

X 41.9 1.07 1.45 0.61
2 54-9 1.09 X.44 0-75
3 63.8 1.47 1.Q17 0. 70

4 70.8 T.40 1.918 0.80

5 75-8 1.70 2.35 0.76
6 III. 6 1.90 2.78 0.96

28.9
38.1

369
323
40.

1

agree with the latter in the relation of cultures 3 and 4. By trans-

piration the soil of 4 is considerably better than that of 3, but by the

other criteria it is a

trifle poorer. Besides

this discrepancy there

appears a rather

marked disagreement

between the differ-

ence between i and 2

and that between 5

and 6. Comparing
t*6

Fio. 15

tWs set of curves with
those of Series X, we
find that the order of

arrangement of the soil

extracts (by transpira-
tion) differs in one

I

pomt Fig. 16

soik themselves. By the soils, Cecil clay poor stands lower than

akoma soil, while by extracts this is reversed. However, by all

our criteria these two are practically equivalent in the former series,

the same is true in the latter by all criteria but transpiration.
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gram

I

2, 4, and

markedly with the increasing fertility of the extract.

Series XII.—This consists of duplicates of cultures i,

6 of Series XL The cultures were carried on at the same time as

were those of the former series. One bottle, containing four plants,

used for each ' culture. Leafwas

Fig. 17

and this is the order

obtained in the pre-

ceding series. Regard-

ing the relation of

Takoma soil to Cecil

clay poor, it may be

that the deleterious

properties of theformer

are more pronounced

in aqueous extract

than in the soil itself.

Series XI11.-This
consists of five differ-

ent nutrient solutions.

No. I is a solution of

the necessary salts

which had already had

area was not determined. The cunts

are given in fig. 17.

From them it is seen that the

greatest discrepancy between weight

and transpiration in Series XI (that

occurring in cuhure 4) does not

appear here, and the discrepancy m

culture 2 also disappears. The

relatively high transpiration of the

garden soil is again exhibited, but

by both weight and transpiration

the cultures fall in the same order,

Fig. 18

No. 2 is the same
v^nth

wheat plants growing in it for twenty days, -^o• 2
^^^^ ^^.j^|,ten

one part per million Dvrojrallol added. No. 3 is the same
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times as much of the chemical. No. 4 is a nutrient solution exactly

like no. i but freshly made. No. 5 is the used nutrient solution with

manure extract added. The cultures lasted from October 11 to

November 8, 1904. The transj)iration was taken for 17 days, from

October 22 to November 8.

A photograph of

the series is shown in

h
fig The

I

Fig. 19

first three cultures

show practically the

same weights and leaf

areas, and nos. 2 and

3 show about equal transpirations. The transpiration numbers for

nos. 2 and 3 are somewhat greater than that for no. i. Nos. 3,

4, and 5 show about the same rela-

tion to each other by all three cri-

teria, transpiration, weight, and area.

In other words, the transpiration is

surprisingly high in the two cultures

containing pyrogallol. In some way
this substance usually accelerates

growth of roots, and this may explain

the discrepancies above referred to.

The question here brought up will

be deferred to a future time.

Series XIV.—This consists of

soil extracts all made by the method
described by Whitney and Came-
Rox (loc. ciL). No. I is an extract
of the poor Takoma soil used in

Series I, etc., but which had been used for the growth of wheat

before for a period of twenty days. No. 2 is of the same extract

freshly made with addition of one part per million pyrogallol. No.

3 IS the same as the last without pyrogallol ; and no. 4 is similar,

but with addition of manure extract instead of the chemical. The

period is the same as that for Series XIV.

Fig. 20
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fig

h The three criteria arrange the cultures in the same order,

I

Fig. 21

form throughout the

aUhough by transpiration the difference between nos. 2 and 3 is

emphasized. Transpiration per unit area increases somewhat with

the fertility of the solution; while

that per gram is practically uni-

series. The

former of these ratios thus appears

to var>^ in the opposite direction

from that shown in certain of the

soil series already described. It

may be that the presence of a

superabundance of water about the

roots raises the transpiration per

gram and per unit area above what

it would be if the roots were in soil.

CONCLUSION.

From the experiments which have been described the conclusion

seems evident that total transpiration of wheat plants grown in vari-

ous media is as good a criterion for comparing the relative growth m

these media as is the weight of the plants. That these two critena

varj' generally with the weight and area of the leaves gives the expla-

nation for this conclusion. The facts are made clear that, for the

types of media investigated at least, the amount of transpiration is

practically a simple function of the leaf surface ; and that this latter

varies quite uniformly with the leaf weight, which in turn varies with

the weight of the entire tops. Thus total transpiration appears to

be With some series there

seems to be a slight variation in the ratios of transpiration to

weight and to area respectively, according to the nature of the

medium; but these variations are so small when compa

with those of their component terms, and lack uniformity

red

in

the different series to such a degree that they are practicallv

negligible in the comparison of the cultures. It thus appears

that the nature of the soil or solution in which the roots are

grown has little or no influence on those stru and phySI-
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ological properties of the leaves which control the amount of

water lost per unit of leaf surface. The water loss per unit area of

leaves is practically uniform throughout the different treatments;

therefore the variations in total transpiration exhibited are due not

to any difference in structure or activity of the leaves, but simply to

the differences in extent of leaf surface developed.

In making use of this criterion of transpiration for the comparison

of different nutrient media, it must be borne in mind that, as in all

otlier biologrcal experimentation, there vn\\ occur unexplained vari-

ations, and the truth must be attained by the summation of the
V

results of a number of experiments. JNIany of the unexplained dis-

crepancies of the experiments just described might not have occurred

had the number of plants used been larger. The individual varia-

tion among wheat plants is found to be great, so that the larger the

number of plants used the nearer would the result approach the true

average.

Also, it must be remembered that if total transpiration is

decreased by temperature, atmospheric conditions, etc., the differ-

ent members of a series will approach each other in the amount of

water lost; were transpiration checked completely, all the members
would agree. It is thus necessary to have good conditions for evap-

oration from the leaves where such experiments are carried on, in

order to magnify the differences in transpiration and keep them well

above the limits of experimental error.

The method for comparison of plant growth here provisionally

established for wheat is found also to hold for the grasses generally.

This doubtless rests on the fact that the leaves of these plants are

hnear and of continuous basal growth. Whether or not it can be

adapted to other groups of plants is not yet determined.

The University of Chicago.



RUSTS ON COMPOSITAE FROM MEXICO.

J. C. Akthxtr.

The following enumeration of two hundred collections of Mexican

rusts on Compositae comprises part of Mr. E. W. D. Holway's

material obtained on his several trips into Mexico, not heretofore

published; together with tw-o specimens collected by C. G. Pringle,

communicated by Mr. Holway; two by Rose and Painter, com-

municated by Dr. J. N. Rose; one by E. W. Nelson, communicated

by Dr. W. G. Farlow; and one by Seler, found in the phanerogamic

herbarium of the N. Y. Botanical Garden. Of the fifty-four species

in the list it has been found necessary to describe eighteen as new.

It is interesting to note that the genus Puccinia embraces three-

fourths of all the species, and the genus Coleosporium one-half of

the remaining number. Two new species are described -under

Dictelia, with some misgivings. Both of them are accompanied with

spermogonia, and are devoid of a peridium. Whether these differ-

ences should constitute vaHd ground for separation into a new genus

is problematical without further knowledge of their life histories and

affinities. Cronartium, Pucciniosira, Uredo, and yEcidium with one

species each, and Uromyces with two species are the remaining genera.

The present communication is another illustration of Mr. Hol-

way's skill as a collector, and his service in making known the Mex-

ican rust flora.

1. Coleosporium Viguierae Diet, and Holw.

On Vigitiera hclianlhoides HBK., Tehuacan, Nov. i8, 1903, no. 5355
i

^^

dcntata Spreng., City of Mexico, Oct. 14, 1898, no. 3055.

2. Coleosporium Verbesinae Diet, and Holw.

On Verbesina virgata Cav., Oaxaca, Oct. 21, 1899, no. 3711; Cuernayaca,

Amecamec

'nnatifidi

3. Coleosporium anceps Diet, and Holw.

Zapotlan, State of Jal

Jali

I

. [SEPTEMBER
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4. COLEOSPORIUM SOLIDAGINIS (SchAV.) Thueiii.

On Aster paiicifloriis Nutt., City of Mexico, Oct. 10, 1898, no. 3071 a.

5. CoLEOSPORiUii PARAPHYSATUM Diet, and Hohv.

Or Liahum discolor Benth. and Hook.j Guadalajara, Sept. 28, 1903, no. 5062.

6. Coleosporium Dahliae, n. sp.—Uredosori hypophyllouSj Irreg-

ularly scattered, round, 0.5"^"^ across or less, soon naked, pulveru-

lent; uredospores irregularly ellipsoid, 16-22 by 24-30A1, wall color-

less, rather thin, 2/*, closely and strongly verrucose: teleutosorl

hypophyllous, irregularly scattered, sometimes confluent, roundish,

about 0.5"^"^ across, waxy; teleutospores oblong, 18-21 by 45-70/^,

rounded at both ends, early septate, bright orange-yellow fading to

pale oUve-ycUow.

On Dahlia variabilis (W.) Desf., in city park, Guadalajara, Oct. 6, 1903, no.

5121.

7. Coleosporium Steviae, n. sp.—Uredosori hypophyllous, scat-

tered unevenly and often thickly, round, 0.25-0.5™™ across, early

naked, pulverulent; uredospores ellipsoid to globoid, somewhat
angular, 18-23 by 26-35/x, wall colorless, rather thin, 1.5-2;^, finely

urrucose: teleutosori hypophyllous, scattered, often confluent,

.5™™ across, waxy; teleutospores form-

-6 " =iu^it; layer Deneath the epidermis, cylindrical, 12-19 by 50-75/^,
truncate or rounded at both ends.

^^

On Steina trachelioides (DC.) Hook., Nevada de Toluca, 3,000 "^ alt., Oct.

J^Sfi^p''^'^'
^^^^ ^*^^^^' "^^ ''^^'"«^^"M'« HBK., Amecameca, Oct. 20, 1903, no.

Sa t V^
^'''^^''' '''"''' ^'^^ ""^ -^Icxico, Oct. 4, 1899, no. 3565: S. viscida HBK.,

Sant F'^'

^^^"^ ^^^^ °^ Mexico, Oct. 18, 1903, no. 5172: 5. regknsis Benth.,

Cue
'
"^^'^ ^^^^ ^^ Mexico, Oct. 18, 1903, no. 5169: 5. monardaejoUa HBK.,

5 soT^-Tr'
^^^^' ^^' ^^^^' "^' ^°^'*' ^"lecameca, Oct. 20, 1903, no. 5181:

no ,r r ^^^' ^^^^'^"^'"o, Oct. 17, 1898, no. 3008; Toluca, Sept. 17, 1898,

"2dS
?' '*' ^^°-^' "°- ^778 [Rose 6- Painler); Pachuca, Oct. 27, 1903, no.

4 ,
banta Fe, near City of Mexico, Oct. 18, 1903, no. 5176.

8. CronARTIUM PRAELONGUM Wint.
On Eupatorium sp., Orizaba, Oct. 8, 1898, no. 3041.

ous
^^^^^^^ Eupatorii, n. sp.—Spermogonia amphigenous, numer-

imm ^''°J
^^ ^^^11 groups, punctiform, rather conspicuous,

mentrb
^^.^^P^^^^^^^^^' globoid, ioo-150/i broad; ostiolar fila-

s becoming agglutinate : teleutosori hypophyllous and caulico-

ITT
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lous, crowded in orbicular groups, often circinating about the spermo-

gonia, on stems causing small swellings up to i ""^ long, on discolored

spots, very small, 0.2-0.3™™ across, round, somewhat waxy; peridia

20-

medium

On Eupatoriiim patzciiarensc HBK,, Amecameca, Oct. 21, 1903, no. 5205

(type): Eupatoriiim sp., near City of Mexico, Oct. 9, 1898, no. 3033.

This and the following are the first species belonging to this genus reported

from North America. They both differ from the type in the absence of a perid-

ium, and in the presence of spermogonia. Like the type, however, they both

have the son separated from the tissues of the host by a filamentous layer of

delicate, coloriess hyphae. The form on Eupatorium is waxy, with smooth con-

solidated spores, like the type, the spores germinating in the sorus upon maturity.

The form on Vemonia is not waxy, but pulverulent.

10. Dietelia Vernoniae, n. sp.—Spermogonia chiefly epiphyl-

lous, numerous, crowded in orbicular groups, punctiform, golden-

yellow becoming brown, prominent, subepidermal, depressed-globoid

or somewhat conical, 130-145^^ broad; central cavity large; ostiolar

filaments becoming agglutinate : teleutosori hypophyllous, crowded

opposite the spermogonia in annular groups of 2-7, or solitary, round,

Q^^mm
across, soon naked, pulverulent, ruptured epidermis notice-

able; peridia wanting; teleutospores ellipsoid or globoid, more or

less angular and irregular from pressure, 22-27 by 30"37^; ^^'^^

ver}^ pale yellow, medium thick, 1.5-2/^, closely and strongly verru-

cose, except a small spot at the base, tubercles somewhat deciduous.

On Vemonia (probably F. Deppiana Less.), Jalapa, Mex., Oct. 2, 1898,

no. 3111.

11. PucciNiosiiLV Brickelliae Diet, and Hohv.

On Brickellia secundiflora A. Gr., Pachuca, Oct. 27, 1903, no. 5249* ^^^^^
ellia sp., Guadalajara, Sept. 22, 1903, no. 5020; Zapotlan, State of Jalisco

10, 1903, no. 5144; Amecameca, Nov. 20, 1903, no. 5428.

12. Uredo Parthexii Spcg.

On Parthenium hyskrophorus L., San Andres Chalchicomula

Orizaba, Oct. 8, 1898, no. 3228.

Oct.

near M^.

^CIDIUM

J. D. Smith, Jalapa

14. Uromyces senecionicola, n. sp.—Teleutosori
hypophyUo^s,.

#
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thickly scattered, irregularly roundish, 0.5'"'^^ or less across, long

covered by the grayish epidermis ; teleutospores obovoid, more or less

angular, 20-25 by 24-36/^, obtuse or rounded at apex, narrowed at

base, wall golden-brown, rather thin, 1-2^, much thicker at apex,

3-6/^, concolorous; pedicel nearly colorless, thick, two-thirds length

of spore or less.

On Senecio Roldana DC, Amecameca, Oct. 20, 1903, no. 5183 (type), Oct.

3ij 1899, ^0. 3752: Cacalia sp., Patzcuaro, Oct. 20, 1898, no. 3182.

The morphological characters and gross appearance of this species closely

resemble those of Puccittia settecionicola^ except that the teleutospores are one-

celled instead of two-celled. A very few uredospores were seen, which resembled

those of P. scnecionicola closely, except that they were quite colorless, which may
have been due to weathering, or to their origin in teleutosori as an obsolescent

form of spore. A single group of hypophyllous aecidia was also found, accom-

panied by epiphyllous spermogonia, but too old for securing accurate

characterization.

15. Uromyces cucullatus Syd.

On Zexmenia sp., Iguala, Oct. 4, 1900 (C. G. Pringle): Perymeniim Ber-

/anc/fcn DC, Amecameca, Oct. 31, 1899, no. 3753: P. verbesinoides DC, Cuer-
navaca, Sept. 30, 1898, no. 3116: P. Mcndezii DC, Pachuca, Oct. 5, 1899,

"0- 3578, Oct. 28, 1903, no. 5257: P. discolor Schrad., Oaxaca, Nov. 10, 1903,

no.5362,Nov.i4, 1903, no. 5417.

.16. Puccinia senecionicola, n. sp.—Uredosori amphigenous, some-
what gregarious or solitary, round, small, tardily naked, pulverulent,

cinnamon-brown, ruptured epidermis noticeable; uredospores glo-

Doid, 24-27 by 25-32;!^, wall cinnamon-brown, thin, sparsely and
strongly echinulate, pores 2, opposite in the equator: teleutosori

}T>ophyllous, thickly scattered and somewhat confluent, punctiform
or bullate, long covered by the epidermis; teleutospores oblong or

ong-clavate, 16-27 by 42-60/t, obtuse, truncate or even rounded
^t apex, and often oblique, more or less narrowed at base, slightly or
not constricted at septum, wall golden-brown, sometimes darker

^ ove, rather thin, little to much thickened at apex, 3-1 2/i, con-
^oiorous

; pedicel short, nearly colorless.

Oct^"
"SeKcao angidijoUiis DC, Amecameca, Oct. 20, 1903, no. 5189 (type),

52-4-^n
^^^^' "'' •^^^^' P^^huca, Oct. 6, 1899, no. 3586, Oct. 28, 1903, no.

^

M, Uaxaca, Oct. 22, 1899, no. 3714; Nevada de Toluca, 10,500" alt., Oct.

^rb^k'\v'
^^^^' "^^ ^^"'""'^"^ HBK., Pachuca, Oct. 28, 1903, no. 5252: Cacalia

^ ^ \Vats., Zapotlan, State of Jalisco, Oct. 9, 1903, no. 5143= C. ampuJlacea
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Greenm., Pachuca, Oct. 5, 1899, no. 3572, Oct. 27, 1903, no. 5244: C, simiata

Cerv., Patzcuaro, Oct. 16, 1898, no. 3196: C. ampH/olia DC, Oaxaca, Oct. 23,

1899, no. 3725: C obtusUoha Rob. & Greenm., Cuernavaca, Sept. 30, 1899,

^^- 3538? Oct. 30, 1903, no. 5299; Patzcuaro, Oct. 17, 1898, no. 3171: CacaUa

sp., Guadalajara, Sept. 14, 1899, no. 3417; Uruapan, Oct. 11, 1899, nos. 3617,

3618.

17, PuccixiA TiTHOxrAE Diet, and Hohv.

On Tillio)na tiihacjormis A. Gr., Acambora, Oct. 21, 1899, no. 3143; near

Tula, Sept. 20, 1898, no. 3197: T, speciosa Hook., Sept. 28, 1898, no. 3119.

18. Puccinia globulifera, n. sp.—Uredosori hypophyllous, small,

round, scattered, pulverulent, cinnamon-brown; uredospores globose,

small, 1 5-18^1 in diameter, wall medium thick, 2/t, cinnamon-

brown, evenly and strongly echinulate, pores 2, opposite in the equa-

tor: teleutosori amphigenous, small, round, scattered, somewhat

pulverulent, blackish; teleutospores oblong-globose, 22-25 by 24-32/^,

semiopaque, rounded at both ends, not constricted at the septum,

Avail dark chocolate-brown, 3/i thick, closely and evenly aculeate with

strong conical points; pedicel colorless except near the spore, slender,

firm, 5-6/i thick, twice the length of the spore or longer, place of

insertion indefinite, often at the septum.

On Otopappus epalaceus Pringlei Greenm., Iguala, Nov. 3, 1903, no. 5313-

This species is widely different from P. Otopappi Syd., which has smooth

teleutospores of the common obovate-ellipsoid form.

19. Puccinia Asteris Dubv.
On Aster pauciflorus Nutt., City of Mexico, Oct. 10, 1898, no. 3071.

20. Puccinia Gymnolomiae, n. sp.—Uredosori hypophyllous,

scattered, small, early naked, pulverulent, bright cinnamon-brown;

uredospores globoid or obovate-globoid, 20-24 by 21-27/*, ^vall

golden yellow, rather thin, 1-2^1, closely and strongly echinulate,

pores 2, opposite, in the equator or often much lower: teleutoson

hypophyllous, scattered, small, somewhat pulverulent, chestnut-

brown; teleutospores elliptical, 26-30 by 36-45/*, rounded at both

ends, which are strongly introverted and concave when dry, much

constricted at the septum, wall chestnut-brown, smooth, evenly thick,

3-4/^, apex slightly thicker with a ven
colorless, about once length of spore'

ped

5/7,

Jalapa, Oct. 2, 1898, no. ^1^3-
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This species does not include the rusts on species of Gymnolomia occurring in

the United States throughout the Rocky Mountain region, which belong to

Puccinia Helianlhi Schw.

21. Plxcixia Enceliae Diet, and Holw.

On Encclia adenophora Greenm., Etzatlan, State of Jalisco, Oct. 2, 1903,

no. 5092; Oaxaca, Nov. lo, 1903, no. 5360: Encelia sp., Guadalajara, Oct. 3,

1903, no. 5102.

22. Puccinia Galeae, n. sp.—Spermogonia epiphyllous, crowded,

in small groups opposite the aecidia, punctiform, inconspicuous,

globoid, ioo-130/i broad: aecidia hypophyllous, in circular groups,

peridia cylindrical, lacerate; aecidiospores globoid, 18-24 by 20-2

wall pale yellowish, thin, closely and prominently verrucose : uredo-

sori amphigenous, in small groups or scattered, small, early naked,

pulverulent, cinnamon-brown; uredospores globoid, or obovate-

globoid, 20-24 by 24-30/x, wall dark cinnamon-brown, medium
thick, 1.5-2.5/i, sparsely and strongly echinulate, pores 2, opposite

and near the equator: teleutosori chiefly epiphyllous, scattered,

i-i_^min
across, early naked, somewhat pulverulent, blackish;

40-5 4A*, obtuse20-
above, narrowed below, sometimes roun(
or^ not constricted at septum, wall dark chestnut-brown, smooth,

^^^^^^ 3-3 -5/*? apex unthickened, or with a more or less prominent
and paler umbo, sometimes with a similar umbo on the lower cell

next the septum; pedicel colorless, firm, once to twice length of spore.

On Calea axillaris urticaejolia Rob. & Greenm., Sayula, State of Jalisco,

^ct.
8, 1903, no. 5126 (type): C. Zacatcckichi rugosa Rob. & Greenm., Cuer-

navaca, Oct. 30, 1903, no. 5301: C. hypoleuca Rob. & Greenm., Oaxaca, Nov.

5097.
Talis

23- Puccinia Axiniphylli, n. sp.—Uredosori not seen; uredo-

the teleutosori ellipsoid or doboid. 16-24 by 21-26^, wallspores

yellowish thin, 1-1.5/Lt, sparsely and strongly echinulate, pores
probably

3 and equatorial, very indistinct : teleutosori hypophyllous,
irregularly

gregarious, or scattered, somewhat confluent, small,

^^rdily and imperfectly naked, dull chestnut-brown; teleutospores

or ^U
^^ ^^°"^'^^^-^blong, irregular, large, 24-30 by 45-60/*, obtuse

or obliquely truncate above, somewhat narrowed below, slightly or
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not constricted at the septum, wall smooth, cinnamon-brown, or

partly darker, rather thin, 1.5-2.5/i, much thickened above, 7-12/1;

pedicel tinted, firm, J~-I2 fji broad, half length of spore or shorter.

On AxiniphyUum tonientosum Benth., Oaxaca, Oct. 21, 1899, no. 3710;

Etia, State of Oaxaca, Nov. 13, 1903, no. 5393.

24. Puccinia Noccae, n. sp.—Uredorosi amphigenous, small,

scattered, pulverulent, cinnamon-brown; uredospores globoid, 18-24

by 20-28/^, wall pale brown, rather thin, 1.5-2/x, evenly echinulatc,

pores 3, in the lower hemisphere, often close to the base: teleutosori

amphigenous, small, scattered, blackish, somewhat pulverulent

;

teleutospores broadly oblong or elliptical, 26-31 by 32-42^, rounded

at both ends, or obtuse at apex, not constricted at septum, wall

smooth, dark chestnut-brown, thick, 3-4/^, thicker at apex, lo-i:/^,

a broad semihyaline umbo at apex, often a similar one on the lower

cell; pedicel colorless, firm, once to once and a half length of spore-
r

On Nocca decipiens Kuntze, Sayula, State of Jalisco, Oct. 7, 1903, no. 5122

(type): N. rigida Cav., Cuernavaca, Oct. 29, 1903, no. 5262: N. smveolens

(HBK.) Cass., Oaxaca, Oct. 23, 1899, no. 3724.

25. Puccinia jaliscana, n. sp.—Uredorosi hypophyllous, small,

round, pale yellowish, soon naked, somewhat pulverulent; uredo-

spores globoid or oblong-globoid, 18-24 by 21-27/i, pale brownish

or nearly colorless, wall rather thin, i .
5-2/i, minutely echinulate-

verrucose, pores 6-8, scattered: teleutosori chiefly h>i)ophyllous

small, round, early naked, blackish, somewhat pulverulent; teleuto-

spores elliptical, 20-24 by 30-39/ti, rounded at both ends, slightly

constricted at septum, semiopaque, wall chocolate-brown, promi-

nently verrucose, thick, 2.3-3/^, slightly thicker at apex, 4"^'*'

}

'nee or once and a half length of spore.

Holwayaniim Greenm.. Savula, State of Jalis'

1903, no. 5130.
i

26. Puccinia Porophylli Henn.

On Porophyllum macrocephahm DC, Cardenas, Oct. 22, 1898, no. S^^^^

Yautepec, Oct. 24, 1903, no. 5238: Porophyllum sp., Guadalajara, Sept. ij,

1899, no. 3431; Chapala, Sept. 17, 1899, no. 3439 bis.

27. Puccinia tageticola Diet, and Holw.

On Tagetes temiijoUa Cav., Sept. 12, 1899, no. 3403; Etla, State of Oaxaca,

Nov. 16, 1903, no. 5425: T. filijoUa Lag.,. Cuernavaca, Sept. 26, 1898, no. 3 3
^

1
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Guadalajara, Sept. 28, 1903, no. 5028: T, lucida Cav., Patzcuaro, Oct. 19, 1898,

no. 3233; Cuernavaca^ Oct. 29, 1903, no. 5264: T, micrantlia Cav., San Angel,

City of Mexico, Oct. i, 1900 (C. G. Pringle): Tagetes sp., Guadalajara, Sept. 15,

1899, no. 3423; Oaxaca, Oct. 20, 1899, no. 3685; City of Mexico, Oct. ig, 1903,
r

no. 5179.

28. PuccixiA Zexmeniae Diet, and Holw.

On Zexmenia podocephala A. Or., Patzcuaro, Oct. 20, 1898, no. 3215, Oct.

13, 1899, no. 3626; Chapala, Sept. 20, 1899, no. 3468: Z. jasciculata A. Gr.,

Patzcuaro, Oct. 18, 1898, no. 3101; Cuernavaca, Sept. 30, 1899, no. 3530: Z.

ceanothijolia Schz. Bip., Guadalajara, Sept. 28, 1903, no. 5058; Cuernavaca.

Oct. 29, 1903, no. 5268: Z. helianfhoides A. Gn, Cuernavaca, Sept. 30, 1899, no,

3531: Z. elegans Schz. Bip,, Patzcuaro, Oct. 13, 1899, no. 3632: Z. croceaA. Gr.,

Cuernavaca, Sept. 25, 1898, no. 3016; Cuautia, State of Morelos, Oct. 23, 1903,

no. 5232: Z.^ aurea B. & H., Rio Hondo, near City of Mexico, Oct. 4, 1899, no.

3566: Zexmenia sp., Chapala, Oct. 5, 1903, no. 5116.

A number of these collections have well developed aecidia with the other

spores, and no. 3016 shows only aecidia. The teleutospores are quite variable

in size and roughness of surface.

29- PucciNiA OPACA Diet, and Holw.
On Zexmenia sp., Guadalajara, Sept. 29, 1903, no. 5069; Patzcuaro, Oct.

i6, 1898, no. 3002.

One of these collections, no. 5069, shows aecidia in good condition. The
aecidia are deep-seated in the tissues, appear hemispherical on the surface, and
open by a small orifice; the peridial cells are loosely united, and fall away readily;

the aecidiospores are somewhat smaller than those in Piiccinia Zexmeniae, and
have a thicker wall.

30. Puccinia Diaziana, n. sp.—Teleutosori hypophyllou5, in

open groups, 3^8"^^ across, on pale spots, often annular, small,

^25"^" or less in brown or
pter; teleutospores linear-oblon^r or oblong-fusiform, 15-21 by
38-54M

septum, wall cinnamon-brown, paler below, smooth, thin, i-i . 5/^,

j^uch thickened at apex, 5-8/^; pedicel slightly tinted, thick, half
length of sDnrp_spore.

h\.^l.^^"""'''^ "^^^^^oides Cav. {Verhesina encdioides A. Gr.), City of Porfirio

^•^^StateofCoahuila, Oct. xo, 1900.

Bate frfl
?"^^ belongs to the Leptopuccinia section, as the spores germi-

of thi

^^^
^ -^^ ^^^ ^^^^' centrifugally as they mature. It differs from most species

composite
°De anoth •

^^^^ipusitc nusis uy naving i

^aer, instead of crowded in a compact group.
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I. Puccinia semiinsculpta, n. sp.—Urcdosori ampliigcnous,

scattered, round, small, 0.2-0.3"^"^ across, cinnamon-brown, soon

naked, pulverulent; uredospores broadly elliptical or globoid, 17-25

by 22-28At, wall 2/i thick, echinulate, pores indistinct, probably 3

and equatorial: tcleutosori amphigenous, or often only epiphyllous,

scattered, round, small, 0.2-0.5'^'^ across, often confluent, soon

naked, pulverulent, chocolate-brown, or compact and cinereous

from germination; teleutospores broadly elliptical or elliptical-

obovate, 25-36 by 40-50/-!, round at both ends, or narrowed below,

slightly or not constricted at septum, wall finely to coarsely reticulate-

verrucose, thick, 4-6/i, slightly or not thickened at apex, 5-9/^,

concolorous, often thinner below; pedicel colorless, 4-7/* thick, once

to twice length of spore, more or less minutely rough.

On Yernonia Alamani DC, Amecamcca, Oct. 31, 1899, no. 3754 i^YV^h

Patzcuaro, Oct. 17, 1898, no. 3105, Oct. 10, 1899, no. 3602, Oct. 13, 1899, no.

3631; Oaxaca, Nov. ii, 1903, no. 5379; Amecameca, Oct. 20, 1903, no. 5190'

Yernonia sp., Chapala, Sept. 19, 1899, no. 3459; Cuernavaca, Sept. 30, 1899,

no. 3540; Oaxaca, Oct. 18, 1899, no. 3668.

The different collections vary in appearance. In some of the collections

most or all of the son are dark and pulverulent, in others they are compact and

pale from germination, while in others its two forms are variously intermixed.

The spores from germinating sori are thinner-walled, lighter-colored, and more

obovate. The extreme forms are quite unlike, but all gradations occur, even

on the same leaf. The uredosori are quite inconspicuous.

32. Puccinia egregia, n, sp.—Uredospores from the teleutoson

(Tloboid, 23-26 by 24-28/i, wall golden-yellow, rather thin, echinulate

pores 3, equatorial: teleutosori amphigenous, scattered, pulvinate,

chocolate-brown; teleutospores ellipsoid, 27-30 by 35-46/^, rounded

at both ends, slightly or not constricted at septum, wall thick, 4-6M,

slightly or not thickened at apex, coarsely and prominently vcrrucose,

with conical and well separated papillae; pedicel colorless, 5
/*

thick, twice length of spore.

On Vernonia uniflora Schz. Bip., Oaxaca, Dec. 29, 1895, no. i739 ('^^'^'^'

^^

This specimen was obtained in looking over the phanerogamic herbarium

the New York Botanical Garden. It is a ver>- marked species. The host was

determined by Volkexs, as recorded on the label.

ZZ' Puccinia Electrae Diet, and Holw.
On Electra GakoltU A. Gr., Oaxaca, Nov. 11, 1903, no. 5387, ^ov. 13.

^9°^'

i^o- 5394
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34. Puccinia Zaluzaniae, n. sp.—Uredosori chiefly epiphyllous,

scattered, round, small, soon naked, ruptured epidermis evident;

uredospores obovate, 16-21 by 23-2 7/^, wall golden-brown, rather

ihin, 1
.
5-2M, sparsely and finely echinulate, pores 2, opposite in the

equator; teleutosori chiefly epiphyllous, scattered, very small or

punctiform, confluent, somewhat pulverulent, blackish; teleutospores

semiopaque, ellipsoid, 21-27 by 39-45/*, obtuse or rounded at both

ends, slightly or not constricted at septum, wall dark chocolate-brown,

minutely rugose, medium thick, 1.5-2.5/*, thicker at apex; pedicel

colorless except next the spore, tapering downward, lowest third

noticeably roughened, twice length of spore.

On Zaliizania asperrima Schz. Bip., Tehuacan, Nov. 7, 1903, no. 5347.
This species is much like Puccinia Electrae, but has smaller and less roughened

spores, which form smaller sori.

35- Plccima CiRsii Lasch.

On Carduus lomatohpis (Hemsl.), City of ^lexico, Oct. 14, 1898, no. 3047:
f- onzahensis (Klatt.), Toluca, Sept. 19, 1898, no. 3133: Cardum sp., Patz-
cuaro, Oct. 17, 1898, no. 3102; Uruapan, Oct. 11, 1899, no. 3616; Etla, State of
O^^aca. Oct. 23, 1899, no. 3730.

36. Puccinia concinna, n. sp.—Uredospores in the teleutosori
goboid, 19-22 by 24-28/*, wall thin, i/x, minutely echinulate, pores

4, approximately equatorial : teleutosori chiefly hypophyllous, scat-

Jjed, roundish, o.5-i«^na ^^^^^^^ pulvinate, blackish; teleutospores

ro
^7 T ^^^^P^°^^' ^-+"3° by 37-50/*, rounded or obtuse at apex,

jun ed below, slightly or not constricted at septum, wall chocolate-
^^n smooth, thick, 3-3.5/*, thicker above, 6-10/*, concolorous;

ce colorless, except next the spore, delicate, once to thrice length
^fspore, often deciduous.

This
Nelson, comm. W

ffi havhg^jJi^^^
^^ '""^^ ^^'"'^ ^^^ ^^"^'^ American P. Eupatorii Diet., but differs

tliicker-wallprl""^"^!^^'^^
^""^^^"spor^s, with twice as many pores, and much

'^^g" and earlier naked.

ed teleutospores. The sorus of the North American form is also

On E
i^'AxiPEs Diet, and Holw.

^^•' CueTatcr^O
''''^'' ^^•' ^"^"'^' ^^^^'- '°' ^903, no. 5375^ E. hirsulum

Jalisco Oct s
' ^°' ^903> no. 5274: Eupatorium sp., Sayula, State of

' '^' ^903, no. 5128.
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38. Plxcinia espixosara Diet, and Holw.

On Eupaloriiim espinosariim A. Gr., Oaxaca, Nov. 10, 1903, no. 5366: £.

Smithii Rob., Oaxaca, Nov. 10, 1903, no. 5365.

39. Plxcixia Coxoclinii Seym.

On Eupaloriiim Neaeanum DC, Etla, State of Oaxaca, Nov. 13, 1903, no.

5410.

40. Puccinia rosea (D. and H.), n. n.

On Eupatorium deltoideum Jacq., Amecameca, Oct. 20, 1903, no. 5202;

Oaxaca, Oct. 21, 1899, no. 1119: JS. tuhiflorum Benth., Patzcuaro, Oct. 17,1898,

no. 3007, Oct. 19, 1898, no. 3232, Oct. 10, 1899, no. 3600: E, glahratum HBK.,

Pachuca, Oct. 28, 1903, no. 5255; Amecameca, Oct. 22, 1903, no. 5204: E.

trincroiiun Schz. Bip., Oaxaca, Nov. 14, 1903, no. 5418: E. Gonzakzii Rob.,

Etla, State of Oaxaca, Nov. 13, 1903, no. 5403: Eupatorium sp., Cuemavaca,

Sept. 26, 1898, no. 3013; Patzcuaro, Oct. 17, 1898, no. 3100: Stevia rhombijolia

HBK., Jalapa, Oct. 2, 1898, no. 3107; Pachuca, Oct. 5, 1899, no. 3581, also

Sept. 1, 1903, no. 6724 {Rose £^ Painter): Ageratum corymbosum Zacc, Yautepec

Oct. 23, 1903, no. 5235; Cuemavaca, Sept. 28, 1899, no. 3509: A, stridim

Cuemavaca, Sept. 30, 1899, no. 3533.
The uredospores and teleutospores of this species closely resemble those of

Puccinia Conoclinit^ but are noticeably larger.

41. PuccixiA Desmanthodii Diet, and Holw.

On DesmanlJwdium fruticosum Greenm., Oct. g, 1903, no. 5130: D. ovalm

Benth., Etla, State 9f Oaxaca, Nov. 13, 1903, no. 5402.

42. Puccinia paupercula, n. sp.—Teleutosori hypophyllous,

crowded in orbicular groups, 1-4™"^ across, minute, punctiform, con-

fluent, soon naked, compact, chocolate-brown, usually cinereous by

germination; teleutospores oblong or lance-oblong, 15-17 by 3970/''

acute or obtuse at apex, . obtuse or narrowed at base, sliglitly or not

constricted at septum, wall smooth, rather thin, thicker at ape^:

7-9 M ;
pedicel colored like the spore, firm, one half length of spore

"

less.

I

or

On Elephanlopus spicatiis Juss., Veracruz, Oct. 5, 1898, no. 3074-

This species differs from Puccinia Ekphantopodis P. Henn., from
Afg^"""J^

he position and arrangement of the sori. as well as in the shape and size ot

spores.

43- Puccinia abrupta Diet, and Holw.
On Viguiera excelsa Benth. & Hook., City of Mexico, Oct. 18, ^^03-

5174; Amecameca, Oct. 20, 1903, no. 5197: V. tenuis A. Gr., Guadalaj
.
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Sept. 30, 1903, no. 5079: F. helianlhoides HBK., Santa Fe, near City of Mexico,

Oct. 18, 1903, no. 5173; Tehuacan, Nov. 8, 1903, no. 5358: F. hiiddleijormis

Benth. & Hook, f., Patzcuaro, Oct. 20. 189S, no. 3217, Oct. 13, 1899, no. 3630;

Rio Hondo near City of Mexico, Oct. 4, 1899, no. 3563; Morelia, Oct. 14, 1899,

no. 3634: Viguiera sp., Guadalajara, Sept. 29, 1903, no. 5070.

The teleutospores on each species of host differ a Httle from all the others. It

would be possible to make as many species of rusts as there are species of Viguiera,

but the differences are of a character that can very plausibly be ascribed to the

influence of the host, and it seems more in keeping with the present conception

of species, therefore, to list these slight variations, whose limits are yet undeter-

mined, under a single name. The specimens cited, therefore, include what have

been separated as Puccinia ahriipta D. & H. and P. suhglobosa D. & H. An

examination of the type material of P. Vigtiierae Peck, discloses the fact that the

bost was incorrectly determined by the collector. The rust is clearly not one of

Helianthi

44- Puccinia nanomitra

On Viguiera eriophora Greenm., Oaxaca, Oct. 21, 1899, no. 36S9: F. dentata

Spreng

45- PuccixiA losTEPHANES Diet, and Hohv.

On loskphane heterophylla Benth., Cuernavaca, Oct. 30, 1903, no. 5291.

46. Puccinia cognata Syd.

Oa Verhesina ietrapiera A. Gr., City of ]Mexico, Oct. 11, 1898, no. 3061; Rio

Hondo, uear City of Mexico, Oct. 4, 1899, no. 3564; Patzcuaro, Oct. 13, 1899,

"«• 3627; Oaxaca, Oct. 21, 1899, no. 3706: V. pinnatipda Cav., Cuernavaca,

^ov. I, 1933^ n3 ^3^^. y sphierocephild A. Gr., Zipatlan, Stats of Jalisco

Oct.
9, 1903^ no ^j^j. y ffjontanoijolia Rob. & Greenm., Patzcuaro, Oct. 16,

1898, no. 3000, Oct. 10, 1899, nos. 3605, 3606; Morelia, Oct. 8, 1899, no. 3592.

The collection on V. sphaerocephala is without teleutospores, and is referred

ere with some slight doubt, as the uredospores of several related species are

niuch alike. In deciding upon the boundaries of this species it has not been
possible

-
- *= ^ - - .

itzian

time. 5

The Schwein-

ina occidentalis, although the specific determination was not made at the

«J ^^^^^ ^°^' *^^" ^- occidentalis. The species named by Long Pticcinia

Zi
"' ^^ '^^^f^ged by Sydow to P. cognata, occurs from Texas southward,

£k
^ ^1^"^^" °^ ^^^^^" ^^ ^^y ^^ identical with the South American P. Spegaz-

s ightly smaller and paler spores, but otherwise the same. No. 3606 is

Hoh\
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On Verbesina diversijoUa DC, Oaxaca, Oct. 21, 1899, no. 3692; Etla,

Oaxaca, Xov. 14, 1903, no. 5396.

48* PUCCINIA AFFINIS Syd,

On Verbesina trilobata Rob. & Greenm., Oaxaca, Nov. 15, 1903, no. 5420:

Verbesina sp., Etzatlan, State of Jalisco, Oct. 2, 1903, no. 5093.

49. PuccixiA TUBERCULAxs E. and E.

On Aplopappus spiniilosus DC, Aguas Calientes, Sept. 12, 1899, no. 3404:

Bigelovia veneta A. Gr., Pachuca, Oct. 27, 1903, no. 5250, Oct, 5, 1899^ no. 3584.

50. PucciNiA PRAEMORSA Diet- and Holw.
t

On Brickellia veronicaejolia A. Gr., Tehuacan, Nov. 7, .1903, no. 5343.

51. PucciniA decora Diet.

On Brickellia megalodonta Greenm., Guadalajara, Sept. 22, 1903, no. 5022.

52. PUCCINIA INVESTITA Schw.

On Gnaphalium semiamplexicanle DC, Santa Fe, near City of Mexico, Oct.

i3j i9°3j no. 5175; Amecameca, Oct. 20, 1903, no. 5191: G- leptophyllnm DC,

Nevada de Toluca, Oct. 15, 1903, no. 5155: G. oxyphyllum DC, Amecameca,

Oct. 20, 1903, no. 5194: Gnaphalium sp., Oaxaca, Nov. 11, 1903, no. 5381.

53. PucciNiA EVADENS Harkn.

On Baccharis glut'mosa Pers., Etla, State of Oaxaca, Nov. 13, 1903, no. 5409=

B. ptcronicoidcs DC., Patzcuaro, Oct. 14, 1898, no. 3099: Baccharis sp., Cit>'of

Mexico, Sept. 20, 1896.

54- PucciNiA Baccharidis-multiflorae Diet, and Holw.

On Baccharis muUiflora HBK., Santa Fe, near City of Mexico, Oct. 18, 1903.

no. 5166; Amecameca, Nov. 20, 1903, no. 5430: B. elegans HBK., Oaxaca,

Nov. II, 1903, no. 5382.

Purdue University,

Lafayette, Ind.



A MORPHOLOGICAL STUDY OF ULMUS AMERICANA.

CONTRIBUTIONS ¥ROM THE HULL BOTANICAL LABORATORY.
LXXVIII.

i

Chaeles H. Shattuck.

(with plates VII-ix)

A STUDY of this species was suggested by the interesting results of

recent investirations in this region of the Archichlamydeae ;
notably

those of Karsten (12), Miss Benson (i), Zinger (22), and Nawas-

CHIN (16).

METHODS.

Collections were made from February 13 to May i, 1903, and

repeated during the same period for 1904. During the first year

collections were made on. alternate days throughout the more rapid

period of gro^Yth, and at intervals of ten days at other times. During

the second year the same plan was followed except that collections

were made ever}' day during the period of fertilization and embr}-o

growth.

The ovules are covered with a dense growth of hair which pre-

vents sinking in the killing fluid; but after immersion in 95 per cent,

alcohol they sink at once. A 2 per cent, solution of chromo-

acetic acid was found to give the best results as a killing agent for all

but the oldest stages; these requiring a somewhat stronger solution.

The material was imbedded in paraf^n and the sections were cut

from 2 to lofi in thickness. A preparation of Le Page's glue and

glycerin was used for fixing sections to the slide (glue 4° parts,

^ater 10 parts, glycerin 50 parts). The albumen and several other

fixatives were first tried, but all failed to fix the sections to the slide.

The glue mixture is as perfectly transparent on the slide as ^vlayer's

en fixative, is more easily prepared, is a much stronger adhe-

S've, will keep indefinitely, and is not so easily coagulated by heat.

The most satisfactory combination for staining the ovules was
o^nd to be safranin and gentian violet. The addition of orange G
^0 the above brought out the pollen tubes best, as they hold the gcn-

1905]
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tian violet after It Is drawn from the nucellus and integuments.

The male cells stained best in orange G. Haidenhaln's iron-haema-

toxylin gave good results, as did also gentian violet.

FLOWERS.

The' earliest stages in the development of the flower were not

studied. February

ovule was found to contain a clearly defined megaspore, and the

anthers to be in the pollen mother- cell stage. By March 25 the

trees were in full bloom.

The method by which self-pollination is prevented, at least to a

large extent, is of interest. When the flower bud first opens, the

two-parted stigma is found protruding beyond the anthers and is

ready for pollination {fig. i). About two of the more centrally placed

flowers in each cluster are somewhat earlier than the others in length-

ening their flower stalks and filaments and in opening theii- anthers

{fig. 2). The first flower to open its anthers has an excellent oppor-

tunity to pollinate the entire cluster. At the same time this flower

may be prevented from self-pollination only by the poUen from

some eariier flower having reached its exposed stigma before its o\\-n

anthers were opened. In many instances the stigmas of flowers

whose anthers were not yet open were found covered with pollen

grains, some of which had developed tubes. As the time requi cd

for the pollen tube to complete its growth is from one to three days,

it is quite evident that these early tubes will have completed the act of

fertilization in each flower before its own pollen grains have an oppor-

tunity to begin the development of tubes.

MICROSPORANGIUM.

On Februar)' 13 the microsporangia were well formed. Most

the sporogenous cells of the four chambers were in the spore mother

cell stage, in which they had evidently passed the winter (fig- 3)'
_

It is of interest to note that at this stage it is impossible to distin-

guish any definitely organized tapetum, the cells all having the same

size and shape, and giving the same reaction to stains.
Sporangia

mother

. . _,.,_. 4); the nucleolus staining red and the

chromatin mass violet. Many of the cells which were functioning
(h
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1

as tapetum contained two or three nuclei and abundance of food

material which stains deeply.

The tapetum consists generally of a single layer; and is derived

from the original sporogenous mass. This is clearly shown by the fact

that the two layers of cells within the endothecium never contribute

to the formation of tapetum, but break down early while the endo-

thecium itself enlarges {jig. 5). That, the tapetum is derived from

the original sporogenous mass is further shown by its extension

intemiin

tissue. Bower (2)

to one-third of the

(A

o spore-forming

Equisctum

form

spores. He says "their function is that of a diffused tapetum and

there can be no doubt that their substance contributes to the nutri-

tion of the survivors." This contribution seems to be \Qxy evident

in Ulmus.

Wylie

Webb
tapetum has the same

cells; Land (14) notes that in Ephedra it is often impossible to dis-

tinguish the tapetal cells from adjacent mother cells, mentioning that

the tapetum seems to be potentially sporogenous tissue which has

(6)

m

^

periphery of the sporogenous mass. The tapetum in Ulmus is surely

composed of sterilized sporogenous cells.

On Februar}- 15 the pollen mother cells are just beginning to pass

horn their winter stage, for on the same slide mother cells were found
in the resting stage {jig. j), in synapsis {fig- 4), in the first mitosis

W 6), and in the second mitosis (fig. 7). Ten days later the tetrads

-re well formed
(fig. 5) ; also there were many cells containing four

^^ee nuclei, evidently just preparing to form microspores (fig. 8).

^

The tapetum begins to break down about ]March i, and by March

|2
IS entirely absorbed. At this time the tetrads are uninucleate

^H- 9). The two inner layers of the sporangium wall also rapidly

enla^
^^-^ and disappear. At the same time the endothecium

^r?es; its cells take on a cork-like appearance and do not stain
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well; later the irregular thickening bands appear in its cells

ik' 5)-

The filaments do not begin to elongate until March 20, when they

extend quite rapidly, the microsporangium being fully mature

March 26.

MEGASPORANGIUM.

February
—"

—

r

containing a single hypodermal archesporial cell and a single integu-

ment. The archesporial cell divides by a periclinal wall, and the

outer daughter cell also divides by a periclinal wall, giving rise to

two parietal layers of cells (fig. 2j) ; one of these occasionally again

divides. The megasporangium evidently passes the winter in the

megaspore mother cell stage, thus being identical in this particular

with the microsporangium.

February It accom-

plishes this chiefly by elongation, the long embiyo sac pushing its

somewhat pointed lower extremity deep into the tissue of the nucellus

(fis- ^4)' The second integument appears Februar}- 25. By March

15 the first integument has closed over the top of the nucellus (fig-

27), whose crown cells have already begun to enlarge and divide pre-

paratory to forming the long beak-like or archegonium-like necks

hown in figures of more mature stages. These archegonium-like

MissLYONfi5;)for£#/i
bia coroUata, They differ however from those of Euphorbia in that

they do not project through or beyond the integuments, but press

against them. Possibly the rapid anticlinal divisions of the cells of

the inner integument cause the elevation, thus forming a dome-like

cavity into which the beak-like tip of the nucellus grows {figs. 27-35)'

The integuments are fully developed by March 25. A third integu-

ment was clearly made out in a number of instances {fig. 27), which

IS probably due to the splitting of the outer integument. .

MALE GAMETOPHYTE.
The mother cells were found in the first and second mitosis on

Februaiy- 15 (figs, 6-7). About February 25 there appears a dis-

tmct though delicate wall about each of the four young spores,which

mother cell {fig
The wall
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of the mother-cell gradually breaks down and by March i the micro-

spores are rounding off; many of them have formed their tube and

generative nuclei. These are at first ver)^ much ahke, but the tube

nucleus soon becomes larger and stains more deeply {fig. 10). At

this time the two coats can be clearly distinguished, the exine having

acquired an uneven, reticulate surface and showing five ver}' dis-

tinct openings {figs. lo-ii) through which the intine can be seen.

The division of the generative nucleus was obser^'ed March 23, or

before the dehiscence of the sporangia {fig. 12). At this time the

tube nucleus shows signs of disintegration which is completed by

March 26. The tube nucleus was often found disintegrating when

the pollen tube was just starting, and was never found to leave the

pollen grain, and in my judgment it never does so in Uhniis ameri-

cana. Perhaps this is due to the fact that the pollen tube is not

more than 3"^^ in length.

It was definitely determined that the male structures are cells,

and not merelv nuclei, the delicate limiting membranes being clearly

made out. During a large part of their existence in the pollen gram

these lenticular cells are attached to each other by their adjoining

end them
tion as if astride of the tube nucleus {fig. 13). Wylie (21) has

shown that in Elodea the male cells are attached in a similar manner.

FEMALE GAMETOPHYTE.

^

The mother cell does not form the usual tetrad, but functions

directly as a megaspore
{fig. 23). This condition is well known in

^any angiosperms. While no instance of more than one mega-

spore was
j found, the fact that there are frequently two embryo

sacs in the older stages at once suggests the possibility that the

n^egaspore mother cell in

J

may
gians, a closely allied form, to vary in the number of mcgaspores

forms, or possibly to form occasionally two mother cells. This

{fig'

ruary the me

Th
ih

e nucleus however is quite large, deeply staining, and begins to

^how signs of preparation for division.

I

1
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The actual mitosis resulting in the binucleate embryo sac was

not obscr\-cd, but binucleate sacs were found March ii (fig, 2j), in

which the spindle fibers between the nuclei had not yet disappeared.

By March i6 these nuclei had again divided, showing a great varia-

(figs

(fig

parallel to the main axis and three at right angles to it. Figs, zg-ji

are even more perpl

divisions have occurred in various planes.

at showing that rapid

After reaching the eight-nucleate stage there are, in a majority of

cases, no further nuclear divisions; the egg apparatus begins to

organize, the antipodals take their proper place, and the polar nuclei

move toward each other preparatory to fusion (fig. 30). However,

in very many cases, there is further nuclear division without any

indication of polarity, the nuclei being distributed promiscuously

throughout the cytoplasm of the sac and all apparently alike (figs.

31-55)-

Mitotic figures were not found in the sac after the eight-nucleate

stage wa, reached, but many sacs were examined containing as nigh

as twelve (occasionally more) free nuclei very evenly distributed and

ver)' similar in appearance. Later a number of embryo sacs were

found having more than eight nuclei and showing polarity. In these

four nuclei were in the micropylar and eight or more in the antipodal

end of the sac (fig. 32). Fig. 54 shows the only observed exception

to the above rule. (These numbers include also the nuclei which are

to function as polars at a later date.)

The antipodals, excepting two or three, soon disintegrate. The

remaining ones enlarge rapidly, sometimes rivaling the egg in their

prominence (figs. 53-54). They seem, however, to be of the passiv

type common among Archichlamydeac.

The embryo sac of Ulmus americana, therefore, shows a condi-

tion intermediate between the regular eight-nucleate angiosperm

type and the sixteen-nucleate sac of the Peperomia described by

Campbell (3) and Johnson (ii).

The fusion of the eight nuclei to form the endosperm nucleus in

Peperomia has its parallel in the fusion of several nuclei in Ulmus

for the same purpose. Nawaschin (16) has reported an instance

e

*
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l^o

of three polar nuclei fusing in Ulmus and I have frequently observed

three or four nuclei in contact and evidently preparing to fuse {figs.

5S-J9). Several cases were found where a well formed egg appeared

in the antipodal end of the sac {figs. 36, 50, 54, 56). Notwithstand-

JT the fact that in each of these cases the structures seemed to be

nal eggs in every particular, I hesitated to adopt this interpreta-

tion until later, when embryos were discovered in the antipodal ends

of two sacs, and in each of which a larger and older embr}^o appeared

in the micropylar end {figs. 51-52). These antipodal embr}-os are

wholly within the sac and I do not think they were produced

apogamously.

In 1895 Chamberlain (5) found in Aster novae-angUae what he

termed an antipodal oosphere, calling attention to its cytological

resemblances to the ordinary oosphere, and stating that "we need

only fertilization and the formation of an embrj'o to completely

estabHsh its right to the name."

Lately Miss Oppermann (17) has found an antipodal egg in

Aster imdulatiis, with the sperm lying against the cytoplasm of the

egg, thus proving that fertilization does actually occur.

Tretjakow (19) has found the antipodal embryo which, since

Miss Oppermann's discover}^ we are justified in concluding comes

from a fertilized antipodal egg, thus making the histor>' complete

and establishing beyond a reasonable doubt the right to call this

structure an egg. As the conditions mentioned above were all found

in Ulmus, I feel justified in calling these antipodal structures eggs.

There are two well formed synergids which enlarge nearly to the size

of the egg. One of these usually disappears about the time the pol-

len tube enters the sac. The other generally persists until after the

first division of the egg.

The polar nuclei were never found actually fusing, though they

seem to remain for some time.

{fig. jj), in which condition they

^\ylie (21) has shown that in Elodea the actual presence of the

Nlen tube in the ovule is necessary- in order to stimulate fusion.

^Hgxard (10) has arrived at the same conclusion in regard to

Capsella. I find that the polar nuclei of Ulmus americanq behave

^" ^l^e same manner, fusion occurring at least before fertilization.
•
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rERTILIZATION.

The most interesting feature in connection with fertilization is the

behavior of the pollen tubes. These begin to project through the

openings in the exine about March 26, usually presenting a single

tube for each pollen grain (fig. ij). While this is the general rule,

it is by no means always the case, as many pollen grains were found

developing from two to five tubes (figs. i8-ig). In fig. 18 all the

tubes seem to have had an equal stimulus to growth, but such is not the

case in fig.
ig. In this instance the largest tube was in contact with

the stigmatic hair, which fact doubtless accounted for its greater size.

Eventually one of these tubes gains the ascendency over the others

which are drawn back into the microspore as it gradually shrivels and

the tube elongates [fig. i;). This figure also shows the peculiar

method of the young tube on coming in contact with the stigmatic

hair, down which it almost invariably travels to reach the stigma.

It was noted frequently that the tube when meeting the hair

nearlv at right andes would direct its course towards the distal end
'&"' """O

bchav

instead of towards the stigmatic end, as might be expected. After

reaching the end of the hair the tube would often form a cyst-like

enlargement before proceeding downward to the stigmatic tissue.

The behavior of the pollen tubes within the tissue has been so

accurately described by Nawaschin (16) for Vlmus monlana and

Ulmus pedunculata that it will not be necessar>' to dwell upon

or in Ulmus americana. Suffice it to say, the^ Same

branching and apparently aimless wandering through the funiculus,

integuments, and occasionally the nucellus which he describes was

noted. In a few cases these tubes were found anastomosing about

the micropylar end, as shown In fig. 22. The tube, after pre sing its

way through the micropyle, enters the nucellus near the tip of t e

beak
{fig. 55) and passes directly to the upper end of the embr}'0 sac^

The only cases where I observed branching were those of belate

tubes entering the ovule after fertilization [figs.
21-22). Such tubes

seem to have a general tendency to push toward the antipodal end

the sac. In fact there is some indication that they occasionally reac
r

the chalaza.

The pollen tube is not easily disintegrated after fertili^ntion, an^

is found intact, thnnab ^fainma fpphlv until the embry-o has froni
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sixteen to twenty-four cells. Two tubes passing down the same

micropyle were occasionally noted (fig. 20).

asm

and during their journey to the embr^-o sac are simply elongated

nuclei {figs. 16, jj). They w^re found side by side in the tube soon

after leaving the pollen grain and were still somewhat elongated and

verj^ close together on entering the embr}'0 sac, where the tube

enlarges in a very irregular cyst-like manner (fig. Jj). After enter-

ing the sac the nuclei become spherical and begin to gather a small

amount of cytoplasm around them. The first to enter the sac

the egg. Fertilization occurs from
(fig

00

ENDOSPERM.

The endosperm begins to form soon after the male nucleus fuses

\\ith the fusion nucleus (fig. 34). This almost always occurs before

fertilization, but instances were noted where fertilization probably

ih Lak
Erigeron, where he found sometimes the egg and at other times the

endosperm nucleus dividing first. Coulter and Chamberl.\in (8)

also call attention to the fact that after fertilization the g^^ seems to
r

rest for a period, while free endosperm nuclei are being formed,

^^'hile this may be true in a majority of cases in Ulmus (figs. 35^ o^^
niany instances were found which seem to be at variance with it

(^^- 37) •

format

place by free nuclear divisions, the nuclei being scattered through

the cytoplasm of the sac. These nuclei, especially in the early stages,

are enormous in size and multinucleolate (figs. 35, 3^> 5^), the nucle-

oli heing so large as to be mistaken often for nuclei in the act of fus-

8
The

endosperm nuclei were often found to be in simultaneous division

throughout the sac (fig. 50), and in no instance was a rudimentary

<^eU-plate noted. As the development of endosperm progresses, the

9'toplasm becomes more and more vacuolate, the nuclei take a

Panetal position and become smaller; yet throughout its existence

the
multinucleolat
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EMBRYO.

The first division of the fertilized egg is by a transverse wall

(figs- 36-3S). The terminal cell again divides, usually transversel)

(fig. jg), while the micropylar cell

enlarging ver}' much.

After a proembryo of three or sometimes four cells has been

becomes vesicular ahhoiigh not

rm

(fis
k

42 showing the second as well as the terminal cell forming a vertical

wall; while fig. 43 shows the second cell dividing first. Figs. 44 and

45 show anomalous forms of embr}'os in which no definite order

of division can be discovered.

From the regular octant stage the development of the embr}'0 is

quite rapid and usually regular, the apical octants being the first to

divide by periclinal walls, thus differentiating the dermatogen of the

cotyledonary region {fig. 46). Almost immediately that of the hypo-

cotyledonary region is formed in the same way {fig. 47)- ^^S- 4

shows early development of plerome, of periblem of the root, an

the differentiation of the dermatogen of the root tip. A further

study of the development of the embr}'0 revealed nothing worthy

of mention.

POLYEMBRYONY.

The discover)^ of pollen tubes near the chalazal region, as well a;

perfectl
led me

to suspect that antipodal embry^os might be discovered associate

normaiiv placed embn'os. In several cases antipodal em r)o

micropylar embn-o

{fig. 49). It is 'also likely that pseudo-polyembr>-ony may resii

well-formed and probabl)

(figs

embry

(fig

SUMMARY.

1. The microsporangia are in the mother cell stage in the earj

part of Febmar}' and probably pass the winter in this stage, or

tetrads at the first breaking of winter weather.
^^

2. The tapetum is formed from the peripheral layer of sporo^

nous tissue.
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3. The pollen grains leave the tetrad stage March 16 to 18 and

generally show tube and generative nuclei at this time. By IMarch

21 the male cells appear, while the dehiscence of the sporangium

occurs from March 25 to 27.
w

4. The single megaspore begins to germinate Februai^^ 15, result-

ing in eight to sixteen and occasionally more free nuclei.

5. In many instances the pollen grains thrust tubes through the

openings in the exine in from two to five directions before comii

in contact with the stigma, but only the one gaining such contact

develops.

6. The pollen tube generally enters through the micropyle,

though it has been found piercing the nucellus at various places and

even making its way down the funiculus; it may also branch pro-

fusely, but this seems to occur only in the cases of belated tubes.

7. The male cells leave the pollen grain as soon as the tube is i"""

in length, remaining close to its tip, and were always found side by

side; they appear in their early existence to be fastened together by

their adjoining ends.

8. The tube nucleus does not leave the pollen grain.

9- Double fertilization was observed, taking place March 28 to

31
)
the first male cell fusing with the endosperm nucleus.

10. The endosperm nucleus generally divides before the fertilized

^gg, forming large, multinucleolate nuclei.

ir. The embryo is of the massive type, the suspensor cell enlarg-

ing but little.

12. An antipodal egg is not uncommon.
13- Two embiyos are occasionally found in the same sac.

_

14- Two embryo sacs are sometimes formed in a single nucellus

with an egg apparatus in each.

_
15- Chalazogamy'w^as not certainly found, but from indications

It may occur.

am indebted to Professor John M. Coulter and to Dr.

HARLEs
J. Chamberlain for efficient direction and assistance.

Washburx College, Topeka, Kaxsas.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES VII-IX.

All figures were made with an Abbe camera lucida and reduced one-half in

reproduction. Figures with a magnification greater than 600 diameters were

made with a Zeiss apochromatic objective 2"^"^, ap. i .30, and Zeiss compensating

oculars 4, 8, and 12. All others with Spencer 5"^"^ and 16"^"^ objectives and

oculars 4 and 8.

The abbreviations employed in describing fhe figures are as follows: ^,

flower; pt^ pollen tube; po^ polar nuclei; e, egg; en, endosperm nucleus; ed^

endothecium; ^, stigma; ^^'j synergids; 5mc, spore mother cells; /, fusion nucleus;

fl/, antipodals; tw, male cell; mm, megaspore; Oy ovule; oi, outer integument;
• * •

w, inner integument; tn^ tube nuclei; /, tapetum; gn^ generative nucleus; cr,

crown cells; n, nucellus; sh, stigmatic hair.

Fig. I. Young flower showing stigma protruding and ready for fertilization.

X12.
'

Fig. 2. Flower cluster show^ing filaments and flower stalks in the center as

first to elongate. X5.
Fig. 3. Winter stages of microsporangium showing mother cells. X6oo.
Fig. 4. Later stage showing the organization of tapetum from peripheral

ir^other cells; other mother cells in synapsis. X 600.
Fig. 5. Section of microsporangium showing enlargement of endothecium,

the breaking down of the tapetum, and the two inner layers of cells of the sporan-

gium walls; also tetrads dissociating. X600.
Fig. 6. Microspore mother cell in first mitosis. X1260.
^iG. 7. Second mitosis of microspore mother cell. X 1260. •

Fig. 8. Four-nucleate mother cell preparin
"

" to form
f IG. 9. Tetrads within the mother cell. X looo.
fiG. 10. Microspore showing tube and generative nuclei and openings in the

le. Viofinfxine. X1260.

Fig. II. Portion of the exine showing holes through which pollen tubes

enierge. X1200.

IG. 12. Division of generative nucleus to form male cells. X1260.
Fig.

13. Male cells attached by their adjoined ends; tube nucleus disin-

atinsr. vi-^/^n.*^grating. X1260.ating. X1260.

^IG. 14. Male cells free and encircling disintegrating tube nucleus. X1260.
IG. 15. Pollen tube as it usually appears. X 1260.

Fig. 16. Arr>u ,„..i„.- .• „ . , . .

^G. 17. Disintegrating microspore
"^'f- X1260.

pollen tube. X1260.

microsnore showinn- cvst formed at end of stigm

^iG-.i8. ^licrospore showing f^ve tubes emerging; all equal in size. X1260.

stiom^^-^^'
^^^'^'"ospore showing five emerging tubes; one in contact with the

"gmatichair. X1260.

• 20. Two pollen tubes entering the same micropyle. X45o-
G- 21- Branching polkn tubes. X 200.
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Fig. 22. Anastomosing pollen tubes. X200.
m

Fig. 23. Megaspore mother cell showing nucellus and first integument.

Xl2CX>.

Fig. 24. Later stage of megaspore. X 1260.

Fig. 25. Binucleate stage of the embryo sac. X1260.

Fig. 26. Xormal four-nucleate stage of embr}'o sac. X700.

Fig. 27. Frequent form of the four-nucleate stage of embr}'o sac; also a third

integument. X400.

Fig. 28. Mitosis of the four-nucleate sac. X900.

Fig. 29. Eight-nucleate sac; unusual mitosis in antipodal end. X1200.

Fig. 30. Usual eight-nucleate sac with the egg apparatus organizing and the

polars approaching each others preparatory to fusion. X900.

Fig. 31. Embr}'o sac showing more than eight nuclei, but no sign of polarity.

X6oo.

Fig. 32. Multinucleate embryo sac showing polarity. X900.

tube bearing the two male cells. X 1450.

pol

Fig. 34. Embr}-o sac showing one male cell in the act of fusing with the fusion

nucleus, and the other near egg. X 1450.

F^G. 35. First integimients; nucellus showing beak and bearing pollen tube;

embrj-o sac showing first division of fertilized egg and multinucleolate nuclei of

rm

Fig. 36. Embryo sac showing two-celled embryo unusually large; multi-

leolate nuclei of rapidly forming endosperm; also an antipodal egg. X8io.

Fig. 37. Embr}-o sac showing two-celled embryo, and the beginning of the

formation

00

00

Fig. 41. Four-celled embr}'o showing usual meth
vertical wall. X500.

500

Fig. 42. Three-celled embrj'o; both end cells dividing at once. XSoo.

Fig. 43. Three-celled embryo showing second cell dividing before the end

cell. X500.

Anomalous
Fig. 45. Anomalous form of embr}'0. XSoo.
Fig. 46, Later embr>-o showing the i)eriblem In the cotyledonary region; also

3sis in the hypocotyledonary region. X 400,
Fig. 47. EmbrA'o showing periblem in hypocotyledonar}' region. X4^-
Fig. 48. Advanced embr>'0 showing early development of periblem an

dermatog

Fig. 49. Two embr}-os in the micropylar end of sac. X 500.
^ ,

Fig. 50. Well-formed embryo in micropylar end of sac; endosperm in simu
-

taneous mitosis; egg-like formation in chalazal end. X400.
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Fig. 51. Embr)'o sac showing two embryos nearly the same age. X500.

Fig. ^2, Embr}'© sac showing two embr}^os; one much older. X800.

Fig. 53. Embryo sac showing unusually large antipodal. X810.

Fig. 54. Large embr}'0 sac show^ing fifteen nuclei, the central one probably

the fusion nucleus; a large egg-like antipodal. X 1200.

Fig. 55. Double embr}^o sac showing in one sac nine, and in the other twelve

nuclei; no egg apparatus organized. X1200.
Fig. 56. Double embr}^o sac showing egg apparatus organized in the opposite

1000

Fig. 57. Fusion of two polars. Xiooo.
Fig. 58. Fusion of three polars. X 1000.

Fig. 59. Fusion of four polars. X xooo.

Fig. 60. Second mitosis of the binucleate sac. X400



BRIEFER ARTICLES.

PRECURSORY LEAF SERRATIONS OF ULMUS.

(with two riGURES)

It is a commonly accepted fact that embryonic plant tissue is mostly

devoid of intercellular air spaces, and that gas interchange is accomplished

from cell to cell by means of water which contains the necessar}' gases in

solution. Such tissues are generally small in bulk, so that the most deeply

lying cells are not widely distant from the outside atmosphere. Inter-

cellular air spaces develop as the embryonic tissue

increases in size, until at maturitv an intricate system

of passages, connecting with the atmosphere through

stomata, insures proper aeration.

Leaves in which air spaces are promi

developed to assist the process of photosynthesis form

no exception to the rule. Tissues of young leaves

inentlv

compact, and form air passages during their

growth after emergence from the bud scales, ^^hile

wide observation is perhaps lacking to support the

view that the air spaces arise uniformly over the entire

leaf, it is generally accepted as true.

Raciborski^ has shown, however, that the leaves

of certain lianas have a part which develops air spacer

and stomata and hence becomes functional in advance

of the main portion of the leaf. Such an organ he

calls a Vorldiijerspitze, and it consists of a slender,

Fig. i.-Young pointed prolongation of the blade, from which it is

shaded regions are

those in which spongy

parenchyma has de-

veloped.

slight constriction
leaf of Vhniis data; ^^^+: "n . j u
.hnH.^ ...:.„. „J partially separated by .. ^--o- ^

j^^

appears that the purpose of the organ is to beg

process of photosynthesis as early as possible, ^^ ^

would help to accelerate the development of the xnam

portion of the leaf. , ^
While no such well-differentiated leaf organ is reported from Vf

living in temperate latitudes, it seems certain that spongy parenchyma
^_^^

not always develop simultaneously over all parts of the leaf- An excep i<^

' Racibokski, M., Ueber die Vorl&uferspitze. Flora 87: i-37- ^9°^

224
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is to be found in Ulmus, the serrations of whose leaves become functional

when the latter are still very small, or about the time they are emerging

from the bud scales. It is not necessary to cut sections to observe this

phenomenon, for the leaf margins are of a deep green color, which con-

trasts strongly with the pale yellowish -green of the remaining portion

{^g. i). The serrations appear slightly swollen as though the leaf were

thicker in this region than elsewhere. The color contrast remains for a

considerable time, or until the leaf has nearly reached its full size.

It requires but a section of a young Ulmus leaf to prove that the ser-

rations really have fully developed spongy parenchyma and functional

stomata, while adjacent and other portions of the leaf consist of compact

_

Fig. 2.—Cross-section of a leaf at the margin; the spongy parenchyma on the
nght IS readily distinguishable from the compact embryonic tissue on the left.

tissue. In jig. 2 it will be seen that in the riglit or marginal portion of the

section the air spaces are such as would be found in any ordinary mature
mesophytic leaf; while on the left of the section, which lies toward the mid-

"
,
there will be seen regular rows of cells compactly arranged and evi-

ently m embryonic condition. It will also be noticed that the marginal
portion IS thicker, in consequence of the development of air spaces.

t is probable that other instances of precursory leaf serrations will be
ound, m fact one other was found by the writer, but it was not so well

^ked a case as that of Ulmus.—Frederick H. Billings, Louisiana
^f<^te University, Baton Rouge, La.'

THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT SOILS ON THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE CARNATION RUST.

the '^ ^^T^'^
-^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ *° ^^^ rusting of plants, especially

them"^^
^'^^^^^' ^"^ *^ ^ limited extent asparagus, carnations, and chrysan-

carnau*!^^'

^^^ ^^^^^tions which favor the rusting of such plants as the

most^

^"^^ ^^^ ^^^ chrysanthemum, plants grown in the greenhouse for the

jng J"^'
^'^ probably better understood than those which favor the rust-

tield crops. However, the conditions that would tend to bring
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about infection in one place would probably bring it about in the other.

Observations made in the' field cannot in general' be as rehable as those

made In the greenhouse, where the conditions of temperature and humidity,

important factors in bringing about infection, are to a greater extent under

the control of the observer. Observations made m the greenhouse may

be duplicated from time to time more readily than can be done in the field.

An example of the rusting of wheat, cited by Roberts,^ seems to indi-

cate that an excess of nitrogen in the soil favors rusting. The many field

observations made by Stone and Smith, 3 on the other hand, mdicate that

the physical condition of the soil is an important factor in the abundance

and distribution of the asparagus rust, the rust being more abundant on

asparagus grown in light soils with a low water retentivity, and less abun-

dant on asparagus gro^\Ti in heavier soils containing more organic matter

and with a higher water retentivity.

"WTiat are the conditions that produce an abundance of rust, whether

in the field or in the greenhouse ? Are they excessive food supply in the.

form of available nitrogen, the physical condition of the soil, favorable

conditions for bringing about infection, or some other causes? There
m

cannot be a general distribution or abundance cf a rust without a previous

general infection; and there must have been a previous development of

rust spores with which to bring about such an infection and distribution.

There must have been sufficient food furnished by the host so that the rust

could mature its spores for distribution and infection. Of course, certain

conditions of temperature and moisture are always necessar)- before

germination of the spores and infection can take place.

Some results obtained by the writer, in cooperation with the United

States Department of Agriculture, have already been pul^lished in Science.*

The present results obtained for the carnation rust, when different kinds

of soils were used, are a continuation of the same line of investigation.

From previous inoculations of Asparagus, AUium, Dianthus, and Gyp-

sophila, with the asparagus and carnation rusts, the results obtained

seemed to indicate that the conditions that were favorable for the devel-

opment of the host were also favorable for the development of the rust.^

A considerable number of inoculations were made on different species

of Asparagus and Dianthus. The plants were of different ages and grow-n

in the greenhouse, where they were under control in so far as infection

was concerned. The results show that the plants that were making a

\-igorous growth were more susceptible to artificial infection—inoculation
-

» Roberts, I. P., The fertility of the land. p. 155. 1897.

- 3ST0N-E, G. E. and Smith, R. E., Ann. Rcpt. Hatch Expt. Sta. 14: 19°^

4 Sheldon, John L., Science, N. S. 16:397. 1902.
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than those that were making little or no apparent growth. A few slowly

growing plants were repeatedly inoculated without success until the plants

were given extra care and stimulated so that they began to grow more

vigorously. Some carnations, grown in small pots, WTre each inoculated

five or six times at intervals of about twenty days, Avithout any of the

inoculations being effective. These plants grew very slowly, were slender

and produced only one, or at most two, small blossoms.

Certain varieties of carnations are known to be more susceptible to the

rust than others; among these are Uncle John and Daybreak. Other

varieties are practically immune. The green-leaved varieties are con-

sidered by carnation growers to be more susceptible than the more glaucous-

leaved ones. The ^\riter has noticed that there was a difference in the

period of incubation of the rust when both green- and glaucous-leaved

species of Dianthus were inoculated at the same time.

A lack of susceptibility to inoculation, similar to that noted for Aspar-

agus and Dianthus, occurred when seedling onions were inoculated with

the asparagus rust. The inoculations were begun as soon as the seedhngs

appeared above ground, and were repeated at intervals until the seedlings

were two months old, when ahnost every inoculation was successful.

From the results obtained, not only with the rusts referred to, but with

other fungi, it would seem that plants, like animals, are not equally suscepti-

ble to infection and inoculation at all tijnes. The negative results obtained

by other investigators, as well as by the writer, may be attributed in some

instances probably to a lack of susceptibility of the host at the time the

inoculation was made and not to a failure of the spores to germinate or

to the way the inoculation was made. At some other period the same

plant might have been susceptible. The state of growth of a plant seems

to have much to do with the success or failure following an inoculation, as

\vell as conditions of temperature and moisture which favor the germination

of the spores.

It was determined in some of the earlier inoculations that the season,

temperature, and sunshine exerted a marked influence on the period of

incubation of the asparagus and carnation rusts. It was also thought that

the soil made some difference ; for when twent}- to thirty plants were grown

"J

^be same soil, as in a box or large flowerpot, the period of incubation

ot the rust for each of the plants inoculated at the same time varied only

a tew hours in most instances, while those that were of the same age and

grown in different soils showed more variation.
As a means for testing whether a difference in soils would bring about

a difference in the period of incubation of a rust, a stock plant, a green-
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leaved pink which was known to be very susceptible to the carnation rust,

was selected. Sets of cuttings were taken from the stock plant and rooted

in river sand. After the cuttings were well rooted, they were transplanted

to pots containing the soils to be tested. Each of the soils was carefully

mixed before it was put into the pots, so that all Avould be as uniform in

composition as possible. The five soils used ranged from one that was

principally sand with a ver}^ small amount of organic matter to those

containing less sand and more organic matter and clay.

After the plants w^ere potted, they were arranged in sets of five or seven

in large saucers, and placed so far as it was possible under the same condi-

tions of light, heat, etc. When the plants had become estabhshed and

made a growth of a few inches, each set was inoculated. Of the 170 plants

inoculated, only three failed to show rust sori in sixteen to twenty-one days,

the raajority showing sori in seventeen to nineteen days.

TJie leaves were carefully examined with a hand lens twice a day after

yellow spots began to show^ on them, indicating that infection had taken

place. When the uredospores w^ere observed to be breaking through the

epidermis of a leaf, a record was entered for that plant. This record was

afterward used in making comparisons with the composition of the soils.

The Bureau of Soils of the United States Department of Agriculture made

a mechanical analysis of the soils and determined the percentage of organic

matter and nitrogen.

Rather than depend upon his owti judgment, which was liable to have

been somewhat biased on account of having w^atched the development of

the pinks and the rust, the writer averaged those of several other persons

with respect to vigor, growth, and color of the plants.

The results of the investigation are summarized in part below; the

details will be published later. Whether similar results can be obtained

by using a different host and parasite remains to be determined.

I . The intensity of color was directly proportional to the amount cf

clay in the different soils.

2. The growth of the host was directly proportional to the amount of

organic matter, nitrogen, and silt in the different soils.

3- The period of incubation of the carnation rust, while not uniform

in every instance, was in general inversely proportional to the araount

of organic matter, nitrogen, and silt in the different soils, and to the growth

of the host; it was directly proportional to the amount of gravel and sand m

the different soils; that is, the more gravel and sand there were in^a soil,

the^longer it was before the uredospores broke through the epidermis afteJ

an inoculation had been made; and the more organic matter, nitrogen, and
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silt there were in a scil, the less tiine it was before the uredospores broke

through the epidermis after an inoculation had been made.

4. Those soils that were favorable for the development of the host

were also favorable for the development of i\\t rust; namely those contain-

ing the most organic matter combined with silt and clay and a small

amount of sand—soils Avith a high water retentivity, soils rich in nitrogen.

If then the conditions favorable for bringing about distribution ando"^o

infection were the same for the diflferent soils, the rust should in time be

more abundant on those plants grow^n in a heavy loam where the period cf

incubation of the rust w'as least, than on those grown in a light sandy soil,

agreeing with the observations made by Roberts (/. c.) on the wheat rust,

rather than those made by Stone and Smith (Z. c.) on the asparagus rust.

There is a possibility that while the asparagus rust may not have devel-

oped so rapidly on the asparagus grown in light soils with a low water

retentivity, the greater abundance was due to conditions which were more

favorable for bringing about infection. Whether the humidity is greater

over sandy soils than over a heavy loam, the wTiter cannot say from per-

sonal observations. Perhaps some one has already determined this factor,

\vbich is so important in bringing; about the infection of cultivated crops

with various parasitic fungi,—John L. Sheldon, Agricultural Experiment

Station, Morgantouii, W. Va.



CURRENT LITERATURE.
BOOK REVIEWS.

German instruction in botany-

It is ixteresting to compare the latest German book on botanical instruction

with our own. Dr. Kiknitz-Gei^loff," professor of botany in the Agricultural

school at Weilburg, has briefly described the present condition of botanical teach-

ing in Prussia; has discussed at some length the principles, pedagogical and

botanical, on which a proper course should be laid out; and has devoted the

greater part of his book to the outlining of such a course as meets his views.

The first section of the book maybe passed over with the remark that ''nature

study'' finds a place in the primary schools, but it is nature study directed to a

somewhat definite end; for pupils are taught something of the structure and life

of plants, and are even ''made familiar with the use of the lens and microscope."

This study is extended in the intermediate grades, and in the Gymnasicn and

Reahchiilcn becomes a two to six-hour course w^eekly in natural sciences, con-

tinued for six years. Of this botany has a reasonable share. In the Landwirth-

schajisckulen (not technical schools) zoology and botany have four hours weekly

for two years and two hours a week for a third, and applied biolog}' has the same

time.

In the second section the author with rather elaborate pedagogic philosophy

develops his theory that the normal course of instruction in botany should be

planned broadly on the lines that its historical development has followed. In

the practical application of this theor}^ he divides the course into four parts:

(i) preparatory, (2) morpholog)' and taxonomy, (3) physiolog}^ and anatomy,

(4) cry^ptogams and reproduction.

In the preparatory course, no formal morphological distinctions are made,

but the endeavor is to aw^aken interest, and to train in observation and induction

by using the common and useful flowering plants. Incidentally, of course, a good

deal of morphology is learned.

The second course, by using plants of the larger orders and families, and by

comparisons, is for training in external morphology, and at the same time to give

fundamental conceptions of taxonomy. The mere determination of names i^

made wholly incidental, and the memorizing of terms and definitions is rightly

condemned. In both these courses actual examples of lessons (stenographically

reported)

form

^ Kiexitz-Gkrloff, F., Methodik dcs botanischen Unterrichts. 8vo. pp. vih;r;x

290* fSS> 114, Berlin: Otto Salle. 1904. il/6.50.
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of the way in which pupils are to answer them, accompanied by many illustrat

tions; so that this part of the book might almost be used as a guide for elementary

plant physiology and anatomy.

The fourth course begins with a somew^hat detailed presentation of the bac-

teria, after which the book breaks off suddenly with a recommendation that

pupils study a list of fourteen cryptogams, closing with the sexual reproduction

of the phanerogams and a synopsis of the whole system.

There is much good advice and suggestion in Dr. Kienitz-Gerloff's book,

but like all such books it plans a course which is far beyond the possibility of

execution in the time allow^ed. Naturally it demands a well-prepared teacher,

and when once a school has that factor, the problem is practically solved. To
such this book will be helpful if it does not suggest overcrowding. (And to

ever}-body it would have been more helpful had a good index been provided.)

It is interesting to see that the ideals as to the content and method of botanical

instruction in the higher schools in Germany and America are so nearly identical.

But we fear Germany will long outstrip us in the practical application of these

ideals unless superintendents are more alive to the necessity for the thorough
training In botany of those to whom they commit such teaching.—C. R. B,

.

MINOR NOTICES.
PoxD^ has been studying the relation of aquatic plants to the substratum.

After an introduction and a historical resume of the subject, he gives the details

ot a series of carefully conducted experiments on the growth of aquatic plants
under different soil conditions. The plants experimented on were Vallisncria

ipirahs, Ranunculus aquatiJis trichophyllus, Elodea canadensis, Myriophylhm
•^ptcatum, Potamogeton oUusijoUum, and P. perjoliatus. The result of the exper-
iments seems to prove clearly that these plants are dependent for an important
part of their food on the "substratum in which they are rooted; that there is an
upward current through the plants; and that the roots serve not only for anchorage
ut also for absorption. He shows that most of these plants have root hairs

rough which absorption takes place. It is evident that the establishment of
e act of root absorption in aquatic plants is an important addition to botanical
now edge; but if has a wider and more important interest in connection with

oth

.^^"^^'^"^^ °^ ^^^ relationships of the animals and plants in our lakes to each
er and to their material environment. The introduction and the final dis-

cussion of the experiments serve to bring out very clearly the important bearing

DO
f^,

'^^^"^^ ^^ plankton problems. Without doubt most authors have sup-

Uvr TV
^^^^^"^^ P^^"^^ *^^^^^' ^^^"^^ nutriment from the medium in which they

met*
'^^.^"^ *^ ^^^^' *^^ general conclusion drawn by Kofoid, that sub-

easib
^^^^^^^^ ^''^ accompanied by a relatively small amount of plankton, is

_^runderstood. For if the plants 'draw their food from the water, there is less

From r °^c^'
^^''^^"^D H., The biological relation of aquatic plants to the substratum.

"^t-S. Fish Com. Rep. for 1903.
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left for plankton plants; but if these plants draw their food from the soil, they

will, through this and their subsequent decay be adding to the material in the

water which is available for the plankton organisms. In the discussion is brought

out the way in which the work of Kofoid and of Poxd may be harmonized. In

conclusion, the author points out the logical inference that a fish pond should have

a good soil at bottom on which plants may grow and flourish, and thus add to the

food available for fish. The problem of the relationship of the aquatic animals

and plants is so complicated, how^ever, that while the author ought to point out

these inferences, less value attaches to the economic conclusions than to the main

thesis of the paper. The paper is valuable as being a definite contribution to

knowledge on a question which has been hitherto in doubt, and it is the kind of

work that is much needed in solving the problems of the plankton. In the absence

of just such work as this, mucTi of our plankton literature has been speculative

in character; and while there is a real value to be attached to good guessing, in

the long run we must have demonstrated facts as the basis of our theories.

C. DWIGHT Marsh.

Miss Eastwood^ has prepared a popular manual of the trees of California,

the purpose being to give all the information necessary for identification so com-

pactly that the book may be carried into the field. The numerous plates add

greatly to the value of the book, many of them being reproductions of drawings

left by Dr. Albert Kellogg. Three keys are provided: the first based upon

leaves, the second upon fruits, and the third upon the usual taxonomic char-

acters. The trees of Oregon and Washington also are included, being placed

in footnotes in case they do not occur in California. The only new species is

Querctis Alvordiana.—]. M. C.

The relationship betw^een Sigillaria and Lepidodendron has been the

subject of much discussion, and in connection with it S- vascularis and L. sdagi-

species
been

urged and largely accepted upon evidence obtained from a study of their com-

parative anatomy. Weiss and Lomax* have now^ described a specimen consist-

ing of a stem of 5. vascularis giving oflF branches of L, selaginoides. This demon-

stration of actual continuity closes the discussion.—J. M. C .

The twexty-first part of Engler's Pfianzefireich is a presentation of the

sub-family Pothoideae of Araceae by Engler.5 The sub-families of this family

will be published in separate fascicles. Ten genera of Pothoideae are recognized,

comprising 581 species, 480 of which belong to the great genus Anthurium, under

3 Eastwood, Alice, A handbook of the trees of CaHfornia. CaUf. Acad. So-

Occasional papers IX. pp. 86. pis, 57. 1905.

4\\^iss, F. E., and Lomax, James, The stem and branches of lepidodendron

selagifwides, ilanchester Memoirs 49: no. 17. pp. 8. figs. 4. 1905.

s Englee, a., Das Pflanzcnreich. Heft 21. Araccae-Pothoideae von A. Engler,

PP-330- Leipzig. Wilhclm Encelmann. looc;, Af 16.^:0,
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which 55 new species are described. The next largest genus is Pothos, with 48

specieSj 5 of which are new.^J. M. C.

Bray* has published a description of the "sotol country'' in Texas. The

sotol is Dasylirion texannm^ and gives name to characteristic areas of the arid

southwest, whose vegetation is largely made up. of plants of the cactus, agave,

and pcca types. The general vegetation features of the country, the floristic

im

J.
M. C.

Seward has published descriptions of certain collections of fossil plants

from Natal,' Victoria,^ and Kashmir.^ To be able to compare the floras and

horizons of these regions with those of Europe and North America is looked

forward to with great expectations, and every scrap of definite information is

valuable.—J, M. C.

The fourth part of Schneider's Illustriertes Handbiich^^ concludes Spirae-

aceae, includes Rosaceae, and begins Drupaceae. There are forty -five text figures.

The general character and scope of the publication are stated in the notice of the

first parts (BoT. Gazette 39:373. 1905),—T. M. C.

NOTES FOR STUDENTS.
The last paper of Gerassimow" brings together concisely the principal

conclusions of the interesting series of experimental studies on the cells of the

Conjugales which have appeared in recent years. It will be remembered that by

subjecting filaments of Spirogyra to a temperature at freezing point, or treating

them for a short time to the anaesthetic influence of ether, chloroform, or chloral

hydrate, Gerassimow was able to arrest the processes of mitosis at different

stages, with the result that the protoplasm may become variously distributed in

the daughter cells, (i) A daughter cell may be formed lacking a nucleus, but

contaming portions of the divided chromatophore in a peripheral layer of cyto-

PJasm.
(2) A single cell may contain the two daughter nuclei either separated

* Bray, W. L., Vegetation of the sotol countrj- in Texas. Bull Univ. Texas no.

^- pp. 24. pis. II, 1503.

Genl'

^^^^ '^^^' ^' ^' ^^P°rt on collections of Natal fossil plants. Second Rep.

«>1- Sun-. Xatal and Zululand. Pp. 97-104. ph. 4-5. 1904.

8 Seward, A. C, On a collection of Jurassic plants from Victoria. Records
'-eol. Sun-. Victoria 13:155-210. ph. S-19. 1904.

' ^^^^''^^°> A. C, and Woodward, A. Smith, Permo-carboniferous plants and
brates from Kashmir. Memoirs Geol. Surv. India N. S. no. 2. pp. I4- P^^-

5-^0, IQ05.

10

Vi rt f'^^^'^^^^^'
Camillo Karl, Illustriertes Handbuch der Laubholzkunde.

neLiefenang.
Jena: Gustav Fischer. 1905. M 4. '

" Gerassimow,
J. J., Ueber die Grosse des Zellkernes. Beih. Bot. Centralbl.
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from one another or more or less intimately associated and perhaps wholly fused,

depending upon how far the processes of mitosis have progressed before the cells

have been subjected to the shock of the experiment. (3) Binucleate cells may

continue their growth with subsequent mitoses, which when treated as before

may give daughter cells with three and one nuclei respectively, or with two each

or indeed a cell containing four nuclei. Furthermore, these nuclei may fuse with

one another to give structures with a greatly increased chromatin content. (4) In

place of the non-nucleated cells, there may be formed chambers containing

cytoplasm and chromatophores, but w^ithout nuclei, which remain in open com-

munication with the nucleated companion protoplast, because the cell wall is not

formed entirely across the mother cell.

Gerasstmow^ presents the results of his observations on these various types

of cells in many elaborate tables and diagrams, with the following chief conclu-

sions, (i) Cells which come to contain unusually large nuclei through the sup-

pression of mitosis, or by the reuniting of partially divided nuclei, increase pro-

portionally in size and their further cell division is postponed. The nuclei of

such cells have of course the peculiarity of an increased amount of chromatin

content- The large nuclei may later fragment into two or more structures which

separate and may come to be at a distance from one another in the cytoplasm.

The fragments finally lose their powers of reproduction and exhibit marked evi-

dence of degeneration. (2) Cells which lack nuclei may form starch in the usual

manner in the presence of light, and exhibit for a short time a weaker general

growth than normal nucleated cells. The powder to develop a gelatinous sheath

also becomes markedly weakened. Finally there results a decrease in the volume

of the cell, a fading of the chromatophore and conditions w^hich lead to eventual

death. (3) Chambers which lack nuclei but are in protoplasmic union with

nucleated cells may be contrasted sharply w^ith the non-nucleated cells. They

exhibit a much stronger growth for a longer time and wdth a greater power to

form starch, although not so marked as in the nucleated cells, and the chromato-

phores retain their color. There is also a conspicuous development of the gelati-

nous sheath.—B. M. Davis.

CoKREXS^=' presents a continuation of his studies on Mirabilis hybrids m

which he had found^^ red appearing as a new character in hybrids between two

constant races having respectively white and yellow flowers. Instead of assuming,

as does TsciiZRMAK,^^ that there is a latent allelomorph for red in one or other

of these races, and that this is rendered active on crossing, he considers the re

color to be a modification of the yellow produced through the activity of a distmct

character-unit present in the white-flowered race, the antagonistic characters in

" CORREXS, C, Zur Kenntnlss dcr scheinbar neuen Merkmale der Bastar c-

Zweite Mitthcilung uber Bastardierungsversuche mit Mirabilis-Sippen. Bar. Dcutsc -

Bot. Gesells. 23:70-85. 1905.

^3 See Box. Gazette, 37:77. 1904,

^4 Sec Box. Gazette 39:302 and 303. 1905.
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the two races being: color vs. no color, and no modification r^. modification of

the yellow color to red. Pigmentation inherited from the yellow parent and the

modifying element inherited from the white parent are dominant, giving all red-

flowered oiTsprIng in the first generation, and rose-yellow-white nearly in the

ratio 9:3:4 in the second generation.

The results were further complicated by the presence in the white-flowered

race of a nearly latent striping which became active on crossing and behaved

approximately as, a Mendelian character. The attempt to explain this character

on similar grounds as the red color is less satisfactory.

CoRRE\s^5 has also studied the inheritance of the petaloid calyx in the caly-

canthcmits-ionns of Campanula medium 3indMimuhis tigrinus. The calycanthc-

mus-ioxm of the former he finds never produces seed but has good pollen, so that

all of the *' hose-in -hose'' Campanulas are hybrids between the calycanthcmus

and typical forms. The expected Mendelian proportion, DRXR, on the assump-

tion that the hose-in-hose condition is dominant, is in this case 50 per cent, of each,

and the result obtained w^as 44.5 per cent, to 55 .5 per cent, hose-in-hose. The
recessiveness of the typical form was further shown by the fact that when self-

fertilized it produced 97.3 per cent, tvpical, the expected result being 100 per

cent.

In Mimulus tigrinus both male and female germ cells of the calycanthemus-

form are functional and the question of dominance could be more completely

tested. It was determined that here also the hose-in-hose perianth is dominant

As the petaloid calyx is unquestionably a phylogenetically

,
-lis result is the reverse of that expected from DeVries' law

that phylogenetically older characters are dominant over newer. Corren'S
suggests that the '^higher" character dominates over the '^lower/' thus making
EVRiEs' law apply only to retrogressive characters; but he also calls attention

Jo
several cases in which the ^'higher" character is obviously recessive, e. g., the

|aciniate leaves of Chelidonium majus laciniatiis, and the yellow color of flowers

^ the cross of Polemonium coerulcum album with P. favum. As most varieties

are retrogressive, the views of Correxs and DeVries would equally fit the facts

'^ a majority of cases.-G. H. Shull.
Items of xaxoxomc interest are as follows: E. L. Greene (Torreya

5-99- 100. 1905) has described 3 new species of Ptelea.— L. M. Underwood
U m 106-107) has described a new Califomian species of Botr}'chium.—B. F.

^SH (Ann. Rept. Mo. Bot. Card. 16:87-00. 1905) has revised the N. Am

normal

recent

;P^cies Of Fuirena, recognizin
Wow lOCh-ioi)

has described

species

Tnf
' Heuchera, Convolvulus, Dasvstoma, Xanthium, and Senecio.—W. W,

JONES Vrr^n A * ,
'

. " '
_ . , , rr :„

Ergebnisse,
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recognizing 42 species, 6 of which are new.^C. H. Kauffman (Bull. Torr. Bot.

CUib 32:301-325. jigs. 7. 1905) has published a preliminary study of the genus

Cortinarius, illustrated by half-tones from excellent photographs, in which, after

a full description of the structure of the various parts, 7 new species are described.

E. L. Greene (Pittonia 5:205-308. 1905) has published a revision of Esch-

scholtzia, recognizing 112 species, 88 of which are new, thus breaking up what

seems to have been a great aggregate of species collected under a few names; has

published Petromecon as a new genus of Papavcraceae from Guadalupe Island,

founded on Eschscholizia Palmeri Rose and containing a new species; has pre-

sented a synopsis of Dendromecon, recognizing 17 species, 14 of which are new;

and has suggested an extension of species under Sanguinaria by separating 4 new

species from what has been treated as a monotypic plexus.—C. A. ]\I. Lixdmax

(Arkiv. Bot. K. Svenska Vetensk. 3: no, 6. pp. 14. jigs. 10. 1904; rev. in Bot

Centralbl. 98:659. 1905) has published a new genus {Regnellidium) of Marsili-

aceae from southern Brazil, which combines certain features of the two other

genera with characters of its own.—M. L. Fernald (Rhodora 7:129-136. 19C5),

in continuing his presentation of the N. Am. species of Eriophorum, has discussed

the generic status of Eriophorum and the status of the names E, Chamissonis

and E. Callitrix,—J. M. C.

Fitting's ^"^
full paper has recently appeared; an abstract of his preliminary-

report may be found in the January Gazette of this year. It is difficult to find

an unnecessar)' paragraph among the one hundred seventy -five pages of this

notable paper. Considerable ingenuity is displayed and this accounts for the

author's success in reaching a much closer analysis of geotropic phenomena.

Part I contains eight chapters exclusive of introduction and recapitulation.

Description and explanation of apparatus constitute the first chapter. Elaborate

cuts and diagrams contribute to a ver>' dear presentation. Particularly satislymg

is the second chapter, because here is answered the very fundamental and much

controverted question of optimum position. Czapek's answer of 135° deviation

from position of normal equilibrium is proven incorrect, and the'horizontal posi-

tion of 90" deviation is demonstrated to be the optimum position for the plants

tested. The variety of the latter is great enough to make a general statement for

parallelotropic organs very probable. Positions at equal angles above or below

the horizontal afford equal stimulation. The latter conclusion has already received

confirmation in that the contrary conclusion of Newcombe has been withdrawn,

and evidence presented by him to support the author. Moreover the^ intensity

of stimulation as determined by position varies approximately as the sine of the

angle of deviation. In Part II the investigation endeavors, on the basis of demon-

strations in Part I, to penetrate further the complicated processes involved m

perception and response. Admirable caution is here manifest, a clear discnm-

ination between demonstration and probability being maintained. The author

^6 FiTTixc, H.VNS, Untcrsuchungcn uber den f^eotropischen Rcizvorgang. Te: en

II. Jahrb.Wiss. Bot. 41:221-398. 1905.
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is inclined to regard sensitiveness to gravitation far greater than hitherto supposed,

even as much as to light. It is not at present considered possible to determine

the time required for an organ to recover from stimulation, since the autotropic

straightening merely indicates expiration of reaction. Other important con-

clusions are stated in the abstract mentioned.

—

Raymond H. Pond.

Nuclear division in Fritillaria imperialis has been Studied by Sijpkens/^

who uses a somewhat novel method. ^Material is fixed in Flemming's stronger

solution for three weeks, after which it is thoroughly w^ashed in w^ater and run up

to 96 per cent, alcohol. A piece of parietal endosperm with its nuclei is now

brought into 6 per cent, celloidin, where it is kept an hour or so longer, care being

taken not to let the celloidin become hard. With a pipette the piece with some

celloidin is taken up and placed upon a cover glass w^here the celloidin flows out,

fonning a delicate film, which in a few minutes becomes rather tough. The film

is moistened with 96 per cent, alcohol until it is easily separated from the cover.

Stab in gentian violet, clear in origanum oil for two hours, imbed in paraffin, and

cut sections about 2fi in thickness; then stain again in gentian violet.

Another method was also used. A piece of the parietal endosperm was

brought into a drop of 50 per cent, chromic acid, which soon dissolves the proto-

plasm away from the nuclei. The nuclear membrane itself dissolves soon after,

leaving only the chromatic network, which is washed in water and then stained

^ith gentian violet.

From a study of such preparations Sijpkins concludes that the reticulum of

the resting nucleus is an anastomosing netw^ork with thick, irregular knots.

There is no linin thread, with chromatin granules, but the network is a homog-

enous structure. The spindle arises inside the nucleus from protoplasm which

pressed

formed
'"g later.-C.

J. Chamberlmn. .

^Without "hungering" for priority, Fischer'^ shows wherein the theory of

'Wutenbildenden" substances, recentl'y presented by Loew, agrees closely with

tne author's view earlier expressed. Since neither Loew nor the author have

offered evidence more than enough to make the theorj- a rational hypothesis, the

most important point to notice here is that the speculations of two independent

enters lead to the same theory. The author's analysis is closer in that three

"Ids of hliitenhildenden substance are distinguished, namely: Formslop, whose

^esence determines the habit or architecture of the plant; Bcizstop, whose

v^^^^
^'"^^^^ induces a tendency to reproduce at the expense of vegetation or

_J^^^^a^^ With Sachs, Formsloffc and Reizstofje were identical; while accord-

'^ SijPKExs, B, Die Kernteilung bei FritUlaria imperialis. Recueil des travaux.

^'•^^"Uo.a. (repagod)pp.58. ;?..^-5.

*ibcr'd-^'w-^^^'
^^^^' ^''^^^ "^'^ Blutcnbildung in ihror Abhangigkeit vom Licht und

'e blutenbildenden Substanzen. Flora 94:478-490. 1905-
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lag to LOEW the latter would correspond to the author's Baustojje, by which is

understood substances w^hich cause a differentiation of tissue, as into vegetative

and reproductive. Such Reizstofje arise or become governing under abnormal

conditions and imply a disturbed equilibrium in the plant; while Bausloffe are

normally active. Thus to an excess of carbohydrates caused by conditions favor-

able to photosynthesis (abundant light and little moisture), but unfavorable to

vegetation (reduced absorption), the author attributes an overproduction of

flowers.

—

Raymond H. Poxd.

The address given by Professor Goebel last year at the Congress of Arts

and Science in St. Louis has been translated by Professor F. E. Llovd and pub-

lished in Science.^^ The subject was an assigned one, but could not have been

more appropriate to the man and the occasion. The time was limited, so that

the speaker was able only to outline rather than to develop his ideas; but the

paper contains a statement of the relations between the old or formal morpholog)',

phylogenetic morphology, and experimental morphology, from the standpoint

of one of our most philosophical botanists, that will be illuminating and suggestive

to many. All of the speaker's views may not be accepted by all, but that he has

indicated the most needed direction of morphological investigation in the imme-

diate future can hardly be doubted.—J. M. C.

BoLLEY^° has announced that he has at last established definitely the fact

p

that the uredospores of a number of rusts, including those of Piiccima gramuns,

can endure the winter uninjured. They were found successfully suniving upon

dead leaves, dead straw, etc.; those of P. graminis remaining unimpaired when

exposed to the driyng winds of autumn and to the intense cold of a North Dakota

winter. The uredospores of P. ruhigo-vera w^ere found wintering freely in Mis-

sissippi, Texas, Illinois, Minnesota, and North Dakota, both upon living matured

leaves and straw. The inference is draw^n that although the aecidium stage may

be a physiological necessity for the perpetuation of the species, its annual recur-

rence is not a necessity.—J. M. C.

Cockayne^' has studied the vegetation of the Open Bay Islands, two small

islands three nautical miles from the coast of New Zealand (South Westland).

The most important vegetation consists of thickets formed by lianes. The con-

clusion is reached that "when attached to the mainland the present islands must

have been occupied by subtropical evergreen rain-forest similar to that now exist-

ing on the adjacent coast. After separation, as the area of the islands became

smaller and smaller, and the climatic conditions more and more severe, only those

plants specially adapted to such conditions could survive, and of these certam

I -

w

'9G0EBEL, K., The fundamental problems of present-day plant morphology-

Science N. S. 22:33-45. July 14, 1905.

" B0LI.EV, Henry L., New work uoon wheat rust. Science N. S. 22 :

50-51- ^9°5-

=" CocK.\yxE, L., Notes on the vegetation of the Open Bay Islands.

N. Z. Inst. 37:367-375- pl- 23. 1905.
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the lianes, although most highly specialized forest plants, are the most suitable-

J.
M. C.

Ramaley" has continued bis comparisons of the anatomy of cotyledons

with that of leaves by giving an account, with illustrations, of the " foliaceous
''

cotyledons of eight species of tropical plants : Jatropha curcas, Manihot glaziovii,

Eriodendron anjractuomm, Bombax mdaharicum, Couroupita guianensis, Ipomoea

coccinca, Solauum quitoense, and Cosmos hipinnatus. The conclusion is reached

that these obser\ations confirm the author's view, previously published, that

cotyledons and leaves "are not really of the same nature."—J. M. C.

Underwood ^3 has done good service in working out the itinerary of Charles

Wright's three explorations of Cuba. His sojourn in Cuba covered a period

of nearly ten years, 1856 to 1867; but his travels were confined chiefly to the two

ends of the island, leaving the great central portion largely unexplored.—J. M. C.

Sheldon '4 has announced that as a result of cukures and inoculations he

has reached the conclusion that in all probability the bitter rot of the apple, the

ripe rot of the grape, and the anthracnose of the sweet pea are caused by the same

fungus—J. :M. C.

The rtJLL p.aper by Scott^^ on a new type of strobilus in Sphenophyllum

has appeared. A notice of the preliminary announcement, containing a summary

of the results, was published in BoT. Gazette 39: 76. 1905.—J. M. C.

Chrysler^s has shown that through the agency of man in planting conifers

upon a bare area at Woods HoU, Mass., the second stage in reforestation—that

of the oaks—has been nearly attained in fifty years.—J. INI . C.

Recent floristic p.apers are those by Krause'^ on the flora of Aden; and

by Vahl'8 on the flora of the Madeiras.—J. M. C.

" Ramaley, Francis, A studv of certain foliaceous cotvledons. Univ. Colorado

Studies 2:255-264. fgs.42. 1905.'

'3 Underwood, Lucien M., A summary of Charles Wright's explorations in Cuba.

^•Torr.Ra. Club 32: 291-300. map. 1905.
'* Sheldon, John L., Concerning the identity of the fungus causing an anthrac-

nose of the sweet pea and the bitter rot of the apple. Science N. S. 22:51-5^- ^9°?'-

^
" Scott, D. H., On the structure and affinities of fossil plants from the palaeozoic

r 1

^' "^^ ^ '^'''''
^^'P" °^ sphenophyllaceous cone {SphenophyUum fertile) from

e lower Coal-measures. Phil. Trans. Rov. Soc. London B. 198:17-39- P^^-
3-5-

W-J. 1905.

,^
"* Chrysler, M. A., Reforestation at \Yoods HoU, Massachusetts-A study in

accession.
Rhodo-ra 7:121-129. /^Z^. ^2^j. 1905.

'' *^R-^USE, K., Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Flora von Aden. Engler's Bot. Jahrb.

« ('57-662. 1905.
38

AHL, M., Ueber die Vegetation iladeiras. Idem 36: 253-349- i9°5
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NEWS.

Dr. F. W. T. Hunger, Buitenzorg Botanic Garden, goes to the University of

Utrecht.

The Dutch cross of Orange and Nassau has been conferred upon Professor

Dr. Julius Wiesner.

PROrESSOR Dr. G. Haberlandt has been elected a foreign member of the

Linnaean Society of London.

Dr. George T. ]Moore has resigned his position as physiologist and algolo-

gist in the Department of Agriculture.

Dr. E. Zederbauer, formerly of the Botanical Institute of the University

of Vienna, has been appointed assistant at the Royal Forestry Experiment Station

in Mariabrunn near Vienna.

Professor Dr. R. v. Wettstein has been chosen president of the "Asso-

ciation Internationale des Botanistes" for three years. He has also been elected

a member of the Royal Academy of Science in Madrid and of the Royal Physio-

graphic Society in Lund.

The heirs of Professor Dr. Eugen Askenasy have set aside a fund of 10,000

marks, the interest of which is to be devoted to "study-travels" of the members

of the faculty of the University of Heidelberg, especially to the insufficiently paid

docents, older doctors, or students of the colleges. The grants are to alternate

regularly between botany and zoolog>^

The Prussian Royal Academy of Science has made the following grants

for botanical investigation : to Professor Exgler for continuing work upon Das

Pflanzenreich, 2,300 marks; to Dr. E. Baver, for investigations on hybrids,

600 marks; to Professor Dr. H. Gluck, for the publication of a work entitle

Biologische und morphologische Unlersuchimgcn iiber Wasser- vnd Suinplgc-

wdchse, 640 marks.

Biographical sketches of deceased members of the Deutsch. Bot. Gese •

appear in the Bcrichtc (22 : 10-83. 1905) as follows: A. Millardet by P. Magnis,

Josef Freyn by V. Schiffner; pRAXfois Crepin by L. Errera; Maximiua-

Westerm.\ier (with portrait) by S. Schwendener ;
Karl Hausskxecht )

B. Hergt; W. J. Behrexs by Ernst Kuster; August Garcke by H. ^°^^^j^

bach; Karl Schum.^nn by G. Volkens; M. Staub by J.
Bernatsky; Ru^o

Amandus Philippi by Karl Reiche.
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l^oc. for Cotton,
Sample Pair

CUSHION
BUTTON

CLAS
Lies flat to the leg-never

slips, tears, nor unfastens

EVERY PAIR WAR^KTID

GEO. FROST CO. Makers
Boston, Mess., U.S.A.

ALWAYS EASY

Mothers!!

. Mothers!!!

'^ MOTHERS f^^X^^^S ^y^^
--S the ?;.r'^ I>5RFECT SUCCHSS.
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No ootfit

complete without
Gordon Suspenders.

Weigh but 2 ounces,
h''//ifW simple in construction,

neat and grenteel in ap-

pearance, perfect in action.

They perform their func-

tion without giving con-

sciousness oftheirpresence.

They '*give and take" wtth

every movement of the body.

Every pair guaranteed perfect.

Two styles-cord ends, 5oc-.and web

ends. #i.oo per pair, postpaid.

Fourlengtlas-32, 35» 37 and 4o inches.

Ask at your dealer's- if not yet m
stock, send direct to us.

GORDON MFG. COMPANY
Box T New Rochclle. N. Y.
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First in the office

Business man
tlie

UNDERWOOD ^ ,'

'yl^.Vt''*-*"^
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TYPEWRITER
liolds tlie '*Rigtif

of iine"

Washington

because of

VISIBLE WRITING,
Perfect Construction and
doing the best and quiclc-

est worlc with least effort.

^^

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER CO,

241 Broadway, New York.

Adapted for use with the

"Unit Book-keeping System.'*

ATLANTIC

CITY
The Resort of HEALTH,
PLEASURE and FASHION

Three Hours
From New York «»

New Jersey
Central

Luxurious Equipment- Fast Service

Stations

Foot Liberty Street, N.R,
and West 23d St.

C. M. BURT .

General Passenger Agent
New York

Carbon
FOR

PEN
PENCIL

TYPEWRITER
A special lot of No. i quality, light

weight, purple Carbon Paper,

8x13 or 8^x11

PRICES
Prepaid to any part of United States

I Dozen Sheets, either size .

100 Sheets, either size • . .

500 Sheets, either size . . -

1000 Sheets, either size . . . 7-5<*

5. D. CHILDS iS: CO..

STATIONERS

200 Clark Street CHICAGO

It costs you nothing to receive our

ncements
tising matter. Simply ask to k

placed on our mailing list.

The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, iH-

The
Standard Jmebicaii Bha""

FTY

Ha\
of years and are recoguizea

all purposes T/ie Best.

SPENCER.AN PESj"'

349 Broadway, New

^

(
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fjoavt having any trouble with the finish

on your floors, or are not entirely pleased

«_±cir appearance, it is certain you have not

•d LIQUID GRANITE, the finest floor finish

mr introduced.

It makes a finish so tough that, although the

wod will dent under a blow, the finish will not

cad or turn white. This is the highest achicve-

at yet attained in a Floor Finish, and is not
fclj to be improved upon.

nnishcd samples of wood and instructive

^"phlet on the care of natural wood floors sent
fee for the asking.

BERRY BROTHERS, Limited,
Varnish Manufacturers,

rHADELPHU

WLTIMORC
CHICAGO

OmCINNATI

ST. LOUIS

SANFRANaSCO

CiMdiin

'^ory ana fialn Office

Bausch & Lomb

riicroscopes
are used in the majority of colleffe

laboratories because they are the
best, optically and mechanically.

Send for illustrated catalogue
and prices to schools.

Chemical Apparatus
Our stock of chemical apparatus is

complete and selected with the great-

est care. Our aim is to supply only

the highest quality apparatus at the

lowest cost consistent with quality,

t Our chemical glassware manu-
factured in our own factory in

Germany is stamped BALOC, a
guarantee of excellence.

Special apparatus catalogue

to schools on application.

Bausch& LombOptical Co
Rochester, N. Y.

New York Boston
San Francisco

Chicago

Frankfurt a,'M. Germany

Through Pullman
Service

Virginia
VIA THE FAMOUS

^"g Four C. & o. Route
t^vesChicagonoo p.m. daily.

ONLY ONE NIGHT OUT."
^^ Mea!s in Dining Cars

^ntHf'^6^?'"J'"^'"s stop at Illinois

^^t*"" a few i;
^^^^'**"•: Chicago,

Oft!;

trains of thetin A
"»"i5oitne

Chicago C'f
'^» Clark street
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Tlifs Means ^^Good
In an early form of Eej'ptIan writing

the pictograph above means ' pWl>-
Had the ancienta been familiar v\Itti

Dixon's Eteruo. tbey would have simpii-

fled their art of writing and left a mucb
more comoleto record of their tune.

_*

'\

tv

^ *^

writes black copies P^^^^l^^^^^^^^
the writing being PJ[acticaUy Ind^ructi Die.

It furnishes a much better ^m^f^^^^'
ini?ink The leads are toogh, taVe a snaffPS and answer every ^<>^PZ^'^^^.
where haste is imperative and future reier

ence demanded. _^j.v «, withont
Sold by all stationers, with or witnoui

nit'keled point protector. _

IHxon's rencil Guide, i'i^^^'U^t}^^
/i/yn. tMla the pencil for your Bpe*nal use,

S^n tVrfilf TOtt^^te andmenUon
this pulv

licatlon.

rT'

^ Ad

L' ^

'^-v

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.

Jersey City, N. J.
^LiA.^>y*r-

*i'A
?!^-\



THE ANGELUS
The Only Player Expressing Human Feeling

X-^^' :
'

j#^
4

^-

':^'-

^ ^

j4^'"^^^ key on your piano, again, then harder, ther
many different degrees of intensity you can produce. That
Ihe Angelus felt-covered finfrers. which strike notes

how

many
The

duce just the°touch

tensity you
which strike notes for ip"'

^'

not act independently. Eachn

repro-

IS controlled by a pneumatic (not bellows) which gives you all the power

aei.cacy, flexibility or elasticity of touch procurable with your own fingen

1 He f^hrasing Lever, the great exclusive feature of the Angelus, insurts
nk. 1

.
^"'^sing Lever, the great exclusive feature of

absolute control of the time and phrasing of
n
The Human Touch of THE ANGELUS

If

the human touch of the human b ployin it to express his or

- • suiting
h/^-\ ""'^\'*" Luucn or tne human being employing it to expi^" .••-

ner interpretation, sympathy and feeling for the composer's music suit

.u^i?^'''^"^
intensity to every single note and the instant change in time Of

shading to every bar of _ ..._.

thnn^l..
Angelus translates glorious melod

thoughts or pictures d
d h

rds io

Send for illustrated booklet. Purchased by Royalty and the world's greatest n

THE WILCOX St WHITE COMPANY
i:/tfS*-

Established 1876. M U. S-'^



Say that YOURS is a

The "Old Reliable" Piano
Mdyon wll have convinced any competent
cntc of the soundness of your judgment.

Catahgue No. lo free
Warerooms, Aeolian Hall, 362 Fifth Ave-

NEW YORK

the Flag
'

'

Sleepers
AND

^ree Chair Cars

Chicago to

PITTSBURG
^'lA THE

Wabash
""~-".'U M„....^ST. LOUIS

CHICAGO

When)ou were engaged

THE YOUNG LADY RECEIVED A BOX OF

ALMOST DAILY-

N/

%
HOW OFTEN DOES

YOUR WIFE NOW RECEIVE

A BOX OF THESE

DELICIOUS CONFECTIONS?

REPENT- AND MAIL YOUR

ORDERS, AT SHORT INTERVALS, TO

863 BROADWAYl NEWYORK
508 FIFTH AVENUE*

SEVENTEEN OTHER STORES aSALESABEHTS EVERYWHERE,

CANDIES SEMT ANYWHERE BY MAIL 8 EXPRESS.

TOOTH
PASTE

le ordinary

minimizing

En-
dentifrice

the causes of decay,

dorsed by thousands of

W- Dentists. It is deliciously

flavored, and a delightful adjunct to the den-

tal toilet, in convenient tubes. For sale

drug stores, 25c. per tube.

AVOID SUBSTITUTES

DENTACURA COMPANY,
Newark, N. J., U. 5. A.



THE INCREASING DEMAND
FOR THE SMALL GRAND PIANO

Proves its popularity. The reason is not far to seek. Its

cost is no more than the larger style of Uprights. The

Grand action and tone are preferable to the Upright. The

little extra room required is only at the keyboard end, while

its artistic appearance more than compensates for that small

disadvantage. We speak now of the

QUARTER GRAND
The only piano of such small dimensions.

Made now in two sizes: Style R, 5 ft. long; and Style A, 5

ft. 5 in. long. Both just wide enough to admit the

full octave keyboard.

Chickering Pianos are made only by Chicrering

& Sons, Boston, and are sold in Chicago only by

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.
220 "WAnASU AVENUE

CHICKERING, KURTZMANN, MATHUSHEK AND GABLER PIANOS

W© Sell all Pianos at Definite Prices
I

Publishers and Importers of Music Dealers min Music of the Better Class

We publish a number of desirable Musical Works for school use

Send for Descriptive Circular



m Dnd of manatee

described and illustrated,

wonderful resources

shown, and its strange and

absorbingly interesting

history recounted, in the

Seaboard Magazine.

SEliT FREE ON REQUEST

J. W. WHITE, General Industrial Agent

PORTSMOUTH, VIRGINIA

Seaboard Jlir Cine Railway

Preserve Your

Magazines

them
Cloth or Leather.

.
It will improve the

appearance of your Li-
Drary at a small expendi-
ture. The University of
Chicago Press has a well-
^^Jipped job bindery and

^ be pleased to quote

^e University of Chicago Press
^i' Debt RndPrv ......
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Let us prove .

wHat we claim
at otir expense

There is only one way to prove any-

thing about a typewriter, and t^at is

an actual test of the machine itself in

your own office^

That is what we want every possible

purchaser of a Fox Typewriter to do

before he buys.

When we say the Fox Typewriter can

be operated with from 25 to 100 per
^

cent less energy than any other type-

writer, it doesn't mean anything to you

unless we can show by this saving that

it will enable you to reduce the cost of

typewriting in your office, give you a

better grade of work and save you a vast

amount of worry about repairs. When

we show you that, you are interested.

We have proved this to some of the

most discriminating buyers in the coun-

try. Seventy-five per cent of our sales

are made under just such circumstances.

If we can prove it to you, you want

our machine.

Remember we prove this at our ex-

pense. All you have to do is say you

are interested, no matter where you are.

Write us today.

Fox Typewrite Co
Executive Office and Factory

7

—

^ Qf fiRAND RAPIDS MICH.

Branches and Agencies in Principal Cities.



any way

cA tour to the Pacific Coast should be planned with

a view to using the best way, not "just any way.

Experienced travelers have learned that the most

convenient service need cost no more than the least

convenient. Moreover, there is, if routes be wiseljT

chosen, quite as much to see between the East and

California, as there is in California itself. It was with

these facts in mind that the Burlington Route installed,

some years ago, a special personally-conducted

tourist service from Boston, Chicago and St. Louis

through to San Francisco or Los Angeles via Denver,

Colorado Springs, Manitou, Pueblo, Canon City, Royal

Gorge, Ute Pass, Mount of the Holy Cross, Glenwood

Springs, Salt Lake and majestic Sierras. The

plan met with immediate success. Today there seems

no other so generally popular with California Tourists.

It combines the great advantages, absolute comfort and

worryless convenience, with that other important ment,

economy. During the fall and winter of 1905 it wUl be

a little better than it ever was before. We firmly be-

lieve it would suit you better than any other tounst

service in America. At least we snould like

know more about it.

Through cars from Chicago and St. lonis

every day, until October 31, 1903.

c^ny Burlington Route representative will

^_^^

pleased to provide full details and
•""^*''^*^^j^jng

erature, or you may secure such by w

P69 P. S. Eustis, 115 Q Bldg., Chicago.



THE CHICAGO & Al/TON
niQsIhe largest passenger engines

ia the world
They keep the trains on time

Behveen Chicago,
SU Louis,
Kansas City and
Peoria

^0. J. Charlton, General Passenger Agent
CHICAGO, ILL,

The PROOF ol Remington Supremacy:

outsells
otHer Typewriter

The REASON for Remington Supremacy :

outworks and
outMrears
otHer TypeAvriter

fu.. Ix^

-*

I.

mi

r
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*
EH* fw --^ ^hfcUliil^iJim^iTCTm ±j_i.L^z-bll

neton
Type^writer Company
New Yorlt:axid Everywhere

I^ectures on Commerce
A BooK for Business Men

'^n interesting chapter

SOME RAILWAY PROBLEMS
By PAUL MORTON

jj

formerly Secretary o the Navy and Vice-President of the Atchison, Topelca & Santa Fe Railway

Rwd Ha?fil?7^ l"^"'" °'^ Railways iticluded in this collection. The volume is edited by Henry

S«llmn of tK Tn?"'
University ol California. The other contributors on Railways are A- \\ •

ica^nlv !"°" Central, on Railway Management and Operation; George G. luneioi

-Kn R ^r*^^"^^^""'
«" R^i'^vay Mail Service; E. D. Kenna, of the Atchison TopekaS-

"^'ilwavsarr ,
"^^y Consolidation; Louis Jackson, of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. I'aul, on

^ '' ^^''°'' 'n Industrial Development.
The oth Commercial Educa-

Investments,
tion bv T r

" ^^"^J^^s treated in Lectures on Commerce are Higher Commf

bvD R p "'^"« Laughlin ; The Steel Industry, by Franklin H. Head;

\fY^^ tore

*>) John ufn7 t'
^^2!-l^^-le7 b7 A:d."B;;u;u7 The" commercial Value of f

v^Usmg,

»»dFi" i''
-^^^^"^: The Credit Department of Modern Business, by Dorr A. K.mball,

^ ^"^"'ance, by A. F. Dean.

; The Comptroller of the Currency, the Methods of Banking, by J ameb

ign Exchance. bv H. K. RrnnL-e: the History of the Art of Forging, oy
ge, by H. K. Brooks ; The Historj

I-ectmes on Commerce, 396 pages, 8to, cloth, J1.50 net; $1.63 postpaid

^^E University ©/ Chicago prh:ss
CHICAGO 156 ftH NEW YORK
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A Short Cut
Comfort

The "Long Distance" HYLO
(shown in the illustration) is

just right for the man who
reads in bed. % Cord snaps

on like a glove
fastener. Any-
body can put it

in place without
tools. The porta-

blc switch turns
the light high or
low or entirely
out. Switch lasts

indefinitely. On-
ly the lamp needs

f to be replaced
when burned out.

Cords can be any
length desired.

^^

Look for the
name HYLO
and refuse im-
itations

»

Twelve stjrlesof HYLO lamps.
Send forCatalogueand booklet
"How to Read Your Meter.*'

PHELPS COMPANY
'ESTATE STREET DETROIT. U. S. A.

K
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A WAIT AND A WIRT
(THE STEERING ROD TO SUCCESS)

and letter writing is a pleasant pastime. The

Paul E, Wirt Fountain Pen has sold on its

merits for a quarter of a century. It js the

original fountain pen, easy writing, free

flowing, non-leaking. Its efficiency and dura-

bility have given It a world-wide reputation.

Sold by all stationers and jewelers under an

unconditional guarantee. Ask your deakr.

.The Paul E. AVirt pen is made m loo styles.

Full catalogue sent on request.

BOX Gil BLOOMSBURG. PA.

THIS
A Great Combination for

SUMMER9 VACATION
The Canadian Rockies
the grandest scenery in the world— unapproachable in

magnificence and majesty and

The Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition
AT PORTLAND, OREGON

fhis will be the popular trip this summer
Through Service Between St. Paul and the Pacific Coast

Send/or handsome booklet " Challenge ofthe Mountains
% I

Canadian PACIFIC RY.

^ South Clark Street

SHAW, ^_.^, .„.....^.. _,^

CHICAGO



THE UNIVERSITY CHICAGO PRESS ANNOUNCES
FOR PUBLICATION IN THE EARLY

AUTUMN

General

An Exposition of the Main Development in Sociological
1

A

Theory from Spencer to Ratzenhofer

ALBION SMALL
w

Professor of Sociology at the University of Chicago

Book not for Sociologists alone, but for

every student of human relations. The work

has ms

—

first, to present pectu

of the whole field of Sociology in such a way

orient workers in its subdivisions with

reference to their place in the whole scheme

;

second, to persuade scholars in other divisions

social science that the Sociologists have

somethini? to say which specialists in other

departments of science cannot afford to i.c^nore.

The University of Chicago Press
CHICAGO, AND 156 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK



Two New Books by the University of Chicago Press

AND ITS CRISIS

By PAUL MILYOUKOV, formerly Professor of History at the
Universities of Moscow and Sofia.

4

.,

The book aims to explain the internal crisis in Russia; it offers a timely
exposition of deep-seated ulcers of the Russian political system, and it

makes clear that an interpretation of existing conditions, to be at all

adequate, must necessarily be based upon a general and comprehensive
survey of the historical circumstances under which the Russian civiliza-
tion has been developed.

..The author is a typical representative of the liberal party known as the
intellectuals," and his activity in the cause of freedom' has already

earned him calumny, imprisonment, and exile.

^

602 pages, 8vo, cloth, net $3.00, postpaid I3.20

Christian Belief Interpreted
^y Christian Experience

THE ROWS LECTURES

% CHARLES CUTHBERT
Theol

HALL. President of the U

1

Seminary, New York

India r •3»-uc3 ui icciuics ueiivercu 111 lyu;^ duu ^y^j '"

titles' t?n"'
^^'^ ^^P^T^- They are six in number with the following

by E\-n
^^"''^ °^ Religion; The Christian Idea of God Interpreted

God-'-rr^c?-^^'
'^^^*^ ^^^^ J^^^^ Christ, the Supreme Manifestation of

of i(J ^^^ of Man and the Sacrifice of Christ; The Christian Ideas

Reearfl'"^^nu^^
Immortality Interpreted by Experience; Reasons for

^6 Qing Christianity as the Absolute Relij^ion.
^i has an Tnf.^j. -.. .. .

=" ._

ty

J. H. DeForest. of Sendai, Japan, who has recently served

ou^ the soldiers of the Japanese army.

300 pages, 8vo, cloth, net I1.50, postpaid $1.66

'^^^ UNIVERSITY CHICAGO
**>Cago and 156 Fifth Avenue NEW YORK

PRESS



Hammond Typewriter
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For At! Nations and Tongues and used by AU Classes of People,

THE BUSINESS MAN - Because the New Hammond is the Best Letter

Writer, Manifolder and Tabulator.
I—

THE SCIENTIFICMAN- Because the Hammond has a practically unlimited

range of service.

THE LITERARY MAN- Because the Hammond allows the use of several

styles and sizes of type.

THE LINGUIST - . . Because on one Hammond machine more than

twenty languages can be written.

THE LADIES - - . . Because the Hammond has a beautiful Script type

and others in preparation.

EVERYBODY. Because one Hammond wilt write anything in ^y

style of type, tanguage^

size paper in any direction

color of inK on ^3'

HAMMOND TYPEWRITER COMPANY
69TH TO 70TH STS.. AND EAST RIVER NEW YORK



Remedy of Ordinary Merit Could Ever

Have Received Indorsations from

Men Like These.

Ib Inghi's Disease

and

Hbuminuria

Samuel O. L. Potter, A. M., M. D., M.R.C. P., London,

Professor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical

Medicine in the College ofPhysicians and Surgeons, San Francisco.

Dr. Wm. H. Drummond, Professor Medicalfurisprudence,

Bishoi>*s Universitv. Montreal, Canada.

Pregnancy

Cyrus Edson, A. M.. M. D., Health Commissioner New
York City and State, President Board of Pharmacy^ Nevf York

City, Examining Physician Corporation Council, etc,

John V. Shoemaker, M. D., LL. D., Professor Materia

Medica and Therapeutics, Medico-Chirurgical College, Philadelphia.

Dr. George Ben. Johnston, Richmond, Va., ^^-P^esideni

Southern Surgical and Gynecological Association, ^f-f/fsid^nl

Medical Society of Va., and Professor of Gyttecology andAtdprntnal

Sursrerv. Medical Colleze of Va,

\ Stone in Hie Blad

% Renal Calculi,

and

Mammation
efthe

Bladder

professor of Pharmacology and

Materia Medica ofthe Faculty of Met

>f.
Montreal

Jas.
and Cli

M. Crook, A. M., M. D., Professor

lical Diagrnosis. New York Post Cradua

..ouls C. Horn, M. D., Ph.D., Profossor Diseases of Chil-

dren and Dermatology, Baltimore University.

Dr. J. Allison Hodges, President and ProfessorNertps and

Mental Diseases, University College ofMedicine, Richmond, va.

. h Gout

Rneumat

and

ism

'ric Acid

ivdndiiions

Dr. Robert Bartholow. M. Ay LL. ^.r.P'f'ZJ^^P}^
Medica and General Therapeutics ,fefferson Medical College, rnum.

Dr. I. N. Love, New York City, Former Professor Diseases^

Children, College ojPhysicians and Surgeons, and tn Marion ^ms
College ofMedicine, Si. Louis.

Hunter McGuire. M. D., LL. D.. Bx-P^esidentAmfruan

i

nunier mcvauire, vn. w., i-i-» "^'i „ z- ^ rtim^mi <iur-
Medical Association , Late President and Professor Clinical :iur

gery, University College ofMedicine, Richmond, Va.

Or. Alexander B. Mott. ofNnc> y^%^^'l%f,£iZ^'^'
BslUvue Hospital Medical College, Surgeon BellevueHospuau

^^l^^^r^^t these and many other of the leadin- medicalmen of the day say of the_vaiue of

»v4

in the treatment of these fhnnnil f| LfUfUlWOlEB
- ^y the tw.^TZr J^"***** diseases sen t to any address. DU*!*!**' ** »»-

^^ ^''^ I^g and Mineral Water trade.

PROPRiETOR BUFFALO LITHiA SPRINGS. VIRGINIA
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Waller Baker& Co

Chocolate

& Cocoa

''- If.

It is a perfect food, highly

I
\\ nourishing, easily

gested, fitted to repair

wasted strength,

serve health and pro-

KeKi»ter#<l, long life.

A new and handsomely
illustrated Recipe Book sent free.

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd-
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REGENERATION IN PLANTS. 11.^

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE HULL BOTANICAL LABORATORY.
LXXIX.

L

William Burnett McCalltjm.

(with nine figures)
^

WOUND STIMULUS.

The influence of the wound has been put forward many times,

either as the direct cause, or as an important factor in regeneration.

^\IES\ER (19) has suggested that between the wounded part

and the new structure formed there is a direct causal connection,

Que to substances developing in the wounded cells and passing to

other parts, there inciting the reversion of mature cells into the

nieristematic condition. Goebel (4, p. 204) also beheves the

^ound stimulus to be a factor. Klebs (9), on the other hand,

rather discredits this idea and thinks that the wound in itself is of

importance in regeneration. The possibility of the wound having
a far reaching influence is not at all improbable, for many well-known
cases of traumatropism show^ how cells may be aflected at a distance

irom those actually concerned in the wound. Of the many experi-

ments to determine if such an influence is operating, only a few need

"lentioned, and in these cases only the results will be given.

It was seen that with Phaseolus the removal of the stem above

L,'^
basal primordia is followed by the development of the latter,

thA
^^"^^^'.^^ °^ the cotyledons, while causing wounds still closer to

no

t

J
^
y^^^g bud, produces no such development; nor does the sever-

^Jg

of the stem as close as possible below the primordia. Wounding

«
^stem by cutting notches immediately above the primordia, as

e first paper was published in Botanical Gazette 40:97-120. 1905.

241
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the

deep as four-fifths through the stem, has no influence. String was

tied tightly around young stems, just above the primordia, and as the

stems grew the string cut in deeply on all sides ; no results followed.

Longitudinal slices, the length of the epicotyl and three-fourths through

the stem, produced no results.

Experiment j8.—Notches cut at different points in a spiral around

the stem, so that all the bundles were severed, failed to incite the

buds below.

Experiment jg.—Five plants 70-100'^™ high, 6-9 internodes long,

and with lower internodes old and hard were used. The tip of each

plant was cut off and also the buds from all the nodes below. In

three plants the basal primordia produced shoots; one plant died;

and the others remained alive, but no shoots formed. Here the

wound effect, if there was such, traveled through a distance of nine

internodes. A wound, however severe, seems unable to cause

buds to develop if it does not include the complete removal of the

growing apex; and even on a large plant the removal of the very

tip is all that is necessary. Here, as in the willow and other plants

(see experiment 43), the effect of the wound passes only down the

stem;' a wounding or a complete severance at any point along the

stem has no effect on the buds above this point. As will be brought

out later, the opposite is true of the roots; that is, the influence of

the removal in inciting new roots only passes upwards. This wou

hardly be true if it were due to the diffusion of substances formed

in the wounded cells, as Wiesner supposes. Goebel (5)

found that in Br>'ophyllum no wounding at all is needed to produce

shoots on the leaves. He encased all the buds on the shoot in plaster

so as to prevent further growth, and after a time the buds on

leaves developed. If the leaf blade of Cyclamen is cut off new

leafy structures arise along the margins of the petals. But u i'^^^

(19) has shown that this removal is not necessary. He left the b a es

intact, but incased them in plaster, and soon the leaf-like outgro^^'t s

appeared as when the blade was removed. The blade was no

injured or wounded in any way by this treatment, though undoubte )

the

some of its activities were suppressed. , c

As will be described in experiment 40, I inhibited the g^^'"'^^^^

the apex of Phaseolus by placing it in a hydrogen atmosphere.
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basal primordia in the air below promptly developed. When the

hydrogen was removed, the apex continued growing. Placing the

roots in plaster, which inhibited any further growth on their part,

also resulted in the development of roots along the stem. In these

cases there was no wounding anywhere. It appears that while regen-

eration follows the removal of certain parts, neither this removal nor

the wound incident to it are necessary, since the regeneration occurs

equally well when the part is left uninjured and certain of its activities

suppressed. The wound, therefore, is not in itself any part of the

stimulus.

CORRELATION.
"m —

By correlation is meant the influence which one organ or part

may exert over another. That the removal of certain parts leads to

changes within the plant that may modify markedly the growth or

function of other structures is a matter of common observation.

Examples of this interdependence among the different members of

the plant body are abundant. Jost (8) has shown that in Phaseolus

the mere presence of the leaf is a necessary- condition to the develop-

ment of the bundles of the leaf trace. Pischinger (16) determined

that if the large cotyledon of Streptocarpus be removed the small

functionless one will develop into a large one. According to Goebel

(6, p. 809) the early removal of foliage leaves induces the bud scales

If the upper end of a Taraxacumstructures

be

the cortex below; true Irmisch and others

(10) have shown in many species that if seedlings be cut off below

the first node, new buds arise out of the tissue of the hypocotyl. The

removal of the growing tip on many shoots is followed by the

development of the dormant axillary buds. As is commonly observed

in cultivation, if the lateral roots be destroyed, their place is taken

^y new roots, which otherwise would not have developed. Goebex

(2 and 5) showed that in Begonia and Bryophyllum, and this is

probably true for many other plants, the removal of all the buds on

Ae shoot will result in the development of buds on the leaves.

The process by which such an influence is exerted by one part

over another is the main problem to be solved in regeneration.

Goebel attempts to explain it in one of two ways: either (i) the one
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ma
sufficient

go on; or (2) he applies Sack's Stoff-jorm hypothesis. According

to this (17), there are formed in the plant small quantities of different

enzyme

structure. These sub-

stances are supposed to move in definite directions, and where they

accumulate in sufficient quantities start the development of the par-

structure

)

they are concerned with. In Goebel's opinion

(4, p. 204) the influence of external conditions are of little account

in regeneration, the important cause being "the direction in which

the constructive material moves." Goebel says (3, p. 42) "the

vegetative points act as centers of attraction for the plastic material,

their influence being stronger or weaker according to their position."

In Bryophyllum, for example, the apex of the shoot is the strongest

then the lateral buds, and last of all the vegetative points on the

leaves; so that the apex is able to draw to itself the greater part of

the "constructive material;" but if this apex is removed, the lateral

buds will be able to ''attract" this substance; and in the absence

of these lateral buds, the growing points on the leaf are able to appro-

priate it. In Begonia no growing points are present on the leaf,

but when it is removed Goebel says bud-forming material accu-

mulates at the base and induces the formation of buds there. If this

material, formed in the leaves, moves toward the base of the leaf

and passes out because it is "attracted" by the growing points on

the stem, just why it should continue to flow in that direction and

accumulate at the base, when all connection with these "centers of

attraction " is broken, is one of the unexplained difliculties that beset

this hypothesis on every hand. Morgan (12) has strongly objected

to this theory, but his evidence against it does not seem to me to be

necessarily fatal. Goebel in a recent paper (5) is inclined to lay

less stress on it than formerly, asserting that the non-development

of the buds on the leaves is due to a checking influence exerted by

the buds of the shoot; "but," he adds, "whether we are here dealing

with a stimulus transmitted along the conducting system, or whether

the building material {Baustojje) flowing in the conducting channels

is attracted more strongly by the shoot vegetative points than by

those on the leaves remains uncertain."
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Driesch (i), who has worked on animals more than on plants,

rprntrnizes in correlation the dominant factor in r
h

; that the absence (Nichtmehrvorhandensein) of the one part

is the cause of the development of the other. The plant, according

to him, is not influenced in regeneration by external factors, but

being sensitive to something lacking endeavors to replace it. Some-

what analogous to this is Noll's idea (14) of a body-forming stimulus

P
form

the resulting disturbance (Formstdrung) acts as a stimulus to the

reconstruction of the whole.

Such hypotheses as these are at present as incapable of demon-

purpose

if they form the starting point for experimentation. Unfortunatel}'

they can scarcely be said to do that. Quite different from these is

the view held by Klebs (9, p. 109), who believes that the removal

only ser\'es to bring about those conditions, such as accumulation of

moisture, changes of a nutritive nature, etc., which would under all

other circumstances cause a similar development. To take a specific

case

^

U due to the retarding influence of light, of dr}' air, and to the fact

that the water is being used by the leaves and young parts. When

these conditions are supplanted by those of moist air and abundance

of water, the roots develop quite independently of any removal or

wounding. The experimental evidence that follows shows, however,

that the problem is much more complicated than this.

The experiments described have shown the dependent relation

that exists between the growth of the apex and the non-development

of the buds below. On Phaseolus the basal primordia do not

develop so long as there are buds above them developing. Indeed,

only one bud is sufficient for this ; for if the upper part be cut away

removed
Experiment 40.—The stems were cut off at the second internode,

and the buds from one side of the base of this were removed; and in

some cases not only the bud but the leaf and one-half the diameter

of the cpicotyl for its entire length was sliced away. The remaining

^ud grew vigorously, but neither of the buds at the base developed.

If at any time this bud was cut away those at the base promptly started.
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Experiment 41^—The buds at all the nodes were removed from

3r of plants, leaving the growing ti^D and the basal

primordia ; the latter did not develop. When the tip also was removed

they started promptly, even though they were separated from it by a

distance of 70cm
/

intemodes. Figure i shows one with

three internodes.

It has been shown that no

amount of wounding short of the

complete severance of the stem

will produce this result. Goebel

(2, p. 386) says that in Circaca if

the central orthotropous shoot be

allowed to grow in a dark chamber,

it has the same effect on the lateral

plagiotropic shoots as if it were

removed; that is, one or more of

these become orthotropous.

Experiment —Young plants

Fig. i.—Phaseolus: Tip and all

upper buds removed; buds at base
soon developed shoots.

of Phaseolus were taken when the

epicotyl was 5 or 6^"^ long, the first

pair of leaves just unfolding and

the apex with the leaves directed

into a dark chamber. The lower

part of the stems were in light and the roots in soil. The parts in

the dark elongated rapidly and soon were completely etiolated, but

in no case did the buds below develop. Similar experiments mth

Salix showed this would not cause the axial buds below the part m

the dark to develop. It would look as though a complete removal

of the apex is necessary to start into activity the latent growing points

below, but experiment 43 shows that this is not so, for there the tips

of the four young plants were passed into a bell jar and sealed air

hydrogen
bell

gas was passed. The growth slowed down. and after

about twenty-four hours ceased entirely; and in a few days the buds

in the axils of the cotyledons below started to develop and grew quite

vigorously. Upon the removal of the bell jar the apices of the shoots

continued to grow. This shows that only a cessation of certain
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activities, presumably those concerned with growth, is necessar}';

and it has been shown above that however this may act on the buds

below, it is not through any disturbance created in nutritive or water

relations.

GoEBEL (5) has shown that if in Bryophyllum all the buds on the

stem are prevented from growing by encasing them in plaster, the

growing points on the leaves develop. Hering (7) showed that the

small cotyledon of Streptocarpus would develop both structurally

and functionally into the large one, if the latter were prevented

mechanically—by plaster—from growing. Winkler (19) has found

that by a similar treatment of the leaf blade of Cyclamen the new

leaf-like structures that develop when the blade is removed will arise

from the margin of the petiole. He leaves us in doubt as to whether

he selected leaves that had entirely ceased growth before his experi-

ments began. He thinks that the regeneration is due to the inter-

ruption of one or more of the functions; either respiration, transpira-

tion, or photosynthesis. My results show that for Phaseolus and

Salix cessation of neither transpiration nor photosynthesis will cause

regeneration. Respiration is checked in the hydrogen, but what

other changes may be involved it is impossible to say.

On those plants whose growing tip soon ceases activity and dies,

as Syringa vulgaris, I have not been able to induce the axillary buds

to develop by removing the apical part of the shoot. In all of many
cases tried, however, in which the terminal growing points continue

their activity during the growing period, their early removal was

followed by the sprouting of latent buds below (fig. 2). This is

true even in those plants whose annual shoots are without branches,

and in the axils of whose leaves the buds cannot be seen even with

the aid of a lens.

Lack of space prohibits a detailed description of these experi-

ments, and only the results need be given. In the majority of cases

It IS the buds near the apex that start (fig. 3), but occasionally almost

ever)' one on the shoot starts ; and in one case, on a shoot of Sahx,

only those at the base started. The young shoots were either cut

off and the base placed in water, or else they were left attached to

the plant. If the tip is cut off and also all the leaves, the buds

develop. Or if the tip is removed and the shoot placed in the moist
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chambers mentioned above, so that transpiration is entirely pre-

vented, they also develop. In these moist chambers, however, with

the tips still intact, no development of the buds occurs. If the

shoot is removed and placed in darkness for a few days, until the

food is mostly exhausted by the rapid growth, and then the apex

cut off, the lateral buds still develop. The
removal of the leaves has no influence on the

buds, for from many shoots not only were all the

larger leaves carefully cut away, but even those

\r

^l

Fig. 2.—Lycium halimijoHum. Two similar shoots were selected and from A

the apex was removed; the photographs show them both three weeks later.

p-

still folded in the buds, and in no case did the growing points

develop. But when in addition the tip of the shoot was removed, they

at once started. While were

Comus

mostly on Salix,

Oleander, etc., gave

nosimilar results. Here, as in the basal primordia of Phaseolus,

matter how vigorous and well-nourished the plant may be, or how

abundant its water supply, with the growing apex of the shoot

intact, the young axillary buds remained dormant. When this tip is

removed, the bud starts to develop even with a loss of water or m

a star\^ed condition. This capacity is greatest in the young shoot,

and gradually declines with age as the seasonal growth ceases. In
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annuals, like Helianthus, whose axillaty buds finally develop

branches, the removal of the apex from young plants causes the

buds to develop at once. SUphium integrijolium has a leafy stem,

unbranched until late in the season when the flower branches arise;

but if the apex is early removed, the minute axillary buds promptly

produce branches.

Not only does the

growing apex exert an

influence felt by the

growing points below

it, but those along the

shoot exert a similar

influence upon those

lower down. Vochting

(18) showed that in

isolated pieces of Salix

?tem only the buds
toward the upper end
of the piece develop.

Pfeffer (15) found
that if the upper buds
are placed in plaster those lower down start. As a series of experi-

ments on polarity will be published in an article to follow this one,

only brief mention will be made here of the experiments in this

connection. The plant used was Salix.

Fig. 3.—Young shoot of Salix amygdaloides. The

apex was cut off at a and four branches developed

below this.

Experiment ^j.—Four pieces of two-year old stem, 35*^*" long,

^•crc placed with the basal ends in d^"^ of water. Two were erect,

''ith the remaining parts in the moist air; the upper S'^'" of the other

two were in a bell jar through which a current of hydrogen passed.

In a few days the buds at the upper part of the first two started to

develop; and, so far as could be observed, simuhaneously with them

those on the other two pieces just below the part in hydrogen. Those
Jn hydrogen were not killed, and when the gas was removed started

^l

grow. In a few weeks their shoots had surpassed those below

them
) which had now almost ceased growing.

Experiment 44.—Twelve similar pieces of stem were selected,

So^"* Ion On three the buds were left only on the upper third;
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on three more only on the middle third; on three more only on the

lower third; while all the buds were left on the last three. These

were all placed horizontal in moist air* On the last three mentioned

only the upper buds formed shoots; and at the same time most of

the buds, especially the uppermost ones, started on all the other

pieces. Many tests showed that any bud at any place along the

stem would develop if the buds above it were prevented from doing

so. Here again, it is not a question of nutrition or water, for the

stems and buds are filled with reserve food, and in a constant spray

(in which the experiment was repeated) there can be no lack of

water.

Whatever the influence of the growing buds may be, it is felt only

on those below them, and not on the buds above them (that is, toward

the apex of the axis). In the experiment just mentioned, in which

the upper buds were inhibited by hydrogen, those below had gotten

a good start and were forming shoots, but when the hydrogen was

removed, the upper ones developed as usual.

Experiment 45.—A piece of Salix stem, 30"^"" long, was placed

so that the 12''"' in the center was in a continuous spray, and the

two ends in quite dry air. The buds in the central portion swelled

up and burst open before the others showed any signs of swelling.

The whole piece was then placed horizontal in m^oist air. The buds

at the apical end soon enlarged and developed shoots ; but those at

the lower part did not. These central buds, while able to prev

the buds below them from developing, had no influence on those

above them. Finally, all the young shoots and buds were cut off

from the upper two-thirds of the piece, and the upper ones on the

basal third promptly started.

If the entire piece is surrounded by the same conditions, tii

shoots all appear at the apical end ; but by placing the basal end in

water and the rest in dry air, the buds in the water or close to

surface start first; but soon the upper ones commence to groy

apparently indifferent to those below them ; and as the young s 00

increase in size, those below become less vigorous and are

finally suppressed. Other experiments of a kindred nature mig

^

be mentioned, but these will sufTicc to indicate that the developmen^

of the buds at any region along the stem tends to suppress

ent

the
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below them from developing, but does not influence those above

them.

Here wc are dealing with growing points already laid down, but

the same principle holds where these do not exist. If we place a

soon

wiU

)f Taraxacum in a moist condition, the buds at the top will

develop; but if we remove all these buds, entirely new ones

le organized and develop. If these be prevented from growing,

lower down others will be organized, as Goebel has shown (2, p.

492). Here the organization of new shoot primordia along the root

does not occur so long as those at the top are allowed to grow. Here

again we cannot attribute this to the monopolizing of the food or

water by the upper part, for these are abundant cver}^where. There

b a direct relation between the growth of the shoots at the top and

the non-formation of buds lower down, entirely independent of these

two factors.

The development of new roots when those present are removed

shows a similar phenomenon. The behavior of Phaseolus in this

connection may be briefly mentioned. Plants grown with roots in

water cultures developed a vigorous root system. From some of

these all the lateral roots were remo\ed, leaving only the main root.

Soon numerous new lateral roots arose and grew, vigorously ;
these

^cre cut of! and still others came on, though not so vigorously. In

the mean time no new lateral roots had come out among the older

ones on those that had not been so treated. If we cut off the main

root transversely, numerous roots arise just above the cut; and if

^'e cut away the whole root system by severing the stem at the base
>

new roots arise on the lower part of the stem. Sometimes the roots

are so numerous here that I have counted eighty-one coming out of

the lowest centimeter of a Phaseolus stem less than 5^"^ in diameter.

t was found almost impossible to produce roots on any part of the

stem that is in direct connection with roots below, but when this

connection is broken roots promptly start.

Experiment ^^.—Local regions of several stems were surrounded

"^y \vater in glass cylinders, as in fig. 4. On some the roots were

>"tact, and from others the stem was cut off at the base. The roots

anu the lower ends of the stems were in water. On those with roots

^
'

attached no roots formed on the part of the stem surrounded by
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water; but the others produced abundant roots there and also at

X (fig from

system was removed by severing the stem at the base, and vigorous

roots then appeared in the cylinder, as well as on the lower end of

the stem.

The influence exerted by the roots

very evidently passes along the vascular

bundles, for the transverse

these at any place leads to the origin of

roots Just above the cut.

of the cortex as deep as the bundles has

no results. If a notch be cut in the

cutting of

The cutting

Fig. 4.

—

Phaseolus:—A short

glass tube attached around stem

and filled with water. Roots,

grown in water culture, left

uninjured and submerged. No
roots formed on stem within

tube.

Stem so as to sever some

(fig

Fig S.-Phaseolus: Entire root system removd^

otherwise as in fig. 4- ^ooXs develop both in

and in water at base of stem.

of the bundles, roots appear only abo^e,

Stem-V.L u^iuv7 uic noun ^jlg. V). J.1 LllC »i^..x - -"^ "-
j.^^ts

roots come at this place ; but if it be cut off further up, u
^^^

more If a series of notches, eithe
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^^•«;r intcrnode of stem

and completely sub-
"•^/S^d. Roots appear
^^y above the notches.

directly above the other or on different sides, be cut, roots come

from above each of them, but more vigor-

ously from the upper ones, due probably

to that part being nearer the source of food

supply. Or when stems are cut through,

some at the base and some higher up, the

roots appear perceptibly sooner on the

latter. No matter where the stem is cut

off, roots develop immediately above this

point, showing that the pericycle has the

power to produce roots at any point. Yet,

as has been stated, if the stem be cut off,

*^y near the base, roots come only here,

though the whole
stem is submerged

in water. But when
the cut ends of the

stems were encased

in plaster so as to
r

w

prevent roots from

coming there, they

came further up.

Also stems whose

lower intern odes
were 10-12*^^ long

were placed in

water, and ever}- day

o.5^^w^ascutoff. In

ten days roots ap-
notched on different s7des p e a r Jd Scattered

along the

ing part.

P

rcmam-
FiG. •j.—Phaseolus: Part of

stem surrounded by water as

in fig. 4^ Roots intact and

submerged to dotted line

above which stem is notched

''^nd made air fia^ror"^""^'^'' J*i_^
'""''^ tocenter. Roots appeared in

stoppers and wax, and opening directly above notch.

ions of stems with roots intact were
surrounded by glass cylinders 4-5 ^^ long
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into a vessel containing a 3 per cent, solution of ether. This seemed to

this portion. The effect of the anaesthetic probably was to prevent

any passage of stimuli through this part of the stem either up or

down. Experiment 30 is instructive in this connection. It wU be

erFig. 8,~Phaseolus: Stem cut off at base; low
end submerged. Portion of next internode above
surrounded by water as in fig, 4^ and stem severed;
A, B, ends slightly separated. Roots appeared
only at JB.

just aoove luc k,^-, y-
^

on the part just below it, even though this piece is inverted with its

end in water, as in fig. p. This difference in the behavior of the cc s

recalled that surroundins;

the stem at any place

with water in glass cylin-

ders will not start roots

at that place if tlic con-

nection with the roots

below is unbroken; but,

as shown in fig. 7, if a

notch is cut in the stem

some distance below,

thus severing connection

with the roots, roots will

appear above the notch

in the water, apparently

coming; from those bun-

dies severed by the notch.

In other words, the water

supplies a favorable con-

dition for root develop-

ment, and the cells are

able to act as soon as the

coniicction with the roots

below is broken. If the

air be moist, roots come

out also immediately

above the notch.

When a stem is ar-

ranged as in fig.
8, roots

always arise on the part

just abo\e the cut, never
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at the two places cannot be due to any difference in the amount of

water or nutritive material available at the two places, for both may

be saturated with water and equally well provided with food. Nor

can it be that the cells just below the cut have any less capacity for

root production than those just above; for if the cut be made a little

lower down, so that the cells

which formed the upper part

of the lower piece now form

the lower part of the upper

piece, they promptly produce

roots. It is evident that there

is some factor operating on the

cells at the one point that is

not present at the other; and
it seems equally evident that

this is not a condition of mois-
ture, of nutrition, or of a wound
influence, for all of these

equal in each case. As stated

above, when no cut is made Fig. g.—Phaseolus: Inverted stem with

there is no tendency for any of first pair of leaves and adjacent parts of

these cells to form roots • but internodes. Apex in water, base in moist air.

a « cAr.r> r. o „ • • • • , Roots arising only on base.
as soon as an incision is made,
there is a change in the behavior of the cells above it, while those

below remain uninfluenced. In the present state of our knowledge
there seem only two possible lines of explanation: (i) as a result of

are

incision, new conditions added to the cells above the cut

which serve as a stimulus inciting them to root production, conditions

not acting on the cells just below the cut; or (2) the cells above the

cut have been relieved of some influence that previously prevented
their growth, an influence still acting on the cells below the incision,

and which acts on all the cells when no incision is made.
Recurring to the first idea for a moment, we have noticed that

re are two different conceptions current. The one is that these

new conditions added are the results of changes induced by such

fetors as nutrition, moisture, wounding, light, gravity.

^ c. While light retards the development of roots In this case, it

ther

aeration,
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does not modify their distribution; and as the roots occur in the

same way whether the piece is erect, horizorital, or inverted, gravity

cannot be a determining factor. The other conception is that of

specific formative substances, which in this case, moving toward the

base, would accumulate at the lowest part and incite the formation

of roots there. As this theory is to be discussed later, only two

cases will be mentioned here to show its inefficiency. If in Salix,

instead of cutting the stem off just above a bud, the bud is cut entirely

away from the stem, it starts to develop just the same; or, as in

jig. 7, where a notch is cut at the base of the stem, there can be no

accumulation of these substances further up where the roots actually

occur. It is not impossible that the upper parts, especially the

leaves, exert some influence on the formation of roots on the stem.

If so, it is not through the transpiration current, for the roots develop

as well when transpiration is entirely checked as when it is quite

active. Also, in f,g. g the leaves are transpiring and a current must

be passing in through the end that does not produce roots. The

removal of all leaves greatly decreases the vigor of the roots and

also the number that'are formed, but the same result is obtained by

placing the leafy part in the dark, or in an atmosphere free from

carbon dioxid. The fact that pieces of the internode produce roots

indicates that the leaves are not necessary ; their influence probably

lies in keeping the stem better nourished.

On the other hand, the evidence seems to point to the second

line of explanation, namely, that just as the growing shoots seem^ to

exert a retarding influence on the buds below them, so the gro^mg

roots exert an influence which inhibits cells, otherwise able to do so,

from forming roots. If, as just mentioned, the stem is cut off at its

lower end and placed in water, and at the same time a portion of t e

stem higher up is surrounded with water, we get roots at both places.

When these are growing well, if we cut off the lower part of the stem

having the roots on and then submerge this end again,^ new roo s

soon appear at this point, although roots are growing vigorous >
a

few centimeters above. In no case could I ever get a retar ing

influence of the roots to pass down the stem.

The problem to be solved in regeneration seems to t>e

much the growth of parts following a removal (the causes here a
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those that induce growth everywhere), but the cause of non-develop-

ment in the normal life of the plant; and this seems to lie in that

influence which one part may exert over other parts or throughout

the entire plant. A glance will show how universal this is among

plants and the variety of ways in which it may manifest itself. If

the main shoot of spruce is cut off, one or perhaps more of the dor-

siventral plagiotropic lateral shoots will change their nature and

become erect and radial. Many bulbous and tuberous plants do

not produce seeds normally, but if the bulbs or tubers are removed

seed production is then accomplished. This cannot be explained

on the ground of specific bulb and seed forming substances, since

if we assume the existence of these two substances, we must assume

them to be different. Goebel (3, p. 213) says "in the normal

condition the seed formation is hindered because the plastic material

which might be used for the seeds streams into the bulb, where it

IS turned to account in the formation of bulbils for asexual repro-

auction." The assumption is that the nutritive materials, stream-

ing to the point where the bulbs or tubers are to be formed, incite

the formation of these organs; and if these are prevented from
forming, the material will flow toward the flowers and there stimulate

seed formation. This supposition is exactly the opposite of what
actually occurs in plants. The nutritive, or any other soluble material,

diffuses from its point of greatest density in all directions, as well

toward the seed as toward the bulbs, and it will diffuse in one direction

rather than the other because it is there being either changed or

removed from solution by the activity of the cells. The "streaming"
^s not start the growth, but the growth activities remove the

"latenal from solution, and diffusion is set up in that direction due

'\ \^^y^"i^g of the concentration at that place. Growth or other

activities involving a use or change of material must of necessity

precede any movement other than diffusion in all directions. We
^ave no reason for assuming that the food made in the leaves would

^^

use toward the bulb any faster than toward the seed, and \rith

tha h
^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^ well-nourished condition it is scarcely possible

stiU
{;^.^"^°^^^ available would be so slight that the embrj'os would

J
be in a condition of star^•ation so extreme that they could not

en start to grow. If the latter were true, the diffusion of food
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materials from the leaves would be stronger toward this point than

toward the tuber of any other point in the plant. There seems to

be some factor dependent on the presence of growing tubers or bulbs

which prevents the fertilized embrj^os from developing even in the

presence of sufficient food and moisture. Kindred phenomena are

common, e. g., the death of the fern prothallium with the developing

of the embryo. This cannot be due primarily to star^'-ation, since

each cell retains its own mechanism for food manufacture.

Morgan (ii, p. 272) has suggested that these phenomena are

due to differences of tension existing throughout the plastic parts of

the plants. "As long as the apical bud is present at the end of

the stem or branch, or even near the apex, it exerts a pull or tension

that holds the development of the parts in check; but if the apical

bud is removed, the tension is relaxed and the chance for another

bud developing is given." And further, Morgan suggests that

"from the apex of the plant to its base the tension is graded, being

least at the apex and increasing as we pass to the base," so that,

when the apex is removed, "those buds will develop first that are on

the region of least tension, and then development will hold in check

the other buds by increasing or establishing the tension on the lower

part of the piece." Just what this " tension " may be is not vcr}' clear,

and with Goebel I am unable to see that it makes the matter any

plainer. Morgan has suggested later (12) that If this idea of differ-

ences in tension is too vague, it can be given a more practical form

by assuming it to be the outcome of osmotic differences in the cells.

Diligent search has failed to reveal these in Salix or Phaseolus, and

there seems to be no basis for the assumption.

Morgan has more recently modified this hypothesis by another

suggestion (13), according to which the difference in the develop-

ment of buds at the two ends of a piece of stem is due to the relative

state of development of the buds. In the willow, for example, those

toward the apical end have reached a greater degree of matunty

than those lower down, and so naturally are the first to develop-

A few experiments will show this hypothesis to be quite untenable.

Experiments already mentioned have indicated that when we take

two pieces approximately alike, and remove all except the bas

buds from one, these buds will develop simultaneously with t e
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apical buds of the other. Indeed if any bud be selected, and the

stem cut off just above it, the bud develops; but if the stem be cut

off just below this same bud, so as to leave it at the base of the piece,

it vd]l not develop. Two pieces of Salix stem were selected as nearly

alike as possible, and of exactly the same age- At about the center

of each several buds, all alike, were selected; and each piece was

cut in two, one so that these buds remained at the apical end, and

the other so that they were at the basal end. In the former they

developed and in the latter they did not. Experiments could be

multiplied indefinitely to show that all the buds along the stem are

equally able to develop; and whether any particular one does or not

depends on whether the piece be cut so as to leave it near the apical

or basal end.

The development of any plant involves the growth of a few and

the suppression of many potential structures; and this is true not

only of the vegetative buds, but also of other parts. In the ovary

of Tilia, for example, ten ovules are present and may all be fertilized

;

but Vi form

an embryo. A similar event occurs in Pinus and other plants. Were

stru

developing embryos, and some at least would continue for a long time

m a more or less starved condition. In Pinus practically all the

embr>os except one stop growing, while all about them are disinte-

grating tissues Hberating food materials, some of which must pass

tinues growing

embry

bryi

accompanied—or immediately followed—by the development of

other

"^elon, an event that we cannot attribute to any increase of nutrition

resulting from the developing of the embr}0.
In addition to the growth at the meristematic growing points

and along special regions which remain meristematic, as the cam-

l^m,
the capacity for vegetative development is retained by many

?
the differentiated tissues in various parts of the plant body. That

^' as the cells of the embr>'onic tissue differentiate into other forms

may
"se of retaining complete reproductive capacity. So we find
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often matured cells of the leaf or cortex quite as able to form new
I

organs as the cells of the meristematic apex of the shoot. In many

cases, as Tolmiea Menziesii, Cardamine pratensiSy Asphnium bulbi-

ferum^ Camptosorus rhizophyllus^ in the ordinar}^ course of develop-

ment vegetative growing points arise on the leaves as well as on the

shootj and produce new members in the same way. As a rule, the

more luxuriant the growth the more of these buds will be organized

and develop ; but usually, as in Tolmiea, even under the most favor-

able conditions not all the leaves on a plant will produce shoots.

But I have found in this plant that every leaf produces a shoot when

separated from the plant. In Bryophyllum crenatum there are

numerous growing points along the margin of the leaf which do not

usually develop further. They bear a similar relation to the grow-

ing points of the shoot as do the young axial buds of Salix to the

growing point; for when the influence of these shoot buds is

removed, those on the leaf form shoots.

On the other hand, in such leaves as Begonia the cells do not

start to exercise this reproductive power by organizing growing

points so long as they are in connection with other growing points

of the plants; and Goebel showed that in Begonia, upon the removal

of all the growing points of the stem, the leaf will organize them.

The same principle holds for other parts. In many roots the

capacity for shoot development is expressed in the formation of

"suckers," as in willows and other trees; but in other plants, prob-

ably the majority, as in Taraxacum, this ability seems able to express

itself only when the influence of the shoot above has been removed.

Protoplasmic continuity from cell to cell throughout the entire

Hving plant may fairly be accepted as demonstrated and the existence

of various stimuli, either accelerating or retarding, emanating iron^

different masses of tissue and affecting other even somewhat

remote tissues is not at all impossible. Indeed, such a transmission

of stimuli necessarily occurs in many of the tropisms, where e

receptive region is separated by some distance from the region o

response. The whole development of the plant body neces^n^)

involves the suppression of many and the development of ^lati^^

J
few, either actual or potential, primordia; and the means by which

this is accomplished (correlation if we must have a name) under es
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in a most fundamental manner the entire organization of the plant.

All the meristematic tissue and in many cases much of the differ-

entiated tissue contains various potentiahiies of growth, potentialities

which seein impossible of expression while in organic connection

with certain growing parts. This interdependence of parts may be

manifested in an inhibiting influence, as in the case of the roots or

shoots mentioned, or in an accelerating effect, as in the growth of

the fruit and adjoining parts after fertilization, or perhaps more

correctly with the developing of the embr)-o. The experiments

described indicate that the means of accomplishing this, that is the

means by which, for example, a terminal bud suppresses the develop-

ment of the other growing points on the stem or leaf, do not lie in

the withdrawal by the former of the nutritive materials or the

water. The theory of specific formative materials fails to account

for it ; nor does the tension hypothesis add anything to our knowl-

edge of the process. Correlation, the endeavor of the plant to

replace something lacking (Driesch), and form-stimulus {Korper-

jormreizen of Noll) are statements of the phenomenon and not at

all explanations.

Protoplasmic stimuli emanating from various parts, reachmg

often throughout the entire organism, and affecting the behavior of

the protoplasm of even remote portions are quite conceivable; so

also are the formation and diffusion of ferments controlling growth;

hut we have yet no evidence of the existence of either.

SUMMARY.

summary
made as follows: The occurrence of regeneration in plants usually

involves the replacement of parts removed, but the same resuk is

often obtained when the organ is not removed, but is prevented from

functioning. It is often inseparable from the ordinar}^ growth of the

plant, as for example when buds arise on the leaves of Tolmiea or

amine m ordinary
plants; and the causes here are, no doubt, not different from those

l^at induce the origin of buds on the growing points of the stem,

^he plant possesses innumerable growing points either organized or

I^tentlal, the vast maioritv of which must not be allowed to develop
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if the plant body is to retain anything like a definite organization.

In most cases this development does not occur in the ordinar}^ life

of the plant, because these cells, capable of producing new organs,

are held in check by those parts already growing. This non-

development does not seem to be due to any lack of those conditions

that favor growth, as nutrition and moisture; or to such influences

as light and gravity; or to a lack of definite ''formative substance;"

but to some influence independent of all these,, which an organ,

acting perhaps along the protoplasmic connections, is able to exert

over other parts and so prevent their growth. When this influence

is removed, the favorable growth condition, present all the time,

permits the growth of the part to occur. In such a controlling

influence of growing organs over the numerous potential growing

points throughout the plant there exists very evidently a principle

of fundamental importance in plant organization.

The University of Chicago.
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A BOTANICAL SURVEY OF THE HURON RIVER VALLEY.

III. THE PLANT SOCIETIES OF THE BAYOU AT YPSILAXTI,

MICHIGAN.

Forrest B. H. Brown.

(with map and five figures)

introduction.

The materials for the present paper were collected from a detailed

survey of an area of sixty acres, known as the "bayou/' which lies

to the west and southwest of the Ypsilanti Highland Cemetery. It

includes steep slopes, a large bayou, with a stretch of floodplain and

stream, embracing a wide variety of conditions. From a reconnais-

sance of the entire course of the stream, it was found that many of

the ecological conditions occurring from the source to the mouth

were represented at the bayou area. In this small territory, the

plant societies have reached an unmolested development, exceptionally

favorable for their study.

The results here presented are the outcome of an attempt (i) to

determine what plant societies are clearly represented, paying spedal

attention to those which are found also in other parts of the stream

course; (2) to determine so far as possible, from existing evidence,

the influence of the factors of the environment which, both past and
__ _ _ * « •

xpla

stream

different line of study from the two previous papers of this series,

in which the glacial lakes included within the valley have been made

the subject of treatment. A careful record of all species found upon

the area was kept and a complete herbarium made, which is to be left

"'''"'''' -----
^^ The work was carried

Michig,

M
desires to express his indebtedness to him for many helpful suggestions

DESCRIPTION.

Topography In the vicinity of

Ann Arbor, Ypsilanti, and other parts of its lower course, the Huron

River flows through a wide valley with flats bordered by bluffs, often

g
[OCTOBER

I
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very steep, which rise to a height of some 90 feet above the water.

The portion mapped is a fair type of the portion between Ypsilanti

and Rawsonville, a village four miles southeast of the bayou.

stream

to reach a linear distance

of four.

2. Geological HISTORY.

•The cemetery bluff, shown
in the upper middle part of

the map (p. 266) and also in

h- ^, is a portion of an old

sand bar, "which trends

north about a mile, and con-

nects with a beach leading
in from the west,whichforms
the continuation of the
western or main ridge found
south of the Huron River. "^

^ nis beach is one of two ancient sand bar.

marking the northwest shore

journey

Fig. I.^. The cemetery bluff, shown in the

upper middle part of map; a portion of an
« If

formed

Mau series of large glacial lakes

Later a
change of outlet permitted the water to subside, forming Lake

Maumee^
~-j -^ ^ i^vci s^uiiie 75 leer oeiow me upper iviauiutrc uca<^ii-

^unng its existence this lake formed the well defined Belmore beach,
^^^ting the river about thrpp milpc; cmifhp^iQf of ihe. bavou. Still

about the formation—0.V.V.11CC ui LUC waters orougnt aoout tne lormaiion vi j^ar.^.

^rren, by whose waves the Forest beaches were made at levels of

to 90 feet below the Belmore, and at a distance of more than
seven mil.c ..^u„„ .

P^^^ ^^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^^^ .^ ^ ^^^^^^hstreamf „ ""-^ uwv^ii biifaiii. r rom iius point incic 13 a oii^i.^

xed sand dunes extending to within eight miles of Lake Erie,

uurinp- tViA T „u„ t^*- . . t . _ t-_j — t- ,.Maumee and water had not yet-o V..V, j^dive iviaumee stages, ice ana warer nau uui ;vl

ncovered the bayou area, except for high points of the sand bar.

Whittlesey •'as cutting its first

Basins ^jf^^^^' ^•' Glacial formations and drainage features of the Erie and Ohio

^- S. Geol. Survey 4i:chaps. 14-16.
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bluffs. As the waters had now subsided only about 50 feet, the

bluff was as yet under water; but the part

the first vegetation to come in. It was not

cemetery

Warren

at its mouth, cut still deeper in its channel and exposed the base of

the cemeter)' bluff. The land area which was for a time submerged

Fig. 2.

—

Carex strida, the deepest water sedge here, appears on the advance of

^e of sedges, and forms tufts of great compactness and strength.

and then exposed by degrees forms the large relatively level portion

Mich
Lake Erie and the Detroit River, and nearly the same distance

southward into Ohio. Westward from the basin area the surface

IS broken up into countless hills, ridges, and kettle-holes, characteristic

0* the morainal regions. It has been known for some time that the

vegetation in this portion of the Huron-Erie basin is distinct from

Jhat of the morainal area, with a line of tension in sight of the cast

^mits of the city of Ypsilanti; but an explanation of this has not yet

be
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3. The soils,—The distribution of surface soils is important

because of the relations existing between soil types and plant societies.

The floodplain, while having areas of peaty earth about the center

and between the ponds and bluff, with an outwash of sand at the

northwest and southeast, is fundamentally of compact till, which

underlies the whole region and frequently appears elsewhere at the

surface. The east bluffs are more porous, being composed of gravel

or sand. A long ridge of mineral soil readies from the northwest,

forming a low barrier along the stream to the marsh about

the bay, where it is bordered by peat-Hke earth. Humus

present everywhere except on the washed slopes of the

bluffs.- At the east is a line 600 feet in length,

following the base of the cemetery bluff, where

sand borders the till below with the

sharpness of exposed strata. A pro&le

was made through B (map), shown m

fig. J, which further explains this

-*' peculiarity in the structure of the

:lil
^^ —r — O

~)f^''i^c ^^*Z

Fig. 3.—Profile through B, map, showing influence of plant associations m pre-

venting the outwash of soil, and in the formation of beds of peat; A, black oak, ,

black locust; C, yellow oak {Quercus acuminata); D, bur oak; S, seepage spnngs.

E, shrubs {Betula pumila); scale 60 feet to the inch.

along
blufif. The sand or gravel-capped bluff, with seepage springs

its soil line, and with its structure plainly revealed by the pant

common

4. Soil water.—The conditions of soil moisture, as influenced

J^
var}ing soils and differences of elevation, have an obvious prese

bearing upon the distribution of plant societies. C^^.^^^^°"^

^^
extreme dryness are to be found in places along the brink o

^

steeper bluffs, where the combined effects are felt from the porou^

nature of the soil, elevation, and exposure to drj-ing effects of ^^i^^

and heat. More soil moisture is found on descending the slope »

abrupt

occur.

v-..^..^^ .ixcj i^c auiujjL aiwii5 o^.x xx,.^.^ ..— _.

^f coring
There is a slow but constant flow and percolation oi ^v
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water from the base of the bluffs to the central ponds, giving rise to one

of the main differences between the conditions existing in the bayou

and the usual kettle-hole swamp or bog in which water is more or

less standing. The ridge along the west is usually free from

T^-atcr, although always moist.

surface

THE PLANT SOCIETIES.

The vegetation of the bayou and bluffs consists of a number of

plant societies, which may be treated under three heads.

I. Peat-FORMING societies.—Under this head are included the

societies commencing with the deepest submerged vegetation and

reaching landward as far as the elms, r^d and green ash, and silver

maple of the floodplain. A connected account of each in its order

is given because the vertical succession of societies which occurs

here seems to have been a common one on the wide floodplam areas

below Ypsilanti, and would appear to possess some unusual features m
the light of what has been written regarding the floodplains of other

river valleys. This group comprises 131 species, or 32 per cent, of

all species found upon the area surveyed. Seven distinct societies

may be distinguished in order as follows, the number of species being

given in parenthesis: i, pondwecd (7); 2, waterlily (5); 3, water

smartweed (6); 4, Typha-Sparganium (10)
;'

5, water sedge (19);

6, willow (71); 7, tamarack (13); total 131 species.

The first society is submerged, consisting chiefly of species of

Potamogeton, and occurs only in the stream. The growth offers

resistance to the flow of water, checking the current, and causes

deposit of suspended particles in addition to that arising from vege-

table decay. Following upon the submerged society, there appears

one of floating plants, which still further checks the current. The

waterlilies secure a firm anchorage. The white wateriily {Castalia

odorata) is more common in the current. The yellow pond lily

{^ymphaea advena) commences just back of this and occupies^ the

bays where the current moves more slowly or is scarcely perceptible.

The exchange of species in relation to habitat is best shown between

tlie bay and the current {map). With the presence of the waterUly

society, there is a marked tendency to secure room near the water

surface. The potamogetons appear to rely on the anchorage offered
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by the waterlilies, sending out long stems with leaves clustered above.

In this zone, when the surface of the water is quiet, occur such plants

as Utricularia, Lemna, Spirodela, and Riccia. Peat-Hke material

rapidly accumulates below as growth proceeds above. The inter-

firm

The several kinds of water smartweed are most active in forming

this mat, although the yellow pond lilies add a good deal of firmness.

At length the intervening space between the surface growth above

and the substratum below^ becomes filled in with an oozy accumula-

tion of peat, and gradually two marsh societies appear, the Typha-

Sparganium and the water sedge. These marsh plants are charac-

terized by the possession of thickly matted root systems and rhizomes.

Carex stricta is the deepest water sedge here. It appears on the

advance of the hne of sedges and forms tufts of great compactness

and strength. These tufts persist through subsequent changes that

occur, and long after the death of the sedge itself, finally become

covered with Potentilla jrulicosa and turf-forming grasses. They

give rise to the peculiar mound or hummock configuration so charac-

teristic of the numerous valley meadows which have been built up

in this way. Sedges build up the peat bed in two ways: (i) by the

death of the aerial parts; and (2) by the death of the roots and

rootstocks, the latter often the more rapid of the two processes.

As the surface becomes rather free from w^ater and firm, there

appear the first woody types. Shrubby species of Salix are the first

to grow in abundance, covering many parts so densely that other

forms are almost excluded. Rhus venenata, Naumburgia thyrs'ipra,

Aschpias incarnata, and Scutellaria lateriflora act as pioneers in

seizing decaying timbers, islands of sedge, and similar places of

advantage. This results in the formation of a willow or uia..--

swamp society, the vegetation of which is richer in individuals and

species than that of any other association. From the map it ^
be seen that the arboreal species of Salix are confined chiefly to the

ridge, which is mainly till in this portion. The shrubby kinds, on

the other hand, prevail over the beds of black peat bordering the

water.

Part of the drained swamp area has culminated in tamarack and

other plants with xerophytic characters similar to those characteristic
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of the flora of the so-called undrained swamps. This stage does not

appear to have been uncommon in the wider parts of the valley, and

possesses points of unusual interest. This association forms a cres-

metery

(fig. 2 and map)

200far as the water sedge. It is here 700 feet long and

containing the following species listed in order of their relative

abundance: Sclrpus americanus, Carex filijormis, Koellia flexuosa,

arp

Lysimachia quadrijolia, Campanula aparinoides, Lobelia Kahnii,

Aster junceus, Parnassia caroliniana, RyncJiospora alba, Gerardia

paupcrcula, SoUdago Riddellii, Sarracenia purpurea, Larex laricina

(once abundant, but now removed for firewood).

On comparing the composition of this society with that of others,

It was found that the above species are peculiar to the one society

and occur rarely if at all outside of it. A si

occurs between it and neighboring societies. As a whole it may be

station is the most distinct of all those studied.

V\uh but two exceptions all species are perennials, and a certain

likeness of form characterizes the members, as if mutually adapted

to xerophytic conditions, causing the vegetation to stand out in

contrast ^rith the neighboring broad-leaved hydrophytes. Regarding
tnis group of plant societies the following points are to be noted.

I. Of the whole group, 5 per cent, of the species were found to

be submerged, 32 per cent, amphibious, and 63 per cent, terrestrial.

The willow society is richest in species, containing more than twice

the number of species found in any other society of this group, and
s igntly more than any society to be discussed later.

2. Of the agencies active in filling the bayou, the first place is

assigned to vegetation
{fig. 5). Not more than one-third the material

^ntenng into the composition of earth so formed is inorganic matter,

e proportion often being smaller. From the areas of organic soil

requently occurring along the flats it is plain that the process has

.

^^ ^^ ^^^^ve in past as in present times, converting numerous stand-
i"g pools and deserted channels into drj- land surface supporting
a thrifty forest growth.

3- ^ lost of the common species are gregarious, and tension lines
are sharply marked.
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4. The vertical succession of societies which build up the drained

swamp may culminate in tamarack and other plants with xeroph}iic

adaptations.

5. The bayou vegetation is similar to that of like areas along the

stream, and only minor differences were brought out; but on com-

paring this vegetation with that of the glacial lakes about Ann Arbor,

the most pronounced differences were discovered when the respective

swamp and bog societies were compared. Andromeda polijolia,

Chamaedaphne calyculata, Arethusa hulhosa, Sarracenia purpurea,

Oxycoccus macrocarpus, Drosera rotundijolia, and sphagnums are

common about lakes, but absent or very rare along the stream. In

both cases, however, there is a dominance of northern forms.

2. Floodplain societies.—The series of changes taking place

in the previous group are continued until swamps and pools disappear,

to be replaced by a dense woods of mixed mcsophytic species. Three

societies appear, often with a more or less zonal arrangement.

(i) Moist sedge society.—TMiiiormmg grasses here make their

first appearance, but are not able to replace entirely the terrestrial

sedges, which occupy occasional areas.

(2) Elm-ash-maple society.—Thitre is little space not occupied by

tree growth, except where clearings have been made. Populus

tremuloides and P. deltoides appear early as pioneers, followed later

by Ulmus americana, U. pubescens, Fraxinus 'pennsylvanica, F.

lanceolata, F. nigra, Acer saccharinum, A. rubrum, Plaianus occi-

dentalism and Tilia americana; which make up a woods character-

isticaUy mixed, dense, and vine-clad. Of the herbaceous forms,

only the most shade-enduring kinds with broad thin leaves are to be

met with in the forest. Of these Urticastrum divaricattm, Acnida

Walnut

pumila

most
of this association is Juglans nigra, which appears to have been

uniformly distributed, and often over three feet in diameter, as

shown by stumps. It is one of the arboreal types which shows a

tendency to follow along streams or bodies of water. It occurs

mixed with Juglans cinerea, Quercus macrocarpa, Hicoria minitna,

Quercus platanoides, and other species. It was attempted to char-

acterize the group as a bur oak-walnut association. This "sv-as
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abandoned because the bur oak was found to occur not alone in moist

situations, but with equal frequency under much more xerophytic

conditions, such as prevail in the oak openings a few miles west

from Ann Arbor. However, the bur oak of these drier situations

differs in appearance from the walnut association form, which has

drooping branches with heavy corky ridges. The walnut society

occurs in the better drained parts of the floodplain and for a short

distance up from the base of the slopes, as shown in the map. It

grows best of all in the coves. Along the tension line nearest the

water Carpinus caroliniana is common; along the drier tension line

Osirya vlrginiana is rarely absent. The most common associated

herbaceous species arc Houston ia ciliolata, Mesadena airipiicifolia,

Allium canadense, Verhesina alternifolia, Homaloccnchrus virginicus,

Falcata comosa, and F. Pitcheri.

As a whole the vegetation of the floodplain is mesophytic. Its

growth differs from that of the peat-forming group in being mainly

forest, in the tendency of its species to grow in mixture, in possessing a

greater number of southern forms in its composition, and in the greater

shade endurance of its species. The composition does not varj- much
m similar parts of the valley, but certain elements occur which sen^e

to distinguish the stream-course type from that which occurs in the

more remote parts of the valley, where mesophytic associations are

found. Plalaniis occidentalis, Juglans nigra, Hicoria laciniosa,

nouslonia ciliolata, Quercus acuminata, Meihomia canadensis, Fraxr-

»«^ pennsylvanica, F. lanceolata, and Acer saccharinum occur char-

actenstically along stream; but Fagus americana, Acer Saccharum,

Mmina triloba, and associated species, forming a distinct maple-

beecli society in some other parts of the valley, are rarely met with

on the floodplain.

3- Bluff societies.—Like the floodplain, the bluffs arc covered
^vith forest, but of a quite different character. The woods are more
open and share in common with other vegetation numerous xerophytic

adaptations. Four societies need to be distinguished in an account
of existing relations.

(i) Oak-hickory society.—^^yond. the few hickories at the north,
t IS society is Httle represented at the bayou. This may be partly

explained by the absence of the more moist till slopes, upon which
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it is abundantly represented in the vicinity. A variety of hickories

is found, most common of which are Hicoria ovata, H. alba, H.

odoraia, and H. glabra. These are associated with Qiiercus rubra,

and Q. alba is present.

The other vegetation also shows a number of easily recognized

characteristics. The proportion of leguminous species (Mclilotus,

Trifolium, Vicia) is high; composites (Aster laevis and other summer-

blooming species) are frequent ; Podophyllum peltatum, Erjlhronium,

Muhlenbergia dijjusa, Scrophularia marylandica, and Cornus candi-

dissima are common species. Counting in the smaller vegetation,

the society is not rich in species, but is rich in southern forms.

(2) Black oak society.—The cemetery bluff conditions, brought

about partly by the porous sand and partly by slope, are much more

arid than the till bluffs. The hickories and red oak disappear from

the forest, and Quercus velutina becomes most common, 53 per cent,

of the individuals on the slope above the 760-foot contour line being

black oaks. Quercus alba is common, and in places west of Ann

Arbor Q. imbricaria.

Comparing the other vegetation with that of the oak-hickor)'

society, it is found that equal differences exist. The May apple is

rarely found; there are fewer leguminous species; ericaceous shrubs

are common; and the proportion of composites is high. The vege-

tation is rich in species, characteristic of which are Lespedeza capMa,

L, violacea, Solidago caesia, S. speciosa, S. nemoralis, S. rigidd,

GauUheria procumhens, Gaylussacia resinosa, Vaccimum vacUhns,

Angelica villasa, Viola pedata, Lupinus perennis.

All of the numerous species of grass which clothe the steeper

slopes have prominent adaptations serv'ing to bind down- and hold

the soil from outwash. They are all perennials, have deep root

systems, strong woody stems and rhizomes, and grow in compact

tufts which offer the greatest resistance both to being torn apart an

to being displaced. Even loose sand, which otherwise would be

quickly washed away, is by this means held in place indefinitely, an

the steepness of slope so formed is often surprisingly great. It^^^

found that the angle of repose of the dry sand composing the b u

^

was 28° 35'. The mean angle of the slope was 39° SS'J
or the actua

slope of the bluff as held by the soil binders is 11° 20' steeper t
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the dry, loose sand would take by gravity alone. Andropogon

scoparius, A. furcatus, Chrysopogon avenaceus, and Stipa sparka

are the most common of these soil binders.

(3) Jumper heath.—The conifers are restricted to open or unfa-

vorable situations, and thrive where other arborescent forms do not.

Only isolated individuals of juniper and cedar are met with at the

bayou; but southeast from the city are found slopes covered by them.

On the brink of a bluff which has been undermined by the stream

so as to leave the slopes bare of any vegetation, Junipenis comminih

makes an early appearance. From this point it throws out decum-

bent rooting stems, which, partly directed by the movement of the

unstable soil, come to extend down the slope, and the growth is con-

tinued from above downward. A covering is soon made, in which

also occur /. virginiana, Lepargyraea canadensis, Rhus aromafka,

and Stipa spartea.

None of the other societies occur under conditions equally xero-

phytic. The juniper and cedar are most common {fig. 4), but not

so characteristic of such situations as other less frequent members,

like buffalo berrj- or porcupine grass. If we compare slopes of differ-

ent ages, evidence will be found showing that the juniper slope is

transformed into an oak slope as conditions become more favorable

for the growth of vegetation. In the heath appear Popihis grandi-

dentata and P. tremuloides and seedlings of black locust, basswood,

and oak. Cedar Bend, Ann Arbor, has gone a step farther. Here

the oaks are dominant, but there is still much juniper, cedar, and

aspen. Even the final black oak stage is not without decayed logs,

stumps, and isolated individuals, suggesting the former prevalence

of the juniper and other members of that society.

(4) Thicket societies.—One of the most characteristic features of

the river vegetation as a whole is the large proportion and variety of

shrubs which it contains. Along the bluffs these shrubs occur either

^ scattered individuals or mixed together as thickets or undergrowth.

The numerous species of thorn and bramble, Ampelopsis, Smilax,

^elastrus, Vitis, and other vines, occur most frequently in dense

^xed thickets, where an open ledge or slope affords a chance. Rhus
''^rta and R, glabra, however, do not tend to mix with other shrubs,

^!
^^'en with each other, but form patches of pure growth, which

istmguish at once the sumac thicket from all others.
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As a whole, the bluff vegetation is made up of light-requiring

species. The prevailing forest trees arc among the least shade-

enduring kinds to be found in the region. Such trees never crowd

together to form the dense type of woods common on the floodplain;

but, hke the black oak woods, or like the openings of bur oak west

of Ann Arbor, the trees stand far enough apart to permit an abundant

w

Fig. 4.—Washed slope in juniper-heath stage; the ground juniper appears in

patches in the foreground, with red cedar forming a dense grove in the backgroun ;

near Rawsonville, Michigan.

growth of smaller vegetation to spring up in the woods. Also there

is less tendency to growth in mixture. The sumac and junipers are

gregarious, and there is not the variety of trees in the oak woods that

there is in case of the more mesophytic kinds. The tendency of the

black oak group to occur on sands, and of the hickories to occur on

clays, are among the most constant relations which societies n.

been found to bear to soil types.
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OTHER BIOLOGICAL GROUPS,

The account thus far deals mainly with indigenous plants which

seem to bear a more or less constant relation to the environment,

and includes a total of 316 species which have been classified into

societies. There remain eighty-four species found upon the area

sun-eyed, which occur in widely vaiyang situations- These have

been classified into two groups.

1. The heterophytes.—a group of twenty-one native species

were found to occur in so wide a range of habitat as to be best termed

heterophytes. The most common of these are Onagra biennis,

Taraxacum Taraxactim, Poa praiensis, Aster novae-angliae^ and

SoUdago canadensis.

2. Introduced weeds.—A second group, the exotics, embracing

the introduced weeds, is characterized by a similar wide range of

habitat. Their presence is due solely to the agency of man, and

serves to indicate the extent to which he has changed the composition

of the original vegetation by clearing away the forest and cultivating

areas in the vicinity. Nearly one-seventh of all the species collected

at the bayou have been introduced. Of these fifty-two are European,

four {Amaranlhus retroflexus, Chenopodium amhrosioides, Mollugo

verliciUafa, Datura Tatula) are tropical American; one {Ailanthus

glandulosd) Chinese; one {Lonicera Taiarica) northern Asiatic; one

[Ahiitilon AhutUon) southern Asiatic. The important fact is brought

out in the study of the bayou vegetation that the aquatic and swamp

societies are almost free from introduced species. Only five species were

found in this area: Solanum Dulcamara, Mentha piperita, Roripa

'nasturtium, Salix piirpur
fined ma inlv tr^ fi,^ j_„- . j

These were con-

-_ swamp. The juniper-heath is also nearly

[ree from exotic species. The largest number of exotic species occurs

^ the grain-bearing or grass-producing societies, the highest percen-

tage being associated with the black oak and the oak-hickory societies.
J-

PROMINENT INTER-RELATIONS.
From the fact that members of a plant society live together under

common conditions, it is to be expected that individual species of a

gi-oup would possess common adaptations and hence resemble one
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another. This is seen to be the case in the tamarack society, for

example, where there is a marked morphological resemblance. But

it is possible to trace the resemblance much further. With this in

view, the percentages of spring, summer, and autumn blooming

species were obtained for each society. Fall percentages were taken

as positive, summer percentages as zero, and spring percentages as

negative, the results being shown in the accompanying table. A

SUMMER

AND THE NORTHERN TEMPERATE, AND

SOUTHERN SPECIES IN EACH SOCIETY.

Species Time of blooming Geogkaphical distribution

No. Society

No.
of

sp.

5

62

2

26

46

1

1

3

71

10

6

5

Spring Summer Fall

Value

Nort
f

No.

4

4

2

6

I

9

28

5

hem

Temper-
ate and
Conti-
nental

Southern
+ Value

No.

5

8

20

22

I

2

32

3

3

%
100

40

48

15

' 45

16

30

17

No.

45

2

%

73

100

No.

2

I

1

%

3

4

1

1

%
80

6

4

13

33

70

40

27

i

No.

29

2

15

25

3T

2

4

32
1

13

8

4

5

6

%

47

100

58

50

67

67

30

45

68

80

66

100

100

No.

I

29

1

II

23

9

1

II

I

2

2

%

20

47 !

42

46

20

15

5

20

34

I Juniper-heath.

.

— 100
-60

2 — 22
+41

3

4 Oak-hickory. .

.

17 65 — 27
+42

5 Walnut
1

30

24

2

1

IT

39

16

7

6

S

60

52

67

85

55

84

70

100
_

100

83

-40
,

+42

6 Elm-ash-maple -48
+7

1

7 Moist sedge...

.

-33
-33

1

Ate Jl

8 15
-70

9 WiUow -45
-25

TO Water sedge..

.

-16
^12

II Typha-
Sparganium

.

-30
+ 20

12

. .

Water
smartweed .

.

+ 34

13

14 Pondweed 6 I -17

s
>

curve was then plotted from the summation of such percentages.

The cur\'e suggests that in general similar societies possess simi ar

habit. The societies which bloom earHcst have a high per cent.

northern forms. Like many of the willows, poplars, and mapj^

the flowers often appear before the leaves. Also the leaves

and the fruit matures before more southern types Hke the oak, ic

or>', wahiut, and sycamore. The bluff societies, except for the juniper,

possess the southern habit.

unfold
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The trees are mainly nut-bearing and ripen their fruits, unfold

their leaves^ and bloom relatively late. Thus we commonly see a

tamarack swamp or a floodplain forest with young foliage well along

before the surrounding oaks have begun to show marked signs of life.

Both cur\-es show that the highest per cent, of vernal as well as north-

em forms occurs in the floodplain societies and on the juniper slopes.

The highest per cent, of southern forms occurs along the favorable

slopes of the bluff and in the aquatic societies.

CONTROLLING FACTORS.

1. Climatic.—A number of species have been pointed out whose

distribution is more or less restricted to the stream, ahhough this

will be shown to be less true near the mouth. Most common of these

are the hickories, walnut, yellow oak {Q. acuminata), red elm, silver

maple, red and green oak, sycamore, hoptree, Rhus aromatica, Juni-

perus communis, J. virginiana, Iris versicolor, Meihomia canadensis,

M. grand
iflora. Ambrosia triflda, Dioscorea villosa, Sanguisorha

canadensis, and Mesadenia atriplicijolia. Most of these are near

the northern limits of their range. Since many of these forms occur

in a ^\ider range of habitat in the south, it may be assumed that cli-

mate plays some part independent of other factors in causing such

species to become limited to the neighborhood of the stream.

2. Atmospheric—The fact that the forest is usually open along

the edge of the bluffs seems to account in large part for the presence

^ere of the juniper and associated species. Their behavior indicates

exacting light requirements, as they thrive only in open situations,

and early show a decline when shaded. To a less degree the sumac
society occupies open places in a similar manner.

3- Mechanical.—The mechanical effects of stream erosion are

continually bringing about changes of topography and soil to which
the plant societies are in turn conforming. Ahhough a number of

bluffs are being denuded by the cutting of the current, the floodplain

areas are not likely to be very greatly increased; since it has been
shown that a stream cuts within the limits of a belt not over eighteen

times the width of the stream at that point.^ The fact that Populus

.

' J^^fERSON, M. S. W., Limiting width of meander belts. Nat. Geog. Mag.
373-384. 1902.
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and Salix are often the first woody types to appear on the exposed

places of the floodplain and bluffs appears to be due to nothing

beyond the fact that they were first on the ground. Judging from

tlie shrubs, dispersal by wind may be more rapid than dispersal by

animals, but it is certainly far less prevalent, as will be shown later.

4. Edaphic.—Of all the local conditions, the societies sustain the

most obvious relation to the amount of available moisture in the soil.

It is this which in large measure gives the distinctive characters to

the bluff societies as compared with those of the floodplain or the peat-

forming group. The relation which tension lines bear to water

supply takes on particular interest in case of the bayou peat-forming

societies indicated in the map. There is a slope toward the center

in which there occurs a pond-like bay. The main part of the sur-

face water discharged from the seepage springs along the cemeter}-

bluff is carried to the southeast to a point near the fence, where it

makes a good sized stream as it flows directly to the ponds. A similar

discharge of surface water comes from several points along the elm-

ash-maple zone. The map shows the general tendency of tension

lines to arrange themselves concentrically about the bay; also a

tendency to arrange themselves parallel to the stream, and the com-

plex pattern of the peat-forming societies is the resultant of these

conflicting tendencies.

A chemical analysis was made of the soil water about the spnngs

in the hope that peculiarities might be detected to account for the

xerophytic adaptations noticed in the vegetation. The water was

found to be neither acid nor alkaline. It contains sulfates, chlor-

ids, and carbonates, with iron, calcium, and sodium, but not differ-

ent from the usual spring water. The water, however, is cold an

keeps the swamp at a low temperature. There are five of the societies

which stand in so definite a relation to soil types that they give fair v

reliable information as to the kind of soil merely by their occurrence.

The black oak society may be taken to indicate dry sand or grave^^,

the oak-hickory society, till or clay; the tamarack society, V^^'

the elm-ash-maple society, wet soils; the maple-bccch society, nc

ness of soil. Such soil relations do not appear to be limited to

valley alone, but to hold true over a considerable area outside

^
5. BiOTic FACTORS.—It is due to the interaction of one hk
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upon another that there have been produced areas of turf which

otherwise would have been very limited or w^holly absent. Along

metery It is

not sharp like the swamp lines; but, like the usual upland type,

there is an area over which the societies blend. Poa compressa,

Andropogon scopariUs, A. jurcatus, and Stipa spartea crowd their way

for a distance of one to six feet into the turf of Poa pratensis and

Trifolium repens, w^hcre they fade out altogether.

It is plain that animal life has played an important if not a chief

part in the dispersal of seeds in the valley. Squirrels and like animals

were formerly more common than now, but birds are yet numerous;

the blue-jays,3 cat bird/ and crow blackbird^ alone feed upon a

variety of fruits that includes more than one-half of the woody

species at the bayou, exclusive of the large trees.

Besides these, there are the red-winged blackbird, vireo, oriole,

woodpeckers, song sparrows, cowbirds, and robins, which are com-

"lon all along the stream and are known to devour fruits. This

shrubs

small trees in the open places of the forest. At the bayou there are

sixty-one species of this kind, 82 per cent, of which have adaptations

for seed dispersal by animals; 72 per cent, have the brightly colored

fruits eaten by birds, of these 22 are red, 10 black, 7 blue, and 5 white.

It is possible that this may indicate something with regard to the

relative attractiveness of the several colors.

bluff

fruits

societies, and are most numerous with the juniper, sumac, and

black oak. This fact is not so easily explained by any habit of the

birds as it is by the character of the woods. The same relations

true

202.
Yearbook

.

/JXTDD, S. D., Birds of a Maryland farm. Bull. 17, U. S. Dept. Agric. Div.

Biol- Sur^•eJ p. 104.

sBeal
bobol

^- "ept. Agric, Div. Biol. Survey, p. 64.

Bull. 13.

^43.
.
The crow blackbirds and their food.

804
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It is

where the forest has been undisturbed. Blueberry, barberr}-, black-

berry, hackberry, huckleberry, raspberry, strawberr}^, currants,

cornel, cedar, juniper, sumac, sassafras, black cherry, pin cherry,

choke cherry, and black haw occur commonly in the dry sand of oak

woods, less commonly with the hickories, and least of all in the

maple-beech woods. Oaks, however, have thin crowns, are not

shade-enduring, and do not grow crowded together, forming open

woods that give a chance for the growth of a variety of herbs, shrubs,

and vines on the forest floor. On the other hand, the beech, maple,

and ash are distinctly shade-enduring, have thick crowns, and grow

crowded together, forming a dense woods in which there is little

chance for undergrowth to come in. In such woods there are so

few shrubs and vines that the average w^oodsman is not aware of their

presence at all, and finds himself at a loss to account for the thick

berry patch that springs up wherever he cuts a few trees.

plain that seeds are scattered in all woods, but only the open woods

afford a chance for their growth.

6. The historic factor.—The presence of Sarracenia near cold

seepage springs, and of the white pine on the bluffs, suggests that

those plants may be relics of a past northern flora, which folloT\-ed

closely the retreat of the ice. While the tamarack society probably

does not date back to this period in its origin, its flora may have been

derived in large part from species so left, in the same way that t e

juniper-heath spreads out over exposures as fast as made on

bluffs. The fact that 70 per cent, of the species associated are north-

ern adds confirmation, and accounts for the dissimilarity between 1

and neighboring societies. With further investigation it does not

seem improbable that many if not all of the peat bog forms may

found lurking in the neighborhood of springs of this character.

be

pl

a pronounced southern flora. A few northern forms occur ma
^^

floodplain societies; but the oak-hickory society, m whic
_^

occurs a high per cent, of southern forms, has so few northern sp

that their occurrence may be regarded as accidental.
^ , ^^t

(fig. 5) shows how in land situations southern tendencies fa e

as conditions become more and more unfavorable.
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SUMMARY
* i

I. The bayou of Ypsilanti, as indicated in the sketch of its geo-

logical history, is of relatively late origin, and relics of postglacial

floras have been nearly obliterated by more recent changes, which

render the portion of the valley directly affected by the stream not so

suitable for the preservation of ancient floras as the secluded swamps

/.Co I «*r/*

sumaC ..

Ulack ook

Ook hUkoff

Wofnuf .. ,

Elrr^'Osh-mpi.

W,ii Ixt/

Jyphat

U/ah^ niy

'Pond u/

^/^r<^aDii^rT7:,..„J..,.^ .. *.*....... ..,...*.•----•-••• "-""'-^*"""

^a^cy'- 'srr?arfw/^e<i

,. ..-...•-- .-"-—* -

A. R
curves

Fig. ^.~a, curve of period of bloom; B, curve of geographical distribution;

^^ bogs of the morainal regions. But the seepage springs and bluff

exposures of sufficient age and isolation still retain such reUcts of a

past northern flora which followed closely the retreat of the ice.
^

2- The societies of river swamps, such as the bayou here described,

are distinct from those of the lake swamp or bog. In both, however,

^erophytic adaptations are conspicuous, which cannot be explained

^.
^^^ absence of drainage currents nor by the presence of humus
s.

F

3. The peat-forming societies show sharp tension lines, conforming

^ depth of water, characteristic of pond vegetation. Such tension
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lines become obscured in the floodplain societies, and still more so in

the bluff societies, but in each of them the relation of distribution to

soil water, as a controlling factor, is plainly marked. The definite

relation of certain societies to soil types, shown to exist here, appears

to be due primarily to the capacity of. these various soils for water.

4. Of other factors to which the plant societies are evidently

related, the influence of light is conspicuously manifest, as for exam-

ple in the place taken by Hght-requiring species in the bluff vegeta-

tion. Quite as manifest, though far more complicated, is the

coincident operation of biotic factors, which are so numerous and

varied in their manifold interrelations as still to demand much

special study.

species in early bloomli^

societies, the occurrence of various southern forms along the nver

near the northern limit of their range, the occupation of favorable

places by societies of distinctively southern cast, and of unfavorable

ones by those of pronounced northern composition, are all indicative

of the close relation of the members of these societies to slowly chang-

ing climatic conditions, A discussion of the migrations of these

plants in connection with geographic and climatic changes is deferred

until a greater accumulation of data has been made.

University of Michigan,

Ann Arbor.

5. The high per cent, of northern



THE SPORE COATS OF SELAGINELLA.

COXTRIBUTIONS FROM THE HULL BOTANICAL LABORATORY.
LXXX.

Florence Lyon.

(with plates X AND Xl)

Since the development of the modern technique in botany, com-

paratively little has been done in investigating the mode of formation

of cell walls or of spore coats, and botanists are still much in the

dark as to the nature, as well as the morphology, of certain complex

structures protecting the protoplasm of spores. A recent contribu-

tion to this subject by Fitting' is of special importance, because

as a result of his study of the development of the spore coats of cer-

tain species of Selaginella, he advanced a theory that they grow

quite independently of the protoplasm of the spore, with which during

the time of their greatest increase in bulk they have no organic con-

nection except at one point. This, of course, is rcvolutionar>' and
quite at variance with all previous ideas of the growth of membranes;
and if it is true that protoplasm "can act at a distance," and without

organic connection can build massive structures, the fact is of the

greatest importance.

At the time that Fitting's paper appeared, I was investigating

pertain phases in the life history of two native species of Selaginella

• f^pKs and 5. rupestris. In the main the peculiar phenomena
connected with the formation of the spore coats of the first named
species seemed to agree with those described by Fitting; but the

it^b^

""^ of the spores of 5. rupestris differed so completely that

^_ _

came a matter of interest to determine whether there were two
^nct types of spore formation in this genus or whether the differ-

tak^^

^^^'"^ "^°^^' apparent than real. The present work was under-

diffi^ r
^^ ^

T^^^^
^° throwing some light upon this question. The

culties which all investigators have encountered at ever>' stage

^soetes u"d'T',
^^'''^' ^'"^^ ""'^ Entwickelungsgeschichte der Makrosporen von

Kcher ZpII fS'"^"« ""d ihrc Bedeutung fur die Kenntniss des Wachsthums pflanz-

^^^_^

^llmembranen. Bot. Zeitung 58- 107-164. 1900.

28?

dist
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of technique, fixing, embedding, sectioning, and staining, together

with the fact that Selaginella spores are sui generis^ and one has no

standard of comparison, make one fearful of drawing conclusions

from artifacts. Apparently the only way to lessen this danger and

make results convincing. Is to have a very large number of prepara-

tions killed and treated in various ways, for little critical study can

be made of the living spore. This has made my investigation an

exceedingly tedious one, for in the early development of the spore,

transformation takes place so rapidly that important phases are

Its

obtained with difficulty, and if not found the danger of misinter-

pretation is very great. The results of my work fail to confirm

Fitting's theory, nor am I able to accept his description of the

origin of the coats for the species that I have investigated. It is quite

certain, I think, that the spore coats of S. rupestris do not lose their

complete organic connection with the protoplast during groTvth, and

I have a growing conviction that to our imperfect technique are

due the phenomena which gave rise to Fitting's theory and were

described by Fitting, Campbell, and all other workers in this

group, including myself.

Very complete series of three species—5. apus, S. Emmelma,

and S. rupestris—from the origin of the sporangium to the develop-

ment of the embry-o sporophyte have been studied. Throughout

history S. rupestris is aberrant, and proves to be a plant of muc

importance and interest, as it has characteristics supposed to

peculiar to the seed plants. Normally, and in a greater number o

cases, only two megaspores were found to develop in a sporangw •

These may be two of a tetrad, the others failing to develop after t e

division of the mother cell; or, more important still, the mo^^^

cell may divide only into two spores. These megaspores are

"J^
shed from the megasporangium at all! The female ^-'^f'^^^^
and the young sporophytes are retained in the old strobius

the latter have roots, stems, and leaves; then the tissue of
^j^f^Jj^^t

gium and megasporophyll decays, thus liberating the
^J^^f^^ ^^

lack only integuments to be seeds. A still further reduc lo

^ ^^

megaspores to one is infrequently found. In tracing the grov^

^^^^

the spores, I again emphasize the fact that at no time is t e^

^^^^

appearance which would suggest that the protoplasm is no

not
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tact al every point with the,thick gelatinous membrane from which

the coats are formed.

The megaspore mother cell in all species may be distinguished

from the other sporogenous cells (fig. i) at the time that the sporan-

gium wall is differentiated into three layers. It is slightly larger,

more granular, and stains intensely as contrasted with its sister cells.

Its wall thickens slightly, stretching and probably growing some-

what, and persists until the enclosed spores are more than half grown.

I shall refer to it as the mother cell membrane, to distinguish it from a

second membrane, the spore membrane, that shortly appears upon
its inner surface in contact with the protoplasm {fig. i). The mother
cell membrane remains comparatively thin; whereas the spore

membrane is gelatinous in nature, becomes very massive, and dis-

solves readily in many of the fixing reagents, especially in very young
stages. It increases ranidlv in V>iilV fnrmirxy n t>iirlr Invpr about

As
(fig

resulting spores often not completely separating from each other
until half grown

{fig. j). At this early stage, each spore consists of
a protoplast with a relatively large nucleus, and an envelop of thick

gelatmous matter, the spore membrane. The two spores lie within
the mother cell membrane. Whether any part of the spore membrane
^ ormed in connection with a nuclear plate at the time of cell division
could not be determined, owing to the diminutive size of the spindles

^
their infrequency in the material investigated. The protoplast

^^

comes vacuolate. Many small vacuoles uhimately coalesce to
orm a ver^^ j^j-ge one centrally placed, so that the protoplast comes

^ a delicate vesicle
{fig

ansformat
ion of the gelatinous spore membrane. A clear homogeneous

from

This
^^^^ membrane, which has become granular {fig. 4).

convor^^
^^^ becomes convoluted upon its outer surface, and these

^0 utions coincide with radiations in the outer granular portion
qj ,1

^^"^ vviiu iciuiauons m me ouiei giiun

solution^^"^^^^^^
that suggest fixed diffusion currents

solution

At this

{fig

from

lum
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organizing sporogenous cells, and a secretion poured out by the

tapetum^ which is the source of nourishment of the two young

spores.

The spore membrane itself is a somewhat viscid substance, almost

fluid in character, that flows out of the hole if a living sporangium

be pricked with a needle. The spore membrane becomes much

thicker at the base of the spore, so that the remarkably small pro-

toplast lies near the apex (fig. 5). The growth and differentiation

of the spore membrane into regions are extraordinarily rapid. Just

inside of the clear area described above, a part of the membrane is

much denser than elsewhere. These two regions, i. e., the clear and

the denser {fig. 5), constitute the preliminary stage of the first or

outside coat, the exospore. It is possible in a close series of prepara-

tions to note gradual changes in structure as the coat matures.

Chemical tests to determine the nature of the transforming spore

membrane and of the resultant coats were very^ unsatisfactory. In

all early stages the minute living spores are so difficult to manipulate

that no reliable results could be obtained. On the other hand,

material that is sectioned and upon the slide where it can be handled

has already been subjected to the action of many reagents,

clear area, or outer layer of the exospore {fig. 6), is gradually trany

formed into a granulated condition, while the inner layer and the

rest of the spore membrane becomes reticulated. All the regio ?

are quite distinct and react differently to the stains used.

Up to this time the protoplast has not ahered in size or dc^sit}\

but now it suddenly dilates—like a bubble which is blown up-an

^

presses outward toward the exospore. When its diameter is a

^

half that of the entire spore, a second delicate coat, the endos^o^^^

may be detected, having formed upon the outer surface of t e

p^^

toplast. This is difficult to demonstrate unless the coat and^pro

^

plast become torn apart and displaced; for it is little more
^

faint line in section during the entire period that the pro op
^_^^

expanding and pressing it back against the outer coat.
^^^^^ .^^^^

of the spore membrane {fig. 6) which is not directly trar-
'^''"''^

the exospore, and against which the protoplast presses i/'5- n^

appears as the protoj)last and endospore dilate. As t e

^^^

has been undergoing modifications {figs. 7 and 8, ee)

The

}

ik
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time, which render it more impervious to the entrance of solutions

from the sporangium, this undifferentiated portion of the membrane
in its turn has probably served for nutriment or has been taken into

the protoplast. Often, however, a little of the original membrane
may be detected crowded back against the exospore, forming a

layer that -easily may be misinterpreted as an additional coat, if

inter\-cning stages have been overlooked {-fig, 8, h).

As the spores now nearly fill the sporangium cavity and the tapetal

the ci

spore

expense

The principal changes in the maturing of the

the

growth of the nucleus, and the thickening of the endospore by suc-

cessive laminae upon its inner surface, which is in contact with the

protoplast at first only in the region of the nucleus (fig. p). Even-
tually, however, it becomes a layer of equal thickness throughout

\H- 10). The exospore is elaborately bossed and sculptured, and

protuberances form a layer—the so-called perinium—that stains

(juite differently from the part in contact with the endospore (figs.

7^10). It seems to me from its formation that it should not be

regarded as a distinct coat, however, but as the outer region of the

eiDspore. The central vacuole throughout the spore development
IS filled with a transparent fluid, which in early stages disappears in

prepanng the shde, but which becomes a coagulable mass as the

female gametophyte forms (fig. ii).
ihe most conspicuous differences between S. Emmeliana or S.

«M (taken as a type) and S. rupestris, described above, are due I

mk to the simultaneous transformation of the spore membrane of

e ormer two coats, and to certain phenomena due to mechanical
s rains that arise between these two coats and the protoplast. In

^Emmeliana, as in all other, species hitherto studied, the mother

t\

^^^^'-''^^^^ divides into a tetrad. The same difficulty arose as

" e preceding species about determining the origin of that portion

^^^

e spore membrane on the contiguous surfaces (fig. 14)- Eariier

^
ages show the formation of nuclear plates, and there is no such
PPearance of lobing of the spore mother cell as in S. rupestris. At

kne

homogeneous and translucent (fig
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{fig. I'd), a portion of it lying in contact with the protoplast stains

differently and marks the beginning of the two coats. This layer,

almost as soon as it can be detected at all, shows" a dual nature. It

appears in section as ' a shaded band not sharply marked off from

the undifferentiated portion ' of the spore membrane. Its outer

region stains more vividly than the inner, perhaps because it is

denser. Gradually a difference in structure becomes apparent,

which I have attempted to show in fig. 77.

The spores are so small, stain so intensely during this critical

stage, and the changes in the metarnorphosing spore membrane

occur with such rapidity that it has been with difficulty that I could

demonstrate to my own satisfaction that one coat was not formed

after the other, biit both simultaneously. Fitting thinks that the

endospore is formed after the first and arises de novo as a new forma-

tion of the protoplast. The spore is much smaller, and the changes

much more rapid in this form ; consequently they are harder to follow

than in S. rupestris. The outer denser region with its roughened

surface becomes the exospore, the inner the endospore. The pro-

toplast becomes a vesicle by the formation of one large central vacuole.

It is at this time when there are two coats of distinctly different stnic-

ture that the peculiar phenomena occur which led Fitting to draw

the conclusion that the protoplast is not concerned in the conspicuous

.
growth of the spore coats.

As the spore grows larger, the outer coat increases in diameter

and thickness much more rapidly than the inner, producing a strain

in the viscid mass of which the two are concentric layers. Fittd.'

norm
thus developing between them a comparatively large empty space.

In a like fashion, due to the fact that the protoplast is quiescent
""and

rmedthe endospore growing, a second "empty space" -
. r i,

them, except at one point, thus severing all organic connection

protoplast with the developing coats except at this point of
^f
"^^"0

•

There is no doubt that the majority of preparations have precise
)

^^

appearance. Moreover, the living spore examined in a noiwa
^^^

solution seems to confirm Fitting's view of a separation of t e c

j
and on this fact he lays great stress. The spaces, according to

>

rw
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from the sporangium,'' I have come to believe, however, that where

actual gaps occur they are due to shrinkage and the dissolution wholly

or in part of the intervening substance, and that the appearance of

separation in the living spore can be explained by the diHercnt density

of the concentric layers. ;hrinkage

I found that these regions w^re not empty, but completely filled with

matter closely resembling the spore membrane at different periods

of its transformation into coats. .

It must be understood that the entire substance of the spore out-

side of the protoplast is a viscous mass of the consistency of thin

syrup, in which two regions are becoming not only different in their

physical but also in their chemical natures. This substance retains

a plastic condition until the spore has attained its full size and the

two coats their entire bulk. Then follow the changes which, result

m their hard horny or woody character. Into the viscid mass are

passing solutions from the sporangium. The direct physical effect

upon this mass as a whole would be a tendency to increase in diameter

and bulk; but apparently all regions do not swell alike, the more

resistant regions where coats are forming become drawn apart,

havmg between them a stretched area of less dense nature, very

easily dissolved by reagents, subject to great shrinkage and liable to

be torn and not readily stained. From material fixed in bichromate
of potassium and exposed to hght, the gelatinous nature of the sub-

stance in these regions w^as clearly demonstrated. They always
stain like the undifferentiated part of the spore membrane, Fitting
also remarks that "sie verhalten sich bei alien Arten gegenuber Ren-
gentien wie die Special Mutterzellmembranen."

There seem to be three possibilities: (i) Fitting's view that the

regions between protoplast and under coat, and between inner and

«lem PI

^^ ^^^^'^hcnraume zwischen den Hauten und zwischen dem Mesospor und

inikrot^™^
^'"^ ^^ Icbenden Sporen ganz hyalin. , . . An fixirtem und mit dem

£nt«icn
^*^^*^^"^"^"*^"^ Material sind in ihncn Gerinnungsmassen, je nach dem

«fe' Memb
^^^^^^^™ '" verschiedener Menge, vorhandcn. Wenn die Abhebung

die Hoh?
•'^*"^" ^"^^^^^ begonncn hat, ist von ihnen noch nichts zu sehen, erst wenn

^'er und ^d

""^"^ ^^^.^^ grosser geworden sindt, werden in ihncn kleincre und grossere,

«clinell V
^ "^^^''''^ verbundcne sichtbar die wahrend der \'ergr6sscrung der Sporen

^«»Por u"d V
^^erden. In noch iiltcren Stadien bilden sie . . . . sowohl zwischen

^«aniK d" TT"^^^^' "^^^ ^^ch zwischen diesem und der Plasmablase je eine hyaline,

K urchsichtigc Masse, die die beiden Riiume mcist nicht vollstandig ausfiillt."
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F

outer coat, are spaces filled with a solution—comparable to a vacuole;

(2) that possibly there are protoplasmic connections between the

protoplast and the two coats, and that the

,
the

the two coats, and that the mtervenmg substance is

protoplasm, penetrating the endospore and extending to the exospore;

(3) the suggestion, made above, that normally there are no clefts in

the spore, but that the matter outside of the protoplast is to be

regarded as an envelop of gelatinous matter in process of local trans-

formation into concentric layers of different physical nature, and

at the same time increasing enormously in size by the imbibition of

matter from the sporangium. Much time was expended in tr}'ing

to demonstrate protoplasmic continuity through the coats but with-

out success.

The third view grows convincing, as it is possible to obtain sec-

tions which show the spores to be a solid mass without spaces

regions of the developing coats not being sharply marked off from

the substances that Fitting regards as foreign matter, and that I

believe to be merely stretched areas of the gelatinous membrane out of

which the spore coats are differentiating. Indirect e\'idence is

afforded by the growth of the coats in S. rupestris in which there is

at no time any suggestion of "spaces filled with nutrient solutions.

The further development of the megaspore consists in the expan-

sion of the protoplast which soon overtakes the endospore, which in

turn is carried along and stretched against the exospore.

portion of the exospore in contact with the endospore {fig- 1^) ^^ua J

fails to coalesce completely with the outer part {h^- ^^
, ^^

and if one has failed to follow its behavior closely might readily

^^

interpreted as an intermediate distinct coat. This account ai

agree with Fitting's and Campbell 's.^ The two coats I a^

The endo-
shown in jigs. 17-ig they call exospore and mesospore. a

^

spore they describe as arising de novo after the protoplas is
^-

expanded, and in contact with it, thus making //?rt;£; distinct coa^-

In the species which I have investigated—5. rupestris, o. ^r*

'

Emmeliana, S. densa, S. cinerascens, and two unnamea bp
^^^

Jamaica—I can demonstrate only two distinct coats. a>

^^ ^^
be possible that others have made the same error that I

- 11 Ann. Botany

3 Campbell, D. H., Studies in the gametophyte of Selagineua.

16:419-4 8. pi. 19. 1902.
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former paper'^ when I interpreted the Inner region of the exospore as

a separate membrane ?

In a late paper by Beer,^ the author states that he has observed

a separation of coats in the pollen grains of certain Onagraceae that

is quite comparable to the condition described by Fitting as occur-

ring normally in the megaspores of certain species of Selaginella.

His forthcoming paper on tlie subject will be one of interest, especially

if he finds evidence to support Fitting's view of protoplasm acting

at a distance.

The University of Chicago.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES X AND XL
In all figures, a indicates mother cell membrane; b the protoplast, c the spore

membrane, d the nucleolus, n the nucleus, and v the vacuole.

PLATE X, Selaginella rupestris.

Fig. I. ^Median section of megaspore mother cell with three sporogenous
cells that fail to form spores. X1250.

^FiG. 2. Not quite median section of megaspore mother cell showing slight

spores

two megaspores

portion

formed
^•ith a nuclear plate. Xi25a

megaspore after the formation of a large central

spore
« exospore or outside coat; e, region differentiating into exospore; /,

possi

spore from sporangmm

sporangium wall; by

to lie- o*-"ui ui uie spore membrane at one side the protoplast nas come 10 jic

liear the apex of the spore; the spore .4 is in nearly median section, B is not; f,

exospore, s, sporogenous cells that failed to divide into megaspores. X6oo,

asej; to show further differentiation of spore
»hr^ different regions. X6oo.

.rvv^^*^'
^' "^P'^^^ P^^'tion of median sec

spore to sTi«,., *u_ /. ,

megaspore

endospore—and the

6» m the exospore; the undififerentiated part of the spore membrane (ft)

"Pusa, d^J
^LOJ^ENCE, A study of the sporangia and gametophytes of Selaginella

n Selaginella rupestris. Box. Gazette 31:124-193. pis. 5-9. 1901-

a-itl ^I^'
-^^^OLPH, The present position of cell-wall research. New Phytologist

*-'iy-it)4. 1^04.
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signs

brane (includes everything between a and g); membrane

transformed

Fig. 8. Small portion of median section of apical region of megaspore more

advanced; the protoplast b with the endospore g on its outer face has expanded

until it has come to lie close to the outside e; the undifferentiated part h of the

spore membrane has almost entirely disappeared; e, exospore; g, endospore

(black line); h, layer of granular matter which is all that remains of region

between c and g in fig. 7. X6o.

Fig. 9. Apical region of median section of older megaspore; the mother cell

membrane has disappeared entirely; b, protoplast increasing rapidly; e, exospore;

g, endospore (increasing in thickness by successive laminae formed on its inner

surface in the vicinity of the nucleus). x6oo.

Fig. 10. Portion of apical region of median section of mature megaspore m

the region of the nucleus; the protoplast has increased in thickness at the expense

of the central vacuole near which the nucleus lies; the protoplasm contains much

proteid matter which stains deeply; e, exospore; g, endospore. X6oo.

Fig. II. Part of median section of female gametophyte after cell walls have

begun to form; the proteid granules have increased in number and in size; e,

exospore; g, endospore; ww, nuclei. X6oo.

PLATE XL SelagineUa Emmeliana.

Fig. 12. Megaspore mother cell in optical median section, after the formation

of the spore membrane. X1250.
^ , ,

Fig. 13. Median section of megaspore mother cell in process of division m

tetrad; nuclear plates forming; :r, nuclear plate; y, spindle fibers. X 1250-
^

Fig. 14. Median section of megaspore tetrad showing completion of spo

membrane along the nuclear plates. X1250.
^

, , . ,
_

Fig. 15- Median section of somewhat older tetrad, showing increase m
^^^^

ness of spore membrane between the protoplasts of the spores; pro

becoming vacuolate. X1250.
^ 1 ver of

Fig. 16. Median section of tetrad showing the differentiation of a a)^^^^

the spore membrane; the outer region of the shaded band with the

^^"J^^
,^

border becomes the exospore, the inner region in contact with e
y ^^ ^^

becomes the endospore; outside of the forming exospore, between 1
a^^^

^^

mother cell membrane, is a layer of the undifferentiated spore mem ra^^'^

^^

portion of spore membrane in process of transformation into coats,
,

^j^^e.

exospore; /, region of endospore; w, undifferentiated portion ot spo

Fig. 17. Nearly median section of tetrad showing farther
^^^^^^^^^^^^d

exospore and endospore; two megaspores show the effect o
, g^^spore

Strain between exospore and endospore which has a tendency to sp i

^^^|
into two layers; stages between fig. i6 and fig. JJ were not foun amo^

^^^ .^

hundred preparations; the transformation of the spore membrane i
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ver)' rapid; e, exospore; /, endospore; w, undifferentiated part of spore mem-
brane; pj outer sculptured part of exospore (so-called perinium); g^ strained

region in exospore. X375.

Fig. 18. Nearly median section of a megaspore at a later stage .than fig. 6;

the specimen was slightly shrunken, which gives the appearance of a cleft in the

exospore traversed by some unbroken strands; the undifferentiated portion of

the spore membrane between the exospore and the protoplast {fig. 16, m) has

been transformed into endospore; at this stage the protoplast increases in diame-

ter rapidly; Cy exospore; /, endospore; g, stretched and partially split region In

the substance of the exospore, X375.
Fig. 19. Small portion of the median section of a nearly mature megaspore

m the apical region; coats fully formed; the cleft separating the exospore into

two layers is probably due to the action of reagents; e, exospore; /, endospore;

g, cleft in substance of exospore; w, undifferentiated remnant of spore membrane.

X37S.

h



CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE BIOLOGY OF RHIZOBIA. V.

THE ISOLATION AND CULTIVATION OF RHIZOBIA

IN ARTIFICIAL MEDIA.

AlbertSchneider.

It Is with a somewhat guilty conscience that this paper is sub-

mitted. It is directly prompted by the fact that numerous inquiries

have been received as to details regarding the Isolation and cultiva-

tion of the root nodule microbe of leguminous plants. \\Tiile I am

now well satisfied that rhizobia are very easily isolated and gro^ra

in artificial culture media, I am nevertheless only too conscious of

my eariier repeated failures and mistakes, and the failures of others.

These facts should have prompted me to pubhsh the finally success-

ful efforts as soon as possible in order to assist and simplify the work

of others who were contemplating research along similar lines. In

a recent article by Grosvenor,^ outlining some rhizobia culture

work done by Dr. George T. Moore of the Department of Agn-

cuhure, the statement is made that "after much labor he (Moore)

isolated the nitrogen-fixing bacteria," from which we are led to con-

jecture that even at this late date similar difficulties were encountered.

With perhaps the one exception of Miss Dawson, so far as can be

ascertained, no investigator has published a detailed description o

the methods of procedure in the isolation and cultivation of rhizobia.

It is then with the view of correcting this neglect that this paper is

submitted.
•

] pA

The rhizobia of the various leguminous plants^xamlned, iso at ,

and cultivated by thfe writer, such as those of red clover, white clo^r,

bur clover, sweet clover, garden peas, and alfalfa, gave pra -

the same results so far as methods were concerned. I ^

^ ^^

difficulties and failures were due entirely to ignorance with rega^^

to the behavior of these organisms in artificial media, as as

^^^
set forth in previous papers. However, in spite of the rea me^

which rhizobia are cultivated, the student must observe certain v

I Grosvenor, Gilbert H., Inoculating the ground. A ^^"^^^
^^ ^^^^^^

in scientific agriculture. The Century Magazine 68:831-839 (Octo er .

_^^j^
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cautions in order that satisfactory results may be obtained. After

numerous trials I have finally found the following methods to giA'e

the most satisfactory and most uniform results.

I. Securing tubercle-hearing roots.—Taking it for granted that it

is desired to isolate and cultivate the rhizobium of some herbaceous

leguminous plant, it is of considerable importance that the roots

should be taken from plants growing in soil free from contamination

with surface sewage, aw^ay from thickly populated areas, as vacant

lots in large cities, etc. The object is to obtain tubercles which are

comparatively free from foreign bacteria. Experiments with roots

and nodules from plants growing in vacant lots in Chicago showed

that they were covered externally with multitudes of microbes, which

interfered ver}- considerably with the rhizobia experiments.

Select healthy looking plants growing in loose soil, dig up the

roots carefully ; shake off the dirt verj' carefully, as the nodules are

quite easily removed. By means of a sharp knife cut off root por-

tions having well-developed single nodules or small groups (two or

three) of nodules, and place them in a clean sterile container in which
to carrj- them to the laboratory. Do not take roots with nodules

that appear quite dark (bluish hue) at the base, as these are old

tubercles and are quite badly contaminated with foreign soil microbes.

1^0 not take roots with large tufts of nodules for similar reasons, and
for the further reason that these nodule clusters are difficult to clean.

.

^' Cleaning and garbling roots.—At the laboratory look the mate-
nal over carefully. Remove all foreign vegetable substances.

eject all roots or rootlets showing decay or discoloration. By means
of the pocket knife cut away root portions which are undesirable.

ow place this carefully garbled material under a faucet and let the

^ater run over it to wash away dirt and sand. Care is necessar}',

as a strong flow or careless handling may remove the most desirable

'modules. Remove all dirt, using a small brush, if necessar>', to remove
^I'ngmg sand and soil particles.

^^
3- Selecting tiodules.—Ahei this cleansing, look the material over

carefully. By means of a pair of small, blunt-pointed, clean, sterile

&7T^ P^*^^ off young, clean-looking, but well-developed nodules

^^
drop them into a small, clean, sterile beaker about half full of

oroughly boiled water (boil this water yourself for half an hour).

N'

tw
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About ten nodules should be selected. This is more than is required

but allowance should be made for loss through accident.

4. Brushing and washing nodules.—Tdke up each tubercle by

means of the blunt tweezers and clean it by means of a sterile camel's

hair brush, rinse back and forth in the water, and then drop the

.cleansed nodules into a second small beaker half full of boiled water.

Stir the tubercles about in this second beaker by means of a sterile

glass rod or a small section hfter. By means of the section lifter

transfer the nodules to a sterile test tube, about half full of boiled

water. The camel's hair brush removes many microbes and sand

and soil particles which cannot be removed in the foUowmg nnsing

process

5

ithout

>

e

r

insing the nodules in Ihe test lube.—Vlsice the thumb over the

mouth of the test tube and shake vigorously for live to ten seconds.

Decant the water by holding a sterile wire gauze over the mouth of

the test tube (after a little practice the water can be decanted ^^

the use of the wire gauze). Add more water, shake, and decant as

before. Repeat this process ten times. The object is still further

to get rid of microbes clinging to the exterior of the nodules.
^

6. Sterilizing the exterior of the nodules.—Aiter the last rinsing

described in the previous section, add to the test tube, in the plac

of water, a 5 per cent, carbolic acid or formahn solution and sha "e

vigorously for eight seconds and decant the disinfectant immediate ^

The object is to kill microbes which may still be present "P^" ^^'^

exterior and in the cork tissue and epidermal cells of the no u e^

Naturally the antiseptic must be used quickly to prevent it to^

entering the interior of the nodule and killing the rhizobia

*^"^''Jj*
Of these two disinfectants I am inclined to favor the carbohc ac ,

as it penetrates tissues less readily. ^. ^

the

7 fedant.—This must be done at once.

fi

rid of all traces of the disinfectant. - The importance 01
^^^^^

.^

dent, for should any considerable trace of the disinfectant^re^^

^^^^

would destroy the rhizobia in the next process.. No tests
^

a%^

^^^
made to determine what the resisting power of rhizobia

^^^.^^^^^^j^

disinfectants. I am inclined to believe that they have con^

^^^^^^^^

resisting power, as is evidenced by their behavior 1
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media. Microbes differ widely in this regard. For example, typhoid

fever germs and others, survive in a 0.5 per cent, carbolic acid

solution.

8. Crushing the nodules,—Decant the last supply of water and

transfer the tubercles to a thoroughly sterilized watch glass or similar

small container (small salt cellar does well), and crush the tubercles

with a sterile sohd glass rod with rounded end. The crushed tubercles

with the moisture that remained from the last rinsing form a pulpy

mass. Cover with a sterile cover, such as a glass plate or a watch

cn'stal, and set aside until ready to make the isolation cultures. If

some time is required, the covered crush preparation should be

placed upon a sterilized portion of the table and covered with a ster-

ilized beakqr or bell jar to present contamination by means of air

microbes.

9. Preparations jar isolating rhizohia.—It is -assumed that the

desired culture media have been prepared in the usual way. I would

ad\ise very beef

extract, salt, gelatin, and agar. Only sufficient agar should be used

to give it sohdity (about 1.5 per cent.). A number of test tubes

about one-half to two-thirds full of the culture medium, sterilized by
the fractional method, should be on hand ready for use. Six of these

tubes should Ko T-.1o>-«r1 \^ 4\.— 4r^ * :i' ^^ *T^..+ 4^^. v.TOi^inm mnv
be thoroughty liquefied. This will require half an hour or more.

They should be placed in the sterilizer about the time that the work
of cleaning the tubercles is begun. Three thoroughly sterilized

Petn dishes should be on hand ready for use. Number these one,

t^"o, and three.

10. Preparing the test tubes for inoculation —VJhen the culture

i»edium in the test tubes is thoroughly Hquefied, place the tubes into

a beaker of moderately cool water. As soon as the water becomes
ot from the heat of the tubes, replace it with fresh moderately cool

^^^ater. WT^He the tubes are still quite warm to the touch, place

in a beaker of water having a temperature of about 50° G., the

"JGct beiner tn Vt^hr. fi-.^ ^^a;,.^ 1: ^^;i t^, +^^Tc rnni;iHprableg to keep the medium liquefied. In this considerable

^'^ '^ necessary. The medium
•I

should

^"y portion of it be allowed to coagidate. The tubes should feel

^arm
The tubes can be cooled
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much more rapidly by holding them under a faucet of running water,

but this is not recommended to the beginner because of the danger

of cooling the tubes too much. Number four of the tubes and add

two with blank labels for reserve purposes in case of accident or

special requirement.

Preparations /i —A lighted Bunsen

burner and a platinum wire loop fastened into a glass rod are all

that is required. Wipe the table on which the work is to be done

some

12. Inoculating tube no. i; -first attenuation.—Heat the platinum

loop in the Bunsen flame, allow it to cool and dip into the root nodule

crush preparation, being careful not to include larger portions of

tubercles, and introduce the loopful into test tube no. i, shaking the

platinum loop back and forth a few times within the medium.

Replace the cotton plug in the tube, heat the loop in the Bunsen

flame to a red glow, and place to one side. Now roll the test tube,

kept in vertical position, between the hands to mix thoroughly the

contents. Roll for five or six seconds.

13. Inoculating tube no. 2; second attenuation.—Take two loop-

fuls out of tube no. i and transfer them to tube no. 2 ; sterilize needle

flames as before, and roll tube no. 2 as above.

14. Inoculating tube no. j; third attenuation.—Take two or three

loopfuls out of tube no. 2 and transfer to tube no. 3 and proceed as

under section 12.

15. Inoculating tube no. 4; fourth attenuation.—Tdke three loop-

fuls out of tube no. 3 and transfer to tube no. 4 and proceed as under

the tubes are to be replaced in the beaker

e media from coagulating. Close app

section 12.

oiling

cation to detail is very important in order to avoid coniubiuu.^
_

well to rehearse mentally the different manipulations before beginning

with the tube inoculations or attenuations. ^
16. Plating contents of inoculated tubes.—Tube no. i niay

^
rejected, but it is preferable to set it aside for control observatio^^^-

Roughly estimated it contains several thousand rhizobia quite e

^^^^

distributed. Pour contents of tube no. 2 into Petri dish no. i

^^^^

has been kept in a warm place (about 50° C), spread the me
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evenly by inclining the dish slightly from side to side and set aside

to cool. Pour contents of tube no. 3 into Petri dish no. 2, and con-

tents of tube no. 4 into dish no. 3, spread medium and set aside.

After the media in the Petri dishes are well coagulated, place the

dishes where they will not be interfered with. They may be placed

in an incubator provided the temperature is kept well below the

melting point of the culture medium. I have obtained the most

uniform results by keeping the plate cultures at the normal tempera-

ture of the laboratory.

About the third day the growths will begin to appear as very

small light grayish specks; several hundred, more or less, in dish

no. 1; twenty-five to thirty in dish no. 2; and perhaps only five to

ten in dish no. 3. These are rhizobia cultures, and if the work was

well done there will in all probability be no foreign microbes present.

The cultures on the upper surface of the medium will be circular in

outline, while those within the medium will be spindle-shaped.

Growth of cultures is comparatively slow, thus giving ample time for

study and to make tube cultures, plate cultures, etc. Tube cultures

have been quite fully described in previous papers, likewise the

morphology of the rhizobia grown in various artificial media.

Various other methods of isolating rhizobia have been tried suc-

cessfully, but the method just described is recommended as giving the

best results. It is somewhat lengthy in detail, but nevertheless simple

'"operation. It will be found that the isolation and cuUivation of

r^obia is indeed simple, and even the beginner in the study of bac-

teriology will wonder what might have been the cause of the diffi-

culties encountered by the earlier (1886 and later) investigators of

the root nodule organisms. The difficulties however will become

somewhat evident on examining the cultures microscopically. The

^orphological characteristics are found to be entirely changed, so

that there is no similarity between the organism as it appears in the

'module and the organism as it appears in the artificial culture media.

Caufoilma College of Pharmacy,
San Francisco.
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THE PHYSIOLOGICAL CONSTANTS OF PLANTS COMMONLY
USED IN AMERICAN BOTANICAL LABORATORIES. I.

The series of papers of which this is the first will give the results of

careful study undertaken to find which of our common plants are best

adapted for the demonstration of each of the physiological phenomena of

plant life. The work is being done in the Laboratory of Plant Physiology

at Smith College with the advice of Professor W. F. Ganong. The litera-

ture of the various subjects is of course being used; but citation will be

omitted for the most part, because the work is all being done de novo, and

for the sake of teachers rather than investigators. It is intended that the

resultant data shall enable teachers of botany to select in each case i

best plant for the particular experiment in hand, and to know quantita-

tively the physiological behavior of each of the common kinds. Since most

of the teaching of botany in this country is necessarily done in the winter,

when out-of-door plants are not available, only greenhouse plants have been

considered; and of these for the most part only the more common kinds,

which can be grown in any ordinary room. Exceptions have been made

in a few cases where a less common plant has been found to be especial y

the

good.

I. CHLOROPHYLL SPECTRA.

In order to compare the spectra of chlorophyll from different plan^, i

is necessary to adopt some standard solution and some uniform^ method o

examining the leaves. The optimum amount of leaf for giving a c ear

solution,without filtering, from most leaves was found to be 25'" '" oi the ea

in 15'='^ of 95 per cent, ethyl alcohol, and accordingly I have taken thi^as

the standard solution. A larger proportion of leaf gives a clouded solution,

which must either be filtered or be cleared by adding more alcohol,

tions mav be made pnnnllv wpII with mpthvl or wood alcohoI.may be made equally well with methyl or wood alcohol.

The solutions were made as follows: A beaker was fitted ^^'^^^ '^

.""JJ

in which three holes were made to allow two test tubes, holding the so u

^^^j
and a thermometer to be suspended in the beaker. The beaker ^^'^^.^^^

with water and set on a tripod over a Bunsen burner. The op
1^^

^^
temperature for extraction of the chlorophyll was found to be 50-^3^

^^^

at which the water in the beaker was kept. A tin hood was set

^''^^^^^

302
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beaker to exclude all light during the extraction of the chlorophyll. In

order to eliminate individual peculiarities, each experiment was done in

duplicate for two different plants of each species studied. The time

required for extraction of the chlorophyll from leaves of different species

varied widely and is recorded for each case in the tal)le following. Except

where otherwise stated, half-grown leaves wxre used, as in most cases

they yield the best solution in the shortest time.

It was found that the transparency of living leaves w^as increased if the

air was driven from the intercellular spaces and its place was taken by

water. Accordingly in these experiments the leaves were put in water

under the air pump for half an hour and examined at once. If they are

allowed to stand in water for an hour, leaves like Pelargonium, Begonia,

Oialis, etc., show^ the characteristic spectrum of incipient decomposition

of chlorophyll. In the table the spectrum of a single leaf is given in each

case.

The spectra were observed by a Kohl spectroscope, Hoffman form,

«ith a comparison prism; one which is ample for all educational work.

The Welsbach light was used.

As is well known, chlorophyll when examined by means of a spectroscope

shows in all seven distinct absorption bands which are usually designated

by the Roman numerals. I is a broad black band in the red ; II is a
narrow gray band in the red, near the orange; III is a gray band in the

orange near the yeUow; IV is a dark band in the middle of the green; V,

I, and VII are broad black bands in the blue, usually absorbing it to

such a degree that with a few exceptions the}- can be seen separately only
in a ver}- thin layer of a dilute solution. These seven bands are never all

present at nnp f.'rr,^

/
aint; vj that it is very faint; and o that it is absent. WTiere the spectrum
a linng leaf differs from that of the chlorophyll solution its differences

are indicated by the bracketed letters. The time required for the extrac-
^on of the chlorophyll is given in minutes. The thickness of the layer of

e ^^olution in each case was i <^^. "Typical green '* means the average
^"Changed color of chlorophyll.

jjj

^ the table it will be seen that certain leaves are described as yield-

acfd^
^'^^°^^'Si"een solution. In all these cases the solution giveS an

from^tr^'^"
^^'ith litmus paper and the spectrum is of a distinct character

cour
^^- ^^^ °^^^'* ^^^""'^^^ These facts, with others developed in the

clas
^

^f
^^^^ ^^"^^' ^^^^ *^'^* ^^^ ^^^^ distinguish between two distinct

-ses of chlorophyll spectra: the "normal chlorophyll spectrum" show-
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Name of plant

Time
in

mins.

Abutilon (golden bells)

(young leaf)

Asparagus Sprengerl
Avena sativa (oats)

Begonia cocdnea .,. .

.

Begonia coccinea :
"...

Cineraria omenta
Cestrum elegans (young leaf)

Chrysanthemum frutescens

Euphorbia pukherrima
(Poinsettia) (young leaf)..

Ficus elastica (rubber plant)
Ficus elastica (young leaf).

.

Ficus repens (young leaves)
Fuchsia speciosa
Hedera Helix (English ivy)..

Heliotropium peruWanum
(Heliotrope)..

Impatiens Sultani
Jacobinia magnifita (young

leaf)

Lycopersicum esculentum
(tomato)

Oxalis Bowiei
Pelargonium domesticum . .

.

Pelargonium peltatum
Pelargonium 7X)nale
Primula obconica
Primula sinensis (Chinese

primrose)
Primula verticillata

Raphanus sativus (radish) .

.

Ricinus communis (castor
bean)

Salvia involucrata
Senecio mikanioides
Senecio Petasitis
Tropaeolum majus (nas-

turtium)
Vicia Faba (horse bean)* '. ]

.'

5

5
2

15
lo

S

10
120
15
10
15

5

30
15

30

10
15
15

15
I

3

30
IS
IS

30
2t

Color of solution

typical green
light green
bright green

yellow
brown-vellow
bright green
dark green
pale green

dark green
pale green
pale green
pale green
yellow-green
dark green

pale green
bright green

dark green

pale green
yellow-green
yellow-green
green-yellow
brown-yellow
bright green

dark green
pale green

bright green

pale green
pale green
pale green

typical green

typical green
bright green

Bajjds

I II

d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d

d
d
d
d
d
d

d
d

d

d
d
d
d
d
d

d
d
d

d
d

d(f)
d

d(f)
d

d(o)
vf

d
o

d(f)
o(f)
f(vf)
f (o)

f (o)

f

d(o)
f (o)

o(f)
d(o)

f (vf)

f (o)

£

vf

f

f

f (o)

f

f (o)

d(vf)
f (o)

d(o)

f (vf)

f (o)

o
f

o
f

III IV V VI VII

f

vf
f

o
o(f)
o(f)

f

£

o
£(0)
f (o)

o(f)
f(d)

0(f)
o(^f)

f

vf(f)
o(f)
o(f)
0(0)
o (f)

f(vf)

£

f (vf)

£ (vf)

f (vf)

£

o
f

o
f

o
o
o
f

d(o)
o
o
o

o
f

f(o)
o

f (o)

^i(o)

o

d(o)f(o)

d(o)
d(o)
d(o)

o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

d

d
d
d
o
d
d

d
d
d
d
d
d

d

d

d

d
o(d)

d

d
d
d

d
d
d

d
d

d

d
d
d

d
d
d
d
d

d
d
d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d
d

d

d
d

d

d

d

d
d

d

d
d

d

d

d

d j
d

d d

d

d

d

d

d
d

d

d

d

G

d

d

d d

d d

dfo)

d

d

d

d(o)d(c)r^

d ! d ! d

ing bands I, II, III, V, VI, and VII, given by living leaves and by solution.

amount
made by extracting the chlorophyll quickly with only a minimum

^
of heat; and the ^decomposition chlorophyll spectrum," having ban s^^

11, IV, V, VI, and VIL This decomposition spectrum is given by soj^i

^^^

{a) from boiled leaves, (h) from leaves which contain acid salts
( ^ j

etc.), (c) by solutions made by prolonged immersion ot lea^eb

^^^^^
alcohol, {d) by solutions in which the chlorophyll is decomposed

by^

^ ^^^

a drop of hydrochloric acid, or by exposure to direct s^n^ig^^

J^^
minutes, and {e) by living leaves after standing in water severa

^^^'^^

On further decomposition of chlorophyll by light or ^""^^j ',^5.

band appears in the green beyond IV and band V in the blue
^^1 ^^^^^.^^_

With weaker solutions the bands
become faster,

It is to be remembered that these spectra were given

made as described above,

and with increasing diluteness bands II and III disappear.
^^^ ^^^

Comparatively few living leaves show all the bands
3I
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chlorophyll spectrum in a single leafj but all leaves give all these bands

when two or three are used. The bands in the spectrum of a solution of

chlorophyll were compared with those in the living leaf in two ways: (i) by

obser\-ing the two spectra at the same time, one with direct light and the

other by means of the comparison prism; (2) by obsendng the position

of the bands in direct sunhght with reference to the Fraunhofer lines. In

all cases the bands appear in exactly the same place in the spectrum of a

leaf as in that of a standard solution giving the normal chlorophyll spectrum.

From the above it is plain that the most typical spectra are yielded by
those non-acid leaves from which the chlorophyll can be extracted most

easily, namely (in the order of their excellence) Primula obconka, Raphanus
sativusy Vicia Fabdy AbtUilon (young leaf), Avena saliva^ Cestrum elegans

{young leaf), Euphorbia pukherrima (young leaf), Lycopersicum esculen-

turn, Primula sinensis, and Ricinus communis.
Another well-known optical property of chlorophyll is its fluorescence,

all solutions of chlorophyll being slightly fluorescent. The products of

the decomposition of chlorophyll, however, seem to be more fluorescent-

than chlorophyll itself. A solution of chlorophyll extracted with boiling-

alcohol from boiled leaves in the light is more fluorescent than a solution

of unchanged chlorophyll Of course some leaves are better than others,

and of all the leaves in the above table, the very best are Jacobinia mag-
«V?fa, Cineraria criienta (the dark-leaved varieties), Cestrum elegans, and
^edera Helix. Standard solutions from these leaves give a brilliant

blood-red fluorescence.—Sophia Eckerson, Smith College, Northampton,

m —

n-RTHER OBSERVATIONS ON THE STRUCTURE OF
STARCH GRAIN.^

In a previous paper (i) on the structure of the starch grain, I showed
^i the peripheral layer of the potato starch grain breaks and recunes

on treatment with certain reagents, much like the cutin layer of an'epidermal

l^e
on treatment with sulfuric acid. While I had previously obsened

th^^ t^^
Penpl^eral layer is stained with certain of the aniUne dyes, I

ought that the effect might probably be due to the remains of plastids or

ptoplasmic material, rather than to the presence of a distinct membrane.
^am now satisfied, however, that it can be demonstrated that the periph-
a aver of the starch grain is a distinct membrane.

IS well known that upon the addition of an iodin solution to unaltered

ber
100*^^ ^^ ^^^ meeting of the Society for Plant Morphology and Physiology, Decern-
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starch grains at the ordinary temperature, the grains are colored blue;

while the solution or filtrate remains colorless or some shade of vellow.

depending upon the amount or strength of iodine solution that has been

used. If on the other hand the grains are triturated with sand (one part

of starch to five of sand) for a short time previous to the addition of the

water, the filtrate will be colored a deep blue upon the addition of an iodin

solution. Heretofore it has been supposed by some that the blue colora-

tion was due to the presence of fine particles which went through the

filter and were suspended in the filtrate, while in reality there is a true

solution of the starch ; or in other words the soluble starch has been liber-

ated from the grain by the rupture of the peripheral layer. A polariscopic

examination of the starch solutions, after clarification by means of talcum,

showed that they have marked dextro-rotatory properties. The angle of

rotation for solutions of corn, wheat, maranta, and potato starch ranged

from 0.3814 to 0.8770°. Furthermore, a microscopic examination of the

triturated starch shows the grains to be in various stages of disintegration,

and this taken together with the behavior of starch toward iodin, as well

as the other obsen^ations referred to, would indicate that the starch grain

consists of a membrane that is insoluble in water at ordinary temperature;

and an interior portion which is at least in part soluble in water at ordmajy

temperature, that is consists of soluble starch or starch that is colored

blue with iodin. This technique enables us to differentiate at once the

soluble starch present, which heretofore has not been supposed to e.xiJ

in the unaltered starch grain. As to whether this substance Is identica

with the granulose of Nageli (2) is a problem which remains to be deter-

mined. It may be added that this method furnishes a means of seP^*"^'^

the constituents in the unaltered grain, and is to be preferred to the meth

which have been employed heretofore, of using solutions of fermen s

^

mineral acids, which give rise to altered substances, and hence n^^

give a true differentiation of the substances as they naturally occur 1

starch grain.

This brings us then to consider the views of Raspail (3)>_^'^
^°""

with those of others, in regard to the nature of the starch grain, w ic

be summarized as follows

:

. • 11 le in

1. The starch grain consists of a membrane which is mso

water, and a more or less soluble content, as pointed out by KAS
•

^^^^^

2. It develops from a centric or excentric point, to which
f"^ ^^^

layer is added, a view first advanced by Fritsche (4),
and su seq^^^

^
enlarged upon by Schiiiper (5), who demonstrated that its gr

dependent upon the function of the leucoplastids.

the

^^
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3. The content of the grain consists of at least two different substances,

as first pointed out by Nageli (2), and later confirmed by Meyer (6),

ScHiMPER (5), and others, who showed in addition that the structure might

be compared to that of sphero-crystalloids,

THE ACTION OF IQDIN UPON STARCH.

The effect of iodin upon starch has been the subject of considerable

investigation and speculation by both botanists and chemists. Mylius (7)

held to the view that the blue coloration formed on the addition of

iodin to starch is due to the formation of a compound of hydriodic

acid and starch. Meineke (8) also contended that hydriodic acid is

essential to the formation of the blue color of an iodin-starch solution.

Stocks (9), Seyfert (10), and Rouvier (ii) are of the opinion, however,

that this colored compound does not contain hydriodic acid, the last named

investigator having shown that it may be formed in the presence of alcohol

as well as water, and all of them agreeing that a true chemical compound

(iodid of starch) is formed.

On the other hand, Kusier (12) and Meyer (6) believe that the

so-called iodid of starch is not a true chemical compound, but that the

'odin and starch are combined in much the same way as the ingredients

>n an emulsion. This latter view has been more or less sanctioned on

account of the statements in the textbooks that the iodin is removed from

the combination on treatment with carbon disulfid. My observations,

however, show that if the starch is in excess of the iodin (using i^"^ of

potato starch and 10'^'= of a solution containing o.i per cent, of iodin and

O-S per cent, of potassium iodid), or if the iodin and starch be in such

proportion that all of the free iodin is taken up, and the mixture is dried

Wore adding the carbon disulfid, even on allowing it to act for six months,

*e carbon disulfid is not colored; that is, does not take up the iodin, the

same being true of alcohol and chloroform. This result, taken together with

ne previous experiments in the treatment of starch with sand and then

'"th iodin, would seem to confirm the view that a true chemical com-

I^und is produced by iodin and soluble starch, whether in the grain or in

solution.

"That the amount of soluble starch varies in the starch grains of different

•^ngin can be demonstrated by the treatment of definite amounts of the
s arches with definite quantities of iodin solution. On treating 0.$^^

of -l!!-^^^^^^^
commercial starches with 2" of iodin solution (o.i per cent.

^
it>din and 0.5 per cent, of potassium iodid), it will be found that there

a marked difference in the intensity of the color in the grains, those of

potato and maranta being colored deep blue, while those of corn and wheat
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are scarcely at all colored, the mixtures being somewhat of a purplish color.

These observations seem to accord with the experiments of Rouvier (13),

who found that the different classes of starch took up varying amounts of

iodin, and are contrary to the statement by Stocks (9) that the shade of

color varies w^ith the amount of iodin but not w^ith the diflferent starches.
r

In other words, the shade and intensity of color not only vary according

to the strength of iodin solution, but also according to the kind of starch

used.

It is well known that if a starch solution be treated with iodin in the

cold, a blue coloration w^ill be the result, and that if this solution be then

heated the blue color will disappear, but will return on cooling the solution,

though less intensely than before. This peculiar behavior of starch and

iodin has never been satisfactorily explained. Nageli and Schwexdexer

(14) consider that the loss of color on the application of heat is due to the

production of hydriodic acid; but this does not explain the reappearance

of the color on cooling; and so far as I am aware no one has ever demon-

strated the presence of this acid. If this acid were present, then according to

Mylius (7) and Meineke (8) , the blue color would remain on heating the

solution, since they claim, as ahready pointed out, that the blue color is due

to the presence of this acid. It is thus apparent that there is considerable

contradiction in the arguments that have been presented on this subject.

The following experiments tend to explain this phenomenon. If ^-'^

take o.5sm of potato starch and mix it with 50^'' of water and heat the

mixture in an Erlenmeyer flask of about i oo<=«= capacity on a water bath to

a temperature of about 80° C. for one hour, and then add 5" of lodm

solution (iodin o.i per cent, and potassium iodid 0.5 per cent.) and place

piece of ordinary filter paper, which usually contains starch, over the top

of the flask, and then continue the heating until the solution is decolonzed,

which takes place at about 80° C, the filter paper will be colored b ue,

showing that some of the iodin has been volatilized.
Furt|iennore, on

cooling the solution, as already pointed out, the blue color begins to return

at about 65° C. and increases in intensity until at about 40° C. it reac

^^
the maximum; though it is less intense than the color produced when a^

iodin solution is added to a starch solution cooled to this tempera ur^

These results may be interpreted as showing that iodin forms a compo^^

^
with starch which is dissociated on the application of heat;

^^^^J.^^^^,
temperature between 60 and 80° C, part of the freed iodin is volati iz

j^

amount
time the heat is applied. Also the loss of iodin in this way accoun

the decrease in color of the starch-iodin solution on cooHng.
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An attempt was made to remove the free iodin from the hot colorless
w

starch-iodin solution by the addition of chloroform, but it \vas found

difficult to handle the material, as chloroform boils at about 60*^ C. Sub-

sequent experiments, however, showed that unaltered potato starch grains

as well as a solution of potato starch would remove the iodin from a chloro-

fomiic solution at the ordinary temperature. These experiments were

conducted as follows: 5^^ of an iodin solution, of the strength already

stated, were shaken in a separatory funnel with 25^^ of chloroform, and
most of the chloroform containing the iodin separated. To this was
added 5^^ of dried starch. The latter, however, did not take up the

lodin from the solution; but on the addition of a small quantity of water

(about io^*=) and after shaking the mixture, the starch and iodin combined,
and almost all of the iodin in the chloroformic solution may be removed
m this way. The addition of 2^^ of potassium iodid solution (5 per cent.),

even with 0.5^^ of starch, causes the iodin to be taken up immediately.

Ine starch in a soluble starch solution also combines immediately with
the iodin in a chloroformic solution.

In summing up the observations on the behavior of iodin and starch,

" seems to me that we are dealing wdth a chemical compound of iodin and
soluble starch; but that the combination is a feeble one, being easily

dissociated upon the application of heat, and the iodin being more or less

yolatihzed. Also the facility with which soluble starch takes up the iodin

considerably greater than heretofore supposed.

iodin

STAINING OF THE GRAIN.

While

anili

I have obtained at times some beautiful results by the use of

l^n stains, it has been impossible for me until now to duplicate some' of

J^y
earher results* I have succeeded, however, in developing a method

j^
.

staining of wheat starch which yields uniformly satisfactor)^ results.

IS as follows: to 0,500^"^ of wheat starch add 2^^ of an aqueous iodin

^^tion (containing o.i per cent, of iodin and o,^ per cent.: of potassium

minutes
porcelain dish or watch crj'stal; then add 2^^ of a saturated aqueous solu-
tion of

100

^^
and from 12 to 24 hours, examining the grains from time to time by

^ounting them in water. When the grains are satisfactorily stained, the

quLkr
^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^ to a filter and the excess of stain is removed as

th^ 11

^^ P^^^^^^^ V washing the magma with water. The material is

^ allowed to drv cT^^«f. 1.. ... 1..^ :^^^. ^f Ki-K^Imhc naner.
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For examination it is then mounted in Canada balsam, the preparation

being permanent for years, as is also the case with the unmounted material.

Corn starch may also be stained by the use of this method, but in the

staining of potato and maranta starches it is necessary to use weaker iodin

solutions. I have not evolved entirely satisfactory methods, however, for

uniformly staining these latter starches.

It may be of interest to state that the foregoing method has certain

features which are similar to those of the gentian-violet method used in

demonstrating the so-called continuity of protoplasm in the vegetable cell

wall (15). In the study of the continuity of protoplasm a swelling reagent,

such as sulfuric acid, is used and a.comparatively short time is consumed

in the whole operation; whereas in the method proposed for the staining

of wheat starch the water used may be considered a swelling agent acting

on the grain during a longer time. The analogy in the results are so

striking that students who are interested in the study of the continuity of

protoplasm will do well to compare their results on the cell wall with those

obtained in the study of the wheat starch grain by the method just descnbed.

The author acknowledges his indebtedness to Miss Florence Y.\pl£

for valuable assistance in the preparation of this paper,—Henry Kraeviek,

•/
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CURRENT LITERATURE.
H

BOOK REVIEWS.

The water-lilies

The Carnegie Institution has published a sumptuous volume bearing

the above title. ^ Mr. Conard, the author, is a Senior Fellow in Botany at the

University of Pennsylvania, and has spent four years in the preparation of this

monograph. The purpose seems to be to present water-lilies from every botanical

standpoint; and so far as this can be done by one man making most diligent use

of his time it has been well done. The conception that research is the exhaustive

study of a single form, and that all obscn^ations should be reported whether

pertinent to anything or not, is well exemplified in this volume. The diligence

It has demanded is beyond praise; the ideas directing it are questionable. The
following statement in the preface is significant: ''had the learned doctor (Cas-

pary) of Konigsberg assembled his vast knowledge into one connected whole, the

present work would be needed chiefly as a translation," As this implies, the

volume is the assembling of a vast amount of information about water-lilies;

and the scope of it is expressed by the following statement: "It has therefore

seemed important to bring together the knowledge of the genus in all of its botan-

ical relations and in its bearings on human life and history."

It is questionable whether any one man is equipped to do this as a contribu-

tion; he may do it as a compilation. Just here is the vital difference between

l^csearch and collected information. It is unfortunate that many who are direct-

wg research do not make the distinction. It would reduce publications in bulk
^d save an immense amount of time consumed in discovering the contribution,

" the present work, for example, there have doubtless been made some real and
^uable contributions to botany, but there is no way of discovering them without
looking through nearly three hundred large pages,

Ihere are eight parts in the volume, each presenting water-lilies from a
distinctly different point of view, as follows: (i) history, including oriental liter-

ature as well as pre-Linnaean literature; (2) structure, which is for the most
P*rt anatomy;

(3) development, by which is meant what is usually considered
^der morphology;

(4) physiology; (5) taxonomy; (6) distribution; (7) hybrids

^ garden varieties; and (8) culture and uses. The taxonomy must have been

jj
^ ^^^h good condition, except perhaps as to nomenclature, for of the thirty-

species recognized only one is described by the author as new.

erat'fi

^^^^^^ P^^tcs are works of art, twelve of them being colored. It is

^ ification to know that the Carnegie Institution has money enough to spend

'^^^^l^ M. C,

4to

' ^^^;^.^' Henry S., The water-lilies, a monograph of the genus Nymphaca.
'

f^'
^^^^+279- pis^ 30, figs, 82. The Carnegie Institution of Washington. 1905.

1905]
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French instruction in botany

Bonnier and Sablon^ have published the first volume of a text-book of

botany for the use of classes in universities, and in schools of medicine, pharmaa*,

and agriculture. The first impression is that of great bulk, and it is almost beyond

belief that such an amount of material can be absorbed by undergraduate stu-

dents in a continuous course. The authors, however, are teachers of large

experience, and must know w'hat the French situation demands and how much

the French student can endure. The illustrations are for the most part excellent,

and are said to be published in this volume for the first time. This means a

large stock of new illustrations of well-known structures; and this stock really

constitutes the chief contribution of the volume.

The text is clear and well organized; and the distinct paragraphing is all that

could be desired in a text for elementary students. The material is brought

together from every direction, making the volume a compendium of information

concerning the topics presented. However, It gives an impression of volummous-

ness and diffuseness rather than of logical and compact presentation.

The four parts of this first volume are very unequal. The first part (138 PP.)

consists of a general introduction, beginning with the characteristics of li«ng

things and gradually approaching plants. The second part (602 pp.)
presents

the morphology of angiosperms, under the following topics: leaf, stem, roo^

flower, and development. In this part the emphasis is laid upon anatomy and

what one may call for convenience the older morphology.

The third part (524 pp.) deals with the families of angiosperms, that dreanest

of all wastes for the elementary student, but perhaps demanded by the Frenc

schools. Just what is done with this part of European text-books has always b«n

a mystery to the majority of American teachers. The fourth part (62 pp)
pre-

sents the gymnosperms and closes the volume. *

ur-M
A noticeable feature of the presentation is the singular blindness to P^^'^.^^

work. In an elementary text this seems natural, and usually would '^^^^^^

no remark ; but this large compendium cites literature, and further digni^ e^^^^

citations by collecting them in a list at the end of each part. The four lists inc^^^

108 titles; and when they are examined, it is evident that the selection ^bas^

at random, without reference to the importance of the papers or
^^^

sentative character of the lists. In fact, the impression upon students an

leagues would be far better if no citations had been attempted.
^ _

^^^^^^

Taking the book as fairly representative of botanical instructionjn

^^^
schools, one may conclude that the instruction includes more of t e

0^^ _^^-^

than the new; presents a mass of details rather than general orgam
^^ ^

and calls for diligence and a good memory rather than for initiative. J- ^
•

phaoero-

» Bonnier, Gaston, et Sablon, Leclerc dit, Cours de DowiUH
^^^^^jg^emcnt-

games. 8vo. pp. iv-i-1328. figs. 2389. Taris: Librairic g^nerale dc

1905.
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MINOR NOTICES.
A SECOXP REPORT to the Evolution Committee of the Royal Society has been

made by Batesox, Saunders, Punnett, and Hurst,^ under the subtitle "Experi-

mental studies in the physiology of heredity." About two-thirds of this rc{X)rt

deals with plants and the rest with poultry. The plants used were Datura,

Matthiola, Salvia Horminum, Ranunculus arvensiSj Pisiun, and Lalhyrus odoraius,

the most attention being given to Matthiola, Pisum, and Lathyrus. The numer-

ous experiments present too many important details to permit of adequate review,

but several features deserve special mention. In Matthiola it is found that two
*

races which are constantly glabrous when pure-bred may, on crossing, produce

boary canescent offsprings and that in certain combinations this hoariness is

coupled with purple flower-color^ both the hoariness and the purple color being

recognizable as atavistic characters. These reversions occur invariably when

cream or white-flowered glabrous stocks are crossed with those of any other

color; but the various sap-colors (e. g., purple, flesh, red, copper, etc.) crossed

with each other conform strictly to Mendelian expectation in regard to hoariness,

though with respect to color there is a complication introduced by the presence

of the atavistic purple in addition to the two parental types. Ver>' similar rever-

sions and half-reversions are also found regularly in sweet peas. Generally

white was found recessive to all sap-colors, and cream recessive to both white

and the sap-colors, so that cream-colored sweet peas are always homozygous
and can produce nothing but cream-colored offspring. With one exception,

*nite crossed with any sap-color gave reversion in the first generation to puri)le

or to painted lady" (red bicolor). This occurrence of two reversionar)- t>'pes

pves rise to complications which have not yet been well worked out.

Perhaps the most novel result is seen in the different behavior of two white-

flowered strains known to the trade as "Emily Henderson" and distinguishable

™m each other only by the form of the pollen which is either long or round.

The long pollen is generally characteristic of the various strains of sweet peas,

*Me the round appears to be limited to this one strain of "Emily Henderson,"

5^0 to the various dwarf sweet peas or "Cupids" which are believed to have

sprung from it. When any pure-bred white-flowered strain having long pollen

*as crossed with any colored strain the first-generation hybrids were always

purple. When white with round pollen was crossed with blue sap-colored, it

I
^'"se produced F„ but when crossed with red sap-colored the first generation

^ as always painted lady. \Mien pure-bred white "long" was crossed with pure-

/! ^^^^^ "round," the first generation hybrids were sometimes purple, sometimes

^nted lady. If, on the other hand, exlraded whites are used, whether they

ve long or round pollen, no reversion takes place when they are crossed together,

!!!i£_^l white-flowered.

ReJrf'^^^°^'
^•' Saunders. Miss E. R., Punnett, R. C, and Hurst, C. C,

ports to the Evolution Committee of the Royal Society. Report II. Experimcn-
-

studies

1905.

in the physiologj- of heredity. 8vo. pp. 154. London: Harrison & Sons
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This difference of behavior between pure-bred and extracted whites is sug-

gestive of Castle's* recently reported results with guinea-pigs, in which several

white individuals showed the presence of latent black pigment by transmitting

it to a certain proportion of their offspring. The whites extracted from the

non-black members of these crosses proved to be pure albinos incapable of pro-

ducing black offspring.—G. H. Shull.

MacDougal^ has published, with the cooperation of A. M. Vail, G. H.

Shull, and J. K. Small, some of the results of the study of Oenothera that have

been made at the New York Botanical Garden. Thus far the attempt to find

O. Lamarckiana in its native state has been unsuccessful, although herbarium

and other records make it ^'fairly conclusive that it is a true and independent

species, native to America." That this species has remained unchanged for

over a hundred years is certain. O. grandiflora, O. Lamarckiana, and 0, aqS^i-

cola are more closely related to one another than any of them are to 0. biennis.

An expedition by S. M. Tracy undertaken for the purpose of the rediscover)' of

O. grandiflora was successful. O. hicnnis, as commonly understood, mdudes

two or more elementary species, and 0\ cruciata embraces three such species.

These facts make it evident that the resolution of a "species" into its elementary

species is the first requisite for the study of mutation, casual field obsen-ations

being almost worthless. Careful studies were made of hybrids of 0, Lamarchm

with 0. cruciata and 0. biennis. The occurrence of known mutants, as a

rubrinervis, O. albida, O. gigas, etc., from a culture of 0. Lamarchana ^
observed, showing that the mutative period of the latter is still present, and

^^
the same mutants may occur in diverse environments.' Some hitherto un

mutants were also obser\^ed. Results of statistical studies are ^^^^^^^
"^ ^^^^

detail; while the mutants show great variability, there is yet a great gap be ^^ee^

them and the parent form. A summary of this paper^ is given in another p
a -

H. C. COWLES.

White? has p
illustrated by half-tone reproductions of excellent photographs.

the Hymeniales of Connecticut,

purpose

port is to compile, so far as possible, a complete list of native specie^

with notes as to the characteristics of the genera.—J. M. C.

, hbits PaF^
4 Castle, W. E., Heredity of coat characters in guinea-pigs ancl ra

^j^^ ^^ ^

of the Station for Experim:?ntal Evolution at Cold Spring Harbor, New

pp. 78, pis. 6. Washington: Carnegie Institution of Washington.
^^^^^^

s MacDougal, D. T., Vail, A. M., Shull, G. H., and Small,
J'^^^'^^^^^j^n of

and hybrids of the Oenotheras. Pp. 57. figs. /J- pIs- 22. Carnegie

Washington, Publication No. 24. Washington, 1905. ^^^
6 MacDougal, D. T., Studies in organic evolution. Jour. N.

6:27-36. 1905.

7 White, Edward Albert, A preliminary report on the Hymeniales of Co"

necticut. State Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 3. PP- 81- f^^- 4^- ^9
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Clinton^ has described the fifty species of smuts knoun to occur in Con-

necticut, introducing the descriptions by a general account of the character of

the group. Numerous drawings and reproductions of photographs illustrate

the paper.—J. M. C.

Schatfnero and his associates have made an ecological study of a glacial

lake near Columbus, Ohio. Many of the typical bog plants, such as sphagnum,

are absent; but some, as Decodon, are present in abundance.—H. C Cowles.

OsGOOO,'° in an account of a reconnoissance in Alaska mainly concerned with

birds and mammals, gives notes on the distribution of the more characteristic

plants that will interest plant geographers.—H. C. Cowles.

NOTES FOR STUDENTS.
Fauix" has made a c>tological investigation of the ascus, studying the ori^n

of the asci from the ascogenous hyphae, and their nuclear divisions and spore

formations in a number of hitherto uninvestigated Ascomycetes, particularly

Hydnoboliks sp., Neotiella albocincla, and Sordaria finicola. He has examined

tlurt}--su species in order to determine how the ascus originates from the ascog-

enous hyphae. He finds numerous cases in which the ascus does not arise from

the penultimate cell of the recurved tip of an ascogenous hypha, as described for

various Discomycetes but not for mildews. Maire and Guilliermond have

fully described deviations from this type, and Faull in his examination finds

that such is invariably the case in only eleven species. The ascus may bud out

from the penultimate cell, although occasionally the septum between it and the

tefrninal cell is lacking. The absence of this wall cutting of! a uninucleate

teraiinal cell at the tip seems to be the most frequent departure from the con-

ventional type, being well illustrated by Genea hispidula, in w^hich form the wall

is always wanting. In some forms the asci arise from the terminal cell of the

•scogenous hyphae and in others apparently from any cell. In every case defi-

^5tely determined, the uninucleate stage of the ascus arises by fusion of two

l^uclei, which may be daughter nuclei or sister nuclei, either before or after enter-

the and
tive in character, were observed in the neighborhood of nuclei in the asci. The

constant

Similar bodies were also observed npe spores.

4
r

* Clinton, George Perkins, The Ustilagineae, or smuts, of Connecticut. State

eol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, BuU. 5. pp. 45- figs. 5S- iQ^S-

g
'ScHAPrNER,

J. H., Jennings, O. E., and Tyler, F. J.,
Ecological study of

"»sh Lake. Proc. Ohio State Acad. Sci. 4:151-165. 1904.

" Osgood, W. H., A biological reconnoissance of the base of the Alaska Peninsula.

P- 86. pis.
J. „iaps 2. North American Fauna No. 24. Washington. i904-

Bos w"^^^^'
^' "' ^^^'^loP'^ent of ascus and spore formation in Ascomycetes. Proc.

• ^- Nat. Hist. 32:77-113. ph. y-ii. 1905.
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This

centrosomes and asters with which they are associated are of extranuclear origm.

The nucleus occupies the dense cytoplasm which becomes difFerentiated about

it. In Neotiella and Sordaria the protoplasm about the exceedingly large nucleus

gularly

possessing

structure. The fibers of the broad spindle taper in Neotiella and Sordaria to

terminate in two very minute centrosomes, from which radiate very fine rays,

often so fine as not to be easily demonstrable. The astral rays in Hydno1x)lites

are long and coarse and easily observed. These rays stain differently from the

centrosome, and there is no evidence that they are outgrowths from or that they

are absorbed by the centrosome at the time of their disappearance. In Hydno-

bolites the chromosomes are very small, while those of Neotiella are large horse-

shoe-shaped bodies. The number of chromosomes may vary in different species,

being four or five in Hydnobolites and six or seven in Neotiella. The method of

spore formation is particularly interesting, as it does not at all correspond with

that described by Harper. A plasma membrane is organized about the spore-

plasm before the nuclei pass Into a resting condition. This membrane is formed

entirely distinct from the astral rays, which do not appear to enter into its com-

position. The long thick astral rays of Hydnobolites change position, but so

as to be thrown farther apart. A fusion is an impossibility. These rays may

be seen distinctly even after the spores are delimited. The sporeplasm is delim-

ited from the rest of the cytoplasm by the differentiation of a certain hyalme

finely granular area. This specialized hyaline layer of protoplasm begins just

outside the centrosome and proceeds progressively until it entirely encloses the

sporeplasm. A plasma membrane is subsequently formed from or in this limitmg

area. Concurrently with this first membrane a second membrane is formed m

contact with the first, which lines the cavity in which the spore is to lie. FaOX

suggests that these membranes may arise by a cleavage in the limiting area, cause

by Its increased growth and differentiation and a pull on the part of the nucleus^

Both plasma membranes are intimately concerned in laying down the spore

'pposed

alls

.VVU.VWV.M tiic uppu^cu iiieiuuranes. The time of the formation of the spore w

is variable in the different species and bears no relation to the delimitation of e

sporeplasm. Multinucleate spores are usually septate, but those of

^^^^J!*
are unseptate. The multinucleate condition arises, at least in Sordaria^ by ^^7

okinetic di\ision of the nucleus of the spore. Where a septum is formed

portion, as the tail of the Podosporas, its organizauuu .

.r ^1. 1 _ .1 x.„i '«^« ooT^fo" a rp. formed

due to

the direct action of the nucleus on the cytoplasm, since septa are formea
^;^^

the immediate neighborhood of nuclei. The author favors the \aew that bom

^^^

gizes the ascus with a zoosporangium of the Oomycetes, as an
^^g^^"f,^.^^^at

of the origin of the Ascomycetes from the Oomycetes. He does not believe

pore formation
pmum

homology.—

J
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Wasielewski^^ has undertaken by theory and by his own experimental

data to dispel what he calls the "Mitosendogma'' of Hegler. This so-called

dogma consists in a discrimination between mitosis and amitosis, in which the

former is regarded as the only process by which nuclear division can be accom

plished and the potential qualities retained. According to this view, frag-

mentation of the nucleus is held without exception to involve loss of regeneration

capacity. According to the author this dogma ignores the fact that amitosis

is just as normal for many lower organisms as mitosis is for the higher. Further,

the idea that the nucleus is the bearer of the hereditary qualities is a theory only,

though so widely accepted as to be regarded often as a fact. A study of the

mfluence of chloral hydrate, especially, on nuclear and cell division leads the

author to conclude that both may occur amitotically in higher plants. This

tendency to amitosis apparently dormant may be aroused by stimulants. Degen-

eration as a consequence of amitosis was not observed, and cells so divided can

resume mitotic divisions without loss of capacity for development. Two modes

of amitotic nuclear divisions were observ'ed: Diatmese (dissection) and Diaspase

(distraction). Thus, the latter are regarded as members in a phylogenetic series

which includes mitosis and from which amitosis does not fundamentally difFer.

In the second section the author goes so far as to state that a given nucleus may

begin its division mitotically and complete it amitotically. The physiological

equivalence of mitosis and amitosis is advocated. Nemec's paper, in which the

author is believed to have confused amitosis with nuclear fusion, appeared after

this second section had gone to press. The author promises a paper in which

this matter will be considered.—Raymond H. Pond.

A RECENT PAPER by LoNGO'3 describes the nutrition of the embrj'O sac

Ae Cucurbitaceae, especially in Cmurbila Pcpo. The principal point of interest

K the behavior of the pollen tube, which, after discharging the usual function

connected with fecundation, serves as an organ of food absorption. About the

^me the pollen tube reaches the embr>-o sac, an enlargement occurs in it a short

distance from its extremity. After fertilization, slender branch-Uke outgrowths

proceed from the enlargement and grow along the nucellus to enter a specialized

region of the outer integument. This region is composed of ceUs containmg

jood material, as starch, which is extracted by the haustorial
.

prolongations of

^' pollen tube. In the meantime the epidermis of the nucellus, or its outermost

.

yw of cells, becomes cuticularized and the cells near the chalaza become suber-

Thus it would seem that the path of the food material is through the

l^ascular bundle of the outer integument to the nutritive tissue, and from thence

the embrj'o through the haustorial prolongations and the pollen tube. The

!r!!!!lf^ the paper is occupied (i) with an account of the changes that occur

" Wasielewski, W. von, Theoret-sche und cxpcrimentelle Beitragc zur Kcnnt-

aerAmitose. Jahrb. Wiss. Bot. 38:377-420; 39:581-606. fgs. lo. 19°^-

Ann 'v
^^'^°' -^^^^^0' Osservazioni e ricerche sulla nutrizione dcircmbrione vegetale.

AnnahBotanica.:373_3,6.
X905.

m

ued.
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in the endosperm and integuments during seed development; and (2) with

reviews of various papers dealing with different methods of embr}'o sac nutrition.

While LoNGO's paper was in press, that of Kirkwood^4 appeared, A footnote
^

by LoNGO states that his observations and Kirkwood's do not agree in respect

to the presence of a micropyle and the passage of the pollen tube through it in

Cucurbilo Pepo. Longo maintains that in this species no micropylar canal is

present, but that the pollen tube grows between the cells of the nucellus. As a

micropyle is present in other species, he thinks Kjrkwood has made a mistake

in determination.—F. H. Billings.
L

Two INVESTIGATORS have published preliminary announcements of the

results of a study of fertilization and the associated structures in Jimiperus com-

munis. NoREN^s says that during the summer following pollination the pollen

tube grows into the tissues of the nucellus, but fertilization does not occur until

the following year. The two male cells are equal in size. A ventral canal

nucleus is formed, but it is npt separated from the egg by a wall. The male cell

is still surrounded by its cytoplasm when it enters the egg, but slips out from it

as the sex nuclei come into contact. There are eight free nuclei in the proembr)-o

before w^alls begin to be formed,

Sludskv's^^ announcement was hastened by that of NOR^N, He reports

»that the entire development of the sexual generation, from pollen to fertilizaUon

and from megaspore to embr>o, lasts only one summer; the growth of the po en

tube lasting only two to six weeks. A ventral canal nucleus is formed, but "-

appears before fertilization. Centers with radiations are prominent in the egg;

and are caused by the diminishing pressure which accompanies the formation

vacuoles. There are never more than two male cells in a pollen tube, i he ro

cellular complex described for Cupressus by Juel is regarded as due to ^^"°""^

material. Not more than two male cells ever enter the egg, and only one func o

in fertilization. The nucleus of the male cell is still surrounded by its ^)'^^^^

after it enters the egg. During fertilization there can be seen in the "^PP^^^^

of the egg the tube nucleus, neck cells, and even cells of the overling
^^^^

In regard to the fusion of sex nuclei, the author agrees with Nok£n, and in re^

to the embryo he agrees with Strasburger.—C. J.
Chamberlain.

LiLiENFELD'7 ascrfbes the indecisive results obtained by Nevvcom
^^^^

Rhodes in their study of the chemotropism of roots to inadequate me^^

^^^

Among the sources of error unprovided for by them the author men

14 KiRKWOOD, T. E., The comparative embryology of the Cucurbitaceae.

in BoT. Gazette 39:73. 1905. . ^^^^^^
^5NoEEN, C. O., Ucber Befruchtung bei Jimiperus communis.

Mitteilung. Arkiv. Bot. Svensk. Vctcns. Akad. 3: pp- u- ^9°^'
_ (,^w»iiiJ'

'« Sludsky, N., Uebcr die Entwickelungsgeschichte des
•^""'^'J"^

q-.

Vorliiufigc ^litu-ilung. Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gesclls. 23:212-216. pi-
•

^^^^__^

»7 LiLiENFELD, M., Ucber den Chemotropismus der Wurzel.

Rev

Bot. Gesells. 23:91-96. 1905.
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traumatic disturbance due to resistance offered by gelatin surface to entering root;

(2) positive aerotropism because of the stratum of air between the gelatin blocks;

(3) diffusion of stimulating substances from one block to the other. In the author's

improved method, only one large circular block of gelatin is used. After a cavity

is made in Ihe center of the block, the seedlings are planted in the gelatin at vary-

ing distances from the margin of the cavity, and into the latter the stimulating

substance is then placed. By using this method negative esponses

cases

of Newcombe and Rhodes. The former responses are regarded as chemo-

tropic, while the latter are considered traumatropic.

—

Raymond H. Pontj.

The greatest gap in our knowledge of the morphology of Comferales is

in connection with the Araucarineae. Thomson, '« whose interesting work on

the megaspore-membrane of gymnosperms has been noted, has published a

preliminary statement of the results of his investigation of the tribe. The con-

spicuous features are the supernumerary nuclei found in the pollen tube, m
^

one

case reaching thirty in number; the failure of the pollen grains to reach the micro-

pyle, lodging at the distal end of the scale and sending out their tubes from that

point; the unusual freedom of the nucellus from the integument; and the peculiar

arrangement and development of the archegonia, not described in this notice.

The anatomical details also indicate a peculiar isolation of the tribe^ among

Coniferales. The forthcoming monograph will be looked for with great interest.

-J. M. C.

sporangia

the English Coal-measures, which has been regarded as a much branched

ed rachis of a fern leaf. The ultimate branchlets are exceedingly numer-and naked rachis of

ous and slender, "occurring in dense, faggot-like groups." Scott now finds that

these branchlets bore terminal sporangia of the ordinary fern type, except that

tl»ere is a terminal stomium and no annulus. There is a suspicion that Aese

ii^ay be the microsporangia of a pteridosperm
iroupj so far as found ntfarlif>H -xTf nlsn ti

-\nother

true

upon ultimate

sporangia atta

lems accounts for its occurrence among pteridosperms.—J. M- C

.

I^' A LIST of some unrecorded stations for New Zealand plants, CocK.\Y^."
'^eludes Carex Darwinii uroletis. a Dlant hitherto recorded as occurring only m

and New
form

J

_ /' "^^o^sox, R. B., Preliminary note on the Araucarineae. Science N. S. 22
;

88,

1905.

" Scott, D. H., The sporangia of Staurobterh Oldhamia Binncy. New Phytol

^•^'4-120.
figs. 2. 1905

30
Cockayne, L., Some hitherto-unrecorded plant habitats. Trans. N. Z. Inst

^'^561-367.
1905.



NEWS.

Professor Eduard Tangl, University of Czemowitz, died recendy at the

age of fifty-seven years.

Professor Leo Errera, director of the Botanical Institute of theUnivereity

of Brussels, died August i at the age of forty-seven years.

The total appropriation for the U.S. Department of Agriculture for the

year 1905 is s$s,944,54o. This includes $1,337,740 for the Weather Bureau.

Dr. Robert BraithwaIte completed on his eighty-first birthday his mono-

Moss
years

Edward W

Baltimore.

Toh

The New York Botanical Garden has purchased the entire mycological

Mr. George Massee
British Fungi,

WOULD Pfanzenkrani

heiien to revise the list of collaborators on its title page. One a

dead these ten years.

We learn from the Journal of Botany that Mr. George Murray has been

compelled by failing health to resign his curatorship in the department of botany

Museum
An admirable summary of the relation of plant physiology to the deydop-

ment of agriculture is. presented by Albert F. Woods, pathologist and physi^

ologist of the Bureau of Plant Industry, in the Yearbook of the U. S. Departmen

of Agriculture for 1904 (pp. 1 19-132), just issued.

The meral

meeting in September to the memory

pecial session at its recent genera

rm

earlier his pupil and then his assistant.

leeimg was neia m vaiiomurusd,, vrx.^.-

eulogy was pronounced by Professor BoRZi,
was

Pfl

— ^^j yu|jii <tiiu men nis assisiani.

Paul Parey (Berlin) announces that the third edition of the ^andbw^^

. 'nzenkrankheiten is in preparation by Professor Dr. P. SoR^i-^R>

associated with him Professor Dr. G. Lindau and Dr. L. Reh.^ They

respectively the plant and animal parasites which occasion diseases

^^^
the original author, Dr. Sorauer, confining himself in this edition to the

A.,^ i^ . ,... . _
' °.. . , . .?_„ The new ""

who has

ill treat

plants.

"uc w conauions ot weather, position
will appear in three volumes.

rocTOBEB

320



HEADACHE
is the brain's cry

r phosphates

ozodont
Tooth Powder

Every effort of the body consumes
phosphates. When the Buj)ply is less
than tlie df^mand, derangement takes
l^ace and headache follows.

Horsford's
Acid Phosphate

'8 the ideal preparation for brain-
corkers. Supidies phoRphates in a
(om readily asHimilated, promptly
reiienng headache, nervousness and
inBomnia,

Pimphlet containingr full Information
"nailed free on request.

tal^r^^
<Jnigglst can't supply you, send 25

dS^ » 1''"/"'*'' Chemical Works, Provi-«^. K. I., for sample bottle, postage paid.

MiE'NN

^

m
\t

m

delicious dentifrice. Free

from acid and Just the

thing for those who have an

inclination for the niceties of

every-day life.

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

The Marvellous

J*

7

^

.^.

'--^,

^^
Small

Grand
»

^V^^^
\K.

\

^^
--4

«i

J 1

IWfiftrf

"^W-'f:

\

<S

' *«« Sunburn
liiit-

For sale everywhere or by

''^nnSfr^-w''-*''''^''"^"'-' ^"'^'^ Talcum.

\

5 feet 4 Inches lonf

4 feet 7 Inches wide

Tn the above most moden. of all» >7,^X^^'^
.killed product of nearly

^^^J^ .^"^^^m^ ^^

accumulated experience and of conscienuuu

attain the highest l^^fection. desiRn.it
lufiuitely beautiful and di^^ea m cr

^^^
rivals in richness of tone l^,^^^"'^^^^^

gives greatest economy of floor space.
^ ^

;rr.r./^ our mustraud catalo^u. 0/ Grinds .W ip^HU.

J. & C. FISCHER, Bept- <t

, 04 rifth ATPnttene«r«3d street jjfiW TOKK
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TO PROVE SiS"j!
device for

100 copies from Pen-written aoi

50 copies from Typewritten originil

we are willing to send a complete DUPLICATOR without depoifl

ten days* trial.

No mechanism to get out of order, no washing, no pTts$,Mftitn

ink. The product of 23 years' experience in L)UPLiCATO«. fit

for complete apparatus, cap size (prints 8^ in, by 13 in.)- T%
to the trade discount of 33}i per cent. $S-oo nc^*

FELIX P. B. DAUS DUPLICATOR CO., DausBidg....,johnstr«t.v-w

s**a
I

y.-

STEEL PENS
i

Th 20th

' ' ESTABLISHED m*.

Samples and Prices from U. S. Sole

AgentSy

PERRY & CO.
349 p-^°H»/«v- Hew TOT*-

Cen^an) Pian
on aAny piece of music sounds better

STROHBER PIANO
Price and Terms are better too

^
^^J^ct from the Manafycfurers

STROHBER PIANO CO.,Chicag,

Learn Telegraphy and O-A«2g

""""morse school of ifffiSL"
CINCINNATI, 0., BUFFALO,N.V., ^J^ ^^^clSCO, CAl-

TEXAKKANA, TEX., SAN FK--^

?

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS

Educational and Scientific works prinU^ in English, German,

French, and all other modem languages. -Estimatts furntsn

58th street and VENUE. CHICAGO,
u^oii

#L^-

We want and

recommend

Pratt Institutcliieh schools.

^ -'^ ^ ^^> high-grade pos
etc.. and can assist you, REGISTER NOW, FREE,

combine athletic work
wij-^.

vacancies in Uoivers..y
ol

I^ i

'"^

The Physical Training Teachers' BureauJ

^^^^OBP. "^
5



GRAND PRi
(tbe higbest honoi)

AWARDED TO

ESTERBROOKS

AT THE

St. Louis Exposition

Cbe Dnd of manatee

described and illustrated,

wonderful resources

sHown, and its strange and

absorbingly interesting

ory recounted, in the

Seaboard Magazine.

SEJ^T FREE ON REQUEST

J ^- WHITE, General Industrial Agent

PORTSMOUTH, VIRGINIA

Jtibcard Jiir cine Railway

WHEN YOU ASK FOR
THE IMPROVED

REFUSE ALL
SUBSTITUTES AND
INSIST ON HAVING
THE GENUINE
The Name is

stamped on every

loop—

CUSHION
BUTTON

LIES FLAT TO THE LEG-HEVER
SLIPS, TEARS ROR UNFA5TEW5

Sample pair, Sflk flOc., CortoTt 2Sc.

JklaHed on receipt of prk*.

GEO. FROST CO., Maker*

Boston, Miss., U.S.A.

ALWAYS EASY

TRADE MARK

tMVfSMltt

T T

THE ARISTOCRAT
OF SUSPENDERS

50-cent quality, cord ends,

for every-day wear.

$1.00 quality, web ends,

imported webbings, for

dress wear.

All tnetal parts of brass

guaranteed not to rust.

All webbings reversible.

Made in four lengths, a fit for everyone.

Insist on having the

•'Gordon."

Knothc Brothers, 12a

Fifth Ave., N. Y.,

Selling agents

retail trade.

GORDON MFG. CO.,

New Rochcllc, N. Y,

Owner and Wholesaler

^

\- -

-t.^
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The'series of LIFL '

MA-KS taken by
Dr. Finsch from
living natives of
OCEANfA and the
MAI, AY ARPHr-
FKUGO, -ni faith-
fully luLuKKD AFTER NA-
TURK, were pronounced by
I'trchow, Mantegazza,
flower and other savants,
the most perfect FACSIM!-
LFS OF RACE TYFES ever
made. They include natives of the La-
drones, Caroline, Marshall, Gilbert,

m- T 7
^^«"' Lagonn, Tonga, hub, Samoa,

Aete Zealand, Ihn-neo, Sutnatra, Java, Bali,
Timor, (elehfs, Philippines, New Brif.nn, Duke of
Ti'^S //-f/att^y, Solomon, Fiji and Loyalty
islands, Aew Gutnea, Tasmania. Japan, China, W.
fti;7«L'". ?^ special interest are OUR COLONIAL ABO-
itK.i.^fc.> from Gnnm, Samoa, Uaivnii and Philip-
Pines. Very appropriate for School, Office. LibraiT or
Reception Hall. Although primarily educational they
.:>rm unique and striking wall decorations. Full de-
scription with each mask.

Price, securely packed, $4 each.
The four colonials $15. Any ten $35.

ANATOMICAL LABORATORY of CHARLES H. WARD
383 West Ave., Rochester. N.Y.

CIRIUUR ON REQnST

Mothers!

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

ABORIGINES

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Spp

has been used for over SIXTY YEARS by Mll^

tlONS of MOTHERS for their CHILDRES

while TEETHING, with PERFECT SCCCESn

It SOOTHES the CHir.D, SOFTENS the GUlfc

AI,I.AYS all PAIN ; CURES waND COLIC, Mi

is the best remedy for DIARRHCEA. SoW Kf

Druggists in every part of the world. Be nK

and ask for "Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup,

J4.„i^ ^t^u^^nXrinA Twentv-five cts. a

4*Follow

the Flag"

Pullman Sleepers
AND

TOOTH
PASTE

Differs from the ordinary

dentifrice minimizing

the canses of decay. En-

dorsed by thousands of

Dentists. It is deliciously

flavored, and a delightful adjunct to the den-

tal toilet. In convenient tubes. For sale at

drug stores, 25c. per tube.

Free Chair Cars

Chicago to

PITTSBURG
VIA THE

AVOID SUBSTITUTES

DENTACURA COMPANY
Newark. N. J., U. S. A.

>

WABASH
C.S.CRANE.G.P.4T.A. f. A.

PALMER.
A-l^^-^

ST. LOUIS
CHICAGO



WANT
TAFFY

WORLD

"V/^^W>'

Say that YOUJKA^ is a

K
The "Old Reliable" Piano
sd yon will have convinced any competent
oac of the soundness of your judgment.

Catalogue No. lo free
Wirerooms, Aeolian Hall, 362 Fifth Ave-

NEW YORK

YDU MUST
INSIST

ON CLTTINC

Old Fashioned

Washington Taffy
FOR SALE AT ALL OUR STORES & RRST CLASS

EVERYWHERE -rf 10 """" ^f^^'

Line-writer and

pointer find the place

No guessing.

escapement

Fast work and no "piling

Justifier-To rewrite

instead of a whole page.

Heavy manifolder- Clear carbon

copies

Instantly interchangeable printing

cylinders

Ball-bearings
action

reduce friction, which is wear.

BROADWAY, NEW



THE INCREASING DEMAND
FOR THE SMALL GRAND PIANO

Proves its popularity. The reason is not far to seek. Its

cost is no m tha th arger style of Uprights The

Grand action and tone are preferable to the Upright. The

little extra room required is only at the keyboard end, while

its artistic appearance more than compensates for that small

disadvantage. We speak now of the

QUARTER GRAND
r

The only piano of such small dimensions.

Made now In two sizes: Style R, 5 ft. long; and Style A, 5

ft. 5 in. long. Both just wide enough to admit the

full 7 5^ octave keyboard.

Chickerinjr Pianos are made only by Chickering

& Sons, Boston, and are sold Chicag

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.

WABASH AVENUE
CHICKERING. KURTZMANN. MATHUSHEK AND GABLER PI

IVe Sell all Pianos at Delinit

Publishers and Importers of Music Dealers in Music of the Better
Clasi

We publisli a number of desirable Musical Works for school use

Send for Descriptive Circular
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'WUE»,Tf S TABASCO. New Iberia, Louisiana.

new catalogue

of the books and
periodicals published

e University
Chicago Press has just
been issued. Those
interested learned

scientific works
"^ay obtain a copy free

^y addressing

University
The

Press
Chicago

*«°. ''nd ,56 Fifth Av., New York
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at our expense

There is only one way to prove any-

thing about a typewriter, and that is

an acfual test of the machine itself w
your own office.

That is what we want every possible

purchaser of a Fox Typewriter to do

before he buys.

When we say the Fox Typewriter can

be operated with from 25 to 100 per

cent, less energy than any other type-

writer, it doesn't mean anything to you

unless we can show by this saving that

it will enable you to reduce the cost ot

typewriting in your office, give you a

better grade of work and save you a vast

amount of worry about repairs. When

we show you that, you are interested.

We have proved this to some of the

most discriminating buyers in the coun-

try. Seventy-five per cent, of our sales

are made under just such circumstances.

If we can prove it to you, you want

our machine.

Remember we prove this at our ex-

pense. All you have to do is say yoU'

LeSterested.no matter where you are.

Write us today.

-I

Fox Typewriter Co.

Executive Office and Factory

560-570 Front St., GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.

BrMches and Agencies In Principal Citie..
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Twelve styles of HYLOi

Send forCataio^

"How to Read V«f
f

THE PHELPS COMPANY
106 STATE STREET DETROIT. Uj;^
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ctures Commerce
A BooK for Business Men

An interesting chapter

SOME RAILWAY PROBLEMS
By PAUL MORTON Railwiy

formerly Secretary of the Navy and Vice-President of the Atchison, lopcKa cv

^ hy H«S^

is one of the five lectures on Railways included in this collection. The volume is edU^ ^ ^
«.

Rand Hatfield, of the University of California. The other contributors ^"^ JT' -G.
!».-

'

'^"""an, of the Illinois Central, on Railway Management and Operation
;
^^ SSuUi

the
&

t

„ -gv^ V*. iivjiiiiwcaicrn, on Railway man service, j-«. --'• ••^
,., ,„,,i.ee

Santa F^, on Railway Consolidation; Louis Jackson, of the Chicago, Milv^auK

Railways as Factors in Industrial Development.
. ^^^

The other subjects treated in Lectures on Commerce are Higher ^^^" investme"*
tion, by J. Laurence Laughlin; The Steel Industry, by Franklin ^-^l^ 1^^. byJ*"*
by D. R. Forgan; The Comptroller of the Currency, the Methods ot d ^^^^^,\n

H. Eckels; Foreign Exchange, by H. K. Brooks; The History of the Ar
^^^.^^ijif

H. F. J. Porter; At Wholesale, by A. C. Bartlett; The Commercial
Xfj'i^orr A.

&»'*"
by John Lee Mahin; The Credit Department of Modern Business, oy ^^

and Fire Insurance, by A. F, Dean.

I

i:

I

lectures on Commerce, 396 pages, 8vo, cloth, $i.5<> °^*' '^"^

THE UNIVERSITY CHICA
CHICAGO and 15« FiftH Avenue NEW YORK
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STASK

WILL TELL

E WIRT
FOUNTAJN PEN

IS EASILY THE BEST MADE

^Ns Ready-Always Writes
Obuinable from best dealers,
0 others just as good.

V

S€ndfer book of loo styles to suit all

8:xGii,BL00IVISBURG, PA.

Yotir

AVE them bound in
Cloth or Leather.
It will improve the

appearance of your Li-

ture.
small

The University of

well
^q.^ipped job bindery and
^»^be pleased to quote

^ University of Chicago Press
tN>t Bindery

CHICAGO
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any other Typewriter
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Remington Typewriter Company

New York and Everywhere
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THE CHICAGO */^^^„Xes
run* the largest

passen^eren^ines

In the world ^.^^
They keep the trains

""

Between Chicago,
St. Louis, .

Kansas City and

Peoria

Geo. J. CHARLTON. Genera! Passenger Age
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For i4// JVa/ro/Ls an<f Tongues and used by Alt Classes of People

THE BUSINESS MAN - Because the New Hammond is the Best Letter

_ r

Writer, Manifolder and Tabulator.

THE SCIENTIFICMAN - Because the Hammond has a practically unlimited

range of service.

THE LITERARY MAN- Because the Hammond allows the use

styles and sizes of type.
r

THE LINGUIST - - - Because on one Hammond machine

twenty languages can be written.

of se\.

tbji

THE LADIES - - - - Because the Hammond has a

and others in preparation.

beautiful
Script trpt

ERYB O DY - Because one Hammond Hvill <wrjte an^tj^ng
i

style of type, language,
^

size paper in any direction

color of ink,
(^'^

HAMMOND TYPEWRITER COMPANY

NEW VOBK
i^

J

69TH TO 70TH STS., AND EAST RIVER
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Remedy of Ordinary Merit Could Ever
Have Received Indorsations from

Men Like These.

i Iris's Disease

and

Ibuniinuria
«

Pregnancy

Samuel O. L. Potter, A. M., M. D., MM.C.P., J^ndo»,

Professor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinum
Medicine in the College ofPhysicians and Surgeons, San Francisco-

Dr. Wm, H. Drummond, Professor Medicalfurisprudaum.

Bishop's University^ Montreal^ Canada.

Cyrus Edson, A. M., M. D., Health Commissioner New
York City and State, President Board of Pharmacy^ New Yorh

City, Examining Physician Corporation Council, etc,

John V. Shoemaker, M. D., LL. D^
,f'^^/"^fr, 5/if

^
Medica and Therapeutics, Medico-Chirurgical College^ Philadelphia.

Dp. George Ben. Johnston, Richmond, Va., Ex-Preside^

Southern Surgical and Gynecological Association, Ex-Prcstdenl

Medical Society of Va., and Professor of Gynecology andAbdominal

Surgery^ Medical College of Fa.

r

1

« StiHie in ihe Blad
i Refial Calculi

and

ammailon

offte

Madder

Dp. a. Gabriel Pouchet, Professor of Marmacology and

Materia Medica ofthe Faculty ofMedicine, Pans,

Dp. J. T. LeBlanchard, Prof. Montreal Clinie,SM.,SN.,V.V.

Jas. M. Crook, A. M., M. D., P^^^'TP'"J'fl^t^L
and Clinical Diagnosis, New York Post Graduate Medical Sc^ooL

Louis C. Horn, IVI. D., Ph. D., Professor Diseases of Chit.

dren and Dermatology, Baltimore Umverstty.

Dr. J. Allison Hodges, PresUent and_IHrofessor^rvousani

Menial Diseases, University College ofMedicine, Ruhim..^, * a-

*»-

, Dr. Robert Bartholow. M. A„ LL. ^p,ZfroreJ^mtMedica and General Therapeutics, fefferson Medual CoLege, mtia.

Dr. I. N. Love, New York City, Former Professor Diseas^of

ChiMren, College of Physicians and Surgeons, and m Marum Sims

College ofMedicine, St. Louis.

HunteP McGuire. M. D., LL. D..^-^^«'^;^f;,!
Medical Association, Late President and Professor Umtcai

gery. University College ofMedicitie, Richmond, Va

Or. Alexander B. Mott, .

Bellevue Hospital Medical College

^Imt tlieae and many other ofthe leading medicalmen of the day say of the value of

RjfiRWimfiAWsfrain the treatment of these
^^*

afit bj a,^ ^^J_ir 5"** **^ diseases sent toanv address.
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General Sociology
By ALBION' W. SMALL •

Professor and Head of the Department of
Sociology in the University of Chicago

^* this important book Professor
Small brings his wide reading

"<^ keen analytical powers to bear
•n the history of sociology and its

Pf"^nt claims to be regarded as a
science. These claims have often

^

An Exposition of the Main Development

in Theory

Ratzenhofer

r

4'^

bee
e ground that

«e material of sociology has already
"" pre-empted by the recognized

?:-"^

»

•a

Wen

»cui sciences— ethnology, history,
^onotn.cs, etc. Professor Small's
*^^*er ,s that the work of co-ordi-
^jng these various groups, of sur-

,^'"8 the process of human associa-

{2, !f
* ^'^°'^' is a task distinct

^^.\hat of a worker in one of the

C^^^^' ^"d that the body of
''^^^^d- so gained legitimately

/>i

it.^

ge

^'^'^s a science.
»ocio|

cral

In other words,
^^Ky 's to social science in gen-

is to medicine

-J

scientist

'''

^' ^ manual. It is addressd to historians, econo.insts, pohticai

Prnf''
^'>?^logists, and moralists, quite as much as to sociologists

% licT ^"^"^* ^^ i" charge of the department of sociology in the Umver-

Sciietl .7^"?^^; He is joint author of ''An Introduction to the Study of

many important papers

XIV
$4.00, postpaid $4
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Russia and Its Crisis

By PAUL MILYOUKOV
Foimerly rrote>S(jr of HI!^tory at the Universities of Moscow and Sofia

W

A MOST pertinent bookf

"^^ the present moment

Paul Milyoukov's "R

and its Crisis," the fflo*

authoritative and coitp.

hensive account of R

Elf

past developmentandpi

conditions available in

lish. It is, moreover, a

of permanent importaatt

tracing, as it does, the lasu<

elements of the character^

the Russian people as m^'"

fested in their political,"^

and religious organiganizaW*

Professor Milyoukov « »

typical representative of*

influential branch of ti<

liberal party known as

^
.'Intellectuals,"

and

• pris*

mentand exucu."-t^

of freedom.
Hisknowk^

of the
ffli**

and proiuuu-, "-

^

views,
they

p^

Ne y*ew York Times, under date of August 26, says: " It is "° p° ^j^iiiyoukovt-

forcibly reminded of the truth of his own printed words as Professor Fau

^^
^^^^.^^

^^,^

His book on Russia, which we review this week, describes the '^"^""P^
^^^^ given a so*^

and hberalism,' now under way in his native land. The last few
.^^^^^

j^jg
rescrip''^,

exemplification of both the liberalism and autocracy. The Czar has issu^^^
^^^^^^^

p,-:.

ing a National Assembly, and within a fortnight of it his Governmen
^^

^^

Milyoukov for his activity in pr
'' :.-.:— / «fnrm in the empu •

ssemoiy, and wunm a tortnigni oi u "'^
.

activity in promoting agitation for reform in the empi

i

xiv4-588 pp., 8vo, cloth; net %l.oo, postpaid $3-20
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Decade of Civic Development
By CHARLES ZUEBLIN \

Professor of Sociology in the University of Chicago

A VIGOROUS optimist is in him-

self a hopeful sign of the

«:ncs. The author of this volume
»a man of this stamp. **The last

"has witnesseditczdt

lot on

cwicin

decade

tkanal

he says,

of

s

^r

l^ited States can show." Professor
Znebl

.w-m

^k is a practical book. It gives a
and spirited account of cer-

finite measures (political,

<«womic, social, and artistic) for

taia

cities.

our

ttti

""c is a subject that lies at

^^0' doors, a subject that no citi-
can afford to overlook.
Beginning with a discussion of
revived interest in citizenship,
«ats in turn the training of the
'^n. the making of the city, the

^'d

_v

^^
.
-v. wiaKing ot ttie city, the

^^cational effect of the great world's fairs, and the recent improvements in

,.,
^'^'^^ where most hac; h^^r, ^on^ Boston, New York, Harrisburg, and

3 Professor Zueblin calls it, is shown

to sea, comparable

»shington.

has been done
ihe "Civic Renascence,

movement, extending from sea
to ho

—
*ilh th r

"^tional movement, extenaing ironx scd. nj ^v,«, r

,
^'^'^ War and the Reconstruction. There could hardly be imagined

i«,iJ f""^'ve method of preaching the new crusade than straightforward

Oov-en.
^^^^ ^^^ ^^'^a^y been accomplished. What the future of such a

. "' "»»i oe ca

^"i present status.

llustrations.

Ci^ic T^^
-^"eblin, who was formerly President of the America

isth'
"'"^"'-t '^ rrotessor of 2 1-"— ^^ -- '

^^'' "''

e author of "American Muncipal Progress

rican League for

of Chicago
IVl^ t _

He »
.^""P^^^'^ment, is Professor of Sociology in the Universit)

" and of numerous articles.

200 pp., i2mo, cloth; net fi.25, postpaid, $1-39
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Ancient Records of Egypt
JAMES HENRY BREASTED

Professor of Egyptology and Oriental History in the University of Chicago

Author of "The History of Egypt"

A -booi

'^.^&-dk*.

appear.

of Egyptian history is at !asr

*ar Aftf^r ten vears of Wr

J

^?**^

;&

^

1^

^%

to Egyptologists and students

history a corpus of Egyptiaa*

scriptions on a scale not previow

attempted, and with a degree of ac-

curacy .never before equaled. Pro-

fessor Breasted has copied with i;^

in
"4.

Egypt.

Europe and many of those

..„.. c^ fVif^t-niicrh a rev-So thorough a

i^

would have been impossible but w

his connection with the great Ee?*

tian Dictionary in preparation by*

Royal Academies of Germany. T^

inaccuracy of even the best reau

.

of ancient inscriptions is prove^^;

believed that, with

but it IS

minute c;

record of this vast mass

perishing material will prove definitive. Remote and dry as such la^^^^

appear to the layman, it proves on closer acquaintance to be teem'°o^^

human interest and romantic discoveries. It is hardly necessary to sa)

^^^
expert linguist at the present day is in a position very ^'^^''^"^

^"'"^.^ei^^

even the best scholar of twenty years ago. So great has^ been
^^J^^ls't

e study of the language that a complete revision

imperatively demanded.

th of the
documents

tt

The i

records to

ely demanded.
nithe^''*^

nscriptions are arranged chronologically and extend from^^^^^^^^^

» the f^nal loss of Egyptian independence by the
^^f^'^" jjuct'"

Hi-^'

e f^nal loss of Egyptian independence by the Persia

^^^
j-j ^. ^. fhey are published in four volumes, with ^i^^^'"'^^ '

.^

and explanatory notes. While intended as a companion to the aut o^

^^^
^^^^

of Egypt," they have an independent value, and deserve a place o

of every student of ancient history. -
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The Silver Age of the Greek World
By JOHN P. MAHAFFY

Sometime Professor of Ancient History in the University of Dublin

""O Students of ancient life and thought Professor Mahaffy's scholarly little

volumes on the history of Greek civilization need no introduction. One
of these the University Press has already been privileged to publish—"The
Progress of Hellenism in Alexander's Empire," and another is shortly to appear,

"The Silver Age of the Greek World" is a revised edition of "The Greek
World under Roman Sway," and covers the period from the Roman conquest
to the accession of Hadrian, tracing the spread of Hellenism in Asia, Egypt,
Md Italy. To classicists the chapters on Cicero and Plutarch will be of especial

•Btcrest, while general readers will be attracted by those that deal with religion

ud literature in the first century.

First Russian Reader

M
By SAMUEL NORTHRUP HARPER
HARPER, who has studied his subject extensively in Moscow, Berlin,

and Paris, is bringing out a "First Russian Reader," an adaptation of a

fiench book compiled by Paul Beyer and N. Speranski, of the tcole des

J^ngues Orientales. The text for reading consists of stories from Tolstoy, and
'lereare trrammot.v^i —i i . .__ _ _j u..i„..„

,1 " .^u.1^0. J. 11c Lcxt lor reaaing consisib ui sluiics h
' "care grammatical and explanatory notes and a vocabulary.

The Metaphorical Terminology of Greek
Rhetoric and Literary Criticism
% LA RUE VAN HOOK

V 'J's dissertation Mr. Van Hook aims to determine the sources of the more
^Obvious figurative terms and to classify them accordingly; to define their

as critical terms by English and Latin equivalents; and to cite similar

sand no..iiei passages from the literature of Latin and E"-'-^ criticism.

50 pp., 8vo, paper; net 75 cents, postpaid 78 cents

^^ Idle Actor in Aeschylus
% FRANK* W. DIGNAN
!S dissertation is an attempt to show that the false art for which Aeschylus

I6d x^',''^^^ by Aristophanes was largely due to the primitive condition

of the m
"^'^""^ °f ^be period. The argument involves a general discussion

"management of the actors in early drama.

40 pp., 8vo, paper; net 50 cents, postpaid 53 cents
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Finality of the Christian Religion

By GEORGE B. FOSTER
Professor of the Philosophy of Religion in the University of Chicago

N a course of lectures delivered at Harvard in 1893 and 1894, Profu^

Foster outlined an argument for the absolute value of Christianity which

impressed his hearers that he was urged to put it into permanent form. T:^

he has at length done in ''The Finality of the Christian Religion," a wof

which gives evidence on every page of deep reading and a penetrating mr'

Professor Foster contends that Christianity is a part of human existence-

that, in the words of Tertullian, men are by nature Christians. The tendencti

modern thought is to reduce everything to mere relativity. To this k

lation, but as a natural development. The book has two sections, the f'-

being a destructive criticism of authority-religion, the second a constructive tia^

COtv*

ance with the evolutionary conception of a continually progressive huma

The Prophetic Element in the

Testament
By WILLIAM R. HARPER

A T iteraturcs in

President and Head of the Department of Semitic Languages ana i^

of Chicago

i^nt^

i
r n\h\e Studies-

XHIS is the latest volume in the series of Constructive
^'°'^^^^^^,,c:

forms, therefore, one step in the process by which
^^^.^J^

^^^^i^j^

pupil is led from the kindergarten stage to the mature ^^ '^^^
^^^^ ji

The book is adapted to advanced Bible classes and to "^

J^^j^^g
of s<*^

students, and assumes that the reader has already an unders ^"
.^^v"*

arly methods and a judgment of some maturity. 1"^
.|g shown W*

taken in its widest possible sense, and the prophetic ^^^"^^"
^j^jjue

caff**

interwoven with every period of biblical history, the presen
^^

^^^eot^

the subject through Amos. A frank recognition is everyw
^^^

^^(^oni^

various possible points of view, from the ultra-conservative ^jg^^gwhi^"^

but the reader has no difficulty in discovering the modera e

personally adopted by the author.

viii 4-142 pp., 8vo, cloth; postpaid $1.00
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Christian Belief Interpreted by
Christian Experience
By CHARLES CUTHBERT HALL

President of Union Theological Seminary
Author of "Universal Elements in Christian Religion "

X a course of lectures delivered

in India, Ceylon, and Japan by
h'csident Hall, wide attention was
Jroused throughout the Far East by
reison of their irenic tone and their

JTinpathetic presentation of charac-
teristic Christian id

*iapt(

These

eas in terms

to oriental consciousness.

general title of "Christian Belief
Interpreted Christian Experi-
««," were delivered under the
Barrows Lectureship founded by
^Ifs. Caroline Haskell.

>..

t^

The volume
thos

East

is dedicated "to

H

e m India, Ceylon, and the Far
om the study of religion

in the spirit of
precious

i»otherh

^thev

ood, and with true respect

bier

tHara

'arious faiths of men." This
spirit and breadth of view

e whole book. An
"*-

^°^Pt is made to point/out the

^
mon foundation underlying the gropings of men a

faoda°*
^^^^' ^^^^^^^ vd.x\cd the manifestations of the

^•Tiental principles there is essential unity.

fter uhimate truths, and

religious life, in its

Publi

There is a very ex'Wlwe r^""""' ^^P'^"^ber 23. says: • .. . .... - ^ ^ „

i^lieYes T""^
^PP^*^'"& ^o all men ought to be. Believing in the unity of the race, Dr. Hall

Werhl!i
Possibility of a universal religion that would bind East and West into one great

•^msal
S»

' *

«ive T'"'
'"''^b*"ty of origin, breadth of philosophical method, strength of moral

f>o*etto'h u ''"P^^^^^ess Those who believe that orthodox Christianity has lost its

««ld men of wide culture would do well to read Dr. Hall's lectures to the Hindus.

300 pp., 8vo, cloth; $1.50, postpaid $
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Books for New Testament Study
J?£ VISED EDITION

By CLYDE W. VOTAW
Assistant Professor of New Testament Literature in the University of Chicago

T"HESE lists, comprising books both popular and professional, are present^

in the hope that they may be of assistance to students of the Bible in iIk

selection of books for their study of the New Testament. The number of per

sons who are endeavoring to gain a historical and literary, as we!! as i

spiritual, understanding of the Bible increases rapidly, and many of them desiic

guidance in the selection of books from which they may acquire the knowledge

sought.

The books named here are those which it is thought will prove most liclp

ful to the present-day student of the New Testament. Different schoo.i

biblical interpretation are represented in the List, paragraphs of brief annotatK*

being given to characterize the books respecting their point of view, scope, a*:

particular value. The only consideration in the choice of titles has been

efficiency of the books to promote the best appreciation, knowledge, and use

the New Testament.

X

The Messianic Hope in the New
r

Testament
T

4

By SHAILER MATHEWS
Professor of Systematic Theology in the University of Chicago

"THIS volume seeks to establish a criterion for determining to
^^^^^^'^^ ^^^^

concepts of the New Testament writers were essential and to \^

^^^^^
formal. In other words, it seeks to determine whether these ^^^^^Pj^^j^g ^
universal or of local application. The book is not only an

^"^^!^^^^^est:

instructive example of the historical method of studying the New
^^^^^^

ny
by a positive and genuine evangelical rendition of theology.

^^^^^

The Outlook. August 19, 1905 says : "Professor Shailer ^^^thew's volurne^o»^^^%,qu^

Hope in the New Testament" is the best treatise on this subject with wn.t
^.^jj^ction

bft*^

Nowhere else have we seen so clearly, intelligently, and sanely 'J''^'^".LerpretatioD P"] .
Christ's own account of his Messianic character and mission and the tnisi ^^r

^ ^^^
,^,Dgfi.

his words by his disciples owing to their previous Pharisaic conception

God meant and what sort of person the Messiah was to be."

358 pp., 8vo, silk; net, $2.50, postpaid $2.69

I
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The Social Ideals of Alfred Tenny
son as Related of His

By WILLIAM C. GORDON

T is rare that two departments of study are combined so cleverly and profit-

ably as literature and sociology are combined here. The reader sees at

"ifc€ that Mr. Gordon is quite at home in both fields. He reads his Tennyson
»ith the discriminating sympathy and sure understanding of a scholar, and
Be handles the sociological categories with practiced ease. In a witty and origi-

« chapter he defends the legitimacy of his attempt to employ literature as a

'ps vile for science, and few would care to deny the right to one who himself

possesses so pithy a style. The book will be of equal interest to sociologists

"d to students of literature.

i

Lodowick Carliell

^
% CHARLES H. GRAY

Assistant Professor of English in the University of Kansas

iad

'^"tnor presents in a single volume an exposition of the life and genius
a dramatist heretofore little known. Lodowick Carliell was a courtier

'-iiirfeT''^^^
^^ ^^^ ^'"^^ °^ ^^^ Stuarts and flourished during the reign of

Hil^
^^ ^^'"^^^^

^'^S^^ plays, which are of a peculiar nature and interesting

feorim!! ? ^^^^ ^^ individually. One of them, "The Deserving Favourite,""
'

the original edition of 1629, with no changes except a very

aphical form. This play, with a summary and a critical discus-

^ach of the others, gives an adequate idea of their author's dramatic
tils Kinrr^ t- - .

^
- - 1 __j. u^^^

" is

«pnnted ._.^^

IS biography is written at some length. As the plays have not been

e a T"^^
^^^ lifetime of their author and have never been criticised as a

di ne
^a>"lieirs biography has not been written until now, this volume

^^ matter in the history of the English drama.

'^nted

*liol

affords

contributi^C^T' ^"«"^' '
' -^ *"<! an oun'"*

* " " ' ^^^^^ssor Gray furnishes a full and interesting account of Carliell s

"ne of his career as a play-writer."

$1.50, postpaid $
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PrimaryFacts in Religious Thought

. By ALFRED WESLEY WISHART
Formerly Pillow in Church History in the University of Chicago

HE religious needs of our generation are admittedly peculiar. Thisattcufi

to suggest a clue for the solving of some wide-spread difficulties will prw

interesting to all thoughtful minds. The book is in a sense theoretical, but *-

closeness to life at every point— its combination of warm feeling with sanity-

saves it from seeming a mere academic exercise and gives it a direct appeal. TV

author starts with the conception of religion as a universal, inevitable hum'

experience, distinguishes it from other things with which it is often confuscd-

as theology and morality— shows its intimate connection with the life of soc;:*;

and suggests how its essence may be kept in spite of changing views on xm

points. Mr. Wishart is the author of ''Monks and Monasteries."

125 pp., i2mo, cloth; net 75 cents, postpaid 83 cents.

w

The Place of Industries in Elemen

tary Education By KATHARINE E. DOPP

Lecturer in Education, ExteBSi»ft«"

the University of Chicago

N.this book MissDopp*^

scribes in an interestin-
'

popular style the evolution

and
the Aryan peoples

gradual social and mdi

progress of the human ra^^

the various epochs, ana

.^

tion of her conciu^.u.w .

lems of the elementary
scD

professor Jobn Dewey, ^^

'

mentary School Tef^l^i^U
my judgment M-^W,

b^

the most helpful thin«{^,

been published '"
^ f^-J^fd^^

to teachers thjsPjto*^
torical method], and I'^^l,,^?

into scholarly and a°

the material
.'"voWed

_..

out on its
educational

P^
2 fl.II
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Studies in Ancient Furniture
Couches and Beds of the Greeks, Etruscans, and Romans

By CAROLINE L. RANSOM
Fellow in the History of Art in

the University of Chicago

A KCHAEOLOGISTS, philolo-

gists, students of Greek and
Latin literature, collectors of an-

tique furniture, and designers will

bcioterested in this valuable book.
For the first time the subject of

l>cdsand couches of the classical

period has been treated exhaust-
n-ely.

This honlr ic fn Uc /-^*^.^^»,^^j

lot

Heracles reclining upon a diningcouch in the house of Eur>'tus.

Detail from a Corinthian vase-painting— — T

only to classical scholars, but
^ all persons interested in the history or designing of furniture. It is issued

" liandsome quarto form, with large, clear type, heavy paper, wide margins, a

ckram cover of rich dark green stamped in gold, and is abundantly illustrated.

$4.50 net, postpaid $4.75

Egoism

:

Premi

Study in the Social

\

ises of Religion
\ h LOUIS WALLIS

^^^his essay the author sets forth the p^^^^^^.i^n that-" effoism is the only

demon?'
P'^'P^^^^^g t^e social machine." _-^

«*the bL'i!
!?' "^^^^"^e drawn from biblical history. The historical criticism

«fcercf

This thesis he then proceeds to

ore

'»s its

*«reinel
y

, must be made in the light of sociology and

requires the cognizance of the basic sociological factor. Lastly he

practical bearing on the present social problems. The little book is

readable and suggestive.

^37 pp., i6nio, cloth; net 75 cents, postpaid 85 cents.
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Studies in General Physiology
By JACQUES LOEB

Professor of Physiology in the University of California

N these two volumes Professor Loeb has collected the results of hisexjwj-

ments with physical life-phenomena and has presented them in lopo

sequence. Great interest also attaches to the books because they recount tk

preliminary steps which have led to the wonderful results lately attained ii

Professor Loeb in his attempts to fertilize ovae in an artificial way (partbd*'

genesis). The volumes contain numerous diagrams and other illustratian

In two volumes, royal 8vo, silk; net $7.50, postpaid $7.91

1

Light Waves and Their Uses
By ALBERT A. MICHELSON

Professor and Head of the Department of Physics in the University of Chicago

HESE lectures, delivered at the Lowell Institute, proved so popular

forft

This volume will be found of great practical value, not only by all studeab

optics and general physics, but also by those who have to solve engineeri^-

mechanical problems that call for extreme accuracy. Numerous practical app-

cations of recent theories, together with accurate illustrations and descnptio»*

apparatus, add materially to the value of the book. There are loS cuts

three colored lithograph plates.

176 pp., 8vo, cloth: net $2.00, postpaid $2.13

Physical Chemistry in the Service

of the Sciences
By JACOBUS H. VAN T HOFF

. , u„i«rsitToi»*

Member of the Prussian Academy of Sciences, Professor Honorarius m the

^ ^ ^

'JpHE course of lectures delivered by Professor Jacobus H. Van
^^^^

University of Chicago has been carefully edited by ^'^^^^'^^^^
^ndcf*

Smith, and is now available in book form. The lectures are arrange ^^
nd Pure ChctrifJ' ^mg. x..g iicttus. iiuroauctory, rnysicai v.,nemibuy a..« — p. ,

cal Chemistry and Industrial Chemistry, Physical Chemistry an

Physical Chemistry and Geology.

144 pp., 8vo, cloth; net $1.50, postpaid $1 62
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Methods in Plant Histology
By CHARLES J. CHAMBERLAIN

Instructor in Botany in the University of Chicago

The many teachers and students of botany who already know Professor

Chamberlain's book will welcome the new and enlarged edition. It is

tic only book that gives full directions for the collection and preparation of

botanical material for the microscope. The various methods of mounting are

heated in detail, special prominence being now given to the Venetian turpentine

ethod and to improvements in the paraffin method. Microchenilcal tests,

fr«"hand sectioning, the use of the microscope, and the securing of repro-

ductive stages in the simpler forms of plant-life receive particular attention in

^e new edition. While intended for college classes, the book will be of great

»«isUnce to high-school teachers and amateurs.
This revised and enlarged edition, which was placed on the market Novem-

^i.is practically a new book. It is the result of ten years' work. It aims to

cet the needs not only of the student who has the assistance of an instructor

aafuUy equipped laboratory, but also the student who must work alone with

''^^'led apparatus.

262 pp., 8vo, cloth; net $2.25, postpaid $2.39X
1

ALaboratory Guide in Bacteriology
h PAUL G. HEINEMANN

Fellow in Bacteriology, the University of Chicago

"E principal purpose of the manual is to guide the medical student through

an elementary course in bacteriology. In writing this Guide, special stress

'"1^ 'aid on the proper instruction of a student inadequately prepared^ for'•as be

r-uenaing the all-important

Th

^^'ng branch of biology.

acQu.-^
'''''''"'^ ^' outlined includes all well-known pathogenic bacteria, and

^'"|s the student with their biological characteristics in such a way as to

Thcb. ,

"''"''"^ physician to recognize them by the prescribed methods,

•fiemor
'^'''^^••^' is useful to the practitioner as a reference to stimulate his

ill«5J T^ ^^^'^ him guidance for research in his practice. The book is

to iu
'7 '"^ ^ J«st of recipes for making up special culture media adds greatly

ysetulness.

V1H143 pp., i2mo, cloth; net $1.50, postpaid $1.61
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CONSTRUCTIVE BIBLE STUDIES

Edited by WILLIAM R. HARPER and ERNEST D. BURTON

ORIGIN: The Constructive Bible Studies are the outgrowth of ik

conviction that the prevailing systems of Sunday-school instrw

tion are insufficient to meet the growing demands of the times.

POSE: Believing the Sunday- school to be the great educaticd

branch of the church, the editors of the Constructive Bible Stud-

have sought to produce a series of religious textbooks based i

the fundamental laws laid down by trained educators. One«»

the most important of these laws is the principle that the cumc

lum must be adapted to the capacity of the pupils, giving toe*

grade work which is suited in material and method of treatni:-

to the stage of development of the pupils.

PLAN: The Studies comprise four series, each corresponding
to

definite stage of development in the pupil.

THE KINDERGARTEN SERIES

takes up work of a more general character, dealing wi the fuB^

mental facts of the Bible and the religious life.

ELEMENTARY

S
of the Bible as a

^^'

and as an introduction to the study of particular boo s.

THE SECONDARY SERIES

has for its object a closer acquaintance both with the biblical
tnaS^

and with religious concepts.

ADVANCED
inute

exa-ntr--^

has been planned with a view to promotmg a m^i
^^^^_^^ ^j

of the historical data, and naturally invites ^
j^^'^^^iution.

religious problems and the various attempts at
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CONSTRUCTIVE BIBLE STUDIES
BHHG A SERIES OF TEXTBOOKS FOR THE GRADED SUNDAY SCHOOL

CURRICULUM FOR 1905-6

THE KINDERGARTEN
Year By Florence U. Palmer. Postpaid, Si.oo

FOR THE ELEMENTARY DIVISION
r

BEGINNING GRADES (aGES 6-8)

*M4l for Teachers, with Lessons, Music, and Manual Work, By Georgia T.. Cham-
BiRLiN and Mary Root Kern. (Ready Jan. i.)

latroduction to tl

Postpaid, Si.oo.

advanced grades (ages 9-1 i)

By Georgia L. Chamberlin

FOJi THE SECONDARY DIVISION

BEGINNING GRADES (aGES I 2-1 3)

in the Gospel according to Mark. By Ernest DeWitt Burton. Postpaid, $1.00.

INTERMEDIATE GRADE (aGES I4-15)
S«wl. By Herbert L. Willett. (Ready Jan. i.)

ADVANCED GRADE (aGES 1 6-1 7)

.
" of Christ. By Ernest DeWitt Burton and Shailer Mathews. Postpaid,

li.oo.

^PriesU
THE

rnesUy Element in the Old Testament. By William R. Harper. Postpaid, Ji.oo

* Prophetic Element in .1,.^ rwi J ^^._i. .. tC.. 117 „ -D TJ.r,nrD Pr.«;tnaid. S 1 .00

^rt ]

Handbo

^ William R. Harper. Postpaid, Ji.oo.

By Ernest DeWitt Burton. Postpaid, $i.oo.

Pncf -r -^ ^""^ "^ ^-ne APostie Paul. By Ernest DeWitt Burton. Paper.
*^ostpaid, 50 cents.

FOR THE HOME DIVISION AND BIBLE CLUBS

•^,
^

outline bible study courses

Iki
j_2|^'^*^°^i°gs of the Christ. By William R. Harper. Paper. 5° cents,

^ty ° ^* ^^st- By Ernest DeWitt Burton. Paper. 50 cents.

^ SocL'^*^
"* ^^"^ Christian Church. By Ernest DeWitt Burton. Paper. 50 cents.

iWWork r*
^^^'"^ Teachings of Jesus. By' Shailer Mathews. Paper. 50 cents.

Tk Work /^' ^^^ Testament Prophets. By William R. Harper. Paper. 5° ^^^^^

Of the Old Testament Sages. By William R. Harper. Paper. 5° ^nts.

HELPS FOR superintendents AND TEACHERS
jcip:cs

Ideals

!•
Oatlin,

of

als for the Sunday School. By Ernest DeWitt Burton and Shailer

^^ostpaid, $i.n.
^

Bible-School Curriculum. By George W. Pease. Postpaid, $1.63-



PERIODICALS
PUBLISHED BY

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO Pill

The BibUcal World
Edited by President William R. Harper. W*
zine. Subscription price $2.00 a year; single copies 25c. Foreign postage

-

The School Review
Edited by George H. Locke. km
Subscription price, $1.50 a year; single copies, 20c. Foreign postage, soc

The Elementary School Teacher
J

fHC

in July and August. Subscription price, $1.50 a year; single copies »

Foreign postage, 50c.

The Botanical Gazette
Edited by John M. Coulter, and Charles R. Barnes. Published mo:-^

with illustrations. Subscription price, $5.00 a year; single copies, 50c. ...

postage, 75c. /
The American Journal of Sociology

Edited by Albion W. Small. Published bi-monthly, with illustrations,

scription price, S2.00 a year; single copies 50c. Foreign postage, 50c.

The Journal of Geology
,

.

.,i^
Edited by Thomas C. Chamberlain. Published semi-quarterly, ^it

f,-... c„K..,:^.;^„,..;.. *,^^„,,.o.. cJr^crlp rnnies. ^OC. Foreign posta^
tions. Subscription price, $3.00 a year; single copies, 5

The Astrophysical Journal
Published monthlr, e

Edited by George E. Hale and Edwin B. Frost. Pubiisnea "'^

,

in February and August, with illustrations. Subscription price, m-

single copies, 50c. Foreign postage, 75c.

The Journal of Political Economy
J

Published quarterly.
Subscription

.

$3.00 a year; single copies, $1.00. Foreign postage, 50c

The American Journal of Theology
Edited by the D
Subscription pri

Published
qej'

ivinity Faculty of the University of C^'^^^% Ln po--.

ice, 53.00 a year; single copies, $i-oo.

The American Journal of Semitic Languages

and Literatures Poll^

Will 1 i^.™"^l,"f.'"5.
>

quarterly. Subscription price

postage, 25c.

Modem Philology I.
CAi"^ f-

Editors: Philip S. Allen, Managing Editor; ^^^^t\ce, ti-"" '^l
r.«,T.^ ,.,.., L^...,.. r,„K!: 'u.^ ^.t^tprlv. Subscription p ,

Camillo von Klenze. Published quarterly

single copies, $1.00. Foreign postage, 50c.

The University Record ^ . „,,,teri)
ve^^'-

Edited by the Recorder of the University. Publishea i^

scription, Ji.oo; single copies, 25c. Foreign postage,

\
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Great History of the United States

AT A LITTLE PRICE ($1 A MONTH)
Important Undertaking by THE REVIEW OF REVIEWS

HE gap in our national literature has been filled by the publication, this

month, of Dr. Elson's new History of the United States, in five octavo

volumes, with 200 full-page Illustrations. This work, destined to be

an important feature of every intelligent American's library, is for

Americans what Green's great work is for EngHshmen. Fascinating reading for

everyone, at the same time authentic, impartial, non-sectional, from the dis-

covery of America to the second Roosevelt administration.
^
The Editor of a

well-known magazine writes that Dr. Elson's historical work is the first book

to keep him up after one o'clock for three nights in succession.

THE ILLUSTR.ATIONS
For the first time, too, an American History Is issued at a popular price,

with illustrations that are actual historical documents. Mr. Charles Henry

Hart, the most eminent authority on American historical pictures, is the editor

of the illustrations, personally selecting each as the best for its purpose.

A HISTORY OF AMERICAN LITERA-

TURE AS WELL
This new history contains not only the per-

sonal stories of our great men, the absorbing
recitals of the great mUitary movements in our
wars, the development of the American Constitu-
tion, and the important political events; it con-
tains, as wcU, a history of American Utcrature.

FAIR AND NONSECTIONAL

The time has now come when a really fait,

well-proportioned, non-sectional History of the

United States is possible, and Mr. EUon has made

the most of the possibility. Every fair-minded

reader h struck with this distinguishing quality of

the new history.

MECHANICAL MAKE-UP
The Elson Illustrated History Is in five octavo volumes, with 200

full-page lUustrationsj the binding is green vellum cloth stamped with

gold and gilt top. The type-pagels particularly beautiful and
clear. The history is a work of 440,000 words. It is only

necessary to add that the books arc produced for the Reine^
of Reviews by the Macmillan Company.

The REVIEW OF REVIEWS Special Offer—mis work.
necessary to every well-equipped library, can only be bought
outside ofour special offer for «i?.oo cash. O
balance to be paid Ji.oo a month for ii monlhs. Vou

- . I . <«. ^15.00 cash. Our special offer
«n tiic first edition jg to send it on receipt of |i.oo, the

^* 4
'I

^iH also receive the Rtview of Reviews (price $7) for
a^ entire year.

**^j^**ter seeing it, you do not want the
History, it can be returned at our expense.

The Review of Reviews Co.

Herewith
£ad|i.oo,for

which send me
the Review of

RKVifi^^'i' and t »et

of the new Illustrated

History of the United

States on approval. If I liite

the History, I will make pay-

ments according to your ipecui

offer to early subscribers for the

first edition.

13 Astor Place, New York



W^lttx ^rnes in i^atural

BY the provisions of the will of the late Dr. Willinm Johnson Walker two prizes are annually offeid by 4i
Boston Society of Natural History for the best memoirs written in the English language. on wfcjw
proposed by a Committee appointed by the Council.
For the best memoir pre^^ented a prtze of sixty dollars may be awarded ; if however, the memoir be ow

marked merit, the amount may be increased to one hundred dollars, at the discretion of the Committee.
For the next best memoir a prize not exceeding fifty dollars may be awarded.
Prizes will not be awarded unless the memoirs presented are of adequate merit.
The competition for these prizes is not restricted^ but is open to all.

Attention is especially called to the following: points:
I, In all cases the memoirs are to be based on a considerable body of original and unpublished w«k,ac "

panied by a general view of the literature of the subject.
a. Anything: in the memoir which shall furnish proof of the identity of the author shall be considciedasdAt

ring the essay from competition,

3. Preference will be given to memoirs showing intrinsic evidence of being based upon researches made

in competition for the prizes.

4. Each memoir must be accompanied by a sealed envelope enclosing the author's name and supersoibedMs

a motto corresponding to one borne by the manuscript, and must be in the hands of the Secretary on or before Apnff

of the year for which the prize is offered.

5. The Society assumes no responsibility for publication of manuscripts submitted.

SUBJECTS FOR. IQOOs
1. An experimental field-study in ecology.
2. A contribution to a knowledge of the nature of competition In plants,

3. A physiological life history of a single species of plant,
4. Phylogeny of a group of fossil organisms.
5. A study in stratigraphy.
6. A research in mineral physics.
7. A study of entectics in rock magmas.
8. A study in river capture,

SUBJECTS FOR 1007:
I-

t. The structure and affinities of some fossil plant or group of fossil plants. ., ,

a. The development of the gametophytes in any little known representative of the Coniterales.

3, The anatomy and development of some order or group of the angiosperms.
4, The functions and habits o( animals in their relations to environment and to each other.

5, The habits and structure of any species of the Myriapoda.
6, A contribution to a knowledge of the rate of speed at which birds travel,

Boston Society OF Natural History, HI OVPD M ALLEN, Secretary.
Boston^Mass,, U.S.A. ULUVtiK iTl. tx^ _

the most successful lantern for the pro
i

opaque objects and lantern slides Photographs I

dissections, etc., are

screen their

illustrations, leaves, fl

liantly shown on

The instrument should be in every well-equi

cal lecture room. FitII partial!ars andprice

colors.

pped biolog

The Scientific Shop
ALBERT B. PORTER

Scientific Instruments 326 Dearborn Street,
CHICAGO
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The Nation
and What Commends It to the Th

Public

Ajournal which hasfor more than forty years been the recognized

medium par excellence of the learned world of America.

The New York Nation, founded in I865 and conducted with rare editorial

continuity to the present time, enlisted from the beginning the • ?Iing service

of the best morality and enlightenment of the country. As a forum ot g^enerul

aiscussion it has never had a peer, and its total body of casual correspondence

surpasses any of a like character ever brought together in this country,

special correspondence has been not less remarkable, intrinsically averasjjng

• hundred letters yearly, and being gathered from all quarters of the globe.

The Nation's literary criticism has, for carefulness, evenness, justice, and style

^rned it the first place on this side of the water, and by the consensus of lot-

«'gn opinion, put it on a par with the best authorities in any country.
^ly American, but English, French, and German men of letters have combin-
ed to this end, giving the Nation a truly international quality and reputation

pontics it has made the same mark, and even more profound; but here the

^cognition has been less ungrudging because the spirit of party condemns in-

ependcntand disinterested criticism, such as is welcomed in all branches of

*« scientific pursuit of truth.

The list of writers for iCaz Nation speaks for itself as to the intellectual

* floral company to which its readers are habituated; and these readers are

emsclvcs a class apart. The paper is, in fact, passport and credentials to its

Jl

scnbcrs. Many years ago a clergyman said of it that he would make a

^"cc of the Nation as the alternative to four years of college, on the ground

^ '^ '^^^^^^">'^^ effect upon the mind was more certain. This testimony
•«? be exaggerated, but it conveys the belief of many that the Nation is a lib-

•^ education even to the graduates of our foremost universities.

we send THE NATION to you FREE for four weeks?

L

Stthscripiion Price, Three Dollars Per Year

Nation, Broadway and Fulton Street, New York

-J-"^



THE FIVE=YEAR DIVIDEND POLIQ
ISSUED BY

Provides for Early Distribution of Profits.

This policy appeals strongly to the man who wants to protect his

and at the same time realize for himself a substantial and early return oDtk

premiums paid by him.

This is done by the apportionment of dividends every five years.

The various options at the end of the five-year periods are excedl^

attractive and the experience of the Company shows that business men ai

others carrying policies upon this plan recommend it highly.
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introduction.

Lv a recent book on the physiology of plants (13) the statement is

made that "when zoospores and other motile and floating spores of

sessile plants come to rest, attaching themselves to the substratum,

the attachment is effected through means not yet whollv clear. . . .

it remams for experiment actually to show that the increased rate

and the changed direction of growth in such cases among plants are due
to contact, though it seems to be the case in animals" (10).

It was with a view to adding somewhat to our knowledge in this

airection that the studies here reported were undertaken, first with

Iresh-water algae, and subsequently with marine. Wc worked
together on the fresh-water algae; one of us worked alone on the

sea-weeds;' we have gone over all the results together.
For the sake of clearness, we may briefly describe the scries of

events, a small part of which w^e wish to report in some detail. Zoo-

aucheria, and other fresh-water algae, after

in which they form, may swim about for a

considerable length of time. If they are in the light, the direction of

U
^^ locomotion is influenced by the direction and intensity of the

got which falls upon them. This has long been known, though

spores of Oedogonium, V
^ajing from the cells ii

«g d
*^'^ opportunity to express my appreciation of the opportunity of study-

Zwlori"^^
October and November 1904, at one of the tables maintained at the

^^rSvi ^r*""
'" ^^^^^ ^y t^= Carnegie Institution, Washington. I wish also

•Jtowed
^^^ °*^'*'^'^ °^ *^^ Zoological Station for the courtesy which they

"^^—G.
J. p.
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even now far from perfectly understood (7). When the zoospores

come to rest, they surround themselves with a cellulose wall If they

come to rest in contact with a solid object, their form changes as

well; the part against the solid flattens and adheres to it. Thus a

holdfast is formed. The young plant, now sessile, may pass rapidly

by successive periods of cell-division and of growth through the

subsequent stages of its development. The activities of zoospores,

then, are greatly influenced at different times by various agents; the

direction of their locomotion is determined by the intensity and direc-

tion of the light falling upon them, the formation of cell-wall imme-

diately follows their coming to rest ; the growth of the foot or holdfast

is proportioned in form and extent to the roughness of the surface

with which the zoospore is in contact; and the direction of the first

cell-division is probably determined mainly by the light. These last

three points we shall discuss in detail.

TurnincT for the moment to the behavior of the non-motile spores

of marine algae, such as those of Fucus, Cystoseira, Dictyoptens

(Halyseris), we see nearly the same phenomena exhibited. There

is no independent locomotion, and hence the transport of the spores

from their points of origin to where they are to germinate is not direc-

ted by the influence of light upon them, but by water currents. The

formation of the cellulose wall, the growth of the foot, and the direction

of the first cell-division (20) are, however, determined by the same

influences as those controlling the similar phenomena among res

water algae. These we hope the following pages will make c^ean

We shall report first upon the fresh water algae, as it was upon these

that we began our work.

I. FRESH-WATER ALGAE

MATERIAL AND METHOD.

Vigorous plants of Oedogonium, somewhat crowded }
^^

.^

and other low forms, were found in watering-troughs for -^^^

paddock or on pasture in the vicinity of Stanford Umversi
}_^^^ ^^

fornia. Many of the plants were growing attached to e

^^ ^^^
the troughs, submersed but near the surface of the water,

^^^

to the lisht. in others partly shaded
Jcases fully exposed

Oedog
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floating near the surface of the water in the troughs. This water

wa5 quiet and fairly clear. The level of the water, tending to be

lowered by evaporation or by the draughts of the few horses using

the troughs, was automatically maintained by ball-valves, similar to

those used in houses. A few other plants, apparently of the same
species, were found in a quiet pool in the San Francisquito Creek,

growing on stones in comparatively clear water.

The material was brought fresh into the laboratory from time to

time from mid:September till mid-November, and again from early

April till late in May. Since the material did not fruit in our cultures,

and we found none fruiting out of doors, it was impossible to determine

the species, though we tried to have this done for us. We regret this

lack of definiteness in our work.

METHOD OF MANIPULATION.

Plants brought into the laboratory were placed in an abundance
of tap-water in glass dishes covered with a glass plate or loose cap to

prevent excessive evaporation and to exclude dust. Small Stcndcr

dishes were largely used, since these could easily be placed under the

microscope, thereby avoiding such disturbance of the material as

transfer from one dish to another would entail.

Fortunately for us the water from the tap was from the same source

that supplied the horse-troughs, and the creek contains mainly the

overflow from the artificial lake which is the general water-supply
or the region. When, therefore, our plants were brought in and put
"»^o tap-water in the laboratory, they were put into water of the same
^proposition and approximately of the same temperature and degree

aeration as the water of the troughs and the pool from which they
ad been removed. The behavior of our plants was immediately

^ ected only by those factors changed by the transfer to the laborator>',

!^!i,

^^^ ^^^^^^' though it goes without saying that the temperatures
" ' e cultures in the laboratory never fell quite so low at night during

winter and spring as that of the water outside in troughs and pools.

^ _
^"^res were also made in Knop's solution,' i per cent, and

^3 per cent. In certain cases we added 10 per cent, gelatine or

•25 per cent, agar-agar to the Knop's solution, in order to obtain a

I Part'liJr"^.
''^'"""^ nitrate, i part potassium nitrate, i part magnesium sulphate,

^ potassium phosphate.

ofih

the
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solid culture medium. These solid cultures were made in Petri dishes.

Although such dishes have the same advantage as Stender dishes

in that they can be put under the microscope and the cuhures studied

without disturbance, they cannot safely be employed in an ordinal}'

laboratory for more than very brief periods at a time. The air of

the ordinary laboratory is excessively dry (2). In consequence, there

will be a quite too rapid and altogether excessive concentration of

the culture medium in Petri dishes, even if covered, in all cases in

which experiments last for more than a few days. In our climate,

the air in the laboratory in which we worked is more humid during

the winter (the rainy season) than in most laboratories. We therefore

ventured to continue these cultures for some time. In summer and

autumn here, and at all seasons in most laboratories elsewhere, Petn

dishes are unsuitable for the culture of algae. They should be

replaced by flasks holding a much larger volume of the moist cuhure

medium and furnished with narrow necks closed by very tightly

rolled cotton plugs. At certain seasons it would be well to cover

the plugs with the rubber caps made for that purpose.

All dishes and solutions were carefully sterilized before the algae

were sown in them. Instruments were sterilized immediately before

use. In this way few if any organisms were added from outside

when fresh cultures were made; but as, in order to save time, ^

started with small masses of material rather than with single cells or.

single filaments, our cultures were not pure. We experience c
^

siderable annoyance in a few instances from the growth ot ac

or of algae other than the ones especially sought. Nevertheless,

such experiments as we had in mind, the extreme pains and the ong

time required to obtain pure cultures would hardly be jus^

results. Furthermore, the behavior of living organisms mj"^^^

cukures may be due in part to two unnatural, that is to sa> un

^^^
factors, namely, the artificial culture m.edium and the vcsse m v^^

it is contained, and the freedom from the competition with other

of organisms and their products. Our aim was, therefore, o

^^

our algae under as neariy as possible natural conditions,
^ ^^^

realize that the degree of naturalness which we attained is on

stage in advance of the frank artificiality of pure cuhure.
^^ ^^

One of the greatest difficulties encountered in the culture d
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plants of any grade of complexity in a laboratory not provided with a

greenhouse is in securing proper illumination, a difficulty all the

greater when one realizes that not only is normal growth dependent

upon adequate illumination, but many of the other phenomena of life

are greatly influenced by it. As Klebs (8, 9), and Vochting (19)
go far toward proving, the reproductive processes, as well as tlie

behavior of the reproductive elements, are profoundly sensitive to

light. Therefore, in any series of experiments involving irritability—

that is to say, in every series of experiments on living organisms—
the illumination must be carefully considered. Not having any green-

houses connected with our laboratory, our difficulties were increased.

Furthermore, in our climate, there is a great contrast between the

h'ght of the rainy and of the bright days in winter, while in spring and
summer, the direct sunlight is quite too intense for algae except in

running water or in large bodies of still water. Between too little

from
the right illumination is difficult to find. We attempt
this by placing our culture dishes on glass shelves in a window looking

southeast, screening the dishes at times of bright sunshine by a sheet

of white tissue paper pasted across the lower part of the window.

BEHAVIOR OF THE ZOOSPORES.

Locomotion.—\^^h,[\Q motile, the zoospores are evidently sensitive

to light, moving tow^ard the more strongly illuminated side of a slide,

or coming to rest, when possible, on the light side of the dish in which

.
^^ escape. This is a general statement of a result of our obser\-a-

lon; but, as has been known since Strasburger's classical study

U }
of the behavior of swarmsporcs, they move tow^ard light of a

certain intensity rather than light of greater intensity, turning away
rom spots too intensely illuminated tow^ard comparative darkness,

|||=>t as they turn from comparatively dark spots to more suitably

ummated ones. Since there are still no means of accurately

nieasuring cither the intensity or the quantity of light faUing upon a

g^^en spot, it is out of the question to determine what the minimal,
optimal, and maximal illuminations are for motile zoospores, for

tent^

^^°^"^^^"^"» or for the parent plant. We must, therefore, con-
en ourselves with reporting such general observations as we were

^'^le to make. ^ ^
S
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armin

5, p. 768), among them

Haematococcus

after two weeks, during which the material had been kept continuously

in darkness. These figures have Httle significance beyond the fact

motile The

duration of swarming of the individual spores is quite unkno\\'n. On

this point we can give little information. We found, however, that

in our Oedogonium the zoospores came to rest and attached themsekes

within fifteen to eighteen hours, i. e., zoospores which had escaped

and were active in daylight came to rest and attached themselves

during the succeeding night.

The spot to which zoospores formed in water attach themselves is

largely determined by the direction and intensity of the Hght, if there

be any, which falls upon the culture. If light of not too great inten-

sity fall upon a dish horizontally or nearly so, the zoospores will collect

and come to rest mainly upon the more strongly illuminated side.

• on the other hand the light fall vertically or only somewhat obliquely

from above, the zoospores will collect at the surface of the water.

It is frequently observed, when the light falls obliquely upon a culture

of algae, that the zoospores collect in greatest numbers at the surface

of the water on the more brightly lighted side. From this the attract^

ive influence of the oxygen of the air might be inferred. That suc^

an inference is not always justified is proved by the fact that w en

the light falls horizontally, or is reflected obliquely from below ujw

a culture, the zoospores still tend to collect at the point

^^^^'^^^^J
regardless of the greater oxygen supply near the surface of ^ ^

^^ _^
As to the directive influence of oxygen upon the locomotion o^^_^^

spores, we made no experiments, but it is clear from this obser^a^^^^

that in general the directive influence of light is stronger t^^a^^

^^^

of oxygen. When, therefore, zoospores come to the
^^^^^^^^^^^^^

water, they do so mainly under the influence of light. ^^^^"^

^^ tj,e

on reaching the surface, which is decidedly different

^^^""^^J^^^
zoospores coming to rest elsewhere, we shall present y

^^^])cd,

Germination.—When zoospores come to rest, the ciha are

^_^^^^^^^

masses

forward end
ttaching

it
to

f

-J-
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the surface with which it has come into contact. As light evidently

directs the locomotion of the spore, it is reasonable to suppose that

it also determines its polarity on germination. It is hardly probable

that light influences the growth of the holdfast; nor has gravity any

effect, for the spores attach themselves in various positions and may
even be suspended from the surface of the water. Chemical stimulus

can hardly have any part in the matter, except perhaps in relation to

the bacteria. The growth of the holdfast would appear, then, to

result from contact with a solid body, as an irritable response to contact

stimulus. This matter we wish to report upon at length.

The influence of contact upon growing plants and their parts has

been studied from various points of view by many investigators and

upon a great variety of plants. It is now clear that contact with a

solid object may influence growth in three ways: first, as to its

direction, as shown by sensitive tendrils (16); second, as to its rate,

also as shown by tendrils (5) ; and third, as to its kind, as shown
by the formation of haustoria in dodder (14). Contact similarly

influences the direction, rate, and kind of growth in germinating

zoospores.

If it is true that contact influences the "direction, rate, and kind

of growth in germinating zoospores, the character of the surface with

which the contact is effected should be reflected in the germinated

zoospores, a rough surface producing a different and more pronounced
effect than a smooth surface. To test this hypothesis, we used a

vanety of substances for the purpose of catching the zoospores, viz.

wisps of cotton, clean cover glasses, glass roughened by corrosion

and deposit, strips of gelatine, freshly split mica, and the surface of

water itself. These we interposed between the swarming spores

and the light. The spores came to rest and attached themselves
within eighteen hours.

Zoospores germinating on the surface of the water in contact with
ust particles, diatoms, and masses of bacteria developed long slender

processes, sometimes forked, but always hypha-like- in appearance

^^^^- 5, 6). Others on the surface, and in contact with no sohd matter

I
^^^^"cr of visible amount, formed the most rudimentar}- hold -fasts,

^nob-like processes of xery small size (figs, i, 2, j, 4)- Those on

8^ atine, the acid reaction of which had been duly neutralized, formed
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knob-like or filamentous processes in lieu of holdfasts on clean spots

on the gelatine {fig. 8), whereas those in contact with particles of dirt

{figs

(fig-

g, lo). On roughened glass many

2). On clean glass the regularity

of these disks was very striking (fig. ii). Irregularity of surface

evidently induces irregularity of growth and form. This appears

even more plainly from the experiments on marine algae (p. 343}-

8

11

Figs. 1-12. Germinating zoospores of Oedogoniuyn sp.f %7°^'

I. 2. 3, Germinated on the surface of water (i, 2 filtered, 3 Unfiltered) showing extremely ru tnen

basal

on freshly split mica. Note well developed holdfast.

Bacteria surround these filamentous processes
GermiM**^

8. Germinated on clean wet gelatine.--^^vu iicMiiy spni mica. iNote well developed holdiast.—8. (JermmaTea on »-Jcaii "-- o--

minated on a spot of dirt on wet gelatine—10. Germinated on spots of dirt and bactena on

tinA—rr n«—;„„.„j __ .i_._ . „, ^r , .1.. i„, v.r.l.Ui.^t.—12.
Gcrminaicu

tme.—II. Germinated v... ^s
side of roughened glass dish. Note irregular holdfast.

Note extremely regular holdfast.
A

Even clean glass and freshly split mica are not absolutely smoot^^

The dustless upper surface of clean water is smooth. So also is c

wet gelatine, as Ppfefer's work on tendrils showed (i6). ^^ ^

_^
two no holdfasts are formed by germinating zoospores. In P ^^ of

holdfasts longer or shorter hypha-like filaments appear, often^^^^^

short indeed, and branched only where the surface is
^'^^°^^^f^^^^

On carefully polished clean cover glasses, ho^^^^^

form were developed. As wiH^ ^
^^.^^^

later (p. 344), uniformly ground cover glasses used in experimen s

dust or dirt.

of remarkably regular

/
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the less irritable germinating spores of marine algae induced the

formation of very regular holdfasts. We may say then that the form,

size, and even the development of holdfasts by sessile fresh-water

algae depends upon the character, the degree of roughness, of the

surface with which the zoospores come into contact. A uniform

though slightly rough surface, like that of clean polished glass, will

induce the formation of very symmetrical holdfasts. Coarsely or

irregularly roughened surfaces induce the formation of irregular

holdfasts. Extremely smooth surfaces fail to induce the formation of

holdfasts, unless perhaps of the most rudimentary sort. It would

seem clear then, that so far as the direction and kind of growth are

concerned, contact acts as a stimulus ; for the holdfast grows parallel

with the surface, no matter how irregular this may be, and the organ

produced corresponds to the surface on which it is formed, being

simple or branched, symmetrical or irregular, according to the

character of the surface. As to the efTect of contact upon the rate

of gro\\1h, we can say nothing so far as fresh-water algae arc concerned.

^ne measurements of growth rates among marine algae are given

subsequently (p. 347). .

From the observations thus reported, it is obvious that contact

acts as a very important stimulus in the germination of the zoospores
of sessile algae. The value of this to the plant is evident enough.

'.
^o^^'ever, we could induce algae ordinarily not sessile to form

rhizoids or other holdfasts by bringing them into contact with suitably

roughened surfaces, and if we could i^nd, in nature,' algae ordinarily

not attached fastening themselves to rough surfaces occasionally, we
should add materially to the significance of our obser^-ations. Both

J

t^ese things one of us has done. Though reserving the subject
or further study, we may report now that plants of a species of

Pirog)Ta which did not fruit and hence could not be determined

^ '
e we were working upon them, formed rhizoids in our cultures,

g"
^'ere found to have formed rhizoids out of doors, wherever the

^aments were in contact with sufficiently rough material, clean cover

g asses,
trough-scrapings containing lime, diatoms, etc., and similar

this

Rhodor (^ ^^"^ °^'" ^^'"'^ ^^^ enAtd, at L-ast for the time, COLLINS'S paper in

form
8 against rock in a swiftly running stream.
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material. Wc have never seen rhizoids on floating filaments or on

the free floating parts of attached filaments. The size, form and

direction of growth of the rhizoids were greatly influenced by the

nature of the surface which the cells of Spirogyra touched, clean glass

inducing the formation of strikingly regular crenate disks on the ends

of the rhizoids like those formed on the same material by Oedogomum,

Dirty glass, on the other hand, induced the formation of proportionally

irregularly branching holdfasts. Thus our observations confirm the

generally unknown observations of Borge (3), who in 1894 reported

his studies of a species of Spirogyra w^hich formed rhizoids. Borge's

paper contains a list of earlier authors who mention having seen

rhizoid-bearing Spirogyra.'*

From the fact that on extremely smooth surfaces like the surface

film of clean water or of wet neutral gelatine, no true holdfasts form,

and that on sufficiently rough surfaces even such a plant as Spirogyra

may form organs of attachment, it is clear that the growth of rhizoids

or holdfasts represents the reaction of a plant to the stimulus 01

contact. The germination of a zoospore of a sessile alga is influenced

by contact; but contact, though it stimulate the zoospore to form an

organ of attachment, is not needed to cause the zoospore to germinate-

The zoospore may remain in motion for a long, but at presen

unknown, period of time. So long as it continues to move about, it

does not germinate. When its locomotion is stopped, germination

begins. When a zoospore reaches a very smooth but impenetra e

sheet of gelatine interposed between it and the source of light falling

upon a culture-vessel, it loses its cilia, ceases to move, and surrou

itself by a cellulose wall— it germinates; but unless it has stoppe

upon a particle of dirt on the surface of the gelatine, it V^^^^^^ ^^

best only a rudimentary hypha-like process, a rhizoid, not a hoi as

,

w

and this it does after germination has begun. Similarly, if the u

progress of a zoospore toward the light be opposed by its
^^^^

reached the top of the water in which it was found, ^h^. ^^^^^^.y^jg

cease to move, will lose its cilia, will surround itself with a ce
^^

wall, will germinate; but it will not form a holdfast or even an
"th rhiz^i^^

4 Subsequent papers by Borge figure other species of Spirogyra
^^^^ ^

holdfasts (Die Algen der ereten Rcgnelschen Expedition. Archiv for Jio a

1903)-
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unless it has happened to land upon particles of- dirt or other solid.

Germination, then, follows enforced cessation of locomotion; growth,

so far at least as the formation of a holdfast is concerned, follows and

is dependent upon contact irritation.

Let us turn now to the marine algae.

II. MARINE ALGAE.

MATERIAL AND METHOD.

The material consisted of fresh fruiting plants brought in almost

daily from the Bay of Naples. These plants, when not used imme-

diately, were put into well-lighted aquaria, supplied with running

sea-water, where they remained healthy for days after they had

ceased to be used. The plants were Dktyopteris (Halyseris) poly-

podioides, Diclyota dkhotoma (two varieties at least of this extremely

variable form), Cystoseira barbata, C. erica marina, among brown

algae; and Laurentia obtusa, Polysiphonia (sp. ?) among the red.

I tried to get zoospores of Ulva, Cladophora, and other green algae,

for the sake of comparison with the behavior of the zoospores of

fresh-water algae; but whether owing to the season of the year (Octo-

ber, November) or to other causes, I do not know—at all events, I

failed to get sufficient numbers to justify any conclusions. The

spores used were of two sorts, the fertilized eggs of the two species of

Cystoseira, and the non-sexual spores and tetraspores of Dictyopteris,

I^ictyota, Polysiphonia, and Laurentia. Their behavior is essentially

similar.
w

BEHAVIOR OF THE SPORES.

Influence of light upon their escape.—1 began my work with

I^ictyopteris (Halyseris) polypodioides and the two species of Cysto-

seira. Clean fruiting branches, as free as possible from diatoms and

other organisms, were put in small dishes about 4'=°* diameter and
2''" depth, filled with fresh sea-water. To reduce evaporation the

fishes were covered either with glass caps or clear glass plates. The

a>shes were set on a broad shelf inside a northwest window about

13''" below the lower edge of the glass. The light fell therefore

somewhat obliquely upon the cultures. At noon on sunny days I

closed the screens, made of sheeting, in order to prevent the sun

^^•ning directly upon the dishes during the afternoon. I found this
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illumination satisfactory. If the fruiting branches are put in the

dishes late in the afternoon^ enough spores will escape by nine o'clock

next morning to justify removing the branches. In this way the

age of the escaped spores may be confined within fairly narrow limits.

If it were desirable to limit the age of the spores still more, as ^vas

sometimes the case, I made the cultures as soon as the fresh material
+

was brought in, in the forenoon, and left them for four hours on the

window shelf. In this time many spores escaped from good material,

and I removed the fruiting branches. The dishes were left otherwise

undisturbed for 22 or 24 hours after the cultures were made, in order

to allow as many spores as possible to stick closely by their slimy

coverings to the bottoms of the glass dishes. At the expiration of

this time, the water in the dishes was carefully decanted, and fresh

sea-water poured in. A considerable number of spores may wash

out in this first change, but presumably they are the youngest, the

ones last escaped from the fruiting branches, and there is the advantage

in losing them that the material left in the dishes is still more nearly

of the same age. Within these 24 hours the spores of Dictyoptens

will have begun to germinate, putting out a short blunt process which

is to form the holdfast, and having divided into two or three cells.

Cell-division, so far as the formation of a dividing wall is concerned,

does not seem always to precede the appearance of the process wnic

is to become the holdfast ; but there seems to a be slight difference

in this regard between spores germinating under the ordinary con-

ditions of alternating daylight and darkness and those kept constantly

in darkness. The latter generally form the division wall before

putting out the process, but to this rule there are many exceptions-

In Dictyota and Cystoseira, however, the division wall is ah^a}^

plainly visible before the rhizoid appears. .,

The escape of the spores of Dictyoptens is much less abundan

^
the dishes are left in the dark than if they are normally lights

^

Thus, on November 11, at 12 o'clock, I put as nearly as pos^^^

equal quantities of fruiting Dictyopteris in eight dishes, two oi^
^^

I set on the window shelf and six in the dark. At 10 o'clock the ne.^

morning I counted the spores in all the dishes. There were 444
a^^_

75 spores in the dishes set on the window shelf. In the six

^^^

kept in the dark for these 22 hours there were 59, i34> 287* ^35'
I
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218 Spores. The first three of these dishes I then set on the window

shelf, putting into each the same pieces of Dictyopteris that had been

in them. The other three I set back in the dark, putting into them

the same branches which they had previously contained. All the

dishes had fresh sea-water put into them. At 5 o'clock that afternoon

so many spores had come out in the dishes in the light that I removed

the pieces of Dictyopteris from all six and left them undisturbed

until November 14 in the morning. Then I counted the spores,

practically if not quite all of which had become fastened to the

bottom of the dishes. There were now in the dishes in the light 1565,

2046, and 2245 spores; in the dishes in the dark 866, 1716, and 596

spores. In the dishes put into the light after darkness there were

now 5856 spores where there had been only 480 before, a gain of

5376 or 1 1. 2 times as many. In the dishes kept in the dark there

were now 3178 spores, a gain of 2606 or 4.5 times as many. Nearly

two and a half times as many, therefore, had come out in the light as

in darkness in the same length of time.

The counting of such large numbers of small spores, especially

where they he very close together, is not easy. To facilitate counting

and to bring the count to an approach to accuracy, I ruled lines

about 2
.

5«i«i
apart with India ink on the bottoms of the dishes. The

counting was done over a white surface with a hand-lens magnifying

about fourteen times.

To ascertain whether the amount of light has any effect on the

discharge of spores, I put fruiting branches of Dictyopteris in dishes

in the dark, in the full diffused light on the window shelf, and under

Wad hoods which had a vertical slit on one side about 3"^"^ wide and

J^S"""
long. I did not count the spores, but it was evident that most

^d escaped in the dishes in full light, fewest in the dishes in the

ark, and a quantity between these two in the diminished light.

.
Similar experiments with Dictyota dichoioma yielded results

similar^ in every respect.

As indicating the relation of light to the process of

the gametes I may report some of my experiments on Cystoseira. On

J^ovember 8, at 11 o'clock, I put fruiting branches of Cysiose'ira

^^'bata in four small dishes, two of which I set in the dark, two on

a shelf by a window, taking pains to have as nearly as possible equal

extrusion
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numbers of fruiting tips In the difTerent dishes. At tlie same time

I similarly prepared four dishes of Cystoseira erica marina. In two

hours and three quarters there were evidently many more spores

(eggs) in the lighted dishes of C. erica marina than in those in the

dark, but apparently about equal numbers in the two sets of dishes

of C. harhata. At about lo o'clock the next morning I removed the

branches of C. erica marina from the dishes, throwing away those

that had been kept in the light, and poured off the water from the

four dishes. I counted 99 and 50 eggs in the two dishes which had

been kept in the dark, 454 and 420 in the dishes kept In the light.

The latter two had of course been dark for nearly or quite twdve

hours, from sunset to sunrise. The branches which had been in the

darkened dishes I put back in these dishes, with fresh sea- water, and

set them on the window- shelf. Four hours later many eggs had come

out and I therefore removed the branches, but left the dishes quiet

till the morning of the loth, so that the eggs might settle and become

fastened to the bottom of the dishes. On the morning of the loth,

I poured off the water, preparatory to counting the spores,

spores were carried away by this means, but those attached to the

bottoms of the dishes now numbered 270 and 241 respectively.

I made similar counts of the number of eggs of C. harhaia escaped

and attached in the dishes darkened for twenty-three and one-half

hours. There were 426 and 348 In the two darkened dishes. There

were so many spores in the dishes which had been exposed to t e

daylight till sunset and after sunrise that I contented myself wi

counting those in the first three spaces from one side of one dis •

this space there were 376 spores. This area equals about one qua e

the area of the bottom of the dish. The spores were not equ

^
distributed over the bottom, but there were at least four times

^
many over the whole area. There were therefore about four time^j^^

many spores In the dishes which had been in the daylight as
1

^^^

constantly darkened dishes. As with C. erica marina, I
P^J^^^'^^j^pju

fruiting branches which had been in the darkened dishes, iu c

^^^^
with fresh sea-water, and set them on the shelf by the wmdo\v.

hours and a half later I took out. the branches, leaving t e

^^^
which had escaped to settle in the dishes and to ^'^'^^"^^ ttom 0^

The next morning I counted the spores attached to the
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the dish, in which 426 spores had escaped and attached themselves

in the dark. There were now 1574 spores. In three hours and a half,

therefore, after putting the dishes in the light, 948 spores had escaped

and become fastened to the bottom, more than twice as many as had

escaped in twenty-three and one half hours of darkness.

That the number of spores w^hich had escaped was far greater than

the number which had attached themselves is shown by the other

dish. From this dish I carefully decanted rather more than half the

water and shook as many as possible of the loose spores into a space

about 6^"^ square. In this space a single layer of spores covered the

whole area of 36''' "'"'. Half the area had two layers of spores, and

one quarter had three layers. If these spores had been spread out

in a single layer, they would have covered an area of 63^ "'". The

average diameter of the spore is 0.09™"". Calculating the area of

a spore and dividing this into 63^^ ""^ we find that there were about

2623 loose spores in this area. There were many more loose spores

than I could collect in one spot by shaking, so that the calculated

number of practically spherical spores is none too large, though they

could not occupy the whole of any quadrangular area. There must

have escaped therefore at least 3400 spores during three hours and

a half of dayhght hi the dish in which I had counted 348 spores,

twenty-three and a half hours after the dish had been put in the dark.

At least eight times as many spores had come out, therefore, in

three and a half hours of daylight after darkness as in nearly seven

tunes as long a period of darkness.
It is to be noted that this very large number of spores (egg-cells,

probably fertilized) was obtained only after an abrupt change from

protracted darkness to full daylight. In nature, except in polar

regions, the darkness is never so prolonged ; and nowhere in nature is

the change from darkness to dayhght so abrupt. Whatever effect

darkness and light have upon the discharge of the gametes must be

^xhibitcd in maximum degree in such an experiment as I hav€ just

described.

We

fate of discharge of gametes (in Cystoseira) and of non-sexual spores

On Dictyopteris and Dictyota). In Fucus it has long been known
^t the majority of the gametes escape and fertilization takes place
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soon after sunrise. Oltmanns (12, p. 523) speaks of a periodicity

in the discharge of the gametes of the constantly submersed Fucaces

(Halidr}'s, Cystoseira, etc.) as well as in Fucus. Fucus does not

occur in the Bay of Naples, though abundant enough in most other

parts of the ocean. It is ordinarily twice daily exposed at low tide,

but as various authors^ have shown such uncovering is not necessary

to the discharge of the gametes. The mechanism of the discharge

of the gametes consists, in part, in the swelling of the gelatinous

material in the conceptacles and the compression of the walls of the

conceptacles by the surrounding tissues when the sexual elements

are ripe. Oltmanns expresses doubt whether these two factors alone

furnish an adequate explanation of the process. As the matter now

stands, these mechanical means do not account for the periodicity,

unless we assume the relation of light to the processes connected with

the growth of the gametes and with the formation of gelatinous

matters within the conceptacles.

.
The periodicity coincides with the sequence of light after darkness,

and is as evident, as my experiments have shown, in forms having no

conceptacles as in those that do have them. In Dictyoptens

aplanospores (tetraspores) form on both surfaces of the flat thai us,

near the midrib, and project more or less from the surfaces as the}

grow. Finally they escape through a sht in the wall of the mother-

cell. They may even germinate (12, p. 486) before escaping^ Ij i.

difficult to see where mechanical pressure can effectively deveop

here except in the sporangium itself, that is, by the growth t e

spores and the gclatinization of the wall and residual contents (1
an}^

of the spore mother-cell. I shall subsequently show that light a\^o^^

the germination of the spores and the growth of the young
p^2^^|

though they will germinate and grow in darkness. It

^^J"^^^

'

therefore, that light favors the growth of the spores before they es

^_^^

from the sporangium as well as after. In this we have a p

,
the

explanation of the connection of the periodic discharge
^

_^^^^

in Dictyopteris and of the gametes in Fucus and Cystoseira w

J- A The influence
"*

mechanical means of discharge above discussea. -^

develop-

light is favorable to the gro\rth of the spores, therefore to
^_

e^^^^^^

^

ment of mechanical pressure by them, but as the rapi

5 Cited by Oltmanns, /. c.
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spores occurs Avithin a few hours after the fruiting material has been

put into the light after being in darkness, it may be objected that

there is not time for sufficient growth to take place to develop the

necessar}' mechanical pressure, if mechanical pressure has anything

to do with the matter in such plants as Dictyopteris. In reply to

this possible objection, I may say that, though the spores are rapidly

discharged within a few hours, there was no evident increase in the

accumulation of spores in my dishes until at least two hours had

elapsed after they were put in the light. There is therefore time for

growth.

To make this point clear I will report one experiment. Three

small dishes of fresh fruiting Dictyopteris branches were kept in the

dark for twenty-two hours. Early in the morning, the material was

removed from these dishes, in which a considerable number of spores

bad been discharged, and placed in three clean dishes of fresh sea-

water on the window shelf in the light. From these dishes the fruiting

branches were removed after the lapse of one hour and put in another

set of three dishes, the first set being left otherwise undisturbed to

allow the spores which had escaped to settle and become attached.

The same was done at the end of each of the two hours following.

Al the end of another hour and forty minutes, I repeated the process,

and again after the lapse of two hours more. I therefore had five

sets of three dishes each, in which spores had escaped. The number

of spores at the time of exposure to light are as follows

:

After I hour's exposure to light
U

H

<(

((

2 hours

3

4?

6f

it

a

ii

a

It

fi

u

ii

ii

ii

Total number of spores
Total number of spores in escaped last 3! hours
^ercentage of spores escaped in last 3! hours ,

rentage total time in which thesp spores psra

36 spores in 3 dishes

26

170

1671

597

2500

2268

90

55

((

ii

ii

ii

3

3

3

3

((

ii

Ii

ii

the

From these figures it is clear that the discharge of the spores in

light is not an immediate one, but that a certain length of time

^^^ elapse after the plants are brought into light after darkness

What
^^^ place under illumination which result in the discharge of the
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w

spores, I do not venture even to guess. On this interesting point I

have no data.

It.may be that in addition to the influence of light on the processes

of food manufacture and growth in the spores and in cells adjacent

to the sporangia, there are irritable responses which contribute to the

development of the mechanical pressure which causes the spores to be

discharged. Information on this point might add to our meager

knowledge of the phenomena of irritability in the marine algae.

I am by no means satisfied that the plant does not irritably respond

immpHiatp monns than ffrowth. The light maymore

also favor gelatinization, but the connection with this process, the

details of which are unknown, is not sufficiently clear to justify

discussion now.

The influence oj light upon the germination of the spores. The

germination of the spores of Dictyopteris has been adequately

described by Reinke (17), but he naturally made no attempt to

ascertain the influence of the different factors of the environment

upon the course of germination and upon the form of the young

plants. In order to learn something about these matters I ^^^^^^^^

spores which had escaped during twenty-four hours in different dis e.

as to their rate of germination and the development of the young

plants in the light and in darkness. In fig. 13 we have young plaii

^

shown which had developed thus far in a dish completely covered )

black paper except for a vertical slit 17X6-- on the side of ^^e
^^

toward the window. The time since sowing was three and re

quarters days. In fig. 14 arc shown young plants from spores escapeu

at the same time, but in dishes kept completely darkened.
^^ ^^^

be objected that the conditions of the two experiments were no^^^^

same, and therefore the results may not be comparable.
^^^^^

shown above that light favors the escape of the spores, P^^^^^^j^^

because it favors their growth. For this reason, therefore, t^e^^
^

^^

are exactly comparable, because the point is made sti c t

^^_^^

the germination of the spores is more rapid under the n
^^^

alternation of light and darkness than in continuous ^^^j^^^^^^^'^^g of

the germination of the spores of ferns (4, p- 4^3"4;>
.^ ^^^.

Viscum, and for various other plants it is claimed that lig

^^ ^^^ ^^

sary. This is not generally the case with higher plants.
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J

shows, the young plants grown in the dark for five days were only

as far along as those grown for three and three-quarters days under

the black cap with a slit in the side. Fig. 16 shows plants five days

old grown under the black hoods with a side slit. This difference in

growth rate may be due to two factors at least. In the first place, no

manufacture of non-nitrogenous food can take place in the dark,

though some such food may be manufactured even in the dim light

under the black cover. If such food were manufactured, it could be

used at once to nourish the organism, which is supplied in the spore

with only a comparatively small amount of food. In the second place,

Figs. 13-16.

—

Didyopteris (Halyseris) polypodioidcs. X123.
13. Geminating spores sowed 3I days earlier on ground glass in dish recei\ing light only through

fro KJ.
°° °^^ ^^^' '7X6"'" ; direction of light indicated by arrow. Note that aU rhizoids point away

const t!
•

A
">'; "-""^'-I'liiy in aarKness. JNote smaller size ol piantlets. 15. same, nve <ia; s mu,

thro *h
^ ^.^' ^'^^ ^^°^^ sa™e '^s lighted plantlets 3J days old.— 16. Same as 15 but in dish lighted

dir,!!^ ^T"^""^
'"'' ^^Xe'""'. Plantlets strikingly further advanced, erect but inclined toward light;

erection of source of hght indicated by arrow.

I

^^^ "manufacture and assimilation of nitrogenous food is more rapid
in the light than in darkness, as is now claimed,^ those spores in the

m """^'^ be better ofT than those in darkness.

^
Whatever the reason may be, the young plants grow and develop

aster m normally alternating light and darkness than in continuous
_ar 'ness. This fact, not altogether in harmony with certain current
^ews of the influence of light and darkness upon growth (i i), desen-es
^uch more extended study. It seems to us probable that the opinions

wiU K
^ P^>'^^o^ogists, based too exclusively on studies of land plants,

^
DC modified when the algae, especially the marine algae, have

come as familiar to them as aquatic animals now are to other

physiologists.

inqu'

^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^'^^^ germination and growth, we may now
4Uire what other effects it has. If spores sown in dishes in the

ODLEwsKi's papers in Bull. Acad. Sciences Cracow, 1903, and earlier and later.
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in

manner previously described are exposed to one-sided illumination,

the holdfasts will appear always on the side away from the light. If

spores germinate in darkness, the holdfast will be put out in all

possible directions from different spores. This result I have repeat-

edly obtained in Dictyota, Dictyopteris, and Laurentia, as well as

in two species of Cystoseira, thus confirming and extending Winkler's

(20) interesting experiments on C. barhata. The gelatine method

which Winkler used for part of his experiments is apparently more

exact than mine, but what it gains in apparent exactness it loses i

naturalness. The spores in a layer of sea-water not too thin (as it

may be on a slide, especially if this is covered) quickly adhere to the

surface of clean smooth glass, and if the dish remain undisturbed for

several hours they are not likely to be dislodged by ordinar}' move-

ments afterwards. The use of gelatine, or of any other similar

material even in dilute solution, such as Winkler describes, is open

to suspicion by reason of the facts reported in the foregoing part on

fresh water algae, and also because of the results of Borge (3)
already

referred to, although Winkler reports the germination as perfectly

normal. Naturally, for his gravitation experiments, a solid medium

was necessary, but not for those on light.

To escape the legitimate objection that the spores may behave

differently in darkness and in light, I put upon the horizontal plate

of a clinostat a dish in which Dictyopteris spores had escaped dunng

twenty-four hours in darkness, covering the dish with a blac
'

s e

of cardboard so that all the light came from the side. The platej^

the chnostat was also covered with dull black paper to avoid possi^^

reflection from below. The dish was therefore revolved in a homo^

tal plane and received light not only from the side, but on a^

^^
successively. The clinostat was very simple— an alarm co-^

^_^

which face and hands were removed, a sleeve carr>ang ^
g,

plate being soldered to the minute hand spindle. The s^^^_^^

therefore revolved once an hour. The result was that the
^^^^^^,^^-^

spores sent out holdfasts in all possible directions, some of t e r

^^^

growing upwards, others downwards, the majority
^°^^f^^^j^^ ^nds

their increasing weight tipped the spores sufficiently to bring

of the rhizoids into contact with the glass.
_ .^ rise

It appears, then, that the side of the spore which is g
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to the holdfast is ordinarily determined by light, which in nature falls

from above, vertically or more less obliquely. The direction of

gro\\1h of the rhizoid is also determined by the light, other things

being equal, and this frequently brings it into a more or less vertical

position until it comes into contact with a solid object.

Ahhough under natural conditions the cell which is to form a

mined

growth

spores will divide and form rhizoids both in the dark and under

supposedly equal illumination from all sides successively, leaves us

with a doubt whether, after all, the point of formation of the rhizoid

may not depend on other factors also. Keeping the spores con-

tinuously in the dark for forty-eight hours or more is extremely

unnatural. The results of such procedure may also be unnatural;

they may mislead us as to the natural course of events. Again,

cultivating the spores in a dish on a clinostat is an unnatural proceed-

ing, for in nature the illumination is not even approximately equal

on all sides in one plane, but is unequal and in many planes suc-

cessively. And finally, though darkness follows light and light

follows darkness only gradually, on the clinostat as well as in nature,

It IS obvious that a spore in a dish on the clinostat receives the stimulus

0* lignt on one side, and as darkness comes on, there can be only

^eaker and weaker stimuli, and finally none at all on the other sides

the spore. The direction of division of the spore may or may not

determined by this last stimulus of light. According to Winkler

\ % P- 302), a three or four-hour exposure to one-sided illumination
IS necessary to determine the direction of the first division wall in the
^ggs of Cystoseira. He suggests that perhaps by changing the

j'ection of illumination 90° or 180° about every three hours, we
^ght stop the germination altogether. This I have not tried with
^)stoseira,^ but as the foregoing shows, such is not the case with

^^»ctyopteris spores, for they germinate in darkness, and also on the
_^nostat, at once, although perhaps not as rapidly as under ordinar>'

jj^

'nation. It may take three or four hours under ordinary condi-

^j^^

to determine the line of division of an egg or spore. It may

'fhich^^f
^ ^^^^ ^^"^^' ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ stimulus by light, to determine

the two cells thus formed shall send out the rhizoid. In

be
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cultures of Dictyota dichotoma under one-sided illumination, but

with the ordinary alternation of daylight and darkness, I noticed

that both the direction of divisions that took place at night and also

the cell which put out the rhizoid did not conform to the rule to which

those spores which germinated in the daytime evidently pointed

h Rhizoick

formed

i

'Yv
Figs. 17, 18.

—

Dictyota

did and will receive more light during the

comes

much

T from the light when the day-

In such cultures as these ^^x

than in continuous darkness or on the clino-

stat. Divisions often occur and the rhizoids

often grow out in 'darkness, and though the

dichotoma. X 1 23- sporcs werc lighted only from one side dunng

'the day, the direction of these divisions and

the side from which the rhizoid springs fol-

low no rule. This fact at least suggests,

but without proof, that influences preceding

17. Germinating spores i

days since sowing on ground

glass in dish lighted only through

vertical slit, direction of light

indicated by arrow. Note that

six)res I, 2, 3 diuded during the

night (in darkness), and that the

rhizoids of 2 and 3 are curving

away from the light.— 18. Some-

what older.
,

illuminatinmumaauuu also' affect the direction of

division of the spores, and the point ot

. origin of the rhizoids. .-1,5 ore.

It does not seem to me necessar)' to assume a polarity in t e^sp^

^

There is no evidence in the form of the undivided spore
^*^^^^^^.^^_

such a polarity, for the undivided spore is sphencal or sp^

^^^^^

After the first division the spore becomes ellipsoida by

^^

^n_^^.^

of the daughter cells at right angles to the division wall.

^^^^ ^^
grow from one or the other end—sometimes from both en^s^_^^^.^^

^^

ellipses, not from the side; but beyond this there is no in

^^^^^^^

fi.o r^^,vt ^f ...,v;., r.f fi.A rV,l7nid. So far as I can see, the ,

the point of origin of the rhizoid.
of the

Inir

spore and the point of origin of the rhizoid are oea
^^^^ ^

by the direction from which the light falls upon them,
^^

case the direction of division

divide and

any

case tne airection 01 aivision auu mc jt^^-^.v -
t (i^q sports

are determined by conditions preceding the escape

rhi20id

from
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the mother cells, conditions which may have induced a polarity in

fixed

ences cannot alter it.

Influence 0} contact on germinating spores.—From the work in

fresh-water algae reported in the foregoing pages, one is led to suspect

that the character of the surface with which the rhizoids of germinating

spores of marine algae come into contact will largely determine the

sessile

shape and completeness of attachment of the holdfasts. The strength

of the holdfasts as the plants mature is determined not merely by

the surface but by other factors. Among these may be mentioned

the movement of the water in currents and waves, the size and shape

of the plants, and all other factors which affect the strain which the

holdfast must withstand.' But the first attachment of sessile algae,

whether marine or fresh water, is greatly influenced by the roughness

of surface. I was first led to suspect this by the extraordinary freedom

of Spirog>Ta and Iridea—the smoothest, most slippery fresh and salt

water algae, respectively, which I know—from diatoms and other

)lants growing upon them. Cladophora and Microcladia,

comparatively rough forms, show the direct opposite.

To test this hypothesis with marine algae, I put in the bottoms

of the glass dishes used for cultures cover glasses iSXiS"^™ square,

which had been carefully ground on one side on a stone. One half

of the cover glasses were put smooth side up, the other half rough side

"P- At first I used the cover glasses only rough side up, letting the

glass of the dishes furnish the other surface. This plan

seemed open to objection, as the glass of the dishes might not have

the same composition as the material of the cover glasses, and the

light would not be the same on a ground surface as on a smooth. This

latter objection is not wholly eliminated even by using thin cover

glasses, but it is as nearly eliminated as at present possible.^ .

The

'Pfeffer (I, p. 305) has felt obliged to retract his published conclusions based

«" the work done in his laboratory by the late R. Hegler (6), that an increased strain

stimulus to the development of increased strength, as shown in part by ana-

smooth

lomical

•how tV

8 Th

V ' ^^'^- Th^ resuhs were similar to those in the light, but darkness necessanly

'"Produces other effects if prolonged.
.
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cover glasses ground on one side only, some with the ground surface

upward, others with the ground surface downward, served as the

bottom on which the spores settled.

In these experiments I used the same species previously enumer-

ated, but those which form a single rhizoid at first give more imme-

diately recognizable results than those which, like Cystoseira, form

several rhizoids. For this reason Dictyota, Dictyopteris, and Lauren-

tia are preferable. I shall describe first Dictyopteris, as it was the

marine alga with which I j5rst obtained satisfactory results. The

results obtained with Laurentia are so similar that I shall not speak

of them further.

In fig. ig we have sketches of Dictyopteris plantlets two and five-

sixths days after sowing on ground glass. Fig. 20 shows plantlets

sowed at the same time on smooth glass. In the first set the rhizoids

are beginning to enlarge, and one to branch, at the tips. In the

latter there is no such appearance. The idea that this difference m

appearance might be due to a diflference in age suggests itself. But

the difference in age could be only slight, for the fertile branches were

removed at the same time from both dishes, and both dishes were

emptied and filled with fresh sea water at the same time. Emptpg

the dishes generally removes the youngest spores, those still unattached

nr nnW dightly SO, leaving thosc which are equally firmly attached.

i,-fV.«i-^or. ;„^i;»,„/i f^ +v,:^ir +v,of x^ca -mPxAv i?; growth in tee
I am ne\

part of the rhizoid in contact with a rough surface stimulated by that

contact, but also the growth and development of the other parts

the plantlet also. There seems to be a transfer from cell to cell

the stimulus produced by contact, a stimulus the greater the roug e

the surface. If this be true, there is every reason for the younr

appearance of the plantlets on the smooth glass, for their gro^^

less stimulated than that of the other plantlets. This is m ^^

referred

upon animals.

Fig. 21 shows the same group of plantlets nearly twenty
0^^

later. Here holdfasts are evidently begun. Twenty hours later

h ,-here the rhizoids
have

almost completely lost their filamentous appearance and have

^^^

holdfasts, circular in general outline, but with elaborately
cr

becoin*

ate<i

h
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margins. Comparing these two hs
plantlets of the same age on smooth glass, we see that the plantlets

have not changed in character from day to day, though they have

grown; that the rhizoids are still filamentous; and that no holdfasts

are yet begun.

c^

a

Figs. 19-26.-0idyopleris polypodioides, X123, except 266, X9<^-

WMm
^»- Germinating spores 2I days since sowing on ground glass—20. Same in every respect except

»> Stm
""^^^^ ^^^^s- Note that plantlets appear younger than those of same age on ground glass.—

•owing -1^ / '^' ^"^ ^* "^^^'^ ^''^^^ sowing.—22. Same as fig. 21, but 24 hours later. 4! days ance

•Ofdng
-'^'

r"^
^ ^^' ^^' ^^ ^^^^ ^"^^^ sowing.—24. Same as fig. 23. 24 hours later, aI days ancc

^ On
^^' ^^^'^ ^°" sowing, a on ground side of cover glass, b on unground ade, in sea water.—

the well A
"^^^^"^ '^^^^r glass.—265. Same showing diatoms and diatom-shells, D, in almost ever>- lobe of

''«*l-developed holdfast.

Fig,

bko
has

^7-—Two Diciyoia plantlets on smooth glass. X123

te H
^^" ^"^ ^'^ ^^^ ^^^ condition of two plantlets of Dictyopteris

^f ^^^ ^^^^^ sowing, the one on ground glass, the other on smooth.

Q
^^e are not the extremes of two series of plants, but are the average.

^ unground glass, however, under certain conditions, as elaborate
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holdfasts may develop as on ground glass. When I saw the plant

shown in jig. 26a, I thought my hypothesis was disproved, for here we

have as elaborate a holdfast as on ground glass. On examining the

plant with a stronger magnification, I found, as jig. 26h shows, that

diatoms or diatom-shells were very numerous on the glass at this

point, making it rough, or rather covering it with obstructions to the

growth of the base of the plantlet. This plant and the many others

like it confirm my belief that roughness of surface stimulates the sessile

algae firmly to attach themselves.

It must be noted, however, that ground cover glasses kept in

cultures for a week or so become slimy ; their roughness is reduced or

concealed by a thin, very smooth coat, which must be dissolved off

before one can use the cover glasses again with the maximum effect.

Even when all "dirt" and diatoms arc washed off, the cover glasses

are not clean as they are when new; they must have the slimy coat

removed too. This is easily done by boiling in fresh water for a few

moments. On the other hand, diatoms, animal excrement, and fine

dirt generally, often so roughen the unground surface of glass as to

induce holdfast formation of marked character.

When for any reason, such as the extreme smoothness of the glass,

or the absence of any contact whatever, the elongation of the rhizoids

is not stopped, they may attain surprising lengths and often in a very

short time. Fig. 25 shows such an extraordinarily long rhizoid of

Dictyopteris. Fig. 27 shows us two plantlets of Didyota dicholom

growing on the same smooth side of a cover glass. In the one case,

the rhizoid soon came into contact with small particles of dirt sticking

to the glass, and thereupon ceasing to grow in length, formed a typica

holdfast. In the other case, no dirt caught the rhizoid, which con-

tinued to grow over the smooth slime-covered glass.

I may here say something about the amount and the rate of gro^\

spores. On November
twelve, I made a camera drawing of a spore of Dictyola dicholom^

Four hours later I similarly drew the same spore. And the ne_^

morning at a quarter to eleven o'clock I made another drawing.
J

third drawing is 107 per cent, longer than the first and 8$ pcr
^^^^^

longer than the second. Another spore was o
.

089™"^ ^^''^
,!ltv-

first drawing was made. In four hours it grew 0,016"^'"; ^
*"""twenty
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mm

1

two hours and a half it grew 0.089"^"'; and in forty-five hours and a

quarter it grew 0.2195"'"^. These figures converted into rates of

growth per hour show that the plantlet increased in length at the rate

of 4.23 per cent, per hour for the first four hours, 4.4 per cent, per

hour for the next eighteen hours, and 5 .82 per cent, per hour for the

following twenty-three hours. These figures, however, distribute

the growth over the whole length of the young plant, whereas it is

mostly at the tip. Since this is the case, the rate of growth in the

growing part must be much higher. I was not able at the time to

make measurements to ascertain this rate in Dictyota. Similarly

a spore of Dictyopteris folypodioides increased in length 360 per cent,

in three days, or an actual increase in length of 0.292

All of these cases of growth are unusual. The plantlets sent out

their rhizoids either horizontally or somewhat obhquely upwards,

at all events without contact with the surface of the glass. Where

contact occurs, there is no such extraordinarj^ growlh unless the

contact.be with an exceedingly smooth slipper)^ object. There, as

m water, the rhizoid will continue to elongate.

In a spore of Dictyopteris I attempted to measure the length of

the growing region, the total increase in length, and the distribution

of this increase among the cells of the rhizoid; but the growlh rate in

this instance has little value, because of the extraordinarily cold

^veather prevailing at the time. As the laboratory is cold at night,

the growth rate for twelve hours of the twenty-four must have been

much below normal. However, I will give the figures. The increase

-Oram
in length of the tip cell of the rhizoid was 150 per cent, or 0.078'

in twenty-four hours. The increase in length of the cell ne.xt behind

was 40 per cent, or o .
020"^"". The other cells of the rhizoid did not

lengthen at all. Of the total increase in length 79 per cent, was made

^)' the tip cell. This cell had at the outset only 41 per cent, of the

Jength of the growing region. The actual zone of growth, however,

IS only the tip of the cell. Hence these percentages give only a vague

and quite inadequate idea of how rapid the growth is in the actually

growing part.

sx;M:\rARY.

I- The zoospores of Oedogonium, as has long been known, are

sensitive to light, the direction of locomotion and the place at which

they come to rest bein- determined much more by the direction and
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the Intensity of the light falling upon a body of water than by other

influences, such as unequal distribution of oxygen, etc.

2. Apparently the germination of the zoospores of sessile algae

is induced primarily by interference with their locomotion. WTien

this is blocked, germination begins ; conversely, when nothing prevents

locomotion, they do not germinate.

3- The nature of the attachment formed by the germinating

zoospores of sessile algae is dependent upon the "roughness of the

surface of the object with which they come into contact. Upon

extremely smooth surfaces—such as the surface of clean water and

clean wet gelatine—the spores form either only the shortest most

rudimentary holdfasts or merely rhizoids; whereas, on relatively

rough surfaces, the holdfasts are large and conform in their lobing

to the contour of the surface. Furthermore, ordinarily floating algae

may sometimes be induced to form rhizoids or other organs of attach-

ment if brought into contact with sufficiently rough surfaces.

4. The discharge of the spores or gametes of Dictyopteris, Dicty-

ota, and Cystoseira is strongly influenced by light, the discharge being

much more rapid within a few hours after exposure to light than

before or than in continuous darkness- For this reason the time

Jof the discharge as well as the rate is strongly influenced by light

and a periodicity of discharge is established which follows approx-

imately the periodicity of daylight and darkness.

5. The spores of the sessile marine algae studied germinate

better in normally alternating daylight and darkness than in continu-

ous darkness ; and subsequent growth and development follow t e

same rule.

6. As shown by Winkler to be the case with Cystoseira harkta,

we have found that the direction in which the light falls determm^

the plane of the first division in the germinating spores of CysloseiJ'i^

erica marina, Dictyopteris, and of Dictyota, the new cell wall bemo

formed at right angles to the incident rays. , .

7. Similarly, the rhizoids or holdfasts formed by germmaj^c

spores ordinarily issue from the daughter cells away from

In darkness the rhizoids arise in all possible directions,

even from both cells of a germinating spore.
^ -^^

8. The direction of growth of rhizoid and of plantlet is dcte

the light

sometimes
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mainly by the direction from which the light comes: the rhizoids are

negatively photutropic, the plants positively.

9. As in fresh-water algae, so also in sessile marine algae, the

nature of the surface with which the spores come into contact very

largely controls the nature of the attachment formed, a rough surface

inducing the growth of a large and well-developed holdfast, a smooth

surface causing proportionately less growth.

la Though the direction toward which the rhizoids ordinarily

grow is determined at first by light, the character of the surface with

which the rhizoid comes into contact still more strongly influences

the direction of its growth.

II. The direction, rate, and kind of growth of these germinating

spores is strongly influenced by contact irritation.

Stanford University, California.
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THE BOGS AND BOG FLORA OF THE HURON RIVER
VALLEY.

EdgarNelsonTranseau.

(with sixteen figures)

I. The Huron River valley.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC FEATURES.

The Huron River valley, to the botanical survey of which the

present paper forms the sixth contribution, is located in the south-

eastern part of Michigan. As indicated in fig. i, the valley embraces

parts of five counties.

Throughout, its surface forms arc of glacial origin and, with the

exception of the immediate borders of the river, have undergone but

s%ht modification since glacial times. Perhaps its most striking

middle

moraimco *^

courses, and the gently undulating plain of its lower course.

The river has its source in west- central Oakland County in Big

ih^"^) northwest of Detroit. Starting with an elevation of 950
feet (290"^), after a course, extending for 50 miles (So'^'^) generally

southwestvvard and then for another 50 miles (8o^«^) southeastward,
i| empties into Lake Erie at an altitude of 573 feet (175"^) above tide.

' ^ ;s common in areas of glacial deposition, the topography of the

''''"age basin of -the Huron has little of the appearance usually

f^ggested by the term "valley." The upper two-thirds of its course

^awmding depression among morainic knobs, lake basins, abandoned
gacial drainage channels, and sand plains. Here the river is char-

acterized by long reaches and occasional slight riffles. At intervals

^^

broadens into stretches of lake-like character, as is illustrated by

aid R
°*^'^^ 0^ water as Commerce, Taylor, Strawberry, Whitewood,

jjjj

^^^^ Lakes, each with an area of one-fourth to one-half a square

•

^
(65-130 hectares) . The river margin is usually low and swampy.

^^

ts tributaries enter it at every angle, and bring to it the drainage

"ndreds of lakes and swamps. IVIost of these lakes are small,

351
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occupying areas of an acre (half a hectare) or more, but there are

several of considerable size. Whitmore
one and one-fourth to one and one-half square miles (325-390 hec-

tares), while Union, Straits, Four-Mile, Ore, Independence, etc..

Fig of the interlobate
I.—Map of the Huron drainage basin. The boundaricfs

The boundary between the clay morainJCmoraine are shown by the lines .

belt and the lake plain is marked by the line

(65^_^ -130 hectares). A verj- large

percentage of the tributaries lie in fla^bottomed depressions whose

surface approximates the ground-water level, consequently
producing

thousands of acres of swamp and marsh land. Everywhere occur

small undrained depressions, some well above the average gro

^^
water level, others containing lakes and bogs. It is also worthy o

' Not connected with the Huron River by surface drainage.

und-
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note that a large part of the surface drained by the Huron and its

tributaries, before it makes the great bend to the southeast below

Portage lake, is made up of sand and gravel, composing and accom-

panying the Saginaw-Erie interlobate moraine. It is a region of

steep hills, with occasional dry plains, ever}'where penetrated by

lakes and swamps.

The country which the river next crosses, beyond the great bend,

for a distance of 20 miles (32^"") is composed of glacial till plains

and clay moraines—a belt extending NE-SW, approximately parallel

to the interlobate moraine. Here, although the hills are well marked,

the slopes are more gradual and the basins broader. The river

is bordered by banks several feet in height, and seldom attains a

^"idth of 150 feet (50™).

The last 30 miles (50^"^) of the Huron River traverses a meander-

ing course sunken from 50 feet (is'") at Ypsilanti to 25 feet (7.5'")

atRockwood below the surface of a glacial lake plain sloping gently

southeastward from the morainic belt just described, to the western

shore of Lake Erie. The soil is here composed of sand, sandy loam,

and-in the vicinity of the lake—clay; the only topographic features

aside from the sunken water courses being the several beach ridges

and dunes marking the successive stages in the lowering of the glacial

'akes, forerunners of the present Lake Erie.

There are, then, three natural divisions of the Huron drainage

asm: (i) the loose-textured rough interiobate moraine; (2) the

% morainic belt lying to the southeast of it; (3) and the low-lying

P'am extending to Lake Erie. Each implies important differences

"1 the way of bog formation and provides edaphic factors which

etermme to a large extent the nature of the dominant forest covering.

SIOGRAPHIC
The history of these topographic features is for the most part

bound up with the retreat of the ice at the close of the last (Wisconsin)
1 . * -" ^^'^ j-*-ti.caL ui Lilt; ice at lilt; ciusc *ji t-Aiv *"-. ^

--

V!^! ^Toch. A topographic map of the region lying between Lakes

ofth u""
^""'^ ^^''^ '^^'^'S ^^^^t ^^e morainic hills so characteristic

from'
"" ^""'^'^ ^^^ Pa^t of a belt of similar physiography

extending

northern Indiana well up into the " thumb" of lower Michigan

^)- This belt of glacial deposits is directly connected with the
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development of reentrant angles along its crest, as the great con-

tinental ice sheet ^ became more and more differentiated into lobes

durini^j 5 In northern Indiana it marks the first

areas uncovered, as the mass of ice, pushed forward from the basin

from

and Lake Erie basins.

When the Huron River basin was reached, the Saginaw lobe had

been developed and lay over the northwestern part, while the Huron-

Erie lobe covered all of the territory southeast of the interlobate

= -- ^^. -> , ^-^^^-^
^ ^_-_^^^,_y_J^---^

» > ——^^^^>>^^— F^ ^^ ^

Fig. 2.—Map of southern Michigan, northern Indiana, and northern w.

showing "moraines with strong expression." After Leverett, U. b. oe

Mon. 41, plate 2. The irregular dotted lines mark the
cm)

morame....... The first portion of our area to be uncovered is the triangu^

lar gravel outwash apron extending southwestward from^ Sugar

Knob. This was the beginning of the Huron River, ^^''^"^"j^

Lake then lay just under the edge of the Erie ice, and ^^^"^^^
^^^^^

occupied a similar position on the southern border of the Sagma^

lobe. As has been recently determined by Mr. Frank ^^^^^^^^

of the U. S. Geological Survey, the subsequent history of the Hur

drainage at first flowed
generally

drainage is most remarkable.

The waters from the glacial

westward, reaching the Kalamazoo River near Albion )

thence

St. Joseph at Three Rivers. At South Bend, Indiana, it cro

to the

ssed

» For general map see no. 55, p. 411. (Bibliography at close of this
paper-)
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to the Kankakee River, and reached the Mississippi by way of the

Illinois-

As the reentrant extended itself further to the northeast, another

channel was opened for the Huron drainage westward past Pinckney

into the Grand River, and from there to Battle Creek and the Kala-

mazoo River. Below the city of Kalamazoo it cut across to the Paw
Paw River, and reached the Mississippi by way of Lake Chicago.

.

When the ice of the Erie lobe had retreated as far eastward as

Ann Arbor, and all of the interlobate moraine had been uncovered,

a third outlet for the waters of the Huron w^as opened by way of

Clinton and the Raisin River, which at that time emptied into glacial

Lake Maumee at Adrian (32, pi. 20). This lake was drained by

the Wabash River into the ^Mississippi.

As soon as the ice margin passed the clay morainic belt already

described, the Huron reached Lake Maumee at Ypsilanti by way of

^ts present channel. But Lake Maumee had meanwhile changed

Its outlet to the northward, its drainage going by way of Imlay (53)
to the Grand River, Lake Chicago, and the Mississippi (32, pis.

2h 2J, 26).

Later the Erie basin was entirely freed of ice, and its water for

the first time flowed eastward into the Ontario basin (glacial Lake
Iroquois), and thence by way of the Mohawk to the Hudson. With

.

clearing of the St. Lawrence channel the present system was

"^ugurated.

Aside from the physiographic interest connected with their early

_

story, these glacial drainage channels are of (Tistinct biological

^t\^T'
^^^^ furnish continuous lowland habitats extending in

^
directions. In so far as they are represented by broad, open

th

^'^^' ^.^^ connect with tributaries of the northern Ohio valley,

7 Pi*ovide important highways for the dispersal of southern river-

^•alley
species.

FORESTS.

^^
he three topographic divisions already described exhibit marked

^^
fences in their forest aspect. On the lake plain we find the

habr
-^^^ ^^^^ niesophytic of the forest types. This. lowland

sum
^^-^^ ^ continuation of the northern Wabash valley, and it is not

"Posing that its flora should be of much the same character. Here
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we find the greatest variety of tree species, among which are Fa^s

airopurpureus, Quercus rubra, Ulmus americana, PJatanus occidenlalis,

Acer saccharum, Tilia americana, Acer saccharinum, Fraxiiun

americana, Gleditsia triacanthos, Liriodendron tuUpijera, GymnocMus

diolca, Cercis canadensis, Asimina triloba, and Celtis occidenlalis.

The clay morainic area is dominated by Quercus rubra, Q. alha,

tQ. velutina, Hicoria ovata, H. glabra, Acer rubrum, Ulmus american

and Quercus macrocarpa.

In the region of the interlobate moraine the disappearance of

the more mesophytic forms is quite marked. The forest is there

largely composed of Quercus coccinea, Q. macrocarpa, Q. velutina,

the

Q. alba; and as we go northeastward these become associated wiu

Pinus slrobus. Quercus prinoides forms a characteristic shrubby

growth along the roadsides and in waste places.

Such is the forest background in which are set the thousands of

acres of bog and swamp, and to which the groves of Lari-x lariana

exhibit a marked contrast. These tamarack areas are to be seen

on all sides in the region of the interlobate moraine; they are quite

common in the clay morainic belt, but are practically wanting on

lake plain.

As one follows along the morainic country from northern Indiana

into the "thumb "of Michigan, he passes from a region ^ommat^

by a rich mesophytic broad-leaved forest to one of conifer and xero-

phytic broad-leaved ascendency; from a region whose low
f^^^^^

are characterized by a swamp flora to one in whose *^^P^^^^^°"^^j^j^

bog flora reaches a high state of development. In this ^°|^"^^.^^j

it is interesting to note that one finds this gradual change epitomi

in the Huron valley as he goes from its mouth to its source.

METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS

Under this head we shall consider the general m^^fo^°
°f"^^^

Huron
of bog

ological conditions found about the center of the
di^^^^^J'^^^^Lake

plants (55, p. 406). In general, this center ^';;t^"'^'

'°^.^ney of

Winnipeg through the upper Great Lake region down tn

^^^^^^^
fVir. Cf T „„r— ^^ 4--. .^u^ A+i„v,f:.. ^^ocf Tt it; in the coast p
the St. Lawrence to the Atlantic coast. It is in

however, that the bogs reach their highest development in lu- ^0""
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of the "raised bog." Certain temperature phenomena associated

\\'ith the bog habitat will be discussed in connection with the analysis

of the life conditions obtaining in bogs.

RainjalL—In the following table is given the mean monthly and

annual precipitation for seven stations located within or near the

Huron basin. As their individual variation is but small, it is probable

that the average for the stations gives a fair estimate of the rainfall

and its distribution. Appended are the corresponding records for

the maritime region of eastern Canada: '

MEAN PRECIPITATION IN INCHES.

StadoQ

.\lt.

feet

Ann Arbor.

YpBiIaad.

.

Jidson. .

.

Annpere
. .

.

BiOlMt...,

Dinn 'gham

Average

.

a.t.

930
736

927

924
932
860

Rec-

ord
for

Yrs,

23
18
6

II

13

IS

Jan

?

23

i.gp

1.97
2.06
1.98
1-73
1. 91

1. 94

Feb

5-55

2. 19
2.61
2.2T
2. 19
1.76
2.00

2. 16

Mar. Apr.

3-93

5.63 4.94

2.12
2.48
3.14
2.42
2.07
2.32

2.42

3.80

5.15

2.88
2.24
1.26
2 .60
2 . 12

2.53

May June

2.27

3-72
3-98
3.22
338
3.52
3 36

3-53

July

2.50 3.66

3.39
4.02
3 -02

2.44
3.13

3 19

2.82

309
2.47
2.66
2.47
2.56

2.68

Aug.

2.45
2.24
1.76
2.85
2-59
2.38

Sept. Oct.

2.38

2.72 3.29

4.00] 4.43 3.68 3-43

4.64

2.58
2.63
1.74
1-93
2.62

2.33

2.30

3-08

2.82
2.70
3.61
2.04
2.69
2.51

2.73

Nov. Dec.

2.77

329
2.87
2.64
2.71
3.02

2.88

Ann.

2.35132.08
2.32|33-6o

1.56,28.92

1.77,26.0s
2.3029.72
1.8829.95

t

3 96 3 53

4.13 4-71 S-i'547-17

5.21 5-26 S-5257-74

It will be noticed from the above data that the precipitation is

quite evenly distributed throughout the year. It reaches its maximum
touring the months of May and June, when the vegetative processes

of the bog plants are most active. It approaches its summer mini-

inum during July and August, when the temperature commonly

fttams its greatest height. The former implies that the water level

^° *e bogs is kept at or above the surface of the substratum for weeks

at a time. The latter involves strong transpiration on the part of the

jegetation, when the water supplv must be drawn for the most part

foin the substratum. The average number of rainy days during the

ve years is one hundred per annum.
Ihe average snowfall in this region during the five years, 1898 to

902, amounts to 38.4 inches (975 --). In the case of the bogs this

"^ckness is usually increased bv the drifting of snow from the sur-

^"oding
hills. Obser^-ations during the past two winters show that

""' ^-- are covered by ice to a thickness of a foot (30 ^-) or more.
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winter

from

suddeii temperature changes. The ice further resuhs in lowering the

temperature in spring and in retarding the beginning of favorable

growth conditions.

The percentage of sunshine is not pubHshed by the several sta-

tions, but the number of clear and partly cloudy days is stated. The

numbers from the various stations show marked differences, due to

different standards established by the observers; but perhaps these

are largely eliminated in the average. If we take the average num-

ber of clear days, add to it one-half the number of pardy cloudy days,

and divide by the number of davs in a year, we obtain a percentage

of forty-six. approximates
John

mean

and annual, is considerably larger. The annual precipitation

exceeds that of the Huron valley bylully 20 inches (50 ^^), or about

40 per cent. Finally, the sunshine percentage is slightly lower, oemg

39 for Halifax and 42 for St. John,

Ternperature,~ThQ following table exhibits the monthly and

annual means for the several stations already cited

:

MEAN TEMPERATURE IN F.

Ann Arbor.. ,,

Ypsilanti

Jackson
Annpere

,

BallMt.......
Birmingham..

,

Average.. . .

,

St. John, X. B
Halifax, N. S.,

Jan.

32.2
25-9
26.

1

24.7
22.6
23.

t

24.1

18.6
22.0

Feb.

23.1
24.2
20.3
21.7
21.4
22.8

22.

2

18.7
22.7

Mar.

30.6
32.3
32.7

27.6
30-4

30.8

26.3
28.7

April

45-4
46.7
47-5
50.2
45.3
46.5

46.9

38.6
38.2

May

53-2
58.1
59-4

56.0
57.3

56.7

48.8
48.7

June

67-3
(^3-5

69-4
68.

4

66.9
69.

1

67-1

56.3
57-6

July

72.0
71.

1

74-8
71.8
70.0
72.2

71.9

61.0
64.2

Aug.

69.3
69.7
71.8
67-6
68.1
68.4

69.

1

61.3
64.8

Sept.

62.5
61.8
64-8
63.0
62.2
61.5

62.6

5S.6
S8.2

Oct.

49.9
49.9
54-7
49.8
49-5
49-7

50.6

44.7
48.0

Nov.

3^-4
36.7

37.7
35-9
35-9
36.7

3^-5

Dec.

27-0

26. S

26.7

27-1

270

27-0

36.1 23.7

38.2 27-0

46.6

48.8

47-4

46.0

47-»

43'»

The table shows that the temperature conditions are compara

tively uniform throughout the basin. The maximum average tern-

Bat the significance of tl>e data

peratures occur m July and August. i3ui uie si^i^"-—

_

^^^^
becomes more apparent, in so far as the bog vegetation is

when they are compared with those of St. John and HaUfax [n-
compa

It is to be noted that, although the average temperature for J"n^
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July, and August of the Huron basin is 8.6° F. (4.8° C.) higher, Its

rainfall during the same period is less by 2.6 inches (66 '^^). There

can be Uttle doubt as to the effect of such differences upon the growth
r

of the bog species, especially the sphagnum whose moisture supply

is more directly dependent upon atmospheric water than upon the

Fig.

'/ y
of rainfall and temperature conditions in the Huron basin

__ _ ^ t

3-—Cur\-es

compared with those of the maritime region of Canada

soil solution,

decreased mt
Again, the occurrence of high temperature

pitation means the production of conditions 1

with

'^ic lor the development of the "raised bi

^ ^ Wghest development of the "flat bog."

O

maxmium— -v^^o auciin ineir maximum uu\ciu]jiiiviii. -- - --o

g^^ft rainfall and comparatively low temperatures, it is reasonable

^ ^^fer that the extremes of summer heat become peculiarly signifi-

^"t m this region. Examination of the weather records shows that
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temperatures of 97-100° F. (36-38° C.) are likely to occur ever}-

year, and that temperatures approximating these may be prevalent

for several days in succession each season. When these extremes

coincide with periods of drought, they must act as important checks

on the growth of the bog plants, especially the sphagnum. As \ve

pass from northern Indiana along the moraine into ^Michigan, the

gradual increase of bog development, of the variety of bog species,

and of the areas covered by sphagnum is very marked. Although

other factors are involved, this increase may be correlated with a

decrease in summer temperature extremes.

II. The bogs : their development and ecological conditions.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC ORIGIN OF THE LAKE AND BOG BASINS.

In connection with the special consideration of the bog flora, it is

of interest to note the origin of the depressions in which this flora has

developed and flourished. Indeed, in the moramic

seem that among the ag

important topographic changes since glacial times, the bog plants

stand near the head of the list. Stream erosion and deposition have

been slight, while lake basins have been filled and the level of

depressions generally raised by the deposition of plant debris.

As no attempt has as yet been made at the mapping of peat

deposits and muck soils, no reliable estimate of the total amount of

aggradation accomplished by plant agencies can be made. Yet the

frequency with which in field work one encounters peat soils, m

various stages of making or decay, suggests that in the aggregate

such deposition has been most effective in this region. The northwest

quarter of the Ann Arbor topographic map, which embraces an area

of about 215 square miles (55,700 hectares), located in the morainic

portion of this basin, indicates approximately 43 square miles {nS°

hectares)—20 per cent.—as swamp land. It is probable that at an

early time this area was very much larger, but with the settlement

the land many extensive areas have been drained and only the ar

humous soil remains to suggest its past history.

The most frequent source of lake and bog basins is here foun 1

vicissitudes attending the retreat of a glacier are

Among the

inal
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1

detachment of blocks and masses of ice through differential melting

(19). If these detached masses happened to be in the hne of the

overloaded glacial drainage, they became covered to a greater or less

extent by sand and gravel. Owing to the poor conduction of heat by

such deposits, they melted with extreme slowness. Where this latter

process was prolonged until the drainage line had been abandoned

or the stream had ceased depositing, subsequent melting brought

about a settling of the deposits and the production of basins. Sister,

Kavanaugh, and Crooked Lakes are examples of this type.

In the case of the chain of lakes which form a part of the Huron

River in northwestern Washtenaw County, and such lakes as Portage,

Tamarack, Ore, and Bass, according to Leverett, there was an

additional settling of the fluvio-glacial deposit itself. This latter

process has been of the greatest importance in the development of

extensive bog areas. In the Portage Lake region this settling has

amounted to as much as 40 feet (12°^) in certain places, and has

resulted in reducing many hundreds of acres of land to the ground

water level.

^
Throughout the belt of till plains occur shallow marshes, some-

tunes drained, but usually by a sluggish meandering stream, itself

impeded by the growth of swamp plants. These basins arc the

i^atural expression of the unequal deposition of glacial material.

TiU plains result from a comparatively rapid retreat of the ice; hence

ihe depressions are usually shallow, and have been mostly filled with

peat to the level of the present drainage. The several small lakes

'ymg to the west of Dexter are examples of basins not yet obliterated.

Where the retreat of the glacier is slow and deposits are made to

^ great thickness about the edge of the ice, kame or "knob and kettle"

t'^Pography
results. The basins of such areas arc characterized

^sually by high margins and comparatively steep slopes. West,

"^'' North, Island, and South Lakes may be cited as examples.

As we know from remains discovered in peat deposits, among the

J^nals inhabiting this region in early postglacial times were the

«^moth, mastodon, bison, peccary (Platygonus cmpressus

^Unte)
(57), elk, and "big beaver" (Castofoides okioensis Foster).

xtuT
''^'^'''^ '' ^°^ ^ be^^'c^ (34» P- 256), but is more nearly

'^ed to the Coypu rat of South America. The common beaver
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{Castor canadensis Kuhl) has been an important factor in the creation

of bog areas (37), and in the extension of areas already existing, by

the building of dams. The beaver was found in this section when it

was first settled, but the last known specimen was killed sixty-nine

years ago. The occurrence of peat deposits several feet in thickness

and covering quite large areas, bordering streams, whose channels

lie deeply sunken in the deposits, seems to find its best explanation

in this manner. But little field work has been done on the relation

of beavers to the peat deposits, and examples are still too hypothetkal

to cite in this connection.

BOG AND LAKE VEGETATION.

mi

basins, such as was laid bare on the retreat of the glaciers, none is

mi

Whether we have in mind the

partially submerged littoral species, their wide geographic distri-

uniform

problems of dispersal. The fact that deposits of peat and marl have

been found in northern Indiana and lower Michigan to a thickness

of 40 feet (12 '") would indicate that in these particular basins the

vegetation must have obtained an early foothold.

Concerning the deposition of marl, it is of interest to us only in so

far as it becomes an agent of aggradation in the basins. In the

reports (5, 42, 21) on the marl deposits of Indiana and Michigan,

marl
due

most

stratum of peat deposits. That its deposition to a large extent is

to plant life has been shown by Davis (9, 10). The plants i

concerned with this process are the Characeae and Cyanophyceae

(Schizothrix, Zonotrichia). They are probably aided by certain

^ •

As for the
chemical

Characeae and Cyanophyceae, they have a wide range of habitat

different lakes, and may occur in deep or shallow water and on

various rock substrata. Where they come into competition ^i_

shore species, the rank growth of the latter usually precludes t^ eir

amount
formation

Where
to J

the chara is confined to deeper watc

,
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such situations frequently forming marl pebbles. The lower limit

of existence is largely determined by the transparency of the water,

and may lie between 20 and 30 feet (6-9"^). Of the littoral plant

associations there are commonly two quite distinct divisions, the

outer made up largely of submerged or floating pondweeds and water-

lilies, the inner of half-submerged rushes and sedges. Both are con-gCVa X lAOXi.V.0 ^^^-^ --.^f.

cemed in the process of peat formation. Under such conditions

there naturally develop, in regions of calcareous underground waters,

an outer zone of chara dominance and marl deposition, and an inner

zone of pondweed-sedge dominance and peat deposition. Varia-

tions in the slope of the bottom, in the amount of wave action, m the

determine

whether one or both of these processes shall go on, and to what

extent these activities are kept distinct or grade into one another.

In the case of the peat, however, the process is not dependent

upon water species alone. They act merely as forerunners of a

denser and more luxuriant vegetation which frequently is of greater

quantitative importance. may
of the bogs, unlike that of the swamps, the plants which develop on

the marm'n oor.^^:r,iu, r^ ^7;;^«.,..v r.^A fr^rm^ r>f Eriophorum,
fii

are able to secure all of their food materials from the water and air

and build their own substratum. This tangle of roots and rhizomes

usually attains a thickness of several inches, and on account of its

W specific gravity floats on the surface of the water. Upon this

and bos shrubs advance, adding their
num ^..^ —

„

The

quota to the debris. Later, these are followed by such tree forms as

the tamarack. Coincident with this increased weight and augmented

^ate of deposition, comes the progressive submergence of the floating

substratum, and its gradual disintegration and humification.

^ccompanjing
fig. ^ will serve to illustrate this process.

Within the last two years much has been promised toward the

utilization of the peat deposits in this region for fuel purposes. Com-

P^'^es have been organized, and the machinery necessary for tlie

^^y^ng and consolidating of the peat has been much improved.

^^Pac and Chelsea, factories have been erected, and attempts are

""'H made to place the industry on an economic basis. It tnesc
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ventures prove successful, we may hope for an Interesting body of

scientific information to come from the study of bog sections. The

work of Anderson, Lagerheim, Sernander, Weber, and others

in Sweden and Germany, gives indication of the data conceming

postglacial migrations of plants and animals, and climatic changes,

which will be obtainable when our bog deposits become of economic

importance. .

^A'A,*,,,^ J^l

Ay
// //// / / / / / I / /TTTi/ f I /

Fig. 4.
and roar

Diagrams illustrating three stages in the development of peat an
^^

e basins. In drawing the figures it has been assumed that the ra

j___ ... f .
^

, ^, _.- „„intp<;mo5trapidl>

deposits in lake

marl and peat deposition are approxrmately°equal. The peat accumulates most ra^^

on the western side of the basin. On the east side a common effect of wave ac

^_^^^
illustrated. The process of peat formation is hindered, while that of marl '^^P^^^^j^^

goes on until the aggradation of the bottom reduces the force of the waves suffl^

^^^
to allow the bog plants a foothold. A represents conditions in early P°^'*2l=»"^^^^

when these basins acquired their first flora. The several plant societies rep
_^^ ^

are (i) conifer (2) bog shrub, (3) bog sedge, (4) aquatic, the o"tenn')St di«

which is the chara association. In B the conditions for the growth of plant:-

^ ^^^^
to the northeastern conifer forest fonnation have reached their optimum. ^^^
scnts present conditions in southern Michigan. The plants belonging to

^^^ ^^

eastern broad-leaved forest fonnation, being climatically favored, occupy t e

mineral soils, while the conifers are almost restricted to bog areas.
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THE GEOGR,\PHrC DISTRIBUTION OF PEAT DEPOSITS.

In North America the distribution of recent peat deposits may be

conveniently summarized under two heads, genetically unrelated:

(i) those of glaciated regions; (2) those of the coastal plain.

The peat of the glaciated area constitutes the great bulk of these

.\merican deposits. The southern boundary of this region is marked

by a line passing westward from central New Jersey through northern

Pennsylvania and Ohio, central Indiana and Illinois, thence north-

ward through southern Wisconsin, northwestward to the Minnesota

valley and the Red River of the North in :Manitoba, westward through

northern Assiniboia and southern Alberta to the Rockies. Here

the boundar}' is deflected southward into [Montana, but in crossing

toward the coast it is again carried northward into British Columbia,

and finally southward among the Cascades of Washington to the

Pacific Ocean.

Along, this southern border the peat deposits arc exceedmgly

scattered and make up a small fraction of the total land surface.

They have accumulated under water in depressions among the

recessional moraines. As we go northward, the relative proportion of

P«at bogs and peat deposits regularly increases, and there is a notable

tendency toward the accumulation of pure humus in situations other

than depressions containing water. When the tundra or "barren

ground" is reached, the accumulation of humus is almost universal.

The contrast with our own region is well brought out in Russell s

account of the tundra (43, p. 129). The vegetation

Pows rapidly durinjr the lone. hot. summer

mat

r-v -"..u^ iiic- juug, noi, suiiuiici ua^=, ^^^^
,

, -1 the dense
Mcomes frozen and has its complete destruction arrested, wluie

_

of roots and stems continues to thrive. In this way an accumulation

formeds —«.;-v^ ^c^emuie matter is lormeu, vvui^n i»^---^

—

,

J-^^ to year by additions to its surface. The process is similar to that b^^^^c

P^t bogs are formed in temperate latitudes, except that the partial y
ue

P^ vegetation becomes soHdly frozen. It is in reality an example of

borage on a ?ranr1 c.oi.a grand scale.- — - giaiiu scaie. .. ..
,Q (^Q

"-nder existing climatic conditions there does not seem to be any
'["J'

y^ such deposits may attain. The amount of carbonaceous
'J^^^'^"^ f^'^^J^

^'^'^umulated in the tundras of America and Asia must equal that of the mos

^«^nsive coal field known.

South of the boundary above described, peat deposits of consider-
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able extent are occasionally met with. In the region of the great

plains they are sometimes found beneath a surface covering of sand

and wind-blown deposits. Todd (54, p. 121) has mentioned the

occurrence of such peat deposits in eastern South Dakota. Barbour

also reports such deposits from central and eastern Nebraska (2).

On the basis of their field relations and certain fossils which they

contain, they are believed to be of Glacial and early Pleistocene age.

If the plant materials of these deposits could be carefully worked

over with reference to their successive floras, we might hope for some

new hght on glacial climate, since a part of the deposits are beyond

ice sheet. But even their location andgin of the Wisconsin

climatic chang

migration. Although now widely separated from the region of

active bog formation, they are historically connected with this division.

Among the mountains of both the eastern and western United

States, bogs and swamps are to be found in association with mountain

lakes. More frequently than otherwise these depressions are con-

nected with former local glaciation, perhaps the most frequent

situations being those afforded by the damming back of water by

terminal and lateral . moraines. Basins for peat accumulation are

also found in solid rock made by glacial erosion. The conditions

here are quite similar to those of the north, the altitude bringing

about the same general effect as the latitude. The analogy is

where alpine meado^vs

still

moist--. .„v.x oix^„ii wix xiiwuiiLo-iJio ill iiiwi^i. iv,^-v.^*^
J f those

are strongly developed. Not only are the plants related to

of the tundra, but the deposition of peat or humus is again irrcspec n

of basins.
of

In many places east of the great plains there is another tj^pe^^^

situation not directly connected with glaciation, but in which
^'^^^^^^^^

debris may accumulate to considerable thickness, viz., a

debouchure of cold springs. Toward the north these springs

bring about humus accumulation on slopes, but further sou

is usually associated with pools and small lakes.
. ^^j,^^

The second group of situations in which peat accumulation^
^^^^

place on a grand scale, are those associated with ^^^^^^^^
^^„^\2X

nomena, such as the rising and sinking of the land, t e ir

j ^^^

deposition of alluvial materials in deltas, and the extension
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land through reef building. These swamps have been described by

Sealer, Kearney, Julien, and others (46, 26, 24, 7). They reach

their greatest development in eastern Virginia, North Carolina,

Florida, and the Mississippi floodplain. They may contain either

salt or fresh water, and their vegetation is noted for its density and

luxuriance.

The geographical distribution of peat deposits is of interest in

this connection because it points to certain factors which contribute

to t^e preservation of humus materials. Certainly in arctic latitudes

the most significant factor is the low temperature, for humus accu-

mulates to great thickness even with a scant vegetation. In the

northern states and southern provinces of Canada, peat is associ-

ated with basins containing stagnant water or cold springs. The
annual increment from the vegetation is greatly increased over that

of the tundra. Mild temperatures and stagnant waters combine

to presen-e the plant debris. When we come to the coastal plain

swamps of the southern states, this process takes place only where a

luxuriant vegetation is combined with areas of stagnant water of

considerable depth.

To put it sharply, we may say that, in spite of the scant vegetation,

"le cold of the tundra results in peat accumulation. In temperate

Jtitudes, mild temperatures and stagnant water combine to prevent

l^e complete disintegration of a vigorous vegetation. In the south,

^"
spite of the high temperature, the luxuriance of the vegetation

stagnant water unite to make neat formation possible.

m

this

THE PROCESSES INVOLVED IN PEAT lORMATION.

^^hen for any reason the living protoplasm in a plant or any of

°^gans is brought to the condition of death rigor, the continuance

^

ate for a prolonged period inaugurates certain chemical

J
physical processes which result in the breaking down of the

jceedmgly complex structures and compounds making up the living

IT"]'
^"""""^ ^^^ ^^^^ outward signs of such disorganization

.
in any case the tissue becomes more or less filled with gases.

' protoplasts as such disappear, and in their place granular

carbohyd

arc to be found.
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Aside from the mineral substances composing the ash of such

bodies, the organic compounds are made up for the most part of

carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. In the case of the proteids, there

are added to these nitrogen, sulfur, and phosphorus. As to the

exact nature of the compounds existing in the dead material, aside

from the carbohydrates, very little is. known. The same statement

holds as to the nature of the decomposition which goes on without

the intervention of saprophytic organisms. But it seems probable

that oxidation does occur. This action, then, is the beginning of

the more comprehensive process known as peat formation.

When plants or their organs die, under ordinary circumstances they

are at once attacked by fungi and bacteria. The progress of disso-

lution is then greatly hastened, and the final disintegration is more

complete. According to the operation of certain external factors,

the destruction may involve two very different groups of organisms

and result in bodies of very different chemical and physical properties.

These two processes are known as ercmacausis and putrefaction

(6i, 39)-

Where access to oxygen is accompanied by favorable temperature

and moisture conditions, the first of these processes, eremacausis,

takes place. The formation of ordinary soil humus may be cited as

an example. That oxygen plays the important role has been demon-

strated both by experiment, and by the analysis of the gaseous and

solid products. It has been shown, for example, that soils m a\ ic

eremacausis is in progress contain CO^ and O in inverse propor lo^

to one another. Under constant volume, as the one increases

other decreases. It has been also shown by experiment that c

process is wholly dependent upon the activities of certain oj\^

plants. Among these members of the genera Mucor, ''^^P^/?'
'

Penicillium, Saccharomyces, Micrococcus, Bacterium, Spin u >

Crenothrix, and Beggiatoa are most important. i

the

The carbohydrates are by this means broken down to^ ^

H,0. The albuminoids and amides constitute the P^^^^P^^J^^g^

of the nitrogenous materials. ' Under the influence of these ^^S^"'' '

especially their katabolic processes, the oxygen imites^wUh^t e^c

^ ^^^

- - t^ IS that

H to H.O. The first form in which the nitrogen rcappea

to form CO,, the S is oxidized to H,SO„ the P to H3PO4, a
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of ammonia. This is at once attacked by the nitrifying bacteria,

and ciianged successively to the form of a nitrite and a nitrate. The

two latter changes again involve the addition of oxygen.

If we consider only the temperatures occurring in nature, we may

say that these activities increase regularly with the temperature. As

to water conditions, it has been shown that in air-dr\^ soil eremacausis

is practically wanting, and that when the soil is filled with water it is

reduced to a minimum. Between these two extremes lies an optimum

at which there is sufficient moisture for the life of the organisms, and

yet not enough to interfere with the diffusion of oxygen. An acid

condition impedes, and a slight alkalinity favors, the production of

both the carbon and the nitrogen compounds.

Eremacausis is then essentially a process of oxidation, brought

about by lower organisms, whose activities are favored by a high

temperature, a slightly alkaline medium, and free access to the air.

Its products are simple compounds which may furnish food materials

for the higher plants living on the substratum in which they are formed.

By putrefaction is meant that process of disintegration which

occurs when organic matter decays in the absence of oxygen. Here

agam organisms are involved, but they belong for the most part to

tbe anaerobes, and are wholly forms of bacteria. The process is

^ntially one of reduction.

Carbon dioxid is again the principal gaseous product, but its

relative amount is greatly reduced. Along with it CH„ H, H,S,

V, N,0, and N are produced in small quantities. In the manu-

facture of the carbon dioxid the oxygen is not only derived from the

organic matter, but also from nitrous oxid, nitrites and nitrates which

""'J

^^ Present. In the decomposition of cellulose, carbon dioxid

T^ "^^^hane result from the hvdrolysis of the cellulose molecule,

^^bumins at first break up into amido-acids, nitrogenous compounds

^the aromatic series, and other little-known bodies. If the decom-

P^sition
continues, the amido-acids in turn form ammonia and

^J«apounds of the fatty-acid series. The latter substances may

rl
^"'^^^^ disintegrate to carbon dioxid, hydrogen, and methane,

spending upon the stage in the progress of decomposition, we may

J complex organic compounds, organic acids, and their salts, or

^^^Paratively simple subst.

find

ances.
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As to the influence of external factors, high temperatures Increase

the rate of disintegration, while the presence of acids prevents its

continuance, due to the killing of the bacteria involved. It is to be

noted that the products of putrefaction, both intermediate and final,

can be of little use in furnishing food materials for the higher plants.

With these two processes in mind, we may now consider the

matter of peat formation as it occurs in this region. We have already

seen how the substratum is being extended at the edge and renewed

at the surface by the plants forming the outer zone of the bog vege-

tation. It consists of sedges, especially forms of Carex and Erio-

phorum. Each year these plants send up stems and leaves from the

matted rhizomes. At the approach of winter these are killed, and

the snow later on aids in bringing them down to the water level. In

the spring the water covers almost the whole of this zone to the depth

of several inches. With the gradual lowering of the water level and

the coming of warmer temperatures, the conditions for ereniacausis

are made favorable. If the water is approximately neutral in its

chemical reaction, the fungi and bacteria begin the work of disintegra-

tion, which if continued would result in the complete destruction of

the vegetable debris. However, on account of the great demand for

oxygen, the process can be carried on only near the surface of the

water. Even at a depth of a few centimeters the rate of oxygen

diffusion is so small, as compared with the demand for it, that practi-

cally all aerobic bacterial action is prevented. All of the surface waters

which I have examined have been found to be teeming with bactena.

Close upon the extension of the bog-sedge zone comes t e

sphagnum-heath zone. Here the surface is characterized by o

lows and elevations, the latter frequently due to the upward gro^^

of the sphagnum beneath the shade of the heath plants, but m some

cases due to the building of mounds by ants. In the hollo^^^
|^e

water stands above the substratum throughout a large part
^^^

year and even during dry periods lies just at the surface. ^^^

sedges, the principal plants of this zone are evergreen-
^^^_

sphagnum forms a continuous mat of living plants scvera

meters in thickness, through which all of the oxygen must i^^^^^

before it can be available for the eremacausis of the dea P^^^^

material beneath. The cassandra, cranberry, and ^"^^^^^
.

^Jj.^ely

compose the bulk of the shrubby vegetation add to the debris
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by their leaves and underground stems. The former fall to the

substratum as they die, but not at the close of each vegetative period.

Consequently they are soon lost among the sphagnum, and there is

no distinct annual layer added.

But beneath this layer of possible aerobic activity, the material

would seem to be subject to putrefactive agencies. And there can be

no doubt that such destructive processes are carried on in those situ-

ations in which the acidity of the soil solution does not preclude

the existence of the anaerobic bacteria.

Among the taller shrubs and trees, such as Vaccinhm corymhosum,

Aronia nigra, and Larix laricina, the defoliation takes place each

autumn. As these plants are of relatively large size, the bulk of the

material forms a noteworthy annual addition to the substratum.

^^Tien to this is added the twigs and small branches which fall each

season, we can understand the fact that the substratum is almost

entirely free of surface water. Usually the ground-water level lies

rio ^^ below. But the substratum has a high water-capacity and

IS kept constantly moist. Where the sphagnum covering is wantmg

for one reason or another, the dark color of the surface peat shows

how much more complete is its disintegration as compared with that

of the other zones. This condition is made possible by Its position

relative to the ground water. On the other hand, as will be shown

^a^er, the temperature conditions are more favorable in the zones of

herbaceous and shrubby vegetation.

^^ost of the basins in which peat formation Is going on actively,

^^ subject to considerable variation in water level, both seasonal

and annual. During the last two years the rainfall has been con-

siderably above the normal in lower Michigan, and many of these bog

areas were flooded. At West Lake, for example, a large part of the

tamarack area was covered with water to a height of several mches

Jbove the level of the roots. Most of the basins are also subject to

S.
- -.v-i icvci la me sprmg anu uuxm^ piw^v/.^o - -

•Accompanying such changes there are great differences in the rate

J^d manner of decay. High water, in so far as It excludes oxygen,

"••ors putrefaction; if It comes as a result of heavy rains, it decreases

the
oxygen

short time favors the growth of the saprophy

^^^"^acausis. Low water level exposes a much greater bulk of the
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substratum to disintegration, and favors the carrying away of the

products of decomposition; in general, it favors eremacausis. In

the samples of water which I have examined at various times from

the same depressions^ there have been marked variations within short

periods of time in the color of the water and in the presence of such

animals as Daphnia and Cyclops. No attempt has been made to

count or even separate the bacteria present, but it is probable that

they too vary w^ith the color of the water and the animal life.

When the bog land has been cleared and ditched, the marked

increase in the rate of decay is apparent. Eremacausis becomes

exceedingly active, and in the course of a few years the substratum

is reduced to a brownish-black, pulp-like mass. If continuedj this

goes to form ^^muck," a substance which when dry is powdery and

somewhat resembles soot. During these processes of decay there

occurs a succession among the organisms present. The accumulation

of disintegration products makes the medium unfavorable for the con-

tinued existence of the organism involved in their production. At the

same time it may furnish optimum conditions for the development of

other forms. An acid medium favors the growth of the Phycomycetes,

while alkalinity favors the bacteria. In such regions as this, where

the underground w^aters are alkaline, the latter fact, together mth

may

more

many
If to the factors of relative scarcity of oxygen and the ^^^^^^

the soil solution is added the occurrence of temperatures considera
^)

lower than those of the surrounding uplands, it is not ^^^^^jj^
,^

understand why a large part of each year's vegetative products s o

^
escape complete destruction. In our estimate of the bog su s c^

as a habitat for higher plants, the strong competition with the mic

^^

scopic plants to which the former are subject in the acquisi i

oxygen for their underground parts, must be emphasized-

THE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF PEAT.

The peat formed through the agericy of the bog sedges

^^^^^^^

t

attendant plants has a fibrous and matted appearance, j-

^^.^

of the various dead stems, roots, and leaves have suffere
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alteration.' They were originally strongly cuticularized, and this has

aided in their preservation. The color is commonly a pale yellowish-

brown. materials

and interwoven, and this structure frequently persists. It is this

structure that gives to the Carex-Erlophorum zone in many lakes its

strength to support heavy bodies. A man's weight will carry the

substratum a foot beneath the surface of the water, but it seldom

breaks under the strain. In the case of lakes where this zone is

unusually developed, it may cover a large part of the lake surface and

be of great Importance in the filling in of peat.- In such cases the

deposition takes place largely by the gradual falling of material from

the under side of the floating substratum. On account of the slight

weight of the material, it does not descend and produce a compact

deposit on the bottom, but forms a sort of thick liquid peat.

The sphagnum-shrub zone, where well developed, usually shows a

brown peat beneath it. It is composed largely of sphagnum and the

semi-decayed twigs, rhizomes, and leaves of the other plants. It is

distinctly fibrous, but of a type different from that of the sedge zone;

the fibers are short, and the material is not nearly so tenacious.

Under the tamaracks a large part of the annual peat increment is

made up of the tamarack needles, though mosses (Hypnum, Sphag-

num, and Polytrichum) usually are of importance in this connection.

The color is reddish-brown and darker than that of the shrubby

zone. structure

^Tien these bogs have been burned over and partially drained,

there frequently comes in a dense ground covering of moss (Poly-

trichum). In such cases the peat continues to accumulate, largely

through the agency of this plant. In such situations the peat is a

reddish-brown, and the plant structures have practically disappeared

through decay. Below the upper layer, the peat when moist has the

sticky, clayey properties of well-decomposed peat.

One other well-marked stage is shown in

now under cultivation to onions and celery

the areas of muck land

drainage and tillage, the disintegration is nearly complete. Ail piani

structures have disappeared, the humous acids have been largely

jeutralized or washed out, and there is left only a fine, powder)-,

hrou-nish-black"muck."
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The following table shows some other physical properties of these

several varieties of peat.

HaO-capacity %
by volume

HjO-capacity %
by weight

Air dry HaO-con-
tent%

Eriopho-
rum Zone

Peat

Fresh
Sphagnum

87.0

892.0

8.5

78.0

1550-0

10.6

Cassandra-
Sphagnum
Zone Peat

91.0

960.0

10.

Tamarack
Zone Peat

Chelsea
Bog Peat

84.0

530-0

10.0

82.0

477.0

10. o

Onion

Marsh Muck

75-0

283.0

10.

*Low volume percentage due to air present in tissues.

These measurements were made by placing the peat samples in a

zinc cylinder of 600 '^'^ capacity. The bottom of the cylinder was

closed with a wire gauze cap. The moist peat was tamped into the

cylinders with as nearly uniform a stroke as possible. The cylinders

were then set in a dish of water for eighteen hours, after which the

cylinder was removed and allowed to drip. When all dripping had

ceased, the cylinder was weighed. The peat was then removed and

allowed to dry at room temperature, and again weighed. Finally it

was dried at 110° C, and the absolute weight determined. As usual

in such measurements, considerable irregularity was shown by the

different samples, owing to the difficulty of removing the air, and of

packing to the same degree. However, the figures bring out clearh

the fact that sphagnum more than any other plant influences the

water-capacity of a peat containing it. The eriophorum peat has a

lower capacity, owing to its coarse fibrous structure. Of the series

examined, the highest water-capacity was found in the cassan

zone. The effect of further decay and destruction of the plant tissue

is shown by the reduction in water-capacity of the last three mem e

of the series. The percentages are of interest in connection v,^vdih the

utilization of such lands for agricultural purposes >
in showing the

who
difficulty of proper drainage. It is the experience of the men

ditch these bogs that untH the peat has reached the condition term

"muck" the ditches act only with extreme slowness.
_ _ ^^

Chemically, peat or humus is made up of vaiying q^^"^'^^^^^.

several substances of a rather indefinite character, which are

^^
monly classified among the dehydration products of the
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hydrates. These bodies not only occur in nature, but may be arti-

ficially produced by the action of strong acids on starch, sugar, and

cellulose. The relation of nitrogen to these bodies is still unknown.

Principally on the basis of color and solubility in alkalies and acids,

there are several substances distinguished, Ulmin and ulmic acid

are brown, and are early products of decomposition. Humin and

humic acid are black, and occur more abundantly where eremacausis

has been active for a long time. Crcnic and apocrenic acids appear

to be further oxidation products; the former is colorless, and the

latter varies from yellow to brown. Mayer believes these bodies to

be organic nitrogen compounds (36), and on this basis Stockbridge

(50j P- 135) explains the insolubility of peat soils and the presence of

the unavailable nitrogen in peat. Beside these substances xylic,

saccharic, and glucinic acids have been recognized. AUhough great

advances have been made in soil chemics, it seems strange that the

only suggestion of formulae for these substances was made by :Mulder
in 1861 (38).

Humic acid forms water-soluble compounds, with the alkalies, and
to these are due largely the brown colors of the bog waters. The color

may be produced by the presence of free humic acid. With the

alkaline earths humic acid forms insoluble or difficultly soluble com-

pounds. Hence there is slight chance of lime and magnesia pcne-

^ting from the surrounding soil into the peat deposits.

During the changes which the plant material undergoes in the

process of peat-making there are alterations in the relative amounts

of volatile hydrocarbons, fixed carbon, and ash—using these terms

as in ordinary coal analyses.

Volatile combustible™ carbon.
. .

.

H,0

Eriopho-
rum Stems
and Leaves

68.2
21.0

3-8
7.0

Sphagnum

67.0
17.9
4-5
10.6

Eriopho-
runi Zone

Peat

Cassandra
Zone Peat

Tamarack
Zone Peat

62.0
21.8

7-4
8.8

540
22.9

13-8

9-3

23-4
13.6
10.

o

Th

Onion
Mar>=h
Muck

4S-7
21.8

22-5
10.

o

e
L

proportion of volatile
rcjnilarly

^ the humification proceeds. The ash regularly increases, while the

-^^y water content sho\YS but slight modification.

{To be continued.)



BRIEFER ARTICLES.

NOTES ON NORTH AMERICAN WILLOWS. L
WITH

Salix Gooddingi, n. sp.—A shrub or small tree 2-3"^ high: twigs straight,

slender, yellowish, only slightly shining, glabrous or finely puberulent just

above the axils of the short fertile branches (very young shoots probably

pubescent) : leaves on fertile twigs lanceolate or narrowly elliptic-lanceolate,

sharply acute or sometimes abruptly short-acuminate at the apex, acute

at the base, 2.5-4.5^^ long, 6-10"^'" wide (probably considerably larger

on sterile shoots), entire or sparsely to closely glandular-serrate, frequently

somewhat falcate; usually glabrous, or puberulent to finely silky-pubes-

cent when young, especially near the base, becoming entirely glabrous with

age, dull green on both sides, scarcely paler beneath; midrib distinct,

yellowish, nerves not prominent; petioles pubescent, 1-3"^™ long; stipules

none: aments appearing with the leaves, solitary, terminating short lateral

leafy pubescent branches which are 1-2.
s'^"^ long, and bear 3-6 leaves;

pistillate abundantly produced, slender, rather lax in fruit, 3-5'^"' long,

the rachis densely gray-pubescent: capsules short ovate-conic, 3-4""°

long, densely gray-tomentose, long pedicelled; pedicels densely gray-

tomentose, 1.5-3"^'" long; scales yellow, linear-oblanceolate, obtuse, 0.5°^

wide, 2.5-3"!™ long, white-tomentose on both sides; style none; stigmas

divided, short, thick, reddish-brown.—P/a/e XII, figs, i, 2.

S. Gooddingi belongs to the section Longifolieae and is probably most neariy

related to 5. Bolanderiana Rowlee, from the Yosemite Valley, California. It

«

easily separated from all other species by the long pedicels, nearly equalling the

capsule in length. The foliage bears a superficial resemblance to that of •>•

nigra Marsh.

The type was collected by Leslie N. Goodding, of the University of ^^ yok-

ing, no. 689, Flora of Nevada; ditch banks. Muddy Creek, May 2, 1902-
^f" ^

Creek is a tributary of the Virgin River, which flows into the Colorado in Linw

County, in extreme southeastern Nevada. The specimen consists^ of P^^"/^^

shoots bearing numerous nearly mature aments. No other material has e

seen. The species is named in honor of the collector, who has furnishe

following notes on the plant and the locality in which it was found:

- "Collected along a ditch where it grew quite profusely, 8-10 feet lugn. e^^^_

in patches or clumps, much the same as S. exigua and 5. fiuvtdlilis, only wi

^^^^^^
dcncy to branch more from central axes. It was quite abundant where co^

^^^^
appearing along the ditch for some distance, but I believe its distribution

qui
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as it was collected at no other place. It doubtless is common along the Muddy.

The region of the Muddy is a very barren desert, scarcely anything growing except

along the streams or ditches. The water and the soil are quite salty and there are

bir hills of salt which border along the Muddy and the Virgin. The willow, however,

seeks the stream banks and ditches, the little marshy places being too alkaline."

Salii Tweedyi (Bebb) n. comb. 5". Barrattiana Tweedyi Bebb, Con-

trib. U. S. Nat. Herb. 3:572. 1896.—A shrub, with short stout divaricate

branches; bark on the older twigs gray, somewhat shining, on younger

twigs chestnut to deep reddish-brown, usually quite glabrous except the

twigs of the season,which are commonly densely pubescent with spreading

gray hairs: buds large, 6-1 o'^^"^ long, chestnut, thinly pubescent with long

hairs, at length glabrate: leaves elliptical and acute at both ends, to oval,

acute to somewhat obtuse at the apex, acute to rounded at the base, or

subcordate in mature foliage, occasionally obovate-oval, rounded at the

apex, especially when young, 5-7 '^"^ long, 2.5-4'^'" wide; glabrous on both

sides or the young leaves sparsely pubescent above with long gray hairs,

green above, paler but not glaucous beneath; margin finely and closely

glandular-denticulate or serrate, the yellowish glands projecting at right

angles to the apparently entire margins of the young leaves, in mature

leaves the glands on the points of irregular, spinulose teeth, perpendicular

sometimes pointing toward the apex of the leaf; petioles 8-1
S"^"^ long,(ff

stiJrmas

^uently tomentose ; stipules large, broadly reniform, somewhat clasping

S-i^'^long, glandular spinulose-denticulate: pistillate aments precocious,

^2ile, stout, lateral and terminal, spreading, often curved, 4-6'°' ^o^g,

i.5-i.8^"» wide in fruit: capsules green and glabrous, or sometimes

'^ely pubescent near the apex, ovate-conical, pedicellate, 7-S"^™ long

*|ien mature; pedicel i^^m long, smooth; style i-S-s-S*"" long, green,

divided, about 0.5"^"^ long; scale obovate, acute or obtusish,

2-2-5"^ long, black, clothed with long, straight, white hairs; gland about

Wyoming: head of Big Goose Creek, Big Horn Mountains, nos. n (the type)

^ ". Frank T-^'eedy, July 15-24, 1893 ; " along streams in Teton Basin, July. N\ "n

^anes nearly smooth I Professor Por/fr." J. M. Coulter, 1872. ^

This last specimen is listed by Coulter' under the name of 5. Barrattima.

^ '^^
U. S. National Herbarium the Hayden Survey specimen is ticketed Trail

^
^^''l

Idaho Terr." Trail Creek, along which the party worked. is>we^er

southwestern Montana, not far north of the YeUowstone Park. The^^^'

^'^es pistillate aments and both young and mature foliage. Though collected

^^"^y-oae years earlier than the type collection, it is not mentioned by Bebb,

J^as probably unknown to him.
, ^, t V RoseA he variety was named and described by Bebb in an article by J. ^. ^o^ '

'Hayden, Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Sur^-. Terr. 6: 781-
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based on a small collection of plants made by Frank Tweedy, of the U. S. Geo-

logical Sun-ey. His collections were made in the Big Horn Mountains, "between

longitude 107° and 107^ 30' and latitude 44° 30' and 44° 40', chiefly on the head-

waters of the east and west forks of Big Goose Creek and on the high dinde

between these streams and Shell Creek."

The original description and the accompanying data are as follows:

*' Leaves at first thinly overspread on the upper surface with floccosa ha soon

smooth and green both sides; capsules glabrous. In bogs and along mountain streams,

ahitude 2,460 to 3,080^ (8,000 to 10,000^^). Head of Big Goose Creek, Big Horn

Mountains, July 15 (nos. 11 and 12)."

Bebb, after noting the original and few subsequent collections of the rare

Salix Barrattiana and remarking on its silky leaves and capsules, continues:

"That there should be more or less variation in this vesture was to be expected

from what is known of the two most nearly allied species. 5. Hooheriana was first

described as having *very smooth' capsules, but subsequent observations have sho^-n

that they are more frequently tomentose, and a Hke variation, though in less degree,

prevails in the case of S. Richardsoni; but in neither is this variation so pronounced as

to lessen the surprise with which we find the one species of the group heretofore mo^

conspicuous for its silky vesture, appearing, as in Mr. Tweedy's specimens, so markedly

glabrate. The leaves, and in fact the aments as well, bear a very close and deceptivj

resemblance to some forms of 5. Bardayi; but the aments are closely sessile, terminal

as w^ell as lateral, the styles longer and the stigmas bifid; ttie leaves alone could scarcJy

be distinguished one from the other.''

A study of the type material and of later collections leaves no doubt that this

willow is specifically distinct from 5. Barrattiana. Not only do the nearly ga-

brous leaves and the glabrous capsules serve to distinguish it, but the leaf margi

thickly set with conspicuous glands is a marked character.

The varietal name proposed by Bebb was ''denudala;' but as this was pre^

occupied by S. commutata demidata Bebb (1888) Rose substituted the nam^

''TweedyV' and credited it to Bebb, whose name appears in the text as^

^
author. Cockerell has since contended^ that Rose and not Bebb mus^^

considered the author of the variety. This view, however, cannot be accep

Salix Wolfii Idahoensis, n. var.—Leaves usually densely
^'^'^^J-j^'^j^^^^^

with shining hairs, giving a decided luster to the surface,
^^^^^^z ^^j^,

ing in drying: capsules 3-4^^ long, thinly but permanently silky pu

cent; style about i"^^ long.
^

.

.^^

Wyoming: Mammoth Hot Springs, Yellowstone National Park,

JJ^* ^^^ p^^ffc,

and Elias Nelson, July 3, 1899; Swan Lake Valley, Yellowstone Na

alt. 7300** (2250m), F, H. Knowlton, July 9, 1888. •

The sp-^^'

Montana: Madison Canon, 7. M, Coulter, Hayden Survey,
^y^'^^^^^n^^

men so labelled in the U' S. National Herbarium (accession no. 255,723)^^^
^.^^^ ^j

label, "Madison Canon, Idaho Ter.," which must certainly b^ an erro ,

2 Box. GiVZETTE 22:268. 1896.

since
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Madison Canon explored by the Hayden Survey in 1872 is in Montana, not far from

th: boundary of the Yellowstone Park. This specimen was probably listed under

the name of Salix glauca L., which is credited by Coulter in his list^ to the "Upper

afion of the Madison." S. Wolfii is, of course, not mentioned, because it was not

published until six years later, in 1S78.

Id.\ho: Forks of Wood River, alt. 6000" (iSoo™), no. 3399 (type), L. F.

Henderson, July 25, 1895.

Oregon: Banks of Wallowa River, mouth of Hurricane Creek, no. 2400, W. C
Cuikk, June 11, 1900.

The relationships of this little willow are all with S. Wolfii Bebb, from the

t)'pical form of which it differs mainly in the silky-pubescent capsule and the

rather more silky leaves. The different specimens show considerable variation

in the amount of pubescence on the capsules. In general, the specimens from

the more northwestern localities show the denser pubescence, both on leaves and

capsules. In some cases they tend toward a glabrate condition in age. In S.

Wolfii the capsules are glabrous even when young. This variety is found from

the Yellowstone Park northwestward across Montana and Idaho to eastern

Oregon. The species is found from central Colorado to Montana and Idaho.

Salix Nelsoni, n. sp.—A shrub, 1.2-3"^ high, freely branching, very

H'; twigs shining, the older gray with a reddish tinge, the younger

Wght chestnut or darker, and often drying dark: buds large, smooth,

destnut, 7-9^™ jQj^g^ beaked: leaves ' petioled, petioles 3-7™™ long,

smooth; stipules none; blades oblanceolate or rarely narrowly lanceolate,

acute at both ends, cuneate at the base, 8-15"^'" wide, 3-5-5''" long, entire

(except as noted below), the margin somewhat involute, especially toward

the base; glabrous, or thinly silky villous when young, green and very

shining above, pale and somewhat' glaucous below; primary veins promi-

nent, usually elevated and rather greenish-yellow on the upper surface,

prominently reticulate below by the elevation of both primaries and sec-

ondaries ;4 apical and subapical leaves on sterile shoots narrowly elliptical,

the margin shallowly glandular crenate-serrate: pistillate aments sessile

^"ith sometimes a few small foliaceous bracts at the base, spreading, slender

and cylindrical when young, very much thickened in fruit, 1.5-3'''^ lo^S-

capsules silky pubescent, sessile, 5-6-- long; styles entire or rarely bifid,

°-3-o.5™™ long; stigmas smooth, 0.7-1.0-- long, dark; scales dark,

•^^ate, acute, clothed on both sides with long white hairs: staminate aments

«^t ^^n.~-Plaie XIII, figs. 8-11.

Colorado: Little Fountain Creek (south of Vike's Peak), alt. 920o^ no. 12,

• ^- ^I'^mcr, September- 5, 1903; Mt. Lincoln, Park Co., alt. 12,000", /• M. Coulkr,

^Ann. Rept. u. S. Gcol. Surv. Terr. 6:782. 1873.

«In the type the primaries and sometimes also the secondaries on Ae upper

whir-
''' ''^' ^^°^d ^"d d^^P ^^'^^ - ^°1«^' g^^'"g ^

''"'^'"^^^

>s not so evident in other specimens.
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July 9, 1873; Beaver Creek, Larimer Co., roadsides in pine woods, no. 1440, LN.
Coodding, July 4, 1903.

Wyoming: Centennial Valley, no. 1754, Aven Nelson, August 18, 1895; Cen-

tennial, Albany Co., bogs, no. 8822, Aven Nelson, August 7, 1902; Laramie Peak,

Albany Co., along the creek, in clumps, 4-10^*^ high, no. 7580 (type), Aven Nelson,

July 13, 1900; head of Big Goose Creek, Big Horn Mountains, no. 47, Frank Tu^eedy^

July 15-24, 1893. -

Alberta: Banff, low ground, side of road to DeviPs Head Lake, alt. 4500",

no. 2253, W, C McCalla, June 8 and August, 1899.

This beautiful willow is found at high altitudes in the mountains of Colorado

and northward. It is most closely related to 5. chlorophylla Anderss. and the

pistillate aments closely resemble those of that species. It is readily distinguished

by the oblanceolate leaves which, when mature, are prominently nerved above

and reticulated beneath. Authentic staminate material has not been seen.

I take pleasure in dedicating this species to Professor A\ten Nelson, of the

Rocky Mountain Herbarium, w^ho has made available so much valuable material

in this difficult genus.—Carleton R. Ball, U, 5. Department of Agriadlure^

Washington, D, C.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES XII AND XIIL

FLA TE XII.

Figs, i and 2. 5. Gooddingi Ball; fig, i, fruiting branch, natural size; fii- 2,

capsule and scale. X 10.

Figs. 3-7. S. Tweedyi (Bebb) Ball. Fig. j, sterile twig; fig- 4^
F^tiUate

ament;
fig. 5, mature leaf showing stipule and bud; fig. 6, capsule (Xio); ^^-

7, oudine of margin of young leaf showing glands. Xio.

FLA

8- Nelsoni Ball: Fi^. 8. Sterile twiff, from type; fig

• •

fig. 10, elliptical apical leaf; fig
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CURRENT LITERATURE.
BOOK REVIEWS.

Research methods in ecology.

We seldom receive a work whose central idea is essentially new, but Dr.

Clements's latest volume' almost if not quite attains this distinction. The

ecolog)' of our day is to be divided into the true and the false, and most of it,

unfortunately, is of the latter type. It is a subject which, on the surface, seems

to lend itself well to the lovers of fads, and there are many "contributions" to

ecolog}- which consist of a hasty gathering together of notes made in leisure

moments during summer holidays. The true ecology, the ecolog}' that is to be,

is developed only by the most arduous and long-continued work. The dilettante

ecologj' is to pass away, and one of the foremost causes for this change will be

tills new book of Clements.
The opening chapter reveals the author's ideals as to the meaning and place

of ecology, its historical development, its present status (largely deplorable,

because so many tyros are making desperate attempts to enter the new and inviting

field), and its relationships with other botanical lines of research. The secon

cfiapter, entitled the habitat, considers in detail the various ecological factors,

and wiU be of extraordinary value to ecological research, because it recounts in

fi,iifi,„- ^ . , ... . , , ., I ^^r^UvpH bv the author
multiform

in the study of the Nebraska and Colorado vegetation. SoU, water-content,

atmospheric humidity, and light are regarded as direct factors, and hence more

attention is paid to them than to indirect factors (such as tem^rature), or remote

factors (such as altitude). The various instruments of precision, such as ps>-

thermographs

use explained in full. For the physical and physiolo^cai

terms

'ord term emDraun^ a.* -.---

4at are ikpH f" -'^^^-^^"^"^fnatlor-^ -^--'--i ^->^^tnt factors. Much space is

that the

. and properly, to the intelligent expression of results; we grea
j

o

the metric system is not exclusively employed in these tables.

.
The plant" is the title of the third chapter, and an admirable sunej

S'ven of the more important adjustments and adaptations; the
^^^^l^^o^i

!^d to denote functional response, the latter structural ^^^P«f'\ / "
f^-;on

^^Portant distinctions are often disregarded, thus leading to deplorable contus

Response to „.„.„_ :. ._ , , , ,^ .„ i;„i.f nliotoharmose. In this, ab
sponse to water is termed hvdroharm

'Clemexts, F. E., Research methods in ecology, pp- xvii+334-

A eh • Tk TT -
•• ^ne Imversity Publishing Co. 100=;.
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in the preceding chapter, methods of measurement are described, but of course

they are much less satisfactor>'. This is a difficulty that in part inheres in the

more complex phenomena that are to be measured, but also in part in the fact

that physiologists have failed to cultivate as they might this fertile and enticing

field. One might wish for a softening of the teleological terminolog}^, as in p. 129

and p. 143; whether there is or is not an ultimate teleologj^, it seems wiser to

discard its vocabular)\ It seems to the reviewer that expressions implying pur-

pose are in part responsible for the disfavor in w^hich ecology is sometimes held.

The close of this chapter is devoted to a consideration of experimental evolution,

and a full account is given of natural, Habitat, and control cultures.

The final chapter considers plant formations, and their study is based on

the quadrat method, much of which the author has previously published. Among

the subjects here treated are cartography, photography, and formation herbaria.

The discussion of the development and structure of vegetation is much like a

separate treatise on the same subject already reviewed in these pages. Metb

for the study of succession and competition are given. At the close is a helpful

glossary.

One can scarcely praise this work too much; it is what is needed to prevent

ecology from falling into a swift and merited disfavor. If read and pondered,

.it will prevent the thoughtless from entering the ecological field, and it will sen'e

the higher end of directing the thoughtful as to the methods of procedure.-

H. C. CowiEs.

MINOR NOTICES.
ADMIRABLE Karsten

have frequently been noted in the Gazette. A somewhat similar idea has

been pursued by Wettstein,^' who has issued reproductions of a large number

of the Brazilian photographs secured by F. von Kerner and himself on their

recent journey to South America. There are fifty-eight plates in phototy[^

four colored plates, and six text figures. In nearly every instance the ongin^

photograjAic work and the subsequent reproductions have been admirable, an

one who has never visited the Brazilian tropics may yet gain herefrom an accurate

idea of their general appearance. Not only are there illustrations from
^^^^Jj

cal and subtropical rainy forests, but the savannas and the mountains are gure

as well.—H. C. Cowles.
account

SC0TT3 has given an exceedingly interesting and ^^"^^^^^^^^^^^I^q^^
of the recent development of knowledge in reference to the seed plants ^ / ^
boniferous. It will prove very useful to those who have neither the time

^ Wettstein, R. von, Vegetationsbildcr aus Sudbrasilien. Leipzig an^

^5°*-
•

the Car-

3SC0TT, D. H., The early history of seed-bearing plants, as recorde m
^^^

boniferous flora. The Wilde Lecture. Manchester Memoirs 49- ^^•

pis, J. 1905.
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the opportunity to read the more extensive and scattered papers that deal with

the subject.—J. M. C.

The second and concluding part of the second supplement (1896-1900) of

the Kew Index has appeared.^ A notice of the first part appeared in BoT.

G.\ZETTi: 39:68. 1905. The second part includes the letters L-Z, and also

sii pages of corrections and additions'.—J. M. C.

NOTES FOR STUDENTS.
The problem of heredity.—This important contribution' is similar m

plan to the famous Cytologische Studien aus dem Bonner Instilul which played

such an important part during the centrosome controversies. The present work

deals with the problem of chromatin reduction and with theoretical considera-

tions connected with this problem. Strasburger^ writes on typic and allotypic'

nudear division, Allen on the behavior of the nuclear substance during synapsis

in the pollen mother-cells of Lilium canadense, Miy.\ke on the reduction di\ns!on

in the pollen mother-cells of certain monocotyledons, and Overton on the

reduction division in the pollen mother-cells of certain dicotyledons.

The four writers agree that the nuclear network consists of both hnm am

chromatin, and all but Allen describe a reducing or qualitative division of the

chromatin during the first mitosis in the pollen mother-cell.

Strasburger studied various pollen mother-cells and also the megaspore

mother-cells, all of which are drawn from nuclei of the ovarj' walls and placenta

of Galtonia candicans and Funkia Sieholdiana. His figures represent close series

from the resting stage to telophase. Considerable variation in the number

chromosomes was found in both forms. The bearing of this fact upon tn

theory of the individuality of the chromosomes is discussed, and the conclusio

•s reached that the number of chromosomes is fixed by heredity, but
"^t^J^^/

S"ch rigid limits as to exclude some variation in vegetative cells. The denni

* Index Kcwcnsis plantarum Phanerogamarum: ^^P?'''^'!'^?,'!
'pcXCVI

'>na et synonyma omnium gcnerum ct specicrum ab initio
.^""'/tT^,. • j^^^.

I^que ad finem anni MDCCCC complectcns. Ductu et consilio W. 1. '^
Djer confecerunt herbarii horti regii botanici Kewensis curatores Leuco

Zvgostates et emcndanda addenda. Pp. 105-204. Oxford: Clarendon Press. 9«^-

125.
*^

. J
SiKASBURGER, E., Allen, C E., Mivake, K., and OVERTON, J.

B. Histolo-

e^he Beitrage zur Vererbungsfrage. Jahrb. Wiss. Bot. 42:1-' 53- pl^- /"
- -

' Strasburger, E., Typischs und allotypisch^ Kerntcilung. Jahrb.

70- pL I, 1905.

'By typic divisions are understood the ordinarj' vegetative or
s«"^'*"'J^'J^"^"^:

*^allotypic divisions are the two divisions usually called the heterotypic an
^^^

JP^ divisions. The term allotvnic is eouivalent to the term maio ic s me
,

£R BURGER would restrict th r* term
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number seems essential only in the gonotokonts,^ when it insures the pairing

of paternal and maternal chromosomes. The chromosomes of a nucleus prob-

ably differ among themselves, and it is almost certain that the two chromosomes

of each pair pass to different nuclei. The heterotypic and homotypic mitoses

differ in that the first distributes to the daughter nuclei the paired, univalent, and

already longitudinally split paternal or maternal chromosomes, while the second

separates the longitudinal halves of chromosomes whose longitudinal splitting

was already prepared during the prophase of the first mitoses. The behavior

of chromatin in fertilization and in parthenogenesis is discussed in detail. Stras-

iUR

Adami, showing that there is no cytological basis for the assumption that it is a

graft hybrid.

ALLEN9 describes, in greater detail than in his previous papers, the behavior

of the nuclear material from the resting reticulum up to the spirem of the hetero-

typic division. Some of the principal features of this period are: (i) a collecting

of the materials belonging to the somatic chromosome, (2) an approximation and

pairing of two somatic (presumably paternal and maternal) groups of substances,

(3) a stretching of the visible nuclear structures (except the nucleolus) into slender

threads which come to lie side by side and finally fuse, (4) the disappearance of

anastomoses and the formation of a continuous spirem, and (s) a umsenate is-

tribution of chromosomes in each thread, the opposition of the chromosomes ot

parallel threads, followed by the fusion of the threads and union of the chromo-

somes in pairs.

MiYAKE pollen
)

Allium In synapsis there is not a

formedpalling Ul llALiy lUllllCU V^lllVJllUJOUlln-O, U'^l. v^*
c> r A A ^<>

These groups are drawn out into a double thread, which may be regar e

^^^

approximated chains of chromosome pairs. The chromosomes, paired a

^^^^_^

early stage, continue to grow as pairs until mature. In the heterotypic

sequ

opposite

The second mitosis

is a doubling {Aquationsteihing) division.

Overton
Helleborus

term
mother-ceUs of

9 Allen

den Pollcnmutterz

1905.

to the pnmary spermatocytes ana pnmaiv uu^^lv,^ ^
c ^ nsis in

X, C. E, Das Verhalten der Kernsubstanzen wahrcnd
^^^^^^^l pi 2.

mutterzellen von Ulhim cavadense. Jahrb. Wiss. Bat. 4 •/

" MiYAKE, K., Ueber Reduktionsteilung in den PoUenmutterze e

Monokotylen. Jahrb. Wiss. Bot. 42:83-120. pis. JS- IQ^S-
^^^^ ^-^^^

" OvERTO>f, J. B., Ueber Reduktionsteilung In den Pollcninutterz

Dikotylen. Jahrb. Wiss. Bot. 42:121-153. pis. 6-7. iQOS-
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floridits In very young pollen

mother-cells he finds masses of chromatin which he calls prochromosomes. The

prochromosomes are in pairs and their number is the same as that found in somatic

nudei. The parental chromosomes maintain their identity during synapsis.

The first division is a reduction division in which entire univalent chromosonies,

hich were united during synapsis, become separated. The second mitosis is a

doubling division. It is probable that the two halves of the presynaptic chromo-

somes are of paternal and maternal origin, and that during synapsis there is a

union of paternal and maternal elements.—C. J.
Chamberlain.

ANCE

Studied by Castle'^ during the last five years, and his first detailed report has

appeared in the series of papers of the Station for Experimental Evolution. In

breeding about 3,000 guinea-pigs and several hundred rabbits he finds that the

following characters obey Mendel's laws, the first mentioned member of each

pair of characters being dominant: pigmented coat vs. albino, rough coat vs.

smooth, long coat vs. short. Albinism and long hair are conceived to be new

characters and their recessiveness agrees, therefore, with the view that phylo-

genetically older characters dominate the newer; but the rough^ coat, which is

dominant over smooth, is nowhere found among guinea-pigs in their native

state and is likewise a new character. This shows, as has been done recently by

C0R£Exs'3 also, that ancestral characters do not necessarily dominate the new

characters in inheritance. The dominance of the rosetted or rough coat over tne

smooth may be considered as supporting CorRENs's view that the morphologi-

cally higher dominates the lower, but this view is negatived in the dominance

of short coat over long. It seems to be impossible at the present time to predic

'^ich of an uninvestigated pair of characters will be dominant.
^^^^

The author draws a sharp distinction between recessive and latent charac c
,

*e latter being defined as "characters normally dominant, which 1^^^;^.^'''?

peared in recessive gametes beyond hope of recall, except under conditions

^ breeding which are in most cases not entirely clear." He expresses a doubt

whether a recessive character may ever be latent, though there ap^ar to oe

"priori grounds for such a difference of behavior in the two
^''^'f'^^^^^.

In a case between certain white individuals and red, about half the 01 6

^"e black pigmented. The assumption that in these individuals two k nc^

f^n^etes were produced in nearly equal proportions, the one kind conta
^

Y'""'
black, the other being entirely free from black, was proved b) t>^^

^
^«^. of the non-black offspring, no black pigmented young resulting from th

"^«'ngs. This difference of behavior between the purebred race and the exUa

^cessives resembles Bateson's experiences with sweet peas and stocK -

^,
" Castle, W. E., Heredity of coat characters in guinea-pigs and rabbits. PP-

jS-

^nington; Carnegie Institution of Washington. igoS-

'^See r&ume in Botanical Gazette 40: 235- ^9°S-

'*S2e resumd in Botanical Gazette 40:3^3- ^9°5-
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Several Irregularities were noted, such as occasional imperfect dominance in

combinations where one of the characters is usually fully dominant, but in these

cases the blended condition in the first generation was followed by typical split-

ting in the second. Length of ears and lop ears of rabbits were found to blend

in inheritance, the second and subsequent generations retaining the blended or

intermediate condition.

The paper is illustrated with six plates of excellent halftone engravings, repre-

senting the various coat characters and their hybrid combinations. Ten of these

engravings with a few others are reproduced in another paper^^ by the same

author, in which his more important results are used to illustrate the recent

advances In our knowledge of the laws of heredity and their practical applications

in plant and animal breeding. This paper was read before the American Breeders'

Association at its second meeting, at Champaign, III., Februarj^ 1-3, 1905, and

is also published without the plates in the Proceedings'*^ of that organization

—

G, H. Shull.

The SYiiPosiUM of six addresses on the mutation theory, delivered before

the American Society of Naturalists at Philadelphia, December 28, 1904, has

been published in full in Science, One of these addresses, which was published

elsewhere, has already been noted in these columns.'? Castle^^ discusses the

subject from the standpoint of the animal breeding, illustrating with his results

in guinea-pigs. He obser\'ed extra toes and long hair to arise as mutations and

shows that long-haired and normal short-haired animals could coexist and inter-

breed freely without ever swamping the long-haired condition, as It behaves as

a Mendelian recessive. Natural selection could then determine which if either

of these forms should be eliminated. If inheritance Is not sharply alternative

the mutation would simply act to increase the fluctuating variability and could

never become a racial character through natural selection.

In considering the relation of cytology to the mutation theor}', Con'klin

emphasizes the fact that all evolution must be the evolution of the germ-ce s

and Is founded primarily upon cytological phenomena. The great morphologica

complexity of the germ-cells which recent studies have demonstrated, and t e

speaker's obser\'ations on the diflfuslon of chromatin from the nucleus to de
1
e

areas of the cytoplasm of the ascidian egg, are cited as favoring the hyF^ ^^is

^5 Castle, W. E., Recent discoveries in heredity and their bearing on anim

breeding. Pop. Sci. Monthly 66:193-208. 1905.

^*^Proc. Amcr. Breeders' Assn. 1:120-126. 1005.

'7 MacDougal, D. T., Discontinuous variation and the origin of species.

reya 5:1-6. 1905; and Science N. S. 21:540-543. 1905.

^8 Castle, W. E., The mutation theory of organic evolution from the stan poii^

of animal breeding. Science N. S, 21:521-525. 1905,

• 19 CoNKLix, E. G., The mutation theory from the standpoint of cytology.

N. S. 21:525-529. 1905.
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of "intracellular pangenesis." Modifications of the germinal organization are

probably the immediate causes of evolution. Even a slight alteration in the

unsegmented egg may result m a proiouna u

the production of dextral and sinistral forms

place, now at the one pole, now at the other.

DwiGHT^° concludes that evidences from human anatomy offer no support

for the theory of evolution by minute changes, and that although they do not give

support

Bailey" discusses the relation between taxonomy and evolution, pointing

out some of the weak points in the present system of classification, particularly

in that taxonomic systems are rigid and arbitrary, whereas the organic world is

plastic and changing. He holds that the ideal taxonomy of the future must make

no distinction between "natural" and "artificial" forms, and that the type of

a species should be the real phylogenetic or biological type instead of the

first specimen which chanced to be named. There can never be such a thmg
4

as a satisfactory "stable" nomenclature.

HEELER

ation of the origin of new instincts, new functions and new habits of life, than

for the origin of new morphological characters, especial mention being made ol

parasitic species and species with profound and sudden metamorphoses, b.
-

Shuil.

The germin
has paid particular attention to cytological features of the first and second dn-

sions of the fertilized egg. Fertilization takes place in the summer. After res i ^

gments

zoospore

In the prophase of the first mitosis a condition is found which the auin

regards as a genuine synapsis, during which a fusion of somatic ^bromosom

A..,.-, . . , .
^ _^_ ' ^, , . f^^pH from the spirem

formed

ponding

occurs, as in his account of Lilium.
^^ bivalent, the line of separation correspuauin^ -^ — ^ ^omiVs
splitting of the spirem. Occasionally the arrangement of chromatin granul^^

suggests that the chromosomes may be quadrivalent. The number oi c

^_^^

^raes is probably thirty-two. No centrosomes or centrospheres coui

^^^^^^^
toguished. At the second division the chromosomes are longer anrt m -

^^
*^n those of the first division. A cell plate is formed at each ^;^'^'«°;.^,^^

two divisions correspond quite closely with the heterotypic and homotypi

'°DwiGaT, Thomas, Mutations. Science N. S. 21:529-532- ^9°5-

"• Bailey, L. H., Systematic work and evolution. Science
•

'90s.

" Wheeler, W. M., Ethology and the mutation theory. Science

"'"'''°' '^°^-
. . Ber Dcutsch. Bot.

^
'' Allen, C. E., Die Kcimung der Zygote bci Colcochaete. Her.

Resells. 23 :.85-292. /./.jj. 1905.
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in pollen mother-cells of angiosperms. It seems probable that a reduction of

chromosomes is effected during these two divisions. If this is correct, there is

in Coleochaete no generation with the double number of chromosomes, except

the zygote itself. There is no generation which could be called a sporophyte.

Each cell of the spore mass which has usually been regarded as the sporophyte

has the reduced number of chromosomes like the vegetative cells of the thallus.

The statement that there is no generation which could be called a sporophyte,

seems to the reviewer to be a serious mistake. Riccia has a sporophyte just as

truly as has Sequoia, the extent of its development being unessential as far as the

logical presence of a sporophyte is concerned. The sporophyte generation in

lower planes as well as in higher begins with the fertilized egg. Whether the egg

then divides once, twice, or a million times, or not at all, neither strengthens nor

weakens its tide to the term, sporophyte. It seems to us that there is an impor-

tant difference between extreme reduction and complete elimination.—C. J.

Chamberlain.

Items of taxonomic interest are as follows: R. Viguier (Bull. Soc. Bot.

France IV. 5:285-314. 1905), in presenting the Polyscias group of Araliaceae,

has described two new genera

—

Tieghemopanax, with 26 species; and Bonnierclla

with one species.—J. M. Greenman (Proc. Amer. Acad. 41:235-270. 1905) has

giosperms

Mimophyhm

ginaceae) and Lozanella (Urticaceae), both from Mexico, and the new species

from the southwestern United States belonging to Cassia, Cedronella, Salna,

and Erigeron.—B. L. Robinson {idem 271-278), among diagnoses and notes

relating to American Eupatorieae, has described new species in Ageratella (which

formal

mannia, Piptothrix, and Eupatorium (5).—W. A. Murrill (Bull. Torr. Bot.

Club 32:353-371- 1905), in a synopsis of the brown pileate species of North

Polypo Coriolopsis (2),

Nigr
of

Porodaedalea.—C. L. Gruber {idem 389-392) has described 3 1^^^^ species o)

Crataegus from Berks Co., Pa.—Ph. Va^ Tieghem (Ann. Sci. Nat. Bot. L

1:247-320. 1905) has established a new family Irvingiaceae upon the genus

Irvingia and three allied genera, which have been associated heretofore ^i

the Simarubaceae.—W. J. Tutcher (Jour. Linn. Soc. London 37:S8-7o- ^9^^^

among other new Chinese plants, has described a new genus {Dunnia) of^^^^^^

ceae.

has described the following new genera: Atroxima (Polygalaceae), Iro p

(Olacaceae), Androsiphonia (Passifloraceae), and Ajrodaphm (Lauraceae

Arnica in

recognizes

4(^150. 1905), in presentmg tne genu. ^-

:«„ A^r.^^u\-^^ t]irp*» as new. ^J

In a P.4PER read before the Royal Dublin Society, DixoN=* answers recen

'4 DixoN, H. H., The cohesion theory of the ascent of sap. Notes Bot.

Trinity Coll. Dublin 1:203-216. 1905.
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criticisms made on the cohesion theory' of the ascent of sap by Steinbrinck and

byCOPELAND.

Steinbrixck established the fact that the walls of the conducting tracts are

permeable to air and regards this as incompatible with the cohesion theor)-, since

air diffusing through the tracheal walls would tend to break the continuity of the

water columns within them, by the formation of free bubbles. In reply to this,

Dkox states that the air in solution does not cause the rupture of a water column

under tension; that the permeability of the walls does not necessitate the forma-

tion of free bubbles in the conducting tracts; and that even if bubbles are formed

the current is merely deflected from that portion of the channel.

his

COPELAND

as a whole. 1 hp arguments

"tree" was due not to a pull transmitted downward by the cohesion of

water, but to some force which is measured by the difference in pressure as indi-

cated by the manometers at the bottom and 8.4'" from the bottom of the "tree,"

Dixox shows that according to CorELAND a column of water 8.4"" high, equiva-

lent to 617=^™ mercury, is supported by a pressure of 122'"'° of mercury, which

is impossible. Dixon further believes, and brings experimental evidence to

support his belief, that the pressure conditions indicated by Copelaxd's manome-

ters are local and have nothing to do with the true pressure conditions in the tube

- _.„ on this point are t^'ofold. First, it is showii that

plaster of Paris long continues to absorb water and this may cause the rise of

^ercur)' in the manometers; second, the rate of transmission of water through

tubes of plaster of Paris as used by Copeland is so slow, that equalisation of

pressure conditions by the passage of water through a distance of 8.r is impos-

«We.-H. Hasselbring.

DixoN's describes an interesting transpiration model which will prove useful

fw Illustration. The apparatus consists of a thistle tube closed by two parch-

ment membranes so arranged that a lenticular cell is formed between them.

Gelatin tannate is precipitated in the membranes, and the cell is filled vMth dry-

««ar. When the tube is filled with water the parchment cell becommg turgid

represents the system of turgid cells which in living plants, intervenes betv^r^"

he water-conducting channels and the outer air. This model wiU act until a

^'^\ is formed in the membrane, or until the diffusion of sugar into the tube

•"^^^ the liquid below isotonic with that of the cell. The actual passage of water

^" be rendered visible by connecting the lower end of the tube with a capma^

'"be running across the stage of a microscope and dipping into a beaker of wa e

^f
.^ch minute solid particles are held in suspension. It is found tha tbejater

^U nse although under tension, and that even then the cell ..H

-^^J^n
'^H to the fact that although the water in the cell may be m a state o^^ ension

J

d'-olved substances exert a pressur'e. That this condition can

-J
yi^^

Sll^P^ts is shown by the following interesting expenment. A small stnp

j.^
^^^ox, H. H., A transpiration model. Notes Bot. Soc. Tnmt)

een

25

905
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of tissue taken from some suitable plant is placed in the long closed arm of a

J-tube. The tube is filled with water and the atmospheric pressure is removed

from the short arm by means of an air-pump. The strip of tissue, in the upper

part of the column of water held in tension by the weight of the lower parts,

remains cun'ed showing an osmotic pressure existing in the cells in spite of this

tension.—H. HASSELBiaNG.

Campbell^^ has continued his studies of the Araceae by investigating

Anthurium violaceiim leucocarpum and Nephthytis liberica. The account of

Anthurium is quite like that of the usual angiosperm. The archesporium in the

ov^le is a single hypodermal cell, which divides periclinally. The primary

sporogenous cell passes directly into the megaspore without division; and in

the development of the gametophyte to the fertilization stage there is nothing

worthy of remark. In the formation of endosperm there is no free nudear

division, a wall appearing with the first division, which occurs at the antipodal

end of the sac, the formation of endosperm thus proceeding from the antipodal

toward the micropylar end of the sac. The embryo is at first an almost globular

mass of cells, with a "rudimentary" suspensor. Nephthytis proved to he quite

variable in the development of the embryo sac. The archesporial cells are van-

able in number, and generally more than one embryo sac begins to develop.

In no case did the mature embryo sac show the usual angiospermous condition

and so great was the variation that no condition could be selected as the pre-

vailing one in the species. Among the most striking forms of mature sacs are

t

rths ^-ere

the following: two nuclei, one at each end; a complete egg apparatus and a

single antipodal nucleus; three antipodal nuclei and a single micropylar nuc.eus;

twelve or thirteen nuclei, the three uppermost fusing; various forms of chambere

sacs; fusion of contiguous sacs. The general conclusion is reached that e

Araceae are relatively primitive monocotyledons,—J. M. C.

Von Schrenk^7 has given an account of intumescences formed on kav^

of cauliflowers as a result of chemical stimulation. The plants had been sprayed

with copper sprays; several days after application the wart-like grow

observed on the leaves. By an experimental analysis of the conditions causing

the Intumescences the author finds that they are readily produced by spi'^J'^

|j^

ammonium copper carbonate and other copper salts, and in some cases

ammonia and ammonium carbonate. Soil and atmospheric conditions, m

ing heat and water supply, had nothing to do with their formation.

It is clear that the peculiar outgrowths of leaves known as ^^^^^^"^^^^if
^^

produced by various factors in different plants. Usually they have been
^^^^^^^^^

to excessive water in the tissues due to moist atmosphere, coupled wit ^
.^

photosynthesis. Sorauer, Kuster, aad Haberlandt have found t e

a6 Campbell, D. H., Studies on the Araceae. III. Annals of Botany i9-3^9 3

pis, 14-17. 1905. .

^

a? VoN ScHRENK, H., Intumcscence formed as a result of chemical stimu

Rept. Mo. Bot. Garden 16:125-148. pis, 25-31. 19*^5-
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certain cases due to the action of different poisons, and von Schrevk adds

another clearly defined case due to action of specific chemical stimuli. In this

connection It is interest ing to note that almost simultaneously with voN Schrenk,

SiEixER^s has described intumescences on Ruellia jormosa and Aphilandra

Porkana which were produced regularly when the plants were transferred to an-

atmosphere of relatively greater humidity, while all attempts to produce them

on the former plant by means of solutions, including copper sulfate failed. Aphi-

landra was apparently not subjected to this treatment.—H Hasselbring.

The microspores of Araucaria Bidwillii are described in a preliminary

paper by Lopriore.^' The intine and exine are clearly differentiated, the intme

being about twice as thick as the exine. The numerous large starch grains make

it rather difficult to get a clear view of the internal structures. The spores ger-

minate best in darkness in a 12 per cent, sugar solution. The pollen tubes reach

their greatest length—about ten to twenty times the diameter of the pollen gram

in eight to ten days.

At the first division of the pollen mother-cells the number of chromosomes is

twelve. As the spore germinates, two lens-shaped cells are cut off from the mam

body of the spore. These are not evanescent, but divide and give rise to a mas-s

of about fifteen cells. The walls of these cells soon disappear, leaving the nuclei

free in the general cytoplasm of the spore. Further nuclear division then takes

place until the spore contains 20-44 nuclei, 36 being the most frequent number.

There are no divisions after the pollen tube begins to develop. Two nuclei m

the end of the tube, somewhat larger than the rest, are regarded as vegetative

nuclei, while the others are regarded as equivalent to spermatozoids. Judgmg

from Lopriore's figures of the germination of the spore, the reviewer ventures

.to hazard the guess that the two larger nuclei are the male nuclei, while the res

of the numerous nuclei result from an unusual development of the prothaiiia

•^on.-C. T. Chamberlmn.
Henry

dispersal

has

ind.

uses .^iZ^s^d. (/plumed fn-its ana.eds

- , J j..„t i;i-a hnrlies as tne

about

and
(3)

feds of o;chiIs\^nrihe"sporerorfems7'"The nature of the obser^•at^o^s may

^ illustrated from the account of Shorea kprosuU (Dipterocarpaceae).

fatest distance the winged fruit of this species was obser^'ed to travel w
^^^^

joo yards," which is much more than the usual distance. The ^st^na
^_

!i^t miderjhe most favorable circumstances the species can spread
>

'^Steiner, R. s., Ber. Dcutsch. Bot. Gesells. 23:105- i905-
.^^^,aria

»'LoPRioKE, G., Ueber die Vielkornigkeit der
^''^^^f

"^^^,,^,3 • 335-346-

lf--m Hook. Vorlaufige Mittcilung. Ber. Dcutsch. Bot. Gesells. 23 3.5

'-•• '5- 1905.

3° Ridley, Henry N., On the dispersal of seeds by wind.

'5> -351-363. 1905.
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yards in loo years," or it "would take 58,666 years to migrate 100 miles." The

estimate is further made that a species of Dipterocarpus which ranges from the

Malay Peninsula to the Philippines could not cover that distance, if there was

land connection, in less than "one and a half million years." After the citation

• of numerous cases in each category, the general conclusion is reached that the

winged seed or fruit is the slowest method of dispersal and is unable to cross any

large stretch of sea; that the plumed seed or fruit, while adapted for quick

dispersal over an open country, "is liable to be stopped in its migrations by dense

forests;" and that "powder-seed" is adapted to the most rapid and distant

dispersal.—J. M. C.

WoRSDELL^* has begun the publication of a series of papers entitled ''The

principles of morphology." The first one deals with the alternation of genera-

tions, and with the origin of the leafy sporophy^e under which the theory of anti-

thetic origin is approved and the opposing testimony of apogamy and apospon"

discredited; the conclusion being reached that "the three morphological cate-

gories of organs, viz., the leaf, stem, and root, w^hich have persisted and remained

distinct each from the other ever since the antiphytic generation attained any

development, find their natural origin, therefore, in the capsule, seta, and foot or

sucker respectively of the primitive bryophytic sporogonium."

The second paper^^ discusses the evolution of the sporangium. The con-

clusions are that the sporogonium of the primitive bryophyte is at once the

homologue (i) of every type of foliar organ, (2) of every type of sporangiophore,

(3) of every type of sporangium, (4) of the entire sporophyte. This is what he

calls the doctrine of "variously graded" homologies. A concluding sentence

is as follows: "The deductions from this idea are apparently, but only appar-

ently, absurd; thus the sporogonium of a bryophyte must, for instance, be rigidly

homologous both with an oak tree and with every single nucellus contained b)

every ovule of that oak tree." Appearances are not always so deceptive as the

proverb would have us believe.—J. M. C.

Harper continues to publish interesting ecological and flonstic papers

dealing chiefly with the flora of Georgia, One paper33 gives an account of

explorations in 1903 in the coastal plain. A second paper^^ on Taxodium ma 'e^

it pretty evident that T. imhricarium and T. distkhum are specifically distm

^

and that they have well defined and different characters and habitats. In no o

the eariier paper, the reviewer was inclined to regard T. imbricarinm ^
^^

logical variety. Pimis paluslris^^ w^as found at several stations at altitu e^

31W0RDSELL, W. C, The principles of morphology. L New Phytol- 4-^

3a
, The principles of morphology. II. 7tid. 4: i^j-i?^^- ^^9^5-

33 Harper, R, M., Phytogeographical explorations in the coastal plain

in 1903. Bull. Torr. Bot, Club 32:141-171. 1905.

^-
, Further observations on Taxodium. Ibid. 32:105-115- ^9^^' ^^

35 , Some noteworthy stations for Pinus palusiris. Torre) a

1905.

\
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1,000 to 1,500 feet in northern Georgia. A fourth paper^^ gives a list of the

ferns of Georgia, with full notes, and an introduction describing the geological

and other features of the state. A papers? on the coastal plain plants of New

England gives an annotated list of plants common to Georgia and other southern

states and New England. JMost of the plants belong to what may be called a

sandy swamp flora, and many of them are found in northern Indiana near the

shore of Lake Michigan.—H. C. Cowles.

OxE OF THE LATEST PUBLICATIONS of the Roval Botanical Garden at Bcdm

is a guide to the "biological" collections there installed. The beginnings of this

phase of the Garden activities dates back to 1S90, when Dr. Englers* assumed

the directorship. In the cramped space of the old garden neither the " biologi-

cal" nor phytogeographical display was such as to satisfy the ambitious director.

In the new garden there is sufficient space to make an adequate display possible.

The guidebook is arranged systematically by topics, corresponding to the arrange-

ment of the Garden, and interesting notes are incorporated under nearly all of

the headings. Among the topics illustrated are leaf position, leaf and stem

adaptations in relation to photosynthesis, adaptations that protect against exces-

sive transpiration, plants that utilize organic substances for food, stem types,

pollination adaptations, movement phenomena, adaptation for seed dispersal.

possible

places.—H. C. Cowles.

BOTANICAL

Smith, has been taken up by his brother, William Smith.^^ In the two dis-

tricts here under review, the notes were gathered largely by the deceased senior

author, and have been appreciatively brought together by the junior author

after recent visits to Scotland. The general plan of the Forfar and Fi e maps

» that of the Edinburgh and Perthaline maps, as would be expected, ine

inaps are accompanied by a text giving a full account of the vanous t^n^^^'^f

'

"» which the regions of cultivation are included as in the earlier studies, i

^•oods are mainly oak, birch, and coniferous. In addition there are moors,

heaths, grasslands, alpine, and maritime districts within the distnct under suney.

At the close is a very interesting summary, embracing within brief ^'^'^P^;^'

chief results of the British vegetation sur^•eys to date, arranged according

Graebner's scheme of classification.—H. C. Cowles.

The fern flora of Georgia. Fern Bulletin lyr-i^l- i9°S-

^. Coastal plain plants in New England. Rhodora 7:69-8°- ^905-

^
.

'' ExoLEK, A., Ftihrer durch die biologisch-morphologischen
Abteijungen es

Jonigl. botanischen Gartens zu Dahlem. Notizblatt Konigl Bot. Garten ,

**^VLpp.66. X905.
^^j^

3' Smith. Robert and William G., Botanical Survey of
^^.f"fj^;J"

.'"
-83';

Forfar and Fife. Scotland Geog. Mag. 20:617-628. 1904- -f^"^" ^'-
'

'

^^7-126.
1905.

'
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Clements^^ has gh'en a short account of formation and succession herbaria.

The idea of herbaria based on habitats in addition to those based on taxonomic

characters seems to have been suggested by Drude, and has now been followed

out in several places. No one has worked out the idea more systematically than

has Clements in the Colorado mountains, and he distributed herbaria from

there in 1901. Successioji herbaria illustrate the dynamics of plant formations,

and are the most desirable of ecological herbaria, but the most difficult to prepare.

In his Colorado work the cryptogams, apart from the ferns, have been incoq)0-

rated into a separate herbarium. The paper closes with an ilhistrated list of

Colorado plants arranged by formations; in each formation there appears first the

fades, followed by the principal and secondary species of the spring, summer, and

autumn aspects.—H. C. Cowles.

KiJSTER4i takes issue with Senn, who in a recent preliminar}' report has

concluded that the position of chloroplasts in darkness is to be accounted for by

an uneven distribution of the substance chemotactically potent upon them. The

author's experiments with Dictyota and Padina especially, show that under the

influence of hypertonic solutions the chloroplasts arrange themselves along the

side walls (Profilstellung), while hypotonic solutions cause them to seek the upper

and lower walls (Fldchenstellung) . The change in turgor pressure of the cell is

thus the direct cause of orientation movements of the chromatophores and this

change may be induced by light, or by hyper- or hypotonic solutions independ-

ently of light.

—

Raymond H, Pond.

Miss Latham,^^ Barnard College, in investigating the response of fungi

to the vapor of chloroform, has reached the following conclusions: (i) when

present in small quantities chloroform vapor acts as a characteristic stimulant

to the growth of Sterigmatocystis nigra and PeniciUium glaucum; (2)
larger

quantities are inimical or fatal; (3) increased growth is attended by relatively

less acid formation and less sugar consumption, indicating greater econom}

metabolism; (4) the time of greatest sensitiveness is at the germination of t e

spores; (5) chloroform acts as a stimulant purely, since it cannot be a sou

^^

of carbon; (6) the effect of a given amount of the anaesthetic is greater as

temperature rises.—J. M. C,

DARBISH1RE43 has Undertaken a study of Mamillaria, especially with a ^^e^^

to interpreting the significance of the plant form and the spines, Obser\a

40 Clements, F. E., Formation and succession herbaria. University

Studies 4: no. 4. pp. 27. 1904.
^^^^^^^„

4iKiJSTER, E., Ueber den Einfluss von Losungcn verschicdcner
^^"J^^^^ns.

auf die Orientierungsbewegungen der Chromatophoren. Ber. Deutsc .

23:254-256. 1905. .

„
42 Latham, Makion Elizabeth, Stimulation of Sterigmatocystis by c

Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 32:337-351- i905-
^^j^ of Bot.

43 Darbishire, O. v., Observations on Mamillaria elongaia,
Anna

^8:375-416. 1904.

the
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were made on the morpholog}', stem anatomy, root, and tubercle. The autlior

holds that plant characters are to be regarded as useful now as formerly, and that,

especially in adverse conditions, useless characters are unlikely to occur. Thus

presuma

conditions. Darbishire

holds that these spines serve the purpose of light screens, whence he calls them

paraheliodes.—^H. C. Cowles.

PAiMEL44 has recently published the results of his study in Iowa of the

apple rust and of the fungi causing this well known disease. The account of

un

structure, and its polymorphism. Many original inoculation experiments are

reported regarding the connection of the above species with the aecidial stage

genus Roestelia. As treatment the removal of

wherever possible. Less favorable results from

sprajing apple trees were obtained than were reported by Emerson.^s—E. Mead

Wilcox.

form

New
on the vegetation of various countries, the aun of which is less the presentation

of the results of research than the awakening of further interest in the study ot

vegetation by making use of vivid personal sketches. The first V^V^^
^^l

with the shore vegetation of Ceylon, and there is a good account given
"

«.,_• 1 ... . . . - , J ^x-r^r, f,Nrm!itinns.

of the

typical tropical sand
formations. There

vpi-di iropicai Sana strand ana 01 me mangiuNc an^ "'i— — _ ,

are many cuts illustrating characteristic plant forms, and the description

forms H. C. Cowles.

TSCHERXIAJEW47 finds that temperature affects the intensity of the aerooic

respiration of wounded plants (onion bulbs), but not the anaerobic. lijis ^

ascertained by determining the rate of exhalation of carbon dioxid at ele^a

(3oS5°) and at ordinary temperatures (i6°-i9°). A higher temperature

increases the intensity of aerobic respiration-the maximum, after ^o"
^'

'appearing sooner than at ordinary temperature. Intramolecular ^esp ation

Wver, at both ordinary and elevated temperatures, decreases m mtensitj

wounding.—Raymond H. Pond. - •

1 1 bo?
COLLINS48 has written a short account of an interesting Rhode Island

g,

«Pammel, L. IL, The cedar apple fungi and apple rust in Iowa.

Esp. Stat. 84:1-36. iigs. i-ii. 1905. ^ „ xri. Fto Stat. 88:1-21.
*5 EiiERsoN, R. A., Apple scab and cedar rust. Bull. Neo. '=^- p-

'9°5- ;f^5. 2-p. Box. Gazette 40:149- i9°5-
t.Hon at home and

^
^^Tansekv. a. G., and Fritsch, F. E., Sketches of «g<^!^«" !',,-.

'^''^oad. I. The flora of the Ceylon littoral. New Phytol. 4:1-^ 7. ^
'='

^^j

Bull. Iowa

;• - =>CHERNiAjEW, E., Ueber den Eintluss acr ..^^^y^--
^^^

"•^ "itramoleculare Atmung der verletzten Pflanzen. Ber. u^

23:207-211. I

^^_^;«
CouixsT

J. F., Some interesting Rhode Island bogs. Rhodora 6:149-^00
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in which four species hitherto unrecorded for the state were discovered [Andro-

meda pGlijolia, Kalmia glauca, Eriophorum vaginatum, Arceuihohium pttsilhm).

The black spruce is more abundant than elsewhere in the state. Obviously this

is a relict vegetation, and it is interesting to know that ice remains in this bog

until late in May. The Andromeda was in full bloom, while the stems were

yet imbedded in thick ice, a condition surely reminding one of the far north.

H. C. COWLES.

An instructive ecological study of the giant cactus has been made hy

Mrs. Spalding.^9 It is found that changes in bulk due to varying amounts

of stored water are accompanied by circumferential stem changes accomplished

by a bellows-like action of the ribs, which draw closer together as the circum-

ference decreases, and move farther apart as it increases. Variations in cir-

cumference are least pronounced at the base and top; and differences are shown

between the north and south sides. These changes in no way impair the mechani-

cal system.—H. C. Cowles.

BlANKiNSHlpso has published an historical account of botanical work in

Montana, The frontispiece is an elegant colored plate of Lemsia redmva.

The accounts of collecting expeditions are arranged chronologically, and the

bibliography of titles dealing with the state flora, arranged alphabetically, will

be ver}' helpful to students of the vegetation of that region. Blankinship^i ]^^

also published a supplement to Rydberg's Montana ffora, and in association

with H. F. Henshall5=* he has prepared a list of the common names of Montana

plants.—H. C. Cowles.

Buller53 has obtained some interesting data from the study of a single-

gilled fungus whose saprophytism destroys paving blocks. WTien grown in light

or in darkness papillae protrude which in the former case develop piH but in

the latter do not. The papillae remain rectipetal and indifferent to geotropic

stimuli until exposed to light, when they become negatively geotropic and posi-

tively heliotropic. The latter sensitiveness is lost, however, during the fonnation

of the pileus, which is dependent upon sufficient illumination.—Raymond

Pond.

49 Spalding, Effie S., Mechanical adjustment of the suaharo {Cereus gtgan

ieus) to varying quantities of stored water. Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 32:57-^^' ^9°:>-

5« Blankinship, J. W., A century of botanical exploration in Montana, lo^^

1905; collectors, herbaria, and bibliography. Mont. Agric. Coll. Sci. Studies 1:3-3
•

5^
, Supplement to the flora of Montana: additions and corrections.

1:33-109- 1905-
„f Montana

s^ Blankinship, J. W., and Henshall, H. F., Common names 01 ^

plants. Ibid. 1:113-139. 1905.

53 Buller, a. H., R. The reactions of the fruit-bodies of Lentinus

to external stimuli. Annals of Bot. 19:427-436. figs. 30, 1905.

lepideus Fr.

^
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B0LLETER54 has prepared an extended morphological and physiological

monograph on Fegatdla conica (L.) Corda. The subject is treated under the

headings, general considerations, structure of the thallus, structure and develop-

ment of the sexual shoots (including development of archegonia, anthendia and

fenilization), development of the sporogonium and spores, germination of spores,

development of the thallus, and asexual reproduction. It is a ver>' comp c c

study of the life-history and will be useful for reference.—C J.
Chamberlaik.

Leamtt.ss in an interesting paper dealing with monstrosities in Drosera

Gentiana, and Saxifraga, uses the term "morphic translocation" in speaking

characters of one organ which appear suddenly on another organ, but wittiou

atavistic significance. The gentian spoken of had a petaloid fringe on the car^ ,

and the Drosera had glandular tentacles on perianth and carpels. The possi

significance of such translocations, as well as the broader topic of the use

teratological data, is discussed rather fully.—H. C. Cowles.

Olssox-Sefffr56 tells of the plans of the Danish ecologist, UP- Porsild,

for the establishment of a permanent laboratory in Greenland. The rea iza

^^

of these plans, thorough and yet modest from the standpomt of ^^P'"
^^^'

would he of untold value to science, and it is to be hoped that the Dams §

ment will grant Porsild's reciuest. This seems likely, in ^lew of the^^^^^

of Denmark to previous botanical explorers in Greenland.—H. C. o^^

While light seems to have little or no influence on the S^''"^'f
"^1^"",^'*

some, and in the case of a very few -Y---:
:ermination--^, iL idvors me germination 01 some, ami m lji^ ^"- -

^^ Acan-
Droscra capensis), light is necessary for germination. Only in t e ca

^^'^^^^^^

thostachys strobilacea had light been found to hinder germination.
^ ^^^[^gical

adds another plant, Phacelia tanacetijoUa, to Acanthostachys.

significance of such aberrants is unknown.—H. C Cowles.

Lawrences*•*. n. i.AWRENCES» has published a snori pupui^^ ^--y
, ^^^^ .^ ^^^

«ae, together with keys and descriptions of the genera and specie

^^^^.^.^^^^

state of Washington. Notes are also presented upon six ^^^^'^
•

,,;th

plants in Washington due to species of this well-known famity. P
^^^^ ^^^^^

Bordeaux mixture, cupram, or flowers of sulfur Is recommended
as

of controlling these mildews.—E. Mead ^\'ilcox.

'^ BoLLETER, E., FegatcUa conica (L.) Corda, Eine
morphologisch-physio

ogisc

^Sonographic. Beih. Bot. Ccntralbl. 18:327-408. ph- I2-I3-
'9°^'^^^^^^^ ^.,,,-.

« Leavitt, R. G., On translocation of characters in plants.

1 A Science 21: 189-191-

'* Olsson-Sepfer, p., a biological station in Greenland.

^'

K ; Phacelia tanaceti-

.
'' Remer, W., Der Einfluss des Lichtos auf die Keimung bei r

/"'« Bcnth. Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gcsells. 22: 328-339- ^9°-^'

^^^j,. Exp.

'' Lawrexck. W H Th. ,.nwdprv mildews of Washington.^* Lawrence, W. H., The powdery
^'^t- 70:1-16.

figs. 22. 1905.
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CoCKAYXE^o has found that Discaria Toumatou, a New Zealand xerophytic

shrub that normally has long pungent spines, fails to develop these spines in

moist chamber cultures. It is believed that the juvenile leafy shoots instead

of spines would continue indefinitely in such conditions. He regards these

facts as highly favorable to the xerophytic rather than the protective theon of

thorns.—H. C. CowLES.

Harshberger^° proposes that the term zone in plant geography be restricted

to broad belts determined by latitude, conforming to the law of priority as well

as dominant usage. Mountain zones he would term belts; concentric pond

zones, circumareas; submerged shore zones, shelves; strand, river, or prairie edge,

strips; island zones, girdles; and vertical forest zones, layers.—H. C. Cowles.

Harshberger has been making further floristic studies on the North American

flora. One paper*^^ deals with the comparative age of the various elements in

eastern North America, and there is a chart that shows the supposed relative

time of appearance of these elements from the Miocene until now. A second

paper^^ deals briefly with centers of dispersal.—H. C. Cowles.

Swellengrebel^3 finds something to attract him in the dunes of the Nether-

lands in spite of H. Bunk's assertion that they have no true dune plants, and

that if present they would be of no interest ! The plant societies noted are those

of the sea dunes, the gray dunes, and the dune hollows. Detailed notes are

given concerning the source of the dune flora.^H. C. Cowles.

In a lecture before a convention of nractical farmers at Breslau, Januar}',

TSCHERMAK*^

He albo included a
inheritance and their significance for practical agriculture,

brief discussion of variation and mutation.—G. H. Shxjll.

A GOOD AccouNT'55 of the Descrt Botanical Laborator}^ and of tl

striking vegetation in its vicinity has been published by Professor Lloyd.

Cowles.

-H.C.

59 Cockayne, L., On the significance of spines in Discaria Tountatou Raou

(Rhamnaceae). New Phytol. 4:79-85. 1905.

^° Harshberger,
J. W., Suggestions toward a phytogeographic nomenc ature.

Science N. S. 21:789-790. 1905,

^^ Harshberger, T. W., The comparative age of the different flonstic e emen

of eastern North America. Proc, Acad. Nat. Sci, Phil. 1904:601-615.

^\ , Original centers concerned in North American .

plant dispersal

^905:2,
Beih Bot

63 Swellengrebel, N., Ueber niederlandische Diinenpflanzen.

Centralbl. 183:181-198. 1905.
bt'- he

64 TscHERMAK, E., Die neuentdeckten Vererbungsgesctze und ihre P^^^^^^^^

Anwendung fur die rationcUe Pflanzenzuchtung. Reprint from \\iener

Zeitg. nos. 17, 18, 19. pp. 31. 1905.
^ Monthly 66:

6s Lloyd, F. E., A botanical laboratory in the desert. Pop- Scl

329-342. 1905.



NEWS.
ilfi. F. J. Seaver has been appointed professor of botany in Iowa Wesleyan

College, at Ml. Pleasant, where he hopes to continue his study of Discomycetes.

Dr. R. H. True, in charge of drug-plant investigations for the U. S. Bureau

of Plant Industry, is paying special attention to the culture of paprika peppers.

The crop of the past season is reported as extremely satisfactor}'.

Professors Macbride and Shimek, of the University of Iowa, spent part

of last summer in the southwestern deserts, especially in the Salton basin. The

University herbarium now contains a fairly complete representation of the flora

of New Mexico and Arizona.

Gebruder Borntraeger are proposing to reprint certain missing parts of

the Jahrhiicher jiir wissenschajtliche Botanik so as to offer complete sets of the

first forty volumes, provided there are a sufficient number of subscribers at

^i 1250 for the set. We trust they will be encouraged to execute the project.

^fR. L. H. Dewey, in charge of fiber-plant investigations, U. S. Bureau of

Plant Industry, has recently distributed to agricultural colleges and other tech-

nical schools sets of the principal plant fibers used in the textile industries m this

country. Until exhausted, these sets will be forwarded to schools and colleges

where they will be of ser%^ice in teaching economic botany or commercial geography.

The department of botany of Purdue University has this year added courses

"» forestry, administered by Professor Stanley Coulter, covering two years

*ork, and including instrucrion in timber physics under the direction of^lro

fessor W. K. Hatt, in charge of timber tests for the U. S. Forest Service

prerequisites covering Freshman and Sophomore work, the initial enrolment .=>

^rteen. The University of Iowa is also extending its courses along forestr)- lines.

The systematic botanical work of the U. S. Bureau of Plant Industry has

^^cently been brought together and put in charge of Mr. F. V. Coville. Here-

tofore,
considerable work of this character has been carried on in several offices

'^ the Bureau, more especially in that of the Agrostologist, where systernatic

studies of grasses have been conducted for many years. The grass collections

''ave also been placed under the charge of Mr. Coville, and Mr. A. ^-
^^"^

'^^, in general charge of systematic work on grasses, has been assigned to

office of the Botanist for the continuance "of this work.
^ _^^

At the University of Nebraska changes have been made
'^^'^J^JP'!^ f

^tter accommodations for the herbarium (now containing =^bout ^00^ P^

"l^^)
and the botanical library. The plant houses, ^i^erio shared^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Vrtment of horticulture, are \o be under the full control of the
^^^^^^'^^

^W- A new botanical laboratory has been fitted up m conne^" -^^h

^^^^
^hool of Agriculture and the Experiment Station, in the

^^^^-'^T'lZ-
f^cultural Hall on the University Farm, ^ile part of the general depart

^^^-^
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ment, this laboratory is specifically in the charge of Dr. F. D. Heald. Dr. F. E.

Clements is to give courses in ecology as part of the larger division of plant

physiolog}^ of which he was recently appointed associate professor.

From the Journal of the New York Botanical Garden w^e learn that Dr.

and Mrs. N. L, Brixton, accompanied by Mr. Stewardson Brown, curator of

botany in the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, spent three weeks in

Bermuda in September, bringing back a large collection of plants, live and dried,

in all about 3,000 specimens.

Dr. p. a. Rydberg spent tw^o months last summer in collecting about Salt

Lake City, Mar}'svale, and Nephi, Utah.

Mr. George V. Nash has recently returned from an exploring expedition

in the interior of Hayti, reaching some regions hitherto unvisited by any botanist

and bringing back large quantities of live plants, seeds, and presented material.

Dr. Forrest Shreve is spending the winter at the tropical laborator}- of the

New York Botanical Garden, Cinchona, Jamaica, having been appointed a

laboratory assistant of the Garden and Bruce Fellow of Johns Hopkins Universitj,

The following movements among the staff of the U. S. Bureau of Plant

Industry have been reported at our request:

Dr. W. O. Richtmann has returned from a trip to California, undertaken

in the interests of camphor and poppy investigations.

Mr. W. F. Wight has just returned from Europe, where he spent four months

in studying type specimens of plants in various herbaria.

Mr. F. H. Hillman recently visited the Pacific coast in order to study the

species of dodder which are so troublesome in alfalfa and clover fields.

Mr Idaho

the relation of poisonous plants to the sheep trouble known as "bighead.

Mr. S. C. Hood, who has been in charge of the Vermont station for dnig-

plant investigations, at Burlington, has returned to Washington for the winter.

Professor H. Pittier is about to start on an exploring trip of four or \e

months' duration in western Columbia, with a special view to a study o

cottons of that region.

Wash s work at Eben-

farm

J
Mr _^ „.. inspection of the more impor-

tant seed laboratories of England, France, Netherlands, Germany, ^

Hungarj', and Switzerland. , „„

through the
hop-producng

sections of the Pacific coast and the state of New York, where the condition

brewing and of curing hops have been studied.
. tj^ating

Dr. J. W. T. DuvEL is spending some time in Ohio and Illinois inves^g

^^^
the curing of seed com. It has been found that by proper treatment se

of high vitality can be assured at planting time.



HEADACHE
is the brain's cry

r phosphates

Every effort of the body consumes
phosphates. When the supply is less
than the demand, derangement takes
place and headache follows.

Horsford's

Phosphate
>• the ideal preparation for brain-
workers. Supplies phosphates in a
term roadily asKirailated, promptly
relieving headache, nervousness and
insomnia.

Ptmphlct conUininsr full infonnatlon
laiied free on request,

r^[^°S^ druggist can't supply you, send 25
coftto RiMFORD Chemical Works. Provi-
*«^c, K. 1.^ for sample bottle, postage paid.
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^ftnolLIT POWPER
4j

IN HARVEST TIME
' Vlll«''*V'^"*"«^n freezes rouptien iU skin.

^ hand; rf"^^* positive relirf for cb<ippe«l
A ^^caaea-' "®"« and nil iililn troubles.

'W ' ^'^nnvhere or by maii, 85 rts. SampU
^fmRD MENNEN CO., New.rk, N. J.

Try Af.,...^*V TiW^/ Talcum,
^

ozodont
Tooth Powder

%

del dentifrice Free

from acid and Just th

thing for those who hav

for th

day

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

When
Makes fields and forests bare

the home may be idealized by the

presence of a Piano.

SIXTY

m t :

n.ade the.r first entrance into f^c^f^ou^cs^

and they have never
y^^^^^^^^,,

the esteem of artistic, '""^''^'^^'^"'^^j_
^ r- ^h^r while occupying but linlemore

Th€ Fischer 2„, ,^J\hc ordlnar, up-

nght, possesses
.^"'^^^^J^^

^
of the Concert

New Small

Grand

i **»

I

expression

Grand Piano.

J * C. nSCHER. Dept. A

and es W. 125th StrecU .>«« '



TO PROVF KKat;
.<& ^ta^ M JLV^^ W ML^ simplest, and cT)€ip«i-

device for mildnf

100 copies from Pen-written and

50 copies from Typewritten original

we are willing to send a complete Duplicator without depoill

ten days* trial.

No mechanism to get out of order, no washing, no press, no ^um%
ink. The product of 23 years' experience in DUPLICATORS. Prta

for complete apparatus, cap size (prints 8^^ in. by 13 in.). $7.50, sutjea

to the trade discount of 33}^ per cent. $5.00 net.

FELIX P. B. DAUS DUPLICATOR CO., D.v.Bid,.. ,Mj,h.s.r.rt,N„,-

STEEL PENS

Mothers!
ESTABLISHED 1824.

Samples and Prices from U. S. Sole
'

' Agents^

PERRY & CO.
349 Broadway. New York.

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

r

Learn Telegraphy and R.R. Accounting
$50 to $100 per month salary assured our graduates under bond.

if"« K* ^u^ T """V^ y^V ^ave a position. Largest system of
telegraph schools m America. Endorsed by all railway officials.

CataTSrVe^''''^^
'*" ^^^^^'^^- 1^3d»« a^so admitted.

MORSE SCHOOL OF TELEGRAPHY
CrNCINNATI,©., BUFFALO, N.Y., ATLANTA, GA„ LA CROSSE, WIS.,

TEXARKANA, TEX., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup

has been used for over SKTY YE^^^^
WONS of MOTHERS iorX^^'J.^^^S.
while TEETHING, with P^^JJJ^^g^S,
It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFTENS

tieGU^

ALLAYS all PAIN ; CURES WI^D COlg

Is the best remedy for DXARRH^' ^J^
DruggisU in every part of theW^ ,

and ask for "Mrs. ^'^'^^iT ^®^!e.^ a botU^

and take noother kind. Twenty-fivectsa ^

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS

Educational and Scientific works printed
French, and all other modem languages.

in English, German,

Estimates furnished.

58th AND £I,LI5 AVENUE CHICAGO ILLINOIS

Wc want and

recommend

biancb«»»

fliDietic Coaches, l^'r^"' f'^^"^r' -'':^'^::r^:t^1^^^<>^
Wisconsin.

^^

frattlnstitute. high schools, etc.. and can assist yon. REGISTER NOW, FREE.

The Physical Training Teachers' Bureau

Stn***

J

»sa>. ""



I GRAND Rl
(the hi|;he8t honor)

AWARDED TO

ESTERBROOK'S

Steel

AT THE

St. Louis Exposition

it

WE YOU TASTED IT?

0.wocowrf^r
%..

m Ghocolate

EACH CAKE

IN A TIN BOX

Sold by aii first class

Grocers a Druggists.

If not handled byyours

will deliver free upon

Wceipl ofprice 15* per cake.

^<^&ChocolateMbrks-
Ir^^SiairvmgP^ NewYork Cily.

WHEN YOU ASK FOR
THE IMPROVED

REFUSE ALL
SUBSTITUTES AND
INSIST ON HAVING
THE GENUINE

The Name ia

stamped on every

loop—

CUSHION
BUTTON

CLASP
LIES FLAT TO THE LEG" NEVER

SUPS. TEARS NOR UiiFASTEliS

Sample pair, Silk 50c., Cotton 25c

Mailed on receipt of price.

GEO. FROST CO.. UiUn
Boston, Mas»., U.S.A.

ALVifAYS EASY

TRADE MARK

THE ARISTOCRAT
OF SUSPENDERS

So-cent quality, cord ends,

for every-day wear.

$r.oo quality, web ends,

imported webbings, tor

dress wear.

All metal parts of brass

guaranteed not to rust

All webbings reversible.

Made in four len^hs. a m for eve.,^-

Knothe Brothers. lU

Fifth Ave., «• »•'

Selling •««« *°

retail trade.

GORDON MfG. CO.,

New Rochelle, N. *.

Owner .nd Wholesaler
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NAIL
SERVICE
Your office efficiency Is

determined by yonr **mail

f. e., tlie way your Brains

are put tlirongli your Type-

writer. If you facli cither,

tfie ottier*s smalt value. Ttie

best commercial brains in

the world have decided the

VISIBLE
WRITING

Underwood

Typewriter

does the best work

in the shortest time

VNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER CO^

241 Broadway. New York.

Adapted for nse with the
IJntt Book-keeping System"

CITY
The Resort of HEALTH,
PLEASURE and FASHION

Three Hours
From New York via

New Jersey
Central

Luxurious Equipment— Fast Service

Stations

Foot Liberty Street, N.R.
and West 23d St.

^ ^

General Passenger Agent

New York

NTS'
NOTE BOOKS
Stiff Board Covers, Marble Paper Sides,

Sectional Sewed, Sixty Leaves,

Ruled or Unruled

1085—5 X 8 , Open End, each, 20c

1087

1090

1092

5^x 7|, Open Side, each, 20c.

7 X 8f, Open Side, each, 2^

Open Side, each, 30c7|xlO^,

Write for Special Discount in

Quantities

S. D.CHI LDS CO.
WHOLESALE and RETAIL STATIONERS

200 IClark street CHICAGO

CDe University of nm^^ ^^^

Educational and Scientific works

printed in English, German,

French, and all other modern

languages. Estimates furnished.

58tb S«. »»a Elli» Ave., CHICAGO

The
Standard Jmericaii Bbaw

FTY

nave uccu oul^j ^ ,

of years and are recognizea

all purposes The Best.

,^^^^^ PEN CO.

349 Broadway, New Yor

t

I

RlAt^
\

.1



' r

ire having any trouble with the finish

t jour floors, or are not entirely pleased

iieffq)pearance, it is certain you have not

UQL'ID GRANITE, the finest floor finish

'ttwuCCd.

late a finish so tough that, although the
tiO dent under a blow, the finish will not
M\m wliite. This is the highest achieve-

ittained in a Floor Finish, and is not
'to be improved upon.

samples of wood and instructive

00 the care of natural wood floors sent
'it file asking.

RV BROTHERS, Limited.

^ UIMORE

Manufacturers

CHICAGO

dNCINNATI

LOUS

I FRANCISCO

'^ry and rUln Office

**» Factory, WALKEPi

Hirough Pull

Service

man

Virgi
VIA THE FAMOUS

nia

\Pour C. & 0. Route

^NLY ONE NIQHT OUT."
'^^ M'ali in j)i„i Ca

***•'"
a few b ^'*"**"' Chicago,

>itvI! .'!".""*"' ^alk of theJ^* Chicago

^Iroad fr'

———^—

^

'^ins of the
""""^" ^'^^^

i*U
**^-L4lland

"^street
^^

J'^'^^t Office
' ^- SPlM\r n

'*''°''® Harrison 4620
N>^'^-^^. General Northern Agent

18,732

Remington Typewriters

are used for instruction purposes in the

schools of the United States and Canada—

MANY THOUSANDS MORE THAN ALL OTHER

MAKES OF WRITING MACHINES COMBINED

This condition is created by the demand for

Remington operators; therefore, it clearly

reflects

THE CHOICE OF THE BUSINESS WORLD

Remington

Typewriter

Company

325*327 ftroadHay,

NEW YORK

Branches fvery^hwe

V>,
K>

l^iVi
H. 1-

1 ' *-r

^^y^
L- , ._,

t. "
/.\,*f.' *T-^

^:^-
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Tfrls Means **Good

In an early form of E»-P"«.^ooif

tw

record of their time.

>MXons
b . F^ I

*

</

is

:!

'"sol^Ty"alfStationers,
with or without

iSSkpH D.XON CRUCIBLE CO.,

Jersey City, N. J-

a*-

t

'i«f-:i'«*
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Adds tastiness to food, encourages the appetite, andpromotes digestion. But be sure it's Mcllhenny's,

=.L^'„'^,'^ ; '"
e^^

^^^^ ^ century. A stimulating
seasoning for Soups, Sauces, Salads, Gravies.
Oysters, Clams, Fish, Roasts, etc.

"'^'*vicb,

Booklet of Recipes on request.

McIlHENNY'S TABASCO. New Ilicria. lonisiana.

The 20th

Century Piano
Any piece of music sounds better on a

STROHBER PIANO
Price and Terms are better too

Direct from the Mmufadurers

STROHBER PIANO CO^Chiago

y_

i\ fc-r^*

fC!^

i'. £^

?. / P
'J

r -.

- .^ «"
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f \ -J

XX
n- >4
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CHAIN of testimonials from dentists in
practice attests the unequalled excel-

clear,., tl,"''?

of Dentacura Tooth Paste. It

decav T. • ^^'^''f^''°y" bacteria, prevents

w S'af . '^^PP^'f'i to the brush without the

m iv knn^"t'"^
^^^ ".^^ of powder. That you

semi vnnT
^^ experience its value we will

our bc^tl^^f^ Vt""]^^^ t"be of Dentacura and

Write^t
^' Ji^'"S Care of the Teeth."Write at once. Offer expiree January ist,

counters p'"'^ "'^^-r^ ^^^ ^^ most toilet

ua%e It we will send it on receipt of price
DENTACURA COMPANY, 166 ALLIN6 ST.. NEWARK. N.'j.

Follow
%.

the Fldg
ft

Pullman Sleepers
AND

Free Chair Cars

Chicago to

PITTSBURG
VIA THE

WABA5H
C.S.CRANE,G.P.4T.A.

.A.PALMtR*A.6.P.^

ST. LOUIS
HICACO

m - A



' To the West Indies and Nassau, leaving New York January 15th.

Duration 19 days; cost $125.00 and upward.
" To the West indies, Tlie Spanish Hain and Nassau, leaving New York

February 6tli. Duration 26 days; cost $17500 and upward.

'" Tothe West Indies and Nassau, leaving New York Harch 8tli. Duration

23 days; cost $150.00 and upward.

the Orient and Holy Land
^the

,'n Madeira,

Ports

the Holy

II

^^.Moltke on a 76-day cruise, leaving New York
g""f

y°, '906.

/adeira, Spain. Gibraltar. Algeria, Italy. France. S.cily, ^a a. EjyPj. ^^-^
;key and Greece. Ample time allowed at each port for extensive shore P

^3^0 and upward a ^\\

Meteor

Uo^at^'y ^"^ ^^'^^- These cruises vary in duration i'f'll'^^^^L illustrated

. WV'"" "P^^'-d- Detailed information, itineraries, and beautUui y

l^ooklets will be sent promptly to any address upon application to the

Hamburg-American Line

«"

Broadway
1229 Walnut St. Phib- Pa«

Mo.

Chica^

"-M'ti;.
:*N.

** #

^^'^j^SW^jr.-..^*.*^



QUARTER GRAND
(STYLE R)

(only five feet long and four feet three inches wide) makes a Grand Piano

possible where formerly an Upright only could be considered. Its attrac-

tive appearance and great portability make their own appeal, and the

price, too, for it is less than that of the largest Upright. A paper chart,

showing the exact space it occupies, will be sent gratis upon application.

Chickering Pianos are made only by Chickering

ft Sons, Boston, and are sold in Chicago only by

CLAYTON F. SUMMY
220 Wabash Avenue

CHICKERING, KURTZMANN, MATHUSHEK
"We Sen AH Pianos at Definite Prices

AND GABLER PIANOS

Publishers and Importers of Music Dealers in Music of the Better Class



r'^' ALTON
RAILW^AY
The Only Way"

iTft--

rr A*

I

Ir-

.-^^

--C,

I -^

- . i

TEE
nos the largest passenger engines

In the ^orld
time

between Chicago,
Sim Louis,
Kansas City and
Peoria« J. Charlton, General Passenger Agent

CHICAQO, ILL.

TANT BOOKS
feTocKov-Russia and Its Crisis

Christian Belief Interpreted by
Christian Experience
^°°„P.P- i.

8vo, cloth; net $1.50, post-
Paid $1.66

*' S f f

^^^^u^i'~'^^^ Prophetic Element
» the Old Testament
»'n+i42

pp.; 8vo, cloth; postpaid $1.00
«li?ion and the Higher Life

*
'

n!*/S" '
'^"'O' c'°*h ; net $1.00, post-

"e Trend in Higher Education
;^^^PPi ^2mo, cloth; net $1.50,
PO'^tpaid $1.63

p/^c^ of Industries in Modern

^\^ffi'$r^'^'
cloth; net $1.00, post-

«fe
Mag

IV Srk/Ji
^'^^ ^' textbooks for use in the

iopir^ ' ^""^^ fro"i the modern scien-

^'^Ptive circular.

Address

l|VtRSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS
AND 1 ^'n-H Ave N EW YORK

:::;::::tj!:;tt

^^_ ^aq^AH Pi

^..- »^^^

Let us prove
what we claim

at our expense

There is only one way to prove any-

thing about a typewriter, and that is

an actual test of the machine itself in

your own office.

That is what we want every possible

purchaser of a Fox Typewriter to do

before he buys.

When we say the Fox Typewriter can

be operated with from 25 to too per

cent, less energy than any other type-

writer, it doesn't mean anything to jou

unless' we can show by this saving tha

it will enable you to reduce the cost ot

vpewriting in your office, give you a

KteT grade of work and save you a mt

^ounf of worry about repa'«-
J^|"

^e show you that, you are interested.

We have proved this to some of the

„,o!t dLrinfinating buyers m the^co n

trv Seventy-f5ve per cent, of our saies

l7e-made"unJerjus?suchcircumstanccs

If we can prove it to you, you want

our machine. ,' „, ,.r.

Remember we prove tku a our »

pense. All you have to do'^ :»> -

are interested,no matter where >o

Write us today.

Fox Typewriter Co.

=Trs^'Srjs, MICH.

560-570 Front St., GRA5D

Branches and A.encle. in Priocpal Ot«.
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RAZOR
Your dally appearance Improved, if the "GEM" is

kept handy. Shaves stubbbrn beard close in from
one to three minntes. No cuts. Little Stropping.

Durable, Clean, Safe, Comfortable. Finest Eng-
lish Cutlery Steel Blades. Try the " GEM."

Send for interesting Free Booklet for shavers

Razor complete - $2.00

Insist on the "Gem"—at dealers or direct on receipt of price

GEM CUTICRY CO., Dep*. 24., U R»^de St., New York

SAVES

^i«

»
HI

J

^
h 1

v;

^-i

/.

.T

n vV

^"

A Short Cut
to Comfort

ng Distance" HYIO
n the illtutmini

«

It for the mai
bed. % Cord

on like i ^9h
fastener. Axf

body can p« it

in place

tools. The
ble switch

the light Ufk
low or entirrj

out SwitchlMi

Indefinitely. 0»
I y the lamp

to be rcpltce^

when burnedOK
tJofds can be isy

i#>rurth desired

y.

,-r

^

^

'\ '-

F ^

T -

, l.Qol for tkt

X fiamt HYLO
and nfm im-

itations.

A

THE
STATE

Twelve styles of HYLO h-f.
SendforCatalogiwandDOoWet

••HowtoRcadYourM

COMPANY
STREET DETROIT. U-S-*-

The series of LIFE '
***'

Masks talcen by
Dr. Finsch from
living natives of
OCEANIA and the
MALAY ARrHJ-
PEUGO, and faith.
f»Ily COLORED AFTER NA-
TURE, were pronounced by
Virchow, Mnntegazzn,
Flower and other savants,
the moat perfect FArsiMI-
LES OF RACE TYPES ever
made. They include natives of the La-
drones, Caroline, Marshall, OUhert,
Ocean, Lagoon, Tonga, Lub, Samoa,N;w Zealand, Borneo, Sumatra, Java, Bali,

T'mor, Celebes, Philippines, New Britain, Duke of
Jork, New Ireland, Solomon, Fiji and Loyalty
islands. New Guinea, Tasmania, Japan, China, W.
ntlTiwS:' ?' "P®****! interest are OUR COLONIAL ABO-
KtuiHEb from Guam, Samoa, Hawaii and Philip-
ptnes- Very appropriate for School. Office, Library or
Reception Hall. Although primarily educational they
-onn unique and striking wall decorations. Full de-
icription with each mask.

Pnce. securely packed, $4 each.
The four colonials $15. Any ten $35.

AK4T0MICAI UBORATORY of CHARLES H. WARD
381 West Ave., Rochester. N.Y.

CIRCUUR ON REQUEST

COLOISirAL
ABORIGINES

Dnd of manatee

described and illustrated,

wonderful resources

shown, and its strange and

absorbingly interesting

history recounted, m

Seaboard Magazine.

SENT FREE ON REQUEST

WHITE, General
IndastrUl kp^

PORTSMOUTH, VIRGD«A
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fAUL E.Wirt
ouNTAiN Pen
•«PaiDtiDg without the bother of a
^Writin^ is work unless you*«h a Wirt. The. original foun-

ds Ready. Always Writes
Jlfet dealers. loo styles. Choose

2/''"/^"t- Send for illustrated
•^f' SoxG-ii,Bloomsburg, Pa.

rV ^ - ^

m. r-f

JOtvMitrf

^:m^.
-. *.* 1 -

***"***""*lfii»Jlll t_

BAUSCH ea LOMB
PROJECTION
APPARATUS

He most complete lecture
room projector ever pro-

Lrantern slides and
microscopic objects shown
consectitively without
change of li^Ht or recenter-
in^.

Catalog C on request

BatiscH a^ Lomb Optical Co.

AfaHufacturers MicTOscopes, Photographic Lenses

and Shutters, Eyeglass Lenses, Field Glasses, etc.

RocHesterf N. Y.
YorK Chicago

iSan Francisco
FranKfurt A/m Germany

^^_'-

K^l

«»iS9m' -JW».tfT-.

Line -writer and

pointer find the place

No guessing.

Speed escapement

Fast work and no "piling

^r^.-

•*orS

i^'i. ^Hl

^^-2

J
^

^m
^5i:.'9y^-*^

r:I.T '

.'*^-k

,_«;?'

^tfa,

i .-

^^

-?_

00^
«??

^r

" ?

H^-

^i-

Justifier-To rewrite a word

instead of a whole page.

Heavy manifoIder-Clear carbon

copies

Instantly interchangeabre printing

cylinders.

Ball-bearings give easy

reduce friction, which is wear

action and

BROADWAY, NEW



The

HE HAMMOND TYPEWRITER has been, since

its introduction in 1884, the Favorite Writing Ma-

chine of the Educated, the Literary, and the Pro-

fessional Man. We can point to College Professors by

hundreds, and to College Alumni by thousands, who are

users of the Hammond.
Their preference for it is not accidental, but is due to

the inherent merits of the machine itself. The printing 01

the Hammond is automatic—independent of the operators

touch— therefore, the novice can do as good as the expert,

the type of the Hammond is interchangeable, therefore the

Linguist can write on one Hammond any desired language,

mathematical and algebraic signs are provided ;

theretore,

the Mathematician and the Scientist can work^ out equa^'

tions and problems; and finally, the work is in sight, vvhic^

renders easy the orderly arrangement of tabulated mat

T/te

Hammond Typewriter Comf^^'^l

Factory and General Offices,

69th to 70th Streets & East River, Neiv York Oty )

NX



No Remedy of Ordinary Merit Could Ever
Have Received Indorsations from

Men Like These.

^gnancy

Samuel O. L. Potter, A. M., M. D., mM .C.P ., London
Professor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine and Chmca;
Medicine in the College ofPhysicians and Surgeons, San Francisce

klfirflf'S Dififidfifi I Dr. Wm. H. Drummond, Professor MedicalJurisprudence

,

a #1

"*''
I

Bishop's University, Montreal, Canada.

II.
." I Cyrus Edson, A. M., M. D., Health Commissioner Ners

MDUminUrifl J y^rk aty and state. President Board of Pharmacy, New York
•Niuiiiiii la ^^ ^^^y^ Examining Physician Corporation Council, etc,

John V. Shoemaker, M. D,, LL. 9;i ,^^/^i^fVl/il^f
Medica and Therapeutics, 31edico-Chirurgtcal College, Philadelphia.

Dr. George B^n, Johnston, Pichmond, Va.,
f>^Jfjf';'J.

Southern SuJgical and Gynecological Association, E^fjf'^J'}^
Medical Society of Fa., and Professor of Gynecology andAbdominal

Surgery, Medical College of Fa.

^ '
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^1 gested, fitted to repair
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i wasted strength, pre-

serve health and pro-

B««lstered. lon^ life.
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illustrated Recipe Book sent free.
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in quart bottles by druggists
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Henry B. Piatt, N. Y.
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For more than thirty years The Popular Science Monthly has been the standard scientific

magazine of the world. It should be found in every library, in the hands of scientific men,inth«

offices of physicians and other professional men and indeed in every home of intelligent tod

cultivated people. The publishers do not need to insist on the merits of the journal for these «<
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" Especially important hi free public libraries."—J. S. Billings, Director of the Consolidated Libraries, New YorkGqr.
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matic.
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Microphotographic (Apparatus, visible ultra -
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igCtnCnt for viewing Ultra-Microscopic Particles.
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Stereoscopic T^nge Finders.
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'^OS Cameras with focal plane shutters.

Stereoscopes and ^erants for viewing photographs.

copic Sights

optical Measuring Instruments for chemists and Ph>

iclsts, d Sp
fractometers. Com

5,
Spectrom
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fe and Schlleren Apparatus

C^'fogues and circulars describing any of the above instruments, together with

quotations of prices, either duty paid or duty free, sent on request.
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Method. Plant Histology
SECOND EDITION, ILLUSTRATED

"By CHARLES J. CHAMBERLAIN, A,M„ PkD,
Instracior in Botany in the Uml^ersiiy of Chicago

Constant Help
Students

and
Botany

Contains Directions for Collecting and Preparing Plant Meterial forHicroscopic

Jntestigation

IT
is based upon a course in botanical micro-technique, and is the first complete

manual to be published on this subject. It is the result of several years' work

with classes in residence at the University of Chicago, and with University

Extension classes away from the University. It aims, therefore, to meet the

requirements, not only of the student who has the assistance of an instructor in

a fully equipped laboratory, but also the student who must work by himself and

with limited apparatus. Free-hand sectioning, the paraffin method, the collodion

method, and the glycerine method, are treated in considerable detail. In later

chapters specific directions are given for making such preparations as are needed

by those who wish to study the plant kingdom from the algae up to the flowering

plants. Special attention is paid to the staining of karyokinetic figures because

the student who masters this problem will find little difficulty in differentiating

other structures. Formulas are given for the reagents commonly used m *

'

histological laboratory.

In preparing the second edition the author has kept in view the advance m the

science since the book first appeared. Professor Klebs's methods for securing

various reproductive phases in the algae and fungi have been outlined in a P^^c-

t\r^] «.o„ .„j .•_ , . ^ . . , _:...„ tn rollecting
has been given toway, and in general much more attention nas uccu 5^'— --

,

material. New chapters deal with the Venetian turpentine method, micro-cheffli„.. xitw cuapters aeai with ttie Venetian turpentine meunju, t^—
tests, free-hand sections, special methods, and the use of the microscope,

changes and additions have enlarged the volume from 168 to 272 pages.

r

272 pp., 8 vo, cloth, net, $2J5, postpaid $2,39

These

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAG P^^^
« J

Chicago and New York
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A Beautiful Gift Book.
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Just Published, too full page

Pictures.

The story in Bible language.
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but suitable for all,

Size,7XQl^. About 230 pages.

Price, $1.50, postpaid.

Order to-day.

*%n calling please ask to see Mr. Grant
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'i
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lat.
• ^ I^ A

^- 42d Street New Yorlc
^ advertisement and receive a discount

Awarded Four Gold Medals
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Send go cents for 50 Art Subjects,
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Christ, etc.; or 50 for Children, or

25 cents for any 25.
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For Christmas Set of 120 choice
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The
New Reflecting

Lantern

colored prints, flowers, Bpecimens, meohanicai

models and cuts in books. Also shows lantern

slides perfectly. Attachable to atiy electric

lantern. ^„. .

We ftl»»o carry a large »to<.t of lantern Slide* U
illustrate Education.! and ScleatlOc bubjcct*.

Lantern Slide* on Geoffruphy.

Lantern Slides on Geoloffy and Bolnny.

Lantern Slides on Natural IlUtory.

Lantern Slides on Astronomy and AnMomy.

Lantern Slides on American ilUtory.

Lantern Slides on PsycholoKy. A^M*-^t«re
Lantern Slides on Engineering and Arcliltectnre.

T Aiitern Slides on 3Ilnlnfr*
, . . «

\lTJrn Slide. Illu.tr.ttng many other .ubJecU.

We rent slides at low rates Send for lists,

naming particular subject of Interest.
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Dept. 24 918 Chestnut St., Phlla.
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The Significance of the Mathematical

Element in the Philosophy of Plato.

By Irving Elgar Miller.

Culture History Chanson de

Geste— Aymeri de Narbonne.

Wilson Drane Crabb. xxvi-[-96pp..

royal 8vo, paper, net $0.75; postpaid . $0.79 I royal 8vo, paper, ^i.25; postpaid . .$1.31

The Negatives of the Indo-European

Languages. By Frank Hamilton

, royal 8vo, paper,

Greek.

Fowler.

net $0.50; postpaid

History of U-Stems

William Cyrus Gunnerson. 72 pp.,

royai 8vo, paper, net $0.75; postpaid .

The Metaphorical Terminology of Greek

Rhetoric and Literary Criticism.

La Rue Van Hook. 52 pp., royal

8vo, paper, net $0.75; postpaid

Sanctae Silviae Peregrinatio; The Text

and a Study of the Latinity.

Edward A, Bechtel, Reprint from

Studies in Classical Philology, Vol. IV.

160 pp., royal 8vo, paper, net 5l.oo;

postpaid

The Samas Religious Texts. With 20

plates of texts. By Clifton Daggett
Gray. 24 pp.. royal 8vo, paper, net

$1.00; postpaid ......
The Treatment of Nature in German

Literature from Giinther to the Ap-
pearance of Goethe's Werther
Max Batt. 112 pp., royal 8vo, paper,

net $1.00; postpaid

Metaphor and Simile

Elizabethan Drama. By Frederic
Ives Carpenter. 118 pp., royal 8vo,

paper, net gi.oo: postpaid

Some Principles of Elizabethan Stag-
ing. By George F. Reynolds.

pp.. royal 8vo, paper, net $0.50; post-

0.78

0.78

the Minor

The Public Schools of Chicago.

Hannah B. Clark. 118 pp., royal

8vo, paper, net ^0.50; postpaid

^53
J
Culture Agencies of a Typical Manu-

facturing Group : South Chicago.

By John Morris Gillette. 6S pp.,

royal 8vo, paper, net $0.50; postpaid

A Preliminary Study of the Pueblo

of Taos, New Mexico. With illustra-

tions. By Merton Leland Miller.

48 pp., royal 8vo, paper, net 50.40;

postpaid

The Ethno-Botany of the Coahuilla

Indians of Southern California.

David Prescott Barrows. 82 pp.,

royal 8vo, paper, net $0.50; postpaid

The Secession and Reconstruction of

Tennessee. By James Walter Fer-

tig. 108 pp., royal 8vo, paper, net

jSi.oo; postpaid

Feudal Relations between the Kings

of England and Scotland under the

Early Plantagenets. By Charles

Truman Wyckoff. 160 pp., roy^'

8vo, net jJSi.oo; postpaid . • '

A Study of the Court of Star Cham-

ber. By Cora L. Scofield. 82 pp.

royal 8vo, paper, net Si.oo; postpaid

The Legal Protection of Women among

the Ancient Germans. By ^^ h^^-'am

pp., royal 8vo,

1.08

1.04

1.05

1.08

0.54

Evidence in Athenian Courts. By Rob-
ert J. Bonner. 98 pp., royal 8vo,

paper, net S0.75; postpaid . o.So

Rullkoetter.

paper, net j?r.00; postpaid - •

The Idea of God in Relation to The-

ology. By ElIPHALET ALLISON R^A^^^^

68 pp., royal 8vo, paper, netSO./^,

postpaid . • • ; '

^sc

W.D.GNAN. 43 PP- royal Svo. P^P'^^;

net 50.50; postpaid •
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EnitJtrsit^ of Chicago l^xtm

beral Sociology
'.'ALBION W. SMALL
Wessor and Head of the Department of
=««>% in the University of Chicago
^or of the American Journal of Sociology
fe author of An Introduction to the Study
V Society

P^ this important book Professor
brings his wide reading
analytical powers to bear
'ory of socioloe:v and its

aims to be regarded as a
These claims have often

"'sputed, on the ground that
^^^tenal of sociology has already

An Exposition of the Main Development

Theory

Ratzenhofer

-^

..^

-i^

g

"Mhe

** sciences-ethnology, history,

J!<=s, etc. Professor Small's
.

.« 's that the work of co-ordi-

- ,

^^ various groups, of sur-
.;'^^'ie process of human associa-

J

^'hole, is a task distinct

;j

^ of a worker in one of the

W:;"^ }^^' the body of

5^,, ^^'"^d legitimately

mJjT'^- The book thus

kl' r • ^^^"g at once

-*i

^ ^^G aim, being at once a • r^

:^'^ of the ruison d'etre and a plea for the recognition of the n^«"j
C! """^""'^ f°' the use of students in the classroom. It = addressed

<«ch r;
"°"°">i^ts, political scientists, psychologists, and moral.sts, qu.te

'* to sociologists.

*'»+739 pp., 8vo, cloth; net $400, postpaid $4-23



TH E UN I VE RSI TY OF CHICAGO PRESS

A

Decade of Civic Development
By CHARLES ZUEBLIN

Professor of Sociology in the University of Chicago

Author of American Municipal Progress

Associate Editor of the American Journal of Sociology

VIGOROUS optimist is in himself a hopeful sign of the times. The author

of this volume is a man of this stamp. "The last decade," he says, "has

witnessed not only a greater develop

ment of civic improvement than anj

former decade, but a more marked

advance than all the previous history

^ 1 „ ••

of the United States can

Professor Zueblin is a practical man.

and his book is a practical book. It

gives a concise and spirited account

of certain definite measures (politi-

cal, economic, social, and artIstic)for

the betterment of American cities.

Here is a subject that lies at our

very doors a subject that no ciU-

zen can afford to overlook.

Beginning with a discussion ot

the revived interest in citizenship.

he treats in turn the training ot t^

citizen, the making of the city, t^

educational effect of the great

world's fairs, and the recent .^

provements in the cities where most has been done

Wash on.

sh

Boston, New York, Harr^

the Reconstruction. There could hardly d

^^^^^

What
a more effective method of preaching: the new crusade than strai

recital of what has already been accomplished,

movement will be can o"'" ^'^ ^r.i^:^^^^A u„t- nn r,

of its present status.

lora*

twenty full-pageinc uooK, just published, contains twenty ruii-p'ig"- i- ^^^BP

Aside from his classroom work as professor of sociology,^ ro

,
extension

is one of the most-sought lecturers of the day in the field of
^"'"^^^^'J^.gJ^ent.

and was formerly president of the American League for Civic Impr

200 pp., i2mo $1.25, postpaid $
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Dssia and Its Crisis

PAUL MILYOUKOV
Formerly Professor of History at the Universities of Moscow and Sofia

MOST opportune work

at the present moment
"lal Milyoukov's Russia

k Crisis. The book is

'horitative and compre-

account of the past

vment and present
ion of the Czar's

:. as manifested in its

political, and religious

tions. Professor Mil-
•. who is now in St.

'^^% where he has

J suffered imprison-
•= for his activity in the
«ffreedom, is a typical
'tntative of the influ-

^^anch of the Liberal
Wn as the "Intel-

His knowledge' of
.1 A ^ i t

object
IS minute and

;ti, his judgment calm
'**^' and his presenta-

.

^'s views perfectly
-^^d fearless.

^

i
V

_'^

V^'

"I

\:

--*
t-

t

^^itT' ^''' °f November i, says: "The author carries out very satisfactorily the

'ta r
,^:^ ^^^«- Wm, and the book is orxe that must be studied by anyone who e

- ; ^^^alknowlp^r,. .r t. . „. . , . . i._.„„*;.i on^ satisfactory piece oi
must UC aLuv^.— "J ^ ,

H.SO. ^;T''^^'
°^ ^-^-- The book is a substantial and

f'^^^^'lll''^,,
^,^^°;,

MUyoukov
. . . . possesses an intimate knowledge of bis subject, and s fearle

«:^LeL
"

:f^"'°"^:
--d we feel through the whole discussion that he ,s ^jn" ^^

*'^%e of present conditions in Russia from the historical point of view.

^^^+589 pp., crown 8vo, cloth; net $3.00, postpaid $3.20
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ANCIENT RECORDS
1

General Editor: WILLIAM RAINEY HARPER
r

President of the University of Chicago

Professor and Head of the Department of Semitic Languages and Literatures

'T'HE plan of this important undertaking, which aims to place before ik

m
or available only in fragmentary and scattered collections, originated

years ago, and has been in process of elaboration ever since. It is intenWli

comprise three series of volumes, each of which will cover a special pcn««

the ancient world, as follows:

Ancient Records of Assyria and Babylonia

Special Editor: ROBERT FRANCIS HARPER
Professor of Semitic Languages and Literatures in the University of CJiicig*

1-

n. Ancient Records of Egypt
Special Editor: JAMES HENRY BREASTED

Professor of Egyptology and Oriental History in the University of Chicip

III. Ancient Records of Palestine, Phoenecia,

Syria
Special Editor: WILLIAM RAINEY HARPER

and

Professor and Head of the Department of Semitic Languages an

in the University of Chicago

Of these, Series II, "Ancient Records of Egypt, is the first to
^^^\^^^

form, and four volumes are announced for publication during the co_^^ -

which will include the Historical Documents. The first
"^^^"^^^

'^^^ti'.

about January 15, igo6, and the remaining three at intervals betwee

and July i.

An advance price of $3.00 net per volume, or $12.00 net for
^^ ^^

set, will be made. This will apply to all orders received prior to
j .

After that date the price will be advanced to $15.00 net per set.

i

(See opposite page.)
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^

incient Records of Egypt
By JAMES HENRY BREASTED

Professor of Egyptology and Oriental History in the University of Chicago

Author of The History of Egypt

A FULL and reliable source-book

,
of Egyptian history is at last to

appear. After ten years of labor,

Professor James H. Breasted offers

to Egyptologists and students of

history a corpus of Egyptian in-

scriptions on a scale not previously

attempted, and with a degree of ac-

curacy never before attained. Pro-

fessor Breasted has copied with his

own hand every Egyptian inscription

in Europe and many of those in

Egypt. So thorough a revision

would have been impossible but for

his connection with the great Egyp-

tian Dictionary in preparation by the

Royal Academies of Germany. The

inaccuracy of even the best readings

of ancient inscriptions is proverbial,

believed that, with the

minute care that he has bestowed

upon the work, Professor Breasted's

record of this vast mass of rapidly

°S material will prove definitive. Remote and dry as such labor may

:^
^« the layman, it

'
'
— "'-'^

?

* but it is

proves on quaintance to be teeming

^'interest. It is hardly necessary to say that an expert linguist at the

,^
^3y is in a position very different from that of even the best scholar

:J^^^ years ago. So great has been the progress in the study of the language

^^^omplete revision of the documents was imperatively demanded.
.'"'"""''"-

arranged chronologically and extend from the earliest

i B. C.

"Piions are arranged chronologically and extend trom inc cai^.v....

e final loss of Egyptian independence by the Persian conquest in

^ey are accompanied by historical introductions, explanatory notes,

analytical ind
' ' '

"— "*'^" ^'^ ^^*^ authors•*»f II

accompanied by historical introauciioub, cAt^.^^^^-v - ^

W '"^^>'^^^^1 index. While intended as a companion to the author s

\^'^^of Egypt, they have an independent value, and deserve a place on the

^^ery student of ancient history.ancient history.

4 vols.; 390, 450, 300,560 pp. (
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The Silver Age of the Greek World
By JOHN P. MAHAFFY

Sometime Professor of Ancient History in the University of Dublin

students of ancient life and thought Professor Mahaffy's scholarly"

volumes on the history of Greek civilization need no introduction. Odc

of these the University Press has already been privileged to publish, Tk

Progress of Hellenism in Alexander's Empire, and another is shortly to appa-

The Silver Age of the Greek World, which covers the period from the Roaii

conquest to the accession of Hadrian, tracing the spread of Hellenism in Asa

Egypt, and Italy. To classicists the chapters on Cicero and Plutarch will be

especial interest, while general readers will be attracted by those that deal**

religion and literature in the first century. (To be published early in 1906.^

First Russian Reader
By SAMUEL NORTHRUP HARPER

Graduate of L'Ecole des Langues Orientales, Paris; Associate in Russian Lang"':'

"

Literature in the University of Chicago.

jV/TR. HARPER, who has studied his subject extensively in Moscow, Beri*

and Paris, is bringing out a First Russian Reader an adaptation di

French book compiled by Paul Boyer and N. Speranski, of the Ecolc ce

Langues Orientales. The text for reading consists of stories from Tolstoy,^

there are grammatical and explanatory notes and a vocabulary. (Tobep

lished early in 1906.)

The Metaphorical Terminology of Greek

Rhetoric and Literary Criticism
By LA RUE VAN HOOK

Preceptor in Greek and Latin in Princeton University.

N this dissertation Mr. Van Hook aims to determine the soun

obvious figurative terms, and to classify them accordingly;

uses as critical terms by
terms and parallel passages

and to cite sit*
to

52 pp., royal 8vo, paper; net 75 cents, postpaid 78 cents

The Idle Actor in Aeschylus
By FRANK W. DIGNAN

h Aesc*")-

^^HIS dissertation is an attempt to show that the false art f^''.^^
|?^,^'condi-"

is ridiculed by Aristophanes was largely due to the V^'^'^^c^-"
and immature drama of the period. The argument involves a gene

of the management of the actors in early drama.

40 pp., 8vo, paper; net 50 cents, postpaid 53
«nts
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Books for New Testament Study
REVISED EDITION

By CLYDE W. VOTAW
Assistant Professor of New Testament Literature in the University of Chicago

r

HESE lists, comprising books both popular and professional, arc presented

in the hope that they may be of assistance to students of the Bible in the

idcction of books for their study of the New Testament. The number of pcr-

who are endeavoring to gain a historical and literary, as well as a

spiritual, understanding of the Bible increases rapidly, and many of them desire

fiidance in the selection of books from which they may acquire the knowledge

•Wight.

The books named here are those which it is thought will prove most help-

W to the present-day student of the New Testament. Different schools of

biblical interpretation are represented in the lists, brief annotations being given

to characterize the books respecting their point of view, scope, and qualities of

|«uticular value. The only consideration in the choice of titles has been the

tficiency of the books to promote the best appreciation, knowledge, and use of

^ New Testament.

56 pp., royal 8vo, paper; net 50 cents, postpaid 53 cents

The Messianic Hope in the New
Testament
% SHAILER MATHEWS

Professor of Systematic Theology in the University of Chicago

X^IS volume seeks to establish a criterion for determining to what extent the

,

concepts of the New Testament writers were essential and to what extent

'''^- In other words, It seeks to determine whether these concepts were ot

'^^^^1 or of local application. The book is not only an interestmg and

^^ example of the historical method of studying the New Testament

^*ill be found indispensable in any attempt to fix the Unes to be followed

- ^positive and genuine evangelical rendition of theology.

"Prof
•Ot IrM,:

—
'

^"'I'ier Mat Messianic Hope in the New

Wnic rK
'^'"^'y' ^""^ s^^^ely drawn the distinction between uar... =j disciples

^Vtoth.
"'"''" ^^ mission and the misinterpretation^ put upon

^^^^'^l^^^l^ .-hat sort

^K, S,
^'^^'^"^^ Pharisaic conception of what the kingdom of God meant

«e Messiah was to he:'— Outlook.

' + 338 pp.. 8vo. silk: net $2.50, postpaid $2.69
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Finality of the Christian Religion
By GEORGE B. FOSTER

Professor of the Philosophy of Religion in the University of Chicago

N a course of lectures delivered at Harvard in 1893 and 1894, ProfeSiw.

Foster outlined an argument for the absolute value of Christianity which so

impressed his hearers that he was urged to put it into permanent form. Thii

he has at length done in The Finality of the Christian Religion, a work which gives

evidence on every page of deep reading and a penetrating mind. Professor Fosta

contends that Christianity is a part of human existence^that, in the words 0:

Tertullian, men are by nature Christians. The tendency of modern thought is Is

reduce everything to mere relativity. To this he opposes the absolute value of

Christianity, not in the rigid form of a fixed revelation, but as a natural develop-

ment. The work, which will be published in two parts, falls into four sectioti

The first section is a historical survey of the field under discussion; the second.

a destructive criticism of authority -religion; the third, a presentation of ibc

transition to a naturalistic view of the world; while the fourth is a constructiff

treatment of Christianity as the religion of the moral consciousness of man, la

accordance with the evolutionary conception of a continually progressive humar-

ity. (The first part will appear early in 1906.)

The Prophetic Element in the Old

Testament
By WILLIAM R. HARPER ,^

President and Head of the Department of Semitic Languages and Literatures o

of Chicago „ j.

"THIS is the latest volume in the series of "Constructive Bible Studies-^^

forms, therefore, one step in the process by which the bun
) ^

pupil is led from the kindergarten stage to mature biblical ^^"° ^"^^
to co!-

book is adapted for use in adult Bible classes, and will appeal '^^^'^
'^

^,^^^^^i.

lege and divinity students. It assumes that the reader has already an u

;......v,.u.k/^..u„.„.„._ :...^_.„. -^^-^ maturity. The term "proph^-^

shown
;\Ti

is taken in its widest possible sense, and the prophetic element is s

interwoven with every period of biblical history, the present v*^^""^^
^^ ^

the subject through Amos. A frank recognition is everywhere
"^^^^^^^^jji,

various possible points of view, from the ultra-conservative to the ra

^^^^ ^
but the reader has no difficulty in discovering the moderate views ^^

personally adopted by the author.

vin+142 pp., 8vo, cloth: postpaid $1.00
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Cliristian Belief Interpreted by
Christian Experience
By CHARLES CUTHBERT HALL

President of Union Theological Seminary
Author of Universal Elements in Christian Religion,

S 1902 the course of lectures de-

livered by President Hall, on the

mows Foundation, in India,
urlon, and Japan, created a pro-

:nd impression throughout the

"^t by reason of their scholarly

"tents, their clarity and beauty of

'^X their irenic tone, and the tact-

svmpathy with which they pre-

wted e essence of the Christian
^">n in terms adapted to the

"tiods of thought of the
-^- These lectures are nc
^able for u7f»cf^t-« ^^^A^.

eastern

h general title of

^^tfd by Christian Exp.

Belief

The

4«c

is dedicated "to

I

to wh

precious
j^

om the study of religion

the spirit of
^-Jerhood, and with true respect
^evarious faiths of men." This
r^"^ spirit and breadth of view
"**icteri7.p tv,^ „.u-i. 1 , ., nuroose of which is to point out the

..xiv^iv, uuUK, LIIC JIJLllllSH- purpose Wi »'
, • * triitVl<:-

,:l'^
foundation underlying the gropings of men after ultimate truths

^ ^
ifestations of the religious hfe, m its*«* that, however varied the mani

to advance

s of Christianity to being the absolute religion.

^^nts purpose, this book i
Congregaiionalisi.

"One L*^'
^^'^"'Jy commend this magn

7^ down the book with a feeling
^''c charm r.f »v .. , . . .

s a masterpiece. .-. . ,. -Methodist

The World To-Day

-AVw York Observer.

"£:l^!:;!ltttU'^.>-P-°^-„.

^lii + 256 pp., 8vo, cloth; net $1.50, postpaid $1.66
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PrimaryFacts in Religious Thought
By ALFRED WESLEY WISHART

Sometime Fellow in Church History in the University of Chicago

Author of Monks and Monasteries

HE religious needs of our generation are admittedly peculiar. Thisattemr

to suggest a clue for the solving of some widespread difficulties will prove

interesting to all thoughtful minds. The book is in a sense theoretical, but ii;

closeness to life at every point— its combination of warm feeling with sanity-

saves it from seeming a mere academic exercise and gives it a direct appeal. Tbe

author starts with the conception of religion as a universal, inevitable human

experience, distinguishes it from other things with which it is often confused

as theology and morality shows its intimate connection with the life of societT.

and suggests how its essence may be kept in spite of changing views on minor \

points.
125 pp., i2mo, cloth; net 75 cents, postpaid 82 cents

The Place of Industries in Elemen

tary Education By KATHARINE E. DOPP

J I* ^ m. k ^hrf ^4 b^ ^ ^F

Chicago

^TN this book Miss u

^ scribes in an interes _

popular style the evolution^

nd lh«

the Aryan peoples,

gradual social and industry

progress of the human race

-

the various epochs, and sU^-

the results of a practical appl^

tion of her conclusions to pr^

lems of the elementary scho.'

Professor John Dewey, 'n*!
:

mentary SchoolJeacherf^^ ,

my judgment M.S Do P^^ ^^
the most help ul thingj

^^ ^^

to teachers tnis P"'"'" t^etn 1^

torical], and of pun g ;^ ^ ^

material invoiveu „

on its educational side-

ll.Il

^
1
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Studies in Ancient Furniture
Couches and Beds of the Greeks, Etruscans, and Romans

By CAROLINE L. RANSOM
Fellow in the History of Art in

, the University of Chicago

ARCHAEOLOGISTS, philolo-

gists, students of Greek and

Uufl literature, collectors of an-

tt(jue furniture, and designers will

flcinterested in this book, in which
:orthe first time the subject of

^•eds and couches of the classical

period has been treated exhaust-
ively. The descriptive text is

aCCOmnanl^rl K,. 1 i. Heracles reclining upon a dining-couch In the house of Eurytu*.

•^-tompanied by explanatory Detail f>om a Corinthian vase-pamnne

^te, and numerous full -page
!^tes and cuts enhance the value of this handsome volume, which is issued in

^0 f^rm, with large, clear type, heavy paper, wide margins, and a buckram

-over of --^ j-_-i
_

£«st

«of rich dark green stamped in gold.

"iliss Ransom has done her work thoroughly and well
^^"rl^V^W

"^tions, which call for emphatic praise. The indexes are very full and helpful. The book
—1 "u.v-u cdii ror empnatic praise, ine inucxcs .nt v<-ij ."'•

»

*» whole deserves high commendation."—F. H. Marshall in the Classical Review.

"A scholarly contribution to the archaeology of furniture. No phase of the subject is over-

'^^r-Dial.

128 +29 Plates, large 4to, buckram; net $4,501 postpaid $4

Egoism Study in the Social

Premises of Religion
.
% LOUIS VVALLIS

r "lis book the author sets forth the
ly

This thesis he then proceeds_ to

The historical criticism

,-- propelling the social machine."

^heTu'
' ^>' '^''^'^^^ drawn from biblical history. The historical c.......^

V '^^'' the author maintains, must be made in the light of s°^'° °^>;f''^'''
requires the cognizance of the basic sociological factor. Lastl)

^WS
3

Practical bea
«5ctremel

y readable and suggestive.
4

P
The little volume

$1.00, postpaid $
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The Social Ideals of Alfred Tenny

son as Related to His Time
By WILLIAM C. GORDON

T is rare that two departments of study are combined so cleverly and profit-

ably as literature and sociology are combined here. The reader sees at

once that Mr. Gordon is quite at home in both fields. He reads his Tennyson

with the discriminating sympathy and sure understanding of a scholar, and

he handles the sociological categories with practiced ease. In a witty and origi-

nal chapter he defends the legitimacy of his attempt to employ literature as a

corpus vile for science, and few would care to deny the right to one who himself

possesses so pithy a style. The book will be of equal interest to sociologists

and to students of literature.

150 pp., 8vo, paper; net $1.00, postpaid $1.10

Lodowick Carlieli

By CHARLES H. GRAY
Assistant Professor of English in the University of Kansas

pleasing typographical form.

T^HE author presents in a single volume an exposition of the hte ana g

of a dramatist heretofore little known. Lodowick Carllell was a courtier

and playwright of the time of the Stuarts, and flourished during the reign

Charles I. He wrote eight plays, which are of a peculiar nature and interes mg

as a type as well as individually. One of them, The Deserving ^^^^*^^^'

reprinted from the original edition of 1629, with no changes except
aj^^J

This play, with a summary and a critical
J^c^^

sion ot each of the others, gives an adequate idea of their author's ra

^^^^
style. His biography Is written at some length. As the plays have no^^

^^
reprinted since the lifetime of their author, and have never been ^^^"^^"^^^^

^^^^^^
whole, and as Carliell's biography has not been written until now, this \o

affords new matter in the history of the English drama.
profess*

"This IS an interesting contribution to the history of the English drama ...
"^^^^^^^j

Gray furnishes a full and interesting account of Carliell's life, and an outline of bis

play-writer."— 0«/^ij/&.

177 PP.» 8vo, cloth; net $1.50, postpaid $1.62
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Methods in Plant Histology

By CHARLES J. CHAMBERLAIN
Instructor in Botany in the University of Chicago

\

THE many teachers and students of botany who already know Professor

Chamberlain's book will welcome the new and enlarged edition. It is

tke only book that gives full directions for the collection and preparation of

kotanical material for the microscope. The various methods of mounting are

treated in detalL snecial crominence beins^ now Sfiven to the Venetian turpentine

ethod and to improvements in the paraffin method. Microchemical tests,

fee-hand sectioning, the use of the microscope, and the securing of repro-

ktive stages in the t

4e new edition. Wh :k

distance to high-school teachers and amateurs.

This revised and enlarged edition, which was placed on the market Novem-

i^i.is practically a new book. It is the result of ten years' work. It aims to

eet

"•1 fully equipped laboratory, but also of the student who must work alone

'JtUimited apparatus.

x-f262 pp., 8vo, cloth; net $2.25, postpaid $2.39

^Laboratory Guide in Bacteriology
1*

h PAUL G. HEINEMANN
Fellow in Bacteriology in the University of Chicago— — %- ww« 'v^»\yK y lit Lll^ V^ 111 V ^i 01cjr v^t ^^»**v*^Q -^

T"E Pnncipal purpose of the manual is to guide the medical studentthrough

an elementary course in bacteriology. In writing this Gmde, special stres

•^beenkiH .. .u . . .... A _ ..„A.r.^ Jnadeauately prepared tor

dly
' —'ug me aii-impoi
!j^^'ng branch of biology
^"e course as
-aints the

'^11 ut Dioiogy. . j^(j

: as outlined includes all well-known pathogenic »actena,^^

^^
-- student with their biological characteristics in such a »^)

tl '; ^°"i"g physician to recognize them by the ?'^^"'^'''^~

;;
»ok, therefore, is useful to the practitioner as a reference to

^l'»;'^'^

J"

>y and afford hie guidance for research in his pract.ce The bo°k '»

,^^ and a list of recipes for making up special culture med.a adds greatly

Usefulness.

xiv4-i44 pp., i2mo, cloth; net $1.50, postpaid $1.61
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CONSTRUCTIVE BIBLE STUDIES

Edited by WILLIAM R. HARPER and ERNEST D. BURTON'

ORIGIN: The Constructive Bible Studies are the outgrowth of the
y

conviction that the prevailing systems of Sunday-school instruc-
^

1 -

tion are insufficient to meet the growing demands of the times.

PURPOSE: Believing the Sunday school to be the great educational

branch of the church, the editors of the Constructive Bible Studies

have sought to produce a series of religious textbooks based on

the fundamental laws laid down by trained educators. One of

the most important of these laws Is the principle that the curricu-

lum must be adapted to the capacity of the pupils, giving to each

grade work which is suited in material and method of treatment

to the stage of development of the pupils.

PLAN: The Studies comprise four series, each corresponding to a

J

definite stage of development in the pupil.

THE KINDERGARTEN SERIES

takes up work of a more general character, dealing with, the

mental facts of the Bible and the religious life.

funda-

ELEMENTARY
1 1

is intended as an aid in broadening the view of the Bible as a \v

and as an introduction to the study of particular books.

THE SECONDARY SERIES
terial

has for its object a closer acquaintance both with the biblical ma

and with religious concepts.

THE ADVANCED SERIES

has been planned with a view to promoting a more minute exa
^^^^^^^

of the historical data, and naturally invites a discussion o

religious problems and the various attempts at their solution.
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CONSTRUCTIVE BIBLE STUDIES

'iSERIES OF TEXTBOOKS FOR THE GRADED SUNDAY SCHOOL

CURRICULUM FOR 1905-6

FOR THE KINDERGARTEN DIVISION

:^of Sunday-School Lessons. By Florence U. Palmer. Postpaid, $i.oo.

FOR THE ELEMENTARY DIVISION

BEGINNING GRADES (aGES 6-8)

httl for Teachers, with Lessons, Music, and Manual Work, By Georgia L. Cham

KRLiN and Mary Root Kern. (To be published in 1906.)

ADVANCED GRADES (aGES 9"! i)

« Iitroductioa to the Bible for Teachers of Children. By Georgia L. Chamberlix

Postpaid, $1.00.

FO'r THE SECONDA
BEGINNING GRADES (aGES I 2-1 3)

»*«inthe Gospel according to Mark. By Ernest DeWitt Burton. Postpaid, Si.oo.

INTERMEDIATE GRADES (aGES 14-^5)

'••'• By Herbert L. Willett. (To be published in 1906.)

advanced grades (ages 16-17)
•* I^e of Christ. By Ernest DeWitt Burton and Shailer Mathews. Postpaid,

fi.oo.

"^
Apostolic Age. By George H. Gilbert. (To be published ini 906.)

?* Pfitttly Element

THE

^j
mphetic Element in thp OM T^afflmpnt Rv Wi

William R. Harper. Po^^^'f-^^'

!

wok of the Life of the Apostle Paul. By Ernest
*^ostpaid, CO cent.

By ERNEST DkWitt BURTON. Postpaid. ..o.

»P.ni Bv ERNEST DeWitt BURTON. Paper

THE HOME DIVISION AND

i« outline bible STUDY COURSES
^

^ ^^^hadowings of the Christ. By William R. Harper. Paper. o •

li,jt
'^ "^^ ^^"^t- By Ernest DeWitt Burton. Paper. 50

cents.

^^^^^^

^r»<^ng of the Christian Church. By Ernest DeWitt Burton. Pape •

5
^^^^

^1 ''^ ^'^^^^ Teachings of Jesus. By Shailer Mathews. Pape •

5
^^^^^

.;^^of the Old Testament Priests. By William R- Harper. Pape^- 5
^^^^

^^^^ Of the Old Testament Sages. By William R. HarpeR- P^P^^"

^LPS FOR SUPERINTENDENTS AND

-Ct ''^^^^ ''' ^^e Sunday School. By Ernest DeWitt Burton and ha

'•'^tHneJ
^^^^P^'d, $i.„. Postpaid, $i.63-

""'^ of a Bible-School Curriculum. By George W. Pease. Postp
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Studies in General Physiology
By JACQUES LOEB

Professor of Physiology in the University of California

N these two volumes Professor Loeb has collected the results of his e

ments with life-phenomena, and has presented them in logical sequel

Great interest also attaches to the books because they recount the prelimln

steps which have led to the wonderful results lately attained by Professor

in his attempts to fertilize ovae in an artificial way (parthenogenesis).

volumes contain numerous diagrams and other illustrations.

*'No student of physiology will feel his opportunities complete or his library satisl

without these two volumes."

—

Chicago Medical Recorder.

In two volumes, royal 8vo, silk: net $7.50, postpaid $7,9i

Light Waves and Their Uses
By ALBERT A. MICHELSON

Professor and Head of the Department of Physics in the University of Chicago

THESE lectures, delivered at the Lowell Institute, proved so popular w^

This volume will be found of great practical value, not only by all students of

optics and general physics, but also by those who have to solve engineenngo,

mechanical problems that call for extreme accuracy. Numerous practicaUppo.

cations of recent theories, together with accurate illustrations and description

apparatus, add materially to the value of the book. There are io8 cuts ac*.

three colored lithograph plates.
#

portant

expected to follow the original papers."— iVa/wr^

$2.00, postpaid $2

Physical Chemistry in the Service

of the Sciences
By JACOBUS H. VAN T HOFF

. ^ .„i,ersity of Be*

Member of the Prussian Academy of Sciences, Professor Honoranus in the
^ „ «

jj tif

'pHE course of lectures delivered by Professor Jacobus H. Van t

^^^^^^^
*^ University of Chicago has been carefully edited by Pr°f^''°Vj

under*
^mith, and is now available in book form. The lectures are a'J^"^^ . . pj,,-?-

fo lowing heads: Introductory, Physical Chemistry and Pure
^^^^\^^^i,Q\<^

cal Chemistry and Industrial Chemistry, Physical Chemistry ana
.

Physical Chemistry and Geology.

I $1.50, postpaid $
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS announces the addition to its

list of periodical publications of two new new journals, devoted to the

crests of the Ancient Classics, viz:

CLASSICAL PHILOLOGY
Under the editorial direction of the Classical Department of the University of Chicago,

with the co-operation of a number of representative scholars of other institutions; Fro-

FESSOR Edward Capps, of the University of Chicago, Managing Editor.

Classical Philology is established in the conviction that classical studies in

'erica has so developed during the last quarter of a century as to demand an

^':tionaI medium of publication, and that the establishment of such a journal
^

not only meet this need, but will also foster and encourage research, and

Serially help to raise the level of classical studies in this country. The

-nialwill be devoted to investigations in the languages, literatures, history,

life of Classical Antiquities, and to reviews of current publications in

*ot fields. It will be issued quarterly, in January, April, July, and October.

^ first number will appear about January i, 1906. The first volume will

-^a about 380 pages.
Sub

-3.
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LIFE HISTORY OF HYPOCREA ALUTACEA.

George F. Atkinson.

(WITH PLATES XIV-XVl)

Hypocrea

on account of its history, but because of its peculiar form and color

characters, taken in connection with its structure. In shape it is

•ike a club or spatula, one to three inches high, resembling in form

other members of the old genus Sphaeria now placed in the genera

Xylaria and Cordyceps. It differs from the Xylarias in not being

black, as well as in differences of texture and structure. It resembles

more nearly a simple Clavaria, in which genus it was first placed as

Clavaria simplex Schmledel.^ It resembles also a Cordyceps, m
^^liich genus it has also been placed, and it is even said to grow

sometimes on insects.- Some forms are also strikingly like species

of Spathularia among the Discomycctcs. To the collector, therefore,

unacquainted with the plant, when he first finds it, it calls forth

various emotions, running all the way from admiration of its simple

^'"es of beauty to a possible belief that it is a "brand" new fungus,

'hen to a temporary location in the wrong genus. But an examma-

Iion of the spores shows at once its relation to the genus Hypocrea.

The larger number of species of Hypocrea either form low cushions,

'' extended incrustations on decaying organic matter, or they are

parasitic on the surface of the larger fungi, resembling in this respect

^"^e of the species of Hypomyces.

' Contributions from the Botanical Department of Cornell University no. 103.

"^^ ^^l-^cta Fung. Carp. 3:35. 1865.
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The earlier students looked upon this fungus as an autonomous

plant with an erect clavate stroma; among them are the following.

PERS00N3 first described it as Sphaeria alutacea. Sowerby" dis-

covered it in 1783, and described it in 1799 as Sphaeria clavala.

Schumachers followed Persoon. Albertini and Schweixitz* in

1805 record it as growing on decaying Alnus. Nees von Esexbeck^

in 1816 placed it in his subdivision of clavate Sphaeriae [Keukn-

spharien-Sphaeriae Clavaejormes) which he says are like a simple

Clavaria, or Geoglossum in w^hich the ascus layer has changed into

perithecia. The first species which he places in this group is the

leather-yellow Sphaeria, S. alutacea Pers. He states that it grows

on the ground in fir woods. Fries® in his treatment of the genus

Sphaeria places it in the tribe Cordyceps, series Hypocrea, as Sphaeria

alutacea.

Those also who have placed it in the genus Cordyceps regarded

it as an autonomous plant. Link^ first placed it in Cordyceps as

C. alutacea and was followed by Fries. '° It was distributed under

two different numbers in Rah. Fung. Europ. Ex. 132 (i860) from

pine woods, England, as C. alutacea (Pers.) collected by C. E. Broome,

and no. 246 (i860) from mossy woods, near Leipzig, as C. alutacea

albicans (Pers.), a lighter form, from alutaceus to white, according

to the note in connection with the specimen. .
Berkeley" under

Cordyceps alutacea Ft. says "clavate, tan colored or nearly white,

head confluent with the stem. In fir woods amongst leaves and

furze," and his figures show a variation in size between stout and

slender forms. Quelet" in connection with Cordyceps alutacea

(evidently using the name employed by Fries in Summa Veg. etc-)

3 Obs. Mycol. 2:66. pi. I, fig. 2, a, b, c. 1797. Comm. dc fung. clavif. 12. i797-

4 English Fungi 2: pi. ijq. 1799.

s Enum. PI. Scllandiae 2:175. "O- i343- i8o3-

6 Consp. Fung. Lusat. Sup. i. 1805.

T System der Pilze 289. pi. 40, fig. 304. 1S16.

^Syst. Myc. 2:325. 1823.

fHandb. z. Erkenn. der Gewachse 3:347, no. 5. 1833.

'° Summa Vcg. Scand. 381. 1849.

" Outlines Brit. Fungol. 382. pL 26, fig. 6, i860.

" Champignon du Jura ct des Vosges 487, 1869.
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sa}'sthat the spores are cylindrical and two-celled, the upper globose,

the lower oblong, and in a footnote says that from the texture and

fructification the species would belong rather to Hypocrea. It grew

among needles of Pinus sylvestris. Winter '^ records C. alulaeea

QuELET from the Jura mountains and says the spores are needle-

like, with many segments, and 40-50 fi long ! Evidently this is not

QtELEr's species. Currey^^ says it is a Cordyceps with the fructi-

fication of Hypocrea.

The TuLASNES^s in their classical studies forty years ago pointed

out the resemblance in the habit of this plant to that of certain species

of Hypomyces, as H. laterilhis Fr., and H. lactifluorum Schw., which

are parasitic on species of Lactarius, the H. lactifluorum deforming

white species of Lactarius and giving them a bright red color. With

led

Hyp
certain species of the simple clavarias, viz., Clavaria ligiih Schaeff.

Their interpretation of the dual nature of the fungus has since been

generally conceded to be correct. Saccardo,'^ Winter,'^ and

other systematists have followed them in considering it as parasitic

on either Clavaria ligula or Spathularia, on which latter host Broome

Reported it according to Saccaedo.^* It has been reported by Day''

^ North America also on an undetermined species of Spathularia,

^^Jiere he says, "Apparently parasitic on Spathularia" and reference

plant IS

N. Y. State Mus. 26

growing on fallen le£ Winter

'^ Rabenhorsfs Krypt. Fl. etc. Pilze I = :i49. 1SS5.

Hcrb'^'"°^'''
of the fructification of the compound Sphacriae in the Hookenan

'^"um. Trans. Linn. Soc. London 22:264. 1858.

I^SelectaFung. Carp. 3:35. 1865.

I^Syllogc Fungorum 2:530. 1883.
'' Rabenhorst's Krypt. Flora, etc., Mze, I»:i42- iSS?-

^^^*
According to S..ccardo /. .. See also Ellis, N. A. P. 89. tSQ^, -'^^^ '''

^"ce on Spathularia flavida is ascribed to Broome.

Of e!,?,''''
^''^" ^^ A catalogue of the native and naturalized plants of the city

i

"ff;lo and its vicinity. Bull. Buff. Soc. Nat. Sci. 4:x6x. 188. The -^^^
!

Cn "u'
"'^^' ^"^^^ (^=e Faklow & SKYMOUR, A provisional host index^ of th.

F.Lu
''''^'^ S^'-^^- ^75. i8gx) to H. aluiacea as parasitic on Spathuk"-' ^ >

C- ''"'^'^
''''' ^-^^ --^' from DAY'S catalogue, and he adds that he has ^.^e

"^
'' on Spathularia.
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points out that the stroma of the parasite is completely merged with

that of the host, and that only the upper clavate part of the host

bears perithecia, while the stem is free or bears the conidial form.

Some very discriminating observers, however, have dissented

from Tulasne's interpretation of the dual nature of the fungus,

though no proof has been brought forward to demonstrate either its

parasitic nature or its autonomy. Cornu^° as early as 1878 collected

several specimens on decaying leaves of Ahies picea in a forest in the

environs de Pontarlier. He searched diligently for specimens of

Clavaria pistillaris of which he says Clavaria ligida is like a reduced

form. He found none in the neighborhood of the Hypocrca ahdacca^

nor could he find any evidence that it grew either as a parasite or

saprophyte on insects or on any subterranean fungus. Although

he cannot say with certainty, he does not think the plant can be

regarded as a parasite or that it develops at the expense of Clavaria
m . »

)

ligida. He regards it rather as analogous in habit and nutrition to

species of Xylaria which grow, some on wood, others on leaves and

humus, and he cites an exotic species X. compunda Jungh., as resem-

bling in some respects the Hypocrea alulacea, the plant being aluta-

ceous to pallid, but dark punctate from the perithecia.

In 1894 ScHROETER,'^ a keen and discriminating student of the

fungi, also took issue with the prevalent theory that Hypocrea alulacea

was a parasite on Clavaria ligula. He says that this is not the

case with the forms which grow in Schlesicn. He says the fungus

grows on wood as Albertini and Schweinitz have pointed out

and as he himself has observed at Breslau, while Gavarla Ugu^a

grows on needles of conifers. Lindau" also in his treatment o

the Hypocreales follows Schroeter's judgment rather than that o

TuLASNE and Winter. Farlo.w^^ records collecting Hypocm

alulacea at Shelburne, N. H., under Pinus sirobus where was also

growing Clavaria ligula, but he was unable to trace any direct con

nection between the two. ,

There is thus a reasonable doubt probably as to which horn o

" Not2 sur VHypocrea alutacea Pers. Bull. Soc. Bot. de France 26:33-35- *
>

" Krypt. Fl. Schles., Pilze, Zweite Hiilfte 3:272. 1894-

" Englcr und Prantl Ptl. Fam. 1^:365. 1897.

^3 Lloyd's ^Fyc. Notes 9 (195) : 1 10. 1902,

\

\
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this dilemma we shall choose. At least none of these students has

left us any evidence which can be considered proof of one or the

other of the theories as to the nature of Hypocrea alutacea.

My first acquaintance with the plant was in August 1901, when

Mr. A. M. Ferguson, one of the students in my laborator}-, collected

several specimens growdng on very rotten wood in one of the forested

gorges at Ithaca, N. Y. In looking up the Hterature at the time I

was impressed with the diversity of opinion on the subject, as well as

the lack of any attempt at experimental proof one way or the other

in support of the theories advanced. It occurred to me that perhaps

here was an opportunity to settle by simple experiment this dispute

of a century. At least the trial could be made. Accordingly the

plants were placed over night in a new and clean pasteboard box,

covered. On the following day I found that the bottom of the box

^as nearly covered w^ith numerous ascospores which had been shot

out of the perithecia during the night. There was also a thick and

loose covering of the spores over the fruiting portion of the fungus as

*e plants lay in the box..

For culture media I employed sterilized shccs of a species of

Lactarius which had been prepared a few days before for culturing

^'yctalis asteropjwra. These slices were in test tubes and about

•lalf covered with water. With a sterilized platinum needle, transfers

of ascospores were made from the fresh pile on the plants to the

agaric substratum in the tubes. Twelve tube cultures were started,

^^'ith this number it was quite probable that from' the fresh pile of

the

spores several plantings could be made which would be pure.

'^^
spores should grow, and the mycelium mature perithecia, there

^ouW likely be some indication as to whether Hypocrea alutacea is

y^ or dual in its nature. If single, then we would expect the

development of a clavate stroma in the pure cuhure. If dual, the

«roma would be spread over the surface of the dead slice of the

aganc. At the same time dilution cultures were made in agaric agar-

^gar in Petri dishes. None of the spores germinated in them, ho^veve^.

In a week's time I left Ithaca for the mountains of western ^orth

Carolina. At the time of leaving there was very little evidence of

% growth in the tube cultures, although Nyclalis aslerophora spores,

""'"'^ at the same time, produced a mature crop of plants m a week.
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It is interesting now to note the form of the individual plants

from which cultures were attempted. One of them resembled in

shape Spathularia flavida, as if it might have been somewhat arrested

in development {pL XIV
^ fig. i, b), while others resembled Clavaria

liguldj and one was more or less deformed, curved strongly, and with

a broad groove on the concave side. These forms would seem to

satisfy the wish of the most ardent advocate of the parasite theory

who does not attempt to put the theory to the crucial test. In struc-

ture, however, there was no indication of a difference of the structural

elements such as one might expect to find were the plant parasitic on

Clavaria ligiila or Spathularia, and an advocate of this theory would

be compelled to join Winter in saying that the parasite and host

were completely merged. It should also be said that no normal

specimens of Clavaria ligula or of Spathularia were at the time grow-

ing in the immediate vicinity of the Hypocrea.

Of course, during the next five weeks, while collecting fungi in the

mountains of North Carolina, I was on the lookout for Hypocrea

alutacea and its relation to either of these supposed hosts. I found

one day a large colony of Spathularia clavata growing under a 'ivhite

pine tree. The Spathularia extended over an area of 75 to ico

square feet. Among the Spathularia plants I found four or five

specimens of Hypocrea alutacea. These were growing not on wood,

but apparently from decaying organic matter among the pine needles,

and, as far as one could judge, their habitat was the same as

of the Spathularia. Singularly, the form of these specimens was

quite regular. The form was not, however, similar to that of the

Spathularia, but more like that of Clavaria ligula. But no specimens

of the latter plant were found growing in the immediate vicinity.

No other specimens were found during that season.

On returning to Ithaca in the latter part of September, I hastenc

to examine my tube cultures of the Hypocrea. There were two

perfect specimens, one in each of two tubes. Both of them possesse

the Clavaria-like form and stood up clearly from the substratum.

that

Hyp
form

ironment

plants

Moreover, they were certainly

growing as saprophytes and not as parasites. This, I believe, demon-
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strates that Hypocrea alutacea is an autonomous plant,"-* and it is the

first proof we have that it is not of a dual nature, parasitic on Clavaria

ll^ula or Spathularia.

It might still be contended that the plants which I found growing

among the pine needles along with the Spathularia in North Carolina,

were of a different species from those growing on rotting wood at

Ithaca, N, Y. Especially might this view be taken since Fries' s

describes Hypocrea alutacea as growing among needles of the fir,

and describes a form furgida, growing on rotting wood. Schroeter

('• c.) when he states that according to his observations Hypocrea

d grows only on wood, cites Fries's disposition of the two

forms and says that possibly the form on wood is a different species

which should be called Hypocrea turgida. It seems to me, however,

niore rational to attribute the slight variation in form to a recog-

nizable range of variation in the species, either inherent in the species,

or attributable to the change of substratum. According to Fries

the more robust form grows on wood. The form on wood at Ithaca

^as more robust than the form among the pine needles in North

Carolina. But I have collected a form on wood in North Carolina

of the same size as, or even smaller than, those among the pine needles.

;^'ever, the forms which I grew in pure culture on sterilized Lac-

tanus were more slender and were more hke those found among the

Pwe needles, although their direct parentage was from the robust

form from wood.

The wood forms are found on half-decayed wood, and also on very

rotten wood. From this condition of the substratum it is an easy

'•ansition to wood mold or leaf mold, in the adaptation of the plant

^0 a hmitcd range in the variation of the condition of the same general

^"bstratum. Since the plant can grow as a saprophyte on dead

"»"shrooms, as shown by the pure cultures, it might be possible that

^nietimes in the forest it grows as a saprophyte on decaying Spathu-

J-a or Clavaria ligula buried among the leaves. It is ver}" probable,

'^'^^^ever, that there is a ramie in the habitat of the species from wood

Ho

iari

O

J These facts, as well as photographs of Hypocrea alutacea from the w«)d sub-

T^X"^ /" P'^rc cultures were presented before the Botanical Society of Amenca

e VVashington meeUng, December 30, 1902 to January i, 1903-

'^SystMyc.
2:3,5. 1823.
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or leaf mold to very rotten wood and to wood in a one-fourth to a one-

half decayed condition. This range would be represented by a habitat

life curve, which rises from the leaf or wood mold in the ground

to the upper limit on the decaying wood, influenced, to some extent

at least, by other conditions of environment. Or if the wood habitat

is the normal one, then the curve would descend according to con-

ditions to the wood mold and leaf mold in the ground. This range

in habitat is manifested by a large number of the higher fungi. The

curve rises or descends from the normal habitat according to the

peculiarities of each species and according to the modifying influences

of other environmental conditions.

Hyp
Hyp ,

^vhich

was collected by C. G. Lloyd in West Virginia, in the summer of

1 901. Following the brief description, Bresadola notes^^ that the

species is very interesting, with the aspect of Cordyceps but fructi-

fication of Hypocrea. The photograph pubhshed at the time, with

the description, suggested to me that the plant might be identical

with Hypocrea alulacea, and I inquired of Mr. Lloyd if he did not

think this to be the case. My letter was communicated to Dr.

Bresadola, and his reply was pubhshed in a note by Mr. Llo^d

in September 1902. These notes from Bresadola are very mter-

Hypocrea )

o — x
— ' '

1

since he had never seen the plant; but accepting, as was natura

under the circumstances, Tulasne's interpretation of its parasi ic

nature, the plant communicated to him by Mr. Lloyd was believe

to be a new species in the section Podocrea of Saccardo,^ a sec 1

formed to include species of Hypocrea with a vertical stroma, -d •

dola also compared the structure of the stroma of H. Lloydn ^^

the structure of both Clavaria Ugula and SpathuJaria favida, an

finds it very different from either. He concludes by saying that^

Hypocrea Lloydii is really identical with Hypocrea alulacea, a specie

unknown to him, then he does not believe in the parasitic nature

the latter. At this time Lloyd (/. c.) accepted Bresadola's note a

»6 Bresadola, G., Hypocrea (Podocrea) Lloydii n. sp., Lloyd's Myc.

(176) :87. 1902.

27 Idem 10 (183): 99. 1902. a8 Syll. Fung. 2:530. 1883.
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indicating that H, Lloydii and H. alulacea were identical. Later,

however, he states^ ^ that Patouillard believes iJ. Lloydii ^^k a good

species and very different from H. alutaceaJ^ Lloyd saw specimens

of H. ahitacca at the Herbarium of the Museum of Paris and said
F

that he does not think it possible the two plants are the same.

Through the courtesy of Dr. Bresadola I have had the oppor-

tunity of seeing the type specimen of Hypocrea Lloydii, and I con-

sider it identical with Hypocrea alulacea. In plate XVI arc photo-

micrographs of a section from the dried specimen through a portion

of the clavula showing the perithecia, and in plale XV arc similar

photomicrographs of the plant collected at Ithaca, the material having
'

been fixed while it w^as fresh. The only differences which can be

observed are those which are due to the difference in the age of the

plants at the time they were collected. The specimen of

^as quite mature, as shown by the more advanced stage of disappear-

The perithecia are

therefore somewhat older and larger, and are thus crowded against

H

freedom

each other, and flattened on the sides where they are closely packed.

The form of the plants themselves at first sight appears different,

Lloydii, plate XIV, fig. 3, being long and slender, while those of

But the individuals of
plate XIV, fig

loA

H. alulacea which were all growing close together differ more among

themselves than the H. Lloydii does from the individual of H.

(^hilacea at the left. It is unfortunate that this specimen is curved,

and therefore that not all of the stem is shown in the photograph.

Ho^-ever, the long stem of the single individual of H. Lloydu (the

species is based on the single specimen collected), as one can see

f'-oni an examination of the photograph, is due to the fact that the

"'ver half of it was in the leaf mold, the stroma having its origm

about 4cm below the surface of the leaf mold. It is a matter of com-

mon observation in the case of many stipitate fungi to f^nd the stem

considerably elongated under such conditions. I have seen notable

^^^niples in the case of CollyUa radicala, Clavaria ardema, and

'^K the length of the stem depending on the depth of the sub-

f
atum below the surface. The plant is quite variable also m regard

to Its stoutness. This is perhaps also due to some extent to con-

'' geological Notes 15 (264) -.156. 1903.
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ditions of environment, though at present it is difficult to say just

form
more slender form. Schroeter (/. c.) found the robust form on
decaying wood, and suggested that perhaps it might be a difTerent

name
robust form, /3 /Mr^f(/a. Along with this variation in the robustness

of the plant, there is a variation in the direction of a deformity where
the clavula may be flattened, triangular, curved, etc., which has

led some observers to question the identity of some of the forms

described and figured by different writers. That the form on wood

sm
which I collected several years ago on a log in the mountains of

North CaroHna. The log was not much decayed, and possibly the

conditions of nutrition were not so favorable as in the case of much

decayed wood, which was the condition of the substratum on which

{plate XIV, fig. i). The variation

in these individuals growing close together is sufficient to show what

the range in form may be in specimens from different localities.

There is also a variation in color. The plant is usually said to

be "tan" color, or "leather" color (to which the specific name

alutacea, refers), or "palhd," and sometimes "white." White forms

gave rise to the variety ^Sphaeria albicans Pers.^° Berkeley^'

describes the plants as tan-colored or neariy white. The color very

likely depends very largely on the age of the plants when collected.

The Ithaca plants here described were entirely white when collected.

But the fact that the asci are so well preserved and most of the spores

are still in the asci shows that the plants were just ripening. The

plants in pure culture which had their' parentage directly from the

white ones, had white stems, but the clavulae were tan-colored at

the time they were photographed, probably because they were quite

well ripened. From the general character of the plant we should

expect that the young clavula would be white in all cases, and that

the color is an attribute of ripening or age, and it is then reasonable

i

1

specimens- -j_— , v-.^ii in sjJc^^l^xlclli, Willi vveil-ioniicu sjjuh.c, <^

plants are collected there would be a sufficient variation in age

account for the color variation obser\ed.

s^Syn. Method. Fung. 2. 1801. 31 Outlines British Fungology 382. i860.

to
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That the American plants are identical with European ones is

evident from an examination of the specimens in Raben, Fung.

Europ. Ex. nos. 132 and 246 mentioned above, and I had the oppor-

tunityalso, while in Paris in October 1903, of personally examining,

M. HarioTj the specimens of Hyp^

3f the Museum of Paris, amoi

from

The

quite pecuhar. As is well known, the spores in the genus Hypocrea

are eight in an ascus imiseriate, and each one is two-celled, but at

maturity the constriction at the septum is very strong, and the seg-

ments of the spore are separated so that the ascus appears to have

sixteen nearly globose or oval spores in a single row. The separation

of the two segments of the spore is one of the characters distinguish-

ing Hypocrea from Hypomyces, while short, two-celled spores dis-

tinguish Hypocrea aluiacea from species of Cordyceps, which have

long filiform spores separating at maturity into numerous segments.

CoRXU
(/. c.) also points out that species of Cordyceps grow on living

or recently dead insects or plants, while Hypocrea aluiacea grows on

(decaying wood and leaves, though this distinction may not hold good,

since as a saprophyte Hypocrea aluiacea might grow on dead insects

"nder certain conditions, and it has even been reported on insects.

diff

inferi

Hypocrea
)

J

erent in form. They are usually described as ' superior cell globose

"or cell oval, or suboval, or oblong.' Bresadola^^ does not

'^ attention to the difference in shape of the two segments in Hypo-

<^rea Lloydil, but says "
articuli subcuboideis subglobosi." But the

t^-o segments are different in form, as I have found by examination

^nd the spores in the photomicrograph, plate XVI, fig- 9,
^^om H.

^hdii show very clearly this difference in form, a globose and

oblong segment alternating throughout the chain formed by the

J^^aposition of the spores in the length of the ascus. The upper

segment (the one nearest the free end of the ascus) is globose or

^|;bglobose or subcuboid, while the lower segment is elongated

'^^ghtly in the- direction of the axis of the spore and is usually not

^"^te so broad as the upper segment. The lower segment is very

33
Lloyd's Myc. Notes 9 (176) iS/. 1902.
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short oblong, or suboval. The shape of the segments is exactly the

same in the Ithaca specimens of Hypocrea alutacea as can be seen in

plate XV, fig. 6, a photomicrograph. The spores measure from

4-5-5-5 f^ long X 2.5-3 /a wide. The upper segment is 2.5-3 /i '^^

diameter, and the lower one is 2.5-3.5 /^ ^ong X 2-2.5 f^
'^^ diameter.

After fixing and imbedding in balsam the measurements are some-

what smaller than here given.

The spores lie very close together, end to end in the ascus, so

that the sixteen segments often appear connected into a necklace-

like string. They appear sometimes to adhere to some extent even

after escaping from the ascus, but the individual spores can be deter-

mined usually by the difference in shape of the two segments.

There is one other question in connection with this plant which

it is now necessary to consider. In what genus shall the species be

placed ? Typical species of Hypocrea have a crustaceous, or cushion-

shaped or hemispherical stroma, while the stroma of Hypocrea

ahitacea is vertical and elongated. Such a marked difference in the

form of the plant is usually regarded as representing a different

generic type, just as the erect stromata of the species of Xylaria

represent a different generic type from the crustaceous, cushion-Uke

or hemispherical stromata of Hypoxylon. Saccardo^^ used the name

Podocrea as a subgenus for the species of Hypocrea with a vertical

stroma, and included three species: Cordyceps larvala Mont.,^*

C. brez'ipes Mont.,3s and Hypocrea Petersii B. & C.^^ Hypocrea

alutacea he did not place in this section, since he followed the Tulasnes

in believing it parasitic on Clavaria ligula. Lindau^? in 1897 raises

Podocrea to generic rank, and places Hypocrea alutacea as the first

species, although Karsten^* had founded the genus Podostroma

five years earlier, for a species which he found on a larv'a of a decay-

ing insect among mosses in Finland. Podostroma Karsten, therefore,

should have precedence over Podocrea (Sacc.) Lindau, and it is

unfortunate that Lindau did not use the name Podostroma alutacea.

Karsten (/. c.) described one species, P. hueopus. The char-

33Syll. Fung. 2:530. 188^. 35 Idem 676, p. 201. iSs^-

34Syll. Crypt, no. 674, p. 200. 1856. 36 Grev. 4.^3- ^^75-

37 Engler und Prantl Pflanzcnf. 1^:364. 1897. 38 Hedwigia 31:294- i^^"
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acters of this genus and species are so remarkably like those of

Hypocrea alutacea that it may be well here to give a translation both

of the generic and specific diagnosis.

PODOSTROMA n. gen.—Character of the Hypocreaceae. Stroma stipitatc,

davate, erect, entomogenous, fleshy, bright colored. Perithecia immersed in

the stroma. Asci cylindrical, i6-spored. Spo

physes none.

Pod. leucopus n. sp.—Stromata solitar}-. Clavula bearing the perithecia

obovoid to oblong, alutaceous-pallid, about 6^"" long and 4'"'" stout. Stipe

equal, terete, flexuous, about 5^"^ long and 2"^"^ stout, white. Perithecia in the

periphery, spheroidal, immersed, opening by a pore. Asci cylindrical, sub-

sessile, about 75X4M. Spores 16, monostichous, spheroidal, hyahne, 2-3/*

diameter. On larva of certain putrid insects among mosses in coniferous woods,

Syrjaas, October.

The specimens of no. 246 Rabenh. Fungi Europ. Ex. in the her-

barium of the Botanical Department here represent very well in form

and size the Podostroma leucopus described by KARSTEN.^The

plants are slender when dry, ^^^ high, the stem less than i

in

mm m

(diameter and was likely not more than 2^" when fresh. The

clavula is obovoid, about 3.5"^"^ long a trifle over 2™"^ in diameter,

and was very likely stouter when fresh. The plants of no. 132

much

stem

in diameter when dry, short, and the clavula elongate and tapcnng

The spores in no. 246 are mostly cuboidal

in the specimen examined, and the asci show that they are young".

Many of the asci give the appearance of having sixteen equal sub-

<:uboidal spores. But occasionally, where they arc a httle older,

every alternate one is slightly elongated and narrowed, so tha 1
is

^"boval or short suboblong. Still younger asci show the pla.ma

content divided into eight parts, and then occasionally one tne

[^ung spores is divided into two cells. This indicates ^^^^'^^

'^^
'^'^'e are eight spores. The second division is so promment ana

;«nstriction so deep it gives soon the appearance of sixteen spore .

^^ ^'ould appear that in the later growth of the spores the mle

^g^ent elongates slightly at the expense of its diameter. 1

specimens collected at Ithaca show the same character froni

^•iduals when asci are just maturing the spores. The plasma

^''^ divided into eight portions, showing that there are eight spores.
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In older ones each of these is divided into two equal parts, and the

inferior one is usually elongated slightly. But many asci which were

dried at this stage show sixteen segments in a crowded chain, all of

about the same form, and subglobose to subcuboidal. In a very

few cases the spore is pyriform, divided into two cells by a cross wall

cutting off the lower smaller cell without any perceptible constriction

at the septum. It will be seen that the age of the asci and spores at

the time of collection of the plant will vary, and consequently there

will be a variation in the form of the spore segments. All may be

subcuboidal and of the same size and form, or when older the inferior

segment may be slightly elongated and narrowed, and the superior

one will be globose to subcuboidal. They are so crowded also in

the ascus that there is a tendency for them to chng into a chain

or necklace, and this may be aided not only by a small amount of

periplasm, but also by remains of the disintegrating ascus which are

difficult to perceive.

If Karsten's plant had not been reported as growing on an insect,

one would have no hesitancy in placing it in Hypocrea aliitacea, for

all the characters of form, color, and structure agree. The only

difference is that of the substratum. The fact that it is reported as

growing on a decaying insect, taken in connection with its agreement

in form, structure, and color with Hypocrea alutacea, is rather strong

evidence that this is only a further extension of the range of decaying

organic matter on which the fungus grows. It should also be noted

that Podostroma leucopus was found in coniferous woods, and 'hypo-

crea alutacea is usually found under pines or spruces, though it occurs

on decaying wood of the broad-leaved trees, as is seen from its occur-

rence on Alnus cited above, and Ellis^^) reports it at Newficld, N. J-,

on "bark of a decaying (maple ?) limb, lying on the ground."'^"

There remains to be considered the standing of the subgenus

Fracidia proposed by Fries^' in 1849 for certain exotic species of

3« Jour. Myc. 2:50. 1886.

865)4° The Tulasncs find a conidial form (Select. Fung. Carp. 3 : 3^- P^- 4> k- 4- ^

^^
Verticillium glohuUgerum Sacc. (see S}-11. Fung. 2:530. iSSS) growing on t^"^'°^^^

part of the stem, which they regard as the conidial stage of Hypocrea alutacea. I have

not S2Qn it.

4^ Summa Vcg. Scand. 381, 382. 1849
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Xylaria. In a footnote on page 381 of his Siimma Veg. Scand. he

definitely cites Xylaria flabellijormis (Schw.) B., X. piimila Linn., X.

comsa andX. coUabens Mont., as pertaining to the subgenus Fraciclia.

In 1864 he transfers Sphaeria alutacea Pers., which he had formerly

placed in Cordyceps (/. c.), to the subgenus Fracidia, where he writes

it as follows: ''Sphaeria s. Fracidia ahitacea,*' but differing in color

from the species of Xylaria first placed in this subgenus, as Cordyceps

KHilaris differs from C. ophioglossoidesy This short paper by

Fries is a critical review of Currey's Synopsis of the jruclificalion

oj the compound Sphacriae of the Hookerian HerharhmJ^ Currey

(/ c., 260) employs the genus Sphaeria, which is divided into sections

and divisions. Fries in his annotations on certain species (/. c.)

merely follows Currey in writing Sphaeria as the genus, the s. prob-

ably standing for subgenus. It is therefore difficult to see how

"Sph. s. Fracidia alutacea" can be taken as raising Fracidia from

subgeneric to generic rank, and if the name is to be employed for a

pus it should be used for those species of Xylaria first ascribed to

" by Fries and cited above. The Tulasnes^^ list Fracidia alulacea

^ their synonymy of Hypocrea alutacea, but this could not be taken

as raising Fracidia to generic rank. 'Podostroma Karsten^^ (1892) is

tfierefore the generic name to be employed for our plant, instead of

fodocrea Lindau^^ (1897), although it was employed as a subgenus

^ySAccARDo
(/. c.) in 1883; but Saccardo did not include the

^nocrea alutacea in his subgenus. The International Botamcal

Congress at Vienna, June 1905, recommends that when the species

°^ a subgenus are raised to generic rank, the name of the subgenus

'^ which they were placed be employed, but this is a recommendation

^'Adnotataad Cel. Fr. Currey diss.rtationem; Synopsis of the fructification of t^^^

*enae of the Ilookcriaa Herbarium in Act. Soc. Linn. Lend., Vol. XML PP-

" ^'^^
313-35- But. Z^it. 22:189, 190. 1864. •

fthe

J

J^ Trans. T.inn. Soc. London 22:2S7-286. pis. 45'49- 1S59; ^^^ "Synopsiso

"ligation of the simple Sphaeriae," etc. Idem zn^^y,- P^'-
57-59-

.

-Selecta Carp. Fung. 35. 1865. The reference is "in Schlcchtenda u
Jph -

^
^^-1., t. XXII (r864), p. 189. n. .a," which is Tulasnk's way

<f^^^^^
^d of

?• ""' ^'^^^^ SCHI.ECHXEN.A. was an editor. I wish to -knowlcdg^^-

^^ in straightcnincT out this reference.
•15

^Jgia 31:294. 1892.

' Engler und Prantl Tflanzcnf, 11:364. i897-
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and therefore not mandatory. Fracidia, as shown above, was never

raised to generic rank, and if it were to be it should be used for the

species of Xylaria which Fries first referred to it. Karsten might

have used vSaccardo's subgenus Podocrea in 1892, but since he

founded the new genus Podqstroma five years before Lindau raised

Podocrea to generic rank, Podcstroma should stand. Furthermore

it is very doubtful if any of the three species first placed by Saccardo

in his subgenus Podocrea are gcnerically the same as Hypocrea

alutacea, althDUgh Saccardo^^ suggests that Podostroma Karsten

very

Hyp
alutacea (Pers.) Tul. with its principal synonymy would be as follows:

Podostroma alutaceum (Pers.) Atkinson.

Clavaria simplex p. p. Schmicdel.

P^- 5> fig^- i-J- 1762, accordin

k

Sphaeria alulacea Pers. Observ. Myc. 2:66. no. 99. pi. i, fig. 2, a, b, c

1797- Comm. de fung. Clavif. 12. 1797.
Sphaeria clavata Sowerby. Eng. Fung. 2: pi. ijg. 1799.
Sphaeria alutacea x\lb. & Schw. Consp. Fung. Lusat. Sup. i. 1805.

Sphaeria alutacea ^ Sphaeria albicans Pers. Syn. INIethod. Fung. 2. 1801.

Sphaeria alutacea Fr. and jS turgidaYv. Syst. Myc. 2:325. 1823.

Cordyceps alulacea Link. Handb. z. Erkenn. der Gewachse 3:347- "o- 5-

4

Cordyceps alutacea Yt. Summa Veg. Scand. 381. 1849.

Cordyceps alutacea Btrk. Outlines Brit. Fung. 382. pi. 23, fig.
6. i860.

Cordyceps alutacea Quelet. Champ. Jura et d. Vosges 487. 1869.

Hypocrea alutacea Tul.' Selecta Fung. Carp. 1:62. 1861, and 3:35- P^- ^>

figs. 1-6. 1865.

Hypocrea alutacea Peck. Kept. N. Y. State Mus. 26:84. 1894.

Hypocrea alutacea Cornu.

Hypocrea alulacea Sacc. S]

Hypocrea alutacea Winter.

Bull. Soc. Bot. de France 26:33-35- i^/9-

2:530. 1883.

st's Krvpt. Flora Deutschland, etc.

Pilze I»:i42. 1887.

? Podostroma leucopus Karsten. Hedwigia 31:294. 1892.

Hypocrea alutacea Schroeter. Krypt. Flora Schles., Pilze, Zweite Hal^e

3:272. 1894.

Podocrea alutacea Lindau.' Engler und Prantl's Pflanzenf. V-S^-i- ^^'\_

Hypocrea Uoydii Bresadoh. Lloyd's Mycolog. Notes 9 (176)': 87- fiS-
5^-

1902.

Cornell University, Ith..\ca. N, Y.

47Syll. Fung. 11:355. 1895.

t

-J

\
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES XI\'-X\T.

The photographs and photomicrographs were made by the author, except

Lloyd.

PLATE XIV.

Fig. I, Plants collected at Tthaca on very rotten wood, a, Clavaria form

form

Fig. 2.

Hyp
fig. i; real size

the stem was developed underneath the leaves and leaf mold, which makes the

stem long; real size.

FL.iTE XV.

Photomicrographs from plants collected at Ithaca. In figs

the object.
h

Fig. 4 with Zeiss ocular 4, obj. 16^^.

Fig. 5 with ocular 4, obj. 3"^^.

Fig. 6 with ocular 18, obj. 3^^. Note the chain of 16 segments

i^ate, globose or cuboidal, and oblong.

:gments

PLATE XV

L

Hyp In

W- 7, 8 the plate-holder was 36^^ from the object, and in fig

was 48^n.
fj.^j^ ^^^ ^^j^^^^

mmFig. 7 with ocular 4, obj. 16

Fig. 8 with ocular 4, obj. 3"^^.

Fig. 9 with ocular 18, obj. 3"^"^. Note form of the sixteen segments

<^nam of 8 spores from one ascus, apex of scries at left.
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THE BOGS AND BOG FLORA OF THE HURON RIVER
VALLEY.

Edgar Nelson Transeau.

(with sixteen figures)

[Continued from p. jyj.]

THE BOG AS A HABITAT FOR PLANTS.

When we consider the bog as a habitat for plants, there is at once

brought to mind the marked contrast between its characteristics and

those of the other plant habitats of its vicinity. In both its atmos-

pheric and edaphic conditions it is unique. The various factors

entering Into the plant environment will be discussed as physical,

chemical, and biotic agents.

A. Physical factors.—i. Wind.—Because of the fact that so

large a number of our bogs lie in depressions surrounded by hills,

lat lessened. It is only in the

case of the larger basins that its effects become marked. It has been

noted by several students of bogs (41, 5, p. 37; 59, 47) that in the

region of prevailing westerly winds the greatest development of bog

areas and peat deposits occurs on the western sides of lake basins.

Where the deposition has taken place in a large lake basin, Avhich

is now only partially filled, we commonly find open water occurring

toward the eastern side. The peat deposits at Portage, Parks, and

West Lakes in the vicinity of Ann Arbor arc massed on the western

shores, while the eastern margins exhibit an ordinary lake beach. At

the bogs north of Delhi, although nine-tenths of the original basin has

been filled, the two small lakes are near the eastern margin. The

facts noted in this region all favor the idea of the bog plants being

unable to gain a foothold on the eastern side in the presence of ^'aye

action. The shoreward thrust of the ice is of importance at times in

this connection.

Farther north in Michigan the wind frequently shows its extreme

effect in these bog areas in the presence of "windfalls." Owing to

the character of the substratum, such areas are more readily alTecte

[DECEMBER
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than the forests of mineral soils. These phenomena have not hccn

observed in any of the bogs in this vicinity.

The same statement holds for the presence of loose floating bogs

which are driven about on lakes by winds (35).

2. Temperature.—In its temperature relations both the topography
T

and the character of the substratum combine to influence tlie bog

habitat. It has long been noted by agricultural writers that reclaimed

bog areas are particularly subject to late frosts in the spring. One

of the causes of this peculiarity lies in the fact that on clear and quiet

nights the cooled air overlying elevations drains into the depressions

(II). Some recent observations made by Seeley (45) near Chicago

show how effective such atmospheric drainage may be even m dis-

tricts whose range of elevations amounts to but 15 feet (4.5'")-
_

^^

found that the hilltop averaged, on the night of the observations,

2.5° F. (1.4° C.) higher than that of the depression while a ther-

mometer placed 30 feet (9™) above the hilltop averaged 8.8° F.

(5° C.) above that of the "swale." On comparing the temperatures

of atmospherically undrained and drained depressions with that of

the hilltop, he found that the hilltop temperature was 36.3° F. when

that of the drained depression was 36° F. and that of undramcd

31-8° F. Here is a particular instance in which frost occurred in

the undrained depression, but not In the other situations. On quiet

nights low grounds in general are subject to lower temperatures

than the adjoining highlands, and it Is probable that these effects

are more pronounced In the case of undrained depressions.
^

A second factor in the production of low temperatures m bogs

is found In the nature of the substratum. In the spring the ice ^^ men

has formed beneath the cassandra and tamarack areas melts ^vi

extreme slowness, when once the surface of the soil has been reacnc •

This is explained bv the low conductivity of the loose, partially

decayed, vegetable covering, and by the shading of the plants a

^
For example, at First Sister Lake, in 1904, the Ice ^^^

disappeared

from the w^ater surface on April 10. On April 17,
^^^th an air i

Perature of 10° C, the temperature of the substratum m the bo,

sedge zone averaged 10° C, In the Cassandra zone 6 ^.
^^^

tamarack zone f C, and the area of wIUows and sedges

^^^ ^^^
was found at several points among the tamaracks, an inc c
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surface. The sedge zone was covered with i to 3 inches (25-75"""^)

of dark colored water. The other soils were wet, but their loose

texture w^as effective in preventing a rise of temperature.

It follows that of the various situations in bog areas those most

liable to extreme low^ temperatures in the spring are in the cassandra

and tamarack zone. Since their maximum
siderably below those of neighboring areas, on quiet nights the plants

there are but little protected by radiation from the soil as compared

with plants of other situations.

In the following table it is shown that the soil temperatures of

the several plant societies formed about a bog are different, and that

each society has a characteristic temperature range. The records

were made at First Sister Lake. The temperatures, given in °C,

are averages of readings made in the second inch (25"^"^) below the

surface. The "willow^-sedge" conditions correspond to those of the

ordinary swamp." The ''maple-poplar" is an area' of these trees on

the peat substratum. The ''upland" is a sandy, sod-covered area

3 feet (cp"") above the surface of the bog. The temperatures for

the most part were taken on clear afternoons about 3 p. m. when the

differences are at their maxima.

Date

Air temperature
Upland
Wiliow-sedge
Cassandra \'.'.V.V.V.',
Tamarack
Bog-sedge \\
Maple-poplar ..\,

April
; April April Ajjril April Mav May Mav May May June

6

26.0

4 12

2.0

17 25
: 29 3 6

1

16 21

i

26.0

27
,

21 .0'
1 !

10.5 10. 8.5 18.0 24.0 27.0 i5-o'
II..0 7.0 10. 10..0 17.0 20.0 23.0 16.0 20.5 21.5; 25

"

5

7..0 8.0 8.0
1

9-.0 14-S 17.7 195 iS.o 20.0 22.0' 22 .0
1'

T,5 2.0 6.0! 1..5 11,0 14.7 T^S'S 13.0 16.5 19.0, 20

18,0,.0 0.0 3.0 4 5 9-9 II. 7 15.0 10.6 15-0 17.0
1

, ol
9 8,0 10. 9 18.0 19.0 22.0 16.0 ao.o 23. Oj 24..0

7-,0 8.0 8.0 8. IS-O ' 18.0 19.0 I5-0 16.0 15.0 17 .0

June
15

26.0

26.0

20.5

IQ.S
]8,o

23.0

16.5

In the accompanying diagram {fig. 5) it will be seen that the

upland, bog-sedge, and willow-sedge soil temperatures do not deviate

widely from those of the air, while the temperatures of the cassandra

and tamarack areas range considerably lower. The high temper-

ature of the bog-sedge zone fmds its explanation in that the brown

bog water overlying its surface absorbs heat. I have tested this point

many times in various bogs and have always found such bog water to

have a higher temperature than that of the saturated substratuni

adjoining it. In its ability to absorb heat rays it approaches that of

drained sand. Its range, however, is much less and it retains its

1

a
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heat for a longer time/ Consequently on cloudy days and following

a sudden lowering of the air temperature, the surface bog-water

temperature stands above that of the drained and undrained soil.

When we compare the effects of loss of heat from a free water

surface and a saturated humus soil surface due to evaporation, there

tfJurtjfi. ^

Fig. 5.-Diagram showing temperatures of the air and the substrata in the

several plant societies.

IS a marked difference due to their specific heat. The humus wil

be cooled more rapidly by the evaporation of a given amount ot

^•ater. Where so. large an evaporating surface is exposed to the air

^s in the case of a sphagnum-covered area the loss of heat by this

process is most effective in preventing the penetration of heat below

the surface.

In the case of drained soils, the most effective agent in raising
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the temperature of the subsoil is that of percolating water which has

been warmed at the surface of the soil. Because of the high water-

table and the stagnant condition of the underground water in bof

areaSj this source of heat is relatively unimportant.

The effects of these factors, resulting in low soil temperatures,

are far-reaching. As compared with WTll-drained soils, chemical

action is retarded, the rate of diffusion, solution, and osmosis is

greatly reduced, and the conditions for the existence of soil bacteria

made unfavorable. Plants which can successfully compete for the

occupancy of such areas must be able to withstand low temperatures

and late frosts. The difference between the temperature of the air

and that of the substratum favors plants having a low transpiration

ratio.

However, in so far as the region of southern Michigan is concerned,

the temperatures prevailing in bog areas do not seem to be adequate

to account for the presence of the bog plants or their xerophilous

structures. It is to be noted that with the lealing-out of the trees,

about May 27, the temperature of the maple-poplar substratum falls

below that of the tamarack. But that the soil temperature is one

of the factors entering into the problem of competition between

species there can be little doubt. It is probable also that in the region

of optimum conditions for bog plants the conditions which occur

here only in the spring are prolonged through the summer. That

is, the difference between air and substratum temperatures is more

marked, and is a powerful factor in the selection of plants for bog

areas and in the production of xerophilous structures.

3. Texture.—This property of the substratum has already been

referred to in connection with the genetic changes in peat. The sedge

zone is developed upon a raft of interwoven rhizomes and roots. It

is a coarse meshwork; but since it lies at or below the surface of the

water, its texture is of slight importance except as a means of mechan-

ical support. As the bog develops, the adfnixture of moss and shnib

debris brings about" the formation of a rather compact peat, overlaid

by a stratum of Ibose material. In some' cases, as at Delhi and

•Oxford, 45 miles'(72'^"^) northeast of Ann Arbor, the living sphagnum

makes up the bulk of this loose covering. Usually the water level

•lies just beneath it. As a consequence, 'this covering becomes the
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principal seat of root activity. The smallj fibrous roots of cassandra,

andromeda, and the cranberry penetrate it in all directions, and it is

from the water which is held among this moss and debris that they

derive their water and mineral salts.

The substratum beneath the tamaracks is also covered by a loose

litter of leaves and twigs, w^ith more or less moss. Depending upon

the height above the ground water level, this surface layer is of greater

or less thickness. In it occur the wide-spreading roots of the tama-

rack. During summer and autumn it furnishes admirable conditions

for the growth of fungi, and it is penetrated ever}'whcrc by their

mycelia.

When bog land is cleared, the decomposition of the surface layers

is very rapid, owing to exposure to sunlight and higher temperatures.

If the water-table is maintained near the surface, sedges and willows

develop as the covering. The annual increment of plant material

is often decreased, and in place of the fibrous and porous substratum

there is produced a black, close-textured, and plastic muck.

If ditching and draining are added to clearing, the summer drought

dries the surface layer so thoroughly that it often becomes the habitat

for many dry-ground w^eds. Decay progresses in moist weather

under the influences of the higher temperatures resulting from

increased absorption of the sun's energy by the dark colored. soil.

4. Mechanical properties.—Qog soils in general do not afford as

good a foothold for the development of tree species as do the mineral

soils. On account of the high water-table, the roots of the plants

are not able to penetrate to a depth of more than a few inches. The

roots of the tamaracks spread out in all directions from a flat trunk

base, and upon the size and strength of these horizontal roots depends

the tree's ability to withstand mechanical strains tending to displace

't. There can be no doubt but that, in the thick groves in which the

tamarack occurs, the interweaving. of the roots from adjacent trees

becomes of mutual advantage, in so far as the roots function as hold-

fast organs.

5- Diffusion properlies.^A most important soil property icia

to the diffusion of mineral salts. This becomes of especial signih-

cance in saturated stagnant substrata. The mineral salts must be

distributed to the roots mainly by diffusion, for lateral
.

drainage
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and percolation are at a minimum. It is well known that when salt

solutions are passed through soil, much of the salt is retained by

absorption. The relative amount is greatly increased in the case

of humous bodies. Blanck (4) has further found that the diffusion

of water in humus soils is decreased by the presence of acid humus
compounds, and that this may be corrected by the addition of a

neutrahzing agent, such as lime. All analyses of peat show how litde

"ived from the a(

from the bottom

It

that the mineral salts cannot be accounted for by the amount derived

material, and that obtained from the

atmosphere.

Water-cap

been noted. In relation to plant growth, it is detrimental in that it

prevents proper aeration of the substratum (39, p. 346). So far as

the diffusion of gases is concerned, such substrata are less favorable

than a free water surface. King (29, p. 161), in speaking of sand

and clay soils whose water-capacity is only 17.5 to 32.2 per cent.

by weight, says that 30 to 40 per cent, of their saturation amounts

must drain away before the soil can contain air enough to maintain

the respiration of roots and germinating seeds. As compared with

a free water surface, saturated humus cannot admit oxygen as freely,

owing to the large part of the surface actually occupied by the humus

(29) P- 239). In a chemical way it is still more effective, as will be

noted later.

Osmotic pressure.—The osmotic pressure of bog waters has

-v^xi found to be about the same as that of ordinary lakes and rivers.^

They are approximately equivalent to a o . i to o . 5 per cent, normal

Knop's solution. They indicate quite certainly that bog plants do

not owe their distribution and their peculiar structures to a high

osmotic pressure of the bog water.

3 Four samples of bog water from this vicinity were tested by Dr. B. E. Living-

ston, of the University of Chicago, and found to have the following pressures in milli-

meters of mercury at 25° C.:

First Sister Lake, Sample A 50.0742
First Sister Lake, Sample B 40. 0593
Wett Lake, Sample A 100.1484
West Lake, Sample B 150.2226
Lake Michigan water 130.1484

See 33,

/
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B. Chemical factors.—i. Ground water.—The ground water

of the Huron basin derives its mineral constituents from the glacial

drift. The following analyses show the character of the solution.

Quantities are expressed in parts per million (31).

CaC03 CaS04

Ann Arbor,

University well.
Ann Arbor,'

,,W.
ipalanu,

waterworks....

ipsilanti,

Veil

Ann Arbor,

creek

178.00

228.00

289.00

156.00

128.00

3900

223.00

Fe,03 MgCOs K.SO4 SiO,

3-99

6-43

60. 5S 6.78

NaCl

7-30

89.36 5-31 0-2O

21.00 100.00 14.00

Tr.

99.00 Tr.

109.00

83.00

18.00

25.00

4.48

4.88

35 00

62.00

15.00
(NaK)

1

NaaCOa
1

1

1

1

1

Na.S04
Organic
and

volatile

3-85

25.00

71.00

14.00

14.00

1-52

0.42

5-07

9.71

17.00

25-00
(NaK)

Total
mineral

matter

267.72

35331

498.00

585.00

37S-00

It is to be noted that they are all high in calcium and magnesium

content, and under favorable drainage conditions contain sufficient

niinerals for plant growth. The ground water is of especial impor-

tance in the early stages of bog development, when the sedge and

aquatic vegetation is dominant. With the further development^ of

the sedge zone and the formation of a thick peat deposit, its relation

to the vegetation becomes of less moment. There is a notable

difference between the total mineral content of bog water and that

of the soil waters adjoining. In the above table the total mmeral

content of the ground water varies from 267.7 to 585 parts per

"i^"ion. In three analyses of the bog water at the First Sister Lake

mineral content to vary

for"Million, the highest figu.c u....^ ...^ - .

"margin of the tamaracks, /. e., nearest the mineral soil.

num

5
In order to test

*is point, I have cultivated the species found in this v.cmity in tap

ft" and in a saturated solution of CaCO,, and have found no

feriniental eifects due to calcium. The experiments will be ms

^ed late. I funher found that the ash of sphagn-
g-'S^;

_. CaO
concerned

calca:
gnum
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2. Acidity.—Much stress has been laid by various authors,

following ScHiMPER (44, pp. 6, i8, 124)^ upon the acidity of the bog

water as a factor in the bog habitat. In order to get a quantita-

tive statement of the acidity for the bogs of this vicinity, a num-

ber of 50^*^ samples have been titrated with an n/ioo solution of

potassium hydrate Phenolphthalein was used as an indicator. The

results show an acidity varying from .00015 to .00258 normal acid.^

The lowest values are found in the areas occupied by bog sedges

and by swamp plants, and they are practically the same. The areas

occupied by cassandra and sphagnum have a somewhat greater

acidity. The highest percentages arc found beneath the tamaracks.

The explanation of these variations in acidity is suggested by the

tests, made from time to time, of the water in my experimental

cultures. I found that the acidity of the water increased slowly in

the undrained peat substratum cultures (see experiments). The

increase was small in the case of the warm cultures, but quite notable

in the case of the cold undrained substratum. On exposure to air

in the water cultures, and in bottles, the acidity very slowly decreased,

the decrease being greatest in the case of the water which was kept

warm. This is probably due to increased oxidation. These relative

amounts of acid, it will be seen, may be correlated with the tempera-

tures in the several plant societies of the bog, the lowest temperatures

corresponding to the highest percentages of acid. This suggests

the probability that the acidity of the bog substratum increases

farther north.

On allowing open dishes of bog w^atcr to stand for some time,

I found that the evaporation was not sufficient to raise the acidity or

the water, oxidation apparently being more rapid than concentration

of the solution.

-

There is no apparent relation between color and acidity, althoug

the lightest colored solutions usually show but slight acidity. This

seems to indicate that only a part of the color is produced by free

humus acids, the remainder by humates of the alkaHes.

4 Following are the determinations expressed in fractions of a normal acid so u i
•

First Sister Lake: sedge zone, .00066, .00094; cassandra zone, .00152, .001197

tamarack area, .00165, -00179, -00227, -00258; willow-sedge area, .00089, -ooO/

Chelsea: ditches, .00086, .00015, .00043, -oooig, and .00029.

Delhi: tamarack area, .00146, cassandra zone, .00117.

Oxford: cassandra zone, .00094.

4

4
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The effect of acidity upon cultivated plants has been investigated

in this country especially at the Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment

Station, under the direction of Professor H. J.
Wheeler. The

experiments have been conducted upon "acid upland soils" (60),

and numerous reports have been published. These experiments

involved a great variety of plants and were carried on under natural

field conditions. The areas planted for comparison had their acidity

neutralized by the addition of CaC03. The plants which were

favored by the liming include the orange quince, black Tartarian

cherry, Japan plum, Tilia americana, Ulmus amcricana, rhubarb,

Austrahan salt-bush, hemip, barley, oats, onions, Anlhoxanlhum

odoratum, Poa pratensis, Festuca ovina, Holcus lanatus, Fcstuca

elatior, Alopecurus pratensis, etc. Plants which appear to be adapted

to the acid soil conditions include cranberry, blackberry, raspberry,

sheep sorrel, cow-pea, flax, corn, lupine, and soja bean. It would

appear, then, that the acidity of the soil solution is unfavorable for

the growth of some plants, and that it is a factor in the selection of

species for acid soil conditions.

3- Food material—ks to the presence of plant food materials m

the bog soil there is an agreement abong all the analyses that have

been made.^ The soils are unusually rich in nitrogenous materia s,

some analyses showing three times as much as good upland soils.

But in the slow decay of the vegetable matter the nitrogen remains

bound up in organic compounds and is unavailable for the growing

plants. This- is confirmed by experimental tests in which nitrogen

was directly applied, and by tests in which the conditions were

modified so as to permit the action of nitrifying bacteria. In sucn

cases crops were produced when the untreated humus produced

none.

Under natural conditions the growth of the nitnfying_ bacteria

'^ bog soils is almost impossible. Three factors work ^^S^^^^^
mei

activity: (i) the acidity of the soil solution; (2) the lack of oxygen

due to high water content; (3) the lower temperature.
J']"^'^''

found that- the optimum, temperature for these bacteria is 9« ^

(36.6° C.),and that their activity is ver>^ slight at 50 ^- i^ •>

^ Analyses of Wisconsin soils. Ann. Rept. Wis- Agric Exper Sta. ly 304. i^/-

See also 2i, p. 12; 23; 22, p. 276; 30; 48. P- ^34; 12, P- 39> 4-
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(3). Furthermore^ it has been shown that when soil rich in nitrogen

is saturated with water so as to exclude free oxygen, denitrification

takes place and nitrogen gas is set free (29, p. 115).

The phosphoric acid content is comparable with that of the best

soils, and it is at least partially in a condition for plant use.

The potassium content is very low. Analyses and the results

of agricultural experiments show that in order to produce crops this

substance must be added, and preferably in an alkaline form. Inquir}'

among the owners of onion marshes in this vicinity confirms the need

for potassium in local bog soils.

The amount of calcium present is reported as equal to that of

the best upland soils. But it is probable that as "it exists under

natural conditions in bogs it is bound up largely in insoluble humates.

Under the influence of oxidizing processes it would become available

to the plants at the surface.

When we consider the conditions under which the various plant

societies in our bogs exist and their competition with one another,

there can be little doubt but that the substratum varies in each case

as to its chemical composition. That the societies may be classified

on a physiographic basis is certain, but how to determine the chemical

factors accompanying each physiographic change is an unsolved

problem. The ordinary methods of analysis give us the minerals

present, but tell us little about their form and availability for plant

assimilation. The colorimetric methods for determining the quantity

of mineral salts present in bog water are mostly open to objection.

The ease with which the humous bodies of the bog water are decom-

posed render their quantitative estimation by present methods of

little value. Yet it seems probable that work upon the chemistry

must result in data

will

to the ecologist, the forester, and the agriculturist.

C. BioTic FACTORS.—The interrelations of the bog species

be discussed in connection with their other ecological characters.

It will be sufficient to mention here that they are with a few excep-

tions light-demanding forms. Consequently, size and ability to

produce shade are the important factors in their competition with one

another.

struggle
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species near the borders of the area of geographic, distribution of
the bog plants, viz., climate. The bog .plants of this vicinity come
into conflict with species whose range is cither more nearly continental

or more southern. That the climatic and edaphic conditions of

this region are at present unfavorable to the successful competition

of the bog species with swamp species is evidenced wherever the bog
conditions have been disturbed. That the reverse is the rule in

eastern Canada has been shown by Ganong (18, p. 178). The
tenacity with which species, whose multiplication is principally

accomplished by vegetative means, hold an area under complete

control is apparent to any who have studied the vegetation of lake

shores. It is just as strongly marked in the case of the herbaceous

and shrubby bog vegetation. When we examine the chemical and

physical data, now at hand, concerning the soils occupied by bog

and swamp plants respectively, the conclusion must be that they are

wholly inadequate to account for the difference in vegetation. The

forester lays siress upon the fact that trees cannot gain a foothold

on areas now covered with a grass turf because of the difficulty of

the seedlings getting started. The bog societies form an equally

compact plant growth, and their preservation in this region would

seem to be dependent upon analogous factors.

III. The bog-plant societies.

The following descriptions of local bog areas occurring in the

Huron valley aim not only to present lists of plants found in this

vicinity, but to show their natural associations. The order in which

rr
othe areas are described corresponds to the relative amount of fihin

which has occurred in the several basins. To a certain extent this

order is genetic, yet there can be little doubt but that many arctic

plants which were concerned in the pioneer stages of our mature bogs

are now extinct. If we accept the areas at West and First Sister

Lakes as representing bogs in youth, maturity may be illustrated by

the original vegetation of the bog on Carpenter's road. The Chelsea

fJ^ea defines that stage be}'ond the climax, when the conditions

inaugurated by cutting, firing, and ditching have destroyed the

original tamarack forest, and in its place has come a rude mixture

of bog relicts and arborescent weeds.
w
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WEST LAKE.

This lake, situated three miles north of Chelsea (Sec. 30, Dexter

Tp.), is also known locally as Johnson's Lake. In area it is slightly

more than a fourth of a square mile (65 hectares). The margin of

the lake originally extended a half mile (0.8^"^) farther west and

southwest. This part is now occupied by a partially floating bog.

The north, south, and east shores are sandy and low. Patches of

bulrushes and water-lilies occur here and there over the lake and show

its generally shallow character. Toward the east there is a narrow

swampy outlet by which its water after a long and circuitous route

reaches the Huron River. There are no streams tributary to the

lake. The basin lies near the southeastern margin of the interlobate

moraine, and is bounded on the north and south by hills 60 to 80 feet

(18-24'") in height. Not all of the original extension to the southwest

has been filled by peat; two small areas of open w^ater still remain.

The shores, with the exception of the western side, support a

vegetation similar to that of many lakes in this region. Three

societies of plants may be distinguished.

Aquatics.—The most abundant plants are Scirpus lacustris,

Castalia tuberosa, and Sagittaria rigida. These occur not only along

shore, but in shallow water throughout the lake. Associated with

these are Naias flexilis, Brasenia purpurea, Potamogeton heterophyl-

lus, Chara (sp.), Spirodela polyrhiza, Vallisneria spiralis, Scirpus

aniericanus, and Decodon verticillatus.

Sedge-grass society.—Very near the north, south, and east shores

occur a great number of species of grass-like plants. Their associations

vary greatly at different parts of the shore line. The dominant forms

are Carex fihformis, Panicularia nervata, Eleocharis palustris, Carex

teretiuscula, C. Muskingumensis, Dulichium arundinaceum, Panicu-

laria Canadensis, Dryopteris Thelypteris, and Scutellaria galericulata.

Among the species of secondary importance are Onoclea scnsibilis,

Carex riparia, C. stipata, C. hystricina, C. interior, Spartina cynosur-

oidcs, Typha latifolia, Iris versicolor, Lobeha Kalmii, Comarum

palustre, Lycopus americanus, and Eupatorium maculatum. Closely

associated with these plants are the seedlings of the shrubs and trees

which make up the next society.

Willow-maple society.—The shrub and tree border is composed,

i

r

i

i
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for the most part, of Salix Bebbiana, S. discolor^ S. scriccaj Cornus

candidisslmaj Acer nibrum, and Ulmus americana. Beside the

many plants of the sedge-grass society which remain as relicts, the

accessory species include Rosa Carolina, Impatiens biflora, Sambucus

pubens, Spiraea salicifolia, Prunus serotina, Quercus alba, Q.

veliitina, and Opulaster opulifolius. These trees grade into the

forests of the upland and establish a natural order of succession.

An interesting comparison is afforded when we note the species

dominant along the western or bog margin. Here the outer zone of

aquatics is made up of the same species, but this substratum is a

floating raft constructed by the plants themselves. Without again

enumerating the species, we pass to the society which closely follows

their development.

Bog-sedge and shrub society.—This society forms a ver\^ complex

growth, averaging 50 feet (15 ^) in width. On the lakeward side are

the aquatics ; on the other, the growth of tamaracks. The sedges and

shrubs are not separable, as in many other localities. Carex fih-

formis is by far the most important plant in the society. Its vigorous

production of rhizomes and roots especially fit it for the position which

it occupies. Certain other plants are locally abundant and of great

consequence. Tlicse include Dryopteris thelyptcris, Menyanthes

Wfoliata, Eleocharis palustris, Comarum palustre, Sagittaria latifoha,

Eriophorum polystachyon, Carex tcretiuscula, Typha latifolia, Sahx

n^yrtilloides, S. Candida, Betula glandulosa,^ Oxycoccus macrocar-

Pus, and Andromeda polifolia. As accessory species may be men-

tioned Salix discolor, S. Bebbiana, Cicuta bulbifera, Cardamme

Pratensis, Chamacdaphne calyculata, Campanula aparinoides, Rumex

^ritannica, Epilobium adenocaulon, Asclepias incarnata, Pogonia

•^Phioglossoides, BIcphariglottis blephariglottis, Limodorum tuber-

Purp
mor

C- hystricina, Cornus stolonifera, Parnassia carohniana, Viola blanda,

an^l Penthorum scdoides. Here and there occur young tamaracks

^hich by their growth inaugurate the next society.
^^^

Tamarack society.—A5 development proceeds, the shru s a

^ J The form found here and at Delhi corresponds more closely to this species than

• P^mila^ but its characters are intermediate.
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herbs gradually are superseded by a growth of Larix. This society

has been much disturbed by lumbering, and a large part of the

original area has been cleared. But there is good evidence to show

that the part of the basin filled with peat formerly supported a dense

covering of tamaracks. Where best developed and least disturbed,

it shows an undergrowth of Vaccinium corymbosum, Aronia nigra,

etc. As the other species are practically the same as at the lake to

be described next, they need not be enumerated here. In contrast

with most of the areas studied, the almost complete absence of

sphagnum is worthy of note. It is also important that the absence

of any gradation between the forest societies of the upland and of the

bog be kept in mind.

On this lake, then, there are two divergent scries of plant societies.

Starting with practically the same species, the one series leads us

on mineral soil through willows, maples, and elms to the oaks of the

surrouncUng forests ; the other, owing to the development of a floating

substratum, involves a very different set of shrubs and ends with the

tamarack. The former series therefore

the climatic type, while the latter is dependent upon edaphic factors

more

riRST SISTER LAKE.

This lake and its accompanying bog are located three miles west

of Ann Arbor in a glacial drainage valley. Its origin is probably

connected with the melting of a mass of stagnant ice after the

abandonment of the valley by glacial drainage. The surrounding

and underlying soil is a sandy graA'cl. At least a part of the western

side presents an original tamarack bog vegetation, and it is particu-

larly interesting in showing the results of competition between bog

plants and those of other habitats {Jig. 6). The vegetation in general

presents a different phase of the bog societies, as compared with

W est Lake. Especially to be noted arc the dominance of cassandra

and sphagnum in the shrub zone, the absence of cattails and swamp

loosestrife as important members of the outer margin. The tamarack

zone is also raised somewhat more above the water level.

Aquaiics.~mth the exception of the shallow-water forms, the

lake is almost free of higher vegetation. Potamogcton lucens and

P. zostcracfolius occur sparingly. About the margin, however,
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advcna importance. It forms an almost con-

tinuous zone 10 to 25 feet (3-7.5 '^) in width. Patches of Castalia

tuberosa and Brasenia purpurea occur. This arrangement in groups

seems to be connected with their rapid multiplication by rhizomes.

T}])ha latifolia occurs in a small area at the north end of the lake.

Ceratophyllum demersum and
Naias flexilis occur as secondary

ipecies.

Bog-sedge society.— Carex fili-

S'

formisj C. ohgosperma, Eleoch

palustris glaucescens, and Erio-

phorum polystachyon are the pri-

mary factors in the formation of

"^s zone. Carex riparia has gained
a foothold at the north end of the

lake, where muskrats have been
active in destroying the original

Dry

J "usus,

] canadensis, Comarum palustre,

Salix myrtilloides, Dulichium arun-
dina

ii^^v^^:{i^i::'^^:}^L:l
fc V ** - _ * _ ^_

^j^ "St^/* •:;"'- i'--'A-

ceum, Equisetum fluviatile,

widens trichosperma tcnuiloba, ...... .

Menyanthes t r i f o 1 i a t a , V i o 1 a fig. 6.-First Sister Lake,

"^landa, and Eriophorum virgini-

cum occur

aid

stocks.

• occur as accessory plants. The great majority of these plan s

in the construction of the substratum by their roots and root-

He

tufts of great compaLixic..,

The rootstocks of the cassandra

Te and there among the sedges occur the forerunners of he

*nib society. Among the very first to gain a foothold are tne

sphagnums. These build small tufts of great compactness, ana

gradually overcome the sedges. --- . ,

^Iso send up shoots and prepare the way for another vegetation loiro.

0-^ycoccus macrocarpus and O. Oxycoccus both occur at mter^ .

'^ this zone.

^(^ssamlra-sphGgnum socidy.—Beyond the sedge zone the vege a-

^'^^ is no longer arranged zonally. Conditions have been so muc
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disturbed that on the western side the area of cassandra-sphagnum

dominance is very irregular. On the eastern side this plant society

is in the last stage of its existence. The intimate association of

Chamaedaphne calyculata, Sphagnum cymbifolium, S. subsecun-

is well illustrated here. The plants occupy

the whole of the territory where they flourish. The other species

are decidedly secondary. It is to be further noted that in the com-

petition with the sedge species these plants actually override them,

and only an occasional Eriophorum virdnicum survives. The

rccurvum

o
water-conserving properties of the sphagnum are too well known to

need description here. But the mutual advantage of the cassandra-

combinat on is worthy especial note. The former by its

.numerous branches furnishes a framework which aids in the upbuild-

ing of the moss and in shading. The sphagnum, on the other hand,

furnishes a moist cover in which the conditions for the shrub are most

favorable.

accessory species include the moss

Habenari

Sarracenia purpurea, Pogonia ophioglossoides, I.imodorum tubero-

sum, Viola blanda, Osmunda regalis, Campanula aparinoides,

Scutellaria galericulata; and the shrubs, Andromeda polifolia,

Betula pumila, Oxycoccus macrocarpus, O. Oxycoccus, Aronia

nigra, and Ilicioides mucronata.

Tamarack society.—Among the cassandra occur many young

tamaracks, and these by their development come to overshadc the

shrubs and form the tree society of the bog. The dead remnants of

the cassandra mounds make up a large part of the floor beneath them.

The species of secondary im'portance arc Ilicioides mucronata,

Aronia nigra, Chamaedaphne calyculata, Osmunda cinnamomca,

O. regalis, Dryopteris spinulosa intermedia, D. cristata, Polytrichum

juniperinum, Plagiothecium denticulatum, Thuidium recognitum,

Aulacomnium palustrc, Marchantia polymorpha. Sphagnum cymbi-

folium, Boletinus porosus, and Thclephora intybacea.

The tamarack zone has been much disturbed by clearing and

burning. At the present time a large part of the area on the south-

west side is dominated by other tree species. Some of the plants of

the clearing have spread into the Dure tamarack growth.

ft'

1/
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Poplar-willoiv-maple society.—^Where the original conditions have

been disturbed and a second growth allowed to come In, Populus

tremuloides, Salix sericea, Salix discolor, and Acer rubrum have

obtained dominance. Where groups of the more mature poplars

occur there is scarcely any undergrowth. Elsewhere the following

plants occur: Ilicioides mucronata, Salix Bebbiana, Sambucus

pubens, Amelanchier oligocarpa, Aronia nigra, Rubus nigrobaccus,

Cornus. stolonifcra, and Rubus strigosus. These form a dense mixed

association, with but slight reference to substratum conditions. The

smaller species present are Adicea pumila, Osmunda cinnamomea,

Rosa Carolina, Onoclea sensibilis, Epilobium adenocaulon, Spiraea

salicifolia, Dryoptcris thelypteris, Verbena hastata, Solanum dul-

camara, Polygonum sagittatum, Spiraea tomentosa, Geum rivale,

Polyg xyacanthoides

Rumex' Britannica, Impatiens biflora, Viola blanda, Osmunda

regalis.

On the southeast side of the lake and on the north, conditions

interfered with, and there is now a mixed growthmore
of bog and low-ground plants, which represent stages in the declme

of the bog flora and the advent of swamp plants. The tallest forms

are willows and clumps of mountain holly. For convenience only,

the plants may be enumerated together under the following title:

^ixed low-ground sociely.—The dominant plants are Salix

sericea, S. discolor, Spiraea salicifolia, Poa flava, Solidago scrotina,

Chamacdaphne calyculata, Oxycoccus macrocarpus, Aster Novae-

Angliae, and Rosa Carolina, Epilobium adenocaulon, Aronia nigra,

Andromeda polifolia, Rubus strigosus, Dryopteris thelypteris,

Scutellana galcriculata, J
canadensis, Geum rivale, Osmunda regalis, Scirpus cypennus,

Galium aparine, Homalocenchrus oryzoides, Juncus tenuis, Asclepias

"^carnata, Salix Bebbiana, Eupatorium perforatum, Gentiana

'^ndrewsii, Lycopus virginicus, Osmunda cinnamomea, Cornus

stolonifcra, Carex riparia, \^iola blanda, Sarracenia purpurea,

Dryopteris cristata, D. spinulosa intermedia, and Triadcnum vir-

ginicum also occur.

The last two societies are found upon a black peat substratum

^^^ich is more thoroughly decayed than in other parts of the bog.
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Acidity tests show that the relative acidity is less than in the case of

the cassandra-sphagnum and tamarack societies. The soil tempera-

ture also runs somewhat higher as noted elsewhere.

The First Sister Lake may be said to be dominated by three well-

marked bog and two mixed societies in which bog and swamp species

are brought into competition. The result can be

foretold with considerable certainty. The bog vege-

tation will sooner or later be replaced -by the

swamp species.

BOG NORTH OF DELHI.

Two miles north of Delhi occurs an extensive

bog which was formerly a mile and a quarter (2
km

)

Fig. 7 Delhi

long by a half mile wide (0.8 ^'") at its broadest part

(fiS- ?)• The southwestern third has been cleared

W and adjacent and is in part under cultivation. The eastern and

1:95,000 (§ inch
northern parts have been somewhat interfered with

by the cutting of timber, but areas occur which have

been but httle disturbed by these influences. Near

1 mile).

rthe eastern margin are two small lakes, the last remnants of the large

lake which must have occupied this territory in early postglacial

times. The basin is located in a clay moraine of the Erie ice-lobe,

and probably owes its origin to unequal deposition by the glacier.

The plant societies found about the southeastern lake will give an

idea of the whole vegetation (fig. 8).

Aquatic society.—The aquatic vegetation is represented almost

the yellow water-lily, Nymphaea advena. This plantwholly

forms a broader zone completely encircling the lake and varyin

from 5 to 10 feet (1.5-3 '^) in width. Accompanying it occur Bra-

senia purpurea, Ceratophyllum demersum, Lemna minor, and

Spirodela polyrhiza.

Typha-cassandra-sphagnum society.—On the floating margin of

the bog substratum occurs a zone which partially encircles the lake.

Near its outer edge Typha latifolia is the characteristic plant, but in

certain places it is wanting or extends the full width of the zone.

Chamaedaphne calyculata, Sphagnum cymbifolium, S. subsecundum ;

S. recurvum, Carex filiformis, Eriophorum polystachyon, and Salix
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myrtilloides are the most frequent plants. The accessory species-

include Carex oligosperma, ]\Icnyanthes trifohataj Comarum palustre,

Triadenum virginicum, Osmunda regaHs, Onoclea sensibiliSj Rumex
Britannica, Asclepias incarnata, Viola blanda, Cicuta bulbifera,

Galium Aparine, Scutellaria galericulata, Rhus Vernix, DuHchium

arundinaceum, Oxycoccus

macrocarpus, H y p n u m
cordifolium, Hypnum

.
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Fig. 8.—Portion of Delhi bog.

^unda cinnamomea, Salix discolor, S. Bebbiana, Spiraea salicifolia,

"ex vcrticillata, Rosa Carolina, Sarracenia purpurea, Andromeda

PoWolia, Calamagrostis canadensis, and Elcocharis palustris glauces-

cens. These shrubs border the tamaracks and to var>ing distances

extend back among them.

Tamarack-hirch society.—L3.nx laricina and Betula lutea must

J^ive made up the great bulk of the original forest which occupied

area. The relative abundance of the latter has probably been

>«creased by the cutting of the tamarack. The next most Important

^^^e is Acer rubrum, which occurs scattered throughout,- but is espe-

l^h abundant near the northeast side. Where isolated trees have

^een removed, the shrubs which occur among the undergrowth have

this
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made a rapid growth. Throughout the forest area are patches in

which Aronla nigra, Vaccinium corymbosum, and Ilicioides mucronata

stand so thickly as to be almost impenetrable. Where the forest has

been but slightly disturbed and the tamaracks are more or less

scattered, one finds a deep carpet of sphagnum with slender stems

of Cassandra, andromeda, and Eriophorum virginicum rising through

it. Clusters of Sarracenia purpurea are common. The other plants

found in this society are Trientalis americana, Unifolium canadense,

Coptis trifolia, Rumex Acetosclla, Rubus strigosus, Dr)'opteris

spinulosa intermedia, Osmunda cinnamomea, Viola blanda, Impa-

tiens biflora, Solanum dulcamara, Thelephora intybacca, Poly-

trichum juniperinum, Sambucus pubens, Agrostis alba, Blcphari-

glottis lacera, Cornus candidissima, and Cicuta maculata.

Clearing society.—Surrounding the forest on the east, south, and

west sides is a large area, in part dominated by sedges and grasses,
F

and in part by a typical "slashing." It is impossible to characterize

this plant association by any particular species. All that have been

thus far mentioned occur in scattered clusters, the proportions and

yarymg The notable

facts are that on the east side Carex teretiuscula, C. vulpinoidca,

C. riparia, C. filiformis, Scirpus cyperinus, Calamagrostis canadensis,

Aster Novae-Angliae, Eupatorium perfoliatum, and Aster junceus

have become the most abundant forms. To the west of the lake

these plants are present, but the taller shrubs are in control. Salix

discolor, Cornus stolonifera, Salix Bebbiana, S. sericea, and many

others already mentioned as occurring among the tamaracks are

present.

The second lake and the more northerly one is bordered by an

exceedingly narrow zone of low^-growing plants. The dominant

species are Decodon verticillatus and Typha latifolia. Chamae-

daphne calyculata, Carex riparia, Panicularia canadensis, and

Bromus Kalmii are of secondar}' importance. The trees come almost

to the water's edge. The proportion of red maples among the

tamaracks and birches is considerably greater than in the vicinity

of the other lake. Otherwise the tree society is essentially the same.

We have illustrated, then, in the bogs at West Lake, First Sister

-Lake, and Delhi, three stages in the filling of old lake basins. We
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. have seen that, although there are minor variations in the species

j

present, all of the bogs show a series of bog-sedge, shrub, and conifer

i societies which are genetically related. In the Delhi bog the filling

is almost completed. In the bog about to be described we find this

process finished, and what was formerly a ring of bog-sedges sur-

rounding an open lake has become an irregular disk forming the

central plant society of the area.

4

Near

H {fig.

Fig. 9.-Bog near Oxford, Oakland county

BOG NEAR OXFORD, OAKLAND COUNTY.

Oxford Tp., there is a

-tares). Although it Hes

<' lew miles beyond the real boundary ol tne nuiui. ...... ^

is included because it exhibits a flora somewhat differen from the

«ther areas, and may be considered as a near approach to the type 01

"-^^ uLcurrmg larther nortn. inu ua^ii. .^

outwash sands and gravels of the interlobate morame. It is sur-
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rounded by hills 25 to 30 feet (7.5-9"^) in height above the bog level.

During wet weather it has a shallow outlet to the southwest. The
land surrounding it has all been cleared and is now under cultiva-

tion. As shown by other timber areas in the vicinity, it is probable
that the original upland timber was made up in part of Pinus strobus,

Quercus coccinea, and Betula papyrifera.

Bog-sedge society.—Tovf^rd the center of the bog is a considerable

area in which the water level lies just at the surface. The sphagnum
is for the most part submerged, and the dominant plants are Carex
oligosperma and Scheuchzeria palustris. Occasional plants of the

following society are scattered throughout.

Bog-shrub society.—While this zone is characterized by Chamae-
daphne calyculata, Sphagnum cymbifolium, S. recurvum, and S.

subsecundum, young and dwarfed specimens of the spruce, tamarack,
and pine are present in large numbers. The surface formed by the

sphagnum is exceedingly rough and marked by hummocks. Among
the depressions Eriophorum virginicum, E. vaginatum, Andromeda
pohfoha, Sarracenia purpurea, and Oxycoccus macrocarpus are

abundant.

Tamarack-spruce socCety.—This society forms a zone completely

surrounding the shrub society, and is dominated by trees of Larix

laricina and Picea Mariana. Occasional specimens of Pinus Strobus

are found, especially toward the southwest corner, where the sub-

stratum is somewhat higher than elsewhere. Beneath the trees is

an almost impenetrable tangle of shrubs, especially Vaccinium
corymbosum and IHcioides mucronata. The substratum is prac-

tically bare of lower vegetation. An occasional mat of Aulacomnium
palustre may be found at the tree bases. That this society will come
into possession of the central bog area is certainly indicated by the

S^^^j^^ _^umbers of young trees among the bog shrubs.

- y- As usual in the clearing of the adjacent

land, the larger trees of the bog margin were also removed, and in

their stead has come up a growth of willows. The dominant plants

of this zone are Salix sericea, Cornus stolonifera, Spiraea salicifolia,

Sahx discolor, Carex riparia, and C. stipata. Associated with these

plants are Sambucus pubens, Salix nigra, Iris versicolor, Populus

monihfera, Dryopteris spinulosa intermedia. Osmunda cinnamomea,

Willow
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Equisetum limosum, Cornus candidissima, Aronia nigra, Rosa

Carolina, Juncus effusus, Calamagrostis canadensis, Rubus strigosus,

Ilicioides mucronata, Comarum palustre, Carex filiformis, Panicu-

laria canadensis, and Poa flava. Forming a high border about the

tamaracks and spruces are numerous large plants of Vaccinium

corj-mbosum and Ilicioides mucronata.

The very marked difference between the vegetation of the central

and marginal parts of the bog are worthy of especial note. The
former represents the original vegetation of the bog. The latter

)
T(

illustrates most forcibl}' that under present conditions a very different

set of plants springs up and becomes dominant, in spite of the fact

that the true bog plants were near at hand when the clearing

occurred. This bog also illustrates that stage in the filling of a

(depression immediately following the disappearance of the lake.

In other bogs near Oxford, Dasyphora fruticosa and Chiogenes

liispidula occur among the shrubby growth.

THE DELHI MUSKEAGS.

In the bog north of Delhi which has already been described

occur two areas, somewhat to the west of the lakes, which seem to

represent a later stage in the history of a bog than that shown by the

lakes. These areas, if they were found in northern Michigan, would

f^e termed "muskeags." They are surrounded by large tamaracks,

and small tamaracks occur throughout, the smallest specimens toward

the center. If the bog at Oxford were to continue its work of fiUing

'^^til the central society disappeared, we should have a bog area of

^uch the same appearance. The small tamaracks stand far apart,

a'^d between them is a most luxuriant growth of cassandra and

sphagnum. hummocks
^bove the substratum. As one attempts to traverse these areas, he

^'^ks knee-deep in the long, fibrous, peat moss.

The total number of species is very small, and includes, besides

"|ose already mentioned, Andromeda polifolia, Sarracenia purpurea,

y^ycoccus macrocarpus, and a few specimens of Vaccimum cor)-m-

Dosum.

BOG ON CARPENTER ROAD

.

This bog is situated in the SW. % Sec. 3^, A"" ^'^""^ ^^'
^
^^'

^'''^ is a small depression in the glacial moraine occupymg about
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one-tenth of an acre {fig, id). On the south, west, and north sides

it is bordered by clay hills which rise 25 to 40 feet (7.5-12"^) above

the bog level. The vegetation of the hills is dominated by Quercus

velutina, Q, alba, and Q. rubra. With these trees occur Hicoria

ovata, Hamamelis virginiana, etc.

On the north side the upland has been cleared, and the land is

now under cultiva-

tion. From time to

time tamaracks have

been removed from

the bog, until at the

present time only the

central area remains

to indicate the origi-

nal covering. Accom-

panying the clearing

there has

about the

the usual thicket of

shrubs and youn

St^U ~ I««'*-

grown up

tamaracks

Fig. 10.—Bog on Carpenter road.
ct
o

trees. As elsewhere, the peat is more thoroughly decayed and the

substratum level somewhat lower about the margin than toward the

center. This fact is of importance in differentiating the willow-sedge

society.

group

rather mature tamaracks. The substratum has the characi

hummocky surface, marked by large exposed roots, common to such

areas. of
made

up principally of tamarack needles. The undergrowth is sparse,

but most of the bog shrubs and herbs are represented. The more

important species are Chamaedaphne calyculata, Sphagnum cymbi-

folium, S. recurv'um, S. subsecundum, Eriophorum virgimanum,

eryand Lycopus virginicus.

of most of the shrubs is produced by the fungus, Thelephora mty-

bacea. The mycelium in developing its sporophores rises

the stems, frequently to a height of a foot (25^'").

thus formed, irregular fan-shaped pilei are developed, which gives

about

From the cylinder
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the appearance of an elongated brown rosette about the stem bases.

Clitocybc laccata and Boletinus porosus are also abundant in the

autumn. The partially decayed stumps bear Peltigera canina.

Other species occur In this area, but reach their dominance in the

next society.

Poplar-maple society.—Here are brought together the remnant

of the bog species, and those more characteristic of swamps and

dearings. The trees are mai

tering of Acer rubrum. Elm scedhngs occur. The shrubby plants,

however, make up the bulk of the vegetation. Ilicioides mucronata,

Ilex verticillata, Aronia nigra, and Vaccinium corymbosum have

almost complete possession, and are struggHng with one another for

space. All these forms send up stems from the underground parts,

so that among them the struggle is largely a mechanical one. How-

ever, where the red maple overtops them, the factor of shade enters,

and the black choke-cherry and high-bush blueberr}' are the most

tolerant. The mountain holly and black alder prevail elsewhere.

The next most important plants are the willows, Salix sericea and

S. discolor. Mixed with these are Cornus candidissima, Rubus

nigrobaccus, Rosa Carolina, Cornus stolonifera. Spiraea salicifolia,

and Rubus strigosus.

Willow-sedge sodety.—The area dominated by these plants is

covered with water in the spring and during moist weather. Although

"
"s society is fast being crowded out by the next preceding, it is

probable that only a small part of that area was ever occupied by these

plants. These plants require a more moist substratum. The domi-

nant species are Salix sericea, Carex riparia, C. stipata, Cornus

stolonifera, and Osmunda cinnamomea. In the case of the cinna-

fnon fern found in this bog there is a remarkable development of

aerial roots. They are about an inch long and extend outward from

the thick rootstock in all directions, forming a dense covering. The

'oots are thickly covered with root-hairs which have been persistent

^t least through one wdnter. The root-hairs are large and brown

^ color. The appearance of these rootstocks, as a whole, is very

suggestive of certain tropical tree ferns. The other species present

are Ranunculus abortivus, Polygonum sagittatum, Cicuta bulbifera,

Prunella vii1cTnr?= p„i.„c or>,or,VaT.i,Q Rhus Vernix, Solanum dulca-

thi

i

'

-Ik

F"

*
H

^1

i
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mara, Impatlens biflora, Eupatorium perfoliatum, Calamagrostis

canadensis, Dryopteris thelypteris, D, spinulosa intermedia, Doel-

lingeria umbellata, Lactuca spicata, Coptis trifolia, Boehmeria cylin-

drica, Onoclea sensibilis, Marchantia polymorpha, and Rosa Carolina.

The further development of these societies under present condi-

tions will bring about a complete change. There can be no doubt

that the poplars and red maples are the coming trees, with elm a

close third. When these have become sufficiently large and numer-

ous to overshade the shrubs, the latter will be killed out, and we

shall have in their place the maple-elm forest common to the low

grounds. The shrubs, however, are capable of persisting for a great

length of time, because of the difficulty of tree seedlings obtaining a

start beneath them.

THE CHELSEA BOG.

Of the bogs which have been subjected to clearing, burning, and

ditching, by far the most interesting in this region is located just to

the southeast of the town of Chelsea. It covers an area of about

50 acres (20 hectares), and the peat is reported to be 40 feet (12"^)

thick at the deepest places. The divisions into societies, as indicated

on the map {fig. 11), are based on the most general characters of the

vegetation. There are gradations between all of the societies, and

these are so gradual that it is difficult to determine definitely the

boundaries. Further, owing to the tendency of many of the shrub

form

very

in different parts of the same society.

Birch-vaccinium society.—This mixed society of bog shrubs occupies

about one-fourth the area of the bog. Its substratum consists of

peat standing about a foot above the average water level. The

dominant plants are Betula pumila, Vaccinium corymbosum, Rubus

frondosus, Aronia nigra, Vaccinium canadense, and Pteridium

aquilinum. Just as common perhaps, but of lower growth, are

Rubus hispidus, Spiraea salicifolia, S. tomentosa, Aralia hispida,

Chamaedaphne calyculata, and Rumcx Acetosella. The ground

covermg. shrubs

of Polytrichum juniperinum. There are many small areas of which

forms
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yellow, and red, depending upon the season of the year.

Where the moss is disturbed by the uprooting of plants, the substra-

tum becomes exceedingly dry. The moss dies out, and in place of

it there springs up a growth of Cladonia rangiferina, C. pyxidata,

4

C.

Fig. II.—Chelsea bog.

gracilis, C. verticiUata, C. cristatdla, and frequently a smdl

These plants gradually close oer
-"Aiure or Kumex Acctosclla. i ncae j,....— o •

i , the
'^'^ surface and aid in the conservation of the n<«^'.";';

„^„
^"litions become more favorable, the Polytrichum agam tose^

*•= area, driving, out the lichens. About the borders of the
driving out the lichens.
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the Polytrichum is killed out by the shade. Rumex Acetosella is

better fitted to withstand such conditions, and consequently forms

an inner border about each group of shrubs. Where depressions

occur and are flooded for any length of time, the Polytrichum is

replaced by Eriophorum virginicum and Scirpus cyperinus. Along

the northwestern border Rubus nigrobaccus is making inroads upon

this society. To the north of the railroad, however, the most impor-

tant changes are being wrought by the development of Populus
r

tremuloides and Quercus velutina. Young trees of the former are

now scattered throughout, while the latter is present in small number.

The plants of minor importance arc Ilex verticillata, Viburnum len-
r

tago, Ilicioides mucronata, Amelanchicr Botryapium, Euthamia

graminifolia, Doellingeria umbellata, Bidens trichosperma tenuiloba,

Dulichium arundinaceum, Poa flava, and Sphagnum cymbifollum.
w

Chokeberry society.—Aronia. nigra forms the most dense and

exclusive growth that occurs on the bog. Usually the substratum

is somewhat lower and more subject to overflow than in the last

society. It would seem from observation that this condition is in

part due to the chokeberry itself. Owing to its dense growth, it

protects the surface of the peat from drought and favors the processes

of decay. At the same time it adds very little to the substratum in

the way of debris. Where it attains its best development it is prac-

tically without undergrowth. About the borders it is mixed with

Vaccinium corymbosum, Betula pumila, and Hex verticillata. Of

the smaller plants, Pteridium aquilinum penetrates to the greatest

distance. Other species occurring about the borders are mentioned

among the other societies.

Poplar-willow society.—Ahoui the borders of the bog, and extend-

ing to a greater or less extent into its interior, is a dense zone composed

of Populus tremuloides, Salix discolor, Quercus velutina, Populus

grandidentata, and Salix nigra. By far the most abundant form is

the trembling aspen. The substratum varies from areas well above

the water level to areas which are constantly submerged. The aspen

is also the most important of the plants w^hich are invading the shrub

societies. In the relative proportion of the individual species there

is the greatest variation at different places in this border zone. Of

the more enduring species, Quercus velutina is the most abundant.

The other species present are Salix Bebbiana, S. scricea, S. lucida,
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Pmnus serotina, Qucrcus alba, Q. macrocarpa, Acer rubrum, Betula

lutea, Amelanchlcr Botryapium, Viburnum pubescens, Spiraea

^
salicifolia, S. tomentosa, Corylus americana, Sambucus pubens,

^
Comus candidissima, C. stolonifera, Cicuta maculata, Aster lateri-

fcus, Carduus altissimus, Galium asprellum, Osmunda cinnamomea,

,

0. regalis, Ranunculus pennsylvanicus, Calamagrostis canadensis,

^

liola blanda, Euthamia graminifolia, Bidens frondosa, and Aster

Xovae-Angliae.

Sedge society.—On the northeast side of the bog is an area domi-

nated by sedges. In the fall of the year it appears to be a uniform

area of Scirpus cyperinus, but there arc many other species mixed

mtli it. The substratum is low and is mainly characterized by

tussocks formed by the sedges. Throughout, occur small clumps

of the willows already mentioned. The most abundant accessory

species are Isnardia palustris, Calamagrostis canadensis, Carex

teretiuscula, C. stipata, C. filiformis, C. fusca, C. oligosperma,

C- riparia, and Aulacomniuni palustris.

The future flora of this bog appears to be indicated by the rapid

growth of the popLirs, willows, and oaks. The few tamaracks

remaining are approaching maturity and are not being reproduced.

The means by which these tree species combat the shrubs is mainly

^y shading, while the latter in the same way interfere with the develop-

ment of the tree-seedlings. The time involved in this struggle must

^ ^'ery great, but the ultimate outcome will be an oak forest, the

jntervening stages being filled in by poplar and willow growths. If,

Wever, the decay of the peat beneath these trees brings the surface

[•^
the water level, the poplar-willow stage will be indefinitely pro-

longed.

GENERAL CONSIDERATION OF THE BOG FLORA.

Reside the trees mentioned in the preceding descriptions, note
'

'
be made of the occasional occurrence of the black ash, Fraxinusshould

Q
It

^uently happens, when the tamaracks are cut, that the black ash

'^^comes abundant, as in the area one-half mile southeast of Kava-

:h

'^''l

rubrum. Another example occurs about a mile north of Chelsea

'" ^'^ H Sec. I, Sylvan Tp. Here in a small area from .^diichthe NE
Qucrcus
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Fraxinus americana, F. pennsylvanica, Acer rubrum, Ostrya vir-

giniana, Tilia americana, and Liriodendron tulipifcra are associated.

The undergrowth consists of Solidago patula, S. neglecta, Aster

lateriflorus, IMitella diphylla, Euonymus obovatus, Viola pubescens,

Agrimonia hirsuta, Cornus florida, C. candidissima, Eupatorium

Juniperus

umand Spiraea salicifolia. The substra

by mosses, including Hypnum fluitans, H. Schreberi, H. Blandovii,

H. roseum, Thuidium recognitum, and Climacium americanum.

On the farm of Tames Barton (i

growth of tamaracks and black ash.

Sec. 2, Lyndon Tp.) the

elm have replaced a former

In a previous publication (55 : p. 403) the writer called attention

to the absence of a genetic relationship between the bog plants

and the surrounding vegetation in southern Michigan. This was

explained on the basis that the bog vegetation is a relict of former

cHmatIc conditions; that it has a genetic relationship with the

conifer forest formation of northeastern North America, as shown by

studies in northern Michigan and Pennsylvania, and that In this

region it has been surrounded by a more southern flora whose center

of distribution Is the southeastern United States. Consequently no

order of succession between the tamarack and the oak floras is to

be expected.

When, however, bog areas are cleared or their normal development

disturbed, such trees as the black ash, white ash, red maple, and elm

replace the tamarack, and a definite order of succession is established.

It was also maintained that present bog habitats are continuations

of similar habitats which came into existence when a colder climate

prevailed than at present. More recent observations tend to confirm

and strengthen this statement.

The dominance of bog and swamp plants respectively in adjoinmg

areas is to be explained largely by the time when the areas came to

support their present ground vegetation. If the habitat has existed

undisturbed since the time when a colder climate prevailed, the bog

plants will be dominant. If it came into existence in recent times,

or has been disturbed, It will be dominated by swamp species.

{To he concluded.)
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BRIEFER ARTICLES.

TOLERANCE OF DROUGHT BY NEAPOLITAN CLIFF FLORA.

(with three figures)

The writer has already made mention of several of the most abundant

species on the cliffs in the vicinity of Naples.^ Some of these plants seemed

to offer sufficient points of interest to be worthy of more detailed study,

and a few notes in regard to their summer condition are here offered.

At Pozzuoli, where most of these observations were made, the strip of

fertile soil which skirts the beach is bounded on the landward side by

cliffsj in many places quite vertical, rising to a height of thirty to more

I

than a hundred meters. These cliffs are occasionally of trachyte, but

niost frequently of gray or yellowish tufa, which in softness and porosity

closely resembles the softest brick used in interior construction by American

guilders. Decomposed it makes a moderately rich and very warm soil.

The chemical composition of two such tufas (from the Utile island of

Vivara, 8.3 miles (13^"") from Pozzuoli, of the same volcanic series and

not greatly different age from the Pozzuoli deposits) is as follows:

SiO^..
A]203
Fe203
FcO
MgO.-
CaO..
NOaO.

CO,..
CI....

Gray Tufa Yellow Tufa

51.08

13.16

4.72

7.09
2.94
2.94
4.58

TOO. 22

45 50
16.05

11.69

3.20

5-°3
2.28

4.12

I.50

0.40

99-13

_

On account of the porositv and the vertical extent of these tufas, the

soil water sinks to great depths, sprijigs (except profound volcanic ones)

^re unknown, and the southerly faces of the cliffs during the summer

Months ant^Pnr T.«.f„..1.. .!„..Months appear perfectly dry.

Mean daily temperature, ° C.

July

24.14

August

23.96

Mea ^9 12 23 .88

1905]

'BoT. Gazette 35:360-362. 1903

449
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During the summer of. 1904 the maximum temperature at 2 p. m.

observed in the sviperficial layer of soil on the little local deposits of weathered

earth on the faces of cliffs, was 57^ C.

Occasionally the month of July is quite rainless.

Some experiments on the amount of moisture contained in the material

of the faces of tufa cliffs and walls gave the following results:

1904

Loss of moisture

at 100° C, per cent.

10.6

Aug. 15. Top of Roman pillar of brick and tufa, portion about ultimate

rootlets of Medicago arborea 2.1

Sept. I. Earth on face of cliff about ultimate rootlets of Artemisia

variabilis

Sept. 8. Earth on face of cliff about ultimate rootlets of MatlJiiola riipe-

stris

Sept. 9. Earth on face of cliff about ultimate rootlets of Artemisia

arborescens

13-4

54
Sept. 10. Tufa-like clay, surface of cliff, no vegetation except Sedum sp. 0.7

These determinations were made at a time when the autumn rains had

not as yet set in, and the tufa and earth examined were nearly at their

minimum as regards moisture-content. A few light sprinkles during late

August and early September had not materially affected their condition.

In the cUff-side formations about Pozzuoh the most important woody

species, arranged roughly in the order of their al^undance, are:

T, Artemisia arborescens, L.; 2, A. variabilis, Ten.; 3, Helichr}'sum rupestre,

DC; 4, Inula viscosa, Ait.; 5, Spartium junceum, L.; 6, Medicago arborea, L.;

7, Opuntia Ficus-Indica, Mill; 8, Mesembr}'anthemum acinaciforme, L.; 9,

Matthiola rupestris, Guss:

Number 5 of this list has been much discussed as a typical summer

deciduous xerophytic shrub, and so it did not seem worth while to mves-

tigate further its equipment for resisting the difficulties of its environment.

Numbers 7 and 8, the succulent members of the formation, are not indige-

nous and might better be studied in detail in their original habitats.
'

Of

the other members of this little flora it may be said that in general ^they

have not the aspect of extreme xerophytes. It therefore seemed likely

to be a profitable bit of work to look into the qualifications which

enabled these six species to support the very high summer temperature

to which they are exposed, with, in general, an inadequate supply of water.

In external appearance the only obvious characteristic common to

shrub Helichry-

sum and Matthiola show this well in the shape of the plant as a whole
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^ ih It seems
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probable that this mode of growth is of use in removing the foliage of the

plants as far as possible from the intensely heated cliff surfaces,

The plants in question show few adaptations for extraordinary coUec-

The roots of the Artemisias are often twice ortion or storage of w^ater.

more than twice

as long as their

stems, but the
other four species

have compara-
tively short roots.

In all six species

th e means of
checki foliar
transpiration are

only moderately

developed. Most
ofthemduringthe

rainy season
transpire abun-
dantly. The loss

per hour per 100
square centimeters

of leaf surface
(reckoning lower
surfaces only) for

'^^atthiola is
66i"^e, Hehchry-
sum 75onig Med-

Fig. 1. -Ildichrysim mpeslre (left), Matthiola rupcsHs'^ago 1200^8, and
Inula 143 img^ j^j ^^^jgj^^^_ May condition.

^ temperature of
''^out 30O C, when the moderately xerophytic leaves of the olive lose

f^"^'
per hour. The leaf areas for the finely dissected leaves of the

Artemisias were difficult to calculate, so twigs of these were compared

^th olive twigs by weight, and the loss per gram per hour of both species

«f Artemisia was found to be about 190"^ when the loss of an ohve twig

^as 6omg,

Putting the means of checking transpiration in tabular form, they may

be
^i^dicated as follows:
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Leaves
summer
deciduous

Leaves
withering

Leaves
paraheli-

tropic

Leaves
sulcata or
revolute

Leaves
very

hairy or
sericeous

Leaves
aromatic
with

essential

oil

Artemisia arborcsccns
Artemisia variabilis

Hclichr3^sum runestre
Inula viscosa

# *

r

X
* •

X
X
X
X

* t

i

1

1

m

« *

X

* m

X
M

X

X

X
•

m m

X

X
X
X
X

1
Mcdicaeo arborca
Matthiola rupestris 1

m 4

No one of the nine cliff species enumerated is without some xerophytic

characteristics, but it is noteworthy that only two of the non-succulent

species have ample and obvious protection from injury by drought. The
Spartium, leafless during the drier months and with thick wax coated

epidermis and sunken stomata, endures months of rainless heat without
• « _ _
injury

(fi

flourishes not only on the nearly vertical surfaces of tufa clififs, but also on
the bare tops of ancient Roman walls and pillars. It is, indeed, the char-

acteristic shrub of the meager flora of these latter localities, often at a height

0-2O*"

from the soil. Its roots are short and scanty, and the plant contains no

mechanism for special storage of water, but the complete shedding of the

leaves in early summer renders the shrub secure against fatal desiccation

afterward. Unfortunately I was not able to make as many determinations

M m . «

would have been desirable, so the following values are far from exact;

still they may serve to explain the tenacity of life of the species. The
total transpiration per hour at 30° C. of a twig S^'" long was about as

follows

:

mg-^lay I, leafy twig in water 180
^fay 14, leafy twig in water 120

June 1 7 leafy twig in water 70
September 14, leafless twig, not in water .... 5

In the first case above given, the leaves were in the height of their

activity; May 14 they looked as green and fresh as at first, but had lost

a httle of their power to transpire. By June 1 7 all the leaves had turned

yellowish and had taken up pernmnently their paraheliotropic position.

On September 14 the twigs were (and had long been) entirely leafless and

appeared rather destitute of moisture. The figures speak for themselves,

and the final rate of transpiration, less than 3 per cent, of the maximum,

' For these figures the author is indebted to Mrs. Hekbert S. Jennings.
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indicates an extremely high degree of adaptiveness to variations in tem-

perature and water supply. The greatly lessened loss of water from the

leafless twig of September 14 was certainly in great measure due to its

comparatively desiccated condition at the beginning of the half-hour

during which it was

Twigs

allowed to

vigoroustranspire. Twigs in

leafy condition (May 14) lost

about
7 per cent, as much water

the cortex alone asthrough

through leaves and cortex taken

together.

It is evident that Medkago
arhrea depends for protection

against the excessive transpira-

tion mainly upon its summcr-
fleciduousness. This is shown
not only by the lessened loss of

^•ater after defoliation, as above
^tated, but also by the fact that
in damp soil, as under larrje trees

^^Qnercus Ilex at Lake . ........

^'Jiere during the larger part of.

the day in summer the illumlna-
tion IS only from i to 5 per cent.
°f the total, the leaves of this
species are hardly at all decidu-
ous during the summer. The
aspect of these shade plants {fig.
') IS notably different from that

O

of tho^e growing on cliff sides.
^e former are much taller and

j-elativdy more slender, with
^'^yes fewer, larger, and longer
P^tioled. Twigs of shade plants

f^e about one and one-half
times as much leaf area as those
^^equal length from sun plants.

h^T^
^^ individuals growing

•^^
aeep shade were less numer-

^s than on those growing in

Fig. 2.—Medkago arhorea, shade form,

grown in a situation ydih one to five per cent,

illumination. Xf-
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I

the sun, but each leaf of the former class was about twice as lar<re as one

of the latter.

Like those of a good many other Leguminosae, the leaves of this Alecli-

cago take a paraheliotropic position {fig, j) during the hours when they

are exposed to bright sunUght. This is identical with the nocturnal posi-

tion. The movements of the leaflets are so slug-

gish that it is difficult to ascertain definitely the

percentage of illumination necessary to induce the

position. As already stated, the leaves take this

attitude permanently for some time before they are

shed for the summer.

Of the other woody non-succulent plants under

discussion, the Matthiola alone at the end of the

dry season has suffered no material injury. It is

difficult to see how this plant, with its not incon-

siderable rate of transpiration and its leaves des-

titute of unusual epidermal protection and with

loose, soft mesophyll, maintains itself so success-

fully during the Mediterranean summer. Its most

xerophytic characteristic is the manner in which

the leaves are folded together upward along the

midrib.

The Helichrysum has a decidedly xerophytic

aspect. Its cylindrical looking linear leaves are

30-7 usually only 1.4-1.5mm wide:

Fig 3.-3/

form

sometimes 3^^ wide. Both surfaces, but especially

the lower, are covered with an abundant coating

of felted, cobwebby hairs, and in leaves of the

narrower type the spaces between the midrib and

the recurved leaf margins are quite filled with a

mass of hair. But this apparent provision against

excessive transpiration, as already shown, does

not prevent rapid loss of water, and indeed the

ermis

in full sunlight; leaflets
^^ ^^^ mesophyll are ill adapted to retain water,

in paraheliotropic posi- Helichr}'sura and Inula both lose more than half

f of their foliage by drying up before the end of the

summer, and many of their branches die to the ground. The Artemisias

also lose by dr}-ing in situ sometimes more than two-thirds of their leaves,

but the branches generally remain alive.
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All four of these species appear to occupy their cliff-side stations rather

because the latter are somewhat free from other competing shrubs than

because here is found an ideal environment. Indeed, the Artemisias and

tbe Inula in good soil have a robuster habit and more abundant foHage

tban along the faces of the tufa cliffs where their presence is most char-

acteristic.

Summing up the results of the observations made upon the nine species

dealt with in this paper, the members of this flora may be classed according

to their qualifications to endure high temperature with deprivation of

'^'iter as follows:
. / Opiintia Fiais-Indtca
succulents, extremely resistant . . . < Me^emhrvanthemnm acinaci]ome

Uninjured by drouglit, retaining all foliage Matth iola rupcstris

Siimmer deciduous, highly resistant
/ Sparlium jimceum

Mcdicago arhorca

Artemisia arhorescens

Leaves and branches often dying in silu, Artemisia variabilis

Hclichry

.
Inula viscosa

J.
Y. Bergen, Napl

A NEW GENUS OF OPHIOGLOSSACEAE.

(with one riGURE)

Dumc the spring of , 903 the writer discovered the f"*P^>;^^

'iBo,rychiu,n ohllj„„„, Muhi., and later announced the fact n, a ca a ogne

»' the pteridophytes of Minnesota.- Since that time both ^F^P'^j^f
™

S'mctophyte of this and other species of Botrychiura have been s J

'« careful study. The gametophytes of ^"'O-'^'""'
;-»"'," ""l'^/;

I*™
found in h,rge numbers, and a few gametophytes of B. '"^'"

;

^rka.iaeloU,u. were foun.l in ,904. W"'e *e resuUs h. » =

»" are not ready for final publication, it seems at the P''^ "'ir'/^^.y,„„
» «U attention to the embryo of Bolrychiu,,. omj.nm.^ '

"^"l^^^^
^""S on a question now being agitated by others, i" "

,„,3,,eae

l^^'^^r-' has disputed Bower's contention t at Oph

'^ alhed to the Lycopodiales. Campbeli would derne

'»" fc Bryophyta.
,„ are subterranean and

,
The gametophytes of Botrychium ohUqmm are

_
. „e

^««'»te of chlorophyll. They grow by a distinct ap.cal menste

Minn. Bot. Studies 3:2,9. 1903.
,0-=73-^SS. '905-

'() American Naturalist 38:76.-775- "9<'4; (») *<'• 5''"
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flattened dorsiventrallyj and possess many long rhizoids. They are

monoecious. The reproductive organs are developed on the flattened

dorsal side and in their organization differ essentially from those of Botry-

chiiim virginianiim as described by Jeffrey. 3

The oosperm upon segmentation does not develop directly into a

spherical protocorm^ as is

the case in all other ferns

which have been studied,

but jirst gives rise to a Jong

suspensory which burrows

into the tissue of the game-

tophyte in the manner
characteristic of certain

lycopod embryos. At the

tip of this suspensor a

spherical protocorm is or-

ganized, out of which the

stem and root apices are

shortly differentiated. The

axis of the metacorm trans-

fixes the protocorm and all

the tissue of the latter, ex-

cept the suspensor, becomes

a permanent part of the

The embryo

does not, therefore, possess

a lateral cotyledon (nurs-

as does Bolry-

metacorm.

ing-foot)

Fig. I.—Photomicrograph of a section through cIliuM virgiftioftiOH The

/

a^ gametophyte and young sporophyte of Sceptri-
^^^^ grows downward and

dium ohliqtmm. The section is vertical, and trans- - '

'

verse of the gamctophyte. The root is ahcady ^^^ -
, .

protruded from the under side of the gametophyte, of the gametophyte, anU ai

while^the position of the first leaf was marked by a a later period the first leal

pronounced elevation on the upper side, a, arche- breaks through the upper

gonium; s, suspensor; t, stem tip; /, first leaf; r,
g^j-face. The relation of

the members in the youngroot. X^6o.

embryo and its orientation in the gametophyte are well illustrated by the

accompanying figure.

A study of the mature sporophytes of the ternate species of Botrychmm

3 Univ. of Toronto Studies 1 : 1-32, 1898,
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"

discloses unique characters which alone mark them as a natural group

entitled to generic rank. Considering, in addition, the anomalous character

of their embryos as illustrated by Botrychium obliqunm, it appears at once

desirable to segregate them as a distinct genus.

The writer would therefore suggest the name Sceptridium (from o-k^tt-

r/)ov), in allusion to the scepter-hke sporangiophore.

SCEPTRIDIUM, a new genus of Ophioglossaceae.

Stem subterranean, short, erect, with many clustered roots. Sporophyll

dividing near the stem into a long petioled sporangiophore and a shorter

petioled sterile segment. Sporangiophore erect, bi-, tri-, or even quadri-

pinnate, bearing naked, spherical sporangia in two rows. Sterile segment

inserted obliquely near or at the surface of the ground, ternately divided

or compound. Gameto])hyte tuberous, subterranean, saprophytic, monoe-

cious. Embryo with a siispcnsor and without a pronounced lateral coty-

ledon; its axis straight, the root emerging from the lonxr side of the

gameophyte.

To this genus should be referred the following described but ill-defined

species and varieties:

Sceptridium australe (R. Bi.).—Botrychium austrde R. Br., Prodr.

Fl. Nov. Holl. 164. 1810.

Sceptridium biforme {CoXen^o).—Botrychium bijorme Colenso, Trans.

New Zeal. Inst. 18:223. 18S6.

Sceptridium biternatum (Lam.).—Osmunda hiternata Lam., Encyc.

Meth. Bot. 4:650. 1797. Botrychium biternatum (Lam.) Underw., Bot.

Gazette 22:407. 1896.

Sceptridium californicum (Vndcnx.).- Botrychium calijormcum Un-

derw., Torreya 5 : 107. 1905.
, p 11

Sceptridium Coulteri {\]ndcx^^^.).-Botrychium C^/rf/m Lnderw., iiuli.

Torr. Bot. Club 25:537. 1898. ^ .. ,.

Sceptridium daucifolium (Hook. & Grtv.).-Botrychium
dauajottum

Hook. & Grev., Ic. Fil. 2: pi. 161. 183 1.
. j ^

Sceptridium decompositum (Mart. & Ga\.).-Botrychium
decompo-

4

i

Mart. & Gal.. Me'ra
Pl

Sceptridium dissectum (Spreng.).-^^/0''-/''""^
'^"^^^'"'" ^^''"^

^"leit. 3:172. 1804.
^ japon-

Sceptridium japonicum (Franil).-Botrychium
dauc^}onum h j^r-^

'-"n Prantl, Jahrb. Bot. Gartens BerUn 3:340. 1884. Botryckuon

Pponieum (Prantl) Underw., Bull. Torr. Bot. Club ^SoSS- ^»9«-

Tenmani (Vnder.:).-Botrychium Jenman. Underw., Fern

^^11- 8:59- 1900.
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4

Sceptridium matricariae (Schrank).

—

Osmunda matricariae Schrank,

Baier. Fl. 2:419. 1789. Botrychiiim matricariae (Schrank) Spreng., Syst.

Veg. 4:23. 1827.

Sceptridium obliquum (Muhl.).

—

Botrychiiim ohliqinnn Muhl, Willd.

Sp. PL 5:62, 1810.

Sceptridium obliquum elongatum (Gilbert & Habcrer).

—

Botrycliiiim

obliquum elongatum Gilbert & Haberer, Fern Bull. 11:89. 1903.

Sceptridium obliquum Habereri (Gilbert). ^— Botrychiiim obliquum

Habereri Gilbert, Fern Bu.l. 11:88. 1903-

Sceptridium obliquum intermedium (Undcxw.).—Botrychiiim obliquum

intermedium Underw., Our Native Ferns, ed, 6, 72. 1900.

Sceptridium obliquum oneidense (Gilbert) .— Botrychiiim ternaluni

oneidense GWheri^ Fern Bull. 9:27. 1901.

Sceptridium pusillum (Underw.) .

—

Botrychium pusillum Underw.

,

Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 30:50. 1903.

Sceptridium robustum (Rupr.).

—

Botrychium rutaejoUum var. rohustum

Rupr., Milde Nov. Act. Acad. Caes. Leop.-Carol. 26:763. 1858. Botry^

chiiim rohustum (Rupr.) Underw., Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 30:51- I903-

Sceptridium Schaffneri {\Jn(lcxw.).—Botrychium Schajjneri Underw.,

Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 30:51. 1903.

Sceptridium silaifolium (Piesl).—Botrychium silaifolium Presl, Rel.

Haenk. i .'j6. 1825.

Sceptridium subbifoliatum (Brack.).—Botrychium subbijoliafum Brack.,

U. S. Expl. Exped. 16:317. 1854.

Sceptridium tenuifolium (Underw.).

—

Botrychium tenuijolium Underw.,

Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 30:52. 1903.

Sceptridium ternatum (Thunb.).

—

Osmunda ternata Thunb., Fl. Japon.

329. 1784. Botrychium ternatum (Thunb.) Sw., Schrader's Journ. Bot.

1800^:111. 1801.

Sceptridium Underwoodianum (Mdxon).—Botrychium Underivood-

ianum Maxon, Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 32:220. 1905.

—Harold L. Lyon, University of Minnesota.



CURRENT LITERATURE.
BOOK REVIEWS.

Photomicrographs of plant rusts.

There is a difficulty in studying microscopic fungi, from which the student

of phanerogamic plants is exempt. It arises from the minuteness of the parts,

making it necessary to prepare a slide and place it under the microscope, and

sometimes more than one slide, before the essential characters can be seen. As

only one slide can be examined at a time, the student must carry a mental picture

of the various forms previously examined which he desires to compare with the

one under examination. He cannot lay his two or more objects side by side and

fiave them both or all equally under consideration at the same time.

One of the best known means for reducing this difficulty to a minimum is

the use of photomicrographs. When skilfully prepared under uniform con-

ditions and magnification thev are of great assistance in making close comparisons

^"^-ecn a few forms, and immensely facilitate the rapid review of a large scries.

Recognizing these facts, together with the additional one that many species

are so rare that the student can not hope always to secure a specimen, Professor

E- W. D. HoLWAY, of the University of Minnesota, has undertaken to publish a

complete series of photomicrographs of the spores of the North American rusts '

The work starts out with the genus Puccinia, taking the species up systematically

according to hosts. The first number begins with the order Ranunculaceae,

having seventeen species, followed by nine other orders. The 45 species of this

first number are illustrated by 62 figures, all but one representing the spores as

seen m the field of a microscope under a magnification of 250 diameters.
_

Ihe

photogravure plates show almost the same perfection of detail as the original

photographs, both being of superior quality.
u v h

The text accompanying the plates is of the nature of a monograph, bacn

^>es is fully described, with synonymy, distribution, and citation ot exmcan

.„,._> • ., , . ' , . A f.«at;cP<; in the herbarium of

httv;

spec

Th:
'-'n. lo au luunaea upon iiic bpc^-im*^"-^ "—

^

niverslty of Alinnesota, and is carried out with much critical insign^

The number
^sts, and especially so on account of the illustrations, tew Docanist. uav..

skill in the production of photomicrographs as the author.-J. C. Arthur

Thos

Luther Burbank.

,
AHOSE who know iVIr. Burbank personally aomuc u..

^^
Kroedimr

^l^aracter; they who know his work acclaim him as a genius m plant breedi g

' HoLWAY, E. W. D.. North American Uredincac. Vol. I, part i. 4to. PP- ni+3^-

'^0, Minneapolis, 1905. $2.00*
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and marvel at his dauntless and unselfish devotion thereto; they realize that he

has operated on a grand scale, producing, by his acute judgment and his keen

insight, even more than by skilful and ingenious manipulation, remarkable and

valuable results. H§ is a great man—doubtless the greatest—in his chosen

field; granting that he is now worthy a biography, he is most unfortunate in his

biographer.^

To describe the personality of a great man one must not only be enamored of

the man, but be able to sketch him in attitudes of mind and soul that carry con-

viction of greatness. To exhibit the work of a great man, one must not only be

conversant with the details of the work, but be able to make manifest its nature

and its bearings, its problems, and its triumphs.

Mr. Harwood is convinced that Luther Burbank is a superlatively great

man; but he cannot compel his readers to believe this by mere reiterated asser-

tion. He is sure that the work is marvelous and of surpassing value; but as he

obviously knows nothing of horticulture and less of botany, he is incompetent to

explain it. He insists ad nauseam that Mr. Burbank is a scientific luminary of

the first magnitude; but our author has no inkling of the meaning of scientific

training, nor does he know the criteria of a man of science; he does not even

perceive that his liberal (and presumably literal) quotations convict his hero of

some lack of the scientific spirit, which is even more important than the errors

they embody.

Given reasonably clear English and a logical presentation, the actual infor-

mation in this book could be condensed into a magazine article. It is surprising

that a house like the Macmillan Co. should lend its imprint to a volume with the

style and Enghsh of a sensational newspaper, not to mention consistent misspell-

ing which cannot be laid at the door of the compositor.

As to the work of Burbank little need be said. Its economic value is unques-

tionable, even though many of the most wonderful things are not yet quite per-

fected. And no one will doubt the devotion and few will question the altruism

of this man, who like Agassiz, has been too busy to make money, except for

further prosecution of his work. But withal it must be recognized that he is no

''wizard of horticulture;" he has no secrets but skill and insight derived from

long experience; he has devised no unusual methods and developed no essen-

tially new ideas in plant breeding. Naturally when he claims to have disproved

this scientific theory or that, one hears his opinion and, without doubting his

smcerity, remains incredulous until the proof is adduced. • If that can be done

none sooner than scientific men will recognize and acclaim it. But incredulity is

only aggravated by assertion without evidence, and distrust can only be intensified

by such absolute misconception of so clear a theory as that of DeVries.—C R. B.

^ Harwood, W. S., New creations in plant life. An authoritative account of the

life and work of Luther Burbank. i2mo. pp. xiv -1-368. New York: The Macmillan
Co. 1905. $1.75,
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Organography

The large English edition of the second part of Goebel's Organography

of plants has now appeared.^ The first part has become so indispensable to

students of experimental morphology that the translation of the second has been

awaited with much interest, and with some impatience as time wore on. As

the German edition was reviewed in this Journal shortly after its appearance

in 1900,4 little need now be said about the subject matter. The work, as a whole,

is an attempt to present the configuration of plants from the point of view of

function and environment. While the first part is primarily a discussion of

principles, the second is devoted to a more detailed presentation of the structures

and variations of the Bryophyta, Pteridophyta, and Spermatophyta. The wide

experience of the author in experimental work, and more especially his great

wealth of first-hand observation of plants under most diverse conditions, has

enabled him to present a mass of detailed information that is of very great value

and suggestiveness.

The translation has been accurately done by Professor Balfour. "Spemio-

phyta" will strike everyone as a novel form, but it has classical usage as justifi-

cation and its brevity will probably cause it to displace the more familiar Sperma-

tophyta. The translator has taken wise liberties with the typographical form,

by making headings and subheadings that present the matter more clearly to

Ae eye. When he alters the order of figures, however, we think he goes a bit

too far. Other points of make-up are open to objection. If the translation

had been made into two volumes of nearly equal size, by dividing at the section

on Pteridophyta and Spermophyta the work would have been more convenient

to handle than in one thin (270 pages) and one thick (708 pages) part. The

separate pagination, and calling the volumes "parts," together with the separate

numbering of figures seem to us distinct bibliographical mistakes.

The index is very complete and adds greatly to the value of this translation.

The index to illustrations should have been made a part of it. Two indexes

«e never as good as one.—W. B. McCallum.

Mosses and ferns

The exhaustiox of the edition of Campbell's Mosses and Jems and the

continuing demand for it have given opportunity for a thorough revision,^ made

necessary by the researches of the last decade. With the experience gained

^^:;;^;^^rsUdilion, the author who undertakes a second, unhampered by plate.s,

r^"^^., K., Organographv of plants, especially of ^e Archegoniatae and

Spermophyta. Authorized English edition by Isaac Bayley
^^^J^;^'- ^^ ,

^
V"a! Organographv. Imp. 8vo. pp. xxiv+708. figs. 4^7- Oxford: Clarendon

^'^^^-
1905- S7.00."

'*BoT.\xicAL Gazette 31:204. 1901.

5 Campbell, D. H., The structure and development of mosses and f*^™^/'

J ;"

S^niatae). 8vo. pp. vii + 657. figs. 322. New York: The Macnullan Co. 190.- 54-50.
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may reasonably be expected to perfect his book to the limit of his powers, embrac-

ing the opportunity not only to bring the work up to date, but also to eliminate

crudities of design and execution, well-nigh inseparable from a first edition.

These expectations, unhappily, are not fully met in the revision of Mosses

and Jems, This is the more disappointing in that the volume is indispensable,

both because it is unique in its field, and because of certain undeniably excellent

features. These have become well known, and we do not recount them because

they are so. They are transmitted, undiminished, to the present edition.

That the book is fairly brought up to date goes without saying, though one

may differ from the author as to relative values among some of the newer

researches, and may wish that some of the old figures had been replaced by

new and better ones. In the bryophyte portion there is less change than among
the chapters on pteridophytes, because among the mosses the researches have

been fewer and less important. This is shown by space comparisons:

Bryoph}^a.

.

Pteridophyta

Totals .

.

Pages

1st Ed.

217
290

519

2nd Ed

228

333

606

Approxi-
mate per-

centage
increase

s

IS

i6i'

Figures

ist Ed.

107

266

and Ed

123

199

322

Approxi-
mate per-

centage
increase

7
25

21

In the bryophytes there are no notable changes of view;, in the pteridophytes

there are some; but on the whole the author believes that later investigations

have confirmed his earlier ^^ews. The Isoetaceae have been removed from

their association with the Marattiaceae and placed after the Lycopodineae,

but other large groups hold the same position as in the first edition. The most

extensive revision appears in the section on the eusporangiate ferns, where particular

attention is paid to the work of Bower.
Some new material is here published for the first time, but it is mostly taken

(with due acknowledgment to others) from papers previously published. A
new chapter on the nature of alternation of generations discusses the probable

origin of the liverwort thallus, the origin and evolution of the sporophyte, and

presents the arguments for homologous and for antithetic alternation, the author

giving his adherence to the latter theory. He reiterates the opinion also, that

the weight of evidence is in favor of a genetic connection of Pteridophyta with

Brj'ophyta, through Anthocerotes. There is also a new chapter on fossil arch-

egoniates, in which Scott's results figure largely.

Some inaccuracies of the first edition are corrected and some persist. Thus,

in an attempt to correct the curious error as to the annulus of the moss capsule,

the author doubles it on p. 210, but leaves it in the adjacent figure and on p. 213

in its Simon-pure form. The obviously misleading account of the megaspo-

^ Greater than either part on account of added chapters.
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rangiura of Azolla is also retained (p. 414). ''Recent" still appears in referring

to papers, recent when the first edition was issued in 1895 (e. ^., Waldner 1887,

Guignard 1889, Buchtien 1887), but now rather ancient.

In style and method of presentation the second edition has no advantage

over the first. So far as typography affects it, there seems to be almost ingenuity

in selecting for chapter headings and especially for subheads, the most confused

and, to a novice, confusing forms. Thus, interpreted by accepted typographical

'/

AE

Anelatereae and Elatereae. Citation of bibliographical references in sub-

heads is awkward and is a new blemish, e. g.,

Lycopodineae {Potonic (j); Scoll (/); Solms Lauhach (2)).

The bibliography, to whose enlargement and completeness the author refers

in the preface, would have profited by greater care. Not only are there numerous

mistakes in the text-references, one paper being cited when another is meant,

but there are papers cited in the text which do not appear in the bibliography

" at all. Five such cases came to light by pure chance

—

Garber, Porsild, Ash-

^*ORTH, Bauke, and Graxd' Eury; how many could be found by searcliing

we know not. As a minor, but not trifling, matter may be mentioned the unsyste-

•matic mode of writing citations; e. g., in the same page four of Bower's Studies

^^ihe morphology of spore-producing members are cited thus:

Roy. Soc. rhil. Trans., vol. clxxxv: 1S94, p. 473^
London, 1896. [Nothing more.]
Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc, series B, vol. 189: 35-81, 1897.

Phil. Trans., ser. B., vol. 192: 29 138, 1899.

A like variety can be found in the citation of journals. There are traces

Jf
a self-consistent system, however, which hardly goes beyond the adoption,

I "Otn the one mnct itftr^.h^ i,f/>^1 r»^ Ar^-.^nVn -^f ifc mn^t nnimnortant feature—the

number

the

(

«

— ""15 IMC vujuint; numueri
• Proof-reading througliout the volume has been ver>' bad, for much of which

' Pnnting ofTice and the i)ublishcrs are blameworthy, but not for all.

The index is really absurd. It is charitable to believe that the author farmed

«^'s out to an inexpert hand, and what he did not do to spoil it by sins of omission

J

commission, the compositor did by ingenious disarrangement of a too com-

P_e-^ system of indention. E. g., "Hcpaticae" (a curious entry when there are

if
P^S^^ ^bout them) has thirty-nine bare entries; its subordinate phrase

'^J'^ination of spores" has one, and "spores" one (the same), while the spores

-^a their germination are referred to dozens of times in the text. "Acrog>nae"
.^^s five entries, but "Acrogenous liverworts" in the next line has one, and that

^^not among the five! "Affinities" has only two sub-references, Matonia and

UQ°^°''^^'
^-hereas almost every large group has under it in the text a conspic-

subhead, like AMnilUs of the Musci, and so on.
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In fact, the revision everj'where shows evidences of haste, and as the author

signs his preface April 1905, just before he sailed for Europe on his way to South

Africa, it seems likely that he was w^orking under pressure that prevented—most

unfortunately, indeed—that *' careful revision" of which he speaks.

Spite of defects that, by a little more care, the author could easily have avoided,

we welcome the new edition and commend it to every botanist as a necessary

reference work, even though he have the first.—C. R. B. and C. J. C.

MINOR NOTICES.

In AN ELEGANT work on the Bahama Islands,? published by the Geographical

Society of Baltimore, there is an interesting ecological presentation of the vegeta-

tion by W. C. CoKER, the result of an expedition undertaken in the summer of

1903. The discussion of the plant formations follows accounts of previous

botanical work in the Bahamas, the composition and relationships of the flora,

and the economic plants. On New Providence Island the author found a sand

strand formation made up of the following associations successively inward:

Ipomoea pescaprae with Paspalum and Sporobolus, Uniola and Tournefortia,

Pithecolobium and Salmca, Erithalia and Reynosia, and the silver palm. There

are wet and dry pine barrens, the former with an undergrowth of Inodes pal-

mettOj the latter with a Coccothrinax, Other formations are those of the salt

marsh, the fresh marsh, the coppice, and the rocky shore. On Watlings Island

Suriana, Chrj-sobalanus, and Lantana are prominent on the sand strand, and

there are mangrove formations with Conocarpus. The paper closes with a list

of the plants collected. There are plates of typical formations, and of some

economic plants, and there is a colored plate of Bougainvillea.—H. C. Cowlks.

A POPULAR account of all the pteridophytes except the homosporous Filicales,

with special attention to ranges, habitat, time of fruiting, manner of growth,

folk lore, etc., is given by Clute in a new book entitled The jern allies oj North

America.^ The field notes, which show an intimate acquaintance with the life

histories of the various forms, will interest the botanist as well as the layman.

The seven keys, by which the genera and species may be identified are as untech-

nical as an efficient key can be made. Necessary technical terms are defined

in a glossary. Both common names and scientific names are given. No attempt

is made to treat internal anatomy or morphology.

The illustrations, more than 150 in number, are by Ida Martin Clute.

Details which are of taxonomic importance have been drawn with particular

accuracy, so that many of the species might be identified by the illustrations

alone.—Charles J. Chamberlain.

7 CoKER, W. C, Vegetation of the Bahama Islands. Th? Bahama Islands,

pp. 185-270. New York. 1905.

8 Clute, W. N., The fern allies of North America north of Mexico. 8vo. pp. xiv4-

278. New York: Frederick A. Stokes. 1905. $2.00 net.
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Believixg that insufficient attention has been given to the higher fungi as

GufGUEN
iportcd

animals. The material, including the iNIyxomycetes, is arranged in the following

order: Myxomycetcs, Oomycetes, Basidiomycetes, Ascomycetes, and Fungi

Imperfecti. To the description of each species are added notes on the pathology

of the organism so far as known. All fungi that have been reported on animals,

even the lowest, are included. Full references to literature are given at the end

of each chapter. The volume as a whole will be of greater interest to patholo-

gists than to botanists.—H. Hasselbring.

Hallier'° has published a resume' of the more important features of his

natural system of classification" with some corrections and additions, which

are here noted. The Hydnoraccae and Balanophoraceae are held to be derived

through parasitism from epii)hytic Cactaceae; the Gnetaceae do not belong to

the gymnospcrms, but arc reduction forms near the Loranthaceac, Myzoden-

draceae and Santalaceae; and Casuarina is nearly related to Betula and Alnus.

C.
J. Chamberlain.

NOTES FOR STUDENTS.

In a note in the Comptes Rendus," Ri
of his cytological study of the mitosis in the ascus of Gahclinia succosa, descnl.ing

the existence of "protochromosomes," or chromatic granules formed during Uie

prophases of the first division, and which united during the metaphase mto the

four chromosomes of the equatorial plate. In a more recent pubhcation,

leased upon a more detailed study of Galactinia as well as several other Ascom>

-

cetes, Maire has endeavored to explain the significance of the protochromcsomes

and to recognize certain specific characters of the first division in the a^cus n

l>elieves this division to be heterotypic, comparable to the heterotypic divis n o

Wsber plants. The secondary nucleus of the ascus at the time of its greatest

^^ows long, fine, much intermixed chromatic filaments, which ^ave been tu -

nislied to it by the two primarv nuclei. Later these chromatic ^ -^"/^ JPPj^f^
and fuse two and two. It ha's been impossible to determine -l-*-;;;^;

^^^^^^

bivalence is a result of a folding of a single thread or cf ^^^ :^;^'''^

;'l'l^Z
filaments. At this time the filaments are collected to one side

^\'^l^^^^^^^
compact synaptic ball, which later undergoes complete dissd^o

^^^ ^^^
atic iTn.n„l.= ^r r.w.f^.^rnmnc:nnii«?. At thc time the centrcson

"'atic granules or protochromosomes.

9 G^iauKN, P., Les champignons parasites de rhomme et des animaux. 8vo.

PP- 299. pis. TO. raris: A. Joanin & Cie. 1904. ^ofr.

^^.^ pikotvledonen,
" Hat.t.ier, H., Neue Schlaglichtcr auf das naturhche Sv.tem

%logcnet.ische Betrachtungen. Imp. 8vo. pp- i5-

" Box. Gazette 35: 22,:?. 1903.

. "Compt. Rend. Acad. Sci. Paris 137:769- 1903-
.3 i^scomyca^s. Ann

'^M.\iRE, Rt\E, Rechsrches cytologiques sur quelqu?b .

Glycol.
3:123-154. pis. 3-j. 1905.
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internuclear aster appear, these protochromosomes leave the achromatic substance,

being attracted about four centers to form the four definite chromosomes. Each
of the four definite chromosomes undergoes a longitudinal fission, the two halves

of which separate at the metaphase, undergoing a new longitudinal splitting

during their passage to the poles. This second split is often very distinct during

the anaphase of this division, when eight chromosomes may be counted. During

the prophases of the second division eight chromatic elements reappear, which

form The
two halves of each chromosome separate, four passing to each pole. The first

division of the ascus Maire believes therefore to be preceded by a true synapsis,

very similar to that described by Strasburger for Tkalictrum purpurascens.

He believes the protochromosomes should be interpreted as the gamosomes of

Strasburger. prunary

nuclei assures a complete rearrangement of the chromatin in the definite chro-

mosomes of the secondary nucleus. Maire designates the fusing nuclei as pri-

mary and the resulting fusion nucleus or ascus nucleus as secondary. These

phenomena, together with the longitudinal splitting preceding the metaphase of

the first division, and the longitudinal fission during the metaphase of the second

division, which split is much more complete than in phanerogams, all show that

the first mitosis in the ascus is heterotypic, analogous to the first division of all

normal spore mother-cells, while the characters presented by the second mitosis

are those of a homotypic division. Maire further believes that the third division

is a typic one, where the spirem directly segments into the four chromosomes,

which only divide at the metaphase. The proof that the first division in the ascus

is heterotypic certainly favors the view that the numerical reduction of chromo-

somes occurs immediately after the fusion which produces the nucleus of the

ascus. number
in the mitoses in the ascus and in the ascogenous hyphae is the same as in Pyro-

ncma, Maire has not been able to count the chromosomes of the ascogenous

hyphae. He admits the fact that the number of chromosomes may vary in

different species of the Ascomycetcs, just as this number varies in higher plants,

instead of being always four as he has previously maintained. In Galadinia

siiccosa the centrosomes and the spindle have an intranuclear origin, while the

polar radiations have an extranuclear origin, developing independently of the

intranuclear part of the achromatic figure. The ascus presents the cytological

characters of secreting cells. In the epiplasm are found basiphile granules

entirely distinct from the metachromatic granules, and often a sort of latex. The
nucleus is able to take an active part in the elaboration of certain secretory

products.—J. B. OvERTOx.

A RECENT paper by Fischer^-* on the' Cyanophyceae, while reaffirming in

the main his earlier conclusions, 's presents some further additions to the cytology

14 Fischer, A., Die Zcllc der Cyanophyceen. Bot. Zcit. 63^
:
5 r-130, pis. 2. 1905.

15 Fischer, A., Untrrsuchungcn uber don Bau der Cyanophyceen und Bakterien.

Jena. 1897.
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of this group, a subject which is already overburdened with the resuhs of much
speculation rather than careful and accurate obser\^ation.

Fischer's results on the microchemical detection of certain substances in

the cell are far from convincing, since a comparison with the opposed results

of other authors leads -rather to a realization of our needs of trustworthy micro-

chemical tests for distinguishing certain carbohydrates and proteids than to

Fischer's conclusions It is not at all demonstrated that Fischer is able even

to distinguish with certainty between a carbohydrate and a proteid substance,

although he seems to be perfectly sure of his test.

A new test is given for glycogen, which Fischer designates as the "tanniri-

safranin stain." He regards glycogen as the first visible product of assimilation.

This is produced in the Cyanophyceae in such large quantities that, although in

some instances 75 per cent, of the cells of a filament may be using up this food-

substance in active division, there is always left a surplus which is stored up In

the ^'central body." In large species, e. g., OsciUatoria princeps, the central

^ody is large enough for the storage of a considerable amount of unchanged

glycogen, which in the treated sections assumes the form of large granules and

irregular masses.

Fischer's test for glycogen in this instance may be called into serious question,

smce the majority of writers on this subject interpret these same bodies as of a

proteid nature and not carbohydrate. We are left in serious doubt, in fact, as

to whether Fischer's glycogen granules are to be referred to the albuminous

"slime globules," or to the "chromatin granules" of eariier authors, both of

^^hich bodies may be readily detected in the '^central body" of the larger Oscilla-

torias.

Fischer concludes on the other hand, that in the smaller forms, the limited

room for storage necessitates the condensation of the glycogen, hence it is here

*^onverted into another carbohydrate, '^anabaenin," which is stored up in the

^ntral body, either in the form of Zaitralkorncrn or as '^pseudomitotic" loops.

The number of these twisted rods is in some instances apparently constant, and,

f^^her, their similarity to chromosomes and their equal division between the

'^^'0 daughter cells arises, according to Fischer, from the striving, not after an

y^\ distribution of valuable material, but only the 'distribution of "lastigen

oallast'M

The author thinks that It is probable that this ^^carix)hydrate mitosis" may

^^ the forerunner of the nuclear mitoses of such low forms. At first it is merely

J
ballast-divider; but later, nuclcin might be deposited, and then the central

^7 ^«^W assume the true nuclear character. But Fischer denies emphati-

P that the central body as it is at present is a nucleus; nevertheless he would

.f
'' that nuclein-like substances also occur in the Cynophyceae, but holds that

^^y exist in a finely divided state in the cytoplasm and are not yet formed in

P^cul bodies. He thus returns to the old, much-exploited view of the scattered

I
^^^tributed nucleus. Such scattered nuclein bodies he fails to show, however,

^^y of his figures.^EDGAR W, Olive.
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Items of taxonomic interest are as follows: N. L, Gardner (Univ.

Calif. Publ. Bot. 2:169-180. pi 18. 1905) has described a new genus {Nigro-

sphaeria) of ascomycelous fungi, parasitic on Pseudhydnotria, one of the Tuber-

aceae.—N. L. Britton (Bull. N. Y. Bot. Garden 4: 115-127, 1905), in a second

paper entitled '* Contributions to the flora of the Bahama Islands/' has described

new species of Coccolobis, Caesalpinia, Canavalia, Hibiscus, Heliotropium (2),

Lantana (2), Cestrum, Stemmodontia, and Anastraphia.^—W. A. Murrill in his

twelfth paper on the Polyporaceae of North America (Bull. Torr. Bot. Club

32:469-493. 1905) has described twelve new genera of this family {Irpici-

poniSy DendrophaguSy Spongiporus^ RigidiporuSj Earliella, Cubamyces, Coriokl-

luSy Microporellus, FlaviporelluSj Aurantiporellus, Aurantiporus^ Pycnoporellus,

Phaeolopsis)j making new names for species formerly referred to Boletus, Poly-

porus, Fomes, or Trametes. Earliella alone is possibly new.—K. K. Macken-

zie {idem 495-506) describes three new varieties and creates two new specific

names under Onosmodium, and refers O. Thurheri to Macromeria ThurberL—
In a sixth paper on Crataegus (Rhodora 7:162-164. 1905) C S. Sargent

describes two new species of Tomentosae.—M. L. Fernald (idem) refers the

common Symphoricarpos racemosus Auct., with leaves glabrous beneath, to the

new var. laevigatus; those with leaves pilose beneath to the type, and those with

leaves whitened beneath to var. pauciflorus.—A. Borzi establishes (Nuova Notarisia

16:20. 3905) two new genera of Chrococcaceae, Pianosphaerala and Bacularia.—
W. A. Setchell describes {idem 59-63) a new genus, Peyssonneliopsis^

a parasitic alga distributed under a manuscript name in 1903, as no. 649

of the Phycotheca Boreali-Americana.

—

Max Fleischer (Hedwigia 44:301-

329. 1905) describes as a new genus of the Indian Archipelago, Aerobryopsis,

to receive ten species mostly belonging to a section of Neckera, Eriocladium,

which, though preoccupied, was raised to generic rank by Dusen. A dozen

new species, all issued in Exsicc. Musci Archipel. Ind. Series VIL 1904, are

also described.^F. Bubak and E. Kabat {idem 350-358) describe new species

of fungi from Bohemia; Phyllosticta (3), Vermicularia (i), Ascoch)^a (3), Diplo-

dina (i), Lcptothyrium (4), and Ramularia (i).— H. Citkist {idem 3S9'37o)

publishes the list of ferns, collected by Ule in the Amazon region, including one

new species each of Elaphoglossum, Polypodium, Ptcris, Lindsaya, Asplenium,

Aspidium^ Alsophila, and Danaea.^The whole of the first part of vol. 38, Engler s

Bot. Jahrb., is devoted to descriptions of new species of African plants. Ihe

following new. genera are established: by R. Schlechter (Bot. Jahrb. 38:1-56.

1905) AuxopKSj Genyorchis (Orchidaceae), ^nd Neoschumannia (Asclepiadaceae)

;

by H. Harris {idem 74-79) Platycelyphium and Stemnocoleiis (Leguminosae)

;

by A. Engler {idem 94-101) Dicraeanthus, Winklerella (Podostemonaceae) and

Tridesmostemon (Sapotaceae),—C. R. B.

In the large literature on Bordeaux mixture, secondary physiological effects

on plants, not due to the fungicidal action of the mixture, have frequently been

described. These effects are of two kinds: first, a stimulating effect, resulting
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transpiration; second, direct toxic action on the foliage and fruits. The whole

question, on which many conflicting views have been published, has been critically

examined by Sciiander.'* Many writers have attributed the stimulating action

of Bordeaux mixture to the entrance of small quantities of copper into the plant,

bth through the cuticle anrl through the stomata. Schander finds that leaves

injected with a solution of CuSO^, i part in 10,000,000, and allowed to lie in the

solution 24 hours, showed poisonous eflfects, while much more concentrated

solutions were unable to penetrate the uninjured epidermis when applied exter-

nally. The argument is that the cuticle.prevents the penetration of very- dilute

solutions of copper, such as might result from solution of the particles of copper

compounds applied to the leaf, but if any copper enters the cells the results are

injurious, never stimulating. By growing plants in water cultures with dilute

solutions of co])i>cr, it was found that the young roots were gradually killed,

whereupon another crop of roots was formed, which also was finally killed, etc.

Here again there was no stimulating action, although the top of the plant remained

uninjured, showing that the copper was accumulated by the root cells, even from

ver>' dilute solutions, but was not passed on into the vascular system. In soils,

a more concentrated solution of copper was required to produce toxic effects on

account of their absorption. By appropriate experiments it is also shown that

neither the lime compounds nor the traces of iron produce stimulatmg effects

. The true explanation of the phenomena is found in the physical action ot

the coating itself. The same results were produced by shading plants with glass

to which a spray of Bordeaux mixture had been applied, also by the use of thin

paper or dust. Good results were obtained only in bright sunny weather, while

injury resulted during cold rainy seasons. This, no doubt, explains the con-

flicting reports of various investigators. The toxic effect of the mixture is found

to be due to solution of the copper, caused by the secretions of glandular hairs

as in the peach, phascolus, and sunflower.-H. Hasselbrixg.

The pixal sections of Davis's Studies on the plant ^'^^''^^'''y^''''^,^^,

«on IV deals with cell unions and nuclear fusions. The subject is t e ^ mjder

*ree heads: (i) protoplasmic connections between cells, (2) sexual
^^

^^^.^^^
and nuclear fusions, and (3) asexual cell unions and "- -r ^u^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^ ^,3,.
says, "The test of a sexual act must lie with the history of the^1«

J

^

•I^ they are shown by their morphology and developmental historjMo^be se^xua^

^ell. or gametes, then their fu.sion becomes
^^
^^^^

P;';;ff^,j„,3 which have
and nuclear fusions are treated under three heads: (i) c U us^

^^^ ^ ^^^^^
apparently no sexual relations, (2) cell fusions which are substu

^

ancestral sexual process now suppressed, and (3)
extraordinary modificatio

^^^^^^BKK, R., Ueber die physiologische Wir^ung der
Kupfer^.triolkalkbruhe.

I^andw. Jahrb. 33:517-584. 1904. '

Naturalist 39:2x7-^68, 449"
'' Davis, B. M., Studies on the plant cell. Amer. Naturalut 39

'*99, 555-599, 695-740. 1905.
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what may have been originally sexual processes but which at present serve some

peculiar and special function.

Section V deals with cell activities at critical periods of ontogeny in plants.

The literature is discussed under the headings, apogamy, apospory, hybridiza-

tion, and xenia. Historical accounts are given, but most of the space is devoted

to cytological papers of the last three or four years. About 150 papers are cited

in the bibliography. Section VI, which concludes the series, is entitled ''Com-

parative morpholog}' and physiology of the plant cell.'' The material is treated

under the heads; the simplest types of plant cells, comparisons of the structures
r

of some higher types of plant cells with simpler conditions, some apparent ten-

dencies in the evolution of mitotic phenomena, the essential structures of the

plant cell and their behavior during ontogeny, and the balance of nuclear and

cytoplasmic activities in the plant cell.

The series as a whole contains a fuller treatment of the subject than that

given in Koernicke's recent paper, Der heutige Stand der pflanzlichen Zelh

jorschtmg.'^ The writer's personal views are expressed freely throughout the

work. The bibliography of recent literature is quite complete.—C. J.
Cham-

berlain.

Lang^9 has studied the structure and development of Cyathodium, a tropical

genus of Marchantiaceae. The few species occur in the deep shade of tropical

forests, in dark caves, in the crevices of walls, or even on paths in more exposed

positions. The two forms studied (C joetidissimum Schiffn. and C. cavernarum

Kunze) were collected in the Malay Peninsula and the material was preserved in

alcohol. One interesting feature of the investigation was that it made possible

a coijiparison between one of the least reduced and the most reduced form m
the genus. The antheridia are borne on small disk-shaped antheridiophores

developed from the lower surface of the thallus, and at maturity are essentially

similar to those of other Marchantiaceae. Leitgeb's surmise that the antheridial

wall is not formed of a layer of cells was definitely set aside for both species. In

both species the archegonia stand on the morphologically upper surface of the

thallus, in C cavernarum actually retaining this position, but in C foetidisstmum

becoming displaced so as to appear to be borne upon the under surface. The

development of the sporogonium in the main resembles that of other Marchan-

tiaceae, the sporogenous tissue and the greater part of the wall of the capsule

being derived from the epibasal cell, and the foot and the base of the capsule wall

being derived from the hypobasal cell. The four cells at the base of the foot

grow out into a number of relatively long tubular processes, each of which may

branch once or oftener, thus greatly increasing the absorbent surface of the foot.

The conclusion is reached that the supposed close relationship of the genus w^itn

Targionia is confirmed; and that it is probably a reduction group of species,

^s See Box. Gazette 39:30-31. 1905.

»9 Lang, William H., On the morphology of Cyathodium. Annals of Bot. 19 •

411-426. ph. 21-22. 1905.

J

I

i
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derived from a form not unlike Targionia by adaptation of the gametophyte to

shady and damp situations, and by changes in the sporogonium induced by the

alterations in the gametophyte.—^J.
M. C.

Drimys, a genus of the Magnoliaceae, and a neighboring genus, Trochoden-

dron, have long been known to resemble g)-mnosperms in the structure of their

wood, which consists entirely of tracheids with bordered pits. Hallier, in his

recent scheme of pbylogeny, places Drimys in the Drimytomagnoliaceae, an

hypothetical group of the Magnoliaceae derived from the Bennettitales or nearly

related Cycadales. A paper by StrASBURGER'° gives the results of 'a study of

lerm

angiosperms

-Charles J

opment of the embryo of Drimys WintcrL In all these particulars the devel-

opment is that of a typical angiosperm, with not the slightest suggestion of

gymnosperm characters!

Strasburger takes this occasion to express his views as to the nature of the

endosperm and embryo-sac structures. The formation of endosperm is still

regarded as a continuation of an interrupted development of the prothalhum,

the fusion of polar nuclei which precedes it being a secondary- phenomenon. In

the usual development of the embryo sac the two polar nuclei he m a mass of

cytoplasm surrounded by a common plasma membrane. Under such conditions

it is usual for nuclei to fuse. The synergids are not regarded as eggs, but rather

as cells of the prothallium. Tlie condition found in the ovules of C

regarded as a forerunner of the condition found in the embrj-o sacs o

Gnetum is rather the last member of a line of development.-

Chamberlain.

WiESNER has recently written several papers on leaffall," one of which, on

summer leafTall, has been reviewed in the Botanical Gazette A secono

paper deals with Trieblaubjall, or leaffall in connection with ^e developmen of

leaf buds, and of course found only in evergreens. This type of leaffall is asso-

ciated with ombrophilv, a habit characteristic of essentially all evergreens^ Th

external factors which' so strongly influence leaffall in
^^"^i^g-^"^^;;. f f^"

',

account here. The third paper treats of frost leaffalL
If the ab -s

^
-

freezes, the leaf drops at onk but if the rest of the leaf freezes, wl"le the ab a

layer remains unfrozen, leaffall occurs more slowly. In some ^^^^^™ ^^

due to high turgescence In the cells of the absciss ^^^J^^^Z.
presentation of the biological significance of

^^^^^^.^^^X plants where
are the result of many years of investigation. Leaffall is absent p

^;^B.Rr,KK, E., Die Samcnanlage von Dri.ysJ^'^nlcri und die Endosperm-

ung bci Angiospcrmcn. F^-'-^f
--^-i-

J^^-

7
; ^^^^ in^mcrgruner

- WiESN-ER, J., Ueber den Treiblaufall und f^^^
\,^ber Frostlaub-

Holzgewachse. Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gcsells. ":3io 323. y
4-

23:49-60.
^all nebst Bemerkungen uber die Mechanik der Bl-"-^'-;;^- /<^-« ^3 49

'.905- Die biologische Bedcutung des Laubfalks. /tfe/" 23.172

20

bild

3a Bot. Gazette 38:153. 1904

•
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leaves and stems die simultaneously, as in ephemerals, most annuals and bien-

nials, and monocarpic plants generally. Leaffall is absent in most herbs, and

present in most woody plants, especially in those which require much light in

connection with bud development; this light is secured when the leaves have

fallen. Leaffall is less pronounced or even absent in woody plants whose buds

never lack sufficient light. Leaffall occurs in woody plants after injury or death,

or when they develop in conditions where normal functions cannot be performed.—

H. C. CowTES.

Chaxdler^3 has examined the ^'seedlings" of a number of ferns, mostly

belonging to Polypodiaceae. In nearly all the cases studied a protostele was

found to pass into the condition of siphonostele or dictyostele by the appearance,

inside the xylem of the central cylinder, first of phloem, then of endodermis, and

lastly of fundamental tissue which communicates at the foliar gaps with the

fundamental tissue of the cortex. Usually several leaf traces are given off before

the central cylinder incloses fundamental tissue, and at this level the core of the

central cylinder consists of phloem. The writer concludes that "the primitive

type of vascular system in the ferns is a solid rod of vascular tissue, which may
be a solid xylem strand surrounded by phloem, or an amphiphloic strand." The
writer follows Jeffrey in considering the parenchymatous pith of the central

cylinder to be of the same morphological nature as the cortex; curiously enough

he hesitates to apply this generalization to certain species of Osmunda, though

he considers the rule to hold good for O. cinnamomea. The results of the inves-

tigation seem to confirm the view that the ontogeny of the vascular system resembles

what has probably been its phylogeny. The change from a solid to a tubular

central cylinder is attributed to the necessity for an efficient attachment of the

leaf traces. The mode of origin of double leaf traces in several genera is care-

fully described, and well represented in the plates accompanying the paper.-

M. A. Chrysler.

Within the past few years. Dr. Lujo Adamovic has published a number of

papers dealing with the plant geography of Servia. A recent contribution'^ has

to do with the sand steppes of that country. This is not a single unified forma-

tion, but comprises a group of formations, similar in ecology, distribution, and

life-history. Meadows contain hygrophiles, grasses which form close mats,

and there are but few annuals or coarse herbs; steppes, on the contrary, contain

xerophiles, and there are many annuals and coarse herbs; heaths are in places

where soil and air are wet, and they contain half-shrubs, among which a single

species often dominates. The*' life -history of the sand steppes is interesting.

Sand commonly encroaches on vegetation, but the reverse is the case in wet years.

*3 Chandler, S. E., On the arrangement of the vascular strands in the "seed-

lings" of certain leptosporangiate ferns. Annals of Bot. 19:365-410. pis. 18-20.

1905

34 Ad^vmovic, L., Die Sandstcppen Scrbiens. Engler's Bot. Jahrb. 33:555-617,
1904

^
}
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The pioneer plant of the drifting sand is the dehcate annual, Polygonum are-

narium; a Veronica and a Tragopogon are other early plants. No grasses appear

among the pioneers, though a Festuca appears the second year, with a Euphorbia;

before long, these later species form mats and exclude the first named. When

the dunes have become well covered with vegetation, and rather thoroughly

established, they are termed Sandpussten. Plants found exclusively in sand

are termed psammophytes, while those found elsewhere but preferring sand

are termed psammophilcs. The photographs accompanying the paper well

illustrate the dunes and the Pussten.—H. C. Cowles.
E

A SERIES of five papers by Brown and Escombe record the fundamental

researches made by these investigators at Kew during a period of three years.

The' paper here cited^^ jg the largest of the series and to it the others are supple-

mentary. Part I is descriptive of apparatus devised by the authors for accurately

determining the amount of CO, in air before and after photosynthesis. The

rate of photosynthesis as determined by the direct measurement of CO, entering

was found to be one-third to one-fifth that found by Sachs with his method of

increase in dry weight. When all sources of error were accounted for, the dis-

crepancy was reduced to 50 per cent. An investigation of Sachs's method shows

that the errors are cumulative, so that it is very unreliable. The estimation of

fohar respiration as made by the authors agrees with that made by Blackiiax.

An investigation of the "energetics" of the leaf shows that only a small part of

the radiant energy incident upon a leaf is used for photosynthesis, the "economic

coefficient" being only 6.5 per cent, in full sunshine. Even in moderate light the

supply of photosynthetic energy is far greater than the leaf can use. The surplus

of energy which the leaf is compelled to absorb is dissipated by the vaporization

of water in transpiration and by the thermal emissivity required in the^constant

adjustment of the temperature of the leaf to that of the surrounding air.- ^—
H. Pond.

At the suggestion of Professor Wittrock, Hesselman^*^ undertook the

completion of an investigation begun by Stenstrom, but broken off upon the

latter's death in 1901. Ha^•ing noticed that in Sweden southern slopes are often

covered by pines, and northern slopes by spruce, and that birch woods ascend

higher on sunny than on shadv mountain slopes, Stenstrom determmed upon a

careful study of the distribution of plants on slopes of various directions ne

chose for this study railway embankments, because they present similar soils ana

all kinds of slopes. The results obtained were very uniform, southern slopes

having chiefly xerophiles or weeds (such as AfUhemis tinclona, Convohnlus

^n'ensis, Barharea vulgaris), and northern slopes having a more closed ana

- Bkown, H. T., and Escombe, F., Researches on some of the l^^jfolo^^^l

processes of green leaves, with special reference to the interchange of encrgj between

the leaf and its surroundings. Proc. Roy. Soc. B. 76:29-"2. ig^S-

'^ Hkssklmax, H.. K. O. E. Stenstrom's Studier ofver E.xpositioncns Infly-

tande pa Vegctationcn. Arkiv for Botanik 4:1-54- i905-

Raymond
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mesophytic vegetation (with Aira cespUosa, Ranunculus ncris^ etc.)- No dif-

ferences of moment were observed between east and west slopes.. Although no

close study of factors was made, it was clear that the direct influence of radiation,

or its influence on moisture and temperature, is the controlling element. A figure

is given of a valley in Lapland with a wood of birch with scattered pine and

spruce on the southern slope, and a tundra with Salix herhacea^ Andromeda

hypnoideSj and other characteristic forms on the northern slope.—H. C. Cowles.

Salmon has extended his investigations on the specialization of parasitism

in the Er}'siphaceae to include the ascospores of several forms. ="7 In former

experiments with conidia it was found that conidia from Bromtis commutatiis

would infect B, hordeaceiis but not B. racemosus or B. mollis, B. hordcaceus^

however, acts as a "bridging species," so that if conidia from B. commutatus are

used to inoculate B. hordeaceus^ the conidia produced on B, hordeaceus will in

turn infect B. mollis, A similar specialization occurs in the ascospores. Asco-

spores from B. commutatus infect B. hordeaceus^ but not B, racemosus. The
conidia produced from the former infection were then used to infect B. mollis.

Another series of experiments was performed in order to see whether E.

graminis from wheat, which also infects Hordeum silvaticiim^ could by continuous

culture on H, silvalicum be made to lose its power of infecting wheat. The
fungus was cultivated for five generations on Hordeum, but showed no signs of

losing its power of infecting wheat. Successive generations of the fungus on

Hordeum seemed to show a weaker power of infecting that plant, but this is

probably explained by the fact that only the younger leaves of Hordeum are

susceptible to infection,—H. Hasselbring.

Oliver and Taxsley give a detailed account of their methods for surveying

vegetation, applicable where the ground is reasonably flat.^^ The two methods

employed, the method of squares and the gridiron method, are related, and their

especial advantage is to exhibit the characteristics of an area where the vegetation

is complex and yet definitely related to physiographic features. These methods

have been employed in the salt marshes of the north coast of Brittany, and in

some respects resemble the quadrat methods used by Clements. The method
of squares is employed for mapping on the scale of 1:250 or 1:500, squares one

hundred feet each way being made from a base line; such squares correspond to

a five-inch square in the notebook. The gridiron method is used for detailed

work, an area twenty-five feet square being measured out; this area is then divided

off by tapes into smaller areas, 5X25 feet. Here six inches correspond to one-

tenth of an inch in the notebook, so that great accuracy can be secured. The
methods could be advantageously modified by the use of metric units and relations.

»7 Salmon, E. S., On specialization of parasitism in the Erysiphaceae. III. Ann.
Mycol. 3: 172-184. 1905.

»8 Oliver, F. W., and Tansley, A. G., Methods of surveying vegetation on a

large scale. New Thytol. 3:228-237. 1904.
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On the maps, samples of which are given, physical features are represented by

continuous lines, plant associations by dotted lines, and contour lines by alter-

nating dots and dashes.—H. C. Cowles.
i

The relations of Arum maculatum with insects, as described by Hermann

MtJLLER and others, have become so much a part of the literature of entomophily

that it is a distinct shock to read the testimony of Gerard,^" as given at a recent

meeting of the Linncan Society. The current account is contradicted as follows:

"The obstruction caused by the hairs is not such as of itself to prevent the insects

escaping;" for "the hairs are not stiff or sharp; they do not point consistently

downwards; frequently they are not in the narrow throat of the tube; they are

so far apart as to leave ample room for such small insects [as those that habitually

visit the plant] to pass between them; they never extend to the walls of the

chamber, leaving a free passage in that direction;" and, besides, insects may be

observed to escape. That many insects do not escape is evident, which the

observer explains as follows: "The truth seems to be that the plant drugs the

insects, reducing them to a state of imbecility, which is the true cause of their

inability to get away; and that finally they not only die from the effects of the

treatment, but their succulent portions are absorbed by the Arum, which thus

claims to rank as carnivorous."—^J.
M. C.

PAPER

some of the fundamental problems of plant cytology.^" The treatment is inter-

esting for their arrangement of the material, and for the development of a ter-

minology covering the various phases of the life histories of plants based upon

the nuclear conditions, mether such elaborate systems of nomenclature really

tend to clearness of expression may be open to question. They are apt to gne

the framework of a subject a degree of rigidity, which is found to be impracti-

cable because it cannot yield. In a number of points their outhne seems open

to criticism. The statement that "there has been no ^^^lution a.-ay from

sexuality" is surprising, when one recalls the wonderful development of the kelp

family, of Caulerpa, and of numbers of forms whose reproductive P^«™^^^-

entirely asexual, together with the remarkable extent of apogamy.

lishment of apogamy in such large and successful genera as AlchemiH^ H^^^

cium, Antcnnai^., Taraxacum, and Thalictrum, indicates the jx^^ib t) of

apogamy in higher plants to an extent that is probably scarcely suspected.

B. M. Davis. .,

Dmo has joined the am,,- of investigators wKo are tak ing up anew^he

floral color-problem as related to insects.3. In view of the experiments of tom^.

Jour. Botany
^^ Gerard, John, Arum maculatum and Its relations with insects.

^'o'cooK,
0°

F., and Swxko.e, W. T., Evolution of cellular structures,

ureau Plant Indus., U. S. Dcpt. of Agnc. 190S

Bull 81.

B

bic

3. D.XXO, C, Versuche Ober die Bla.cnorion,in.ng und das Lernen d.r Hon.g

-ne. Flora 94:424-463. 1904
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Andreae, Giltay, and Buttel-Reepen, he regards color attraction as estab-

lished in the case of Apis and Bombus. However, the experiments of Giltay
and Buttel-Reepen show that color becomes less and less a source of attraction,

when bees become acquainted with the neighborhood which they frequent.

Again the visits of bees to flowers that are not showy indicate that high coloration

is not absolutely necessary to secure the visitation.

Wery also has attempted to find out the exact value of color as source of

attraction for bees.^^ She finds that flowers with colored organs attract bees

more than do flowers of the same species without colored organs, that honey does

not serve to attract bees, that artificial flowers attract bees as well as do natural

flowers, and that perfume attracts but little. The author thinks that she has

demonstrated that color and form together offer four times as much attraction to

bees as pollen, perfume, and nectar combined.—H, C. Cowles.

Adams has published33 another paper on postglacial migration, in which he

discusses the successive "waves" of life from the close of the Ice Age until now\

After the first or tundra wave, there followed a wave from the western and north-

eastern centers, consisting of peat bog and conifer forest plants and animals.

The third wave was from the southeastern and southwestern centers, migration

taking place from the former along the coastal plain and the Mississippi River;

from the southwestern center there came desert plants and animals. The paper

concludes with general remarks concerning the definiteness of the laws of migra-

tion. Invading elements enter a new region at definite places, and they remain
in definite associations. The succession of ecological associations is similar even

in diverse regions, where the biotic components are diflFerent, A particular merit

of this paper is that animals and plants are considered together, forming a biota,

rather than a fauna or a flora.—H. C. Cowles.

Bessey has continued his studies on the encroachment of the forest upon the

.

Nebraska prairies.34 After a general discussion of the factors involved in migra-

tion, instances are given of recent natural enlargements of the forest area. Such
advances of the forest are to be observed especially where protection is afforded

from fires and grazing animals. An especially favorable place for the effective

germination of tree seeds is along a forest border in a moist valley, where tall

weeds readily develop and choke out the prairie grasses. The forest border may
advance from a few feet to several hundred feet in a single year. The paper is

accompanied by maps showing the distribution within the state of each of the

native Nebraska trees.—H.'c. Cowles.

3M\ery,
J., Quelques experiences sur I'attraction dcs abeilles par les fleurs

Bull. Acad. Roy. Belgium 1904:1211-1261.

33 Adams, C. C, The postglacial dispersal of the North American biota. Biol

Bull. 9:53-71. 1905.
i

34 Bessey, C. E., Plant migration studies. Univ. Nebraska. Studies 5:1-27
1905-
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Tammel^s has given an interesting account of the Iowa species of Gym no

-

sporangium whose aecidium or roestelia stage causes the rust of apple leaves.

The species described are: Gymnosporangium glohosum^ macropus^ clavipes,

nidus-avis, and clavariaejorme. A considerable number of inoculation experi-

ments are here reported, showing the genetic relationship between the teleuto-

sporic stage on the red cedar and the roestelia stage on apple and other rosaceous

plants. PAMilEL has not secured as good results in combating the apple rust

by Bordeaux spraying as w^as reported by Emerson.^s The removal of the

cedar-apples is again recommended as the best method of preventing injury from

the apple rust.—E. Mead Wilcox.

Sheldon^? has published an account of his investigations in West Vir-

ginia of the anthracnose of the watermelon, due to Colletotrichiim lagenaritim,

and minor notes regarding a few of the other diseases of cucumbers and melons.

The anthracnose was successfully combated by spraying with the usual Bor-

deaux mixture, but the cupram did not give so good results. In a later bulletin,^^

in a way a preliminary hand-book of the diseases of that state, he presents brief

notes regarding some of the more important diseases of cultivated plants observed

in West Virginia during 1903 and 1904.—E, ]Mead Wilcox.

MiNSSEN holds39 that the experiments of Blaxck^^ were faulty in method

and his data consequently incorrect, invalidating his conclusion that the diffusion

of water in humus soils is retarded by the presence of free humus acids. Minssen

finds, on the contrary, that neither free humus acids nor other organic or mineral

acids in dilute solutions can diminish the rate of diffusion of water or of salt

solutions. The physiological dryness of humus soils, then, cannot be due to

the free humus acids, nor can these influence plant growth in this particular.

C. R. B.

In the Report of the Botanist*^ of the Hatch Experiment Station of Massa-

chusetts for 1904 there is given a bibliography of great value to the plant patholo-

gist. It includes, as the title states, " Some important literature relating to dis-

35 Pammkl, L. H., The cjdar appL- fungi and appb rust in Iowa. Bull. Iowa

Exp. Stat. 84:1-36. figs.i-ii. 1905.

36F.MKi^sox, R. A., Ai)ple scab and cedar rust. Bull. Neb. Exp. Stat. 88:1-21.

?gs. i~g. See BoT. Gazette 40:149. 1905.

37 Sheldon,
J. L., Diseases of melons and cucumbers during 1903 and 1904.

l^ull. W. Va. E.\p. Stat. 94:119-138. pis. 1-5. 1904.

3^ Sheldon,
J. L., A report on plant diseases of the state. Idem 96:69-99.

P^- 6 (not numbered).

39 Minssen, H., Uebcr die Diffusion in sauren und ncutralen Medien, insbesondere

>ni Humusboden. Landw. Versuchs-Stat. 62:445-476. 1905-

*°Blanck, Uebcr die Diffusion des \^'assers im Humusboden. Idem 58:i45-

1901.

*' Stone, G. E., Rcpt. 17, Mass. Hatch E.xp. Stat. 1904: 3I-3-^• ^905
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, etc., of crops, not generally believed to be caused by fungi and insects."

This constitutes a supplement to the similar list of the literature of diseases due

to parasites that was published by Sturgis.^^ Both lists should be bound

together for more convenient reference by the working pathologist.—E. Mead

Wilcox.

Hans Haluer43 has published a curious^ personally "flavored account of his

scheme of classification of seed plants. It is a statement of his right to be heard,

a complaint that his views have been given scant attention or none at all, and a

general outline of his scheme. Of course it will be taken up or discarded on its

merits, without any reference to personal rights or feelings.—J. ^I. C.
*

Cook and Horne,44 in the fir,st bulletin of the new Cuban Experiment Station,

give the results of a yearns study of the insect enemies and certain diseases of

tobacco in Cuba: the seed-bed disease due to a species of Rhizoctonia; mosaic

disease; leaf-spot due to Cercospora nicotiana; and an injury due to the para-

sitism of Orohauche ramosa.—E. Mead Wilcox.

Andrews finds,-5 contrary to the results of Demoor,^^ that the nucleus cannot

divide independently of the protoplasm, and that if the protoplasm is killed or

temporarily disabled, the nuclear activity is soon (sometimes immediately)

affected.—C. R. B.
+

To THE LIST of plants which form chlorophyll in darkness Miss Bittner

adds*? Fegatella coiica, various mosses, the reduced leaves on fern rhizomes, the

spores of Osmund a regalis, and scales of Selaginella.—C. R. B.

42 Sturgis, W. C, Literature of plant-dis^asss. Rept. 24, Conn. Exp. Stat.

1900:255-297. 1901.

43 Hallier, Haxs, Provisional scheme of the natural (phylogenetic) system of

flowering plants. New Phytologist 4:151-162. 1905.

44 Cook, M. T., and Hokne, \V. T., Insects and diseases of tobacco. (English

edition.) Bulletion Estaci6n Central Agronomica de Cuba 1:1-23. figs. I-20. 1905.

45 Andrews, F. M., The effect of gases on nuclear di\nsion. Annals of Bot.

4<>Demoor, Contribution a Tetude de la physiologic de la cellule. Archives dc

Biol. 13:30-54. 1894.

47 BiTTNER, Karolina, Ucbcr Chlorophyllbildung im Finstcrn bci Kryptogamcn.

Oesterr, Bot. Zeits. 55:302-312. 1905.



NEWS.
Macmillan and Company announce for publication before Christmas a

textbook on plant patholog)' by Dr. D. T. MacDougal and F. S. Earle.

Professor R. Thaxter, of the Cr}'ptogamic Laborator}^ of Har\'ard Uni-

versity, is spending his sabbatical year in a collecting trip in South America.

Oakes Ames, R. C. Leavitt, and A. A. Eaton of the Ames Botanical Labor-

ator}^, left October lo for a period of study in British and European herbaria.

Dr. Forrest Shreve, Bruce Fellow in the Johns Hopkins University, sailed

from Baltimore on October i^ foi J

physiology

The twenty-first annual meeting of the Indiana Academy of Science was

held at Shortridge High School, Indianapolis, December i, 1905, under the

presidency of John S. Wright. The program contained twenty papers on

botanical topics.

Professor B. L. Robinson has returned to his duties at the Gray Herbarium

after spending several months in Europe, where he attended the Vienna Congress

and made brief studies in various herbaria. Mr. M. L. Fernald has been

promoted to an assistant professorship.

Mrs. A. G. Helmer, of Helmer, Georgia, is prepared to send by mail small

boxes showing the products of the cotton plant for school and home study. The

pod pod

in situ; samples of seed after ginning, hulls, meal, crude and refined oil; and

a miniature bale of cotton.

to continue h

Kellerman
begu ports

harvest of parasitic fungi and hopes to publish next summer some of the results

of the two seasons' work. Several new species are on hand and special phases

of the subject are under investigation. Minor commissions of specialists will

^ gladly executed, so far as feasible; requests should be made immediately.

J
or

upon

flo

the North American Flora. As this is the first attempt to present the uredineous

" ra of North America with reasonable completeness, much difficulty is naturally

wperienced in securing material enough to show approximately the geographical

^distribution of soecies. Any assistance, through the gift of duplicate specimens
species.

or the loan of herbarium sheets, will be greatly appreciated. The commonest,

^'ell as the rarer species, are desired.

At the Desert Botanical Laboratory-, Tucson, Arizona, Professor F. E.

Li-OYD, of Columbia University, spent June and July in a continuation of his

^ ''
479
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studies on the physiolog}^ of the stomata of desert plants. Dr. V. M. Spalding

has returned for his third winter's research work at this laboratory, and is extend-

ing his studies on the absorption of water and water vapor by representative

shnibs and trees. The resident investigator, Dr. W. A. Cannon, is observing

the transpiration of certain salt-loving plants which are growing in the vicinity

of Tucson, and continuing his work on the anatomy of palo verde (Parkinsonia)

and other plants.

On July 15 appeared the first number of the semi-monthly Repertorium

novarum specierum regni vegclabllis, under the editorial direction of Dr. Fedde,

and from the publishing house of GEBRtJDER Borntraeger. The earlier num-

bers each contain sixteen pages, filled with diagnoses of new species, some original

(South American collections mainly), some reprinted. It is the purpose to

reprint in this journal the scattered descriptions of new species from all journals

and floras, as published, and to publish original papers of the same kind. The

subscription price at present is M 10 per year; or for an edition printed on one

side only, for card catalogue use, M 15.

The University of Texas has recently improved its equipment for courses

in mycological and bacteriological technique. For the present, only elementary

mycology and bacteriology for sanitary engineers are given, but it is intended

later to offer advanced courses. Professor W. L. Bray, head of the School of

Botany, is preparing an elementary plant geography of Texas, to be issued as

^ bulletin of the University of Texas for the affiliated schools. The major par*

of the bulletin will deal with the factors influencing distribution and the phenomena

of adaptation. He is also continuing his study of the forest conditions of the

''Big Thicket'' country of southeastern Texas. A. M. Ferguson, instructor

in botany, has been endeavoring by experiments on an extensive scale to improve

the quality and yield in southern corn, and is investigating the acclimatization

of corn races.

During the month of September, Professors Oliver, Tansley, and Black-

man conducted a field expedition to the Bouche D'Erquy in Brittany, somewhat

on the lines of a previous expedition, but more thoroughly carried out, and embrac-

ing more points of attack. The place selected both in 1904 and 1905 was an

extensive area of salt marshes. The party was divided into three sections:

(i) under charge of Professor Oliver, continuing and contouring the general

map of the area, begun in 1904; (2) under charge of Mr, Tansley, charting the

vegetation, in which work Clements's quadrat and transect methods were

employed, in addition to the grid system of Oliver and Tansley; (3) under

charge of Dr. BLACKiiAX of Cambridge, determining the physical factors of the

habitats, especially the salt and water factors. It is planned to continue these

expeditions in succeeding years, and permanent quadrats have been plotted to

facilitate the study of vegetation changes. This study is one of the most practical

and systematic yet attempted, and the division of labor amongst the members of

the party, each section being under charge of a competent specialist, is particularly

commendable.
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The most important classified entries will be found under Contributors, Personals,

and Reviews. New names and names of new genera, species, and varieties are printed

in bold-face type; synonyms in italics.
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Acanthaceac, Lindau on 76
Acanthostachys strobilacea 397
Achras Sapota 11
Acidity, of bog w'ater 426, effect upon

cultivated plants 427
Adamovic, L., personal 69; on plant ge-

ography of Servia 472
Adams, C. C, on postglacial migration

476
Adelia, Small on 75
Adenocalymna macrocarpum 9
AecidiunV Clibadii 19S
Aerobryopsis, Fleischer on 468
Aeschynomene, Small on 75
Afrodaphna, Stapf on 388
Agaricus campestris, enzymes of 154
Ageratella, Robinson on' 388
Ageratum, corymbosum 206, striatum 206
Agoseris, Rydberg on 76
Agrostis, Hitchcock on North American

species 150
Agriculture, appropriation for U. S. De-
partment 320; and heredity, Tscher-
inak on 398; relation to physiology,
Woods on 320

Alchemilla, Strasburger on apogamy in

Algae, irritability in 321; Setchell on
parasitic red 15S '

Allen, C. E., on behavior of nucleus 384;
on germination in Colcochacte scutata

Akophila, Christ on 46S
Alternation of generations, Worsdell on
392

Aniaranlhus rctrotlcxus, vitality of seeds

Amauroderma, IMurrill on 388
Ambrosia artemisiaefoHa, vitality of seeds

Aniclanchier, alnifolia 66; Cusickii 67;
elliptica 66; florida 67; oreophila 65

Ames, Oakes, personal 479
Anutosis, Wasiclewski on 317
^Tnmania, Blankinship on 152
^^"nphicarpaea comosa, rhizobia in 137

Amsonia salicifolia, embryo sac 52, pol-

len 51
Ananas sativus, enzymes of 154
Anastraphia, Britton on 468

Anatomy, of Archangiopteris, Gwynne-
Vaughn on 158; of cotyledons, Rama-
ley on 239; of ferns, Chandler on 472;

and mutation theory, Dwight on 387

Andersson, G., personal 69

Andrews, F, M., gases and nuclear divi-

sion 478
Androsiphonia, Stapf on 388

Anemiopsis, Johnson on 155

Antennaria, parthenogenesis, Lea\-itt and

Spalding on 159; Rydberg on 76

Anthracnose, Sheldon on identity 239; of

the watermelon, Sheldon on 477

Anthurium, Campbell on embryology 390

Antirrhinum, Eastwood on 76

Aphelandra Porteana, intumescences,

Steiner on 159, 391

Aplopappus spinulosus 208

Apocynum androsaemifolium, morphol-

ogy of the flower 49

Apogamy in Alchemilla, Strasburgeron 1 5

1

Aporsella, Chodat on 76

Apple, Emerson on scab 149; Pammel on

rust 395 J ^
Aquilegia, Eastwood on 70

Arabis, Blankinship on 152

Araceae, Campbell on 390

Araucaria Bidwillii, Lopriore on micro-

spores 391 . ,

Araucarincae, Thomson on morphology

ArcSthobium occidental, Peirce on 152

Archangiopteris, Gwynne-Vaiighn on an-

atomy 158 J ^
Arctostaphylos, Eastwood on 76

Arnica, Fernald on 388, Rydberg on 76

Artemisia, tufted form 451. Rydberg on

76; arborescens and drought 4So'

variabilis 455 . . ,^.
Arthur, J. C, 196,459; V'^'Z Pertld
Arum maculatum and msects, Gerard

Ascent^lf sap, Dixon on cohesion theory

389

4S1
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Ascochyta, Buhak and Kabdt on 468
Ascom}xetes> Faull on spore formation

Ascus, Faull on origin 315
Askenasy, E., personal 240
Aspidiuni, Christ on 468
Asplenium, Christ on 46S
Association Internationale des Botan-

Cordineri 64;

istes, meeting 70
Aster, commutatus 64'

pauciflorus 197, 200
Astragalus, Blankinship on 152, East-
wood on 76

Atkinson, G. F, 401
Atroxima, Stapf on 388
Aurantiporellus, Murrill on 468
Aurantiporus, Murrill on 468
Auxopus, Schlechter on 468
Axiniphyllum tomentosum 202

B
Baccharis, spp. 208
Bacteriolog}', culture of rhizobia 296
Bacularia, Borzi on 468
Bahamas, Britton on flora 468
Ball, C. R. 376
Bailev, L. H., on taxonomy and evolution

387
Barber, C. A., on roots of Santalum 159
Barnes, C. R. 68, 230, 460, 461, 468, 477,

478; personal 160
Bateson, Saunders, Punnett, and Hurst's

"Physiology of heredity" 313
Batrachium longirostris, Riddle on 155
Bauer, E., personal 240
Beal, W. J. 140
Beck, G., personal 69
Bees and color, Wery on 476
Begonia, regeneration 98
Bchrens, W. J., death of 240
Berberis, Schneider on 76
Bergen, J. Y. 449
Bern^tsky, J., personal 240
Berridge, E. M., on Spencerites 159
Berry, E. W., personal 320
Bessey, C. E., on Nebraska forests and

prairies 476
Bigelovia vencta 208
Bignonia sarmentosa 10
Billings, F. H. 224, 317
Bitter rot, Sheldon on identity of 239
Bittner, Karolina, on chlorophyll in dark-

ness 478
Blackman, F. F., personal 480
Blakeslee, A. F, 161
Blanco's Flora de Filipinas 150
Blankinship, J. W., on botanical work in

RTontana 396; on flora of Montana
152; and Henshall on common names
of Montana plants 396

Blodgett, Eleanor B., Frye and 49
Bog, Rhode Island, Collins on 395; and
bog flora of the Huron river valley 264,

351) 418
Bolleter, E., on Fegatella conica 397
Bolley, H. L., on uredospores of rusts 238
Bonnet, E., personal 68
Bonnier, G., and Sablon, ^*Cours de bot-

anique 312
Bonnierclla, Viguier on 388
Borbas, V., personal 70
Bordeaux mixture, Schandcr on physio-

logical effects of 468
Borzi, A., personal 320; on new genera

of Chroococcaceae 468
Botrychium, gametophyte 455; Under-
wood on 235; spp. referred to Scep-
tridium n. gen. 457

Braithwaite, R., personal 320
Brassica nigra, vitality of seeds 141
Bray, W, L., personal 480; on sotol

country of Texas 233
Brickcllia, megalodonta 208; secundi-

flora 198; veronicaefolia 208
Briquet, J., personal 68

. Britton, Mrs. E. G., personal 400; on
new genera and species in mosses 152

Britton, N. L., personal 400; on Cras-

sulaceae 74J on flora of Bahamas
468

Bromus secalinus, vitality of seeds 141
Brown, Edgar, personal 400
Brown, F. B. H. 264
Brown, H. T., and Escombe, on physi-

ology of leaves 473
Brown, Stewardson, personal 400
Bryophyllum, regeneration 98
Bryum nutans, Sablon on 156
Bubak, F. and Kabat, on fungi 468
Buller, A. H. R., on reactions of Lentinus

lepideus to stimuli 396
Bupleurum, Blankinship on 152
Burbank, L., personal 160, 459
Bush, B. F., on Fuirena 235; on Trade-

scantia 235; and Mackenzie on new
species from Missouri 235

c
Cacalia, ampliifolia 200; ampullacea 199;
' Pringlei 199; sinuata 200
Cactus, giant, Mrs. Spalding on ecology

396 _
_

Caesalpinia, Britton on 468
Galea, axillaris urticaefolia 201; hypo-

leuca 201; Zacatechichi rugosa 201

Calcium salts and sphagnum 425
Calycanthus floridus, Overton on reduc-

tion division 385
Calyx, petaloid, of Campanula and
Mimulus 235

»
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Campanula, grandis, Overton on reduc-

tion division 385 ; medium, pctaloid

calyx 235
Campbell, D. IT., on Araceae 390; "Mos-

ses and ferns" 461
Canavalia, Britton on 468
Cannon, W. A., personal 4S0
Capsella Bursa-pastoris, vitality of seeds

141

Carboniferous, Scott on seed plants of 382
Cardaminc pratensis, regeneration 98
Cardot, J., new genera of mosses 152
Carduus, Rydberg on 76, Small on 75;
lomatolepis 205

Carcx Darwinii urolcpis in New Zealand,
Cockayne on 319

Carica Papaya, enzymes of 154
Carnation rust, effect of soils on develop-

ment 225
Carum, Blankinship on 152
Cassia, Grcenman on 388; Chamaccrista,
rhizobia in 137

Castilleia, Eastwood on 76
Castle, W. E., on heredity 385
Cauliflower, von Schrcnk on intumes-

cences 390
Cedar rust, Emerson on 149
Cedronclla, Greenman on 388
Cells, Davis on specialized 156
Central America, plants from i

Cerrenella, Murrill on t^S^

Cestrum, Britton on 468
Ceylon shore vegetation, Tansley and

Fritsch on 395
Chamaesyce, Small on 75
Chamberlain, C. J. 151, 156, 237, 318,

^383, 388, 391, 397, 461, 465, 469, 471
'chandler, S. E., on anatomy of ferns 472
Chelidonium majus 235
Chinese ferns, Christ on 152
Chloranthaccae, Johnson on 155
Chloroform, Latham on influence on
growth 394

Chlorophyceae, Howe on 152
Chlnrophyll, in darkness, Bittncr on 478;
fluorescence 305; spectra 302

^hloroplasts, Kuster on position 394
^hudat, R., on Aporosclla 76; on Euphor-

Diaccae 76
"-nrist, H., on Chinese ferns 152; on ferns

of the Amazon 46S
Uristensen, C, "Index Filicum" 150
^nromosomes in pollen mother-cells 171
^'santhcmum segetum, Ludwig on
ray-flowers 158

*-hrysler, M. A, 472; on reforcstration
239

Chrj'soma, Eastwood on 76
^^n-sopsis alpicola 64, glomerata 64;
«akeri 64; Cooperi 63

Clavaria ardenia 409; ligula 403; pistil-

laris 404; simplex 401
Clematis, Eastwood on 76
Clements, F. E., personal 400; on for-

mation and succession herbaria 394;
** Research methods in ecology" 381

Clibadium arboreum 198
Clinton, G. P., on Ustilaginaceae of Con-

necticut 315
Clute, W. N., "The fern allies" 464
Coccolobis, Britton on 468
Cockayne, L., on ecology of New Zea-

land' 238, 319; on spines of Discaria

Toumatou 398
Coker, W. C, ** Vegetation of the Bahama

Islands" 464
Coleochaete scutata, Allien on 387
Coleosporium, anceps 196; Dahliae 197;

paraphysatum 197; SoUdaginis 197;
Steviae 197; Verbesinae 196; Viguierae

196
CoUetotrichum lagenarium, Sheldon on

477
Collins, J. F., personal 80; on Rhode

Island bog 395
Collinsia, Eastwood on 76

Columnea, calotricha 9; moesta 9
CoUybia radicata 409
ColoV and insects, Detto on 475; Wery
on 476

Compositae from Mexico, rusts on 196

Conard, H. S., "The water lilies" 311

Congress, 2nd International Botanical 68

Conjugales, Gerassimow on 233

Conklin, E. G., on relation of cytology

to mutation theor)^ 386

Conoclinium Greggii 205

Contact, effect, on production of root

hairs 18; on germinating spores 343;

on growth 327
Contributors: Arthur, J. C. 196, 459;

Atkinson, G. F. 401; ^^^^^ C. R. 376;

Barnes, C. R. 68, 230, 460, 461, 468,

477, 478; Bcal, W. J, 140; Bergen,

J. Y. 449; Billings, F. H. 224, 3^7;

. Blakeslee, A. F. 161 ; Blodgett, Eleanor

B.49; Bro^^^l, F.B.H, 264; Chamber-

lain, C. J.
15T, 156, 237i 3^8, 383, 388,

391, 397. 461, 465, 469, 471I Chr>'sler,

M. A. 472; Coulter, J. M. 74, 75» 79»

150, 152, 154, iSS> 157. 158, 159, 232,

233, 23s, 238, 239, 311, 312, 3U, 3^5^

319, 382, 38S, 390, 391, 392, 394, 470,

475, 478; Cowles, H. C. 148, 3i4» 2>^Sy

381, 392, 393» 394, 395. 396. 397.

398, 464. 471. 472, 473. 474, 475.

476; Davis, B. M. 157, 233; Dean,

A. L. 76, 121, 153. 154; Eckerson,

Sophia 302; Frye, T. C. 49; Green-

man, J.
M. 146; Hasselbnng, H. 389,
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465,469,474; Kraemer, H. 305; Liv-
ingston, B. E. 75, 178; Lyon, Florence

73, 285; Lyon, H. L. 455; McCallum,
W. B. 97, 241, 461; Marsh, C. D. 231;
Moore, A. C. 81; Mottier, D. M. 171;
Nelson, Aven 54; Olive, E. W. 466;
Overton, J. B. 315, 465; Painter, J. H.
143; Peirce, G. J. 321; Pond, R, H. 78,
i53» 156, 159. 236, 238, 317, 318, 394,

395» 396, 473; Randolph, Flora A. 321;
Rose, J. N. 143; Schneider, A. 135,
296; Shattuck, C. H. 209; Sheldon,

J. L. 225; Shall, G. H. 77, 78, 158, 235,

313^385^ 398; Smith, J. D. i; Snow,
Laetitia M. 12; Transeau, E. N. 351,
418; Wilcox, E, M, 149, 395, 397, 477,
478

Convolvulus, Bush and Mackenzie on
235; House on 76

Cook, M. T. and Home, on diseases of
tobacco in Cuba 478

Cook, O. F., and Swingle, on cytology 475
Copeland, E. B,, on movement of water

389
Copper, physiological effects of 469
Cordyceps aliitacea 402; hrevipcs 412;

larvaia 4x2; militaris 415; ophioglos-
soides 415

Coriolellus, Murrill on 468
Coriolopsis, .Murrill on 388
Cornutia cymosa 10
Correlation, in regeneration 243
Correns, C, on heredity 385; on letters

by IVIendel to Nageli 78; on Mirabilis
hybrids 234; on petaloid calyx 235

Cortinarius, KaufFman on 236
Cotyledons, Ramaley on anatomy 239
Coulter, J. M. 74, 75, 79, 150, 152, 154,

i55» ^57, T58, 159, 232, 233, 235, 238,

239, 3^1, 312, 3M, 315. 3^9) 382, 38S,
39o> 391. 392, 394, 47^. 475> 478; per-
sonal 160

Coulter, Stanley, personal 399
Coussapoa oligocephala 11

Coville, F. v., personal 399
Cowles, R C. 148, 314, 315, 38X, 392, 393,'

394, 395» 396, 397. 398, 464, 471, 472,
473j 474, 475. 476; personal 160

Cracca, macrantha 143; Pringlei 143;
talpa T43

Crassulaceae, Britton and Rose on 74
Crataegus, Gruber on 388; Sargent on

46S
Cratystylis, Moore on 152
Crepin, F., death of 240
Crepis,^ Rydberg on 76; alpicola 65;

riparia 65; runcinala alpicola 65
Cronartium praelongum 197
Croton, Small on 75
Cryptanthe, Eastwood on 76

Cryptogams, Commission on 72
Cuba, Cook and Home on diseases of to-

bacco in 478; Underwood on Wright's
explorations 239

Cubamyces, Murrill on 468
Cucurbitaceae, embryology, Kirkwood on

318; nutrition of the embryo sac, Longo
on 317

Cunninghamella, ajricana 161 ; echinu-

lata 161
Cyanophyceae, Fritsch on" 15 7; cytology,

Fischer on 466
Cyathodium, Lang on development 470
Cycniopsis, Engler on 152
Cydista aequinoctialis 10

Cynoglossum, Eastwood on 76
Cyperaceae, Husnot on 150
Cystoseira, behavior of zoospores 331
Cytisus Adami, Strasburger on 384
Cytology, Cook and Swingle on 475;
Davis on 156, 469; of Cyanophyceae,
Fischer on 466; relation to mutation
theory, Conklin on 386

D
Dahlia variabilis 197
Dalea, acidiJoUa 144; prociimhens 144;

triphyUa 144; uncijera 144
Danaea, Christ on 468
Darbishire, O. V., on spines of Mamil-

laria 394
Dasystoma, Bush and Mackenzie on 235
Davis, B.M. 157,233; on cytology 156, 469
Dean, A. L. 76, 121, 153, 154
DeCandolle, C, on Mcliaceae 76
Delpino, F., death of 320
Dendrcalsia, Britton on 152
Dendromecon, Greene on 236
Dendrophagus, Murrill on 468
Desert Botanical Laboratory, Llovd on

398
Desmanthodium, fruticosum 206; oratum

206
Detto, C, on color and insects 475
DeVrics, H., ** Species and varieties" 148

Dewey, L. H., personal 399
Diateinacanthus, Lindau on 76
Dicraeanthus, Engler on 468
Dictyopteris polypodioides, behavior of

zoospores 331
Dictyota dichotoma, behavior of zoo-

spores 331
Dietelia, Eupatorii 197; Vernoniae 198

Diplodina, Bubak and Kabat on 468

Discaria Toumatou, Cockayne on spines

of 398
Diseases, not caused by fungi and insects,

Stone on 477; of tobacco in Cuba, Cook
and Florne on 478
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Dixon, H. H., on ascent of sap 389; on a

transpiration model 389
Draba incana, Fernald and Knowlton
on 76

Drimys, Strasburger on 471
Drosera, Leavitt on monstrosities In 397
Drought, and Neapolitan cliff flora 449
Drude, O., personal 69
Dunes of the Netherlands, SwcUengrebel
on 398

Dunnia, Titchcr on 388
Duvel, J. W. T., personal 400
Dwight, T., on anatomy and mutation

theory 387

E
Earle, F. S., on tropical fungi 75; on

West American fungi 75
Earliella, Murrill on 468
Eastwood, Alice, on new western species

76; "Trees of California" 232
Eaton, A. A., personal 479; on Tsoctcs 152

Echites, Cobanensis 6; Rosana 6

Eckerson, Sophia 302
Ecology, Adams on 476; Hesselman on

473; Oliver and Tansley on 474;
courses in, at University of Nebraska
400; o? giant cactus, Mrs. Spalding on

396; of a glacial lake, Schaffner on 315;
of Huron river valley 264, 351, 418; of

Neapolitan cliff flora 449; surveying

480; of New Zealand, Cockayne on

238; terminology, Harshbergcr on 398
Eisenia, Setchell on 157
Elaphoglossuin, Christ on 46S
Electra, Galcottii 204
Elephantopus spicatus 206
Embryo of Ulmus americana 218^
Embryo-sac, of Amsonia salicifolia^ 52;

in Cucurbitaccae, Longo on nutrition

317; structures of Drimvs, Strasburger
on 471

Emerson, R. A., on apple scab and cedar
nist 149

Encclia adenophora 201
Endosperm, of Drimys, Strasburger on

471; of Ulmus americana 217
Energetics of leaf, Brown and Escombe
^^ 473

Engler, A., personal 69, So, 240; on new
African genera 152; on new species of

African plants 46S; on Royal Botanical

Garden 393; '*Das Pflanzcnreich" 232
Enzymes, of barley 154; of Nepenthes

154; proteolytic 121^ respiratory, K
nosselsky on 153; tryptic, of plants,

Vines on 154
Erechthites hieracifolia, vitality of seeds

Hi
Ereptase in Phaseolus vulgaris 129

Erigeron, Greenman on 388; Rydberg
on 76

Eriocladium, Fleischer on 468
Eriophorum, Fernald on 152, 236
Eritrichium aretioides 63
Ernodea, Small on 75
Erpodium, Britton on 152

Errera, L., personal 240, death of 320
Erysiphaceae, Salmon on parasitism 474;

of Washington, Lawrence on 397
Eschscholtzia, Greene on 236; Palmeri^

Rose on 236
Escombe, F., Brown and, on physiology

of leaves 473
Eupatorium, Robinson on 388; spp. 197,

198, 205, 206

Euphorbia maculata, vitality of seeds 141

Euphorbiaceae, Chodat on 76

Evans, A. W., on liverworts from Florida

76
Evergreens, Wiesner on leaffall 471

Evolution and taxonomy, Bailey on 387

Exposition, Botanical, at Vienna 70

F

Faull, J. H., on spore formation in As-

comycetes 315
Fedde, F., personal 480

Fegatclla conica, BoUeter on 397

Ferguson, A. M., personal 480

Fernald, M. L., personal 479: on Arnica

388; on Draba incana 76; on Erio-

phorum 152, 236; on Symphoricarpos

468 ^o
Ferns, of the Amazon, Christ on 408;

anatomy, Chandler on 472

Fertilization, in Juniperus communis,

Nordn on 318, Sludsky on 318; of

Ulmus americana 216

Figdor, W., on hcliotropism and geotrop-

ism of grass leaves 156

Fischer, A., on cytology of Cyanophyceae

466
Fischer, H., on flower formation 237

Fitting, H., on geotropism 236

Flahault, C, personal 68, 70

Flaviporellus, Murnll on 40^

Flaviporus, Murrill on 388 _

Fleischer, M., on Aerobryopsis 468

Fleischmannia, Robinson on 388

Flora, of Aden, Krause on 239; of bogs

264, 351, 418; of Georgia, Harper on

,02 North American, Harshbergcr on

398! of the :.Iadeiras, Vahl on 239; of

New Zealand 238
.

Florida, Small on new species 75

F ower of Apocynum androsaemifohum,

^'morpholog? 49; formation, Fischer on

<»-5T' of Ulmus amencana 210
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Fluorescence of chlorophyll 305
Fomitella, Murrill on 388
Food, effect on production of root hairs

32; materials in bog soil 427
Forest and Nebraska prairies, Bessey on
476

Forestry 399
Formation and succession herbaria, Cle-

ments on 394
Fracidia ahitacea 415
Freyn, J., death of 24a
Fritsch, K., personal 80; on Cyanophy-

ceae 157
Frye, T. C., and Blodgett 49
Fuirena, Bush on 235
Funaria hygrometrica, Sablon on 156
Fungi, Latham on irritability to chloro-
form 394; Earle on West American
and tropical, 75

Funkia Sieboldiana, Strasburger on di\a-

sion of nucleus 383

G
Gaertneria, Rydberg on 76
Galactina succosa, Maire on mitosis 465
Galtonia, Strasburger on division of

nucleus 383
Gametophyte, of Botrychium 455; of
Ulmus americana 212

Garcke, A., death of 240
Garden, Royal Botanical, guide to 393
Gardner, N. L., on Nigrosphacria 468
Gaura, Small on 75; decorticans 60
Genea hispidula 315
Gcntiana, Leavitt on monstrosities 397
Genyorchis, Schlechter on 468
Geography, Harshbergcr on plant 398
Georgia flora, Harper on 392
Geotropism, Fitting on 236; of grass

leaves, Figdoron 156; course of growth
in, Luxburg on 78; Newcombe on
156

Gerard,
J., on Arum maculatum and

insects 475
Gerassimow,

J. J., on Conjugales 233
Germination, of Coleochaete scutata,

Allen on 387; of seeds, Remer on in-
fluence of light 397; of zoospores 326

Gilia, Millikenon 152; exserta6s; ^ulti-
flora 65; stenothyrsa 65

Gluck, H., personal 240
Gnaphalium, leptophyUum 208; oxy-
phyllum 208; semiamplexicaule 208

Goebel, K., personal 69; on morphologj^
23S; "Organography of plants'' 461

Graves, H. S., personal 160
Greene, E. L., on Dcndromecon 2t^6\ on

Eschschultzia 236; on Petromecon 236;
on Ptelca 235; on Sanguhiaria 236

Greenland laboratorv^, Olsson-Seffer on
397

Greenman, J, M., 146; personal 160; on
new species of angiosperms 388

Growth, Luxburg on course of in geo-

tropism 78; effect of upon production
of root hairs 19; Latham on influence

of chloroform on 394; in wheat, rela-

tion of transpiration to 178
G ruber, C. L., on new species of Cratae-

gus 388
Guatemala, plants from i

Gueguen, F., "Les champignons para-
sites de rhomme et des animaux^' 465

Gwynne-Vaughn, D. T., on anatomy of

Archangiopteris 158
Gymnolomia, patens brachypoda 200;

subflexuosa 200
Gymnosporangium, Pammel on 395, 477

H
Ilaberlandt, G., personal 240
Haematococcus lacustris, swarm spores

326
Hallier, H., on classification of seed plants

478; '*Das natiirliche System der

Dikotylcdonen" 465
Hamelia patens coronata 4
Harms, H., on new species of African

plants "468

Harper, R. M., on flora of Georgia 392
Harshberger, J. W., on North American

flora 398; on plant geography 398
Harwood, W. S., '*New creations in plant

hfe" 460
Hasselbring, H, 389, 465, 469, 474; per-

sonal 80
Hatt, W. K., personal 309
Haussknecht, K., death of 240
Heald, F, D., personal 400
Hedophyllum, Sctchell on 157
Helianthus, Rydberg on 76
Helichrysum, tufted form 450; xerophyt-
ism 454; rupestre and drought 455

Heliotropism of grass leaves, Figdor on
156

Heliotropium, Britton on 468; Small on

75
Helleborus foetidus, Overton on reduction

division 384
Helmer, A. G., personal 479
Henshall, H. F., Blankinship and, on
common names of Montana plants 396

Herbarium, contributions from Rocky
Mountain 54; formation and succes-

sion, Clements on 394
Heredity, and agriculture, Tschermak on

398; Castle on 385; Correns on 385;
problems of 383
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Hergt, B., personal 240
Hesselmarij H., on ecology 473
Heucliera, Busli and Mackenzie on 235;

Eastwood on 76
Hibiscus, Britton on 468
Hieracium, Eastwood on 76
Hillman, F. H., personal 400
Hitchcock, A. S., personal 399; on North
^ American species of Agrostis 150

Hochrcutiner, G., personal 69
HofTmannia, calycosa 4; lineolata 5

Holway, E. W. D., *' North American
Uredineae" 459

Hood, S. C, personal 400
Hordeum sativum, enzymes of 154
Horkelia, Eastwood on 76
Home, W. T., Cook and, on diseases of

tobacco in Cuba 478
House, H. D., on Convolvulus 76; on
Viola 152

Houttuynia, Johnson on 155
Howe, M. A., on Chlorophyccae 152; on

Petrosiphon 152
Hua, H., personal 70
Hueppe, F., personal 69
Humus soils, water in, Minssen on 477
Hunger, F. W. T., personal 240
Huron river valley, botanical survey 264,

Hurst, C. C, Bateson, Saunders, Punnett,

and, 'Thysiology of heredity" 313
Husnot, T., on Cyperaceae 150
Hyacinthus orientalis, enzymes of 154
Hybrids of Mirabilis, Correns on 234
Hydnobolites 315
Hymeniales of'Connccticut, White on 314
Hypocrea, alutacea, life history 401 \

Lloyd ii ^oS] Peters ii 412
Hypomyces, lactifluorum 403; lateritius

403

I

Tnipaticns, Blankinship on 152
Index Kewensis, supplemcntum secun-
dum, W. T. Thisclton-lJyer 383

Indiana Academy of Sciences, 21st annual
nieeting 47.9

"

Insects, and Arum maculatum, Gerard
^^ 475; and color, Detto on 475, Wery
on 476

Intumescences, on leaves of cauliflower,

von Schrenk on 390; on Ruellia and
Aphelandra, Steiner on 15Q, 391

Inula viscosa and drought 455
lodin, starch reaction 307
lonidium Thiemei i

lostephane hcterophylla 207
Iowa Universitv, forestry at 399
Ipomoea, Tuefckheimii 8; Twccdiei 8

Irpiciporus, Murrill on 46S

Irritability, of algae 321; of fungi tp

chloroform, Latham on 394; of Lenti-

nus lepideus, Buller on 396
Irvingiaceae, VanTieghem on 388

Isoetes, Eaton on 152

Istvanffi, G. de, personal 69

J

Jacquemontia, Small on 75

Jahrbucher fiir wissenschaftliche Botsnik

399
Jepsonia, Eastwood on 76

Johnson, D. S., on Piperales 155

Jones, W. W., on Zexmenia 235

Juglans regia 102

Juniperus, Noren and Sludsky on fer-

tilization 318

Jurassic plants from Victoria, Seward on

233

K
Kabat, E., Bubak and, on fungi 468

Kassowitz, personal 69 _ _

KaufFman, C. H., on Cortmanus 236

Kcllcrman, W. A., personal 47Q

Kienitz-Gerloff, F., "Mcthodik des bo-

tanischen Unterrichts" 230

Kirkwood, I. E., on embrvology of Cu-

curbitaceae 318

Klugli, G. F., personal 400
_

Knowlton, C. H., on Draba mcana 76

Kraemer, H. 305 ,-
r, rt-,

Krasnosselsky, T., on respiration 153

Krause, K., on flora of Aden 239

Krynitzkia, oxycarj^a 146; rostcllata 146,

Suksdorfii 146

Kurtz, F., personal 70

Kliste;, E., personal 240; on position of

chloroplasts 394

L

Laboraton^ Desert Botanical, Lloyd on

398? in Greenland, Olsson-Seffer on

307
Lachenalia luteola 103

Lacistemaceae, Johnson on iSS

Laminariaceae, Setchell on 157

Lang W. H., on development of Ljatno

fund to chloroform 394

Lathy'r^s, Eastwood on 76; manUmus,

rhi'zobia on 135 , „„ncDorcs
Laurcntia obtusa, behavior of zoospores

331
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Lawrence, W. H., on Washington Ery-
siphaceae 397

Leaf, Brown and Escombe on energetics
of 473; serrations of Ulmus 224

Leaffall in evergreens, Wiesner on 471
Leaves of cauliflower, von Schrenk on

intumescences 390
Leaflets, Tammes on supernumerary in

Trifolium 78 .

Leavitt, R. G., personal 479; on transloca-
tion of characters in plants 397; and
Spalding, on parthenogenesis in Anten-
naria 159

Lentinus lepideus, BuUer on 396
Lepidium virginicum, vitality of seeds 141
Lepidodendron selaginoides, Weiss and
Lomax on 232

Leptothyrium, Bubak and Kabat on 468
Lessingia, Eastwood on 76
Lewis, I. F., on development of Phyto-

lacca decandra 79
Lewisia rediviva, Blankinship on 396
Liabum discolor 197
Light, eflFect of, on Lentinus lepideus,

Buller on 396; on germination of seeds,
Remer on 397; on germination of
spores 338; on production of root
hairs 12

LiUenfeld, M., on chemotropism of roots

.318
Lilium candidum 103
Limodorum, Small on 75
Linanthus, Milliken on "152

Lindau, G., personal 320; on Acan-
thaccae 76

Lindman, C. A. M., on RegneUidium 236
Lindsaya, Christ on 468
Linum, Small on 75
Jjthophragma, Eastwood on 76
Liverworts from Florida, Evans on 76
Li\ingston, B. E. 75, 178
Lloyd, F. E., personal 479; on Desert

Botanical Laboratory 398
Locomotion, behavior of zoospores 325
Loeb, J., ''Studies in general physiology"

75
Lomax, Weiss and, on Lepidodendron

selaginoides 232
Longo, B., on nutrition of embryo-sac in

Cucurbitaceae 317
Lopriore, G., personal 69; on micro-

spores of Araucaria Bid\nllii 391
Lotsy, J. P., personal 69
Lozanella, Greenman on 388
Ludwig, F,, on ray-flowers of Chrj-san-
themum 158

Lupinus, Blankinship on 152
Luxburg, H., on course of growth in

geotropism 78
Lychnis Githago, vitahty of seeds 141

Lycopersicum esculentum. White on 158
Lyon, Florence 73, 285
Lyon, H. L. 455

M
Macbride, T. H., personal 399
McCallum, W. B. 97, 241, 461; personal

160

MacDougal, D. T., Vail, Shull, and Small
"Mutants and hybrids of the Oeno-
theras'' 314

Machaeranthera, Rydberg on 76
Machaerium Verapazense 2

Mackenzie, K. K., on Onosmodium 468;
Bush and, on new species from Mis-
souri 235

Magnistipula, Engler on 152
Magnus, P., personal 240
Maire, R., on mitosis in Galactinia 465
Malva rotundifolia, vitality of seeds 141
Mamillaria spines, Darbishire on 394
Mangrove and nipa formations of Ceylon

395
Marchantiaceae, Lang on 470
Marine algae, Setchell on 159
Marsdenia laxiflora 7
Marsh, C. D. 231
Maruta Cotula, vitality of seeds 141
Massart, Jean on gcophilous plants 154
Massee, G., personal 320
Matthiola, tufted form 450; xerophytism

454; rupestris and drought 455
Medicago arborea, and drought 455; rate

of transpiration 452
Mcgasporangium of Ulmus americana 212
Megaspore mother-cells, Strasburger on

383
Meibomia, Lindhelmeri 144; Metcalfii

144; pallida 145; paniculata 144;
pinetorum 144; xylopodia 145; rubri-

caulis 145
Melanthera, Small on 75
Meliaccae, DeCandolle on 76
Mendel, G., letters to Niigeli, Correns on

Merrill, E. D., on Blanco's Flora de

Filipinas 150
Mesembryanthemum acinaciforme and

drought 455
Mexico, rusts on Compositae from 196
Mez, C., personal 68
Miconia, Hondurensis^ ; oinochrophylla4
Microporellus, MurriU on 468
Microsporangiumof Ulmus americana 210

Microspores of Araucaria BidwilUi, Lopri-

ore on 391
Millardct, P., death of 240
Milliken, J., on Californian Polemoni-

aceae 152
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Mimophytum, Greenman on 388

Mimulus tigrinus, petaloid calyx 235
Minssen, H., on water in humus soils

477
Mirabilis hybrids, Correns on 234
Mitosis, and amitosis, Wasielewski on

317; in Galactinia, Maire on 465
Miyake, K., on pollen mother-cells 384
Molisch, H., personal 69
Montana, Blankinship and Henshall on

plants of 396
Monstrosities, Lcavitt on 397
Moore, A. C. Si
Moore, G. T., personal 240
Moore, S. LeM., on new Australian

species 152
Morphology, Goebel on 238; WorsdcU
on principles of, 392

Mosses, Britton on 152; Cardot on 152;

Sablon on 155
Muttier, D. M, 171

Murray, G., personal 320
Murrill, W, A., on American Tolyporaccae

388, 468
Mutation theory, and anatomy, Dwight

on 387; relation to cytology, Conklin

on 386; Wheeler on 387
Myosurus, Eastwood on ;6

N
Niigeh, C, Correns on letters from Men-

del to 78
Nash, G. V,, personal 400; on Podoste-

inonaceae 74
Natal, Seward on fossil plants 233
Nebraska, Bessey on prairies and forests

476; University, improvements 399
Neckera, Fleischer on 46S
Nelson, Aven 54
Neocheiropteris, Christ on 52
Neoschumannia, Schlechtcr on 468
Neotiella albocincta 315
Nepcnthandra, Moore on 152
Nepenthes, enzymes of 154
Nephthytis libefica, Campbell on embry-

ology 390
Ncthcriands, Swellengrebcl on dunes 398
Newcombe, F. C, on gcotropism 156
New Zealand plants, Cockayne on 238,

319
Nigroporus, Tvlurrill on 388
Nigrosphacria, Gardner on 468
Nipa formations of Ceylon 39S
Nocca,decipiens202; rigida202; suaveo-

lens 202
Nomenclature 72; Conference of 2nd

International Congress 68
Nor^n, C, O., on fertilization in Juniperus

318

North American flora 74; Harshberger

on 398
Nothospondias, Engler on 152

Nucleolus, constitution of 91

Nucleus, division of, Allen on, 384, 387;

Andrews on 478; Miyake on 384;

Overton on 384; Strasbm-ger on 383;

Sijpkcns on 237
Nutrition, of embryo-sac in Cucurbita-

ceae, Longo on 317; influence of on

variability, Tammes on 77; relation to

regeneration 102

NyctaUs asterophora 4^5

o
J

Oedocephalum echinulatum i6i

Oedogonium, irritability of zoospores 322

Oenothera, alyssoides 62, minutifora 60,

villosa 62; andina 56; angelorum 62;

biennis, \'itality of seeds 141; hi^iorta

58, Veilchiana 59; Boothii 61; cha-

maenerioides toita 60; cheiranihijoha

58; clypeala 60; coniorta 58; dentala

57, cruciaia =;7, grandiflora 57; gaurae-

fora caput-medusae 61, Hitchcockn 62;

migardl S(>]
hirtdla S9\ mkmnlha 59;

nitida 58; pterosperma 63; nifda 63;

spirale 60; strigulosa 58; epilohwides

58, puhens 58; viridescens 60

Olive, E. W. 466
. n- 1 „

Oliver F. W., personal 480; and Tansiey

on methods of sur^'eying vegetation 474

Olsson-Seffer, P., on a biological station

in Greenland 397 ^

Onosmodium, Mackenzie on 4&»

Ophioglossaceae, new genus 455

Opuntia Ficus-Indica and drought 455

Orchis mascula, pollen grains 50

Oreocarya pulvinata 63

Orthocarpus, Eastwood on 76

Osgood. W. H., "A biological reconnois-

sanceof Alaska"3iS ^ . , ^^ ,

Osmosis, effect on production of root

hairs 28
^ .^,

Osmotic pressure of bog waters 424

Otopappis, epalaceus Pnnglci 200, ro-

hustus 6; syncephalus 6

Overto" J.
b". 3X5> 46s; on reduction

O^Tj'i on production of root hairs

32

P

Painter, J. H., Rose and 143

Pnlirkv T., personal 09

? na^^ciJa' Eyellii, sporoge-^^^^^^^^^

Pammel, L. H., on apple ru.t 395 >

Gvmnosporangium 477

on
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Parasitism in the Erysiphaccac, Salmon
on 474

Parnassiaceae, Rydberg on 74
Parosela, acutifolia 144; mutabilis 144;
procumbens 144; triphylla 144; unci-
fera 144

Parthepium hysterophorus 19S
Parthenogenesis in Antennaria, Leavitt
and Spalding on 159

Pathology, textbook on plant 479
Peat, physical and chemical properties

372; geographic distribution of de-
posits 365; formation, processes in-

volved 367
Peirce, G. J., on Arccuthobium occiden-

tale 152; and Randolph 321
Penck, personal 69
Peiiicillium glaucum, Latham'on 394
Penthoraceae, Rydberg on 74
Pentstcnion," Eastwood on 76
Permo-carbonifcrous plants from Kash-

mir, Seward and Woodward on 233
Personals: Adamovic, L., 69; Ames^ O.

479; Andersson, G. 69; Arthur, J. C. 69,

479; Askenasy, E. 240; Barnes, C. R.
160; Bauer, E. 240; Beck, R. von 69;
Behrens, W. J. 240; Bernatsky, J. 240;
Berry, E. W. 320; Blackman, F. F.

480; Bonnet, E. 6^; Borbas, V. 70;
Eorzi, A. 320; Braithwaite, R. 320;
Bray, W. L. 480; Briquet, J. 68; Brit-
ton, Mrs. E. G. 400; Britton, N. L.
400; Brown, E. 400; Brown, S. 400;
Burbank, 160, 460; Cannon, W. A.
480; Clements, F. E. 400; Collins,

J. F. 80; Coulter, J. M. 160; Coulter,
S. 399; Covillc, F. V. 399; Cowles,
H. C. 160; Crepin, F. 240; Delpino,
F. 320; Dewey, L. H. 399; Drude, O.
69; Duvel, J. W. T. 400; Eaton, A. A.
479; Engler, A. 69, 80, 240; Errera,
L. 240, 320; Fedde, F. 480; Ferguson,
A, M. 480; Fernald, M. L. 479; Fla-
hault, C. 68, 70; Freyn, J. 240;
Fritsch, K. 80; Garcke, A. 240; Gluck,
II. 240; Goebel, K. 69; Graves, H. S.
160; Greenman,

J. M. 160; Haber-
landt, G, 240; Hasselbring, H. 80;
Hatt, W. K, 399; Haussknecht, K. 240;
Heald, F. D. 400; Helmer, A. G. 479;
Hergt, B. 240; Hillman, F. H. 400;
Hitchcock, A. S. 399; Hochreutiner,
G. 69; Hood, S. C. 400; Hua, H. 70;
Hueppe, F. 69; Hunger, F. W. T. 240;

- Istvanffi, G. de 69; Kassowitz, 69;
Kellerman, W. A. 479; Kiugh, G. F.
400; Kurtz, F. 70; Kiister, E. 240;
Leavitt, R. G. 479; Lindau, G. 320;
Lloyd, F. E. 479; Lopriore, G. 69;
Lotsy, J. P. 69; Macbride, T. H. 399;

McCallum, W. B. 160; Magnus, P.

240; Massee, G. 320; Mez, C. 68;
Millardet, P. 240; Molisch, H. 69;
Moore, G. T. 240; Murray, G. 320;
Nash, G. V, 400; Oliver, F. W. 480;
Palacky, J. 69; Penck, 69; Pettkof[69;
Philippi, R. A. 240; Pittier, H. 400;
Porsild, P. 80; Reh, L. 320; Reiche,
K. 240; Rcinke, J. 68; Rendle, A. B.

68; Richtmann, W. O. 400; Ritchie,

J. W. 160; Robinson, B. L. 479; Rose,

J. N. 80; Rottenbach, H. 240; Ryd-
berg, P. A. 400; Sadebeck, R. 80;
Schiffner, V. 240; Schindler 70; Schu-
mann, K. 240; Schwendener, S. 240;
Scott, D. H. 69; Seaver, F. J. 399;
Shimek, B. 399; Shreve, F. 400, 479;
Simons, Etoile B. 80; Sorauer, P. 320;
Spalding, V. M. 480; Staub, M. 240;
Stockberger, W. W. 400; Strasburger,

E. 160; Tanfiljeff, 69; Tangl, E. 320;
Tansley, A. G. 480; Thaxter, R. 479^
True, R. H. 399; Volkens, G. 240;
Weber, 69; Went, F. A. F. C. 71;
Westmaier, M, 240; Wettstein, R. von
70, 160, 240; Wiesncr, J. 68, 240;
Wille, N. 69; Wight, W. F. 400;
Young, T. B. 400; Zcderbauer, E. 240

Pcrymenium, Berlandieri 199; discolor

199; Mendezii 199; verbesinoides 199
Petasites, Blankinship on 152
Petromecon, Greene on 236
Petrosiphon, Howe on 152
Pettkoff, personal 69
Peyssonneliopsis epiphvtica, Setchell on

158, 468
Phacelia, Eastwood on 76; tanacctifolia

397
Phaeolopsis, Murrill on 468
Phaseolus, multiflorus, regeneration loi;

vulgaris, proteolytic enzyme 121

Philippi, R. A., death of 240
Photosynthesis, Brown and Escombe on

473
Phyllanthus, Small on 75
Phyllosticta, Bubak and Kabat on 468
Physaria, Blankinship on 152
Physiology of leaves, Brown and Es-

combe 473; constants of plants used in

laboratories 302; Wood on relation to

agriculture 320
Phytolacca, Small

.

on 75;
Lewis on development 79

Pinus radiata 152
Piperales, Johnson on 155
Piptocephalis 169
Piptothrix, Robinson on 388
Pithecolobium macrandrium 3
Pittier, H., personal 400
Planosphaerala, Borzi on 468

dccandra.
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Plantago major, vitality of seeds 141

Plant geography of Scrvla, Adamovic on

472
Platycelyphiuni, Harms on 468
Podocrea 412
Podophyllum peltatum, Overton on re-

duction division ;^85

Podostemonaceae, Nash on 74
Podostroma 412; alutaceum 416; leti-

COpus 413
Polemoniaceae, Millikcn on 152

Polemonium, Eastwood on 76; coeruleum

235; flavum 235
Pollen, grains 50, 51; of Araucaria Bid-

willii, Lopriore on 391; mother-cells,

heterotypic chromosomes 171, Miyake
on 384, StrasLurger on 383

Polyembryony in Ulmus americana 218

Polygala, Small on 75
Polygonum Hydropiper, vitality of seeds

T41

Polypodium, Christ on 468
Polyporaceae, ^iurrill on 38S, 46S

Polysiphonia, behavior of zoospores 331
Pond, R. H., 78, 153, T56, 159, 236, 238,

3^7, 318, 394, 395. 396, 473;
'* Aquatic

plants and the substratum" 231

Ponelia, Nicaraguensis i; stenopetala i

Porodaedalea, Murrill on t^^^

Porophyllum, Holwayanum 202; macro-

cephalum 202
Porsild, P., personal 80; laboratory in

Greenland, Olsson-Seffer on 397
Portulaca oleracea, vitaUty of seeds 141

Postglacial migration, Adams on 476
Prairies of Nebraska and forests, Bessey

on 476
Pretreothamnus, Engler on 152
Prizes, subject for Walker, for 1906, 80

Proserpinaca, Small on 75
Proteases in Phascolus vulgaris 127

Proteid synthesis 76
Proteolysis in Thaseolus vulgaris 124

Pscudocryphaea, Britton on 152

Pseudodistichium, Cardot on 152
Psoralca mutahilis 144
Psychotria pleuropoda 5
Ptclea, Greene on 235
Pteris, Christ on 468
Puccinia, abmi)ta 206, 207, affmis 208,

Asteris 200, Axiniphylli 201; Bac-

charidis-miiUiflorae 208; Galeae 201;

Cirsii2o:^; cognata 207; concinna2o5;

Conodinii 206; decora 20S; Desman-
thodii 206; Diaziana 203; egregia 204;

Electrac 204; p:icphantopodis 206;

Enceliae2oi; espinosara 206; evadens

208; ferox 207; globulifera 200; Gym-
nolomiae 200; Helianthi 201, 207;

inanipes 205 ; investita 208; loste-

phanes 207; jaliscana 202; montanoi-

folia 207; nanomitra 207J Noccae202;

opaca 203; Otopappi 200; paupercula

206; Porophylli 202; praemorsa 208;

rosea 206; semiinsculpta 204; seneci-

onicola 199; similis 207; Spegaz-

ziniana 207; subglobosa 207; tagcti-

cola 202; Tithoniae 200; tuberculans

208; Viguiera 207; Zexmeniae 203;

Zaluzaniae 205

Pucciniosira Brickelliae 19S

Punnett, R. €., Bateson, Saunders, and

Hurst, ''Physiology of heredity" 313

Purdue University, forestry at 399
Pycnoporellus, Murrill on 46S

Pyrrocoma, Rydberg on 76

rubra, vitality of

Q
Quercus, Small on 75;

seeds 14 ^

R
Raillardella, Eastwood on 76

Ranialey, F., on anatomy of cotyledons

Ramularia, Bubak and "Kabat on 468

Randolph, Flora A., Peirce and 321

Ray flowers of Chrysanthemum, Ludwig

on 158
Reforestration, Chrysler on 239

Regeneration 97, 240

Regnellidium, Lindman on 236

Reh, T.., personal 320

Reiche, K., personal 240

Reinke J.,
personal 68

Remer,' W., on influence of light on germi-

nation of seeds 397

Rendlc, A. B., personal 68
_

Repcrtorium novarum specierum rcgni

RprnStioV^ Brown and Fscombe on

fXS 473; Tscherniajew on influence

of temperature 39S

Reviews: Bateson, Saunders Punnet

and Hurst's " Physiology oi ^^r^d^iy'

^i r Bonnier and Sablon's Cours de

allies" 464. y-^j,, f-,? rnmrd'q
the Bahama Islands" 464, Sf^^r,l
J^The waterdihes" .3tj; I>eVne.

"Soecies and varieties 148. ^^ast

^H-r" Trees of California" 232;

Fngfer's "Das Pflanzenreich" 232;

Gofbel's "Organography of plants

46? Gucg^cn's "Les champignons
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parasites de rhomme et des animaiix''

465; Hallier's *'Das natiirliche System
der Dikotyledonen" 465; Harwood's
"New creations in plant life " 460

;

Hol\vay*s **North American Uredineae"

459; Kienitz-Gerloff's '^Methodik des
botanischen Unterrichts" 230; Loeb's
"Studies in general physiology" 75;
MacDougal, Vail, Shull, and SmalPs
"Mutants and hybrids of the Oeno-
theras" 314; "North American flora"

'

74; Osgood's "A biological reconnois-
sance of Alaska" 315; Pond's" Aquatic
plants and the substratum" 231;
Schneider's " lUustriertes Handbuch
der Laubholzkunde" 233; Thiselton-
Dyer's "Index Kewensis" 383; Wett-
stein's " Vegetationsbilder aus Siid-

brasilien" 382
Rhabdadcnia, Small on 75; biflora 7;
macrantha 7

Rhizobia, isolation and cultivation 296;
of Vancouver Island 135

Rhode Island bog, Collins on 395
Ribes, Blankinship on 152
Richtmann, W. O., personal 400
Riddle, L. C, on Batrachium longirostris

.155
Ridley, H. N., on the dispersal of seeds
by winds 391

Rigidiporus, Alurrill on 468
Ripe rot, Sheldon on identity 239
Ritchie, J. W., personal 160
Robinia pscudacacia, rhizobia in 137
Robinson, B. L., personal 479; on Ameri-

can Eupatorieae 388
Roots, of Artemisia 451; of Santalum,

Barber on 159
Root hairs, development 12

Rosales, Small on 74
Rosa, Eastwood on 76
Rose, J. N., personal 80; on Crassulaceae

74; and Painter 143
Rottenbach, H., personal 240
Rourea Hondurensis 2

RuelHa, Small on 75; Steiner on intu-
mescences 159, 391

Rumex crispus, vitahty of seeds 141
Rusts, Bolley on uredospores 238; on

Compositae from Mexico 196; eflect

of soils on development of carnation
225; Pammcl on apple 395

Rydberg, P, A., personal 400; on Parnas-
siaceae and Penthoraceae 74; on Rocky
Mountain flora 76

s
Sablon, L. du, Bonnier and, "Cours de

botanique" 312; on sporogonium of
mosses 155

Saccharomyces Cerevisiae, enzymes of 154
Sadebeck, R., personal 80
Sagittaria, Blankinship on 152; Bush
and Mackenzie on 235

Sahagunia, strepitans 11; urophylla 11

Salix, Blankinship on 152; Barrattiana

Tweedyi ^']']\ Bolanderiana 376; com-
mutata denudata 378: Gooddingi 376;
Nelsoni 379; Tweedyi 377; Wolfii

Idahoensis 378
Salmon, E. S., on parasitism in the Erysi-

phaceae 474
Sahna, Greenman on 388
Sand steppes of Servia, Adamovic on

472"^

Sanguinaria, Greene on 236
Santalum roots, Barber on 159
Sap, Dixon on ascent of 389
Sargent, C. S., on Crataegus 468
Sarracenia purpurea, Shreve on 157
Saunders, Miss E. R., Bateson, Punnett,

and Hurst, "Physiology of heredity"

313
Saxifraga, Blankinship on 152; monstrosi-

ties, Leavitt on 397
Sceptridium 457
Schaffner, J. H., on ecology of a glacial

lake 315
Schander, R., on physiological effects of

Bordeaux mixture 468
Schiffner, V., personal 240
Schindler, personal 70
Schlechter, R., on new species of African

plants 468
Schneider, A. 135, 296
Schneider, C. K., on Berberis 76; "Illu-

striertes Handbuch der Laubholz-

kunde" 233; on Spiraea 76
Schumann, K., death of 240
Schw'cndener, S., personal 240
Scotland, Smith on botanical survey 393
Scott, D. H., personal 69; on seed plants

of the Carboniferous 382; on sporangia

of Stauropteris 319; on strobilus of

SjAenophyllum 239
Scutellaria, Smafl on 75
Seaver, F, J., personal 399
Sedum, Blankinship on 152
Seed, dispersal by wind, Ridley on 391;

Remer on influence of light on gernii-

nation 397; plants, of the Carbonif-

erous, Scott on 382, Hallier on clas-

sification of 478; vitality of 140^

Selaginella, sced-hke characteristic 73

;

spore coats 285
Senecio, Bush and Mackenzie on 235;

angulifolius 199; Roldana 199; sinu-

atus 199
Senn, on position of chloroplasts 394
Sctaria glauca, vitality of seeds 141
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Setchell, W, A., on Laminariaceae 157;
on marine algae 159; on parasitic red

algae 158; on PeyssonneUopsis 468
Seward, A. C, on fossil plants 233; and
Woodward on '^Pernio-carboniferous

plants and animals from Kashmir" 233
Shattuck, C. H. 209
Sheldon, J. L. 225; on anthracnose, of

the watcrinelon 477; of sweet pea and
bitter rot of apple 239

Shimek, B., personal 399
Shorca leprosula, Ridley on 391
Shreve, F,, personal 400, 479; on Sar-

racenia purpurea 157
Shall, G. H. 77, 78, 158, 235, 313, 385,

398; MacDougal, Vail, and, Snaall

*']\rutants and hybrids of the Oeno-
theras '* 314

Sijpkens, B., on resting nucleus 237
Simarubaceae, VanTieghem on 38S
Simons, Etoilc, personal 80
Skottsbergia, Cardot on 152
Sludsky, N., on fertilization in Juniperus

Small,
J. K., on new species from Florida

75 i on Rosalcs 74; MacDougal, Vail,

Shull, and, **]Mutants and hybrids of

the Oenotheras" 314
Smith,

J. D. I

Smith, Robert and W. G., on botanical

survey of Scotland 393
Smuts of Connecticut, Clii'^ton on 315
Snow, Laetitia M. 12
Societies, bog plant 429; at Ypsilanti 264
Soils, effect on development of carnation

nist 225
Solutions, effect on production of root

hairs 28
Sorauer, P., Lindau, and Rch, ^'Hand-
buch dcr Pflanzenkrankhciten" 320

Sordaria fmicola 315
Sotol country of Texas, Bray on 233
Spalding, Efhe S., on ecology of giant

f^actus 396
Spalding, L. J., Leavitt and, on partheno-

genesis in Antennaria 159
Spalding, V. :M., personal 480
Spartium Junceuni and drought 455
Spathularia, clavata 406; flavida 406
Spectra of chlorophyll 302
Sphacria ahitacea 402; clavata 402
Sphaerostigma, key to the species 55;

alyssoidcs 62, macrophyllum 62; andi-

num 56, minutum 56;' angelorum 62; .

arenicolum 5S, bistortum 59, Veitchi-

anum 59; Boothii 6t, 62; campestre

57; helianthemiflorum 57, minus 57,

taixtum 57; chamaeneriodes 57; chei-

ranthifolium 60; contortum 58, flexu-

Osum 58, Grccnci 58, pubcns 58;

decorticans 59, 60; filiforme 57; Hil-

gardi 56; hirtellum 59; Hitchcockii 62;

Lemmoni 61 ; micranthum 59, ex-

foliatum 59, Jonesi 59; minor 57;
nitidum58; Nelsoni57; ptcrospermum

63; refractum 58; rutilum 63; spirale

60, clypeatum 60, viridescens 60;

tortum 60, Eastwoodae 61; tortuosum

61; utahense 61

Sphagnum and calcium salts 425
Sphenophyllum, Scott on strobilus 239

Spinellus macrocarpus 169

Spines of Discaria Toumatou, Cockayne

on 398; of Mamillaria, Darbishire on

394
Spiraea, Schneider on 70
Spirogyra, mitosis at different stages 233

Spondianthus, Engler on 152

Spongiporus, Murrill on 468

Sporangia of Stauropteris Oldhamia,

Scott on 319
Sporangium, Worsdell on evolution 392

Sporogenesis in Pallavicinia Lyellii 81

Sporogonium of mosses, Sablon on 155

Sporophyte, Worsdell on origin of leafy

392 *

Starch, staining 309; structure 305

Stapf, O., on flora of Liberia 38S

Staub, M., death of 240

Stauropteris Oldhamia, Scott on mor-

phology 319
^

.
-u

• ^f
Steinbrinck, C., on absorption hairs of

Tillandsia 153 ; on water movement 3^9

Steiner, R., on intumescences 159, 39^

Stellaria media, vitality of seeds 141

Stemmodontia, Britton on 468

Stemnocolcus, Harms on 468

Stenoph^'lIus, Small on 75

Sterigmatocystis nigra, Latham. on_394

Stevia, monardaefolia 197; reglensis 197;

rhombifolia 206; salicifoha 197; tra-

chelioides 197; viscida 197

Stilhngia, Small on 75

Stockbergcr, W. W., personal 400

Stone, G E., on diseases not caused by

fungi and insects 477 ' ,

Strasburgcr, E., personal ^^^
apogamyin Alchemilla 151; onDnm}S

Wintcri 471; on nuclear division z^i

Strobilus in Sphenophyllum, Scott on 239

Survey, botanical, of Huron Tvxver val ey

264, ^Si, 418; ecological 480, 01a%cr

and T^nsley on methods for 474, of

Scotland, Smith on 393

i:-SgSberNrofNe..er..na^duncs

S.Sgle, W. T., Cook and, on cytology

Sym'phoricarpos, Fernald on 46S

on
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T
Tagetes, filifolia 202; lucida 203; mi-

crantha 203; tenuifolia 202
Tammes, Tine, on influence of nutrition
on variability 77; on supernumerary
leaflets in Trifolium 78

Tanfiljeff, personal 69
Tang], E., death of 320
Tansley, A. G., personal 4S0; Oliver and,
on methods of surveying vegetation

474
Taraxacum, Rydberg on 76
Taxonomy 75, 152, 235, 388, 468; and

evolution, Bailey on 387
Temperature, effect on production of root

hairs 15; on aerobic respiration, Tscher-
niajew on 395; on bog flora 419

Tephrosia macrantha 143; talpa 143
Tetradymia, Rydberg on 76
Tetraneuris, Rydberg on 76

'

Texas, Botany at University of 480
Thalassiophyllum, Setchell on 158
Thalictrum, Overton on reduction di-

vision 384
Thamnocephalis 165
Thaxter, R,, personal 479
Thermopsis, Eastwood on 76
Thiselton-Dyer, W. T., '^ndex Kewensis,
supplementum secundum" ^^^t^

Thomson, R. B., on morphology of Arau-
carineae 319

Thuja occidentalis, vitality of seeds 141
Tieghemopanax, Viguier on 388
Tillandsia, Steinbrinck on absorption

hairs J53
Tithonia, speciosa 200; tubaeformis 200
Tobacco, Cook and Home on diseases in
Cuba 478

Tolmiea Menziesii, regeneration 98
Tomatoes, Wlute on 158
Tradescantia, Bush on 235
Transeau, E. N. 351, 418
Transpiration, effect on production of

root hairs 27; means of checking 451;
.

of Medicagoarborea, rate452; relation
to growth in wheat 178; model, Dixon
on 389

Tridesmostemon, Engler on 468
Trigonella foenum graecum, rhizobia in

137
Tnfohum, rhizobia in 135; Tammes on
supernumerary leaflets 78; \TitaUty of
seeds 141

Trophis macrostachya 10
True, R. H,, personal 399
Tschermak, E., personal 69; on heredity
and agricuUure 398

Tscherniajevv, E., on effect of temperature
on respiration 395

Turgor, Kiister on orientation of chro-
matophores 394

Tutcher, W. J., on Dunnia 388
Typha latifoJia, pollen grains 51

u
Ulmus, leaf serrations 224; americana,
morphology 209

Ulothrix zonata, swarm spores 326
Underwood, L. M., on Borrychium 235;
on Wright's explorations in Cuba 239

Urcdo Parthenii 198
Uredospores of rusts, Bolley on 238
Urobotrya, Stapf on 388
Uromyces, cucullatus 199; senecionicola

198
Ustilagineae of Connecticut, CHnton on

315

V
Vahl, M., on flora of the Madeiras 239
Vail, A. M., MacDougal, Shull, and

Small, ** Mutants and hybrids of the

Oenotheras" 314
VanTicghem, Ph., on Irvingiaceae 388
Vascular system cf ferns, Chandler on 472
Verbascum Thapsus, vitality of seeds 141
Verbena, Small on 75
Verbesina, divcrsifolia 20S; ancelioidcs

203;' montanoifolia tq6, 207; occi-

dentahs 207; pinnatifida 196, 207;
sphacrocephala 196, 207 ; tetraptera

207; trilobata 208; virgata 196
Vermicularia, Rubak and Kabat on 468
Vernonia, Alamani 204; Deppiana 198;

uniflora 204
Vicia, Eastwood on 76
Viguiera, buddleiformis 207; dentata 196,

207; eriophora 207; cxcelsa 206; heli-

anthoides 196, 207; tenuis 206
Viguier, R., on two new genera of Arali-

aceae 388
Vinca major, pollen 51
Vines, S. H., on tryptic enzymes 154
Viola, TTouse on 152
Volkens, G., personal 240
Von Schrcnk, H., on intumescences of

cauliflower 390

w
Walker prizes, subjects for 1906 80
Washington Erj'siphaceae, Lawrence on

397
Wasielewski, W. von, on mitosis and

amitosis 317
Water, effect on production of root hairs

26; in humus soils, Minssen on 477;
movement 389; relation to bog floras

424, to regeneration 107
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Watermelon anthracnose, Sheldon on 477
Weber, personal 69
WeisSj F. E., and Lomax, on Lepidoden-
dron selaglnoides 232

Went, F. A. F. C, personal 71

Wery, J., on color and insects 476
Westermaier, M., death of 240
Wettstein, R. von, personal 70, 160, 240;

'^Vegetationsbilder aus Sudbrasilien*'

382
Wheat, relation of transpiration to growth

178
WTiccler, W. M., on mutation theory 387
White, C. A., on tomatoes 158
White, E. A., on Hymcnialcs of Connecti-

cut 314
Wiesner, J., personal 68, 240; on leaffall

in evergreens 471
Wilcox, E. M. 149, 395, 397, 477) 47^
Wille, N., personal 69
Willows, North American 376
Wind, effect on development of bog 418

Winklerella, Englcr on 468
Woodward, A. S-, Seward and, on Permo-

carboniferous plants from Kashmir 22^2^

Worsdcll, W. C, on the principles of

morphology 392
Wound, effect on production of root hairs

24; in regeneration 241
Wight, W, F., personal 400

Wright, C, explorations in Cuba, Under-

wood on 239

X
Xanthium, Bush and Mackenzie on 235

Ximensia encelioides 203

Xylaria, collabens4i5; comosa4i5; com-

puncta 404; flabelliformis 415; pumila

41S
Xylorrhiza, Rydberg on 76

Y
Ypsilanti, plant societies 264

Young, T. B., personal 400

-I

z
Zalcski, W., on proteid synthesis 76

Zaluzania asperrima 205

Zederbauer, E., personal 240

Zeitschrift fiir Pflanzenkrankheitcn 320

Zexmenia 199; Jones on 235; aurea 203;

ceanothifoUa 203; elegans 203; fasci-

culata 203; helianthoides 203; podo-

cephala 203

Zone in plant geography, Harshberger on

398
Zoospores, irritability of 321

Zostera, pollen grains 51

Zvgadenus, Blankinship on 152



ERVOUS DISORDERS

The nerves need a constant supply of
phosphates to keep them steady and
strong. A deficiency of the phosphates
causes a lowering of nervous tone, indi-

^M by exhaustion, restlessness, head-
ache or insomnia.

Horsford's
Acid Phosphate

(Non'Mcohoiic.)

{urnishes the phosphates in a pure and
abundant form. It supplies the nerve
cells with health-giving life force, repairs
^aste, restores the strength and induces
restful sleep without the use of danger-
ous drugs. An Ideal Tonic in Nervous
Diseases.

If your druggist can't supply you we will send a

. D«.1^J^
bottle, prepaid, on receipt of 25 cents.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

lENNEN f

^ORATED
OILET

T A.UC U M
POWDER̂

.^

»ef,o.
-® Snow Flies

i"*
ji^st nJi,^''^"^^^"'' t^e skin, use Mennen*s— it tfreps

'"Rnnri^ii" ^.P^^'tive relief for chiippod hnnilfl.

^'"e tha.t
*" troubles, Mennen's face on every

' *&C <;;°" ¥'^' '^* genuine. For sale everywhere of
• 2>amnie free* Try Mennen's Violet TaicuTn,

MJENNEN CO.. Newark. N. J.
'*Jard

4

ozodont
Tootli Powder

U<f

•i

delicious dentifrice. Free

from acid and grit. Just the

thing for those hohave an

inclination for the niceties of

every-day life.

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

^mall Grand
Combines the famous "Fischer Tone Quality " with great

Durability and Elegance of case-design, while occupying

but little more space than the Upright.

Catalogue and Terms upon Request.

J, (a C- FISCHER, Dept.Q

164 FiftH Av«., near 22d ^t., and
68 West 125tH St., New YorK

- h



.MP% .0^ w^ w^ .ii^ w -p-w^ ***^^ ^^"S' "Tip-Top"np^^ TB Tj £^ %/ §4 Duplicator is the best,

J ^^^ ^t JL^^^^ ML^ simplest, and cheapesi
device for making

100 copies from Pen-written and
50 copies from Typewritten original
we are willing to send a complete Duplicator without deposit on
ten days' trial.

No mechanism to get out of order, no washing, no press, no printer* s

ink. The product of 23 years* experience in DUPLICATORS. Pric*

for complete apparatus, cap size (prints 8^ in. by 13 in.). $7.50, subjed
to the trade discount of 33>$ per cent. $5.00 net.

FELIX P. B. DAUS DUPLICATOR CO., Dauseidg.. ...John street. New Von

r/*"**//-'

STEEL PENS
- >»i : - -s T r-^ :w

I b lA^H J ^_ 1. _ -

ESTABLISHED 1824,

Samples and Prices from U, S. Sole
Agents^

PERRY & CO.
849 Broadway. New York.

\

A

A

Mothers!

I

MothersII

Mothers!!!

The Prospects of

the Small College

By William R. Harper
President of the University of Chicago

12 mo, paper; postpaid, 25 cents

The University of Chicago Press
CHICAGO and 156 Fifth Avenue NEW YORK
A Complete Catalogue of Publications Sent on Request

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup

has been used for over SIXTY YEARS by MII^

LIONS of MOTHERS for tbeir CHII.DRHN

while TEETHING, with PERFECT SUCCESS.

It SOOTHES the CHII,D, SOFTENS the GTJMS,

AI.I,AYS all PAIN ; CURES WIND COWC and

is the best remedy for DIARRHOEA. Sold Dy

Druggists in every part of the world. Be sure

and ask for "Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup,

and take no other kind. Twenty-five<^ a bOtUc.

i

IF YOU ARE INCLINED TO ACT AS AGENT FOR

ANY OF OUR PERIODICALS WE SHALL BE GLAJJ

TO OFFER YOU VERY ADVANTAGEOUS TERW&

THE INIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS, ChicagoJIIinois

%

Wc want and

recommend Htftlctic Coaches
Physical Directors, and Teachers to combine athletic work with other branches,

^

high-grade positions. Have filled vacancies in University of Wisconsin, Pur u|

Pratt Institute, high schools, etc., and can assist yoti, REGISTER NOW, FREE.

The Physical Training Teachers' Bureau
}

I

312 South Second street

ROCKFORD, ttl'-
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GRAND PRI
(the highest honor)

AWARDED TO
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ESTERBROOICS

Steel
AT THE

St. Louis Exposition

*
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\ CHAIN of testimonials from dentists in

•tX practice attests the unequalled excel-

,
lence of Deutacura Tooth Paste. It

, -'eans the teeth, destroys bacteria, prevents

r^t^ay. It is applied to the brush without the
*aste attending the use of powder. That you
'^^y know by experience its value we will

/^'id yon free a sample tube of Dentacura and
,?)!• booklet, "Taking Care of the Teeth."
;,;^ite at once. Offer expire- January ist,

'^' Dentacura mav be had at most toilet

.^^ounters. Price 25c. 'if your dealer does not
'"*^"e it we will send it on receipt of price.

' "ENTACURA COMPANY
f

AILING !
NEWARK

WHEN YOU ASK FOR
THE IMPROVED

REFUSE ALL
SUBSTITUTES AND
INSIST ON HAVING
THE GENUINE
The Name Is

stamped on every

loop—

CUSHION
BUTTON

LIES FLAT TO THE LEG-NEVER
SLIPS, TEARS NOR UNFASTENS

nple pair, Silk 50c., Cotton 25c

Mailed on receipt of price.

GEO. FROST CO.. Maker*

Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

ALWAYS EASY

-i&<^:.----_% ^ '

TRADE MARK

•'The anti-friction sliding

back, which is a part of the

suspender web.

Will not wear out and allows

free side motion.

Easiest adjustable buckle

made. Will not tear the

garments. Will not corrode.

Lays flat, does not twist out

of position.

Does not bind the shoulders

and will out-wear two or

three pairs of any other

make.

SACK

t>r.

.»^
/"

-4

\*v

'^

Ask for your correct size, as we
make the suspender in four

sizes.

If your dealer does not

carry the 'Gordon' in

his stock, send us 50c

for a trial pair.

Take no substitute.'*

GORDON MFG. CO.,

New Rochellc. N. Y.

Owner and Wholesaler

»- ^*
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THE BEST CHRISTMAS CIFT
^seful. Reliable, Attractive, Lastinff.Up to Date and
Authoritative. No other gift will bo often be a re-
minder of the giver. 2380 pages, 5000 illustrations.
Recently enlarged with 25,000 new words, a new
v^^'x^^S.^V^^ new Biographical Dictionary , editedby W.T. Harns. Ph.D.,l.L.D., U. S. Com. of Edu»nGrand Prize, World's Fair, St. Louis, Get the Best!
Webeter'a Coileffiato Dictionary. Lar^stof onrabrid-ments. Reg-
uJar and Thm Paper editJona, 1116 pa^a and UOO illustrations.

Write for " The Story of a Book "—Free.

The Resort of HEALTH,
PLEASURE and FASHION

Three Hours
From New York via

New Jersey
Central

^«fe

Luxurious Equipment— Fast Service

Stations

Foot Libcrt>' Street, N.R.
and West 23d St.

C. M. BURT
General Passenger Agent

New York

TU J

NOTE BOOKS
Stiff Board Covers, Marble Paper Sides,

Sectional Sewed, Sixty Leaves,
Ruled or Unruled

1085—5 X 8 , Open End, each, 20c.

1087—S^x 7|, Open Side, each, 20c.

1090-

1092-

7 X 8f, Open Side, each, 25c.

7|xl0^, Open Side, each, 30c.

Write for Special Discount in

Quantities

S. D.CHI LDS & CO
{wholesale and retail stationers

1

200 Clark Street CHICAGO

Zbe VLnivcxelt^ of Cbicaso pteas

Educational and Scientific works printed

fn English^ German, French* and all other

iiii:«dem languages.

•^ *>* 1^ Estimates Furnished ,^ jt J^

Address 58th St. and Bills Ave.. Cblcsffo

The
Standard American Brand

FOR OVER FIFTY YEARS

Have
recogniz

all purposes T/ie Best.

SPENCERIAN PEN CO.
349 Broadway, New York.
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F you are having any trouble with the finish

on your floors, or are not entirely pleased

-^th their appearance, it is certain you have not

ad LIQUID GRANITE, the finest floor finish

erer introduced.

It makes a finish so tough that, although the

rood will dent under a blow, the finish will not

crack or turn white. This is the highest achieve-

ment yet attained in a Floor Finish, and is not

likely to be improved upon.

Finished samples of wood and instructive

pamphlet on the care of natural wood floors sent

tee for the asking.

BERRY BROTHERS, Limited,

Varnish M«nufacturera

.

MYORX

m
rtnUDELTHU

BALTIMORE

CHICAGO

CINCINNATI

ST. lOUS

SAN FRANCISCO

Factory and flain Office, DETROIT

Canadian Factory. WALKERVILLE. ONTARIO

Through Pullman
Service
Virginia
VIA THE FAMOUS

Big Four C. & Route

Leaves Chicago i:oo p. m. dally.

"ONLY ONE NIGHT OUT."

All Meals in Dining Cars

All Big Four Trains stop at Illinois

Central 03d Station, Chicago
Central 63d »t. siati"". —---

within a few minutes' walk of tne

Chicago

Only Railroad from Chicago and Peon^^^^^^

necling in same depot at CincmnaU witn

trains of the

C. & 0^ Q. 4 C. L & N. and B.

j

^^j^W^^^^

Chicago cit>rm»^;roS^
338 Clark Street 'P^one Harrison 46ao

I. P. SPINING, General Northern Agen^

r«-i
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:
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New
Models

Now
Ready

M^h^^ii

^~:;i; \wxaxii v^\vi\\s^
pl^Afk^F

Remington Typewriter

If Every model of the Remington Type-

writer has been a success. There

never was a Remington failure.

IThe New Models represent the sum

and the substance of all Remington

success-plus 30 years of experience

in typewriter building.

We will be glad to have you call at -"V of our

offices and see the new modeU or send for

illustrated booklet describing the

new features.

Reminaton Typewriter Company

325-327 BROADWAY NEW YORK

BRANCHES EVERYWHERE

y
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Pencil

to suit any

Purpose
has been the aim
of the makers of

DIXON
American Graphite

Whatever de«ired-r^qul^d th^.

a Dixon Pencil to iuit ^"^
'.Ci

f point about a Dixon. Never grittj-

^ never greasy. *»'*'*>'• '^"T^^' ^'Vt,'

Tou^Z%^^<i by dealer. ever>-wbere. NV rU.

for free booklet
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Adds tastiness to food, encourages the appetite, and
promotes digestion. But be sure it's Mcllhenny*s,
the original, in use half a century. A stimulating
seasoning for Soups, Sauces, Salads, Gravies,
Oysters, Clams, Fish, Roasts, etc.

Booklet of Recipes on request*

McILHENNY'S TABASCO. New Iberia, Louisiana.

.«=S^*s

I

The 20th

Century Piano
i

I

Any piece of music sounds better on a

STROHBER PIANO
Price and Terms are better too

Direct 'from the Manufacturers

STROHBER PIANO CO.,Chicago

S6c

V

QUARTER GRAND
(only five feet long and four feet three inches wide) makes a Grand Piano
possible where formerly an Upright only could be considered. Its attrac-

tive appearance and great portability make their own appeal, and the
price, too, for it is less than that of the largest Upright. A paper chart,

showing the exact space it occupies, will be sent gratis upon application.

Chickening Pianos are made only by Chickering
& Sons, Boston, and are sold xn Chicago only by

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.

i

220 Wabash Avenue
CHICKERING, KURTZMANN, MATHUSHEK AND

We Sell All Pianos at Definite Prices
GAB PIANOS

Publishers and Importers of Music Dealers in Music of the Better Class



4*Follow

the Fl^g
'
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Pullman Sleepers
AND

Free Chair Cars

-^-'T

Whenjou were engaged

THE YOUNG LADY RECEIVED A BOX OF

Chicago to

PITTSBURG
VTA THE

WABASH
C. S. CRANE, G. P.& T.A. F. A. PALMER. A.G.P.A.

ST. LOUIS CHICAGO

ALMOST DAILY-

HOW OFTEN DOES

YOUR WIFE NOW RECEIVE

A BOX OF THESE

DELICIOUS CONFECTIONS?

REPENT- AND MAIL YOUR

ORDERS. AT SHORT INTERVALS, TO

'f
863 BROADWAYlNEv^YDRK

' cna FIFTH AVFNIIEI508 FIFTH AVENUE

SEVENTEEN OTHER STORES aSALESAGENTS EVERYWHERE

CANDIES SEMT ANYWHERE BY MAILS EXPRESS.

awiv^

^ i

^ -.

M^

BOSTON

ONLY DIRECT ALL-WATER ROUTE
BETWEEN

NEW YORK,
CHARLESTON

1»i\

Sr 1

s. c
t.

-»c
i-

%

^t JACKSONVILLE. FLA ?v

St. Johns River Service between J-'JX'"
nl"'""'''

De Land. Sanford, Enterprise, Fia.. ana

Intermediats Landings

YORK^KOSTON, rm JACKSONVILLE, -^

^"A.^^UinTdll^c? c^nnecUon\or all points^
South and Southwest <r

Fast «od»ra Steamships and Superior Serr.ee

W^RCLYDE &€general acts 19StateStII Y



winter resort

ones you ave

previously visited with in-

crease temporary com

no permanent better-

ment! osel

winter resort

elugmg you wi

sunshme an dry air, keeps

you constantly astir

en two ree

weeks you have mcrease

weight, increased in strength,

increase measure-

ment increase

things that govern health and

usiness capacity.
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argument iborated

details in a new folder wKich
3

cost by writing R S, Eustis
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'btain without
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THE CHICAGO & AI^TON
runs the largest passenger engines

In the world
They keep the trains on time

Between Chicago*
St. Louis,
Kansas City and
Peoria

Geo. J. Charlton, General Passenger Agent
CHICAQO, ILL.

CONTRIBUTIONS
TO EDUCATION
By JOHN PtWEY and ElU FUOG Y01N6

IN this scries a union Is effected between educational

theories and actual practice. The fundaincntal

principles of modern psychology are strictly a^
pHed to the educational situation, and there is a grati-

fying absence of vague and abstract theorizing.

I. Isolation in the School. By Ella Flagg
Young. 112 pp., i2mo, paper; net. 50

cents; postpaid, 54 cents,

n. Psychology and Social Practice, By John
Dewey. 42 pp., i2mo, paper; net. 25

cents; postpaid, 27 cents.

ni. The Educational Situation, By John
Dewey. 104 pp.. i2mo. paper; net, 50

cents; postpaid, 53 cents,
IV. Ethics in the School. By Ella Flagg

Young. 44 pp., i2mo, paper; net, 25

cents; postpaid, 27 cents,
V. The Child and the Curriculum. By John

' Dewey. 40 pp., i2mo, paper; net, 25

cents; postpaid. 27 cents,
VI, Some Types of Modem Educational Theory.

By Ella Fi.agg Young. 70 PP- '^'"°'

paper; net, 25 cents; postpaid, 28 cents.

Numbers: net. $1.50: PO^Md

University^ne university 01 i;mcago x-xcoo

CHICAGO and 156 Fifth Avenue NEW YORK
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Let tis prove
"(vHat M^e claim
at our expense

There is only one way to prove any-

thing about a typewriter, and that is

an actual test of the machine itself in

your own office.

That is what we want every possible

purchaser of a Fox Typewriter to do

before he buys.

When we say the Fox Typewriter can

be operated with from 25 to lOO per

cent, less energy than any other type-

writer, it doesn't mean anything to you

unless we can show by this saving that

it will enable you to reduce the cost of

typewriting in your office, give you a

better grade of work and save you a vast

amount of worry about repairs. When
we show you that, you are interested.

We have proved this to some of the

most discriminating buyers in the coun-

try. Seventy-five per cent, of our sales

are made under just such circumstances.

If we can prove it to you, you want

our machine.

Remember we prove this at our ex-

pense. All you have to do is say you

are interested, no matter where you are.

Write us today.

Fox Typewriter Co.
Executive Office and Factory

560-570 Front St.. GRAIO) RAPIDS, MICH.

Branches and Agencies In Principal Cities.
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SAFETY RAZOR
Your daily appearance improved, if the "GEfW" is

kept handy. Shaves stubborn beard close in from
one to three minutes. No cuts. Little Stropping,
Durable, CleaD, Safe, Comfortable. Finest Eng-
lish Cutlery Steel Blades. Try the " GEM."

Send for interesting Free Booklet for shavers

Razor complete - - $2.00

Insist on the "Gem"—at dealers or direct on recefpt of price

GEM CUTIERY CO.. DcM. 24, 34 Reade St., New York

SAVES
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AShort Cut
to Comfort
The "Long Distance'* HYLO
(shown in the illustration) is

just right for the man who
reads in bed. % Cord snaps

on like a glove
fastener. Any-
body can put it

in place without
tools. The porta-

ble switch turns

the light high or

low or entirely
out. Switch lasts

indefinitely. On-
ly the lamp needs
to be replaced
when burned out.

Cords can be any
length desired.

h

^

LocJ^ for the

name HYLO
and refuse im-

itations^

^ /

THE PH
106 STATE

Twelve styles of HYLO lamps.

Send forCatalogueand booklet

"How to Read Your Meter.*'

COMPANY
DETROIT, U. S. A.

^,1^'

The series of ' ^*»

LIFE MASKS
taken by Dr.
Fiasch from
living natives
of OCEANIA
anrl the MALAY Iv a..\

ARCHIPELAGO, and
faithfully (COLORED
AFTER NATURE,
were pronounced by

> /_^j Virchow^ Mantegazza^ Floiver^
and other savants, the most
perfect FACSIMILES OF RACE

TYPES ever made, IT Of special interest
are OUR COLONIAL ABORIGINES,
from Guam^ Samoa, Hawaii, and Philip-
pines, Very appropriate for School, Office,
Library, or Reception Hall. Althou^^h pri-
marily educational they form unique and
strikincr wall decorations. Full descrip-
tion with each mask.

Price, securely paclced^ $4.QP each.
The four Colonials^ $15. Any ten, $35

Anatomical laboratory of Giarles H. Ward
38 1 West Ave.. Rochester, N. Y,

Circular on request.

OURCOLO N lAL
ABORIGINES

^Wi]

Dnd manatee

described and illustrated,

wonderful resources

shown, and its strange and

absorbingly interesting

history recounted, in the

Seaboard Magazine.

SENT FREE ON REQUEST

X.

J. W. WHITE, General Industrial Agent

PORTSMOUTH, VTRGINIA

Seaboard Hir Eine Railway
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The Best Xmas Gift\
One that will give the recipient

the most genuine and lasting pleasure is a

Pa.ul Wirt
Founf8..irv Pen,

The original fountain pen. Oldest and best

by test of years.

Always Ready Always Writes
Over loo styles. Suitable for any purse and hand. Sold

by best dealers
Send for catalogue sliuwing styles and puces

Box GU. Bloomsbur^, Pa.

L i-tiBi^H^dd in

BAU5CH (SL LOMB
PROJECTION
APPARATUS

THe most complete lectur
room projector ever pro*

dtxcecl. Lrantern slides and
microscopic objects
consectitlvely witHotit
cbange of li^Kt or recenter-

Catalog C on request

BauscH (St L,omb Optical Co.

Manufacturers Microscopes. Photographic Lenses

and Shutters, Eyeglass Lenses, frield Glasses, etc

R.ocHester» N« Y.
New YorK Cl^ica^o
Boston Sskn Francisco

FranKftirt Am Germany
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HAMMOND TYPEWRITER h
ntroduction in 1884, the Favorite

b
W

since

Ma-
of th

fess M
Educated, the L d the Pro

We can point to College Professors by
hundreds, and to College Alumni by thousand
users of the Hammond

h are

Their preference for it is not accidental, but is d
the inherent merits of the machine itself
the Hammond is automatic
touch

The orintine" of
independent of th

therefore, the novice can do as good as the expert
the type of the Hammond is interchangeable, therefore the
Lmguist can write on one Hammond any desired language
mathematical and algebraic signs are provided: therefore
the Mathematician and the S can work out equa-

ls and problems; and finally, the work is in sight, which
ders easy the. orderly arrangement of tabulated matter.

The

Hammond Typewriter Company
Factory and General Offices,

69th to 70th Streets & East R Nezv York City, N. Y.

^m
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«All the Argument Necessary.
99

The International Journal of Surgery, August, 1905, under the heading

'— 7

medication.

Cystitis,'' says :
*• la the treatment of Cystitis, water is the great aid to all lorms or

m%ww^w^m^^ I v^nivji tATnivn is the ideal form in which to administer

Moreover, DUFFALO LlTnlA WflLltK ft to the Cystitic patient, as it is not

only a pure solvent, but has the additional virtue of containing substantial quantities of

thates

fii^t day

ed to take two quarts per

arsTiment

or so.
I

)

«4The Results Satisfy Me of Its Extraordinary Value
»*

,
Dr. J<

*'Ihavenre

H
savs

of New Orleans, Ex-President of the State Board of Health of
^

_ ... in affections of the kidneys and

BuFfALO LhhiaWater urinary passages, particularly in

Qouty subjectsr in Albuminuria, and in irritable condition of the Bladder and

IJrethra in females. The results satisfy me of its extraordinary value in a large class

of cases usually most difficult to treat."

"I Have Witnessed Decided Beneficial Results from Its Use."

Wm. B. TowIeS. Ni,'0,, formerly Professor ofAnatomy and Materia Medka of

f -^ are marked in causing a disap-

The effects ofBUriMOUlWAWiffEB pearance ^f Albumin from the
ineenectsoi '*'**™p.

. . ^, Disease I have witnessed decided beneficial
nd 111 certain stages of tsrigni s uiscasc

from Its use."

Results, to Say the Least, Very Favorable
>»

T. Griswold Comstock, A
Diade

rVI. M. D., -S*/. Louis, Mo., says: "I have

ecolo women suffering

BUrraiO IJTHOlllttarER from acute Uremic conditions, with results,

to say the least, very

Additional medical testimony on request.

For sale by the general drug and mineral water trade.

PRO 1
VIRGINIA
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WalterBaker&Co

Chocolate

& Cocoa
r^

: It

- ?;

I

i

It is a perfect food, highly

nourishing, easily di-

gested, fitted to repair

wasted strength, pre-

serve health and pro-
long life.

A new and handsomely
illustrated Recipe Book sent free.

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
£fltabliiihed 1780 l>ORrTTFJ<XT?T?

Registered,
U.i^. Pat. oa.

MASS
r

45 Highest Awards
In Europe and America

Consumption and

Pneumonia
^

r-"

/r.

preventable
s.

Platts

Chlorides

costs you

nothing by q

preventing

sickness-

"-.i.

jt ' n ' re

'

Impure Air and
Sickness are caused

oy oil and gas stoves,
faulty furnaces and dry steam heat
in every living room keep an open
Vessel containing water and

^arides

Disinfeatan
«ct

ifi-

J--^-

It does not cover one
with another but removes
the cause.

A Mion«n Rquld vhick d«tro) faid

•ten AQd diwx brow!ltt# m*tt«r.

Wiwm dilated vHb tma pwU of wmc^
Apr faonseliotd uae. it cas4s Us^ tkmm $

Sold iwyphM* to

qnmxt botttea Prtpargd ofUj by
H«nrr B. PUu. New Ton ud K<»
CTMl Aa mm«trmt«d booUM witb

viteAUA Msttary fofonaation BAllid

fTMu AddreM4»CiiSatflMt.M. T.
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THE DAINTIEST SOAP MADE is HAND Sapolio for toilet and
fcath. Other soaps chemically dissolve the dirt—HAND SAPOLIO III*fves

:ns no animal fats, hut is made from the most healthful of

tahle oils* It opens the pores, literates their activities, hut works
chemical change in those delicate juices that go to make up the charm and
bloom of a perfect complexion. Test it vourselL

THE FAME OF SAPOLIO has reached far and wide. Everywhere

^

ions of homes there is a regard for it which cannot he shaken.
Sapolio has done much for your home, hut now for yourself—have you
ever tried HAND SAPOLIO, for toilet and bath? It is related tc Supolio
only because it is made by the same company, but it is delicate, smooth,
dainty, soothing, and healing to the most tender skin. It pleases every 'one.

ITS USE IS A FINE HABIT ITS COST BUT A TRIFLE

PIAN05
syistcm

Catalogue

been
pa
a Vij^K piano. -, .

he new oiano in vour home free of cxpem

nrments every family in moderate circnmstanccs can

VOSe niattn. Wr t^lit^ aid instruments in exchange

PIANO CO., i6o Boylstoa St., Boston
I


